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INTRODUCTION
The South Dakota Periodicals Index 1987-1991 is a subject and author index to selected South Dakota
periodicals and annuals published from 1987 through 1991. This multi-year cumulative edition
continues indexing most of the publications covered by the previous cumulative edition and its annual
supplements. In addition this cumulative edition includes indexing for 13 more periodicals than were
covered by the 1982-1986 edition.
This index is intended to facilitate the location of information about the people, places, events, and
issues that make South Dakota a special place through the use of the information in selected South
Dakota publications. By using this index, people across the state, and elsewhere, can identify useful
information about our state even though they may not be familiar with the publications and/or the
publications may not be owned by libraries in their area. Regular interlibrary loan procedures through
local libraries may be used to obtain copies of relevant articles.
The South Dakota Periodicals Index is not intended to be a comprehensive source of all articles about
South Dakota in periodicals or annual publications. Staffing and budgetary realities necessitate that we
include only a selected list of South Dakota publications which we believe will provide the most useful
information to the greatest number of people.
Although scholarly articles are included, the index is not intended solely for an academic audience. In
fact, we view the target audience to consist mainly of citizens of South Dakota and other persons
interested in the state. Topics covered by the index are highly eclectic because of the diversity of the
publications indexed. Basically, we have tried to include publications which illuminate the rich history,
culture, and artistry of the state along with its social, economic, and environmental diversity. Some
short fiction, poetry, and photographic essays are also indexed. All types of South Dakotans are
represented by the listed articles, including: farmers, politicians, city folks. Native Americans, ethnic
minorities, teachers, hunters, and many others.
We tried to produce an index which will make it easier to locate information about South Dakota. We
also wanted to highlight some of the fine publications and authors in South Dakota. We believe this
index takes a step toward those goals.
Clark N. Hallman, Project Director
H.M. Biiggs Library, South Dakota State University
March 1993
ABBREVIATIONS
V = volume number JAN = January
NO = issue number FEB = February
P = Pages MAR = March
SPR = Spring APR = April
FAL = FaU JUN = June
WIN = ^Atinter JUL = July
SUM = Summer AUG = August
+ = continued on later SEP = September
pages of the same OCT = October
issue NOV = November
DEC = December
PERIODICAL ABBREVIATIONS
For more information consult the list of Periodicals Indexed
BIRD South Dakota Bird Notes HERITAGE South Dakota Heritage




CENSUSDATA SDSU Census Data HUMAN Hu.man.i.ties
Center Newsletter
INDIAN Institute ofIndian
CONSDIG South Dakota Studies Newsletter
Conservation Digest
INSIDE Inside the Black Hills
COUNTY SDACC South Dakota
Counties, SDACC LABOR South Dakota Labor
County Government, SD Bulletin
Journal ofCounty








SDHIST South Dakota History
Conference Papers SDMAG South Dakota Magazine




DEADMAG DeadwoodMagazine HPS TIPS (Technical
ECONDEV South Dakota Economic Information Project)
Developments WATER Water and Environment
FINS Fins and Feathers Today
HEALTH South Dakota Health WILDER Laura Ingalls Wilder
Highlights Lore
Users' Guide
The South Dakota Periodicals Index consists of two main parts: a subject index, and an author index.
I. The Subject Index The subject index
Articles about specific topics are found listed under subject headings which describe that topic, e.g.,
RAILROADS, WALLEYES, GHOST TOWNS. Place names and personal names may also be used
assubject headings if articles have been written about a specific place, e.g., RAPID CITY,' S.D. or
person, e.g., PYLE, GLADYS (1890-1986).
Following each subject heading will be a list of citations to articles about that subject and/or a cross
reference to other subject headings. Each citation includes aU the information necessary to locate each
article. A sample entry follows:
-Subject heading
GOVERNORS—S.D.
MILLER, J.E. OUR COWBOY GOVERNOR SDMAG V2, NO 4, P6-11, NOV 1986.
Author Title ofarticle Abbreviation of Volume # Issue # Page #s Date
periodical title
"SEE" references guide you from a subject heading under which no information is given to a different
subject heading under which the desired information will be found. For example, when looking up
information about sod houses you are referred to the proper subject heading by the cross reference:
SOD HOUSES SEE HOUSES—SOD.
"SEE ALSO" references alert you to the fact that although information is found under a particular
subject heading, additional related information may be found under other headings. For example:
BANKRUPTCY SEE ALSO FARM FORECLOSURES.
II. The Author Index The author index
The author index follows the subject index. Using the author index allows you to look up the name of an
author and find a list of their articles.
PERIODICALS INDEXED
In The 1987-91 Index
Dakota Country
Mitzel Outdoor Publications, Inc.
707 E. Front Ave.
Bismarck, ND 58502
Monthly, v.l-v,5,1987-1991
Dakota History Conference Papers
Dakota State University (18th-21st)
Augustana College (22nd)
Sioux Falls, SD










Rapid Qty, SD 57702
Bi-monthly, v.l, no.1-5,1992
Fins and Feathers (SD Edition)
Fins and Feather Publishing Company




South Dakota Committee on the Humanities
Box 7050, University Station
Brookings, SD 57007
Semi-annual, v.l5, no.2 - v.20, no.l, 1987-1991
Inside The Black Hills
Hagen Marketing & Communications
P.O. Box 707
Custer, S.D. 57730
v.l - V.2, no.6,1990-1991
Institute ofIndian Studies Newsletter
University of South Dakota
414 E. Clark Street
Vermimon,SD 57069-2390
Quarterly, no.110-126,1987-91
Laura Ingalls Wilder Lore
Lama Ingalls A^^lder Memorial Society, Inc.
Box 344
DeSmet, SD 57321
Biannually, v.l3 - v.l7, no.2,1987-1991
County Comment
South Dakota Association of County Commissioners
Suite 203,207 E. Capitol
Herre,SD 57501
Monthly, v.33, no.3 -v.37, no.lO, 1987-1991
SDACC South Dakota Counties (see County
Comment)
SDSU Census Data Center Newsletter
Agricultural Experiment Station
South Dakota State University
Brookings, SD 57007
Monthly, v.l, no.6 - v.6, no.2,1987-91
South Dakota Bird Notes
South Dakota Ornithologists' Union
Dr. Dan Tallman, Editor
NSU, Box 740
Aberdeen, SD 57401
Quarterly, v.39 - v.43,1987-1991
South Dakota Business Review
Business Research Bureau
School of Business - USD
Vermillion, SD 57069
Quarterly, v.45, no.3-v.50, no.2,1987-1991
South Dakota Conservation Digest
South Dakota Department of Game, Fish and Parks
523 East Capitol
Pierre, SD 57501-3182
Bimonthly, v.54 - v.58,1987-1991
South Dakota Economic Developments




South Dakota Journal ofCounty Government (see
County Comment)
South Dakota Health Highlights
Center for Health Policy and Statistics
South Dakota Department ofHealth
523 E. Capitol
Pierre, SD 57501
Bimonthly, v.l - v.5,1987-1991
South Dakota Heritage (formerly Dakota West)
South Dakota Hall of Fame
P.O. Box 550
Fort Pierre, SD 57532
Quarterly, v.l3 - v.l7,1987-1991
South Dakota History
South Dakota State Historical Society
800 Governors Drive
Pierre, SD 57501-2217
Quarterly, v.17 - v.21,1987-1991
South Dakota Labor Bulletin
Labor Market Information Center
P.O. Box 4730
Aberdeen, South Dakota 57402-4730
Monthly, 1987-1991
South Dakota Law Review
School of Law, University of South Dakota
Vermillion, SD 57069





Bimonthly, v.2, no.5 - v.7, no.4,1987-1991
South Dakota Municipalities
South Dakota Municipal League
214 E. Capitol
Pierre, SD 57501





Three/year, v.3 - v.7, no.l, 1987-1991








Rapid City, SD 57709-1371
Monthly, v.3 - v.6, no.8,1987-1991
Water and Environment Today
SD Department of Water and Natmal Resources
Joe Foss Building, 523 East Capitol
Pierre, SD 57501
v.l - v.5, no.4,1987-1991
INDEXING POLICIES
Generally all substantive articles are indexed in each publication. Substantive articles do not include
brief announcements of events or other articles of only a few sentences. Generally, substantive articles
also do not include organization or membership news, letters to the editor, etc. In addition, some
selective indexing occurs in those publications which publish numerous articles which are not
specifically related to South Dakota. For example, selective indexing of South Dakota Law Review
excludes most material which deals only with global issues, i.e., that which is not specifically related to
South Dakota. A few articles are indexed although they do not pertain to South Dakota because they
appear in publications which we index fully and they are substantive.
Generally, each indexed article may be listed under as many as tive subject headings and under as many
as five authors names. In all cases, an attempt was made to adequately describe the contents of each
article, and subject headings were assigned as needed. Occasionally, articles may have been assigned
more then five subject headings, and many were assigned less than five. Subject headings were not
based on title keywords although some title words may have been assigned as headings. Sears List of
Subject Headings, 13th and 14th editions, served as a guide for subject heading assignment However
due to the nature of the index no single published subject headings list was sufficient. Therefore the
Library ofCongress Subject Headings was also consulted; and often it was necessary to create our own
headings. A subject authority file of more than 4300 headings, including numerous cross references,
has developed as the indexing progressed.
The following is a list of some specific indexing guidelines which were used in this indexing project:
Articles about specific individuals, or which give biographical information about a person, are listed
under their names with birth and death dates included when possible, e.g., COOLIDGE, CALVIN
(1872-1933).
Articles about specific places, e.g., cities, towns, counties, parks, historic sites, etc., are listed under
their specific names. They may also be listed under a generic term, e.g., PARKS.
Book reviews are included only for books about South Dakota topics. They are listed under either
BOOK REVIEWS, BOOK REVIEWS - BIOGRAPHY, or BOOK REVIEWS - PLACES only, not
under the subjects of the books or under the authors. Other information about books pertaining to South
Dakota can be found under either BOOK NOTES, BOOK NOTES - BIOGRAPHY, or BOOK
NOTES - PLACES which lists short descriptive annotations, not critical reviews. Again these
descriptive book notes are not listed under the specific subjectsof the books or under their authors.
Articles about lakes are listed under LAKE as the first word. For example, Lewis and Clark Lake is
indexed under LAKE LEWIS AND CLARK.
Fiction, short stories, and poetry are included in the index, but this material is not indexed by topic.
Instead it is listed under the generic term(s), e.g., CHILDREN'S STORIES, SHORT STORIES,
POEMS, etc. It also is listed in the author index under the authors' names.
Articles referring to the winners of awards and prizes are listed under the heading, AWARDS AND
PRIZES, and under the names of the individuals when biographical information is given.
Articles about American Indians are listed under NATIVE AMERICANS followed by subheadings,
e.g., NATIVE AMERICANS - HEALTH AND MEDICINE, and also they may be listed under more
specific headings, e.g.,personal names, tribal names, reservation names, etc.
SUBJECT INDEX
A.I.D.S.
AIDS AWARENESS SURVEY BEGINS IN APRIL. HEALTH, V 1, NO 2, P 1, MAR 1987.
AIDS LIBRARY AVAILABLE. HEALTH, V 2, NO 1, P 3, JAN 1988.
BIA AND IHS JOIN TO FIGHT AIDS. INDIAN, NO 117, P 5, NOV 1988.
D.O.H. TO ADD TWO AIDS SPECIALISTS. HEALTH, V 1, NO 6, P 3, NOV 1987.
PRELIMINARY AIDS SURVEY RESULTS RELEASED. HEALTH, V 1, NO 5, P 4, SEP 1987.
SOUTH DAKOTA AIDS SURVEY RESULTS RELEASED. HEALTH, V 2, NO 6, P 3, NOV 1988.
SURVEY REVEALS SD KNOWLEDGE OF AIDS. HEALTH, V A, NO 4, P 2, SEP 1990.
A.I.M. SEE AMERICAN INDIAN MOVEMENT (AIM)
ABERDEEN/BROWN COUNTY LANDMARKS COMMISSION
TENNANT, BRAD. INTRODUCTION TO SLIDE PROGRAM ON "HISTORICAL ARCHITECTURE OF
BROWN COUNTY" SESSION XIV-ARCHITECTURE. DAKHIST, NO 22, P 957-962, 1990.
ABERDEEN, S.D.
'ONE-STOP SHOPPING' HEALTH CARE BECOMES REALITY IN ABERDEEN. HEALTH, V 5, NO 4,
P Of AUG 1991.
ABERDEEN LETS EMPLOYEES BUY INTO PROGRAM. ECONDEV, V 3, NO 1, P 6, JAN 1990.
ABERDEEN MAIN STREET ORGANIZES CORE AREA. ECONDEV, V 1, NO 5, P 6, OCT 1988.
ABERDEEN R 8 E SURVEYS SENT TO AREA BUSINESS. ECONDEV, V 3, NO 10, P 8, NOV
ABERDEEN WELCOMES SECOND INDUSTRY. ECONDEV, V 4, NO 5, P 5, MAY 1991.
ABERDEEN'S EFFORT RECOGNIZED BY GOVERNOR'S AWARD. ECONDEV, V 3, NO 3, P 4, MAR
COMMISSIONER'S COLUMN (POSTIVE RESULTS FROM ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS).
ECONDEV, V 2, NO 6, P 2, AUG 1989.
DOCTOR'S KIT SPURS INTEREST. ECONDEV, V 3, NO 7, P 4, AUG 1990.
GOED EFFORTS ARE SUCCESSFUL IN ABERDEEN AREA. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 5, P 3, JUN
1989.
IDELMAN TELEMARKETING LOCATES IN RECORD TIME. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 6, P 4, AUG
1989.
OH, ABERDEEN (POETRY CONTEST). SDMAG, V 2, NO 6, P 13, FEB 1987.
PEM HAS RIBBON CUTTING CEREMONY IN ABERDEEN. ECONDEV, V 4, NO 5, P 5, MAY 1991.
RICHMOND LAKE RESTORATION PROJECT. WATER, V 3, NO 3, P 2, NOV 1989.
ANDERSON, GRANT K. DESPERATE DAKOTANS. DAKHIST, V 22, P 33-68, 1990.
BUNTIN, ART. HARD TIMES! HAPPY TIMES! 1890: A YEAR IN THE LIFE OF BROWN COUNTY,
S.D. DAKHIST, V 22, P 124-133, 1990.
GAGE, T.C. A HOLD UP IN ABERDEEN: A TRUE EPISODE FROM 1881. SDMAG, V 5, NO 5,
P 22-23, JAN 1990.
KLINE, RICHARD. ABERDEEN HOSPITALITY IN WWII. SDMAG, V 7, NO 1, P 62-63, MAY
1991.
TRIPP, LEONARD Y. STREET RAILWAYS OF SOUTH DAKOTA. DAKHIST, NO 22, P 963-987,
1990.




WEINREIS, ANNA M. THE WARD HOTEL, ON NATIONAL REGISTER. DAKHIST, NO 18TH, P
697-702, 1986.
ABRAHAMSON, LAURA ALETA IVERSEN (1882-1956)
ABRAHAMSON, LAURA A.I.j GERBER, PHILIP L. HERDING COWS AND WAITING TABLES: THE
DIARY OF LAURA ALETA IVERSEN ABRAHAMSON. SDHIST, V 20, NO 1, P 17-50, 1990T
ABUSE SEE CHILD ABUSE; CHILD MOLESTING; SEXUAL ABUSE; PATIENT ABUSE
ACCIDENTS SEE ALSO HUNTING - ACCIDENTS
DAY, DOUG. CAR-DEER COLLISIONS. CONSDIG, V 57, NO 2, P 8-11, 1990.
POST, CHUCK. S.D. REPORT: LANDOWNER NOT LIABLE FOR HUNTING, FISHING ACCIDENTS.
FINS, V 6, NO 2, P 5, FEB 1987.
THATCHER, CHARLES M. CHOICE OF LAW IN MULTI-STATE TORT ACTIONS AFTER OWEN V.OWEN: THE LESS THINGS CHANGE... LAW, V 35, NO 3, P 372-401, 1990?
ACCIDENTS - PREVENTION
MOUM, KEN. AN OUTSIDE OPINION: IS SAFETY SOMETHING WE CAN IGNORE? CONSDIG, V
58, NO 5, P 29, 1991.
ACCOUNTANTS
BECKMAN, RONALD J. THE 150 HOUR REQUIREMENT FOR ACCOUNTING STUDENTS. BUSREV, V
48, NO 2, P 1,6-7, DEC 1989.
IVERSON, GENE B.; KNUTSON, DENISE. THE UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH DAKOTA BUSINESS
PLACEMENT BUREAU 1989-90 SUMMARY. BUSREV, V 49, NO 2, P 1,6-7, DEC 1990.
'^ '-LOYD G.; SAGE, JUDITH A. SURVEY RESULTS REGARDING RECRUITERS' VIEWS OFTHE^150 CREDIT HOUR ACCOUNTING CURRICULUM. BUSREV, V49, NO 1, P 1,4,6, SEP
ACCOUNTING
RAGOTHAMAN, SRINIVASAN. ASSET IMPAIRMENTS AND WRITEDOWNS: DO.WE NEED ANY FASB
RULES? BUSREV, V 50, NO 2, P 1,4-7, DEC 1991.
ACCULTURATION
BLAKELY, HERB. COUNTRY SCHOOLS AND THE AMERICANIZATION OF ETHNIC GROUPS.
DAKHIST, NO 18TH, P 63-74, 1986.
ACID RAIN
WRAP-UP: IS ACID RAIN HARMING WATERFOWL? CONSDIG, V 54, NO 3, P 27, 1987.
THORESON, MAYWIN. DAKOTA NATURALIST: HEALING THE EARTH. CONSDIG, V 58, NO 3, P
22-23, 1991.
ACQUIRED IMMUNE DEFICIENCY SYNDROME SEE A.I.D.S.
ACTIONS AND DEFENSES (LAW)
LAWRENCE COUNTY CITIZENS LAUNCH MINING MORATORIUM EFFORT. TIPS, V 3, NO 5, PI,
AUG 1987.
LAWSUIT THREATENED OVER MINING PERMIT MORATORIUM. TIPS, V 3, NO 4, P 5, JUN
1987.




COOPER, JOHN. BATTLE ON THE BIG MUDDY CPART TWO). DAKOUT, V 6, NO 7, P 7-8,
vlU L 1991 •
DEAN^qTONY. TRI-STATES take corps to court. DAKCOUNT, V4, NO 6, P 18-20, JUN
MICKELSON, GEORGE S. CORPS MANAGEMENT POLICIES ON MISSOURI RIVER MUST CHANGE
CEDITORIAL). DAKCOUNT, V A, NO 7, P 8-9, JUL 1990.
MITZEL, BILL. LAWSUIT UPDATE - OAHE LEVELS UNCERTAIN. DAKCOUNT, V A, NO 6, P
22-23, JUN 1990.
ROWENHORST, JAMES A. ACLU ALLEGES POOR CONDITIONS IN SOUTH DAKOTA JAILS.
COUNTY, V 36, NO A, P 6-7, MAR 1990.
ACTORS AND ACTRESSES SEE ALSO NATIVE AMERICANS - ACTORS AND ACTRESSES
MOVIEMAKING AT MINNECONJOU CREEK. SDMAG, V 6, NO 6, P 7-12, MAR 1991.
CHARACTERS. . .HISTORY IN THE MAKING. DEADMAG, V 1, NO 1,
r Ji 3 XD^ llnix X9>X«
LONDON,nBONNIE.2 SOUTH^DAKOTA SITE FOR "DANCES WITH WOLVES" MOVIE. HERITAGE, V
inside view of movie making. heritage, V 17, NO 1, P 10-11,
MAR 1991•
SOCIAL SPACES, SPECIAL PLACES: THE SMALL-TOWN WESTERN IOWA
OPERA HOUSE - 1870-1915. DAKHIST, NO 22, P 7^7-761, 1990.
ADAMS, W.E. (18??-1934)
TEDDY ROOSEVELT SLEPT HERE. DEADMAG, V 1, NO 1, P 18-19, MAR 1991.
ADJUDICATION/ADJUDICATORS
PROCESS RIGHT TO AN UNBIASED ADJUDICATOR IN
ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEEDINGS. LAW, V 36, NO 3, P 551-573, 1991.
ADMINISTRATIVE COURTS/HEARINGS
HAMILTON, JOHN A. SDAP CLIENTS SUCCESSFUL IN SPECIAL EDUCATION DUE PROCESS
PROCEEDINGS AGAINST RAPID CITY SCHOOL DISTRICT. SDREP, V 4, NO 3, PI, APR
1989.
MEIERHENRY, JUDITH K. THE DUE PROCESS RIGHT TO AN UNBIASED ADJUDICATOR IN
ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEEDINGS. LAW, V 36, NO 3, P 551-573, 1991.
SCHADE, NANCY L. CIRCUIT COURT HEARS CAP APPEAL (VISION THERAPY). SDREP, V 5,
NO 1, P 1, AUG 1989.
ADOLESCENT MOTHERS SEE ALSO PREGNANCY, ADOLESCENT
LIFE CHANCES OF ADOLESCENT MOTHERS AND THEIR CHILDREN. CENSUSDATA, V 1, NO 11,
P 1-4, JUN 1987.
SOCIAL WELL-BEING: RURAL-URBAN DIFFERENCES. CENSUSDATA, V 1, NO 12, P 1-5, JUL
1987.
ADVENTURE AND ADVENTURERS SEE ALSO EXPLORERS
ELLISON, DOUGLAS W. HUGH GLASS: THE SURVIVOR. SDMAG, V 3, NO 2, P 20-23, JUN
1987.
PETERSON, JIM. WE WERE BOMBED IN A DAKOTA CORNFIELD. SDMAG, V 2, NO 5, P
32-36, JAN 1987.
SOUTH, MARY. DODGING BULLETS FOR SEEDLINGS (NIELS HANSEN, PLANT EXPLORER, AND




TEIXEIRA, LUELLA A. MY FATHER'S ORDEAL WITH THE GRAY WOLVES (EXCERPT FROM
GENTLE ARE THE PRAIRIES). DAKWEST, V 13, NO 2, P 22-25, JUN 1987.
ADVERTISING SEE ALSO TELEVISION ADVERTISING
EAST DAKOTA ("DAKOTA" NEW ADVERTISING VOGUE). SDMAG, V 2, NO 5, P lA-15, JAN
1987 •
U.S. WEST FEATURES STATE IN 'WALL STREET JOURNAL'. ECONDEV, V 1, NO 1, P I, MAY
1988 •
THILL, GARY. KEVIN LEE'S FLY BY NIGHT OPERATION - JT FLASHES, ROLLS, TRAVELS,
SWEEPS, AND REVERSES. INSIDE, V 2, NO 6, P 3A-35, FAL 199i.
ADVOCACY
CITIZEN ADVOCACY PROGRAM REORGANIZATION. SDREP, V 7, NO 1, P 3, OCT 1991.
CONSUMER CORNER: SOUTH DAKOTA ADVOCACY SERVICES DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES
PROGRAM INFO. SHEET FOR PARENTS. SDREP, V 7, NO 1, P 8, OCT 1991.
MENTAL HEALTH ADVOCACY PROGRAM PRIORITIES AND GOALS FOR FISCAL YEAR 1992.
SDREP, V 7, NO 1, P 9, OCT 1991.
MENTAL HEALTH ADVOCACY PROGRAM PRIORITIES FOR FISCAL YEAR 1991. SDREP, V 6, NO
2, P 7,12, DEC 1990.
PROGRAM DIRECTOR SERVES ON CITIZEN ADVOCACY ASSESSMENT TEAM. SDREP, V 6, NO I,
P 5, AUG 1990.
CAIN, LYNNE. ELDER ADVOCACY. SDREP, V 6, NO 1, P 6, AUG 1990.
CAIN, LYNNE. PATIENT ADVOCACY PROGRAM (PAP) KEEPS BUSY AT HSC. SDREP, V 5, NO
1, P 8, AUG 1989.
CAIN, LYNNE. PATIENT ADVOCATES INVESTIGATE PATIENT ABUSE AT HSC. SDREP, V 5,
NO 3, P 6, APR 1990.
CAIN, LYNNE. VOLUNTARY PARTICIPATION IN MENTAL HEALTH ADVOCACY. SDREP, V 5, NO
2, P 5, DEC 1989.
FERGUSON, THOMAS. CONSUMER CORNER: ADVOCACY: A POSITIVE APPROACH TO
REHABILITATION SERVICES AND TECHNOLOGY. SDREP, V 5, NO 1, P 3,12, AUG 1989.
HAY, CHARLENE. MAKING A PERSONAL COMMITTMENT TO CITIZEN ADVOCACY. SDREP, V 6,
NO 1, P 4, AUG 1990.
HENKIN, SYLVIA. PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES MUST GAIN "ACCESS ALL AROUND". SDREP,
V 6, NO 3, P 8, APR 1991.
HOEFER, BRUCE. RELATIONSHIP OF THE HEART. SDREP, V 5, NO 1, P 4, AUG 1989.
KEAN, ROBERT J. DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES ADVOCACY PROGRAM PRIORITIES, FY
1992. SDREP, V 7, NO 1, P 4,9, OCT 1991.
KEAN, ROBERT J. SDAP CHANGES NAME. SDREP, V 5, NO 2, P 1,11, DEC 1989.
NEYHART, TIM. A MULTI-ADVOCACY OFFICE APPROACH IN RAPID CITY. SDREP, V 6, NO
I, P 9, AUG 1990.
NEYHART, TIM. PARTNERS IN THE PROCESS. SDREP, V 6, NO 2, P 9, DEC 1990.
SCHADE, NANCY L. COALITION SEEKING TO EXPAND MEMBERSHIP. SDREP, V 5, NO 3, P
8, APR 1990.
AERONAUTICS SEE ALSO AIRPLANES; AIRSHIPS; BALLOONS, AERONAUTIC
PAINE, MYRON. SOUTH DAKOTA'S FIRST AIRPLANE COLLISION. SDMAG, V 4, NO 2, P
28-29, JUL 1988.
READ, RICHARD T.; RAMBOW, DAVID. HYDROGEN AND SMOKE: A SURVEY OF
LIGHTER-THAN-AIR FLIGHT IN SOUTH DAKOTA PRIOR TO WORLD WAR I. SDHIST, V 18,
NO 3, P 132-151, 1988.
SUBJECT INDEX
READ, RICHARD T.j RAMBOW, DAVID. HYDROGEN AND SMOKE: A SURVEY OF
LIGHTER-THAN-AIR FLIGHT IN SOUTH DAKOTA, 1889-19IA. DAKHIST, NO I9TH, P
XIV.Cl, 1987.
SMITH, CLAYTON F. CLYDE W. ICE: CENTURY CITIZEN PATRIARCH OF SOUTH DAKOTA
AVIATION. DAKHIST, NO 21ST, 1989.
THILL, GARY. KEVIN LEE'S FLY BY NIGHT OPERATION - JT FLASHES, ROLLS, TRAVELS,
SWEEPS, AND REVERSES. INSIDE, V 2, NO 6, P 3<»-35, FAL 199i.
AGE DISCRIMINATION
SMALL PUBLIC EMPLOYERS EXCLUDED FROM ADEA (AGE DISCRIMINATION IN EMPLOYMENT
ACT). MUNICIPAL, V 58, NO 3, P 10, SEP 1991.
AGED
ANOTHER LOOK AT SOUTH DAKOTA'S ELDERLY. CENSUSDATA, VI, NO 10, P MAY
1987.
ELDERLY HEALTH AND SOCIAL NEEDS ASSESSED. HEALTH, V 2, NO 6, P , NOV 1988.
EXEMPLARY SERVICE TO ELDERLY EARNS HURON NATL. AWARD. HEALTH, V NO 1, P 5,
JAN 1990.
TASK^FORCE ON ELDERLY CARE MAKES RECOMMENDATIONS. HEALTH, V NO 6, P 6, DEC
1986 ESTIMATES OF THE ELDERLY POPULATION (AGE 65+). CENSUSDATA, V 2, NO 2, P
1—3, SEP 1987.
CAIN, LYNNE. ELDER ADVOCACY. SDREP, V 6, NO 1, P 6, AUG 1990.
DYKSTRA, DEVEE. LIVING ARRANGEMENTS- SOUTH DAKOTA IN 1980 AND 1990. BUSREV, V
50, NO I, P 1,4-5, SEP 1991.
GUNDERSON, DEXTER H. CONGREGATE HOUSING FOR YOUR COMMUNITY. MUNICIPAL, V 55,
NO 9, P 14,19, MAR 1989.
WALDNER, COLLEEN. THE PASSING OF A GENERATION. SDMAG, V 4, NO 6, P 30-31, MAY
1989.
AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION - S.D.
SOUTH DAKOTA TO HAVE NEW AG RESEARCH FARM. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 5, P 8, JUN 1989.
SOUTH, MARY. DODGING BULLETS FOR SEEDLINGS (NIELS HANSEN, PLANT EXPLORER, AND
THE WORK OF THE S.D. EXPERIMENT STATION). SDMAG, V 3, NO 3, P 37-38, AUG
1987.
AGRICULTURAL HERITAGE MUSEUM (BROOKINGS, S.D.) SEE STATE AGRICULTURAL HERITAGE
MUSEUM
AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS AND MACHINERY
1918 JOHN DEERE TRACTOR BRINGS CROWD. HISTNOTES, V 5, NO 4, P 4, SPR 1990.
BROGHAMMER, STEPHEN. GROSETH INTERNATIONAL, INC. V. TENNECO, INC.: PROTECTING
SOUTH DAKOTA FARM IMPLEMENT DEALERS FROM UNILATERAL... LAW, V 33, NO 1, P
146-164, 1988.
FITE, GILBERT C. TRANSFORMATION OF SOUTH DAKOTA AGRICULTURE: THE EFFECTS OF
MECHANIZATION, 1939-1964. SDHIST, V 19, NO 3, P 278-305, 1989.
AGRICULTURAL LABORERS





HEWITT, WILLIAM L. PUBLIC AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION IN WYOMING BEFORE WWI: THE
TRANSMUTATION OF THE CONCERNS OF THE PROGRESSIVE COUNTRY... DAKHIST, NO 18TH,
P 333~358> 1986.
AGRICULTURAL PESTS
PLAGUE - DEVASTATER OF DAKOTA CGRASSHOPPERS).
DAKHIST,'NO 18TH, P 663~670, 1986.
settlers scourge, the grasshoppers, dakhist, no
20TH, P 75-78, 1988.
AGRICULTURAL PROCESSING AND EXPORT PROGRAM (APEX)
ADDITIONAL FINANCING AVAILABLE FOR AG PROCESSORS. ECONDEV, V 3, NO 7, P 1, AUG
ALCESTER MEATS TO EXPAND PRESENT FACILITIES. ECONDEV, V 3, NO 6, P A, JUL 1990.
LOAN PROGRAM TO BENEFIT AG PROCESSORS IN SD. ECONDEV, V 3, NO 9, P OCT 1990.
NEW LOAN PROGRAM PROVIDES FINANCIAL HELP. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 2, P 3, FEB 1989.
AGRICULTURAL STABILIZATION AND CONSERVATION SERVICE (ASCS)
KELLEY, CHRISTOPHER R.; HARBISON, JOHN S. A GUIDE TO THE ASCS ADMINISTRATIVE
APPEAL PROCESS AND TO THE JUDICIAL REVIEW OF ASCS DECISIONS (PART I) LAW, V
36, NO 1, P IA-53, 1991.
HARBISON, JOHN S. A GUIDE TO THE ASCS ADMINISTRATIVEAPPEAL PROCESS AND TO THE JUDICIAL REVIEW OF ASCS DECISIONS (PART II). LAW, V
36, NO 3, P A35-477, 1991.
AGRICULTURE - ECONOMIC ASPECTS
AGRICULTURAL JOBS IN THE CITY: THE IMPORTANCE OF AGRICULTURE FOR CITY ECONOMICS.
CENSUSDATA, V A, NO 2, P 1-A, MAR 1989.
COMMISSIONER'S COLUMN (DIVERSIFICATION ESSENTIAL FOR STABLE ECONOMY). ECONDEV,
V A, NO 8, P 2, OCT 1991.
DIVERSIFICATION EFFORTS WORKING: SOUTH DAKOTA PER CAPITA INCOME UP 8.6 PERCENT.
ECONDEV, V 3, NO 8, P 1, SEP 1990.
FARM FACTS. COUNTY, V 36, NO 2, P 18-19, NOV 1989.
FARM FACTS: OWNERSHIP AND THE FAMILY FARM IN SOUTH DAKOTA. CENSUSDATA, V 4, NO
7, P 1-4, SEP 1989.
HOW VULNERABLE IS YOUR COUNTY TO FARM PROBLEMS? CENSUSDATA, V 2, NO 1, P 1-4,
AUG 1987.
LEGISLATORS GIVEN CORN PROCESSING PLANT PACKAGE. ECONDEV, V 4, NO 1, P 1, JAN
LOAN PR()GRAM TO BENEFIT AG PROCESSORS IN SD. ECONDEV, V 3, NO 9, P 4, OCT 1990.
REDI LOAN BUSINESSES SERVE AS CATALYST. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 6, P 1, AUG 1989.
SOUTH DAKOTA AGRICULTURAL INDICATORS - TABLE IN EACH ISSUE OF SOUTH DAKOTA
BUSINESS REVIEW. BUSREV.
SOUTH DAKOTA COUNTIES: AGRICULTURAL PATTERNS. CENSUSDATA, V 4, NO 6, P 1-4, AUG
1989.
SOUTH DAKOTA FARMS: CHANGES SINCE 1910. CENSUSDATA, V 4, NO 5, P 1-4, JUN 1989.
ALAGIA, D. PAUL, JR. A PROPER RECOGNITION OF THE INDISPENSABLE ROLE OF THE
AMERICAN FARMER - RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE NAT. COM. ON AG. TRADE... LAW, V 34,
NO 2, P 271-302, 1989.
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ARWOOD, DON. COMMERCIAL AND NON-COMMERCIAL FARMS IN SOUTH DAKOTA AND THE U.S.
CENSUSDATA, V 5, NO 5, P 1-4, SEP 1990.
BAER, LINDA. A CENTENNIAL SALUTE: THE PEOPLE AND PLACES OF SOUTH DAKOTA.
CENSUSDATA, V 4, NO 3, P 1-3, APR 1989.
BROWN, GROSS STATE PRODUCT ESTIMATES. BUSREV, V 48, NO 3, P
BROWN, RALPH J. THE SOUTH DAKOTA ECONOMY: A HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE. BUSREV, V
46, NO 4, P 1,4-7, JUN 1988.
JANSSEN, LARRY. JULY SPOTLIGHT: SOUTH DAKOTA AND THE 1990 FARM BILL. COUNTY, V
36, NO 8, P 4,6, JUL 1990.
LEWIS, DALE. AGRICULTURE. HERITAGE, V 14, NO 2, P 18-19, 1988.
SOWELL, JENNY; ARWOOD, DON. PER CAPITA INCOMES: SOUTH DAKOTA AND THE U.S.
CENSUSDATA, V 5, NO 6, P 1-5, DEC 1990.
agricultural PROVISIONS OF THE TAX REFORM ACT OF 1986. LAW, V
32, NO 3, P 475-488, 1987.
SWISHER, JAY C. IMPORTANCE OF GRAIN AND LIVESTOCK TO SOUTH DAKOTA. HERITAGE, V
15i NO P 37/ 1989*
" '^"'•DAHKisf''^ N0^22""p l63i-49'^ '^ i99o'^ ° "SELF-FINANCING" CONSERVATION PROGRAM.
AGRICULTURE - EDUCATION
HEWITT, WILLIAM L. PUBLIC AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION IN WYOMING BEFORE WWI; THE
TRANSMUTATION OF THE CONCERNS OF THE PROGRESSIVE COUNTRY... DAKHISTi NO 18TH,
P 333**358/ 1986t
AGRICULTURE - FEDERAL AID
JANSSEN, LARRY. JULY SPOTLIGHT: SOUTH DAKOTA AND THE 1990 FARM BILL. COUNTY, V
36, NO 8, P 4,6, JUL 1990.
KELLEY, CHRISTOPHER R.; HARBISON, JOHN S. A GUIDE TO THE ASCS ADMINISTRATIVE
APPEAL PROCESS AND TO THE JUDICIAL REVIEW OF ASCS DECISIONS (PART I). LAW, V
36, NO 1, P 14-53, 1991.
KELLEY, CHRISTOPHER R.; HARBISON, JOHN S. A GUIDE TO THE ASCS ADMINISTRATIVE
APPEAL PROCESS AND TO THE JUDICIAL REVIEW OF ASCS DECISIONS (PART II). LAW, V
36, NO 3, P 435-477, 1991.
AGRICULTURE - HISTORY
BARN AGAIN! FARM HERITAGE AWARDS. HISTNOTES, V 5, NO 2, P 3,6, FAL 1989.
DAKOTA IMAGES: NIELS EBBESEN HANSEN. SDHIST, V 17, NO 1, P 92+, 1987.
HARVEST SCENES (PHOTOGRAPHS). SDMAG, V 7, NO 3, P 28-29, SEP 1991.
WHEAT-WEIZEN WEIZEN-WHEAT! (WHEAT-MONEY-MONEY-WHEAT). SDMAG, V 7, NO 3, P 22,
SEP 1991.
ANDERSON, GRANT. THE DROUGHT DILEMMA OF THE EARLY 1890'S. DAKHIST, NO 19TH, P
IX.A1+, 1987.
ANDERSON, GRANT. TRANSPLANTED IN DAKOTA: EXPERIENCES OF THE GREAT DAKOTA BOOM.
DAKHIST, NO 18TH, P 367-404, 1986.
AWALD, JOHN C. DREAMS OF A NEW BEGINNING (STATE AGRICULTURAL HERITAGE MUSEUM
EXHIBIT). HISTNOTES, V 3, NO 4, P 1,4, JAN 1988.
CARRELS, PETER. BROWN COUNTY'S FARM EXPERIMENTER: HARDY CAMPBELL (CAMPBELL' S
DRY-LAND FARMING TECHNIQUES). SDMAG, V 2, NO 6, P 34-38, FEB 1987.
FITE, GILBERT C. TRANSFORMATION OF SOUTH DAKOTA AGRICULTURE: THE EFFECTS OF
MECHANIZATION, 1939-1964. SDHIST, V 19, NO 3, P 278-305, 1989.
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LYONS, I.E. FLESH AND GRASS: ONE PIONEER'S RECALL OF THE NATIVE GRASSLANDS AND
THEIR DEMISE. SDMAG, V 7, NO 3, P 13-15, SEP 1991.
ROOD,^DIANNE. EUREKA: ATOWN RAISED ON WHEAT. SDMAG, V7, NO 3, P 20-22, SEP
ROOD, DIANNEj HUNHOFF, BERNIE. EUREKA: GERMAN HERITAGE AND HARD WORK HELPS THIS
TOWN WEATHER TOUGH TIMES ON THE FARM. SDMAG, V 7, NO 3, P 23-26, SEP 1991.
SCHREIER, JIM. ONE PIONEER'S STORY: HOW WE BROKE THE PRAIRIE. SDMAG, V 7, NO
3, P 10-12, SEP 1991.
SWISHER, JAY C. IMPORTANCE OF GRAIN AND LIVESTOCK TO SOUTH DAKOTA. HERITAGE, V
15, NO 6, P 37, 1989.
STANLEY E. EARLY SETTLERS SCOURGE, THE GRASSHOPPERS. DAKHIST, NO
20TH, P 75-78, 1988.
WILLIAMS, ELIZABETH. MITCHELL'S POPULIST EDITOR. SDMAG, V <i, NO 6, P 26-27+,
MAY 1989•
AGRICULTURE - LAW AND LEGISLATION
ALAGIA, D. PAUL, JR. A PROPER RECOGNITION OF THE INDISPENSABLE ROLE OF THE
AMERICAN FARMER - RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE NAT. COM. ON AG. TRADE... LAW, V 3A,
NO 2, P 271-302, 1989.
CLARKE,tDENNIS^ WEED^AND PEST^BOARD^LEGISLATION (PROPOSED FOR 1991 SESSION).
HARNER, KEITH. SOIL EROSION - DO YOU KNOW THE LAW? COUNTY, V 36, NO 8, P 3,
JUL 1990.
JANSSEN, LARRY. JULY SPOTLIGHT: SOUTH DAKOTA AND THE 1990 FARM BILL. COUNTY, V
36, NO 8, P 4,6, JUL 1990.
STEELE, SUSAN N. AGRICULTURAL PROVISIONS OF THE TAX REFORM ACT OF 1986. LAW, V
32, NO 3, P 475-488, 1987.
RONALD AND HIS "SELF-FINANCING" CONSERVATION PROGRAM.
DAHKIST, NO 22, P 1031-49, 1990.
AGRICULTURE - PRICES
^°"bUSINESs'^ REVIEw"^^BUSREv'^ °^ '^^ ^°''^ " DAKOTA
AGRICULTURE - STATISTICS
FARM FACTS. COUNTY, V 36, NO 2, P 18-19, NOV 1989.
FARM FACTS: OWNERSHIP AND THE FAMILY FARM IN SOUTH DAKOTA. CENSUSDATA, V 4, NO
7, P 1-4, SEP 1989.
HOW VULNERABLE IS YOUR COUNTY TO FARM PROBLEMS? CENSUSDATA, V 2, NO 1, P 1-4,
AUG 1987.
SOUTH DAKOTA COUNTIES: AGRICULTURAL PATTERNS. CENSUSDATA, V 4, NO 6, P 1-4, AUG
1989.
SOUTH DAKOTA FARMS: CHANGES SINCE 1910. CENSUSDATA, V 4, NO 5, P 1-4, JUN 1989.
BAER, LINDA. A CENTENNIAL SALUTE: THE PEOPLE AND PLACES OF SOUTH DAKOTA.
CENSUSDATA, V 4, NO 3, P 1-3, APR 1989.
GANDHI, SAILA. AMERICA COUNTS ON AGRICULTURE (THE CENSUS BUREAU'S AGRICULTURAL




STEELE, SUSAN N. AGRICULTURAL PROVISIONS OF THE TAX REFORM ACT OF 1986. LAW, V
32, NO 3, P ^t75-^QB, 1987.
AGRICULTURE - TRADE/EXPORTS/IMPORTS
NEW LOAN PROGRAM PROVIDES FINANCIAL HELP. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 2, P 3, FEE 1989.
ALAGIA, D. PAUL, JR. A PROPER RECOGNITION OF THE INDISPENSABLE ROLE OF THE
AMERICAN FARMER - RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE NAT. COM. ON AG. TRADE... LAW, V 34.
NO 2, P 271-302, 1989.
BUTTERWICK, DARRELL D. COMMISSIONER'S COLUMN (TRADE RELATIONS WITH FAR EASTERN
COUNTRIES). ECONDEV, V 2, NO 5, P 2, JUN 1989.
AIR - POLLUTION
A DENIAL FOR AN INSPECTION INITIATES SEARCH WARRENT PROCEDURES. WATER, V 3, NO
1, P 4, JUL 1989.
AIR POLLUTANT LEVELS MONITORED. WATER, V 2, NO 5, P 1+, MAR 1989.
ASBESTOS REGULATIONS IN SOUTH DAKOTA. WATER, V 2, NO 6, P 5, MAY 1989.
CEMENT PLANT HAZARDOUS WASTE BURN NIXED BY RAPID CITY COMMON COUNCIL. TIPS, V
6, NO 2, P 6-7, APR 1991.
HOMESTAKE PERMIT APPLICATION DETAILS OPEN CUT EMISSIONS. TIPS, V 3, NO 2, P 2,
APR 1987.
IGLOO SEWAGE ASH PERMIT VIOLATIONS CHARGED. TIPS, V 3, NO 2, PI, APR 1987.
LIVING WITH CONSOLIDATED MANAGEMENT. TIPS, V 3, NO 6, P 4-6, OCT 1987.
MAJOR NEW MINE PLAN KEPT QUIET. TIPS, V 4, NO 3, PI, OCT 1988.
MEDICAL WASTE INCINERATORS RISKY. TIPS, V 5, NO 3, P 4-5, MAY 1990.
NATIONAL FARMS STINKS UP RURAL NEBRASKA COUNTY. TIPS, V 3, NO 5, P 7, AUG 1987.
PENNINGTON COUNTY CITIZENS OPPOSE CEMENT PLANT PLAN. TIPS, V 5, NO 3, P 5-6,
MAY 1990.
SOUTH DAKOTA HEALTH 2000 UPDATE. HEALTH, V 4, NO 1, P 1, JAN 1990.
TIPS SEEKS INJUNCTION AGAINST CONSOLIDATED MANAGEMENT. TIPS, V 3, NO 4, P 2,
JUN 1987.
TOXIC AIR EMISSIONS IN SOUTH DAKOTA. TIPS, V 5, NO 5, P 6-8, AUG 1990.
WASTE MANAGEMENT OT BRING HAZARDOUS WASTES TO STATE CEMENT PLANT. TIPS, V 5, NO
2, P 6, APR 1990.
WHAT'S SO BAD ABOUT SEWAGE ASH? TIPS, V 3, NO 8, P 5-7, JAN 1988.
LOCKWOOD, BETH. SOUTH DAKOTA EVALUATES NEED FOR TOXIC AIR POLLUTION PROGRAM.
WATER, VI, NO 3, P 4, JAN 1988.
MCDONALD, BOB. ASBESTOS GUIDELINES FOR BUILDING DEMOLITIONS/RENOVATIONS.
WATER, V 5, NO 2, P II, SUM 1991.
POCHOP, MIKE. STUDENTS TEST RECOGNITION ABILITIES AT 'SMOKE SCHOOL'. WATER, V
5, NO 4, P 4> WIN 1991.
ROGERS, TIM. PENNINGTON COUNTY AQ ORDINANCE. WATER, V 5, NO 2, P 9, SUM 1991.





LICENSING RECOMMENDED FOR AIR AMBULANCES. HEALTH, V 2, NO 5, P 3, SEP 1988,
AIR PILOTS SEE ALSO AERONAUTICS
WEINSTEIN, DORENE. OUR FIRST LADY OF THE AIR: NELLIE WILLHITE. SDMAG, V A, NO
6, P 32-34, MAY 1989.
AIRLINES
DASCHLE, THOMAS A. WASHINGTON REPORT: "INITIATIVES TO AID RURAL AMERICA ADVANCE
IN THE SENATE". MUNICIPAL, V 56, NO 5, P 14, NOV 1989. HUVAMUt
WASHINGTON REPORT: A VITAL LINK FOR RURAL COMMUNITIES.
MUNICIPAL, V 55, NO 9, P 15, MAR 1989.
PRESSLER, LARRY. WASHINGTON REPORT: DEPENDABLE AIR SERVICE IN SOUTH DAKOTA.
MUNICIPAL, V 57, NO 10, P II, APR 1991. "hi^uih.
AIRPLANES
PAINE, MYRON. SOUTH DAKOTA'S FIRST AIRPLANE COLLISION. SDMAG, V 4, NO 2, P
28-29, JUL 1988.
AIRSHIPS
READ, RICHARD T. j RAMBOW, DAVID. HYDROGEN AND SMOKE: A SURVEY OF
LIGHTER-THAN-AIR FLIGHT IN SOUTH DAKOTA PRIOR TO WORLD WAR I. SDHIST, V 18,
NO 3, P 132-151, 1988.
READ, RICHARD T.j RAMBOW, DAVID. HYDROGEN AND SMOKE: A SURVEY OF
LIGHTER-THAN-AIR FLIGHT IN SOUTH DAKOTA, 1889-1914. DAKHIST, NO I9TH, P
XIV.CI, 1987.
AISENBREY, CALVIN J. C?-I959)
AISENBREY, WILLIAM E. CAL JAY, SOUTH DAKOTA SOLDIER-POET. DAKHIST, V 22, P
1-12, 1990.
AISENBREY, CARLCI859-1938)
AISENBREY, WILLIAM E. SEEKING STRAYS WITH A STRENUOUS STRANGER - A PIONEER
EXPERIENCE. DAKHIST, NO I8TH, P 612-615, 1986.
AKASKA, S.D.
WEINREIS, ANNA MARIE. MARIJUANA PLANE BUST MAKES AKASKA FAMOUS. DAKHIST, NO
22, P 1025-30, 1990.
ALCESTER MEATS (ALCESTER, S.D.D
ADDITIONAL FINANCING AVAILABLE FOR AG PROCESSORS. ECONDEV, V 3, NO 7, P 1, AUG
1990.




ALCESTER MEATS TO EXPAND PRESENT FACILITIES. ECONDEV, V 3, NO 6, P A, JUL 1990.
ALKOTA CLEANING PROCURES FEDERAL CONTRACTS. ECONDEV, V 3, NO I, P 3, JAN 1990.
ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES SEE ALSO TEMPERANCE MOVEMENT
A.G. CATTORNEY GENERAL) OPINIONS: A.G. OPINION NO. 88-<i2 CLIQUOR LICENSES).
MUNICIPAL, V 55, NO 7, P 17, JAN 1989. .
AROUND THE LEAGUE...NEW LAWS AFFECT LIQUOR LICENSING. MUNICIPAL, V 56, NO 12, P
11, JUN 1990.
ATTORNEY GENERAL'S OPINIONS: A.G. OPINION NO. 89-13 (LIQUOR LICENSES).
MUNICIPAL, V 56, NO 3, P 9, SEP 1989.
INDIAN HEALTH SERVICE HOSPITALS PARTICIPATE IN FETAL ALCOHOL SYNDROME PROGRAM.
INDIAN, NO 115, P JUN 1988.
THE ALCOHOL AND.DRUG ABUSE STUDIES PROGRAM (U.S.D.). INDIAN, NO 115, P 5, JUN
1988.
BABCOCK, GLADYS. LIQUOR TAX PETITION DRIVE COMPLETED. COUNTY, V 34, NO 1, P
15,' SEP 1987.
OSBERG, LINDA. NEW ON THE BOOKS: WRAP-UP OF 1989 LEGISLATION OF INTEREST TO
MUNICIPALITIES. MUNICIPAL, V 55, NO ID, P 8-9,15, APR 1989.
SYLVESTER, STEPHEN G. REDEYE ON THE RED: ALCOHOL IN THE RED RIVER VALLEY
1870-1915. DAKHIST, NO 19TH, P XVII.Bl, 1987.
WALKER,^SUSAN. ON-SALE AND VIDEO LOTTERY LICENSING. COUNTY, V36, NO 6, P 1,
ALCOHOLISM SEE ALSO DRUNK DRIVING
INDIAN HEALTH SERVICE HOSPITALS PARTICIPATE IN FETAL ALCOHOL SYNDROME PROGRAM.
INDIAN, NO 115, P 4, JUN 1988.
THE ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE STUDIES PROGRAM (U.S.D.). INDIAN, NO 115, P 5, JUN
1988.
HOLMGREN, JAN L. LEGAL ACCOUNTABILITY AND FETAL ALCOHOL SYNDROME: WHEN FIXING
THE BLAME DOESN'T FIX THE PROBLEM. LAW, V 36, NO I, P 8I-IG3, 1991.
ALEWEL, HUBERT
LEWIS, DALE. SCRATCH PAD. HERITAGE, V 17, NO 2, P 1, JUN 1991.
ALEX JOHNSON HOTEL (RAPID CITY, S.D.)
HUNHOFF, BERNIE. A LADY CALLED ALEX (THE ALEX JOHNSON HOTEL IN RAPID CITY).
SDMAG, V 3, NO 1, P 24-28, APR 1987.
MOORE, DIRK. RENOVATIONS REVIVE THE ALEX JOHNSON'S HISTORY AND TRADITION IN
LAKOTA SIOUX DESIGN. INSIDE, V 2, NO 6, P 26-27, FAL 1991.
ALEX, ROBERT ARTHUR (1941-1988)
IN MEMORIAM (ROBERT A. ALEX). HISTNOTES, V 3, NO 6, P 2, MAY 1988.




DR. RUTH ALEXAPER. HISTNOTES, \l A, NO 1, P 2, JUL 1988.
ALIMONY
BROWN, RALPH J.j VIKEN, LINDA LEA M. RECOGNITION OF HOMEMAKER CAREER
OPPORTUNITY COST IN MARITAL DISSOLUTION CASES. LAW, V 35, NO 1, P eiO-65,
ALKOTA CLEANING SYSTEMS
ALKOTA CLEANING PROCURES FEDERAL CONTRACTS. ECONDEV, V 3, NO 1, P 3, JAN 1990.
ALL SAINTS SCHOOL (SIOUX FALLS, S-D.)
STAGGERS, KERMIT L. THE FINAL DAYS OF ALL SAINTS SCHOOL. DAKHIST, NO 19TH, P
XXX»Dl>X70/a
ALPINE CONNECTORS (SCOTLAND, S.b.)
SCOTLAND RECEIVES CDBG TO HELP ALPINE CONNECTORS. ECONDEV, V 3, NO 10, P 4, NOV
ALUMINUM
SDSMST EVALUATES ALUMINUM MATERIALS. ECONDEV, V 1, NO 4, P 5, AUG 1988.
AMERICAN BAPTISTS HOME MISSIONARY SOCIETY
'^ ^"sURGEON '^'DkHIST^^^^ EDUCATOR, PASTOR, PHYSICIAN AND
making ends MEET: SUPPLEMENTAL INCOME FOR DAKOTA TERRITORY
BAPTISTS. DAKHIST, NO 22, P 946-956, 1990.
AMERICAN CREEK FISH STATION
WlCKSTROM, GERALD. HELPING SOUTH DAKOTA'S GENTLE GIANTS (PADDLEFISH). CONSDIG,
V 58, NO 1, P 16-17, 1991.
AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT (ADA)
HAMILTON, JOHN A. ADA OVERVIEW (AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT). SDREP, V 7,
NO 1, P 6-7+, OCT 1991.
HAMILTON, JOHN A. DART SPEAKS IN PIERRE (JUSTIN DART). SDREP, V 7, NO 1, P 1,
OCT 1991. -
KEAN, ROBERT J. ADA BECOMES LAW (AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT). SDREP, V 6,
NO 1, P 1,11, AUG 1990.
WASSON, KEN. THE AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT. MUNICIPAL, V 58, NO 6, P
9-11, DEC 1991.
AMIOTTE, ARTHUR (1942-)
OUR public COLLEGES' CENTENNIAL ALUMNI - NORTHERN STATE COLLEGE. SDMAG, V 4, NO
4, P 36, NOV 1988.




AMIOTTE, EMMA C1913- )
EMMA AMIOTTE (1987 HALL OF FAME HONOREE - INDIAN HERITAGE). DAKWEST, V 13, NO
A, P 12, DEC 1987.
AMMUNITION
AM-MOO-NITION (SITE OF PRACTICE BOMBING RUNS GRAZED BY COWS). SDMAG, V 4, NO 4.
P 43+, NOV 1988.
CAUTION URGED WHEN CHANGING GUN FOR STEEL SHOT. DAKCOUNT, V 2, NO 11, P 13, NOV
1988. .
ENTIRE STATE NOW ZONED FOR STEEL SHOT. FINS, V 7, NO 5, P 6, 1988.
NO (CHEAP) NEW NONTOXIC SHOT VET; ENGINEERS STILL TRYING TO DEVELOP STEEL
ALTERNATIVES. DAKCOUNT, V 5, NO 1, P 29, JAN 1991.
SHOOTING WITH STEEL SHOT. DAKCOUNT, V 3, NO 10, P 18-19, OCT 1989.
STEEL SHOT HITS THE DAKOTAS. DAKCOUNT, V 1, NO 9, P 12-15, SEP 1987.
STEEL SHOT SCHEDULE MAY CHANGE. FINS, V 7, NO 2, P 6, MAR 1988.
WRAP-UP: A NEW NONTOXIC SHOT? CONSDIG, V 58, NO 1, P 28, 1991.
"'''^ ''cONSDIG^^V®54^ No''6^^P^26^^1987 DIFFERENCES BETWEEN STEEL AND LEAD SHOT).
HINTZ, TOM. RELOADING STEEL SHOT. CONSDIG, V 55, NO 5, P 18-21, 1988.
MOUM, KEN. AN OUTSIDE OPINION: WHOSE PROBLEM ARE DUCKS? CONSDIG, V 55, NO 1, P
26, 1988.
MOUM, KEN. WHAT'S NEW IN STEEL (SHOT)? CONSDIG, V 54, NO 5, P 14-18, 1987.
POST, CHUCK. S.D. REPORT: COMPLIANCE HIGH IN STEEL-SHOT AREAS. FINS, V 6, NO
8, P 7, JUL 1987.
SEABERRY, HACK. CHANGING TO STEEL SHOT. DAKCOUNT, V 1, NO 9, P 13, SEP 1987.
SEABERRY, HACK. CHOKES AND STEEL SHOT. DAKCOUNT, V 2, NO 9, P 31, SEP 1988.
SEABERRY, HACK. STEEL SHOT: WILL YOUR GUN HANDLE IT? DAKCOUNT, V 2, NO 3, P
36-37, MAR 1988.
SIMPSON, GAY. WAD SQUAD INVESTIGATES FAVORITE HUNTER HAUNTS. CONSDIG, V 54, NO
5, P 16-17, 1987.
AMOS, DAWN
HUNHOFF, BERNIE. DAWN AMOS: QUILTER. SDMAG, V 7, NO 2, P 14-16, JUL 1991.
AMUNDSON, LOREN
AMUNDSON RECOGNIZED FOR EDUCATION EFFORTS. HEALTH, V 4, NO 5, P 2, OCT 1990.
AMUNDSON TO DIRECT RURAL HEALTH OFFICE. HEALTH, V 4, NO 1, P 5, JAN 1990.
DR. AMUNDSON HONORED BY REGION VIII. HEALTH, V 5, NO 3, P 3, JUN 1991.
AMUSEMENTS SEE ALSO MOTION PICTURES; CHAUTAUQUAS; CARNIVALS FAIRS; WILD WEST SHOWS
A LOOK BACK: 1990 NONFARM EMPLOYMENT. LABOR, P 1-3, DEC 1990.
CENTENNIAL FOLK FESTIVAL SUCCESSFUL. HISTNOTES, V 5, NO 1, P 1, SUM 1989.
FOR INFO. ON BLACK HILLS RESTAURANTS AND ENTERTAINMENT, AND A CALENDAR OF EVENTS
SEE ISSUES OF INSIDE THE BLACK HILLS. INSIDE.
CRAIG, MARY E. MUSIC BROUGHT COMMUNITY TOGETHER: THE HAYES BAND. HERITAGE, V
15, NO 5, P 38, 1989.
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JORDAN, IREAN C. EARLY ENTERTAINMENT. DAKHIST, NO 19TH, P III.A1+, 1987.
MILLER, DARLIS A. CAPTAIN JACK CRAWFORD: A WESTERN MILITARY SCOUT ON THE
CHAUTAUQUA CIRCUIT. SDHIST, V 21, NO 3, P 230-2A6, 1991.
MOSES, L.G. INDIANS ON THE MIDWAY: WILD WEST SHOW AND THE INDIAN BUREAU AT
WORLD'S FAIRS, 1893-190'i. SDHIST, V 21, NO 3, P 205-229, 1991.
ROSBY,pDOROTHY MILLER^^ AS FREE AS THE WIND (HOT AIR BALLOONS). INSIDE, V2, NO
SANBORN, MICHAEL. PRARIE EDGE: THE MUSIC SHOW. INSIDE, V 2, NO 5, P 39, SUM
SCHLIESSMANN, MICHAEL R. CULTURE ON THE PRAIRIE: THE BIG STONE LAKE CHAUTAUQUA.
SDHIST, V 21, NO 3, P 2A7-262, 1991.
ZIVANOVIC, JUDITH. THE EARLY OPERA HOUSE: HUB OF THE COMMUNITY. DAKHIST, NO
19TH, P XXIV.Dl, 1987.
ANCHOR WORMS
BRINKMAN, MARK. ANCHORS AWEIGH: THIS FISH PARASITE IS ACTUALLY A CRUSTACEAN.
CONSDIG, V 57, NO 2, P 16-17, 1990.
ANDERSON, CHARLES
ANDERiSON APPOINTED TO NATL. COUNCIL. HEALTH, V A, NO A, P JUL 1990.
ANDERSON NAMED SECRETARY OF HEALTH. HEALTH, V 3, NO 4, P 1, JUL 1989.
ANDERSON, ORVIL A. (1895- )
VAUGHAN, RUTH. STATOSPHERE BALLOON. DAKHIST, NO 22, P 999+, 1990.
ANDERSON, SIGURD (1904- )
HUNHOFF, BERNIE. THE JUDGE (SIGURD ANDERSON). SDMAG, V 4, NO 1, P 20-23+, MAY
1988.
ANDRUS, S.D.
FACES FROM A GHOST TOWN. SDMAG, V 6, NO 1, P 15-18, MAR 1990.
ANIMAL RIGHTS
DEER OUTLOOK *91: STRONG HABITAT... GOOD DEER POPULATIONS IN THE DAKOTAS.
DAKCOUNT, V 5, NO 11, P 16-17, NOV 1991.
, LOCAL FUR PRODUCERS ORGANIZE AGAINST ANIMAL RIGHTISTS. DAKCOUNT, V 5, NO 3, P
66-67, MAR 1991. ,
DEAN, TONY. ANIMAL RIGHTS AND MANIPULATING THE MEDIA. DAKCOUNT, V 4, NO 8, P
26-28, AUG 1990.
DEAN, TONY. HUNTING IN THE DAKOTAS: WILL IT BE PART OF THE FUTRUE? DAKCOUNT, V
5, NO 11, P 20-25, NOV 1991.
MITZEL, BILL. BE VIGILANT OF THE ANTI-HUNTERS (EDITORIAL). DAKCOUNT, V 4, NO
9, P 4, SEP 1990.





ANNIE CREEK CONTAMINATION CHARGED. TIPS, V 2, NO 9-10, P 2, JAN 1987.
ANNIVERSARIES - TOWNS AND CITIES SEE CENTENNIALS AND ANNIVERSARIES - TOWNS AND
CITIES — S.D.
ANTELOPE
DAKOTA CENTENNIAL 1889-1989, PART 4; REBUILDING WILDLIFE POPULATIONS. CONSDIG,
V 56, NO 3, P 23-25, 1989.
S.D^ REPORTr^DEER^AND ANTELOPE SEASONS FOR BOWHUNTERS PROPOSED. FINS, V6, NO
BERINGSON, DICK. HUNTER BEHAVIOR DISGRACEFUL (EDITORIAL). CONSDIG, V 55, NO 1,
PI, 1988. ' • '
ANTIQUES SEE ALSO COLLECTORS AND COLLECTING
MACKAY GIVES BEQUEST TO STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY. HISTNOTES, V 3, NO 3, PI,
NOV 1987.
ANTITRUST LAW
ETSI AWARD OVERTURNED. WATER, V 3, NO 1, P 2, JUL 1989.
ANTLERS
STEINBERG, ROGER, THE MEASURE OF A TROPHY. CONSDIG, V 5«i, NO 5, P 2-5, 1987.
ANTS
ODE, DAVE, DAKOTA FLORA: THE BUSH MORNING-GLORY. CONSDIG, V 55, NO 4, P 29,
1988.
APEX PROGRAM SEE AGRICULTURAL PROCESSING AND EXPORT PROGRAM (APEX)
APPORTIONMENT (ELE()TION LAW) SEE REDISTRICTING, LEGISLATIVE
AQUATIC PLANTS SEE FRESHWATER PLANTS
AQUATIC RESOURCES EDUCATION PROGRAM
KOTH, RON. AQUATIC EDUCATION BEGINS. CONSDIG, V 56, NO 2, P 4, 1989.
KOTH, RON. CLEGHORN SPRINGS AQUATIC INTERPRETIVE CENTER. CONSDIG, V 57, NO 2,
P lA-15, 1990.
AQUIFERS
AREA AQUIFERS MONITORED BY OBSERVATION WELLS. WATER, V A, NO 1, P 2, AUG 1990.
BIG SIOUX HYDROLOGIC STUDY NEARS COMPLETION. WATER, V 1, NO 2, P 3, SEP 1987.
BROOKINGS MOVES TO PROTECT THE BIG SIOUX AQUIFER. TIPS, V 2, NO 9-10, P 5, JAN
1987.
DETERMINATION OF GROUND^WATER VELOCITY IN THE SIOUX FALLS WELL FIELD BY THE USE
OF DYE TRACING. WATER, V 3, NO 6, P 2+, JUN 1990.




LANDOWNERS RECEIVE AWARDS FOR PARTICIPATION IN GROUNDWATER MONITORING PROJECT.
WATER, V 3, NO 1, P 5, JUL 1989.
NEBRASKA NUCLEAR DUMP CONTROVERSY EXPLODES. TIPS, V A, NO 5, P 7, NOV 1988.
NONPblNT SOURCE CONTROL PROGRAM. WATER, V 3, NO 5, P 3, APR 1990:
NPS POLLUTION IMPACTS OF AGRICULTURAL CHEMICALS. WATER, V 3, NO 2, P 1+, SEP
1989-.-
, PROJECTS APPROVED FOR DEVELOPMENT FUNDS. WATER, V 3, NO 2, PI, SEP 1989.
SPLIT ROCk CREEK AQUIFER STUDY. WATER, V 2, NO 3, P 5, NOV 1988.
PIRNER, STEVEN M. UPDATE ON THE CENTENNIAL ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION ACT OF
1989. WATER, V 3, NO 3, P 1+, NOV 1989.
ARCHAEOLOGISTS - S.D.
a ETC^^CNEWS FROM THE STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY). HISTNOTES, V5, NO 4, P 2, SPR
IN MEMORIAM CROBERT A. ALE)(). HISTNOTES, V 3, NO 6, P 2, MAY 1988.
NEW STATE ARCHAEOLOGIST NAMED. HISTNOTES, V IV, NO A, P 10, SPR 1989.
TIM NOWAK LEAVES THE BOARD; HISTNOTES, V IV, NO A, P 10, SPR 1989.
TIMOTHY R. NOWAK, HISTNOTES, V A, NO 1, P A, JUL 1988.
TWO NEW EMPLOYEES HIRED AT ARCHAEOLOGICAL RESEARCH CENTER. HISTNOTES, V 5, NO
1, P 5, SUM 1989.'
ARCHAEOLOGY " S.D. SEE ALSO THE NAMES OF SPECIFIC SITES
ARCHAEOLOGICAL CENTER PLANS BUSY SUMMER. HISTNOTES, V 5, NO A, PI, SPR 1990.
EFFECTS OF MISSOURI RIVER RESERVOIRS ON CULTURAL RESOURCES. HISTNOTES, V 5, NO
1, P 8, SUM 1989,
RESPECT FOR INDIAN SKELETAL MATERIALS (POLICY ESTABLISHED FOR WORKING WITH
AMERICAN INDIAN REMAINS). INDIAN, NO 111, P 6, MAY 1987.
ROBERT ARTHUR ALEX (OBITUARY). SDHIST, V 18, NO 1-2, P llA, 1988.
SPINK county HIEROGLYPHICS. SDMAG, V 6, NO 5, P 55, NOV 1990.
STATE ARCHAEOLOFISt testifies; HISTNOTES, V 6, NO A, P 1, SPR 1991.
1,000-YEAR-OLD CULTURE UNCOVERED. HISTNOTES, V 7, NO 2, PI,A, FAL 1991.
1987 ANNUAL MEETING (SOUTH DAKOTA STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY). HISTNOTES, V 2, NO
5, P 1, MAR 1987.
ALEX, ROBERT. STATE ARCHAEOLOGICAL RESEARCH CENTER. HISTNOTES, V 2, NO A, P 1,
JAN 1987.
BONNAR, PENNY. PETROGLYPHS, A MYSTERY OF MAN. INSIDE, V 1, NO 2, P 16-17, FAL
1990.
HANNUS, ADRIENj LUECK, EDWARD J.; WINHAM, R. PETER. EVALUATION AND
RECONSTRUCTION OF THE FORT RANDALL POST CEMETERY IN GREGORY COUNTY, SOUTH
DAKOTA. DAKHIST, NO 18TH, P A11-A26, 1986.
HOSKINS, WILLIAM J.jRAMBOW, DAVID. FREDERICK W. PETTIGREW AND EARLY AREA
ARCHAEOLOGY. DAKHIST, NO 18TH, P 703-707, 1986,
KAPLER,. TODD. BROWN'S POST EXCAVATED. HISTNOTES, V A, NO 2, P 3, SEP 1988.
KAPLER, TODD. COLIN CAMPBELL POST EXCAVATION. HISTNOTES, V 5, NO 2, P 7, FAL
1989.
KAPLER, TODD. FT. RANDALL. HISTNOTES, V 5, NO 2, P 8, FAL 1989.
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KAROLEVITZ, M. JILL. DIGGING AT THE FORT (FORT RANDALL). SDMAG, V 3, NO 3, P
23+, AUG 1987.
EDWARD J.; WINHAM, R. PETERj HANNUS, ADRIEN; ROSSUM, LYNETTE. THE MAP OF
THE MAP, OF THE MAP, OF THE MAP; TRACKING THE BLOOD RUN ARCHEOLOGICAL SITE.
DAKHIST, NO 20TH, P 485-502, 1988.
MOORE, DIRK. MAMMOTH SITE. INSIDE, V 2, NO 4, P 22-23, SPR 1991.
NOWAK, TIMOTHY R. HISTORY AWAKENS AT FORT RANDALL. HISTNOTES, V 3, NO 6, P 3,
MAY 1988.
ARCHERY
WRAP-UP: CROWDING IS RELATIVE (BOW HUNTERS). CONSDIG, V 54, NO 5, P 28, 1987.
KURZEJESKI, ADAM J. TRAIL OF WONDER: THE ARCHERY ELK HUNTERS HAD PREPARED ALL
SUMMER FOR THE FALL HUNT. CONSDIG, V 58, NO 5, P 12-13,
MCPHILLIPS, KELLY. DO DEER EVER GET LOST? (WOUNDED DEER). CONSDIG, V 54, NO 6,
. P lo'Zl ^ 19.8-7 • .
architecture - conservation and restoration;
nlblUKlU HUUohb a dUILDINGS
CHICOINE, FERN. 14 MILE HOUSE (REVISED EDITION). DAKHIST, NO 20TH, P 471-474,
^1988•
HUNHOFF, BERNIE. A LADY CALLED ALEX (THE ALEX JOHNSON HOTEL IN RAPID CITY).
SDMAG, V 3, NO 1, P 24-28, APR 1987.
MULLANp, MARGUERITE. QUEEN OF THE BOULEVARD. INSIDE, V2, NO 3, P 30-31, WIN
MULLANEY, MARGUERITE. THE PINK PALACE (MAUDE AND EARL BROCKELSBY'S HOUSE).
INSIDE. V 2, NO 4, P 30-31, SPR 1991.
OLSON, MARY k. FATHER'S WORK IS SET IN STONE. SDMAG, V 3, NO 4, P 45-46, OCT
1987
RICHARDS, SUSAN L. BUILDING OF CARNEGIE LIBRARIES IN SOUTH DAKOTA. SDHIST, V
20, NO 1, P 1-16, 1990.
TORMA, CAROLYN. ARCHITECTURAL HISTORY IN THE SCHOOLS. HISTNOTES, V IV, NO 4, P
8-9, SPR 1989.
TORMA, CAROLYN. BUILDING DIVERSITY: A PHOTOGRAPHIC SURVEY OF SOUTH DAKOTA
ARCHITECTURE, 1913-1940. SDHIST, V 19, NO 2, P 156-193, 1989.
TORMA,^CAROLYN. ETHNICITY AND ARCHITECTURE. SDHIST, V21, NO 2, P 136-154,
TORMA, CAROLYN. TRADITIONAL DANISH ARCHITECTURE. HISTNOTES, V 2, NO 4, P 6,
JAN 1987.
ARCHITECTURE - CONSERVATION AND RESTORATION
BARN AGAIN! (PROGRAM FOR RENOVATION OF OLDER FARM BUILDINGS). HISTNOTES, V 3,
NO 3, P 5, NOV 1987.
FORT SISSETON RESTORATION. HISTNOTES, V IV, NO 4, P 5, SPR 1989.
INTERIM APPROPRIATIONS'S COMMITTEE APPROVES $217,000. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 6, P 6,
AUG 1989.
NEW ADDITIONS TO NATIONAL REGISTER OF HISTORIC PLACES. HISTNOTES, V 3, NO 3, P
2, NOV 1987.
SOCIETY EMPLOYEE PRESERVES BRIDGE. HISTNOTES, V 7, NO 2, P 4, FAL 1991.
1987 ANNUAL MEETING (SOUTH DAKOTA STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY). HISTNOTES, V 2, NO
5, P 1, MAR 1987.
CHICOINE, FERN. 14 MILE HOUSE. DAKHIST, NO 18TH, P 630-635, 1986.
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HUNHOFF, BERNIE. A RANCHER'S DREAM (PRESERVING COURTYARD BARNS IN CENTENNIAL
VALLEY WITH COMMENTS ON ENVIRONMENTAL CONSERVATION). SDMAG, V 2, NO 6. P
23-27, FEB 1987.
: HUNHOFF, BERNIE. POLITICS AND PASTA ARE RESTORED FOR PIERRE (ST. CHARLES
RESTAURANT REOPENS). SDMAG, V 3, NO 2, P 16-19, JUN 1987. nHi."-"
HUNHOFF, BERNIE. RAPID CITY'S RESTAURANT WITH A HISTORY. SDMAG, V <i, NO 5, P
26-27, JAN 1989.
LANNING, SHAWNA. WRINKLED WITH CHARACTER: MANY BELIEVE YANKTON'S PAST IS A
BRICK PATH TO THE FUTURE. SDMAG, V 5, NO 3, P 19-21+, SEP 1989.
MONTEITH,. JOANITA K. MELLETTE HOUSE: READY FOR THE STATE CENTENNIAL .
HISTNOTES, V IV, NO P 4, SPR 1989.
RAU, JOHN E. NATIONAL REGISTER OF HISTORK) PLACES: A WINDOW TO THE PAST.
HISTNOTES, V IV, NO 4, P 6-7, SPR 1989.
TENNANT, BRAD. INTRODUCTION TO SLIDE PROGRAM ON "HISTORICAL ARCHITECTURE OF
BROWN COUNTY" SESSION XIV-ARCHITECTURE. DAKHlST, NO 22, P 957-962, 1990.
TORMA, CAROLYN. ethnic ARCHITECTURE AND PRESERVATION PLANNING. HISTNOTES, V 4,
NO 1, P 7, JUL 1988.
TORMA, CAROLYN. WELSH AND BLACK SETTLEMENTS; CONCRETE AND LOG ARCHITECTURERECORDED IN SUMMER HISTORIC SITES SURVEYS^ HISTNOTES, V 4, NO 2, P irSEP
1988.
WEINREIS, ANNA M. THE WARD HOTEL, ON NATIONAL REGISTER. DAKHIST, NO 18TH, P
697;~70Zjl986«'
ARCHIVES
NHPRC GRANTS ACTIVITY IN SOUTH DAKOTA (NATIONAL HISTORICAL PUBLICATIONS AND
RECORDS COMMISSION). HISTNOTES, V 2, NO 4, P 4, JAN 1987.
RECORDS OF OUR PAST (CENTENNIAL CULTURAL HERITAGE(RENTER WILL SOON HOUSE S.D. HISTORY COLLECTIONS). SDMAG, V 4, NO 2, P 16-18,
JUL 1988•
SCHULER, HAROLD H. THE HUGHES COUNTY RECORDS PROJECTS. HISTNOTES, V 2, NO 4, P
5, JAN 1987
ARGUS LEADER SEE Sioux FALLS ARGUS LEADER
ARIKARA INDIANS
RESPECT FOR INDIAN SKELETAL MATERIALS (POLICY ESTABLISHED FOR WORKING WITH
AMERICAN INDIAN REMAINS). INDIAN, NO 111, P 6, MAY 1987.
ARMCO RESEARCH 8 TECHNOLOGY (MIDDLETOWN, OH)
AWARDED $2.08 MILLION GRANT (USD SCHOOL OF MEDICINE). INDIAN, NO 126, P 7, SUM
1991.
ARMOUR, S.D.
BERINGSON, DICK. WHO'S THE USER (EDITORIAL). CONSDIG, V 55, NO 2, P 1, 1988.
ARMY, UNITED STATES, CORPS OF ENGINEERS SEE CORPS OF ENGINEERS
ARSENIC
ANNIE CREEK CONtAMINATION CHARGED. TIPS, V 2, NO 9-lG, P 2, JAN 1987.
GOLDSTAKE,TARGETS WHITEWOOD CREEK. TIPS, V 6, NO 7, P 4, NOV 1987.
GRANT TO HELP PROVIDE SAFE WATER IN BRUCE. ECONDEV, V 4, NO 1, P 7, JAN 1991.
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WHITEWOOD CREEK SUPERFUND SITE NOMINATED AS SPECIAL AND UNIQUE. TIPS, V 6, NO
5, P A-5, SEP 1991.
ART SEE Also arts and crafts; native AMERICANS - ART; SCULPTURE AND SCULPTORS
A VIEW INTO THE PAST THROUGH THE EYES OF KARL BODMER. HERITAGE, V 15, NO 7, P
f 1989• •
AN ARTIST'S -VISION' (CENTENNIAL POSTER-PRINT). SDMAG. V 4, NO 6, P 6, MAY
1989. , .
AND^THE WINNERS ARE (OSCAR HOWE ART CONTEST WINNERS ANNOUNCED). INDIAN, NO 115,
P 6+, JUN 1988.
ARTISTS OF SICA HOLLOW.. SDMAG, V 5, NO A, P 35-39, NOV 1989.
BARN MORALIST. SDMAG, V 6, NO 3, P AA-A5, JUL 1990.
CONTEMPORARY NATIVE AMERICAN ART EXHIBIT. INDIAN, NO 111, P 6, MAY 1987.
OSCAR HOWE ART CONTEST HELD DURING NATIVE AMERICAN AWARENESS WEEK. INDIAN, NO
111, P 2, MAY 1987.
PLAINS INDIAN ART EXHIBITION ("LOST AND FOUND TRADITIONS" AT THE SMITHSONIAN
NATIONAL MUSEUM). INDIAN, NO 11A> P 5, FEB 1988.
RON BACKER (PRAIRIE ARTIST). SDMAG, V 5, NO 3, P 24-25, SEP 1989.
S.D. ART CONTEST (FOR KIDS - DESIGNED TO PROMOTE GLACIAL LAKES REGION). SDMAG,
y 2, NO 5, -P 16, JAN 1987.
SUBSTANCE abuse:CONFERENCE ANNOUN()ES POSTER WINNERS. HEALTH, VI, NO 4, P 3,
• JUL 1987. -' '
ALLEN', DOUG. MARY GROTH AND HER PICTURES OF PRAIRIE LIFE. SDMAG, V 6, NO 3, P
19-22, JUL 1990.
ANDERSON, SALLY. DICK TERMES: THE REVOLUTION OF THE TERMESPHERE. INSIDE, VI,
NO 1, P 40,50, SUM 1990.
HUNHOFF, BERNIE. JOHN C. GREEN: WILDLIFE ARTIST. SDMAG, V 6, NO 3, P 8-11, JUL
PHILLIPS, TOM. TAKING COUNCIL BEFORE THE HUNT. HERITAGE, V 15, NO 8, P 36-37,
, 1989.
PHILLiPS, TOM. THE MURAL; HERITAGE, V 15, NO 7, P 22-23, 1989.
POLLOCK, JIM. JIM POLLOCK SKETCHES HIS HOME STATE. SDMAG, V 5, NO 2, P 14-19,
. . JUL 1989. • .
ART - GALLERIES AND MUSEUMS
ARTS HAVE AN ANGEL (CHERYL LADD PROMOTES SOUTH DAKOTA ARTS). SDMAG, V 3, NO 2,
P 39, JUN 1987.
BEFRIENDING ARTISTS (UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH DAKOTA BOOK STORE). SDMAG, V 4, NO 5,
P 20, JAN 1989.
NEW MUSEUMS WILL BOOST DAKOTA ART. SDMAG, V 3, NO 5, P 17-19, JAN 1988.
PLACES TO SEE: SOUTH DAKOTA MUSEUMS AND ART GALLERIES. HERITAGE, V 14, NO 1, P
14, 1988.
RED CLOUD SCHOOL SHOWS INDIAN ART. HERITAGE, V 14, NO 1, P 19, 1988.
STRAIN, DAVE. RAPID CITY SIOUX MUSEUM PRESERVES CULTURE IN ART. HERITAGE, V
14, NO 1, P 18, 1988.





BROWN, DONA. DUNN PAINTINGS COME TO SOUTH DAKOTA. HERITAGE, V 1^, NO 1, P 27,
1988. .
ARTESIAN WELLS SEE WELLS
ARTISTS see also the names of SPECIFIC ARTISTSj CRAFTSMEN AND CRAFTSWOMEN; SCULPTURE
AND SCULPTORS
"WOMEN OF THE WEST" MAY VISIT DEADWOOD. DEADMAG, V 1, NO 1, P 7, MAR 1991.
A VIEW INTO THE PAST THROUGH THE EYES OF KARL BOOMER. HERITAGE, V 15, NO 7, P
Al, 1989.
ADELBERT ZEPHIER. SDMAG, V 6, NO 3, P 30-32, JUL199G.
ARTIST TOM PHILLIPS: BIOGRAPHY. HERITAGE, V 15, NO 8, P 37, 1989.
ARTISTS OF SICA HOLLOW. SDMAG, V 5, NO <», P 35-39, NOV 1989.
BARN MORALIST. SDMAG, V 6, NO 3, P A4-<f5, JUL 1990.
CALAMITY 8 POKER ALICE "COME 'HOME" TO DEADWOOD. DEADMAG, V 1, NO 2, P 12-13,
MAY 1991-.
DALE CLAUDE LAMPHERE (1987 HALL OF FAME "ARTIST OF THE YEAR"). DAKWEST, V 13,
NO 4, P; 20-22, DEC 1987.
GUtZON BORGLUM. HERITAGE, V 14, NO 1, P 20-23, 1988.
HARVEY DUNN (PHOTGRAPHIC ESSAY). HERITAGE, V 14, NO 1, P 24-29, 1988.
HERITAGE CENTER OPENS OSCAR HOWE EXHIBIT. HISTNOTES, V 6, NO 2, P 2, FAL 1990.
HOUSEWIFE/PHOTOGRAPHER/NATURALIST. SDMAG, V 6, NO 3, P 13, JUL 1990.
IDA JANSEN (1989 ARTIST OF THE YEAR). HERITAGE, V 15, NO 7, P 32, 1989.
JAMES EARLE FRASER. HERITAGE, V 14, NO 1, P 4-5, 1988.
JOHN GREEN, MADISON: 1991 ARTIST OF THE YEAR (ANNOUNCEMENT ONLY, BIOGRAPHY TO
FOLLOW). HERITAGE, V 17, NO 3, P 12, SEP 1991.
KORCZAK ZIOLKOWSKI (PHOTOGRAPHIC ESSAY). HERITAGE, V 14, NO 1, P 6-9, 1988.
KORCZAK ZIOLKOWSKI (1988 HALL OF FAME HONOREE - ARTS AND HUMANITIES). HERITAGE,
V 14, NO 4, P 33, 1988.
LOCAL ARTISTS COMPETE IN NATIONAL DUCK STAMP CONTEST. DAKCOUNT, V 5, NO 1, P
38-40, JAN 1991.
RON BACKER (PRAIRIE ARTIST). SDMAG, V 5, NO 3, P 24-25, SEP 1989.
SOME CONTEMPORARY SOUTH DAKOTA ARTISTS (LIST OF ARTISTS). HERITAGE, V 14, NO 1,
P 2-3, 1988.
STAMP WINNER. DAKCOUNT, V 5, NO 2, P 6, FEB 1991.
WILDLIFE RESTORATION STAMPS. CONSDIG, V 54, NO 5, P 19, 1987.
1989 WILDLIFE STAMPS. CONSDIG, V 55, NO 4, P 14-15, 1988.
:l990WliDLIFE STAMPS.^C NO 4, P 14-15, 1989.
1991 WILDLIFE STAMPS. CONSDIG, V 57, NO 4, P 14-15, 1990.
1992 WILDLIFE STAMP. CONSDIG, V 58, NO 5, P 6-7, 1991.
ALLEN, DOUG. MARY GROTH AND HER PICTURES OF PRAIRIE LIFE. SDMAG, V 6, NO 3, P
19-22, JUL 1990.
ANDERSON, SALLY. DICK TERMES: THE REVOLUTION OF THE TERMESPHERE. INSIDE, V 1,
NO 1, P 40,50, SUM 1990.
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BRILEY, RONALD. THE ARTIST AS PATRON: GUTZON BORGLUM AND NORTH DAKOTA POLITICS,
1922. SDHIST, V 20, NO 2, P 12p-lA5, 1990.
BROWN, DONA. DUNN PAINTINGS COME TO SOUTH DAKOTA. HERITAGE, V lA, NO 1, P 27,
1988
CORDTS, IRENE. CHARIEST. GREENER, FAULKTON PIONEER ARTIST. DAKHIST, NO 19TH,
P XXIIIBl, 1987.
DEAN, ROSCOE. SOLON - THE BORGLUM BEFORE RUSHMORE. DAKHIST, NO 20TH, P
651-652, 1988.
DEAN, ROSCOE. SOLON-THE BORGLUM BEFORE RUSHMORE. DAKWEST, V 13, NO 2, P 28-29,
JUN 1987. ' , ' .
DEAN, ROSCOE. WHO AM I? (OSCAR HOWE). HERITAGE, V lA, NO 1, P 30-Al, 1988.
DRAINE, CATHIE. TRISHA WALDROW. INSIDE, V 2, NO 5, P 33-3A, SUM 1991.
EAGLE HORSE, DENNIS L. DENNIS EAGLE HORSE (BIOGRAPHY). HERITAGE, V 17, NO 2, P
21, JUN 1991.
GEYERMAN, RICK. BOB PENN: PAINTER. SDMAG, V 7, NO 2, P 21-23, JUL 1991.
TOM. 6RANDUER IN GRANITE: GUTZEN BORGLUM'S MONUMENTAL DREAM. INSIDE,
y 2,NO 3, P 19-21, WIN 1991.
HOLtZMANN, ROGER. DICK TERMES: TERMESPHERE CREATOR. SDMAG, V 7, NO 2, P 26-29,
JUL1991.
HOLTZMANN,, ROGER. THE PAPER ARTIST. SDMAG, V 6, NO 3, P 18, JUL 1990.
HUNHOFF, BERNIE. BLACK HILLS STONE SCULPTOR (JIM ERICKSON). SDMAG, V 2, NO 5,
P 38-<«0, JAN 1987.
HUNHOFF, BERNIE. DAWN AMOS: QUILTER. SDMAG, V 7, NO 2, P lA-16, JUL 1991.
HUNHOFF, BERNIE. JOHN C. GREEN: WILDLIFE ARTIST. SDMAG, V 6, NO 3, P 8-11, JUL
HUNHOFF, BERNIE. MARTY TWO BULLS: CARTOONIST. SDMAG, V 7, NO 2, P 24-25, JUL
1991.
KLINE, RICHARD. F'RAIRIE INSPIRED: JAMES EARLE ERASER. SDMAG, V 3, NO 5, P
34-37, JAN 1988.
LAMONT, FRANCIS P. FRANK ASHFORD OF STRATFORD ON THE JAMES. DAKHIST, V 22, P
524-555, 1990.
LEWIS, DALE. JOHN GREEN IS NAMED 1991 ARTIST OF THE YEAR. HERITAGE, V 17, NO
4, P 2-5, DEC 1991.
MULLANEY, MARGUERITE. ARTIST ARTHUR AMIOTTE. INSIDE, V 1, NO 2, P 28-29+, FAL
•• 1990. •
MULLANEY, MARGUERITE. MITCHELL ZEPHJER: GIFTS FROM MOTHER EARTH. INSIDE, V 2,
NO 5, P 30-31, SUM 1991.
POLLOCK, JIM. AN ARTIST IN VIETNAM. HERITAGE, V 17, NO 2, P 2-5, JUN 1991.
POLLOCK, JIM. JIM POLLOCK SKETCHES HIS HOME STATE. SDMAG, V 5, NO 2, P 14-19,
JUL 1989. ,
SANBORN, MICHAEL. BOB H. MILLER. INSIDE, V 2, NO 6, P 32-33, FAL 1991.
SANBORN, MICHAEL. DUBOIS (DICK DUBOIS). INSIDE, V 2, NO 4, P 26-29, SPR 1991,
SANBORN, MICHAeL. MIKE SPEISER. INSIDE, V 2, NO 3, P 26-29, WIN 1991.
SIMON, BROTHER C.M. ANDREW STANDING SOLDIER. HERITAGE, V 14, NO 1, P 12-14,
1988.
STEWART, joe! CHARLES f. GREENER. HERITAGE, V 14, NO 1, P 15-17, 1988.
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ARTS AND CRAFTS SEE ALSO ARTj CRAFTSMEN AND CRAFTSWOMEN
KADOKA STORE FEATURES SOUTH DAKOTA PRODUCTS. ECONDEV> V A, NO 5, P A, MAY 1991.
RATTLERS PROVIDE FOOD AND CRAFTS MATERIAL. SDMAG/ V A, NO 3, P 15, SEP 1988.
BLUMER, JULIE. CHINA PAINTING IN PHEASANT COUNTRY. SDMAG, V A, NO 3, P 32, SEP
1988.
CHEEVER, KAY. FIBER WORKS DAY (VOLGA, S.D.). SDMAG, V A, NO 3, P A3, SEP 1988,
THATCHER, ELAINE. DAKOTA DIAMONDS: DIAMOND WILLOW CANE WHITTLING IN SOUTH
DAKOTA,; DAKHIST, NO 18TH, P A05-A10, 1986.
TORMA, CAROLYN. LETTERS TO THE SOCIETY (LETTER ON RAG RUG MAKING). HISTNOTES,
V 2, NO 5, P A, MAR 1987.
ASBESTOS
ASBESTOS GUIDELINES FOR BUILDING DEMOLITIONS/RENOVATIONS. COUNTY, V 37, NO 6, P,
3, JUN-1991.
ASBESTOS REGULATIONS IN SOgTH DAKOTA. WATER, V 2, NO 6, P 5, MAY 1989.
; ATTENTION CITY ENGINEERS AND BUILDING OFFICIALS; ASBESTOS GUIDELINES FOR
BUILDING DEMOLITION/RENOVATIONS. MUNICIPAL, V 57, NO 12, P 10-11, JUN 1991.
HEALTH DEPT. RELOCATES. HEALTH, V A, NO 1, P 1, JAN 1990.
MCDONALD, BOB! ASBESTOS GUIDELINES FOR BUILDING DEMOLITIONS/RENOVATIONS.
WATER, V 5, NO 2, P II, SUM 1991.
ASHFORD, FRANK C. (1878-1960)
LAMONT,: FRANCIS P. FRANK ASHFORD OF STRATFORD ON THE JAMES. DAKHIST, V 22, P
52A-555, 1990.
ASHLEY, EDWARD (185A-1931)
ASHLEY, INDIAN MISSIONARY DIES (E.A. ASHLEY). HERITAGE, V lA, NO A, P 22, 1988?
ASHLEY, VERNON (1916-) ^
VERN ASHLEY IS INDIAN AFFAIRS LEADER (1991 HALL OF FAME HONOREE). HERITAGE, V
17, NO 3, P 10-11, SEP 1991.
LEWIS, DALE. STILL IN USE TODAY; ONE OF SOUTH DAKOTA'S EARLIEST CHURCHES (ST.
JOHN'S.EPISCOPAL CHURCH, CROW CREEK RESERVATION). HERITAGE, V lA, NO A, P
19-22, 1988.
ASSESSMENT ^
HERE'S WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW (EQUALIZATION). MUNICIPAL, V 57, NO 10, P 8, APR
1991.
ASSET IMPAIRMENT
RAGOTHAMAN, SRINIVASAN. ASSET IMPAIRMENTS AND WRITEDOWNS: DO WE NEED ANY FASB
RULES? BUSREV, V 50, NO 2, P l,A-7, DEC 1991.
ASSIMILATION (SOCIOLOGY)
MYERS, REX C. AN IMMIGRANT HERITAGE: SOUTH DAKOTA'S FOREIGN-BORN IN THE ERA OF




LEIGH DUNKER HORSESHOE PITCHING CHAMPION (1991 HALL OF FAME HONOREE). HERITAGE,
V 17, NO 3, P 29, SEP 1991.
PAUL MARSCHALK (1988 HALL OF FAME HONOREE - ATHLETICS). HERITAGE, V lA, NO A, P
30, 1988.
WILLIAMSON GAVE WRESTLING ITS SOUTH DAKOTA BAPTISM (WARREN WILLIAMSON - HALL OF
FAME HONOREE ^ ATHLETICS). HERITAGE, V 16, NO 3, P 30-31, FAL 1990.
HIGBEE, PAUL. FRANK LEAHY: WINNER HIGH SCHOOL'S MOST FAMOUS SCHEMER. SDMAG, V
- 3, NO A, P 31-33, OCT 1987.
HINZMAN, SHIRLEY. SOUTH DAKOTA ROOTS (NORM VAN BROCKLIN). HERITAGE, V 17> NO
3, P 18, SEP 1991.
LEWIS, DALE. BUD TYLER, 81, STILL PLAYING (1991 HALL OF FAME HONOREE).
HERITAGE, V 17, NO 3, P 20-21, SEP 1991.
LEWIS, DALE. PRO-FOOTBALL STAR BORN IN SOUTH DAKOTA (NORM VAN BROCKLIN, 1991
HALL OF FAME HONOREE). HERITAGE, V 17, NO 3, P 18-19, SEP 1991.
ATLASES
RIIS, REX. BREEDING BIRD ATLAS PROJECT. CONSDIG, V 56, NO 5, P 25, 1989.
ATTACHMENT, AND GARNISHMENT
KEENAN, MARK. DUE PROCESS, GARNISHMENT AND ATTACHMENT, AND SECT. 1983. S.D.
ATTORNEYS AND THEIR CLIENTS ARE AT RISK. LAW, V 32, NO 2, P 264-280, 1987.
ATTITUDES SEE PUBLIC OPINION
ATTORNEY GENERAL OPINIONS -S.D.
A.G. (ATTORNEY GENERAL) OPINIONS: A.G. OPINION NO. 88-42 (LIQUOR LICENSES).
MUNICIPAL, V 55, NO 7, P 17, JAN 1989.
A.G. (ATTORNEY GENERAL) OPINIONS: A.G. OPINION NO. 88-44 (GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS
LOBBYING-EXPENSES). MUNICIPAL, V 55, NO 7, P 17, JAN 1989.
AROUND THE LEAGUE... ATTORNEY GENERAL 'S OPINION ADDRESSES OBSERVANCE OF STATE
HOLIDAYS. MUNICIPAL, V 57, NO 4, P 8, OCT 1990.
ATTORNEY GENERAL OPINIONS OF INTEREST OT COUNTY GOVERMNENT: OFFICIAL OPINION NO.
89-30 (JOINT LAW ENFORCEMENT). COUNTY, V 36, NO 2, P 16-17, NOy 1989.
ATTORNEY GENERAL OPINIONS OF INTEREST TO COUNTY GOV'T: OFFICIAL OPINION NO 89-25
(TAXABILITY OF HOME USED BY HOS. ADM.). COUNTY, V 36, NO 2, P 17-18, NOV
1989.
ATTORNEY GENERAL OPINIONS OF INTEREST TO COUNTY GOVERNMENT: OFFICIAL OPINION NO.
88-33 (NOMINATING PETITIONS). COUNTY, V 35, NO 4, P 13-14, MAR 1989.
ATTORNEY GENERAL OPINIONS OF INTEREST TO COUNTY GOVERNMENT: OFFICIAL OPINION NO.
88-36 (FIRE INSURANCE PREMIUM TAX). COUNTY, V 35, NO 4, P 13-14, MAR 1989.
ATTORNEY GENERAL OPINIONS OF INTEREST TO COUNTY GOVERNMENT: OFFICIAL OPINION NO.
89-01 (NUMBER OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS). COUNTY, V 35, NO 6, P 12-13, JUL
-• -1989. :
V ATTORNEY GENERAL OPINIONS.OF INTEREST TO COUNTY GOVERNMENT: OFFICIAL OPINION NO.
"89-04 (HIGHWAY MAINTENANCE EQUIPMENT). COUNTY, V 35, NO 5, P 18, MAY 1989,
ATTORNEY GENERAL OPINIONS OF INTEREST tO COUNTY GOVERNMENT: OFFICIAL OPINION NO.
89-11 (CONFLICT OF INTERESTS). COUNTY, V 36, NO I, P 23-24, SEP 1989.
ATTORNEY GENERAL OPINIONS OF INTEREST TO COUNTY GOVERNMENT: OFFICIAL OPINION NO.
89-15 (MINERAL RIGHTS ASSESSMENTS), COUNTY, V 36, NO 1, P 22-23, SEP 1989,
> , SUBJECT INDEX
ATTORNEY GENERAL OPINIONS OF INTEREST TO COUNTY GOVERNMENT: OFFICIAL OPINION NO.
89-5 (INDIGENT DEFENSE REPRESENTATION). COUNTY, V 35, NO 6, P 13, JUL 1989.
ATTORNEY GENERAL OPINIONS: A.G. OPINION NO. 89-03 (MUNICIPAL SALES TAX).
MUNICIPAL, V 55, NO 11, P 15, MAY 1989.
ATTORNEY GENERAL OPINIONS: A.G. OPINION NO. 89-QA (PURCHASE OF EQUIPMENT SUBJECT
TO REFERENDUM). MUNICIPAL, V 55, NO 11, P 15,17, MAY 1989.
ATTORNEY general RULES ON USE OF SECOND CENT OF SALES TAX. MUNICIPAL, V 56, NO
2, P 9, AUG 1989. .
ATTORNEY GENERAL'S OPINION (A.G. 90-43). MUNICIPAL, V 57, NO 8, P ll, FEB 1991.
ATTORNEY GENERAL'S OPINION AFFECTS (COMPENSATION OF ELECTION WORKERS (A.G.
OPINION 90-07). MUNICIPAL, V 56, NO 9, P 10, MAR 1990.
ATTORNEY GENERAL'S OPINIONS: A.G. OPINION NO. 89-11 (CONFLICT OF INTERESTS).
MUNICIPAL, V 56, NO 3, P 8-9, SEP 1989.
ATTORNEY GENERAL'S OPINIONS: A.G. OPINION NO. 89-13 (LIQUOR LICENSES).
MUNICIPAL, V 56, NO 3, P 9, SEP 1989.
ATTORNEY GENERAL'S OPINIONS: A.(3. OPINION NO.89-18 (BUSINESS LICENSES FOR HOTELS
OR MOTELS). MUNICIPAL, V 56, NO 3, P 9, SEP 1989. woco ru^ nuicLo
ATTORNEY GENERAL'S OPINIONS: A.G. OPINION 89-18 (REQUIRING A BUSINESS LICENSE
FOR HOTELS AND MOTELS). MUNICIPAL, V 56, NO 6, P 12, DEC 1989.
ATTORNEY GENERAL'S OPINIONS: A.G. OPINION 89-27 (USE OF NON-AD VALOREM SALES TAX
REVENUE). MUNICIPAL, V 56, NO 6, P 12-13, DEC 1989. • shlco iha
BARNETT, MARK. tOMPETITIVE BIDDING/USED EQUIPMENT (A.G. OPINION 91-10).
COUNTY, V; 37, NO 10, P 3, PEC 1991.
ATTORNEYS ;SEE LAWYERS :
AUCTTONS SEE ALSO LIVESTOCK AUCTIONS ;
EDTNGTON, DOROTHEA. BUFFALb ROUNDUP & AUCTION. INSIDE, V 1, NO 2, P 52-54, FAL
1990.
KAROLEVITZ, BOB. JIM RIVER COUNTRY: THE GOING-GOING-SOLD TRAIL (FARM AUCTIONS).
SDMAG, V 3, NO 3, P 7, AUG 1987.
AUDIOVISUAL MATERIALS
AUDIO-VISUAL MATERIALS AVAILABLE THROUGH DWNR (DEPT. OF WATER AND NATURAL
RESOURCES). WATER, V 2, NO 3, P 4, NOV 1988.
STATE ARCHIVES ANNOUNCES A-V LENDING LIBRARY (RECENT AQUISITIONS LISTED).
HISTNOTES, V 3, NO 2, P 3, SEP 1987.
AUGUSTANA COLLEGE (SIOUX. FALLS) - HISTORY
SVEN GORDON FROILAND (1987 HALL OF FAME HONOREE - EDUCATION 8 CULTURAL AFFAIRS).
DAKWEST, V 13, NO 4, P 1^», DEC 1987.
AURICCHLOR (RAPID CITY, S.D.)
school (SDSMST) studies CHLORINATION. ECONDEV, V 1, NO 4, P 6, AUG 1988.
AUSTAD, OSCAR




AUTHORS SEE ALSO NOVELISTS; BLACK AUTHORS; WOMEN AUTHORS
ADELINE S. GNIRK (1987 HALL OF FAME "WRITER OF THE YEAR"). DAKWEST, V 13, NO 4,
P 19, DEC 1987.
BOB KAROLEVITZ. HISTNOTES, V 4, NO 1, P 4, JUL 1988.
DAKOTA IMAGES: OSCAR MICHEAUX. SDHIST, V 18, NO 3, P 192+, 1988.
DR. JOSEPH CASH. HISTNOTES, V 4, NO 1, P 2, JUL 1988.
ETC^9(NEWS from the state historical SOCIETY). HISTNOTES> V6, NO 3; P 2, WIN
HAROLD H. SCHULER. HISTNOTES, V 4, NO 1, PI, JUL 1988.
HOMER AYRES (1989 HALL OF FAME HONOREE-AGRICULTURE). HERITAGE, V 15, NO 7, P
28, 1989.
JOY HAUK (1989 HALL OF FAME HONOREE-UNSUNG HERO). HERITAGE, V 15, NO 7, P 30,
1989.
KARL WEGNER, MD (1988 HALL OF FAME HONOREE - PROFESSIONAL). HERITAGE, V 14, NO
4, P 32, 1988.
KOUPAL WINS WRITING AWARD. HISTNOTES, V 6, NO 1, P 3, SUM 1990.
LINDA HASSELSTROM (1989 WRITER OF THE YEAR). HERITAGE, V 15, NO 7, P 32, 19)39.
M.M. GUHIN (1989 HALL OF FAME HONOREE-EDUCATION). HERITAGE, V l5, NO 7, P 30,
1989.
PAUL FRIGGENS (1989 HALL OF FAME HONOREE-COMMUNICATIONS). HERITAGE, V 15, NO 7,
P 30, 1989.
REX ALAN SMITH (1987 HALL OF FAME HONOREE - ARTS 8 HUMANITIES). DAKWEST, V 13,
NO 4, P 18, DEC 1987.
ROBERT H. LEE (1987 HALL OF FAME HONOREE - COMMUNICATIONS). DAKWEST, V 13, NO
4, P 15, DEC 1987.
ROSEBUD YELLOW ROBE HONORED. HISTNOTES, V 5, NO 1, P 2, SUM 1989.
THE WONDERFUL WIZARD OF THE WEST: L. FRANK BAUM IN SOUTH DAKOTA. HISTNOTES, V
_ 5, NO 3, P 4, WIN 1990.
TONY LONG WOLF, JR. PRESENTS POETRY ON CAMPUS. INDIAN, NO 122, P 9, MAR 1990.
WINIFRED REUTTER (1987 HALL OF FAME "WRITER OF THE YEAR"). DAKWEST/V 13, NO 4,
P 19, DEC 1987. .
1991 WRITER OF THE YEAR: HELEN REZATTO. HERITAGE, V 17, NO 3, P 12, SEP 1991.
ABILD, ETHEL d! LORENA ALICE HICKOK - JOURNALIST-AUTHOR. DAKHIST, NO 19TH, P
. V.A1+, 1987.
KORTJE, DONNA. CATHER, NEIHARDT 8 SANDOZ WRITERS OF THE GREAT PLAINS
EXPERIENCE. DAKHIST, NO 19TH, P XXIV.Bl, 1987.
LONDON, BONNIE. IRMA KING WRITES ABOUT SOUTH DAKOTA (HALL OF FAME HONOREE -
ARTS AND HUMANITIES), HERITAGE, V 16, NO 3, P 10-11, FAL 1990.
LYNN, PATRICK; NELSON, DONALD D.; LYNN, MICHAEL, ED. THE FAWICK FLYER.
DAKHIST, NO 21ST, 1989.
MILLER, JOHN. THE DISTANCE BETWEEN GOPHER PRAIRIE AND LAKE WOBEGON: SINCLAIR
LEWIS AND GARRISON KEILLOR ON THE SMALL TOWN EXPERIENCE. DAKHIST, NO 18TH, P
510-523, 1986.
WEGNER, MARY. THE TRIALS OF OSCAR MICHEAUX. DAKHIST, NO 18TH, P 604-611, 1986.
WELLS, DARRELL. IN MEMORIAM: DAVID J. HOLDEN, 1924-1988. BIRD, V 40, NO 4, P
- 82, DEC 1988.
WILLIAMS, ELIZABETH. AN AUTHOR'S HOMECOMING (MURIEL BRENEMAN VISITS S.D.).
SDMAG, V 3, NO 3, P 45+, AUG 1987.
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AUTOMQBILE DRIVER'S LICENSES
AROUND THE LEAGUE...DRIVERS LICENSES - IN AN INSTANT. MUNICIPAL, V 56, NO 12, P
11, JUN 1990.
SATTLER, LEROY. COMMERCIAL DRIVER'S LICENSE CHANGES WILL AFFECT COUNTY
EMPLOYEES. COUNTY, V 36, NO 5, P 3, APR 1990.
AUTOMOBILE DRIVING - LAWS AND LEGISLATION
LICENSE PLATE NUMBERS (TABLE OF COUNTY LICENSE PLATE NUMBERS). COUNTY, V 33, NO
A, P 6-7, MAR 1987.
AUTOMOBILES SEE ALSO TRUCKS
BUNTIN, ART. 2GTH CENTURY PIONEERING; THE AUTO AND ROAD FRONTIER IN NORTHERN
SOUTH DAKOTA. DAKHIST, NO IBTH, P 139-1A9, 1986.
HOLTZMANN, ROGER. CALLIHAN'S MOTOR CAR. SDMAG, V 6, NO 2, P 51-53, MAY 1990.
lee, SHEBBY. the good roads movement in south DAKOTA. DAKHIST, NO 21ST, 1989.
STOLZE, H.K. OUR FIRST AUTO (FIRST CAR IN SOUTH DAKOTA). SDMAG, V 2, NO 5, P
14, JAN 1987.
AUTOMOBILES - SAFETY MEASURES
BUCKLE UP SOUTH DAKOTA. MUNICIPAL, V 55, NO 2, P 16-17, AUG 1988.
SURVEY,FINDS SUPPORT FOR SAFETY BELTS. HEALTH, V 3, NO 6, P 6, NOV 1989.
DAY, DOUG. CAR-DEER COLLISIONS. CONSDIG, V 57, NO Z, P 8-11, 1990,
AUTOMOBILES - TAXATION
MOTOR VEHICLE LICENSE PRORATE. COUNTY, V 37, NO 6, P 4, JUN 1991.
MOTOR VEHICLE 54.5X - REVENUE COLLECTED FOR LOCAL GOVERNMENTS: DECEMBER
1986-MARCH 1987 (STATISTICAL TABLE). COUNTY, V 33, NO 6, P 8, JUL 1987.
AUTOMOBILIES - LAW AND LEGISLATION
STAGGERED SYSTEM MAKES REGISTRATION EASIER FOR PUBLIC, COUNTIES. COUNTY, V 36,
NO 4, P I, MAR 1990. v
AUTUMN (SEASON) Vx
HULM, LEE. AUTUMN THOUGHTS: JUST BEING OUTDOORS IN THE FALL IS GOOD THERAPY.
CONSDIG, V 57, NO 5, P 16-19, 1990.
MOUM, KEN. SEASONS DON'T FOLLOW CALENDAR. CONSDIG, V 56, NO 6, P 1, 1989.
AVIATION SEE AERONAUTICS
AWARDS AND PRIZES
ABERDEEN'S EFFORT RECOGNIZED BY GOVERNOR'S AWARD. ECONDEV, V 3, NO 3, P 4, MAR^
• 1990. ^
* AMUNDSON RECOGNIZED FOR EDUCATION EFFORTS. HEALTH, V 4, NO 5, P 2, OCT 1990.
ANNUAL HISTORY CONFERENCE SET FOR MAY 17-18 (ANNUAL MEETING OF THE STATE X
HISTORICAL SOCIETY). HISTNOTES, V 6, NO 4, P 1, SPR 1991.




AROUND THE LEAGUE,..YANKTQN WINS TOP HONORS IN NLC COMPETITION. MUNICIPAL, V
57, NO 2, P 9, AUG 1990.
ATKINSON NAMED SDNA DISTRICT 3 NURSE OF YEAR. HEALTH, V 5, NO 1, P 4, FEE 1991.
AUSTAD'S FEATURED ON ESPN. ECONDEV, V A, NO 8, P 5, OCT 1991.
AWARD GIVEN BY TRUSTEES (SOUTH DAKOTA STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY'S CERTIFICATE OF
RECOGNITION). HISTNOTES, V A, NO 3, P 5, NOV 1988.
AWARDS HIGHLIGHT ANNUAL MEETING. HISTNOTES, V 6, NO 1, P 3, SUM 1990.
AWARDS, PRESERVING HISTORY TOP ANNUAL MEETING AGENDA. HISTNOTES, V 7, NO 1, P
3, SUM 1991.
BLACK BEAR, THIN ELK GIVEN HONORS FOR DISTINGUISHED SERVICE. INDIAN, NO 123, P
5, JUN 1990.
BLACK HILLS...HERE WE COME. HISTNOTES, V 5, NO A, P 1, SPR 1990.
BROOKINGS TEACHER IS READERS DIGEST SCHOLAR (JANICE SEELEY). HUMAN, V 19, NO 2,
P 2, APR 1991.
BROOKINGS TEACHER RECEIVES NEH AWARD (MARY FIEDLER). HUMAN, V 17, NO 2, P 2,
MAY 1989.
BROSZ,iWIFE praised for SERVICE TO ORGANIZATION. WATER, V5, NO A, P 12, WIN
BUNDLING UP. HEALTH, V 5, NO 1, P 1, FEB 1991.
BUSINESS PLAN WINNERS ANNOUNCED BY GOVERNOR. ECONDEV, V 3, NO 10, P 3, NOV
1990.
CASH RECEIVES ROBINSON MEMORIAL AWARD. INDIAN, NO 123, P A, JUN 1990.
CHN^HONORED BY SOUTH DAKOTA EDUCATION ASSOCIATION. HEALTH, V5, NO 3, P 6, JUN
COMPUTER WAS INCENTIVE TO ENTER COMPETITION. ECONDEV, V A, NO 9, P A, NOV 19,91.
CORSICA ONE OF TWO COMMUNITIES OF THE YEAR. ECONDEV, V 3, NO 3, P 5, MAR 1990:
DAKOTA HISTORY CONFERENCE (1986 WINNERS ANNOUNCED). HISTNOTES, V 2, NO A, P 3,
, JAN 1987.
DEAN SHOW WINS MORE AWARDS. DAKCOUNT, V 5, NO 7, P A9, JUL 1991.
DOH employees honored by GOV. health, V 5, NO 3, P 1, JUN 1991.
bOH RECEIVES AWARD FOR MEASLES-FREE DECADE. HEALTH, V 3, NO 3, PI, MAY 1989.
DOH STAFF HONORED BY SD PUBLIC HEALTH ASSOCIATION. HEALTH, V 5, NO 5, P 5, OCT
1991
DR. AMUNDSON HONORED BY REGION VIII. HEALTH, V 5, NO 3, P 3, JUN 1991.
EARTH PAY ESSAY CONTEST WINNERS ANNOUNCED. WATER, V 3, NO 5, P 1, APR 1990.
ENVIRONMENTAL EXCELLENCE AWARDS ANNOUNCED BY GOVERNOR. WATER, V 4, NO 1, PA,
AUG 1990.
ERNEST L. BUCKLEY AWARD ESTABLISHED BY GOVERNOR: ENCOURAGES RESEARCH HELPS
STRENGTHEN BONDS WITH INDUSTRY. ECONDEV, V 3, NO A, P 1, APR 1990.
ESSAY CONTEST WINNERS ANNOUNCED (SD CENTENNIAL HERITAGE CONTEST). HISTNOTES, V
A.NO 3, P 3, NOV 1988.
EXEMPLARY SERVICE to ELDERLY EARNS HURON NATL. AWARD. HEALTH, V A, NO 1, PS,
JAN 1990.
FILM WINS at FESTIVAL (LIVE AND REMEMBER). HUMAN, V 17, NO 2, P 1, MAY 1989.
FOR INFORMATION ABOUT HUMANITIES GRANT AWARDS - SEE ISSUES OF HUMANITIES.
HUMAN.
GF&P EMPLOYEES HONORED, CONSDIG, V 56, NO 2, P 27, 1989.
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SUBJECT INDEX
GOED STAFF RECEIVES ADVERTISING AWARD FOR RESEARCH DIRECTORY. ECONDEV, V 1, NO
3, P 6, JUL 1988.
GOVERNOR AND SOCIETY ANNOUNCE NEW AWARDS FOR HISTORY (SOUTH DAKOTA STATE
HISTORICAL SOCIETY). HISlTNOTES, V A, NO 3, P 1, NOV 1988.
GOVERNOR MikELSON ANNOUNCES ENVIRONMENTAL EXCELLENCE AWARDS PROGRAMS. WATER, V
5, NO 2, P 3, SUM 1991.
GOVERNOR PRESENTS HEALTH PROMOTION AWARDS. HEALTH, V <i, NO 3, PI, JUL 1990.
GOVERNOR'S ENyiRONMENTAL EXCELLENCE AWARD. WATER, V 3, NO 5, PI, APR 1990.
GOVERNOR'S FIRST HEALTH PROMOTION AWARD DRAWS GOOD RESPONSE;21 APPLY. HEALTH, V
NO 1, P A, ;UAN;1990.; V
GROUP HONORS BOARD CHAIRMAN, EMPLOYEE: BELL HONORED FOR SUPPORT OF MISSOURI
RIVER. VfATER, ;Va5,: NO A, p:12, WIN 1991.
HEALTH EDUCATION SEEkS AP FOR TOBACCO-CONTROL AWARDS.- HEALTH, V 5, NO
2, P 5, APR 1991.
HERBERT T. HOOVER RECEIVES HERBERT^S^^^ SCHELL AWARD. INDIAN, NO 123, P A, JUN
'v;-\i99o;";-••••v--
HONOR'S BANQUET WAS BIG celebration (1987 HALL OF FAME INDUCTION). DAKWEST, V
; >13,-Nq A,: P^3
HONOR'S banquet WAS BIG CELEBRATION (1989 HALL OF FAME'S HONORS WEEkEND).
HERITAGEi.iV 15, NO 7, P 33-34, 1989.
IDA JANSEN (1989 ARTIST OF THE YEAR); HERITAGE, V 15, NO 7, P 32, 1989.
:INDIAN educator, PATRICIA LOCKE, RECEIVES GRANT FROM MACARTHUR FOUNDATION
; II^DIAN; NO 126X P ^
IYER; NAMED fIRSiT RECIPIENT OF BUCKLEV AWARD. ECONDEV, V 4, NO 3, P 3, MAR 1991.
JORgENSON RECOGNIZED FOR HIS AG CONTRIBUTIONS. ECONDEV, V 4, NO 1, P 7, JAN
1991. • •
kinsman AWARDED BCiEH FELLOW^ HEALTH, V 3, NO 3, P I, MAY 1989.
kouPAL WINS Writing AWAR^ histnotes, ,v 6, no i, p 3, sum 1990.
LAMONT AND BERGH RECEIVE NAtlONAL HISTORY AWARD. HISTNOTES, V 4, NO 3, P 5, NOV
1988. ;; / •
landowners RECEIVE AWARDS FOR PARTICIPATION IN GROUNDWATER MONITORING PROJECT.
WATER, y 3, ; NO^ 1>? P 5, JUL 1^89.
LANGE HONORED BY region VIII. HEALTH, V 5, NO 4, P 1-2, AUG1991.
LEADERSHIP AWARDS, WATER, V 5, NO 2, P 8, SUM 1991.
LIHS WINS EMPLOVeE EXCELLENCE AWARD. HEALTH, V 4, NO 3, P 5, JUL 1990;
LINAE Little THUNdER: AWARDED THE lOWA MERITOUS SERVICE, the IOWA AIRMAN OF THE
YEAR AWARD. . INDIAN, NO 125, P 14, SPR 1991.
LINDA HASSELSTROM (1989 WRITER 0 THE YEAR). HERITAGE, V 15, NO 7, P 32, 1989,
MEMORIAL SOCIETY'S ViVIAN GLOVER NOMINATED FOR 'SPIRIT OF DAKOTA' AWARD.
; WILDER, y 15, NO 2, P3, FAL^1989. .
midland named SMALL COMMUNITY OF THE YEAR. ECONDEV, V 4, NO 3, P 4, MAR 199lV j
MILLER RECiElVES LEADERSHIP A MUNICIPAL, V 58, NO 2, P 9, AUG 1991,;^^^^^^^^
MISTY BRAVE RECEIVES MCCAULIFFE AWARD. INDIAN, NO 123, P 7, JUN 1990.
MORGEN MANUFACTURING receives E STAR AWARD. ECONDEV, V 4, NO 7, P 5, SEP 1991.
NATIONAL NISTORYDAYVpROBUCES CHAMPIONS. HISTNOTES, V 5, NO 1, P 10, SUM 1989.- ^
PARk NdTElrCAMPERS W^ BIG. CONSDIG, V 58, NO 5, P 26, 1991.
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SUBJECT INDEX
PARK NOTES: OUSTER STATE PARK EMPLOYEES HONORED. CONSDIG, V 58, NO 2, P 26,
PARK NOTES: RAAP RECEIVES STATE EMPLOYEE AWARD. CONSDIG, V 57, NO 4, P 26,
' '-•1990.' • ^ V
PARK NOTES: STATE PARK EMPLOYEES RECEIVE AWARDS. CONSDIG, V 58, NO 2, P 26/
' ; ;,-1991:..,- ' '
ROSEBUD YELLOW ROBE HONORED. HISTNOTES, V 5, NO 1, P 2, SUM 1989/
RURAL PALTH STAFF RECEIVE, AWARDS. HEALTH, V 4, NO 4, P 6, JUL 1990.
SD HEALTH PROpCTS WIN NATL. AWARDS. HEALTH, V 4, NO 6, P 1+, DEC 1990. -
SD WINS AWARD FOR TOBACCO-FREE EFFORTS. HEALTH, V 4, NO 6, P 2, DEC 1990.
SIOUX falls named large community of the year. ECONDEV, V 4, NO 3, P 5, MAR
^•'-"1991,.':^ V;,-/ "
SOCIETY ANNUAL.MEETING ENJOYED BY ALL. HISTNOTES, V 2, NO 6, P 1, MAY 1987.
SOUTH DAKOTA EMTS RECEIVE NATIONAL AWARD FOR MAJOR TRAUMA.. HEALTH/ V 3, NO 3, P
4, MAY 1989.;^
SOUTH. DAKOTA HALL OF FAME HONOR'S DAY WAS HELD THIS YEAR IN ABERDEEN. HERITAGE,
V 17, NO 4; P 27-29, DEC 1991.
SOUTH DAKOTA HALL OF FAME HONOREES (ALPHABETICAL LIST OF ALL HALL OF FAME
INDUCTEES). :HERITAGE, V 17, NO 3, P 4-6, SEP 1991.
SOUTH "DAKOTA HALL OF Fi^ME HONOREES 1974-1986. DAKWEST, V 13, No"l; P- 29-31/'MAR
"'1987. ;
SOUTH DAKOTA HALL OF FAME HONOREES 1974-1988 (ALPHABETICAL LISt). HERITAGE, V
15, NO 5, P 34-36, 1989, .
SOUTH DAKOTANS SHINE AT ANNUAL BANQUET. HERITAGE, V 16, NO 4, P 15-17, WIN
- 199D. " ••7";/ • •• : ' • • • • • ,.,7
STAFF RE(:EIVE PUBLIC ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH AWARDS. HEALTH, V 3, NO 4, P 2, JUL
• 1989.\,.-;' -
STAtE'BUSINESSMEN HONORED. ECONDEV, V 3, NO 6, P 5, JUL 1990.
STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY: PUBLICATION WINS AGAIN (AWARD WINNING ARTICLE BY
GILBERT FITE). HISTNOTES, V 6, NO 2, P 4, FAL 1990.
T.EMOGENE PAULSON RECE HONORARY DEGREE. INDIAN, NO 125, P 16, WIN 1990.
THOMPSON NAMED NEH TEACHER FOR 1990 ( WILLIAM R. THOMPSON). HUMAN, V 18, NO 2,
P 2, APR 1990. /. : V
TOURISM HONOREES (CARL BURGESS AND MARCI CHRISTENSEN RECEIVE AWARDS FROM
GOVERNOR). SDMAG, V 3, NO 1, P 30, APR 1987.
UNITY FILM WINS PRIZE IN MONTANA. HUMAN, V 16, NO 2, P 3, MAY 1988.
UNSUNG HEROES AND GOOD HEARTS (CURRENT LIST IN HALL OF FAME). HERITAGE, V 15,
NO 5, P 2-7, 1989.
WATERTOWN IS GOVERNOR'S "COMMUNITY OF THE YEAR". ECONDEV, V 2, NO 2, P 1, FEB
1989.
WHITEWOOD CREEK FILM AWARDED (THE REBIRTH OF WHITEWOOD CREEK). WATER, V 1, NO
1, P 3, JUL 1987.
WILDLIFE NOTES: CONSERVATION OFFKiER OF THE YEAR. CONSDIG, V 58, NO 3, P 26,
1991.
WRAP-UP: HOT SPRINGS CO OFFICER OF THE YEAR. CONSDIG, V 54, NO 3, P 27, 1987.
WRAP-UP: WHITEWOOD CREEK FILM WINS ANOTHER AWARD. CONSDIG, V 54, NO 6, P 28,
1987. Z-".. '7'" ,•/ •
1987 HALL OF FAME HONOREES. DAKWEST, V 13, NO 4, P 12-22, DEC 1987.
vy. -'v;;,;r;.SUBJECT-INDEX • '
^ l>989'HONORtES-^UTH^P^^ FAME^ HERITAGE, V 15, NO 7, > 28-32; 198^.
. 1990 HONOREES (SOUTH DAKOTA HALL OF FAME). HERITAGE, V 16, NO 3, P 21, FAL
i99g;.
/: ;i99G,WILDLIFE STAMPS; CpNSpI>, V 56, N^ 1989.
1991 WiLDLlFE STAMPS. CONSpiG> V 57, NO A, P lA-15, 199G.
1992 WILDLIFE STAMP. CONSDIG, V 58, NO 5, P 6-7, 1991.
GNIRK, ADELINE. SOUTH DAKOTA; LAND OF SUNSHINE. (HISTORY OF SOUTH DAKOTA
; CONTEST WINNER), HERITAGE, V lA, NO 3, P 25-26, 1988. ,
, LEWIS, DALe. JOHN GREEN IS NAMED 1991 ARTIST OF THE YEAR. HERITAGE; V 17, NO
A, P 2-5, DEC 1991. =
; WARD, STEPHEN. NATIONAL HISTORY DAY RESULTS. HISTNOTES, V A, NO 1, P 6, JUL
M988.. ; -/:•
\ WARD, STEiPHEN. NATIONAL HISTORY DAY. HISTNOTES, V3, NO 1, P 1, JUL 1987.>
AYRES, HOMER; V'' >
? HOMER AYRES (1989 HALL OF FAME HONOREE-AGRICULTURE). HERITAGE, V 15, NO 7> P '
^'28,. 98Y,y ••
HUNHOFF,BERNIE. HOMER AYRES: COWBOY ACTIVIST. SDMAG, V 5, NO 5, P 17-2G, JAN
^.-1990... ; •• •. , y-, • • ^
" ^vMCBRIDE; BOB. :THE CtiWBOY POPULlSTS OF MEADE COUNTY, S.D., 1930-1988^; DAKHIST, .
NO 2GTH,y P 311-316/ 1988. : /y
By;> E ENGINEERINGy(YANKTON,/^
B 8 E ENGINEERING: yFUTURE FU^ RESEARCH GRANT PAYS BIG DIVIDENDS; ECONDEV, V 1, "
NO 5, P 6, OCT 1988. '.-y• y 'y, y.
"'BACHMAN/^GLENry'^ yy •''y\/^-;;yy;.'y-y:/';;'"--y^ y
; ALLAN, DON. :GLEN BACHMAN::-;;FPUCATbR,, DAKHIST, NO 21ST, 1989.
backer;,;'>on^ .yvv;--yy y.--y - y" 'y:;y\ y'^
VrON BACKERyiPRAlRIE A^^^ SDMAG, V 5, NO 3, P 2A-25, SEP 1989.
.BAD. RIVER:'',
yyy," PRbJKT^ APPROVEP FQ^R^^^^ NO 2, P 1; sEP 1989/ ' : .
, RliS, JIM; LAKESHARRE: THiiS MISSOURI RIVER MAIN-STEM RESERVOIR HAS GAINED A
. REPUTATION AS, A CONSISTENT PRODUCER OF WALLEYES AND... CONSDIG, V 54, NO 4, P
y.,yy;y:;,;\; 16-19, lYET.; yyyVry-:.:/•-'••yy'yy . /y; • y ,.y''y"'r'
BADGEr HOLE, CUSTER state PARK , •
; SUNDSTROM, JESSIE. yPOET'Sylegacy CONTINUES AT THE BADGER HOLE. SDMAG, V 4, NO
5, P 16-17, JAN 1989. , ,
BADGER, CHARLES JR. SEE CLARK, BA^ER (1883-1957)
•BADLANDS z,-y-'y^ "''y'"yy '^'y.yfI.> -• '-y^ -y y;: .-" yy.; ' /';
' y: yy^IOUX legacy (BADLANlis ANDyWlNO; CAVE LEGIENDS) . INDIAN, NO 117, P>; NOV 1988. ]
^:^^ y W^ MUSUEM to SHOW ANCIENY BADLANDS LIFE. HISTNOTES, V 3, NO 4, P 5, JAN
:- -;-y 19.88-. "y y-^. •• '"v.
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CHRISTIANSON, GALE E. LOREN EISELEYs A POET IN THE WHITE RIVER BADLANDS. ^
DAKHIST, NO 19TH, P XXIIIAl, 1987.
: pease/ BARB, NATURE'S HIDDEN TREASURES. DAKOUT, V 6, NO 7, P AA-A5, JUL 1991.
badlands NATIONAL i'ARK ^
THE BADLANDS. CONSDIG, V 56, NO 3, P 2-5, 1989.
WRAP-UP: BADLANDS CELEBRATES TENTH ANNIVERSARY. CONSDIg/ V 55, NO 6, P 27,
v., 1988. • . • ^
//EPP/TODbv PETER NORBECK: PARK BUILDER. CONSDIG, V 56, NO A, P 2-5, 1989./
. ODE/ KIM. BADLANDS BACKPACKING. SDMAG, V 6, NO 2, P 57-61, MAY 19^0.
'BAILEY,-R0E /'•• -''//
LEWIS, DALE. ROE BAILEY... EVERYTHING HE SAW tHAT LOOKED INTERESTING, HE DID./
DAKWEST. V 13, NO 4, P;29, DEC 1987.
BALAKIER, ANN
DR. ANN BALAKIER, HISTNOTES, V 4, NO 1, P 3, JUL 1988.
BALING wire/
' KAROLEVITZ, BOB. JIM RIVER COUNTRY: BALING WIRE SHORTAGE. SDMAG, V 5, NO 3, P
13, SEP 1989.
BALLOONS, AERONAUTIC ;
/ : BALLOON MUSEUM OPENS IN TYNDALL. HISTNOTES, V 5, NO 2, P 5, FAL 1989.
HUNHOFF, BERNIE. ED YOSt FLIES SOUTH DAKOTA. SDMAG, V 3i NO 1/ P 6-11, APR
••:"--1987 ; -V ^ • ; , , - -
READ, RICHARD T.;RAMBOW, DAVID. HYDROGEN AND SMOKE: A SURVEY OF
LIGHTER-THAN-AIR FLIGHT IN SOUTH DAKOTA PRIOR TO WORLD WAR I. SDHIST, V 18,
NO 3, P 132-151, 1988. ; ;
/read, RICHARD T:;RAMB0W, DAVID. HYDROGEN AND SMOKE: A SURVEY OF
LIGHTER-THAN-AIR FLIGHT IN SOUTH DAKOTA, 1889-1914. DAKHIST, NO 19TH, P
.•xiy,;ci;,_ 1987.
: ROSBY, DOROTHY MILLER. AS FREE AS THE WIND (HOT AIR BALLOONS). INSIDE, V 2, NO
5, P 42-43, SUM 1991.
VAUGHAN, RUTH. STATOSPHERE BALLOON. DAKHIST, NO 22, P 999+, 1990.
BANDS (MUSIC)
CRAIG, MARY E. MUSIC BROUGHT COMMUNITY TOGETHER: THE HAYES BAND. HERITAGE, V
15, NO 5, P 38, 1989. -
RENTZ, VIVIAN. THE OLDEST ONE (LENNOX MUNICIPAL BAND). DAKHIST, NO 20TH, P
407-410, 1988. •
SANBORN, MICHAEL. A FAMILY AFFAIR (BOB S MAGGIE RASCH FAMILY BAND). INSIDE, V
2, NO 4, P 32-35, SPR 1991.
SANBORN, MICHAEL. D.D. AND THE FAYROHS: CLASSIC FIFTIES & SIXTIES ROCK N ROLL.
INSIDE, V 2, NO 3, P 32-35, WIN 1991. ,
SANBORN, MICHAEL. SILVERADO (BAND). INSIDE, V 2, NO 6, P 36-37, FAL 1991.
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/BANKERS.^ ' '
^ HAUGO HAD boLDEN TOUCH IN SOUTH DAKOTA BANKING (ERLING HAUGO - HALL OF FAME
HONOREE - BUSINESS). HERITAGE, V 16, NO 3, P 8-9, FAL 1990.
BANKS AND BANKING
FASTRACK moving on with corporate support. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 5, P A, JUN 1989.
FIRST INTERSTATE BANK TO ADD JOBS. ECONDEV, V 4, NO 9, P 3, NOV 1991.
LOOKING BACK AT '89: NONFARM EMPLOYMENT. LABOR, NO 1-3, DEC 1989.
SD AND US EMPLOYMENT— AN "APPLES-TO-APPLES" COMPARISON. LABOR, P 1-6, APR ••
. 1990.
BUTTERWICK, DARRELL D. COMMISSIONER'S COLUMN (GOED AND SOUTH DAKOTA BANKERS
COOPERATION). ECONDEV, V 3, NO 7, P 2, AUG 1990.
BUTTERWICK, DARRELL D. COMMISSIONER'S COLUMN (PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT
, ASSISTANCE). ECONDEV, V 2, NO 3, P 2, MAR 1989.
EPP, TODD. PETER NORBECK: PARK BUILDER. CONSDIG, V 56, NO 4, P 2-5, 1989.
LEWIS, DALE. BUSINESS AND BANKING. HERITAGE, V 14, NO 2, P 22-23, 1988.
BANNERS SEE FLAGS
BAPTISTS ' /;•
TINGLEV, RALPH. EPHRAIM MENACHEM EPSTEIN, EDUCATOR, PASTOR, PHYSICIAN AND
- SURGEON. DAKHIST, NO 21ST, 1989.
TINGLEY, RALPH. MAKING ENDS MEET: SUPPLEMENTAL INCOME FOR DAKOTA TERRITORY
BAPTISTS. DAKHIST, NO 22, P 946-956, 1990.
^DAR::ASSP;CIATION;;:^^;'^^ ^ ^V-
, MACCRATE, ROBERT. THE MAKING OF THE AMERICAN LAWYER (BRIEF HISTORY OF SOUTH
DAKOTA BAR ASSOC. AND LAWYERS). LAW, V 34, NO 2, P 227-235, 1989.
BARNS '•
BARN AGAIN! (PROGRAM FOR RENOVATION OF OLDER FARM BUILDINGS). HISTNOTES, V 3,
:: NO 3, P 5, NOV 1987. ' ,
HULL, GORDON. LIVERY FOR HIRE. DAKHIST, V 22, P 397-409, 1990.
HUNHOFF, BERNIE. A RANCHER'S DREAM (PRESERVING COURTYARD BARNS IN CENTENNIAL
VALLEY WITH COMMENTS ON ENVIRONMENTAL CONSERVATION). SDMAG, V 2, NO 6, P
23-27, FEB 1987. •. - ,v- '
YOST, NELLIE S. THE FIVE ACRE BARN (AND THE STANDARD CATTLE COMPANY, AMES,
NEBRASKA). DAKHIST, NO 19TH, P X,B1+, 1987.
BARR, CLAUDE A. (1887-1982)
CLAUDE A. BARR (1987 HALL OF FAME HONOREE - ARTS 8 HUMANITIES). DAKWEST, V 13,
NO 4, P 12-13, DEC 1987.
; ^ ODE, DAVE. DAKOTA FLORA; BARR'S MILKVETCH. CONSDIG, V 57, NO 3, P 24, 1990.
ODE, DAVE. DAKOTA FLORA: THE EASTER DAISY. CONSDIG, V 55, NO 2, P 29, 1988.
ODE, DAVE. DAKOTA FLORA: THE VALUE OF PLANTS. CONSDIG, V 58, NO 4, P 25, 1991.
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BARR'S MiLKVETCH :
ODE, DAVE. DAKOTA FLORA: BARR'S MILKVETCH. CONSDIG, V 57, NO 3, P 2A, 1990.
BASEBALL
DAKOTA IMAGES: AMANDA E. (MANDY) CLEMENT. SDHIST, V 17, NO 2, P 180+, 1987.
BONNAR, PENNY. PLAY BALL (BASEBALL). INSIDE, V ,2, NO A, P A8-49i SPR 1991.
HUNHOFF, BERNIE. COACH PLOOF: DISCIPLINE WITH A CURVE (POST 22, RAPID CITY).
SDMAG, y A, NO 3, P 19-21, SEP 1988.
KEMP, DAVID. JOE PLANNER AND THE SPINKS BASEBALL PIONEERS AND DAKOTA PIONEERS.
DAKHIST, NO 19TH, P XXIV.Al, 1987.
SORKNES, HAROLD. TAKE ME OUT TO THE BALLGAME--BASIN LEAGUE STYLE. DAKHIST, NO
20TH, P 127-138, 1988,
WEITING,C. MAURICE. TULARE'S BAN ON BASEBALL. SDMAG, V A, NO 6, P 29, MAY
• • • •' 1989.
BASIN LEAGUE (BASEBALL)
SORKNES,; HAROLD. TAKE ME OUT TO THE BALLGAME--BASIN LEAGUE STYLE. DAKHIST, NO
20TH, P 127-138, 1988/.
BASKETBALL
UNDEFEATED THORPES (THORPES WIN STATE A TITLE). INDIAN, NO 111, P 6, MAY 1987.
MITCHELL; PAUL. SOUTH DAKOTA BASKETBALL. INSIDE, V Z, NO 3, P A8-A9, WIN 1991.
BASS ;f > . ^
LEWISES; CLARK SMALLIES. DAKCOUNT, V A, NO A, P 85, APR 1990.
SDBASSERS MAY HAVE TO KEEP 'EM. DAKCOUNT, V 5, NO 3, P 23, MAR 1991.
SIOUX FALLS ANGLER NABS SD RECORD SMALLMOUTH BASS (5 LBS.- 9 OZ.). DAKCOUNT, V
5, NO 11, P 33, NOV 1991.
SOUTH DAKOTAN WORKS B.A.S.S. CIRCUIT. DAKCOUNT, V 3, NO 3, P 30-32, MAR 1989.
WRAP-UP: SMALLMOUTH BASS CONSERVATION PROJECT. CONSDIG, V 57, NO 5, P 28-29,
;,>;199P,. , ,
BETTROSS,'EDWARD; WILLIS, DAVID. FASTER GROWING FISH. CONSDIG; V 56, NO 1, P
16-18, 1989.
DEAN, TONY. SMALLMOUTH BASS NEED MORE ATTENtlON. DAKCOUNT, V 5, NO 8, P 23-2A,
AUG 1991. :
\ GUY, CHRISTOPHER; WILLISv DAVID. MANAGING PONDS FOR LARGE PANFISH: HOW IT'S
DONE.. CONSDIG, V 58, NO 1, P 13-15, 1991.
MOUM, KEN. SOUTH DAKOTA BASS PONDS, DAKCOUNT, V 2, NO A, P 28-32, APR 1988.
MOUM, KEN. SPORTSMAN'S GUIDE TO FISHING PRAIRIE STOCK DAMS. FINS, V 6, NO 5, P
79, MAY 1987. :
, RANDASH, JIM. A MAGNUM RESOURCE (WHITE BASS). DAKCOUNT, V 3, NO 11, P 22-2A,A^-.:'vvNPV;':i989.\iN ' • ' " '
THOMS, JERRALD P. DO I HEAR A BID? (SMALL MOUTH BASS FISHING). FINS, V 6, NO
8:, P 92-9A, JUL 1987. : ,
, THOMS, JERRALD P. THEY ALMOST JUMP IN THE BOAT (WHITE BASS IN S.D. RESERVOIRS).
.FINS, V 6, NO 5, P 11, MAY 1987.
WICKSTROM, GERALD. SPINNERBAITS FOR BASS. CONSDIG, V 57, NO A, P 16-19, 1990.
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ZIMMERMAN, STEVE. SLOP FISHING - A PATTERN FOR SUMMER LARGEMOUTHS. FINS, V 7,
NO 5>P 10-11,+, 1988.
BATCHELLER, PAUL (1908-19^81
PAUL^BATCHELLER (1991 HALL OF FAME HONOREE). HERITAGE, V17, NO 3, P 7, SEP
' BATS
RAUSCHER, felENDY. DAKOTA NATURALIST: BATS ABOUT YOU. CONSDIG, V 55, NO 3, P
22-23, 1988.
BATTLE OF THE LITTLE BIGHORN (1876)
HUNTER, ERICK. MYTH AND MYSTERY...FACT AND FANTASY (LITTLE BIG HORN). DAKHIST,
NO 20TH, P 295-296, 1988.
LLOYD, MABEL. A BON HOMME MONUMENT FOR CUSTER'S SOLDIERS. DAKHIST, NO 22, P
583-601, 1990.
- MERKEL, JASON LEE. SITTING BULL AND THE DAKOTAS; DAKHIST, NO 21ST, 1989.
BATTLES SEE MILITARY HISTORY; NATIVE AMERICANS - WARS AND BATTLES; NAMES OF SPECIFIC
BATTLES ; .
BAUM, L. FRANK (1856-1919)
BUNTIN, ART. HARD TIMES! HAPPY TIMES! 1890: A YEAR IN THE LIFE OF BROWN COUNTY,
5.D. DAKHIST, V 22, P 12A-133, 1990.
BEADLE, WILLIAM henry HARRISON (1838-1915)
: ; ? EVANS, DAVE. , GEN.; BEADLE'S MARK ON STAtE CANNOT,BE ERASED. HERITAGE, V lA, NO
A, P 10-13, 1988. ^-
BEAR BUTTE
DAKOTA COUNTIES: MEADE (iOUNTY. CONSDIG, V 57, NO 5, P 2A, 1990.
/KORTJE; DONNA. PLACES OF RENEWAL: BEAR BUTTE, HARNEY PEAK, AND HOT SPRINGS.
DAKHIST, NO 20TH, P 575-586, 1988.
RAVENTON> EDWARD. THE LEGEND OF SWEET MEDICINE (BEAR BUTTE). INSIDE/. V 2, NO
6, P 10-13, FAL 1991. ,
RAVENTON, EDWARD. THE LEGEND OF SWEET MEDICINE: BEAR BUTTE IN WESTERN SOUTH
. DAKOTA IS A SACRED MOUNTAIN TO MANY PLAINS INDIAN PEOPLE... CONSDIG, V 5A, NO
6, P 12-17, 1987. • / :. •
BEAR BUTTE CREEK
BROHM SULFIDE EXPANSION MOVES FORWARD. TIPS, V 4, NO 6, P 1, MAR 1989.
BROHM'S WATER USE MAY EXCEED THAT OF LOCAL TOWNS. TIPS, V 4, NO 7, P 4-5, MAY
1989.
BEAR COUNTRY (RAPID CITY, S.D.)
BONNAR, PENNY. BEAR COUNTRY ALL TIME FAVORITES. INSIDE, V 2, NO 4, P 52-53,
SPR 1991.
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BEARS •; y
BGNNAR; PENNY. BEAR COUNTRY ALL TIME FAVORITES. INSIDE, V 2, NO P 52-53i
•^v;- /,,..spRy99i,',.' ,:•••..> /y,;, •
LINDSAY,^LARRY^y Syo. REPORT: HOW ;DANGEROUS ARE BLACK BEARS? FINSv V6, NO 10,,
SVENSON, SALLY. DAKOTA NATURALIST: A LONG WINTER NAP. CONSDIG, V 58, NO 5, P
22-23, 1991. ; '
BEATY, MARJORIE
y KREBS; SALLY. A CENTURY AND A HALF OF DEDICATION CFOUR MATHEMATICS PROFESSORS
' AT USD). DAKHIST, NO;I9TH, PXII.Cl, 1987.
BEAUVAIS, VEL AND BYRON C-
RAYMONb, ART. WHO'S WHO AMONG THE SIOUX: VEL AND BYRON BEAUVAIS. INDIAN. NO
^ 110, P 1-2, FEB 1987. ,
BEAVER CREEK NATURE AREA _ • ^
PARK NOTES: PRAIRIE MANAGEMENT YIELDS POSITIVE RESULTS. CONSDIG, V 5>. NO 4, P
26, 1990 'y'
:;BEAvgRs"^ y:/--.' '' .yy'';'-y-"';
DIETER, CHARLES b. BEAVER IN SOUTH DAKOTA. CONSDIg/V 56, NO 1, P 6-11, 198:9^
yjHORESON, MAYWiNr DAKOTA NATURALIST: THE BEAVER. CONSDIG, V 55/NO 4, P 21-23,
' • • "1988,.•"• ••
BECKER, CARL . '•••/ ^ ^y-
HULL, GORDON. THE HORSES ROLE IN DEVELOPING THIS. DAKHIST, NO 21ST, 1989.
BECKER, GEORGE L.
TRENDE, FRED. GENERAL GEORGE L. BECKER (AND THE FIRST RAILROAD EXCURSION WITH
the old settlers to the MINNESOTA red RIVER OF THE... DAKHIST, NO 18TH, P
456^464, 1986. . .
BED AND BREAKFAST ACCOMODATIONS
MOORE, DIRK. BLACK HILLS BED & BREAKFASTS: HOME AWAY FROM HOME. INSIDE, V 2,
NO 5, P 26-27, SUM 1991.
BEEF "•"••-y ••• •
EXPORT NEWS: TAIWANESE BUY SOUTH DAKOTA BEEF. ECONDEV, VI, NO 6, P 2, NOV
1988. ^'/.y
BELKNAPP, CLARK H. (18??-1945)
BELKNAPP GIFT FUNDS ARCHIVAL ENDOWMENT. HISTNOTES, V 6, NO 4, P 4, SPR 1991.
BELKNAPP, GENEVIEVE E. (I8??-1972)
BELKNAPP GIFT FUNDS ARCHIVAL ENDOWMENT. HISTNOTES, V 6, NO 4, P 4, SPR 1991.
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BELLE FOURCHE RESERVOIR
ABDALLiftH, GREG. ORMAN DAM--WEST'S BEST. DAKOUT, V 6, NO A, P lA-15, APR 1991.
BELLE FOURCHE RIVER
bWNR APPROVES WATER PERMIT FOR MOVIE. WATER, V 3, NO 1, P 6, JUL 1989;
. / gates, LAURIE. THE GRANDDADDY, GETS A SHOT IN THE ARM. WATER, V 5, NO 3, P 12,
^ '• FAL 1991.
BELLE FOURCHE, S.D.
BELLE FOURCHE STUDENTS HELP IN GOLD DESIGNATION. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 9, P A, NOV
;i989.-.
BELLE FOURCHE STUDIES WATER. ECONDEV^ V 1, NO A, P 6, AUG 1988.
WATERTOWN, BELLE FOURCHE,JOIN MAIN STREET PROGRAM. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 1, P 7, JAN
1989.
BELVIiJERE, S.D.
HlGBEE/ PAUL. DRIVING 1-90., SDMAG, V 7, NO 1, P 54-55, MAY 1991.
: PIER, ESTHER. "I PAINTED THE TOWN": BELVIDERE CENTENNIAL PROJECT. DAKWEST, V
13, NO 4, P 4-7, DEC 1987.
SERR, ESTHER. COMMENTARY ON THE BELVIDERE CEMETERY. DAKHIST, NO 19TH, P
. XIX.Bl, 1987.
benefits/see NbNWAGE PAYMENTS
BENNETT, JOHN AND MARY FAMILY (ARLINGTON, S.D.)
FISH, GENEVIEVE. GRANDAD'S HERITAGE. DAKHIST, NO 20TH, P 41-43, 1988.
BENTON, BOB
MOUM, KEN. AN OUTSIDE OPINIOU: WONDERS OF THE NIGHT SKY. CONSDIG, V 58, NO 3,
P 29, 1991.
BERESFORD, S.D.
GOVERNOR MAKES TWO COMPANY ANNOUNCEMENTS. ECONDEV, V 3, NO 8, P 8, SEP 1990.
NEW ROADS IN BERESFORD AND TEA. MUNICIPAL, V 58, NO 2, P 9, AUG 1991.
BERGH, HELEN J.
LAMONt AND BERGH RECEIVE NATIONAL HISTORY AWARD. HISTNOTES, V 4, NO 3, P 5, NOV
• 1988. •-
BERRY, LYNDALL (190?- )
LYNDALL BERRY (1989 HALL OF FAME HONOREE-AGRICULTURE). HERITAGE, V 15, NO 7, P
• 28, 1989
BERRY, SCOTT "OTE" (1962?-)
SCOTT "OTE" BERRY IS TWICE WORLD CHAMPION (STEER WRESTLING, 1991 HALL OF FAME
HONOREE). HERITAGE, V 17, NO 3, P 28, SEP 1991.
THREE SOUTH DAKOTA COWBOYS WIN 1991 WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS CTROY PRUITt, ROBERT
ETBAUER, OTE BERRY). HERITAGE, V 17, NO 3, P 26-27, SEP 1991.
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BERRY, THOMAS M. C1879-1951)
HISTORIC MARKER FOR TOM BERRY. DAKWEST, V 13, NO 2, P 3, JUN 1987.
BICYCLES AND BICYCLING
MOUNTAIN BIKE SHORT COURSE. CONsilG, V 56, NO A, P 10, 1989.
JUNEK> BRUCE; mountain BIKING: A SPORT FOR THE 9Q'S. INSIDE, VI, NO 1, P
25-26+, SUM 1990. i /
KIRSH, CRAIG. SPORTS CYCLISTS. INSIDE, V 2, NO 5, P A6-49, SUM 1991.
MOUM, KEN. : A HUNDRED YEARS, A HUNDRED MILES. CONSDIG, V 56, NO 4, P 6-11,
1989.
..MOUM, KEN. AN OUTSIDE OPINION: SCOUTING AHEAD. CONSDIG, V 55, NO 4, P 26,
1988. . ^
BIG ROAD, CHIEF (1820-1897)
WEST,: EMMA. BIG ROAD: A WARRIOR, MEDICINE MAN AND CHIEF. DAKHIST, NO 18TH, P
778-783, 1986.
BIG SIOUX RECREATION AREA
; THORESON, MAYWIN. BIG SlOUX BLOOMS. CONSDIG, V 54, NO 3, P 2-5, 1987. '
BIG SIOUX RIVER
BIG SIOUX FLOOD CONTROL PROJECTS. WATER, V 4, NO 2, P 1, SEP 1990.
PROJECTS APPROVED FOR DEVELOPMENT FUNDS. WATER, V 3, NO 2, P 1, SEP 1989. ;
: MASEiC, FREI). FLOpD. SDMAG, V 6, IJO 1, P 34-36, MAR 1990. ;
VAN MEETEREN, JEFF. CANOE TRAIL GETAWAY. CONSDIG, V 55, NO 4, P 17-20, 1988.
BIG STONE ISLAND NATURE AREA
; PARK NOTES: GOATS AHOY! CONSDIG, V 57, NO 5, P 26, 1990.
BIG STONE LAKE SEE LAKE BIG STONE
BIG STONE LAKE CHAUTAUQUA
SCHLIESSMANN, MICHAEL R. CULTURE ON THE PRAIRIE: THE BIG STONE LAKE CHAUTAUQUA.
SDHIST, V 21, NO 3, P 247-262, 1991.
BIG STONE POWER PLANT SEE POWER PLANTS
BIGHORN SHEEP SEE SHEEP, BIGHORN
BIOLOGICAL RHYTHMS
RAVENTON, EDWARD, DAKOTA NATURALIST: LIGHT. CONSDIG, V 54, NO 2, P 24-25,
BIOLOGISTS





> ISENBERG/MAXINE. COLLECTOR OF SOUTH DAKOTA BEAUTY. HERITAGE, V 15, NO 5, P
. 18-19,. 1989.
MOUM, KEN. 'KNOWLEDGE' AT CORE OF FISH BIOLOGIST JOB. CONSDIG, V 56, NO 1, P
27, 1989. ,
BIRD banding
BIRD BANDING SHOWS THE WINGERS (DUCKS) GO GREAT DISTANCES. DAKCOUNT, V 5, NO 9,
P 36-37, SEP 1991.
1989 BANDING CREW CAPTURES RECORD NUMBER OF GEESE. CONSDIG, V 56, NO A, P 18,
198.9* ^
ROGGE, GLADYCE. banding on farm island: bird, V 42, NO 2> P 28-29, JUN 1990.
SKADSEN, DENNIS. BIRD OBSERVATIONS AND BANDING AT PICKEREL LAKE STATE
; RECREATION area. BIRD,.V A3, NO 2, JUN 1991.
TALLMAN, DAN. BANDING RECOVERIES OF SOUTH DAKOTA BIRDS; PART 5: WRENS,
CHICKADEES, KINGLETS AND THRUSHES. BIRD, V A3, NO 1, P A-7, MAR 1991.
• ^ ; T^^^^ BANDING RECOVERip OF SOUTH DAKOTA BIRDS; PART 6: RAPTORS. BIRD,
TALLMAN, DAN. BANDING RECOVERIES OF SOUTH DAKOTA BIRDS, PART 1: WOODPECKERS,
SWIFTS, FLYCATCHERS. , BIRD, V A2, NO 1, P A-6, MAR 1990.
^TALLMAN, DAN. BANDING RECOVERIES OF SOUTH DAKOTA BIRDS, PART 3; SPARROWS AND
FINCHES. BIRD, V A2, NO 3, P 55-59, SEP 1990.
TALLMAN, DAN. BANDING RECOVERIES OF SOUTH DAKOTA BIRDS, PART A: SWALLOWS,
WAXWINGS, SHRIKES, VIREOS; AND WARBLERS. BIRD, V A2, NO A, P.76-80, DEC 1990.
BIRD HOUSES V
WEEKES, KEN. BIRD TALK: THE EASTERN BLUEBIRD. CONSDIG, V 54, NO 2, P 21-23,
\ • 1987
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BLAciK HILLS STATE COLLEGE, SEE BLA(:K HILLS STATE UNIVERSITY
BLACK HILLS STATE UNIVERSITY (SPEARFISH, S.D.)
CENTER.FOR BUSINESS AND ENTREPRENEURSHIP OPEN. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 8, P 3, OCT
1989
DAKOTA RESEARCH CREATES COMPUTER PARTS. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 1, P 5, JAN 1989.
; OUR PUBLIC COLLEGES' CENTENNIAL ALUMNI - BLACK HILLS STATE COLLEGE. SDMAG, V A,
NO A, P 41, NOV 1988.
ALLAN, don; SPEARFISH residents ARE EQUALLY PROUD OF THE MAN AND THE BUILDING
NAMED FOR HIM. SDMAG, V 7i NO A, P A7, NOV I99I.
BLACK HILLS STEAM & GAS THRESHING BEE ,
:HRACHqVEK, ROBERT. FIRE UP THE BOILER: IT'S HARVEST TIME AT THE BLACK HILLS
: T^^ SDMAG, V 3/ NO 3, P 3A-35, AUG 1987.
BLACK SAMPSON SEE PURPLE CONEFLOWERS
BLACKBIRDS SEE ALSO COWBIRDS
JALLMAN, DAN. BANDING RECOVERIES OF SOUTH DAKOTA BIRDS, PART 2: LARKS, CORVIDS,
STARLING, AND BLACKBIRDS. BIRD, V A2, NO 2, P 29-36, JUN 1990.
: WEEKES, KEN. BIRD TALK: THE RED-WINGED BLACKBIRD. CONSDIG, V 5A, NO 5, P
2A-25, 1987.
BLACKS - BIOGRAPHY
BLACK MAN LEADS MITCHELL'S CnY GOVERNMENT. SDMA(3, V 6, NO 5, P 44, NOV 1990. ^ ,
HOLTZMANN, ROGER. BLACKS IN SOUTH DAKOTA. SDMAG, V 6, NO 5, P 40-45, NOV 1990.
WEGNER,/MARY. the trials of OSCAR MICHEAUX. DAKHIST, NO 18TH, P 604-611, 1986.
BLACKSMITHS AND BLACKSMITHING
BRYAN, FAYE N. TRIBUTE TO A BLACKSMITH: WILLIAM H. NORTON. HERITAGE, V 14, NO
; 2,. Pt;,2:/ 1988,
WALZ, JEAN DE HAVEN. TEDDY ROOSEVELT AND THE WESSINGTON BLACKSMITH. SDMAG, V
5, NO 2, P 47, JUL 1989.
'7'' './a:/ 46"V ' • • • •
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BLIGH, REECE EVAN (1915-198A)
REECE EVAN^BLIGH CHALL OF FAME HONOREE - UNSUNG HEROES AND GOOD HEARTS).
HERITAGE, V 15, NO 5, P 2, 1989. ,
BLIND/VISUALLY IMPAIRED SERVICES
HAMILTON, JOHN A. CONSUMER CORNER: TRANSITIONING TO THE
. rehabilitation service delivery system. SDREP, V 6, NO 3, P 5,7, APR.1991.
BLIZZARDS
THE Blp BLIZZARD OF 1888. SDMAG, V 3, NO 5, P 20-23, JAN 1988.
""ISiiTJfiRAUE!" ,SS!!8il¥,lS1otS:'?-4754S5!'i5Si°'' •»««;*
•. JAN '• X70o
LEWp, WENDY L.^nMKOTA NATURALIST: WINTER WEATHER PUZZLES. CONSDIG, V 58, NO
• - , i >,F r ZZ-Zo i 1991.
TISLAND. JUNE. THE DAKOTA BLIZZARD OF JANUARY 12, 1888. DAKHIST, NO 18TH, P
o/l-orS/ 19o6..
^^^N0®19TH^p'"lX Ci+^IW " OF SNOW, ICE, FLOODS; DAKHIST,
BLOOD RUN (ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE)
^ ?§?;?> "RLV AREA
''* P^TERI HANNUS, ADRIEN; ROSSUM, LYNETTE; THE MAP OF
: DAKHI^^ NO 20fH"'^ P'A8^?Si,"f5^8!''^ ''^ ARCHEOLOGICAL SITE^ :
BLUE CLOUD (1833-1918)
BLUE CLOUD (1988 HALL OF FAME HONOREE - INDIAN HERITAGE). HERITAGE, V. lA, NO A,
P 25 i .1988 •
BLUE DOG STATE FISH HATCHERY
BERRY, CHARLES JR.; WALTNER, CHANTELj WOLTERS, JAMES D. STUDYING GLACIAL LAKE
WALLEYES. CONSDIG, V.56, NO 2, P 17-19, 1989.
THOMS, JERRALD P. DO I HEAR A BID? (SMALL MOUTH BASS FISHING). FINS, V 6, NO
8, P 92-9A, JUL 1987.
BLUE JAYS
ODE,, DAVE. DAKOTA FLORA: THE BUR OAK. CONSDIG, V 55, NO 1, P 29, 1988.
WEEKES, KEN. BIRD TALK: THE BLUE JAY. CONSDIG, V 5A, NO 6, P 2A-25, 1987.
BLUEBIRDS
LARSON, MARGO. BIRDMAN OF ROUTE ONE. SDMAG, V 7, NO 1, P 73, MAY 1991.
SKADSEN, DENNIS. WAUBAY BLUEBIRD TRAIL: 1987 BREEDING SEASON. BIRD, V AO, NO
. 3, P 70-72, SEP 1988.
WEEKES, KEN. BIRD TALK: THE EASTERN BLUEBIRD. CONSDIG, V 5A, NO 2, P 21-23,
• -•• • 1987.
A7 -
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^ BIRD TALK: THE MOUNTAIN BLUEBIRD. CONSDIG, V5A, NO 3, P 22-23,
BLUEGILLS
: BETTROSS, EDWARD; WlU FASTER GROWING FISH. CONSDIG, V 56, NO 1, P
• - 16"18 > 1989• ' . .
MANAGING PONDS FOR LARGE PANFISH: HOW IT'S
DONE. CONSDIG, V 58,NO 1, P 13-15, 1991.
: HUGGLER, TOM. SNEAKING UP ON BLUEGILLS. FINS, V 7, NO 4, P 18,53, 1988.
BEUEGRASS MUSIC ; : • •
GROVER,jBARBARA., BLACK HILLS B^UEGRASS. SDMAG, V 4, NO 2, P A2-A4, JUL 1988.
BLUNT, S.D. \
/BLUNT FLOWING WELL PLUGGED. WATER, V 3, NO 2, P 2, SEP 1989.
YESTERDAY...EARLY DAYS IN BLUNT.- HERITAGE, V 16, NO 4, P 3-5, WIN 1990.
' :DROMEY,tJOE. THE M^^ AND THE TOWN IN WHICH HE DIED.UMixri J.O i.yriU±yin/r. XI1.E1>,.1987».
^ '^^ -SdK graham house IN BLUNT, S.D.,).
BOATS. AND BOATING; SEE ALSO STEAMBOATS; SAILBOATS AND SAILBOATING
: BOAT SALES CONTINUE JO RISE. D p 3<f, FEB 1988. V
/•DAKOTA BOAT RAMP UPDATE. DAKCOUNT, V 3, NO 3, P 18-19, MAR 1989.
DAKOTA BOAT RAMP UPDATE. DAKGOUNT, V 3, NO 6, P 22-24, JUN 1989,
DRINKING AND^ GETTING TOUgHER. DAKCOUNT, V 4, NO 4, P 88-89, APR
EXCURSION BOATS ON BIG STONE LAKE. DAKHIST, NO 21ST, 1989.
JMlSSOURr RAMPS READY FOR SUMMER USE. DAKCOUNT, V 4, NO 6, P 24-25, JUN 1990.
•RAMRS BEING READIED FOR NEXT^Y^^ DAKCOUNT, V 3, NO 11, P 19, NOV 1989.
RlVEpOAT^RANBLERS (BOATS MAKE COMEBACK ON THE MISSOURI). SDMAG, V3, NO 2, P
; WRAP-UP: boating COURSE LOWERS INSURANCE. CONSDIG, V 54, NO 2, P 27, 1987.
MOUM^KEN,^ WIND AND- ^ V3, NO 3, P26-31,
; DAKCOUNT, V 4, NO 2, P 8-9, FEB
1990.' ; / • . " .
. -PALMER, DENNIS. UPDA^ AREA. DAKCOUNT, V 3, NO 6, P 28-31, JUN 1989.
POST, CHUCK. S.D. REPORT: APRIL RUSH FOR BOAT REGISTRATIONS ANTICIPATED. FiRS,
V 6, NO 3, P 6, MAR 1987.
/POST, CHUCK. S.D. REPORT: BOAT LAUNCH FACILITIES AT LAKE SHARPE UPDATED. FINS,
J V 6, NO 4. P 6, APR 1987. ; v
•POST, CHUCK. siD. REPORT: STUDY COURSE SAVES MONEY ON BOAT INSURANCE. FINS, V
. . 6, NO 8, P 6,: JUL 1987. /
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BOATS AND BOATING - ACCIDENTS
BROER, WES. WATER USE CONFLICT SEEN ON LAKE OAHE. DAKCOUNT, V Z, NO 11, P 27,
NOV 1988. ,
BOB ALLEN COMPANIES (BRUCE, S.D.)
BRUCE Locates company (bob allen companies), econdev, v s, no 7, p 3, aug 1990.
BOBER, SAM(1891-1972)
SAM BOBER (1991 HALL OF FAME HONOREE). HERITAGE, V 17, NO 3, P 16, SEP 1991.
BdCKORNY, DAVID A.
OUR PUBLIC COLLEGES' CENTENNIAL ALUMNI - DAKOTA STATE COLLEGE. SDMAG, V A, NO
A, P 39, NOV 1988.
BODMER, KARL (1809-1893)
A VIEW INTO THE PAST THROUGH THE EYES OF KARL BODMER. HERITAGE, V 15, NO 7, P
41i 1989.
BOLGER, THOMAS
: r OUR PUBLIC COLLEGES' CENTENNIAL ALUMNI - S.D. SCHOOL OF MINES AND TECHNOLOGY;
SDMAG, V A, NO 9, P AO, NOV 1988.
BON HOMME CEMETERY
LLOYD, MABEL. A BON HOMME MONUMENT FOR CUSTER'S SOLDIERS. DAKHIST, NO 22, P
583-601, 1990.
BON HOMME COUNTY • • •'
FACES FROM A GHOST TOWN. SDMAG, V 6, NO 1, P 15-18, MAR 1990.
BON HOMME, S.D.
HERTZ, KELLY. ANATOMY OF A GHOST TOWN (BON HOMME CITY). SDMAG, V 5, NO 2, P
22-2A, JUL 1989.
LLOYD, MABEL. BON HOMME MEMORIAL CENTENNIAL 1989. DAKHIST, NO 21ST, 1989.
STERNHAGEN, ROSALEE. BON HOMME VILLAGE: 1858-1903. DAKHIST, NO 18TH, P
• • ; 2A5-257, 1986.
BONAIUTO, JOHN (1949?- )
' BONAIUTO NAMED DECA HEAD. HISTNOTES, V 6, NO 1, P 1, SUM 1990.
BOND GOLD -
BOND GOLD UPDATE. TIPS, V 4, NO 8-9, P 11-12, SEP 1989.
TIP'S appeaL of public lands sale to mining company goes national, tips, V 4,
NO 4, P 6, NOV 1988. , ^
BONDS
JOHNSON, TIM. STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT BONDS SHOULD NOT BE TAXED BY FEDERAL
GOVERNMENT. MUNICIPAL, V 55, NO 10, P 13, APR 1989.
VIK, YVONNE. MUNICIPAL FACT. MUNICIPAL, V 58, NO 3, P 4, SEP 1991.
:• ••• . - 49 - '
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BONEiirV SPRIj^GS,; S.b.
V LETELLIER, ESTHER. GONE BUT NOT FORGOTTEN CHISTORY OF BONEITA SPRINGS, S.D.O.
f; DAKHIST, NO 21ST, 1989.
BONES,-; '
: HAMMER, KENNETH. THE BUFFALO BONE INDUSTRY. DAKHIST, NO 20TH, P 573-57A, 1988.,
BONES, WALTER I. (1927- ):
WALTER I; BONES (1988 HALL OF FAME HONOREE - AGRICULTURE!. HERITAGE, V 14, NO
: 4, P 26, 1988.
BOOK NOTES (BRIEF DESCRIPTIONS OF BOOKS RELEVANT TO S.D.) SEE ALSO BOOK NOTES-BIOG;
BOOK NOTES-PLACESj BOOKREVIEWS ;
; ACCESS to THE PAST: MUSEUM PROGRAMS AND HANDICAPPED VISITORS (KENNY, A.P.V.
. HISTNOTES, V 4, NO 2, P 2, SEP 1988.
ARTHUR I. JOHNSON, MINING AND METALLURGICAL ENGINEER IN THE BLACK
HILLS:PEGMATITES AND RARE MINERALS, 1922 TO THE 1990S. SDHIST, V 21, NO 4, P
rr 442, 1991.
BLACK HILLS LADY: THE CINDERELLA HORSE (O'GARA, W.H.). SDHIST, V 20, NO 4, P
342, 1990.
.BOOK REVIEW (BLIZZARD 1949 BY R.V. ALLEMAN). HERITAGE, V 17, NO 1, P 13, MAR
1991-.- ,
CARE OF PRINTS AND DRAWINGS (ELLIS, M.H.). HISTNOTES, V 4, NO 2, P 2, SEP 1988.
. CAREERS ;iN THE.ARTS. SDMAG, y 4, NO 5, P 20, JAN 1989.
CENTRAL DAKOTA GERMANS: THEIR HISTORY, LANGUAGE, AND CULTURE (ARENDS, S.F.).
: , SDHIST, V 19, NO 4, P 592, 1989.
' 'CENTURY OF MINNEHAHA COUNTY BASEBALL (KEMP, IDDINGS, S ZELENKA, EDS.). SDHIST,
, V 19, NO 2, P 275, 1989.
, CHPS PRODUCES SOUTH DAKOTA'S FIRST COUNTRY VITAL STATISTICS BOOK. HEALTH, V 5,
r ; : NO s; p 2, ocT 1991;
COOKING THE SPORTSMAN'S HARVEST II (S.D. GAME, FISH AND PARKS). SDMAG, V 2, NO
5, P 14, JAN 1987.
CROOKED PATHS (POEMS) (STEVENS, B.). SDMAG, V 4, NO 1, P 49, MAY 1988.
CULINARY CLASSICS (COOKBOOK) (SOUTH DAKOTA SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA LEAGUE). SDMAG, V
4, NO 5, P 20, JAN 1989.
DAUGHTERS OF DAKOTA, VOL.1: A SAMPLER OF STORIES FROM THE SOUTH DAKOTA PIONEER
DAUGHTERS COLLECTION (WAGNER, S.R.). SDHIST, V 19, NO 4, P 592, 1989.
'dAU(3HTERS OF DAKOTA, VOLUME II: STORIES FROM THE ATTIC OF THE S. DAKOTA PIONEER
, DAUGHTERS COLLECTION (WAGNER, S.R., ED). SDHIST, V 20, NO 2, P 162, 1990.
DOUBLE-PARKED ON MAIN STREET CFRYXELL, D.). SDMAG, V 5, NO 3, P 38, SEP 1989.
DRINKING WINE FROM A YOGI BEAR MUG (MOLDERHAUER, W. C.). SDMAG, V 7, NO 4, P
60, NOV 1991. '
- EXAGGERATED TRUTHS (ASHLEY, C.S.) SDMAG, V 7, NO 1, P 72, MAY 1991.
^FAR FLli^ SDMAG, V4, NO 5, P 25, JAN 1989.
FIRST THERE WAS THE PRAIRIE...AN ORAL/PICTORIAL HISTORY (LANTERBACH, S.E., ED.).
SDHIST, V 21, NO 3, P 330, 1991.
FORT PIERRE-DEADWOOD TRAIL: ROUTE TO THE GOLD FIELDS OF THE BLACK HILLS (JENSEN,
D.), SDHIST, V 19, NO 4, P 592, 1989. i;- ^
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FREMONT/ ELKHORN AND MISSOURI VALLEY R.R. CO. (SEIDEL, D.); SDHIST, V 18, NO 3,
P 189^190, 1988.
GEOGRAPHY OF THE NORTHERN PLAINS AND OTHER ESSAYS CSMITH, J.R.). SDHIST, V 20,
NO 3, P 242, 1990.
GROWING UP IN SIOUXLAND; THE LIVES OF CHILDREN ON THE PRAIRIE FRONTIER (HUSEBOE
AND LOONEY, EDS,). SDHIST, V 20, NO 2, P 162, 1990.
GUIDE TO COLLECTIONS RELATING TO SOUTH DAKOTA NORWEGIAN-AMERiCANS (THOMPSON,
;H.F.). SDHIST, V 21, NO 3, P330, 1991.
GUIDE TO GERMAN HISTORICAL SOURCES IN NORTH AMERICAN LIBRARIES AND ARCHIVES
(HOPE, A. AND NAGLER, J.). SDHIST, V 21, NO 3, P 330, 1991.
HEARST FAMILV AND HOMESTAKE GOLD (RlNiSSRUD, D.P.). SDMAG, V 6, NO 5, P 54^ NOV
1990.
HILARIOUS HAPPENINGS AND OTHER COWBOY POETRY (MILLER, E.. W. R.) SDMAG, V 7, NO
2, P 39, JUL 1991. ' '
HILARIOUS HAPPENINGS AND OTHER COWBOY POETRY (MILLER, E.W.). SDHIST, V 21, NO
3:, P 330, 1991.
HISTORY OF ARTS is CITED AS TRULY MONUMENTAL WORK. HUMAN, V 19, NO 1, P 5, OCT
1990. i
HISTORY OF SOUTH DAKOTA MEDICINE (BALTODANO, N. AND BALTODANO, C.). SDHISt, V
21, NO 2, P 201, 1991. r
HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE DISTRICT OF SOUTH DAKOTA
(TESLOW, P.J,). SDHIST> V 21, NO 3, P 330, 1991.
HOLY CROSS ON THE GOLD DUST TRAIL, AND OTHER WESTERN VENTURES (CULLEN,F.). :
. SDHIST, V 19, NO 4, P 592, 1989.
HOME ON THE plains (HOOKER, M.). SDMAG, V 5, NO 2, P 46, JUL 1989;
HUTTERITES IN SOUTH DAKOTA (HOTTMANN, H.). SDHIST, V 21, NO 2, P 201, 1991,
IF THE GRASS BE GREEN OR BROWN (DROMEY, J.). SDMAG, V 7, NO 1, P 71-72, MAY
19.91.,
INTERCONNE()TIONS: THE HISTORY OF THE MID-CONTINENT AREA POWER POOL (BECK, B.).
SDHIST, V 18, NO 3, P 190, 1988.
JITTERBURG-SWING: BEGINNERS HANDBOOK (KERSTEN, J.) SDMAG, V 7, NO 2, P 39, JUL
1-991V-,
LAKOTA CHILDREN'S dictionary and COLORING BOOK (BUNGE, R.). INDIAN, NO 110, P
3, FEB 1987.
LAKOTA GRANDMOTHER STORIES: HEALTH LESSONS FOR YOUNG PEOPLE (SNEVE, V.).
INDIAN, NO 110, P 3, FEB 1987.
LAND OF THE SPOTTED EAGLE: A PORTRAIT OF THE RESERVATION SIOUX (PAIGE, H.W.).
SDHIST, V 19, NO 3, P 450, 1989:
LAND THEY POSSESSED (BRENEMAN, M. W. ). SDHIST, V 19, NO 3,„ P 450-451, 1989.; .
LEGAL PRIMER ON MANAGING MUSEUM COLLECTIONS (MELARD, M.C.). HISTNOTES, V 4, NO
2, P 2, SEP 1988. :
LOOKIN' BACK (FENNEMA, t.). SDHIST, V 19, NO 4, P 593, 1989.
LOVE MADE ME DO IT (KRAUSE-KOEPKE, D.) SDMAG, V 7, NO 2, P 38-39, JUL 1991.
MAKING OF THE TWODAKOTAS (REZATTO, H.G.). SDHIST, V 19, NO 4, P 593, 1989.
MAN ABOUT TOWN AND OTHER-POEMS (KOLBREK, L.). SDMAG, V 7, NO 1, P:72, MAY 1991.
MEGAFAUNA AND MAN: DISCOVERY OF AMERICA'S HEARTLAND (AGENBROAD, L.D., MEAD, ,
J.I., AND NELSON, L.W., EDS.). SDHIST, V 21, NO 2, P 201, 1991.
MINES AROUND 8 BEYOND:THE HISTORY OF THE DEADWOOD,TWO BIT,GALENA,ELK CREEK,BOX
ELDER CREEK,CUSTER PEAK...(WATERLAND,J.). SDHIST, V 21, NO 4, P 442, 1991.
SUBJECT INDEX
MORE OLE AND LENA JOKES CSTANGLAND, R.). SDMAG/ V A, NO 1. P A8, MAY 1988.
NORTH WESTERN RAILS: A PICTORIAL ESSAY OF THE C & NW'S WESTERN DIVISIONS,
1868-1988 (MILLS, R.W.). SDHIST, V 18, NO 3, P 190, 1988.
NORTHERN PRAIRIE WETLANDS (VAN DER VALK, A.). SDHIST, V 19, NO 1,>120, 1989.
NOTHING BUT PRAIRIE AND SKY (WYMAN, W.D.). HISTNOTES, V 5, NO A, PA, SPR 1990.
OLD TIME FIDDLING FILLED THE AIR, 1969-1989 (FOSS, W.l. SDHIST, V 20, NO 2, P
162, 1990. ;
PICTORIAL REVIEW OF RELIGIOUS SYMBOLS AND HISTORY: ST. WENCESLAUS CATHOLIC
PARISH, TABOR, S.D. (POVONDRA, D.L.). SDHIST, V 20, NO 3, P 2A3, 1990.
PIERRE NATIONAL BANK/BANKWEST: ONE HUNDRED YEARS, 1889-1989 (JULIN, S.).
SDHIST, V 19, NO A, P 593, 1989.
PLUMAGE OF THE PRAIRIE (POEMS) (ZELLER,H.). SDMAG, V A, NO 6, P A3> MAY 1989.
RAILROADING IN THE LAND OF INFINITE VARIETY: A HISTORY OF SOUTH DAKOTA'S
RAILROADS (MILLS, R.W.). SDHIST, V 20, NO 3, P 2A3, 1990.
READ^ME>^STORY WITHOUT ABOOK, GRANDMOTHER (BARBER, B.). SDMAG, V7, NO 1, P
REAL DAKOTA!: about DAKOTA BY DAKOTANS (GORDER, C.). SDHIST, V 18, NO A, P 286,
1988 .-
REFLECTIONS OF A PRAIRIE DAUGHTER (WILLIAMS, E.E.). SDHIST, V 19, NO A, P 593,
, 1989.i - ,
REMEMBER YOUR RELATIVES, VOL. 2: YANKTON SIOUX IMAGES, 1865-1915 (FLOOD, BERNIE,
AND BRUGUIER). SDHIST, V 19, NO A, P 593, 1989.
RIOT IN A PARROT SHOP AND OTHER ERUPTIONS (CROSSWAITE, HELEN). DEADMAG, V 1, NO
A 5, P 6, NOV 1991.
ROMANCE OF,THE WEST (ROST, R.). SDHIST, V 21, NO 3, P 330, 1991.
SACRED GROUND (ZEILINGER, R,). SDMAG, V A, NO 2, P A5, JUL 1988.
SHARING SHAPINGS: A COMPILATION OF STORIES ABOUT PEOPLE IN SOUTH DAKOTA AND SIX
OTHER MIDWESTERN STATES (BEATY, J.D.). SDHIST, V 19, NO A, P 593, 1989.
SING UNTO THE LORD (AKLAND, E.S.). SDMAG, V 3, NO 5, P 38, JAN 1988.
SIOUX CREATION STORY (BLACK BEAR, B.). SDMAG, V A, NO 1, P A9, MAY 1988.
SIOUX FALLS WASHINGTON HIGH SCHOOL SPORTS HERITAGE, 1899-1989 (KESSINGER, K).
SDHIST, V 20, NO A, P 3A2, 1990.
SMITHSONIAN GUIDE TO HISTORIC AMERICA: THE PLAINS STATES (WINCKLER, S.).
SDHIST, V 20, NO 2, P 162, 1990.
SOUTH DAKOTA AND ME (BRADY, D.). SDHIST, V 19, NO 3, P A51, 1989.
>dUTH DAKOTA COUNTRY SCHOOL DAYS (HALLSTROM, L. AND KUETER, M.). SDHIST, V 17,
NO 3/A, P 330, 1987.
SOUTH DAKOTA JUSTICE: THE JUDGES AND THE SYSTEM (OVIATT, R.H.). SDHIST, V 19,
NO A, P 593, 1989.
SOUTH DAKOTA MSS. (MANUSCRIPTS) (VAN DER WERT TURCHEN, L.). SDHIST, V 19, NO 1,
P 121, 1989. .
SOUTH DAKOTA TERRITORIAL 8 STATEHOOD POST OFFICES, 1860-1983 (SCHUTTLER, L.).
SDHIST, V 17, NO 2, P 178, 1987.
SOUTH DAKOTA VITAL STATISTICS AND HEALTH STATUS: 1985. HEALTH, VI, NO 1, PA,
JAN 1987.
SOUTH DAKOTA 100 (STRASSER, TOWNSEND, 8 WOSTER). SDHIST, V 19, NO 2, P 275,
SOUTHEAST OF FOURTEEN (WILLIAMS, D.). SDHIST, V 19, NO 2, P 275, 1989.
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SPAWN AND THE MOTHER LODE: THE STORY OF THE PLACER, CONGLOMERATE AND PRECAMBRIAN
MINES OF THE CENTRAL CITY, LEAD AND... SDHIST, V 18, NO A, P 287, 1988.
STEADFAST (HILLESON, C.M.). SDMAG, V A, NO A, P 23, NOV 198i8.
TAMING the PRAIRIE (REDERICK, V.) SDMAG> V 7, NO 2, P 38, JUL 1991.
TEARS IN MY HORSE-RADISH (KAROLEVITZ, B.). HISTNOTES, V 5, NO 3, PA, WIN 1990.
THE FIRST EVER "JES' ONE MORE HAND HONEY" GUIDE TO POKER IN DEADWOOD (NEWLAND,
BOB). DEADMAG, V 1, NO 5, P 6, NOV 1991.
THEY SAID IT COULDN'T BE DONE!: A HISTORY OF THE MISSOURI BASIN MUNICIPAL POWER
AGENCY (FISCHER, H.). SDHIST, V 20, NO 3, P 243, 1990.
, TRINITY LUTHERAN CHURCH, MANSFIELD, S.D., lOOTH ANNIVERSARY, 1888-1988. SDHIST,
y 19, NO 1, P 120, 1989. : .
TROPHY BUCKS OF SOUTH DAKOTA (ANDREWS, J.D. AND MOLITOR, B.). CONSDIG, V 57, NO
1, P 27, 1990.
UNIQUELY SOUTH DAKOTA (KAROLEVITZ, B. AND HUNHOFF, B.). SDHIST, V 18, NO 4, P
287, 1988.
VOICES OF SOUTH DAKOTA, III: AN ANTHOLOGY OF POETRY (STEVENS, B.). SDHIST, V
19, NO 4, P 594, 1989. ;
: WAGON WHEELS: A COLLECTION OF STORIES ABOUT PEOPLE, PLACES AND EVENTS IN
NORTHEASTERN SOUTH DAKOTA, V. VI (JOHNSON,N.). SDHIST, V 19, NO 4, P 594,
,, ' , 1989..
: WESTERN DAKOTA HORSE STORIES (LINDE, M.). SDHIST, V 19, NO 4, P 594, 1989;
: : ; WITH FAITH, HOPE AND TENACITY: THE FIRST 100 YEARS OF THE CATHOLIC DIOCESE OF
SIOUX FALLS, 1889-1989 (KAROLEVITZ, R.F.). SDHIST, V 21, NO 1, P 109, 1991.
WOSTER BROTHERS' BRAND: EPISODES OUT OF A SHARED INHERITANCE (WOSTER, TIM,
TERRY, AND KEVIN). SDHISJ, V 20, NO 4, P 342, 1990.
WOUNDED KNEE REVlSlTED-1973-THE SECOND CONFRONTATION (HUNTER, W.C.). SDHIST, V
21, NO 1, P 109, 1991.
100 YEARS OF GOD WITH US: EMMANUEL REFORMED CHURCH, SPRINGFIELD, SOUTH DAKOTA;
; 1888-1988. SDHIST, V 18, NO 3, P 190-191, 1988.
lOOTH ANNIVERSARY, ANCIENT AND ACCEPTED SCOTTISH RITE OF FREEMASONRY, ORIENT OF
SD: YANKTON, DEADWOOD, ABERDEEN, SF. SDHIST, V 19, NO 2, P 275, 1989.
198? VITAL STATS BOOK AVAILABLE. HEALTH, V 5, NO 2, P 5, APR 1991.
1990 CENTENNIAL HISTORY AND DIRECTORY OF PLYMOUTH CONGREGATIONAL UNITED CHURCH
OF CHRIST (BUNTIN, A.). SDHIST, V 20, NO 3, P 242-243, 1990.
5 BOOKS COMPLETED FOR CENTENNIAL. HUMAN, V 18, NO 1, P 7, NOV 1989.
85TH ANNIVERSARY, 1902-1987, TABOR LUTHERAN CHURCH, WEBSTER, SOUTH DAKOTA.
SDHIST, V 18, NO 1-2, Pill, 1988.
BOOK NOTES - biography; (LISTS BRIEF DESCRIPTIONS OF BOOKS ABOUT PEOPLE RELEVANT TO
S.D;) SEE ALSO BOOK REVIEWS - BIOG
Argus leader SOUTH DAKOTA 99. SDHIST, V 19, NO 3, P 450, 1989.
BLUE STAR: THE STORY OF CORABELLE FELLOWS, TEACHER AT DAKOTA MISSIONS, 1884-1888
(DUNCAN, K.). SDHIST, V 20, NO 1, P 64-65, 1990.
DAD'S SONG BIRD: CHILDHOOD RECOLLECTIONS OF PHILORA STRONG KNOX (KNOX, P.S. AND
KNOX, D.E.). SDHIST; V 20, NO 4, P 342, 1990.
DAUGHTER OF DAKOTA,VOL 4 SCHOOLED IN PRIVATION:GERMAN,GERMAN-RUSSIAN AND.
SCANDINAVIAN IMMIGRANTS IN S.D.(WAGNER,S.,ED). SDHIST, V 21, NO 4, P 442,
: 1991V;.• '.v,-
DAUGHTERS OF DAKOTA, VOL. 3: STORIES OF FRIENDSHIP BETWEEN SETTLERS AND THE
DAKOTA INDIANS (WAGNER & RUNNELS, EDS.). SDHIST, V 21, NOl, P 109, 1991,
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FAMOUS CHIEPS OF THE EASTERN SIOUX CDIEDRICH, M.). SDHIST, V 17, NO 1, P 89,
•/1987'.- : • ^
GROSSENBURG'S FIFTY YEARS WITH JOHN DEERE (NELSON, S. & NELSON, N.). SDHIST, V
17, NO 1, P 89, 1987.
HEARST FAMILY AND HOMESTAKE GOLD: GEORGE HEARST AND PHOEBE APPERSON HEARST
(RINGSRUD, D.P.). SDHIST, V 20, NO 4, P 3A2, 1990.
IN THErMIpXILE: TEN MIDWESTERN WOMEN POETS. SDMAG, Y 2, NO 5, P 26, JAN 1987;.
IT AIN'T ALL CARTOONS: MEMOIRS OF THE CAPTAIN (DEDRICK, D.). SDHIST, V l9, NO
4, P 592, 1989.
; LAST CONTRARY: THE STORY OF WESLEY WHITEMAN (BLACK BEAR) (SCHWARTZ, W.F.).
SDHIST, V 19, NO 4, P 592-593, 1989.
LAURA INGALLS WILDER: PIONEER AND AUTHOR (ANDERSON, W.). SDHIST, V 17, NO 3/4,
P 329-330, 1987.
LORE EDITOR WRITES BOOK ABOUT NEWBERRY AWARD WINNING AUTHOR. WILDER, V 13, NO
1, P 3, SPR 1987.
MINNEHAHA COUNTY CENTURY CITIZENS, 1889-1989. SDHIST, V 19, NO 3, P 451, 1989.
NEW BIOGRAPHY OF LAURA INGALLS WILDER PUBLISHED DECEMBER 10. WILDER, V 13, NO
2, P II, FAL 1987.
ORAL^HISTORIES OF SOUTH DAKOTA ELDERLY CITIZENS. SDHIST, V21, NO 1, P 109,
ORPHAN, IMMIGRANT, PRAIRIE PIONEER: MEMORIES OF MY LIFE (SWANSON, A.S.).
; SDHIST, V 20; NO 1,P 65, 1990.
Oscar HOWE (DOCKSTADER, j., ED. HISTNOTES, V.5, NO 3, P 4, WIN. 1990.
OUTSTANDING CENTENNIAL WOMEN, 1989 (S.D. UNITED METHODIST CHURCH). SDHIST, V
; .20, NO 4, P 342, 1990. .
OVER A CENTURY OF LEADERSHIPSOUTH DAKOTA TERRITORIAL AND STATE GOVERNORS
(OYOS, L.E., ED.). SDHIST, V 17, NO 3/4, P 331, 1987.
PRAIRIE MEMORIES FROM THE BAUHS HOUSE (LIVESAY, M.B.). SDHIST, V 21, NO 4, P
^ 442, 1991.
SKY TRAILS: THE LIFE OF CLYDE W. ICE (SEDGWICK, R.C.). SDHIST, V 21, NO I, P
• • 109, 1991. , • • ' :
SKY TRAILS: THE LIFE OF CLYDE W. ICE (SEDGWICK, R.C.). HISTNOTES, V 5, NO 4, P
4, SPR 1990. ;
SOUTH DAKOTA'S AMERICAN MOTHER: THE LIFE STORY OF CHRISTINA K. LACEY, SOUTH
DAKOTA STATE MOTHER, 1946 (LACEY, C.K.). SDHIST, V 19, NO 4, P 594, 1989.
: TALES AND NOTES OF HENRY E. LEE. DAKWEST, V 13, NO 1, P 12, MAR 1987.
THE BADLANDS FOX (WARREN, MARGARET LEMLEY). DEADMAG, VI, NO 5, P 6, NOV 1991.
TIME REMEMBERED: MEMOIRS OF A PRAIRIE WIFE (VAN SCHAACK, R.T.).^ SDHIST, V 19,
NO 1, P 121, 1989.
WHO'S WHO AMONG THE SIOUX (PAULSON AND MOSES). SDHIST, V 19, NO 1, P 121, 1989.
BOOK NOTES -PLACES (LISTS BRIEF DESCRIPTIONS OF BOOKS ABOUT PLACES IN S.D.) SEE
ALSO BOOK REVIEWS - PLACES
. AFTER THE WEST WAS WON (NELSON, P.M.). HISTNOTES, V 5, NO 3, P 4, WIN 1990.
AURORA: ITS FIRST 100 YEARS, 1879-1979, AND THE NEXT 10 YEARS, 1979-1989.
SDHIST, V 20, NO 2, P 162, 1990.
BLACK HILLS HAY CAMP: IMAGES AND PERSPECTIVES OF EARLY RAPID CITY (STRAIN,
D.F.). SDHIST, V 20, NO 1, P 64, 1990.
BRIDGE APART: HISTORY OF EARLY PIERRE AND FORT PIERRE (SCHULER, H.H.). SDHIST,
V 17, NO 3/4, P 329, 1987. . ,
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BROOKINGS COUNTV HISTORY BOOK. SDHIST, V 20, NO 1, P 65, 1990.
CENTENNIAL ANNIVERSARY BOOK, EUREKA, S.D., I887-I987: THE SECOND FIFTY YEARS.
SDHIST, V 17, NO 2, P 177, 1987.
CLAIRE CITY/NEW EFFINGTON, 1913-1988, SDHIST, V 19, NO 2, P 275, 1989.
FAMILY HIKING TRAILS IN SOUTH DAKOTA (BRANDT, R. AND JORGENSEN, D.). HISTNOTES,
V 5, NO A, P 4, SPR 1990.
GARDEN CITY, SOUTH DAKOTA, HISTORY, 1887 TO 1987. SDHIST, V 18, NO 1-2, P 112,
.1988. \
GHOSTS ON A SEA OF GRASS: GHOST TOWNS OF THE PLAINS (MILLER, D.C.i; SDHIST, V
20, NO 3, P 242, 1990.
GOLD BELT CITIES, LEAD AND HOMESTAKE: A PHOTOGRAPHIC HISTORY (TOMS, STONE,
MOTCHENBACHER, EDS.). SDHIST, V 18, NO 1-2, P 112, 1988.
GOLD BELT CITIES: DEADWOOD AND ENVIRONS - A PHOTOGRAPHIC HISTORY (TOMS, D. ED.).
\ SDHIST, y I8> NO 4, P 286, 1988. , /
HISTORIC AVENUES IN SIOUX FALLS, SOUTH DAKOTA. SDHIST, V 17, NO 1, P 89, 1987.
HISTORIC MIDLAND (NEW CENTURY BOOK CLUB). SDMAG, V 7, NO 2, P 38, JUL 1991.
HISTORY OF BUTTE COUNTY, SOUTH DAKOTA (EN6EBRETS0N, K. & HERRETT, H.). SDHIST,
V 20, NO 1, P,65, 1990.
HISTORY OF RUNNING WATER, SOUTH DAKOTA (LIVINGSTON, M.L.). SDHIST, V 21, NO 2,
P 201, 1991.
HISTORY OF THE SPINK COUNTY AREA: IN CELEBRATION OF SOUTH DAKOTA'S CENTENNIAL,1889-1989 (NOLAN, L.A.). SDHIST, V 20, NO 2, P 162, 1990. ^•^•>•1
HURON REVISITED (HUSS, KUNI, LAMPE, & MOXON)^ SDHIST, V 19, NO 2, P 275, 1989.
JONES COUNTY IN MEMORY (FERRIS, E.M.). SDHIST, V 20, NO 3, P 242, 1990.
LANDMARK: VIVIAN, I889-I989. SDHIST, V 19, NO 4, P 592, 1989.
MINNEHAHA;COUNTY: HISTORICAL AND BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCHES. SDHIST, V 18, NO 3, P
190, 1988. :
OF RAILS AND TRAILS: A CENTENNIAL JOURNEY 1889-1989 (SPECK, B.). SDHIST, V 20,
NO 1, P 65, 1990.
OLDHAM: OUR HERITAGE AND HISTORY, 1887-1987. SDHIST, V 17, NO 2, P 177, 1987.
ORIENT COMMUNITY, 1887-1987. SDHIST, V 17, NO 2, P 177, 1987.
PEOPLE'S HISTORY OF BEADLE COUNTY. SDHIST, V 17, NO 2, P 177, 1987.
PICTORIAL HISTORY OF CODINGTON COUNTY, SOUTH DAKOTA, SINCE 1875 (KANT, J.;
ALLEN, V.j ALLEN, S.W;, EDS.). SDHIST, V 17, NO 3/4, P 330, 1987.
POLLOCK AREA HISTORY BOOK, 1989. SDHIST, V 19, NO 3, P 451, 1989.
REFLECTIONS OF THE CLASS OF 1944., HOT SPRINGS HIGH SCHOOL, HOT SPRINGS, SOUTH
DAKOTA (WITTMEYER, M.B.). SDHIST, V 17, NO 3/4, P 330, 1987.
SHRINE TO MUSIC MUSEUM: A PICTORIAL SOUVENIR (SPICER, S.R.H;). SDHIST, V 18, NO
: 4, P 287, 1988.
SOUTH DAKOTA: OUR TOWNS...A PICTORIAL REVIEW: SOUTHEAST REGION, VOL. III.
SDHIST, V,17, NO 3/4,:P 330, 1987.
staying POWER (HYDE COUNTY S.D. CENTENNIAL COMMITTEE). SDHIST, V 20, NO 4, P
' 342, 1990.
THIS CURIOUS COUNTRY: BADLANDS NATIONAL PARK (DURANT AND HARWOOD). SDHIST, V
19, NO 3, P 451, 1989.
THOSE GOOD OLD DAYS IN THE BLACK HILLS (MOSES, G.). SDHIST, V 21, NO 4, P 442,
1991. •
TIMBER LAKE DIAMOND JUBILEE PHOTO SCRAPBOOK. SDHIST, V 17, NO 2, P 178, 1987.
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TOMAHAWK AND CROSS: LUTHERAN MISSIONARIES AMONG THE NORTHERN PLAINS TRIBES
1858-1866 (SCHMUTTERER, G.M.). SDMAG, V 6, NO A, P 17, SEP 1990.
TOWN IN THE FROG PONDjSTORIES OF BUILDERS,BUILDINGS AND BUSINESS IN ABERDEEN'S
COMMERCIAL HISTORIC DISTRICT (ARTZ, D.). SDHIST, V 21, NO A, P 442, 1991.
WEBStER-AS IT WAS, 1904-1911, 1919-1935: SELECTED EXCERPTS FROM THE REPORTER AND
FARMER AND THE WEBSTER JOURNAL... SDHIST, V 19, NO 4, P 594, 1989.
WEST SIOUX STORY (SMITH, C.F.). SDHIST, V 17, NO 3/4, P 330-331, 1987.
YANKTON CELEBRATES THE CENTENNIAL OF SOUTH DAKOTA, 1889-1989 (ALLAN, D.).
SDHIST, V 19, NO 4, P 594, 1989.
YESTERDAY AND TODAY IN THE GREGORY AREA. SDHIST, V 20, NO 4, P 343, 1990.
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BOOK REVIEWS-PLACES; BOOK NOTES
: A little house sampler (ANDERSPN, WILLIAM); WILDER, V 14, NO 2, P 6, APR 1988.
A LIVING TRADITION (SOUTH DAKOTA SONGBOOK)(GERMAN, G.). SDMAG, V 5, NO 3, P 26,
SEP 1989. ; • '
; ACiROSS THE WHEATGRASS (UPGREN, H.T.). SDMAG, V 6, NO 2, P 47, MAY 1990.
AFTER THE WEST WAS WON: HOMESTEADERS AND TOWN BUILDERS IN WESTERN S.D.,
1900-1917 (NELSON, P.). SDMAG, V 3, NO 2, P 46-47, JUN 1987.
AFTER THE WEST WAS WON: HOMESTEADERS AND TOWN-BUILDERS IN WESTERN SOUTH DAKOTA,
; :1 SDHIST, V 17, NO 3/4, P 298-299, 1987.
AGRICULTURAL LEGACIES: ESSAYS IN HONOR OF GILBERT C.FITE (LEE, R.A., ED.).
SDHIST, V17> NO 3/4, P 304-305, 1987.
; SDMAG, V 3, NO 1, P 40, APR 1987.
AMERl(iAN INDIAN RESOURCE MATERIALS IN THE WESTERN HISTORY COLLECTIONS,
UNIVERSITY OF OKLAHOMA (DEWITT, D.L., ED.). SDHIST, V 21, NO 3, P 324-325,
AMERICAN INDIAN TRIBAL GOVERNMENTS (O'BRIEN, S.). SDHIST, V 20, NO 3, P
233-234, 1990.
AMERICAN INDIANS, TIME, AND THE LAW: NATIVE SOCIETIES IN A MODERN CONSTITUTIONAL
DEMOCRACY (WILKINSON, C.F.) SDHIST, V 20, NO 1, P 52-53, 1990.
AMONG THE SIOUX OF DAKOTA: EIGHTEEN MONTHS EXPERIENCE AS AN INDIAN AGENT,
1869-70 (POOLE, D. C.). SDMAG, V 5, NO, 2, P 46, JUL 1989.
AMONG THE SIOUX OF DAKOTA: EIGHTEEN MONTHS' EXPERIENCE AS AN INDIAN AGENT,
1869-70 (POOLE, D.C.). SDHIST, V 18, NO 4, P 284-285, 1988.
arts in south DAKOTA: A SELECTIVE, ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY (MACINTYRE AND BELL).
SDHIST, V 19, NO 1, P 112-113, 1989.
BADLANDS FOX (WARREN, MAGGIE). HERITAGE, V 17, NO 4, P 12-13, DEC 1991.
BIRDWATCHER'S GUIDE TO THE BLACK HILLS (PETERSON, R.). BIRD, V 42, NO 4, P
88-89, DEC 1990. .
BLACK ELK'S STORY: DISTINGUISHING ITS LAKOTA PURPOSE (RICE, J.). SDHIST, V 21,
NO 4, P 435-436, 1991.
BLUE STAR: THE STORY OF CORA-BELLE FELLOWS, TEACHER AT DAKOTA MISSIONS 1884-1888
(DUNCAN, K.). SDMAG, V 6, NO 4, P 17, SEP 1990.
BLUEBIRDS IN THE UPPER MIDWEST, A GUIDE TO SUCCESSFUL TRAIL MANAGEMENT (SCRIVEN,
D.H.). BIRD, V 42, NO 2, P 40-41, JUN 1990.
BROTHERS IN WAR (SCHOCK, A.). SDMAG, V 5, NO 2, P 46, JUL 1989.
BUFFALO BIRD WOMAN'S GARDEN (AS TOLD TO GILBERT L. WILSON). SDMAG, V 4, NO 6, P
42, MAY 1989.
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CENTRAL DAKOTA GERMANS: THEIR HISTORY, LANGUAGE, AND CULTURE (ARENDS, S.F.).
: ; SDHIST, V 20, NO 2, P 15A-155, 1990.
COLORING BOOK OF HIDATSA INDIAN STORIES, A (KRIM, R. AND THOMPSON, T.). SDMAG,
V A,,NO 2, P A6, JUL 1988. ,,
COMMON. LAND, A DIVERSE PEOPLE CTHOMPSON, H.F., HUSEBOE, A.R., LOONEV, S.O.,
EDS.). SDMAG, V 3, NO 5, P <♦0+, JAN 1988.
COMMUNITY TRANSPLANTED: THE TRANS-ATLANTIC EXPERIENCE OF A SWEDISH IMMIGRANT
SETTLEMENT... (OSTERGREN, R.C.). SDHIST, V 19, NO 2, P 259-260, 1989.
CONFLICT BETWEEN COMMUNITIES: AMERICAN COUNTY SEAT WARS (SCHELLENBERG, J.A.).
: SDHIST, V 17, NO 3/A, P 301-302, 1987.
COUNTRY COUSIN CPOETRYl'cvisSER, A.). SDMAG, V 3, NO 1, P Al, APR 1987.
COUNTRY SCHOOL DAYS (HALLSTROM, L. AND KUETER, M.). SDMAG, V 3, NO 6, P 41, MAR
1988..
COWBOYS OF THE AMERICAS (SLATTA, R.W.). SDHIST, V 21, NO 3, P 318, 1991.
CRISIS IN THE COUNTRY CREVELL; BOB). SDMAG, V 4, NO 6, P 43+, MAY 1989.
CUSTER BATTLE CASUALTIES: BURIALS, EXHUMATIONS, AND REINTERMENTS (HARDORFF,
R.G.). SDHIST, V 21, NO 1, P 100-101, 1991.
COSTER'S SEVENTH QAVALRY COMES TO DAKOTA (DARLING, R.) SDMAG, V 5, NO 4, P 52,
NOV 1989.'.'' • r .
DAKOTA VISIONS (HOLDEN, D.J.). SDMAG, V 2, NO 6, P 39, FEB 1987.
Dances WITH wolves: the illustrated Story of the epic film ccostner, k., blake,M. AND WILSON, J.). SDMAG, V 7, NO 1, P 71, MAY 1991. oLHiyc,
EIGHTV TIMES AROUND THE SUN (POPOWSKI, H.S.)(POETRY). SDMAG, V 2, NO 6, P 39,
FEB 1987. ; '
ERRANT POET'S CORNER, AN (POETRY) (EVANS, R.L.). SDMAG, V 3, NO 2, P44, JUN
1987.
i=^LOATING ON THt MISSOURI (SbHULTZ, J.W.) . SDHIST^ V 19, NO 4, P 586-587, 1989.
FLOWERS OF DESIRE: A NOVEL (MANFRED, F.). SDHIST, V 20, NO 3, P 238-239, 1990.
for; COWBOYS, CAMPERS AND COMMON FOLK (HUNT, C.)(POETRY). SDMAG, V 2, NO 6, P
40-41, FEB 1987.
FORT MEADE AND THE BLACK HILLS (LEE, BOB). HERITAGE, V 17, NO 4, P 15, DEC
•1991V' ^ \
FREE LAND (LANE, ROSE WILDER). WILDER, V 14, NO 1, P 3, SPR 1988.
FROM IDEA TO INSTITUTION: HIGHER EDUCATION IN SOUTH DAKOTA. SDHIST, V 20, NO 1,
P .58-59, 1990.
GLIINDIANI SIOUX DA WOUNDED KNEE AL NEW DEAL (FIORENTINO, D.). SDHIST, V 21,
NO 4, P 434-435, 1991.;
GOING OVER EAST (HASSELSTROM, L.). SDMAG, V 3, NO 5, P 38, JAN 1988.
GOING OVER EAST: REFLECTIONS OF A WOMAN RANCHER (HASSELSTROM, L.M.). SDHIST, V
18, NO 1-2, P 97-98, 1988.
GRASS ROOTS POETRY (VISSER, A.). SDMAG, V 7, NO 4, P 58-59, NOV 1991.
GREAT PRAIRIE FACT AND LITERARY IMAGINATION (THACKER, R.). SDHIST, V 20, NO 3,
V : P-237-238,; 1990.'A .5,;:. ....
GREAT SIOUX WAR, 1876-1877: THE BEST FROM MONTANA, THE MAGAZINE OF WESTERN .
HISTORY (HEDREN, P.L.). SDHIST, V 21, NO 3, P 326-327, 1991.
HEAPT OF THE EARTH (BREWtON, M.) SDMAG, V 6, NO 5, P 31, JAN 1991.
HEARTLAND: COMPARATIVE HISTORIES OF THE MIDWESTERN STATES (MADISON, J.H. ED.).
SDHIST, V 18, NO 4, P 275-276, 1988.
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HER SEVEN BROTHERS (GOBLE/ P;.). SDMAG, V 4/NO Z, P A5, JUL 1988.
HISTORICAL ATLAS OF THE AMERICAN WEST (BECK, W.A. & HAASE, Y.D.). SDHIST, V 20,
NO 1, p 5^, 1990. ,
history; OF SOUTH DAKOTA MEDICINE (BALTODANO, N. AND BALTODANO, C.). SDMAG, V 6,
, NO 5, P 53, NOV 1990.
HORN BOOK'S LAURA INGALLS WILDER (ANDERSON, W., ED.). SDMAG, V 6, NO 6, P A2,
AR 1991.'',
1 REMEMBER; NARROWING THE GAP IN THE 20TH CENTURY (SMITH, R.H.) SDMAG, V 7, NO
2> P". 38:>' JUL .19.91.*
ILLUSTRATED HISTORY OF THE ARTS IN SOUTH DAKOTA (HUSEBOE, SDMAG, V 6, NO 1, P
38 >^. MAR.1990.'
iLLUSTRATED HISTORY OP THE ARTS IN SOUTH DAKOTA (HUSEBOE, A.R.). SDHIST, V 21;
NO 2, P 200-201, 1991.
INDIAN LIFE ON THE UPPER MISSOURI (EWERS, J.C.). SDHIST, V 19, NO 2, P 267-268,
1989 •
Jokes FOR all occasions (shock, a.). SDMAG, V 3, no 4, P 47, OCT 1987.
JOURNALS^OFpTHE LEWIS^AN^ CLARK EXPEDITION (MOULTON, G.E., ED.). SDHIST, V18,
JOURNALS OF THE LEWIS AND CLARK EXPEDITION, VOLS. 5 AND 6, JULY 28, 1805- MARCH
22, 1806 (MOULTON G.E. ED.). SDHIST, V 21, NO 2, P 196-198, 1991.
KEYSTONE AND ITS COLORFUL CHARACTERS (PECHAN, BEV, CiOMP.) HERITAGE, V 17, NO 4,
P 14, DEC 1991'.
LAKOTA LIFE (ZEILINGER, R.). SDMAG, V 4, NO 3, P 36, SEP 1988.
LAND OF THE BURNT THIGH (K0HL,E.E.). DAKWEST, V 13, NO 2, P 32, JUN 1987.
LAND OF THE-BURNT THIGH (KOHL, E.E.). SDMAG, V 3, NO 5, P 42, JAN 1988.
LEGENP FROM CRAZY HORSE, A (BIG CROW, M.N.). SDMAG, V 4, NO 1, P 49, MAY 1988.
LESSONS FROM CHOTEAU; CREEK (SANSOM-FLOOb, R.). SDMAG, V 2, NO 6, P 39, FEB
1987.,
IesSONS FROM CHOTEAU CREEK: YANKTON MEMORIES OF DAKOTA TERRITORIAL INTRIGUE
. (SAMSOM-FLOOP, R.). SDHIST, V 17, NO 3/4, P 312, 1987.
LEWIS AND CLARK: PIONEERING NATURALISTS (CUTRIGHT, P.R.) SDHIST, V 20, NO 1, P
54-55, 1990. - i:.;'.
LITTLE HOUSE sampler (ANDERSON, W. T., ED.). SDHIST, V 19, NO 1, P 111-112,
•' 1989.
LbOKIN': BACK (FENNEMA, TED). SDMAG, V 5, NO 4, NOV 1989.
MAKING OF THE TWO DAKOTAS: A CENTENNIAL HISTORY (REZATTO, HELEN GRAHAM). SDMAG,
V 6, NO 1, P 38, MAR 1990.
MAKING THE GOOD LIFE/BETTER: A GUIDE TO RURAL LIVING (FARMER, V.). SDMAG, V 2,
: NO 5, P 27-28, JAN 1987.
MILITARY AND UNITED STATES INDIAN POLICY, 1865-1903 (WOOSTER, R.). SDHIST, V
20, NO 1, P 51, 1990.
MYSTIC WEST IN TWENTIETH CENTURY AMERICA (ATHEARN, R.G.). DAKWEST, V 13, NO Z,
P 32, JUN 1987.
NAKED EYE (REYNOLDS, W.J.). SDMAG, V 6, NO 4, P 17, SEP 1990.
NEXT YEAR WILL BE BETTER (LARSEN^ A.C.). SDMAG, V 3, NO 3, P 44, AUG1987.
NORTH PAKOTA INPIANS: AN INTROPUCTION (SCHNEIPER, M.J.). SPHIST, V 17, NO 3/4,
P 312-313, 1987. _
OLP MAN BRUNNER COUNTRY (PANGEL,L.). SPMAG, V 3, NO 3, P 46, AUG 1987.
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OLD TIME FIDDLINfB FILLED THE AIR (FOSS, W.). SDMAG, V 6, NO 1, P 38, MAR 1990.
OLE AND LENA JOKES CSTANGLAND,R.). SDMAG, V 3, NO 1, P AO, APR 1987.
ON THIRD THOUGHT (GAMBLE, D.R.). SDMAG, V 3, NO 3, P A7, AUG 1987
PAGES GLUED APART (WINKELPEK-STUEFEN, F. E.). SDMAG, V 7, NO A, P 59-60, NOV.
,:1991.
PAINTINGS/RAINBOWS XKUNDSEN, M. E.). SDMAG, V 7, NO 3, P A3, SEP 1991.
PARABLES OF A COUNTRY. PREACHER (BLUMER, B.A.). SDMAG, V 6, NO 2, P A7, MAY
• 1990. ,
PEOPLE OF THE OLD MISSURY: YEARS OF CONFLICT (PETERSON, N.M.). SDHIST, V 20, NO
3, P 235-236, 1990.
PINKY'S DOG (HULL, V.D.). SDMAG, V 5> NO 5, P 33, JAN 1990.,
PIPE,. BIBLE, AND PEYOTE AMONG THE OGLALA LAKOTA: A STUDY IN RELIGIOUS IDENTITY
(STEINMETZ, P.B.). SDHIST, V 20, NO 3, P 23A-235, 1990.
PLAINS FOLK II: THE ROMANCE OF THE LANDSCAPE (HOY, J. AND ISERU, T.). SDHIST, V
21, NO 2, P 193-19A, 1991.
PLAINS FOLK: A COMMONPLACE OF THE GREAT PLAINS (HOY, J. AND ISERN, T.). SDHIST\
y 17, NO 3/4, P, 302-303, 1987.
PLANTS AND ANIMALS: RARE IN SOUTH DAKOTA (MELIUS, M.M.). SDMAG, V 4, NO 3, P
37, SEP 1988.
POEMS Ab ESSAYS OF HERBERT KRAUSE (HUSBEE, A. R., ED.) SDMAG, V 7, NO 2, P 38,
JUL 1991.
POLITICAL PRAIRIE FIRE: THE NONPARTISAN LEAGUE (MORLAN, R.L.). SDMAG, V 6, NO
3, P 37, JUL 1990.
PPSsiBILITIES OF blue SKY (DAVID, G.). SDMAG, V 6, NO 3, P 37, JUL 1990.
PRAIRIE BEAT (ODE, K.). SDMAG, V 3, NO 6, P 40, MAR 1988.
PRAIRIE GIRL (FARGO, L.F.). SDMAG, V 3, NO 3^ P 44, AUG 1987 :
PRAIRIE SMOKE (GILMORE, M.). SDMAG, V 4, NO 3, P 36, SEP 1988.
PRAIRIE SMOKE (GILMORE, M.R.). SDHIST, V 21, NO 1, P 106-107, 1991.
QUARTZITE BORDER: SURVEYING AND MARKING THE NORTH DAKOTA-SOUTH DAKOTA BOUNDARY,
1891-1892 (ISEMINGER, G. L.). SDHIST, V 19, NO 3, P 448-449, 1989.
RAILROADING IN THE LAND OF INFINITE VARIETY: A HISTORY OF SOUTH DAKOTA'S
railroads (MILLS, R.). SDMAG, V 6, NO 5, P 52, NOV 1990.
railroading in THE LAND OF INFINITE VARIETY: A HISTORY OF SOUTH DAKOTA'S
RAILROAPS (MILLS, R.W.). SDHIST, V 21, NO 1, P 108, 1991.
REAL PAKOTA! (GORDER, C.). SDMAG, V 4, NO 3, P 37, SEP 1988.
REAPERS OF the DUST: A PRAIRIE CHRONICLE (HUDSON, L. P.). SDMAG, V 7, NO 3, P
42-43, SEP 1991. 1
RECLAIMING YOUTH AT RISK: OUR HOPE FOR THE FUTURE (BRENOTRO, L.K., BROKENLEG, M.
AND VAN BOCKERN, S.). INDIAN, NO 124, P 6-7, FAL 1990.
REFLECTIONS OF A PRAIRIE DAUGHTER (WILLIAMS, E.). SDMAG, V 5, NO 5, P 32, JAN
1990.
RELIGION IN native NORTH AMERICA (VECSEY, C., ED.). SDHIST, V 21, NO 3, P
3i25-326, 1991. . : :
REMEMPERING THE SbOS (EVANS, D.). SpMAG, V 2, NO 5, P 26-27, JAN 1987.
ROMANCE OF THE WEST: COWBOY POETRY (ROST, R.). SDMAG, V 6, NO 3, P 37, JUL
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EDlNGTON, DOROTHEA. GIDEON, A MAN IN THE SHADOW OF GREATNESS (CECIL CLYDE
GIDEON). INSIDE, V I, NO 2, P 18-19+, FAL 1990.
ROGGOW, RAYMOND. COUNTY ROAD AND BRIDGE NEEDS. COUNTY, V 37, NO 10, P 6-7, DEC
BROHM MINING COMPANY
BROHM HIRES TOP GUN JO REPAIR DAMAGE. TIPS, V 5, NO 3, P 6-7, MAY 1990;
BROHM MINING COMPANY SPRINGS LEAK. TIPS, V A, NO 4, P 2, NOV 1988.
BROHM SIGNS ELS AGREEMENT WITH FOREST SERVICE. TIPS, V 4, NO 5, P 5, NOV 1988.
BROHM SULFIDE EXPANSION MOVES FORWARD. TIPS, V 4, NO 6, P 1, MAR 1989.
BROHM update, tips, V 4, NO 8-9, P 11, SEP 1989.
BROHM'S GILT EDGE SULFIDE PROJECT. TIPS, V 4, NO 7, P 2-4, MAY 1989.
BROHM»S SABOTAGE THEORY BLASTED. TIPS, V 5, NO 3, P 7, MAY 1990.
. BRpHM'S SULFIDE EXPANSION PLANS CHANGE AGAIN. TIPS, V 5, NO 7, P 1-4, NOV 1990.
BROHM'S WATER USE MAY EXCEED THAT OF LOCAL TOWNS. TIPS, V 4, NO 7, P 4-5, MAY
1989.
citibank helps finance BROHM EXPANSION. TIPS, V 4, NO 7, P 6, MAY 1989.
CYANIDE CONTAMINATION AT BROHM SITE: A CHRONOLOGY. TIPS, V 5, NO 7, P 4, NOV
CYANIDE TOXICITY IN DRINKING WATER. TIPS, V 6, NO 4, P 3, JUL 1991.
DWNR BACKS OFF BROHM SEtTLEMENT. TIPS, V 5, NO 8, P 4, DEC 1990.
DWNR settles with BROHM ON CYANIDE CONTAMINATION OF GROUNDWATER. TIPS, V 5, NO
: 7, P 5-6, NOV.1990.
FOREST SERVICE WITHHOLDS DOCUMENTS ON BROHM EXPANSION. TIPS, V 4, NO 6, P 1-2,
.MAR 1989.
MAJOR NEW MINE PLAN KEPT QUIET. TIPS, V 4, NO 3, P 1, OCT 1988.
MINE PERMIT AND AMENDMENT ONSLAUGHT CONTINUES. TIPS, V 3, NO 9-10, P 3-4, MAY
1988. ' .
MORE EVIDENCE IN ON LEAKS At BROHM. TIPS, V 6, NO 6-7, P 4-6, NOV 1991.
MORE GROUNDWATER STANDARDS WAIVED FOR BROHM. TIPS, V 4, NO 4, P 5-6, MAY 1989.
SPECIAL ISSUE ON BROHM'S EXPANSION. TIPS, V, 4, NO 7, P 1, MAY 1989.
STATE TAXPAYERS UNPROTECTED FROM WATER POLLUTION CLEANUP BILLS. TIPS, V 6, NO
6-7, P 1-4, NOV 1991.
• TIP COMPILING EVIDENCE Against BROHM. tips, V 6, no 4, P 2, JUL 1991.
TIP FILES PROTEST ON BROHM. TIPS, V 6, NO 2, P 4-5, APR 1991.
TIP MOVES ON BROHM WATER POLLUTION. TIPS, V 6, NO 8, P 1-2, DEC 1991.
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BROIN ENTERPRISES CSCOTLAND, S.D.)
; ADDITIONAL FINANCING AVAILABLE FOR AG PROCESSORS. ECONDEV, V 3, NO 7, P I, AUG
; REDl LOAN BUSINESSES SERVE AS CATALYST. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 6, PI, AUG 1989.
BROKAW, TOM (19A0-)
PECHAN, BEVERLY. TOM BROKAW STARTED HIS LIFE AND CAREER IN SOUTH DAKOTA (1991
HALL OF FAME HONOREE). HERITAGE, V 17, NO 3, P 32, SEP 1991.
BROMM, IDA
BROMM RECEIVES DAR SCHOLARSHiP. INDIAN, NO 111, P 6, MAY 1987.
BROOKINGS COUNTY
BROOKINGS MOVES TO PROTECT THE BIG SIOUX AQUIFER. TIPS, V 2, NO 9-10, P 5, JAN
1987. '
GRANT TO HELP PROVIDE SAFE WATER IN BRUCE. ECONDEV, V A, NO I, P 7, JAN 1991.
VDENDINGER, ROGER. FABULOUS FOUNTAIN: FRONTIER TOWN PERCEPTIONS AND PROMOTERS.
DAKHIST, V 22, P 17A-188, 1990.
BROOKINGS,,S.D. V
BROOKINGS SOMEPLACE SPECIAL. MUNICIPAL, V 5A, NO A, P 10, OCT 1987.
BROOKINGS To HOST TOXIC CLEANUP DAY MAY 18, 1991. WATER, V 5, NO 1, P 3, SPR
BLANK-LIBRA, JANET. THE PRETTIEST 70 ACRE PATCH IN SOUTH DAKOTA (MCCRORY
. GARDENS). SDMAG, V A, NO 2, P 12-15, JUL 1988.
FISH, GENEViEVE. SOUTH BaKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY'S 'SINGING SILO' OR THE
CAMPANILE. DAKHIST, NO 21ST, 1989.
HOGAN EDWARD P. RESIDENTIAL CHANGE IN BROOKINGS, SOUTH DAKOTA, 1961-1985.
DAKHIST, NO 20TH, P 377-385, 1988.
BROTHER OF ALL, EUGENE (1902-1982)
DEAN, ROSCOE. HOW IT WAS AND WHAT WENT WRONG (AN INTERVIEW WITH EUGENE BROTHER
OF ALL). DAKHIST, NO 20TH,P 6A9-650, 1988.
DEAN, ROSCOE. HOW IT WAS AND WHAT WENT WRONG (EUGENE BROTHER OF ALL). DAKWEST,
V 13, NO 3, P 28-29, SEP 1987.
BROWN COUNTY
BUNTIN, ART. HARD TIMES! HAPPY TIMES! 1890: A YEAR IN THE LIFE OF BROWN COUNTY,
S.D. DAKHIST, V 22, P 12A-133, 1990.
BUNTIN, ART. POSTWAR BROWN COUNTY: 19A5-1950. DAKHIST, NO 19TH, P XIII.Bl,
1987.
RAY, KERRI. THE HISTORY OF RAILROADS IN BROWN CO. DAKHIST, NO 19TH, P XIII.Al,
^ 1987. -
TENNANT, BRAD. INTRbbuCTlbN TO SLIDE PROGRAM ON "HISTORICAL ARCHITECTURE OF
BROWN COUNTY" SESSION XIV-ARCHITECTURE. DAKHIST, NO 22, P 957-962, 1990.
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BROWN, DONNA ;
HUNHOFF, BERNIE. THE BIG HOUSE. SDMAG, V 1, NO A, P 20-2A, NOV 1991. :
r/'iRowN,^-DOUG.
;^^ BROV(N APPOINTED DEPARTMENT PERSONNEL OFFICER. HEALTH, V A, NO 5, P 3, OCt 1990;
BROWN, JESSE (18AA-15f32)
BROWN, JIM. RIDIN* SHOTGUN; JESSE BROWN, BLACK HILLS SHERIFF. SDMAG, V A, NO
6, P 18-19, MAY 1989.
BROWN'S POST (ROBERTS COUNTY)
•KAPLER, TODD. BROWN'S POST EXCAVATED. HISTNOTES, V A, NO 2, P 3, SEP 1988.-
BRUCE, MARION N. (1899-i975)
MARION N; BRUCE (HALL OF FAME HONOREE - UNSUNG HEROES AND GOOD HEARTS).
HERITAGE, V 15, NO 5, P 2, 1989.
BRUCE, S.D. •
BRUCE LOCATES COMPANY (BOB ALLEN COMPANIES). ECONDEV, V 3, NO 7/ P 3, AUG 1990.
: ; GRANT TO HELP PROVIDE SAFE WATER IN BRUCE. ECONDEV, V A, NO 1, P 7, JAN 1991.
BRUGUIER, LEONARD R.
LEONARD R. BRUGGUIER NEW DIRECTOR OF INSTITUTE OF AMERICAN INDIAN STUDIES.
INDIAN, NO 122, P 3, MAR 1990.
BRULE COUNTY '^'
RED LAKE, BRULE COUNTY ORDINARY HIGH AND ORDINARY LOW WATER MARKS. WATER, V A,
NO 2, P 3, SEP 1990.
• BRULE INDIANS
; JONES, SCOTT. IRON NATION, CHIEF OF THE LOWER BRULES. HERITAGE, V lA, NO 3, P
30-31, 1988.
; SNEVE, VIRGINIA D.H. SPOTTED TAIL. HERITAGE, V lA, NO 3, P 18-19, 1988.
BRUSHIE, S.D.
NASLUND, FRANCYS M. DON'T FORGET BRUSHIE! (BRUSHIE, S.D.)(MEMOIRS OF THE
AUTHOR). DAKWEST, V 13, NO 2, P 30-31, JUN 1987.
BRYANT, S.D.
ARNESON, WILLIAM R. I REMEMBER BRYANT - (CIRCA 1915-1925). DAKHIST, N018TH, P
: 1-9, 1986. • •
BUCKLEY, ERNEST L.
ERNEST L. BUCKLEY AWARD ESTABLISHED BY GOVERNOR: ENCOURAGES RESEARCH HELPS




! JOHNSON/TIM. WASHINGTON REPORT: FEDERAL BUDGET GETS MIXED REVIEWS. MUNICIPAL,
, / V 57, NO 9, P 15, MAR 1991. . /
BUECHEL MEMORIAL LAKOTA MUSEUM CST. FRANCIS, S.D.)
LAKOTA MUSEUM, CRAFTS, AND TRAVELING ACTIVITIES. INDIAN, NO 118, P 6, FEB 1989.
BUECHLER, ALVIN A.
ALVIN A. BUECHLER (1989 HALL OF FAME HONOREE-PROFESSlONAL). HERITAGE, V 15, NO '
7, P 28, 1989.
••BUFFALO;', ^ '
BUFFA A BUFFALO WORTH?). SDMAG, V 2, NO 6, P 12, FEB 1987.
BUFFALO--THE HEALTH FOOD. DAKWEST, V 13, NO 1, P 12, MAR 1987.
ciODNTRY CUPBOARD: CHUCKWAGON RECIPES; COOKING BUFFALO. DAKWEST, V 13, NO I, P
33, MAR 1987. ,
' .DAKOTA CENTENNIAL 1889-1989, PART I: THE FRONTIER. CONSDIG, V 55, NO 6, P
18-20, 1988.
DAKOTA CENTENNIAL 1889-1989, PART 4: REBUILDING WILDLIFE POPULATIONS. CONSDIG,
V 56, NO 3, P 23-25/1989. ^
D^ THE GREAT BUFFALO. DAKHIST, NO 18TH, P 831-838, 1986,
; E^ BUFFALO ROUNDUP 8 AUCTION. INSIDE, V 1, NO 2, P 52-54, FAL
/• 60EBEL/ SALLY. SURVIVORS CAMERICAN BISON). CONSDIG, V 56, NO I, P 14-15, 1989./
//HAMMER, THE BUFFALO B1)NE INDUSTRY. DAKHIST, NO 20TH, P 573-574/ 1988./
HINZMAN, LEAH. DAKOTA NATURALIST: THE SEASONS OF CUSTER STATE PARK. CONSDIG, V
: 55, NO 5, P 22-23, 1988.
////HyNHOFF/ BERNIE. CUSTPR^S BUFFALO RANCHER. SDMAG, V 6, NO 2, P 9-12, MAY 1990/
; HUNHOFF, BERNIE. ROY HOUCK'S TRIPLE U RANCH. SDMAG,, V 6; NO 6, P 13-15, MAR
LEWIS,COURAGE TO DREAM AND STAMINA TO MAKE IT COME TRUE. DAKWEST, V 13,
^ NO 1, P 4-11, MAR 1987. :
LINN, Georgia, nutrition report: bison...pure 8 simple, inside, vi, no 2, p
45, FAL 1990.
•LYDIC,; FRANK A. HE SAVED THE BUFFALO - A NARRATIVE IN RHYMED VERSE. DAKHIST,
NO 19TH, P V.B1+, 1987.
MCPHAIL, JO ANNE. MIRACLES OF, NATURE: AN ADVENTUROUS DaY IN CUSTER STATE PARK
IS A REMINDER OF THE BEAUTY AND PEACE THAT SURROUNDS US. CONSDIG, V 58, NO 4,
/ yOTRUBA, STANLEY E. BUFFALOPS DESJINY. DAKHIST, NO 18TH, P 811-823, 1986.
•BUpFALO/iBpAN ;:•:///;.; '/
ODE; DAVE. DAKOTA FLORA: BUFFALO BEAN (ASTRAGALUS CRASSICARPUS). CONSDIG, V
58, NO 2, P 25, 1991.
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BUFFALO BILL HISTORICAL CENTER (CODY, WY)
BUFFALO BILL HISTORICAL CENTER ANNOUNCES SUMMER INSTITUTE. INDIAN, NO 125, P
21, SPR 1991.
BUFFALO GEORGE SEE GEORGE, WILLIAM
buffalofish
RECORD^BUFFALO PULLED FROM LAKE MITCHELL. DAKCOUNT, VA, NO 8, P 32-33, AUG
BUILDING MATERIALS •
ATTENTION CilTY ENGINEERS AND BUILDING OFFICIALS: ASBESTOS GUIDELINES FOR
BUILDING DEMOLITION/RENOVATIONS. MUNICIPAL, V 57, NO 12, P 10-11, JUN 1991.
MILBANK RECEIVES $65,500 IM BLOCK GRANT FUNDS. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 2, P 2, FEB
BULLOCK, SETH (18A7-1919)
DAKOTA IMAGES: SETH BULLOCK. SDHIST, V 20, NO 1, P 80+, 1990.
THEtJpORE ROOSEVELT ONCE FRQUENT DEADWOOD VISITOR. DEADMAG, V 1, NO 3, P 17-18,
•' wUL X77X*
BULLS
DEAN, ROSCOE, THINGS TO BE LEARNED FROM A $50,000 BULL. DAKHIST, NO 20TH, P
v79~8.0^ 1988 •
BUMPER STICKERS
POST, CHUCK. S.D. REPORT: ASK FIRST! BUMPER STICKER DISTRIBUTED BY GAME AND
FISH. FINS, V 6, NO 3, P 6, MAR 1987.
BUNTINGS
WEEKES, KEN. BIRD TALK: THE SNOW BUNTING. CONSDIG, V 5<i, NO 1, P 24-25, 1987.
BURDICK brothers MACHINE AND REPAIR (REDFIELD, S.D.)
BURDICK BROTHERS RECEIVE GOVERNMENT CONTRACT. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 4, P 3, APR
V ' 1989 ^
BURGESS/ CARL
TOURISM HONOREES (CARL BURGESS AND MARCI CHRISTENSEN RECEIVE AWARDS FROM
GOVERNOR). SDMAG, V 3, NO 1, P 30, APR 1987.
BURKE, CHARLES H. (1861-1944)
BORST, JOHN. BURKE RECORDS DONATED TO SOCIETY (SOUTH DAKOTA STATE HISTORICAL
SOCIETY). HISTNOTES, V 2, NO 5, P 3, MAR 1987.
BURL IVES THEATER (SPEARFISH, S.D.)
THOMPSON, nancy. HIGH PLAINS HERITAGE CENTER. INSIDE, V 1, NO 1, P 6-8, SUM
1990. . ,
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BURNSIDEy CHARLES H.
,• V(EBB, ROBERT G. A JOURNEY TO TIMOR. DAKHIST/ NO 21ST, 1989.
BURRIS, ROBERT HARZA (1914- )
. OUR PUBLIC COLLEGES' CENTENNIAL ALUMNI - SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY. SDMAG,
; • V 4, NO A, P. 38, NOV 1988.
BUSINESS - INTERNATIONAL ASPECTS
"BIG VISION" IS KEY TO INTERNATIONAL SUCCESS. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 9, P 1, NOV
.1989-.;-;y--y • . '
BUSINESSES GET COMPETITIVE IN EXPORTING ARENA. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 9, P 7, NOV
198,9.V
MORGEN MANUFACTURING RECEIVES E STAR AWARD. ECONDEV, V 4, NO 7, P 5, SEP 1991.
SD EXPORTERS EXPECTED TO SEE GROWTH IN THE 90S. ECONDEV, V 3, NO 9, P 8, OCT
.1990-,,-';
SOUTH DAKOTA COMPANIES ATTEND HANNOVER FAIR. ECONDEV, V A, NO 5, P 3, JUL 1991.
SOUTH Dakota; LEADS WAY IN exchange program. ECONDEV, V a, no 5, PI, MAY 1991.
• TRADE^AND PROCUREMENT TO BE CONFERENCE THEME. ECONDEV, VA, NO 2, P 5, FEB
TRADE LEAD;3YSTEM IMPLEMENTED^BY GOED.: ECONDEV, V 3, NO 1, PI, JAN 1990.
TRADE LEAD. SYSTEM N NO 5, P 6, MAY 1991
^ COMMISSIONER'S (iOLUMN (EXPORT, TRADE AND MARKETING
DIVISION). ECONDEy, V 3, NO lO, P 2, NOV 1990.
: BUtTERWICK, DARRELL D. COMMISSIONER'S COLUMN (GOED ASSISTS BUSINESSES AND
.yVV ;, : COMMUNITIES) . ECONDEV, V 4, NO 3, P; 2,; MAR 1991. ;
;bUTTERWICK,DARRELLD. COMMISSIONER'S COLUMN (GOED PROGRAMS). ECONDEV, V 4, NO
^ 1, P 2, JAN 1991.
BUTTERWICK,DARRELLD. COMMISSIONER'S COLUMN (SOUTH DAKOTA COMPANIES EXPORTING
TO JAPAN). ECONDEV, V 4, NO 5, P 2, MAY 1991.
TRACYi STEPHEN L. BUSINESS RESEARCH BUREAU FIFTY YEARS 1937 TO 1987. BUSREV, V
: 45, NO 4y P l,4-8i JUN 1987.
BUSINESS - LAW ;
ATTORNEY GENERAL'S OPINIONS: A.G. OPINION NO. 89-13 (LIQUOR LICENSES).
MUNICIPAL, V 56, NO 3, P 9, SEP 1989.
ATTORNEY GENERAL'S OPINIONS: A.G. OPINION NO.89-18 (BUSINESS LICENSES FOR HOTELS
OR MOTELS). MUNICIPAL, V 56, NO 3, P 9, SEP 1989.
MOORE, JAMES E. AGRISTOR LEASING V. SPINDLER: ECONOMIC LOSS, STRICT LIABILITY
AND THE U.C.C.-WHAT A MESS. LAW, V 34, NO 1, P 101-136, 1989.
PRESSLER, LARRY. WASHINGTON REPORT: SECTION 89 SHOULD BE REPEALED. MUNICIPAL,
V 56, NO 4, P 15, OCT 1989.
BUSINESS CLIMATE V .'/Vp';
GATEWAY 200 NAMED FASTEST GROWING COMPANY: EXPANSION COULD CREATE 1,200
ADDITIONAL JOBS. ECONDEV, V 4, NO 10, P 1, DEC 1991.
SD MANUFACTURING CLIMATE RANKS HIGH AGAIN. ECONDEV, V 3, NO 8, P 4, SEP 1990.
SOUTH DAKOTA RANKS HIGH AGAIN (GRANT THORNTON STUDY). ECONDEV, V 2, NO 5, P 1,
. JUN 198S.-,'-, -
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SQljfH DAkOT^^ REACHES OUT TO CALIFORNIA. ECONDEv/ v 1, NO 2, P 1/ JUN 1988:
, STATE RANKED BY AVERAGE HOURS OF WORK-EMPLOYED CIVILIANS, 1988 AVERAGES.
\ V. E^^^ NO a, P 6, pCT 1989 .
REED, RON R.; MANUFACTURERS RATE SOUTH DAKOTA NO. 1 C1987 STATE RANKINGS).
ECONDEV, V 1, ,N0;3, P 1, JUL 1988.
BUSiNESS COMMUNICATION
,R0EGIERS,7cHARLES. the 1ST commandment of business COMMUNICATIONS: being "
AUDIBLE. BUSREV, V A5, NO 3, P 8,12, MAR 1987.
BUSINESS failures
:GOED efforts ARE SU^^^ ABERDEEN AREA. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 5, P 3, JUN •
/ ; 1989.-'^ ; /'r
PLANTS BACK IN OPERATION DUE TO EXTRA EFFORT. ECONDEV, V 3, NO 6, P 8, JUL
•,1990.. ; • • -
RAPID RESPONSE TEAM FORMED IN SOUTH DAKOTA. ECONDEV, V 2/ NO 6, P 3, AUG 1989.
SOUTH DAKOTA'S NEW BUSINESS ACTIVITY IN 1989. LABOR, P 1-2, OCT 1990,
South DAKOTA'S new businesses employ over 4,ood workers, labor,? 1-3, oct
-198?.." '
BUTTERWICK, DARRELL D. COMMISSIONER'S COLUMN (REDI FUND HELPS CREATE JOBS IN
; SOUTH DAKOTA) . ECONDEV, V 3, NO 5, P 2, MAY 1990.
BUSINESS LICENSES
A.G. (ATTORNEY GENERAL) OPINIONS: AG. OPINION NO. 88-42 (LIQUOR LICENSES).
. MUNICIPAL, V 55,: NO 7,; P 17, JAN 1989.
ATTORNEY GENERAL'S OPINIONS: A.G. OPINION NO. 89-13 (LIQUOR LICENSES).
, municipal, V 56, NO ;3> P SEP 1989. ^ . V
ATTORNEY GENERAL'S OPINIONS: A.G. OPINION NO.89-18 (BUSINESS LICENSES FOR HOTELS
: OR MOTELS). MUNICIPAL, V 56, NO 3, P9, SEPI989.
ATTORNEY GENERAL'S OPINIONS:-A.G. OPINION 89-18 (REQUIRING A BUSINESS LICENSE
FOR HOTELS AND MOTELS). MUNICIPAL, V 56, NO 6, P 12, DEC 1989.
EVERYTHING-YOU EVER WANTED TO KNOW ABOUT THE VIDEO LOTTERY (BUT DIDN'T KNOW WHO
0 JU ASK), municipal, V 56, NO 5, P 12-13, NOV 1989.
SOUTH DAKbTA"THE sunshine STATE". BUSREV, V 47, NO 2, P 8, DEC 1988.
BUSINESS PEOPLE SEE ALSO ENTREPRENEURS AND ENTREPRENEURSHIP
"BUCK" MOORE (1989 HALL OF FAME HONOREE-BUSINESS). HERITAGE, V 15, NO 7, P 31,
ANNA VALLERY WRIGHT (HALL OF FAME HONOREE - UNSUNG HEROES AND GOOD HEARTS).
HERITAGE, V 15, N05, P7, 1989.
BUD DUHAMEL -- GENTLE MAN., HERITAGE, V 15, NO 5, P 8-9, 1989.
^ CHARLES Lien (1988 HALL OF FAME HONOREE - BUSINESS AND TRADES). HERITAGE, V i4,
NO 4, P 29, 1988.
; HARLA^ UlStNOTES, V;4, NO I> P 4, JUL 1988.
:HAUGO HAD GOLDEN TOUCH IN SOUTH DAKOTA BANKING (ERLING HAUGO - HALL OF FAME
HONOREE - BUSINESS). HERITAGE, V 16, NO 3, P 8-9, FAL 1990.
, IN MEMORIAM: HERMAN CHILSOnV BIRD, V 39, NO 1, P 6-7, MAR 1987.
INTERNATIONAL LEADER. IN LITTLE SOUTH DAKOTA TOWN (ART KROETCH - HALL OF FAME
HONOREE - BUSINESS AND:TRADE). HERITAGE, V 16, NO 3, P 12-13, FAL 199D.
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J.D. KESLINGC1988 HALL OF FAME HONOREE - BUSINESS AND TRADES). HERITAGE, V I'i,
NO A, P 29, 1988.
LEIF S. HANSON (HALL OF FAME HONOREE - UNSUNG HEROES AND GOOD HEARTS).
HERITAGE, V 15, N05, P3, 1989.
LEIF S. HANSON (1988 HALL OF FAME HONOREE - UNSUNG HEROES AND GOOD HEARTS).
HERITAGE, V 14, NO 4, P 28, 1988.
f PAUL BATCHELLER-C1991 HALL OF FAME HONOREE). HERITAGE, V 17, NO 3, P 7, SEP
1991.;:,.. ;' ' ; •;
PAUL CHRISTEN (1989 HALL OF FAME HONOREE-BUSINESS). HERITAGE, V 15, NO 7, P 29,
. • •1989
, F'ETER C; Lien heritage, V is, no S, P 32-33, 1989.
REX ALAN SMITH (1987 HALL OF FAME HONOREE - ARTS & HUMANITIES). DAKWEST, V 13,
NO 4, P 18, DEC 1987. ; .
vSAM M FAME HONOREE). HERITAGE, V 17, NO 3, P 16, SEP 1991.
STATE BUSINESSMEN HONORED. ECONDEV, V 3, NO 6, P 5, JUL 1990. v '
VESTGR JOSEPH SKUTT (1987 HALL OF FAME HONOREE - BUSINESS). DAKWEST, V 13, NO
4, P 17, DEC 1987.
WILBUR FOSS (1989 HALL OF FAME HONOREE-ARTS AND HUMANITIES). HERITAGE, V 15, NO
/ 7, P 29, 1989. ,
HUNHOFF, BERNIE. THE SALES SECRETS OF OSCAR AUSTAD. SDMAG, V 6, NO 6, P 17-19,
MAR 1991.
ISENBERG, MAXINE. WHAT'S A HOADLEY? (HOADLEY DEAN, 1918- ). DAKWEST, V 13, NO
: 2, P 4-11, JUN 1987.
JOHNSON, NORMA. STAVIG BROTHERS DEPARTMENT STORE (SISSETON, SD). HERITAGE, V
, ; r 14, NO 2, P 4-6, 1988.
lewis, dale, a study in success and SERVICE: SCHOCK BOYS MAKE IT BIG (AL SCHOCK
AND OZZIE SCHOCK - HALL OF FAME HONOREES - BUSINESS). HERITAGE, V 16, NO 3, P
24-27, FAL 1990. -
LEWIS, DALE. JOE FLOYD BROUGHT TELEVISION TO SOUTH DAKOTA (1991 HALL OF FAME
HONOREE). HERITAGE, V 17, NO 3, P 13, SEP 1991.
LONDON, BONNIE. HE STOOD A MAN OF STATURE GRAND (PATRICK COWAN - HALL OF FAME
HONOREE - AGRICULTURE). HERITAGE, V 16, NO 3, P 2-3, FAL 1990.
MOXON, MARGARET. MAN OF VISION (SHELDON F. REESE). HERITAGE, V 17, NO I, P
12-13, MAR 1991.
OLSEN, VERNA. BROKERS' FUND DRIVE HELPS DISABLED CHILDREN. HEALTH, V 3, NO 2,
P 5, MAR 1989. / , '
, STRASSELS, PAUL. ALL IN THE FAMILY (BLACK HILLS FAMILY BUSINESS COUNCIL).
INSIDE, V 2, NO 4, P 24, SPR 1991.
BUSINESS RESEARCH BUREAU SEE UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH DAKOTA - BUSINESS RESEARCH BUREAU >1
BUSINESSES - S.D. SEE ALSO ENTREPRENEURS
A LITTLE PRESS GOES A LONG WAY (ARTICLE ON DAKOTA LEAN MEATS APPEARS IN U.S.A.
TODAY). ECONDEV, V 4, NO 7, P 5, SEP 1991.
ABERDEEN WELCOMES SECOND INDUSTRY. ECONDEV, V 4, NO 5, P 5, MAY 1991.
ADDITIONAL FINANCING AVAILABLE FOR AG PROCESSORS. ECONDEV, V 3, NO 7, P 1, AUG
1990.:
AIRCRAFT UNLIMITED, INC. RECEIVES LOAN. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 9, P 6, NOV 1989.
ALCESTER MEATS TO EXPAND PRESENT FACILITIES. ECONDEV, V 3, NO 6, P 4, JUL 1990.
ALKOTA CLEANING PROCURES FEDERAL CONTRACTS. ECONDEV, V 3, NO 1, P 3, JAN 1990.
; SUBJECT INDEX
AUStAD'S FEATURED ON ESPN. ECONDEV, V 4, NO 8> P 5, OCT 1991.
B & E ENGINEERING: FUTURE FUND RESEARCH GRANT PAYS BIG DIVIDENDS. ECONDEV, V 1,
NO, 5, P 6, OCT 1988.
BEEFY OPPORTUNITIES (S.Dv PRODUCTS). SDMAg/ V 4, NO 4, P 42+/ NOV 1988. .
BOARD APPROVES $9pO,5pd IN REDl FUND LOANS. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 7, P 7, SEP 1989.
BOARD APPROVES FOUR RED! FUND LOANS. ECONDEV/ V 1, NO 3, P 6, JUL 1988.
BOARir APPROVES TWO-REDl LOANS. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 5/ P 5, JUN 1989^ : .
/BRUCEriLOCATES -COMPANY, (bob:ALLEN .COMPANIES) ;/-ECONDEV, V .3,:N0 7,.4P:3,:AUG 1990 .
-BURDlCK'^ BR0THERS:RECEIVE/GbVERNMENTviC0NTRACT/:;:EC0NDEV7:V 2VKN0-4i/:Pft3/rAPR
; ,..1989. •
CAnADA TRADE IS WELL WORTH THE INITIAL EFFORT. ECbNDEV, V 4, Nb 4, P 3, APR
.;i99l. . •••
COMBINED EFFORTS RESULT IN COMPANY FOR HURON. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 9, P 3, NbV
,;i989,.,
COMMISSIONER'S COLUMN (DIVERSIFICATION ESSENTIAL FOR STABLE ECONOMY). ECONBEV, '
V 4, NO 8, P 2, OCT 1991.
: (ibMPANV/EXP^NiibNS'LEAD' REDl FUND LOAN LIST. ECONDEV, V 4, NO 10, P 5, DEC
•.' i99i:
CONTINUED. GROWTH RESULTS IN SECOND REDl LOAN. ECONDEV, V 3, NO 1, PA, JAN
' 1990,.'; ; , _
CUSTER ATTRACTS ARIZONA LOLLIPOP FACTORY. ECONBEV, V 4, NO 6, P 5^, JUL.1991.
DAKOTA lean MEAT, WEBSTER SCALE, INC. INVOLVED WITH GOVERNbR'S FUTURE FUND
GRANTS. ECONDEV, V 2/NO 7, P 5i SEP 1989. \ ,
DAKOTA^PORK PROVIDES MARKET FOR LOCAL PRODUCERS. ECONDEV, V4, NO 8, P3,0CT
DAKOTA'POULTRV EXPANDS^ EC V^2, NO 2, P 11, FEB 1989/ '
DAKOTA RESEARCH POSTS SUCCESS. ECbNDEV, V 2, NO 4, P 7, APR 1989.
DISCOVERING HOMEMADE (MADE iN DAKOTA PRODUCTS COME OF AGE). SDMAG, V 3, NO 1, P
29, APR 1987.
Early APPLICATIONS PROVE beneficial for companies. ECONDEV, V 4, no 4, P 7, APR
-,'1991. - '' , • -
ECONbMiq BOARD APPROVES $864,000 IN LOANS. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 6, P 7, AUG 1989.
EXCELLTECH INC. SIGNS AGREEMENT WITH ATaT. ECONDEV, V 4, Nb 17 P 3, JAN,1991.
EXCELLjECHi SUCCESS STORY FOR GOVERNOR'S PROGRAMS. ECONDEV, V 1, NO 5, PI, OCT
,1988..,.
FIRST^CHEESE PLANT IN S.D. SDMAG, V 5, NO 3, P ,12, SEP 1989.
FIRST interstate BANK TO ADD JOBS. ECONDEV, V 4, NO 9, P 3, NOV 1991.
FOUR MORE COMPANIES RECEIVE 3% INTEREST LOANS. ECONDEV, V 1, NO 4, PI, AUG
1988/;
;FROfH FLOTATION UPGRADES QUARTZ. ECONDEV, V 1, NO 4, P 5, AUG 1988. ./
FUJURECFUND LIVES:UP TO NAME;: ECONDEV, V 1, NO 1> P 3, MAY: 1988; ^
.GATEWAY 200 NAMED FASTEST GROWING COMPANY: EXPANSION COULD CREATE 1,200 •
ADDITIONAL JOBS. ECONDEV, V 4i NO 10, PI. DEC 1991.
GATEWAY 2000, INC. - A COMPANY FOR THE FUTURE. ECONDEV, V 3, NO 9, P 5, OCT ,
GOED EFFORTS ARE SUCCESSFUL IN ABERDEEN AREA. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 5, P 3, JUN .
1989. '
SUBJECT INDEX si V
> community V 3, NO 6, P 3, JUL i99p.
GAME. ECONDEV, V 3, NO 4, P 7, APR 1990.
vr SEASON IN 3.0 2' 'SDMAG, V 5, NO 4, P 13-16+, NOV 1989.
.GOVERNOR MAKES.TWO COMPANY ANNOUNCEMENTS, ECONDEV, V 3, NO 8," P 8, SEP 1990.
H-S PRECISION HAS GRAND OPENING IN RAPID CiTV. ECONDEV, V 3, NO 8, P 7, SEP
1990. •• - ' • . : • • .
" r holidays KEEP FR^^^ CANDLE^MAKER ;BUSY. JECONDEV, V 3,: NO 10, P.,5, NOV .199D . 4
/- V ^T^ HOMESTAKE ;GENETICJ model; RROVIDES:rALTERNAtlVES. ; ECONDEV, V 1, -NO .4V P^ 4;,J'AUG::r: ;
\ ••;..198G-.;. •
ECONDEV, y 2V no BVP 1, 0CT"r989. :
? ^ 'iHTiERCHANGE^^^I^^^^^ OF STATE. ECONDEV, V 4, NO 7> .P 4,-SEP
. 1991,v- ^ •,
IOWA CORPORATION MOVES BUSINESS TO WATERTOWN. ECONDEV,. V I, NO 1, P 8, MAY
. -..1988.;'-.t.. , , - . , - . '
IT'S A JUNGLE IN THERE...(TEEN CENTER STARTED IN WESSINGTON SPRINGS). ECONDEV,
: V 3, NO 5, P 6, MAY 1990.
^ ECONDEV, V 4, NO 5, P 4, MAY 1991;
^ 7- '^KIDfilNJr AROUND CCHlbDREN^^s; CLOTHING BUSINESS^ IS NO. JOKE FOR ;HAYTI«'WOMANV^^^^-' a:>^
ECONDEV; V 3, NO 5, P 3, MAY 1990. • 7 •?'
; : LOANG MEA ECONDEV, Vv3, NO-8, P 3, SEP ^
1990/ -7/ v'-; • .
; / ; MORGAN^COMPANY EXPANSION ADDS LOCAL GROWTH. ECONDEV, V4, NO 6, B;3, JUL
; MORGEN manufacturing; receives E STAR AWARD. ECONDEV, V 4, NO 7, P 5, SEP 1991.
77;;7/ facility in rapid CITY to open in august. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 5, P 5, JUN ;
• .'.,'1989../,.; • -
77 7; 77MSD;wbpDwbRKING RECEIVES LOAN. . ECONDEV, V2, NO 8, P 5, OCT 1989.
7; 7 ; 7^^ OPPORTUNITIES. LABOR, P 1-2, SEP 1987.
V 2, NO 2, P 4, FEB
7''/^ 1989. , • *. ^ ,
^ CEREMONY IN ADERDEEN. ECONDEV, V 4, NO 5, P 5, MAY 1991.
7 7 7; 7^PG TEC^^ in SPEARFISH. ECONDEV, V 3, NO 10, P 6, NOV 1990.
PG technology to open in OCTOBER: CONTRACT WITH JAPANESE COMPANY ALREADY
. SECURED. ECONDEV, V 3, NO 9, P 7, OCT 1990.
plants back in OPERATION DUE TO EXTRA EFFORT. ECONDEV, V 3, NO 6, P 8, JUL
1990. ^
PRODUCTION TO DOUBLE AS A RESULT OF LOAN. ECONDEV, V 3, NO 4, P 7, APR 1990.
: 7 rapid city to see new jobs as result of purchase. ECONDEV, V 3, NO 4, P;,5, ;APR
"•" • , ..'•/'199.0',
REDr COMPANIES SUPPLIED PRODUCTS FOR WAR EFFORT. ECONDEV, V 4, NO 3, P I,3, MAR
REDI FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE AIDS COMPANIES. ECONDEV, V I, NO 3, P 4, JUL 1988.
REDI FUND EXCEEDS PROJECTIONS: PROJECT INVESTMENT SURPASSES $165 MILLION MARK.
ECONDEV, V 3, NO 10, P 6, NOV 1990. : ,
REDI FUND LOANS (CHART LISTS REDI LOANS GIVEN IN FIRST NINE MONTHS OF THE
PROGRAM).: .. ECONDEV, V .1, NO 2, P 7, JUN 1988. ; -
REDI FUND LOANS TO HELP WITH TWO EXPANSIONS. ECONDEV, V 3, NO 7, P 4, AUG 1990.
SUBJECT INDEX
RED! FUND PROVIDES FINANCIAL INCENTIVES. ECONDEV, V 1, NO 5, P 3, OCT 1988.
REDI FUND REACHES lOOtH LOAN MILESTONE. ECONDEV, V A, NO Z, p 8, FEE 1991.
REDI FUND STATISTICS EXCEED PROJECTIONS. ECONDEV, V 3, NO 8, P 5, SEP 1990.
REDI FUNDS REACHES $25 MILLION MARK: TOTAL PROJECT"INVESTMENT EXCEEDS $100
MILLION. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 9, P 8, N0V1989.
REDI LOAN BUSINESSES SERVE AS CATALYST. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 6/ P 1, AUG 1989.
RESEARCH IMPROVES OPHTHALMIC instruments. ECONDEV, V I, NO 4,- P 6, AUG .-1,988.
^ ' V- : - - ^ 'RESEARCH; PRO;jECT: TURNS-INTO. REALITY^r ECONDEV; V NO'9^ ;p?3, INOV^ 1951^;
r REtENTION AND -EXPANSION (PROGRAM TO ASSIST COMMUNITIES!.I ECONDEV, V, 3,:; NO 3, P
.' .1 •' "3j ;MAR' .1990 • ,
S.D. COMPANY, SCORES (DAKTRONICS MAKES SIGNS FOR OLYMPIC GAMES). SDMAG, V 3, NO
• 6.1 P 32 9 MAR 1988 • " , '
SCHOOL (SDSM&T) STUDIES CHLORINATION. ECONDEV, V 1, NO 4, P 6, AUG 1988.
RECEIVES CDBG TO HELP ALPINE CONNECTORS. ECONDEV, V 3, NO 10, P 4, NOV
^ ^ STORE. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 7, P 6, SEP 1989.
av;r ' O ^^ SDSM&TJEVALUATESXALUMINUM MATERIALS .:v. .ECONDEV,- V.T, :N0 i4^, ,PC.5, ,AUGrl588;..;>;;L^
Si SieNi.OFTHEgIME|.(DAI<^
SKUNK CREEK^HONEY: CREATIVE MARKETING SPELLS SUCCESS FOR "COMPANY: ECONDEV, V 4,
NO 6, P 4, JUL 1991.. '
^ ; V • IN JOB GROWTH. ECONDEV, V 4, NO 2, P 1,5, FEB
SOUTH DAKOTA COMPANIES ATTEND HANNOVER FAIR. ECONDEV, V 4, NO 5, p 3, JUL 1991.
SOUTH DAKOTA'S NEW BUSINESS ACTIVITY IN 1989. LABOR, P 1-2, OCT 1990.
BUSINESSES EMPLOY OVER 4,000 WORKERS. LABOR, P 1-3, OCT
. - 1989 .
5^^^;%^-tia^¥^^a:^S^SBiEGAIJ04:Ne^«:NDS5^SOUTH':DAKOTA'G^ ECONDEV, V3, NO 10, P
^NOV 1'990.•
STATF^PROGRAM SUCCEEDS (REPRINT OF^PIERRE DAILY CAPITOL JOURNAL EDITORIAL).
SURVEY RESULTS: START-UP PACKET IS HELPFUL. ECONDEV, V 3, NO 9, P 2, OCT 1990.
TAXj^SAVINGS is goal of shared foreign sales corp. ECONDEV, V3, NO 8, P 4, SEP
THERMOSET PLASTICS RECEIVES REDI FUND LOAN. ECONDEV, V 1, NO 5, P 3, OCT 1988.
expands facility through REDl FUND. ECONDEV, V I, NO 1, P 4, MAY
1988*'
TRADE9AND PROCUREMENT TO BE CONFERENCE THEME. ECONDEV, V4, NO 2, P 5; FEB
TRADE LEAD SYSTEM IMPLEMENTED BY GOED. ECONDEV, V 3, NO 1, PI, JAN 1990.
TRADE SHOW ASSISTANCE PILOT PROGRAM IS; A' SUCCESS.\ ECONDEV,' V 3, NO 4; 'APR 1990.
TRADE SHOW assistance PILOT PROGRAM.IS A SUCCESS. ECONDEV, V 3,: NO 4, APR 1990.
TRADE .SHOW FUNDING AVAILABLE FOR SOUTH DAKOTA BUSINESSES. ECONDEV, V 3, NO 1, P
' JAN 1990.
TRADE SHOW PROMOTES SOUTH DAKOTA PRODUCTS. ECONDEV, V 1, NO 1, P 7, MAY 1988
WORKRITE TO EXPAND TO RAPID CITY. ECONDEV, V 3, NO 6, P 5, JUL 1990.
- • 77 -
: ; SUBJECT INDEX
• ; r YEAR-A^ DOUBLE DIPPING CFJORD ICE CREAM), SDMAG, V 2, NO 6, P 6-7, FEB
1987.
1 1986 SURVIVAL AND EMPLOYMENT OF NEW 198A BUSINESSES (TABLE). LABOR/p 12, SEP
..•il987. . ;
BONNAR, PENNY. EXECUTIVE SUITES - A SWEET SUCCESS. INSIDE, V 2, NO 3, P 16,
WIN 1991.
BONNAR, PENNY. THE BIG BUSINESS OF BUSINESS MACHINES (COMPUTERS). INSIDE, V- 2,
NO 3, P 12-15, WIN 1991.
V BUTTERWICK, DARRELL D. COMMISSIONERrS COLUMN •(GOED rASSISTS 'iBUSTNESSES> AND., .
; ; . S ? -COMMUNITIES) - i . : V \
BUTTERWICKv VDARRELL; ;D ;-^ e0MMrSS10NER^:Stje0LUMN.;'CREDI?vFUND vHELRS>eREATE^J0BSicrN«^
SOUTH DAKOTA).; ECONDEV,. V 3, NO 5, P,2i MAY ,1990.
: V B D. , COMMISSIONER'S COLUMN (SOUTH DAKOTA COMPANIES EXPORTING
TO JAPAN). ECONDEV, V A, NO 5, P 2, MAY 1991.
BUTTERWICK, DARRELL D. COMMISSIONER'S COLUMN (TRADE RELATIONS WITH FAR EASTERN
COUNTRIES). ECONDEV, V 2i NO 5, P 2, JUN 1989.
DOLLY, ROLAND L. COMMISSIONER'S COLUMN (EXISTING COMPANIES IN SOUTH DAKOTA
; EXPAND). ECONDEV, V A, NO 10, P 2, DEC 1991.
^ eDingjong'DORb^HEftir;homes, inc.). inside; V
1, NO 1, P 12-13, SUM 1990. :
:n vUv: ?v- >EDINGTON> DOROTHEA: KUSTOM KRAFT (KUSTOM KRAFT hardwoods; TNC:) . MNSIDE; ;V .1,
; V NO 1, P 9-10, SUM 1990. . :
/ FISH, GENEVIEVE. FOUR'GENERAtiONS OF FURNITURE. DAKHIST, NO 18TH, P AA6-AA8,
1986..'
HANLON, LAURA. ONE FAMILY, ONE STORE, ONE> HUNDRED YEARS. SDMAG, V A, NO A, P
^.1A-18,::N0V 1988.
HUNHOFF, BERNIE. BUFFALOBURGERS AND HARVEY DUNNS (WALL DRUG). SDMAG, V 3, NO
; 6, p 25-27+, mar i988. •. ;
HUNHOFF, BERNIE. ED YOST FLIES SOUTH DAKOTA. SDMAG, V 3, NO 1, P 6-11, APR
1987.
HUNHOFF, BERNIE. MAKER OF MUSIC: SIOUX FALLS ORGAN BUILDER JOHN NORDLIE.
SDMAG, V 5, NO 3, P 15-18, SEP 1989.
'" ' :i :MJOHNS^ ^/STAVIG'8R0S: 'STORE OF SISSETON - 85 YEARS OF SERVICE TO THE
, COMMUNITY. DAKHIST, NO 19TH, P XX.Cl, 1987.
KYLER, VADA. GURNEY'S SEED AND NURSERY: GROWING AND GROWING. SDMAG, V 2, NO 6,
.P 9-10, FEB 1987.
LEWIS, DALE. BUSINESS AND BANKING. HERITAGE, VIA, NO 2, P 22-23, 1988.
LEWIS, DALE. COURAGE TO DREAM AND STAMINA TO MAKE IT COME TRUE. DAKWEST, V 13,
NO 1, P A-11, MAR 1987.
L'EWIS, DALEV. L^ HERITAGE, V lA, NO 2, P 20-21, 1988.
, -MICKELSON, GEORGE S. "INTO OUR SECOND CENTURY": MICKELSON DISCUSSES
; PARTNERSHIPS BETWEEN -BUSINESS. AND, ,EDUCATION. MUNICIPAL, V; 57, NO 1, P 11, JUL
1990;---; •"•••• • "
• ^ MOORE;HILLS BED & BREAKFASTS: HOME AWAY> FROM HOME. INSIDE, ?V -2,
' ; NO 5, P 26-27, SUM 1991.
. ^ ' 4::m^ a:;cool choice <for spring fashions. :inside; NO iS,,. p
AA-A5+, WIN 1991.
MULLANEY, MARGUERITE. -CUSTOM TAILORED SUITS. INSIDE, V 2, NO A,-P 36-37, SPR
1991.
rMULLANEV^p;MARGUERITE. 4MISSI^ LINK GOURMET-GALOR;-V 1NSIDB>- V^r E, NO 5, P 12-13,
SUM 1991.
V • ^- 78 -
^ SUBJECT INDEX
: MULLANEY/ MARGUERITE. 'MITCHELL ZEPHJER: GIFTS FROM MOTHER EARTH. INSIDE, V 2,
NO 5, P 30-31, SUM 1991.
SANBORN, MICHAEL. BLACK HILLS GOLD INDUSTRY (JEWELRY). INSIDE, V 2, NO 4, P
> : 12-l^;iSPR 1991.
SOUTH,,MARY. BOSTON SHOES TO BOOTS (75-YEAR OLD SHOP IN YANKTON). SDMAG, V 3,
NO 3, P AQ-^, AUG 1987.
STRASSELSi PAUL.- ALL IN THE FAMILY (BLACK HILLS FAMILY BUSINESS COUNCIL).
INSIDE, V 2, NO P 2<», SPR 1991.
STRASSELS/PAUL. THE- ENTREPRENEURS OF RAPID CITYr v INSIDE, V 2, NO •5,...:P:.23-24,
^ THILL} GARY; - KEVIN LEE'S'FLY;:;BY NIGHTS OPERATION- -^T:-FLASHESv<^R0LLSy3^RAVELS,
'SWEEPS, AND'REVERSES;' INSIDE, V 2, NO 6,'P 34-35j FAL 1991. ^ - r :
VANHbVE, ADELINE. STEP- RIGHT UP FOLKS! BUY YOUR TICKETS...SEE...RIDE...TAKE A
CHANCE! (THE HOWARD AMUSEMENT COMPANY 1926-1946). DAKHIST, NO 2PTH, P 1-2,
1988. .
WIEDRICH, BOB. GRANT, LOAN HELPFUL: DAKOTA GRANITE COMPETES WITH ITALY
(REPRINTED FROM CHICAGO TRIBUNE). ECONDEV, V 3, NO 9, P 3> OCT 1990.
;&;.:BUSINESSESi-,bvD.-/- CENTURY;:OLD
GOVERNOR^RECOGNIZES IGO-YEAR-OLD BUSINESS (K.O. LEE, CO.).- ECONDEV, V1, NO 2,
BUTTERFLIES
ISENBERG, MAXINE. COLLECTOR OF SOUTH DAKOTA BEAUTY. HERITAGE, V 15, NO 5, P
18-19, 1989.
BUTTERWICK, DARRELL D.
/ : :d BUTTERWICK is new GOED COMMISSIONER. ECONDEV, VI, NO 6, P 1, NOV 1988.
DOLLY NAMED NEW COMMISSIONER FOR THE GOED. ECONDEV, V 4, NO 8, P 1, OCT 1991.
BYRNE, FRANK M. (1858-1927)
JOY{>E}?iM>?,-E^ PROGRESSIVE STATESMAN. DAKHIST, NO 2IST,
1989. '
CABINETS DAKOTAH (ABERDEEN, S.D.)
REDI FUND: BOARD APPROVES $923,450 IN REDI FUND LOANS. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 1, P 3,
JAN 1989.
; CABLE TELEVISION
O'KEEFE, TERENCE A. REGULATION OF CABLE TELEVISION RATES. MUNICIPAL, V 58,.NO
4, P 9, OCT 1991.
PRESSLER, LARRY. WASHINGTON REPORT: PRESSLER WORKS WITH MUNICIPAL LEAGUE TO
HOLD DOWN CABLE TV PRICES. MUNICIPAL, V 56, NO 7, P 14, JAN 19,90. ;
VIK, YVONNE. FCC RULES ON CABLE RATES. MUNICIPAL, V 58, NO 3, P 4} SEP 1991.
CACTUS




V;:4:^HE,?6IRLSv^0F;THE-GULCH;" jrDEADMAG> vV.X,, N0 3, P 11, JUL 1991.
ANDERSON, JOAN. DAKOTA IMAGES: CALAMITY JANE. SDHIST, V 20, NO 2, P 16A+,
1990.
CALLIHAN, EDWARD SCOTT (1853-1937)
: r i ; HOLTZMAMN, ROGERCALLIHAN!S MOTOR CAR. -SDMAG, V;6; NO 2,; P 51-53,i -MAY- 199^0 .
N'^^tGAMPBELL, HARDY
" ; 'CARRELS; PETER.r-flROWN COUNTY'S FARM EXPERIMENTER: -^HARDY CAMPBELL (CAMPBELL' S
DRYrLAND farming TECHNIQUES). SDMAG, V 2, NO 6, P 3A-38, FEB 1987.
HUNHOFF, BERNIE. THE BIG HOUSE. SDMAG, V 7, NO A, P 20-2A, NOV 1991.
, CAMPS AND CAMPING SEE ALSO PARKS AND RECREATION AREAS
LAKE VERMILLION HAS CAMPGROUND IMPROVEMENTS. FINS, V 7, NO 5, P 6-7, 1988.
bAKOTA.;'iSDMAG, V 7, NO 1, P 33, MAY 1991.
; >'f PAbK! NOTES:. A NEW CAMPING TWIST. CONSDIG, V 57, NO 5, P 26, 1990.
^ , PARK NOTESr BIG. CONSDIG, V 58, NO 5, P 26, 1991. : ::
: PARK NOTES: FOR THE OUTDOOR Dp-IT-YOURSELFER.. CONSDIG, V 57, NO 3, P •26, 1990.
PARK NOTES: THE BEST IS YET TO COME (FALL AND WINTER OUTDOOR RECREATION)"
CONSDIG, V 58, NO 5, P 26, 1991.
S.D. REPORT: LAKE VERMILLION HAS CAMPGROUND IMPROVEMENTS. FINS, V 6, NO 5, P
80, MAY 1987.
STATE OFFERS.RECREATION AND HISTORY. DAKOUT, V 6, NO 5, P 50-51, MAY 1991.
WRAP UP: PARK USERS CAN NOW RESERVE CAMPSITES. CONSDIG, V 56, NO 2, P 26-27,
1989 •. '
- • ;
WRAP-UP: RESERVE A CAMPSITE. CONSDIG, V 56, NO 3, P 27, 1989.
^BL06Mri(AflE. '^ EAMiLV"i>AMPING tips: ^ CONSDIG, V 55, NO 3, P 18-21, 1988.
DEWITT, MARTY. EDITORIAL: CAMP SOUTH DAKOTA- CONSDIG, V 58, NO 2, P 1, 1991.
DEW|TT, MARTY. SOUTH DAKOTA CAMPING: SOMETHING FOR EVERYONE. CONSDIG, V 58, NO
' 3 P 11 ^ 1991 •
'NEW' PALISADES STATE PARK: THE PARK HAS BEEN AROUND FOR AO
YEARS> BUT NEW FACILITIES ADD A NEW FLAVOR. CONSDIG, V 58, NO 3,-P 2-5, 1991.
FLANERY, GEORGE. LAKE VERMILLION RECREATION AREA. CONSDIG, V 55, NO 3, P 8-11,
1988 •' r . , ' , .
: :: HASSELSTI^Mi LINDA. THE POSSIBILITIES OF SIMPLE CAMPING. SDMAG, V7, NO 1, P
32-33, MAY 1991.
: : NIPPLE,iKEVIN. ^^MPROVED DISABLED ACCESS; DAKOUT, V 6; NO 5, P ZOrZl,. MAY;1991.
MOUM, ken.; a hundred years, a hundred miles. CONSDIG, V 56, NO A, P-6-11, .
VM0UM,^KEN. an outside:OPINION: FINDING A PLACE -IN.A PARK. CONSDIG, V 56, NO 3,
P 26 i 1989.. •
NELSON, STEVE. SD CAMPING ADVENTURE. DAKOUT, V 6, NO 5, P A2-A3, MAY 1991.
' V ; ^;PpST7- STATEr; park; FEE-STRUCTURED CHANGED. FINS, V 6,
, NO 8, P 6, JUL 1987. . '
••• . • 80 -
SUBJECT INDEX ;
: WHIPPLE, FRANK W. CAMPGROUND HOSTS: WHAT'S IT LIKE TO BE A VOLUNTEER IN ONE OF
SOUTH DAKOTA'S STATE PARKS? CONSDIG, V 57, NO 3, P 10-12, 1990.
• ^.CANADA -. COMMERCE ^ :
BUSINESSES GET COMPETITIVE IN EXPORTING ARENA. ECONDEV, V 2i NO 9, P 7, NOV
1989. ,
" CANADATRADE IS WELL WORTH THE INITIAL EFFORT. ECONDEV, V 4, NO 4/. P:3, APR
CANADA TRIPCRESULTS IN PUBLICITY' FOR SOUTH,IDAKOTA. ; ECONDEV, U;4->. NO: ID,- B 6,
DEC 1991.
;.^.^O;:;T'^ ?As0UTH^DAK0Tff:SREARHEADS~CANADrAN"F00b";SH0W;.;:^EC0NDE\^rw :37;;N0-:irG;;:;P:^7:r"Nbr 1990.
- dolly; ROLAND L.' COMMISSIONER'S column (MARKETING-south DAKOTA'S"BUSINESS
CLIMATE). ECONDEV, V 4, NO 9, P 2, NOV 1991.
CANARY, MARTHA JANE SEE CALAMITY JANE
CANCELLATIONS (PHILATELY)
>.: i COMMEMORATE CENTENNIAL WITH SPECIAL CANCELLATION
\D P 26, SEP 1989.
; CANCER .
BREAST (iANCER INITIATIVES GEARS UP DURING ANNUAL AWARENESS MONTHHEALTH, V 5,
NO 5, P 6, OCT 1991, .
CHPS>UBLISHES CANCER MORTALITY REPORT FOR DECADE. HEALTH, V 5, NO 6, P, 5, DEC
SOUTH DAKOTA HEALTH 2000 UPDATE. HEALTH, V 3, NO 5, P I+, SEP 1989.
HAGHATIAN, MANSOUR. CANCER DEATH RATES IN SOUTH DAKOTA. CENSUSDATA, V 3, NO 3,
P 1-4, JUN 1988.
CANDLES
HOLIDAYS KEEP FREEMAN CANDLE MAKER BUSY. ECONDEV, V 3, NO 10, P 5, NOV 1990.
CANES (WALKING)
THATCHER, ELAINE. -DAKOTA DIAMONDS: DIAMOND WILLOW CANE WHITTLING IN SOUTH
DAKOTA. DAKHIST, NO 18TH, P 405-410, 1986.
CANNING SEE FOOD PRESERVATION
CANOEING
PARKS '88. CONSDIG, V 55, NO 3, P 12-17, 1988.
VAN MEETEREN, .JEFF.-. iCANOE TRAIL GETAWAY.:. CONSDIG, V 55, NO 4,. P 17-20, 1988.
CANOVA, S.D.
CPA MEETS COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT NEEDS. ECONDEV, V I, NO 6, P 4, NOV 1988;
CANTON INDIAN ASYLUM (CANTON,S.D.)
memorial prayer ceremony (canton insane asylum burial SITE).
INDIAN, NO 124, P 2, FAL 1990.




ZIMMERMAN, LARRY J.; GREGG, JOHN B. THE IMPORTANCE OF THE REBURIAL ISSUE TO
SOUTH .DAKOTA HISTORY. DAKHIST, NO 22, P 1078-86, 1990.
CANTON, S.D.
SALES TAX UPDATE. MUNICIPAL, V 55, NO 12, P 9, JUN 1989.
ZIMMERMAN, LARRY J.GREGG, JOHN B. THE IMPORTANCE OF THE REBURIAL ISSUE TO
SOUTH DAKOTA HISTORY. DAKHIST, NO 22, P 1078-86, 1990. - " ;
CANUTT, YAKIMA
" ' ' :^ licking^" GAi?YVb^rTHE7^BR0N(>SFR0M;-BUFFAL0;vV«jfSDMAG, .V:i3vN;N0^AV^^P A35-374e0GT&ia87K^
, CANVASBACK SEE DUCKS
CAPITAL
OPPEDAHL, RICHARD a. WORKING CAPITAL MANAGEMENT. BUSREV, V A9, NO 2, P l,A-6,
DEC. 1990.
^!=K->tAPITALf PUNISHMENT
;y ABUSES...OF DEATH,.QUALIFICATION: CAUSES AND . ^
CURES. ;LAW, V 32, NO 2, -p 28 «,
CAPITALS (PROPOSED)
BUREAU-QUACKS IN HERREID (PROPOSED CAPITAL OF.A UNIFIED DAKOTA). .SDMAG, V 4, NO
6, P 6, MAY 1989.
'MILLER, JOHN. 'MEDARY, CAPITAL OF DAKOTA' - WELL, IT SOUNDED VERY.GOOD! SDMAG,
V A,.NO 6, P 2A-25, MAY 1989.
SCHULER, HAROLD H. IN PURSUIT OF PERMANENCE: A PHOTOGRAPHIC ESSAY ON THE
.CAPITAL OF SOUTH DAKOTA. SDHIST, V 19, NO 1, P 26-55, 1989.
CAPITOL BUILDING (PIERRE, S.D.)
HULER.;4.hAR0LDhH. .aN>PURL__..._. ........
CAPITALSOF; SOUTH DAKOTA."^ SDHIST,' V 19, NO 1, P 26-55, 1989.
(CARDINALS
WEEKES, KEN. BIRD TALK: THE NORTHERN CARDINAL. CONSDIG, V 55, NO 5, P 2A-25,
1988• ,' • .
CAREER OPPORTUNITY COST
.BROWN, RALPH J.) VIKEN, LINDA LEA M. RECOGNITION OF HOMEMAKER CAREER
, OPPORTUNITY COST IN MARITAL DISSOLUTION CASES. LAW, V35, NO irP AO-65,
CAREERS • SEE OCCUPATIONS
CAR(<E(3IE:LT^RAI?IES;: VSEE LIBRARIES : ; / ^
CARNIVALS
• VANHOVE, ADELINE. STEP RIGHT UP FOLKS! BUY YOUR TICKETS...SEE...RIDE...TAKE ACHANCE! (THE HOWARD AMUSEMENT COMPANY 1926-1946).- DAKHiST.; NO 20TH; P 1-2?
'"'I788.'




COOK CONFIRMS THAT CARP TASTES GOOD. CONSDIG, V 55, NO 3, P 27, 1988.
; DAKOTA/CENTENNIAL 1889-1989, PART 5: THE HOPEFUL TWENTIES AND THE DIRTY
THIRTIES. CONSpiG, V 56, NO A, P 19-21, 1989.
WRAP-UP: CARP ARE FISH, TOO, NEW BOOK PROMOTES. CONSDIG, V 55, NO 1, P 28,
1988.
BAUER, DARYL; WILLIS, DAVID. .UNDERWATER WEEDEATERS. , CONSDIG, V: 55U NO.A, P
11-13, 1988.
"iCARR, JOHN EARL (1885-1971J .
JOHN EARL CARR (1987 HALL OF FAME HONOREE - AGRICULTURE). DAKWEST, V 13, NO 4,
P 13, DEC 1987. ;
CARRIAGES AND CARTS
HUNHOFF, BERNIE. WHERE THERE'S HORSES HITCHED TO WHEELS, THERE'S NEED FOR A
WHEELRIGHT. SDMAG, V 3, NO 5, P 13-15, JAN 1988.
CARTERi ROSA ROBERTO
:y:OUR:^PUBLlc;COLLEGES^:;CENTENNlAL ,ALUMNI - iNORTHERN.STATE .COLLEGE. .'SDMAG; Y 4, NO
4, P 36, NOV 1988. /
CASH, JOSEPH HARPER (1927-1991)
DR. JOSEPH CASH; HISTNOTES, V 4, NO 1, P 2, JUL 1988.
JOSEPH HARPER CASH r92?^1991(0BlTURARY). SDHIST, V 21, NO 2, P 203, 1991.
JOSEPH HARPER CASH. INDIAN, NO 126, P 10, SUM 1991.
BRUGUIER, LEONARD R. SOME WORDS ABOUT A FRIEND. INDIAN, NO 126, P 11, S/F
CASTLE, WILLIAM
i4'i^i:A-0URSPUfelG^^eOLLEGES;!^CENtENNlAL?ALUMNlv :: northern STATE COLLEGE. SDMAG, V4, NO
4, P 36, NOV 1988.
CATALOGS SEE MAIL ORDER CATALOGS
CATCH AND RELEASE SEE ALSO FISHING
CATCH AND RELEASE. CONSDIG, V 56, NO 2, P 10, 1989.
IS it;WORTHWHILE TO CATCH AND RELEASE? DAKCOUNT, V 2, NO 4, P 64-65, APR 1988.
.RELEASEp^WALLEYE COUNT FROM.OAHE TOURNAMENT LISTED. DAKCOUNT, V 4, NO 7, P 26,
-vlUL_ X7-7O • . "
: SD BASSERS MAY HAVE TO KEEP 'EM. DAKCOUNT, V 5, NO 3,; P -23, MAR 1991
N- WHY-WOULD ANYONE RELEASE A 30-lNCH WALLEYE? DAKCOUNT; V 5, NO 3, P 44,'MAR
i ^JANK, MORt. CATCH 8 RELEASE. DAKCOUNT, V 3> NO 6,-P II, JUNil989. . . ' v
-^AlcdoSiST^-V (EDITORIAL) .
palmer, D DAKCOUNT, V 4, NO 1, P 7, JAN !
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^ RANDASH, JIM. A TIME FOR CATCH AND RELEASE. DAKCOUNT, V 3, NO 1, P 28-31, JAN
, 1989.
. STONE,^ ON THE BRINK: THE WALLEYES IN LAKE FRANCIS CASE HAVE GOTTEN
v^^;^^SMALLERiANDrSMAL^LER. -ifCONSDiG,-^ P 8-11, 1989.
. . CATFISH
HOW TOiLAND A NEAR-RECORD CATFISH. . DAKCOUNT, V 2, NO 8, Pll, AUG 1988.v i
; SD. angler: LANDS B-I-G CATFISH (52; LB . 8. OZ . j ; DAKCOUNT, .V .4, NO TO, 'P»'27.i; OCT;
• .••• •••;< .; 1990-. ,-•••••; •
V WRAP-UP: CAT HAS Slx^ LIVES ; CONSDIG;,;V;55, .:N0;: 5-,,. P-27-,:. 1988. , .
j ; YOUNG SD ANGLER NABS BIG BLUE (CATFISH) . DAKCOUNT, V 5, NO 8', P: 37, AUG 1991.
KINTON, TONY. SETTING OUT FOR FLATHEADS. FINS, V 7, NO 2, P 14-16, MAR 1988-
TINSLEY, RUSSELL. TAKE CATFISH LIGHTLY. FINS, V 7, NO 4, P 54-56, 1988.
WILLIS, DICK. SOUTH DAKOTA CATS. FINS, V 7, NO 4, P 56, 1988.
CATHER, WILLA (1873-1947)
:: "^ ;,:r 3jpRGENS0N;; DEBORAH .'- PIONEER ILITER REALISM OR ROMANTICISM. DAKHIST, NO
20TH, P 517-524, 1988.
^ :;: ;i : - KpRTJEV donna: 'i CATHE SANDPZ WRITERS OF THE GREAT PLAINS^' - - <
-EXPERIENCE. DAKHIST, NO 19TH, P XXIV.Bl, 1987. ; -
KORTJE, DONNA. THE SIGNIFICANCE OF AVIGNON IN WlLLA CATHER'S FICTION. DAKHIST,
V NO 2QTH, P 525-533, 1988.
V;-%i:cATHOLic"cHURCH - :s:D. SEE' ALSO^NUNS
BILKA, CINDY. FATHER THOMAS FLYNN: FOUNDER OF ST. THOMAS CHURCH. DAKHIST, NO
- r? IPTH, P 19-29, 1986.
CATTAILS <
ODE, DAVE. DAKOTA FLORA: THE CATTAIL. CONSDIG, V 55, NO 5, P 29, 1988.
^?;=c;:5feVis;4rjS0LBERG:;^i!KENT^=;'HIGGINSiH;KE DUCKS. CONSDIG, V
; 55,, NO 6, P 14-17, 1988.
CATTLE
AM-MOO-NITION (SITE OF PRACTICE BOMBING RUNS GRAZED BY COWS). SDMAG, V 4, NO 4,
P 43+, NOV 1988;
BONNAR, PENNY. THE QUEEN'S OWN: GREAT SHAGGY BEASTS WHO LIKE WEEDS (SCOTCH
HIGHLAND CATTLE). INSIDE, V 2, NO 5, P 53-54, SUM 1991.
; - ^ DEAN, ROSCOE. THINGS TO BE LEARNED FROM A $50,000 BULL. DAKHIST, NO 20TH, P.
79-80, 1988.
CATTLE - FEEDS AND FEEDING
f ^SEEFELDT,; RODGER. OWNER OF MAJOR FEEDLOT SHOWS. OFF POLLUTION?CONTROL - : v
FACILrT;iES. water, V 4, NO 3, ,P 2, NOV 1990. ;
cavalry, U.S.- SEE -MILITARY HISTORY
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CAVES SEE ALSO THE NAMES OF SPECIFIC CAVES
. . ^..FARRELL,. TOMv^FOLLOWING THE.WIND:; THE, EX^ OF WIND CAVE. DAKHIST, NO
, 18TH, P 676-696, 1986.
MOORE, DIRK. JEWEL CAVE. INSIDE, V 2, NO A, P A6-47, SPR 1991.
CEDAR TREES
; ODE, DAVE. = DAKOTA FLORA: CEDAR TREESv CONSDIG, V 57/ NO ^1, :P"29, 1590jW
CELEBRITIES - TRAVELS.IN SOUTH DAKOTA
; PIERRE'S UNFORGETTABLE SUMMER OF *27 (A ^PRESIDENT, A HERO AND A HUMAN FLY VISIT
PIERRE). SDMAG, V 3, NO 2, P 28-30, JUN 1987.
TINGLEY,^RALPH^^ FENCE-MENDING IN SOUTH DAKOTA: TAFT, 1911. DAKHIST, NO 18TH, P
WALZ, JEAN DE HAVEN. TEDDY ROOSEVELT AND THE WESSINGTON BLACKSMITH. SDMAG, V
5, NO 2, P 47, JUL 1989.
", ?WILLIAMS, ELIZABETH. ; AN iAUTHOR" (MURIEL BRENEMAN VISITS S.D.).
' •^DMAG/V3,,4iN0ri3.,;-^
CEMETERIES
MT. riORIAH CEMETERY VIVID REMINDER OF PAST. DEADMAG, VI, NO 2, P 15, MAY 1991.
FRANCIS, MARV E. THEY DIED FOR THEIR DREAMS. HERITAGE, V 16, NO 2, P 28-30,
SUM 1990.
•GLUM, LAURA. GENEALOGY INFORMATION. HISTNOTES, V IV, NO 4, P 10, SPR 1989.
HANNUS, ADRIEN; LUECK, EDWARD J.; WINHAM, R. PETER. EVALUATION AND
OF THE FORT RANDALL POST CEMETERY IN GREGORY COUNTY, SOUTH
DAKOTA. DAKHIST, NO 18TH, P 411-426, 1986.
LLOYD, MABEL. A BON HOMME MONUMENT FOR CUSTER'S SOLDIERS. DAKHIST, NO 22, P
583-601, 1990.
SERR, ESTHER. COMMENTARY ON THE BELVIDERE CEMETERY. DAKHIST, NO 19TH, P
ZIMMERMAN, LARRY J.j GREGG, JOHN B. THE IMPORTANCE OF THE REBURIAL ISSUE TO
SOUTH DAKOTA HISTORY. DAKHIST, NO 22, P 1078-86, 1990.
CENSORSHIP
PRO/CON (IMPRESSIONS READING SERIES AND CENSORSHIP). INSIDE, V 2, NO 3, P 6-10,
WIN 1991. '
CENSUS SEE ALSO POPULATION
CENSUS *90...CONTINUES, COUNTY, V 37, NO 10, P 5, DEC 1991.
• CENSUS DATA BENEFIT YOUR COMMUNITY,: COUNTY, V-36, NO 5, P 7, APRVT990.-
CENSUS 199.0. LABOR, P 2, FEB 1990.
CENTENNIAL SPECIAL: DEMOGRAPHIC HISTORY OF SOUTH DAKOTA: MIGRATION. CENSUSDATA,
V 3> NO 7, P 1-5, OCT 1988. ^
: CENTENNIAL SPECIAL: POPULATION HISTORY OF SOUTH DAKOTA'S MUNICIPALITIES '(1890-1980). CENSUSDATA, V 3, NO 9, P 1-5, DEC 1988.
CHILD CARE IN THE 1990S: ISSUES AND OPTIONS. CENSUSDATA, V 3, NO 6, P 1-3, SEP
' • • 'a988'*' ' ^
COUNTY POPULATION ESTIMATES: 1988. CENSUSDATA, V 4, NO 8, P 1-4, NOV 1989.
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DEMOGRAPHIC HISTORY OF SOUTH DAKOTA COUNTIES. CENSUSDATA, V 3, NO 8, P 1-4, NOV
• 1988,
^v-iA^riPOPUL'ATaONr PROJEGTIONS.-^eENSUSDATA>v^V>?44 NO 1, P 1-4, JAN 1989.
1984 POPULATION ESTIMATES FOR SOUTH DAKOTA MUNICIPALITIES. MUNICIPAL," V 53, NO
8, P 8-9, FEE 1987,
1990 CENSUS FIGURES (SOUTH DAKOTA CITIES); MUNICIPAL, V 57, NO 9, P 13, MAR •
1991.
' ANDERA, LEONARD. SOUTH DAKOTA AND THE CENSUS.:COUNTY, V 36, NO 7, P 1. JUN
1990.
, r . -arwood:; don . • coMmerciial :fANDr::N0N£C0MMERCiAL ;:;FARMs: .in.:south:.dakota :and sthe "Uiisr
CENSUSDATA, V 5, NO 5, ,P 1-4, SEP 1990.
ARWOOD, DON. THE POPULATION SHUFFLE IN THE 1980'S. CENSUSDATA, V 6, NO 2, P
1-5, AUG 1991.
ARWOOD, DONj SATTERLEE, JIM. THE 1990 CENSUS: UPS AND DOWNS OF COUNTY
POPULATIONS. CENSUSDATA, V 6, NO 1, P 1-3, APR 1991.
ARWOOD, DON; VANDENBERG, JEAN. MIGRATION IN SOUTH DAKOTA: SOME COUNTIES GAIN;
SOME LOSE. CENSUSDATA, V 5, NO 4, P 1-5, AUG 1990.
^y^i^ANDH^7cSA^I^ '^>AM (THE CENSUS BUREAU'S AGRICULTURAL
CENSUS). CENSUSDATA, V 3, NO I, P 1-2, FEB 1988.
• ^HAGHATlANy MANSOUR. -CANCER DEATH RATES IN SOUTH DAKOTA. CENSUSDATA, V 3; NO 3,
: P 1^4, JUN 1988,
HOLTZMANN, ROGERS 699,999? WHO ARE THEY KIDDING? TRYING TO MAKE SENSE OF A.
SENSELESS CENSUS. SDMAG, V 6, NO 6, P 45, MAR 1991.
SbWELL, JENNY; ARWOOD, DON. PER CAPITA INCOMES: SOUTH DAKOTA AND THE U.S.
TOMAN, JANELLE KRAUSE. COUNTING NOSES. SDMAG, V 7,- NO 4, P 26-28, NOV 1991.
VANDENBERG, JEAN. THE 1990 CENSUS IS COMING! CENSUSDATA, V 5, NO 2, P l-2> MAR
CENSUS - INFORMATION RESOURCES
;^5Wj:iv;4:£^?^):iS^BSTRAeTINGSS0UTH;.vDAK0TA: SGENSUSDATA, Vi3,.,N0 71;, P 1-4, JUL 1988.
SOUTH DAKOTA FARMS: CHANGES SINCE 1910| CENSUSDATA, V 4, NO 5, P 1-4, JUN 1989.
TRACY, STEPHEN L.^ BUSlNESS^RESEARCH BUREAU FIFTY YEARS 1937 TO 1987. BUSREV, V
VANDENBERG, JEAN. THE 1990 CENSUS IS COMING! CENSUSDATA, V 5, NO 2, P 1-2, MAR
CENTEINNIAL - N.D.
: 'JAMES,;;FRANK. BANNER CONTROVERSY REKINDLED between THE TWO DAKOTAS; rSDMAG,"V
4, NO 3, SEP 1988.
. ':'''^''IiIJ'„5Ayp. ;^CENTENNIAL UPDATE (LOCAL CELEBRATIONS, WAGON TRAINS, JOINT
" PROPOSALS WITH N.D.). HISTNOTES, V 2, NO 5, P 5> MAR 1987.
; . UPDATE (MAJOR EVENTS PLANNED) . /• HISTNOTES,. V 2, NO 6,
P If MAY 1987-• *
CENTENNIAL - S.D.
'"OOT SECTIONS OF GEOGRAPHIC CENTER OF S.D. SOLD TO
BENEFIT CENTENNIAL). SDMAG, V 3, NO 3, P 23, AUG 1987.
• (ALICE KUNDERT - HALL OF FAME HONOREE - GOVERNMENT).HERITAGE, V 16, NO 3, P 14-16, FAL 1990.
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AN ARTIST'S 'VISION' (CENTENNIAL POSTER-PRINT). SDMAG, V A, NO 6, P 6, MAY
1989.
CENTENNIAL COMMISSION SUPPORTS PUBLICATION (WHO'S WHO AMONG THE SIOUX). INDIAN,
NO 112, P .7'i AUG 1987.
CENTENNIAL FOCUS SHIFTS INTO SECOND GEAR. HISTNOTES, V 3, NO 3, P 5, NOV 1987.
CENTENNIAL FOLK FESTIVAL SUCCESSFUL. HISTNOTES, V 5, NO 1, P 1, SUM 1989.
CENTENNIAL knife. SDMAG,V 2, NO 5, P 17, JAN 1987.
CENTENNIAL PASSPORT GAME: SO FAR SO GOOD. HISTNOTES, V 5, NO 1, P A, SUMrl989
; centennial: UPDATE iCCHRISTMAS lREE-. DISPLAY-Ai; STATE-CAPITOL ROTUNDAIT^,;^^ V
- 2, NO 6, P 1, NOV ,1988.
.CENTENNIAL -UPDATE (FUND RAISING VENT;URES). HISTNOTES, V 3, NO l,^ P , JUL 1987.
CENTENNIAL UPDATE. HEALTH, V 3, NO 1, P 1, JAN 1989.
CENTENNIAL UPDATE: PLAQUE, LIGHT AND TREES ENHANCE CENTENNIAL ACRE. HISTNOTES,
V 4, NO 3, P 2, NOV 1988.
CENTENNIAL UPDATE: STATUES PLACED IN CAPITOL. HEALTH, V 3, NO 2, P 5, MAR 1989.
(CENTENNIAL .UPDATE: YSUMMERaEVENTS SLATED. HEALTH, V 3, NO 3, P 6, MAY 1989.
CEREMONIES HELD.FOR CULTURAL HERITAGE CENTER. HISTNOTES, V 2, NO 6, P I,.MAY
-1987 • • ' . •
DAKOTA BREAD RISES TO THE OCCASION. SDMAG, V 3, NO 3, P 14+, AUG:1987. ;
DAKOTA-CENTENNIAL 1889-1989; PART .2 - DAKOTA-TERRITORY: THE ERA OF EXPLOITATION.
, ,CONSDIG, V 56, NO 1, P I9-21> 1989.
FORWARD, HO! (WAGON TRAINS TO BE PART OF 1989 CENTENNIAL).. SDMAG, V 3, NO I, P
.29, APR 1987.
GOVERNOR NAMED WAGON MASTER (CENTENNIAL WAGON TRAIN). DAKWEST, V 13, NO 3, P 2,
• SEP' .1987 •
HISTORIC EATERY (CENTENNIAL COOKBOOK PLANNED). SDMAG, V 3, NO 3, P 22, AUG
1987
LOGO OF THE CENTURY (SOUTH DAKOTA CENTENNIAL LOGO AND SOUTH DAKOTA BISON COIN).
SDMAG, V 2, NO 6, P 12, FEB 1987.
MARTIN RESIGNS AS STATE CENTENNIAL DIRECTOR. HISTNOTES, V 3, NO 3, P 5, NOV
1987 ."
MORE THAN ROPING (LIST OF PLANNED CENTENNIAL EVENTS AND SOUVENIRS GROWS).
SDMAG, V 3, NO 4, P 16, OCT 1987.
NEW CENTENNIAL CULTURAL HERITAGE CENTER IS GROWING. HISTNOTES, V 3, NO 4, P 3,
JAN 1988.
RIDE WITH THE CENTENNIAL WAGON TRAIN. HISTNOTES, V 5, NO 1, P 3, SUM 1989.
SOCIETY UNVEILS CENTENNIAL PLANS 'ISOUTH DAKOTA STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY)
= HISTNOTES, V 3, NO 4, P 1-2, JAN 1988.
STATEHOOD STAMPS (COMMEMORATIVE STAMP ISSUED). SDMAG, -V 4, NO 6, P 7,-.MAY 1989.
1989 SOUTH-DAKOTA- CENTENNIAL WAGON TRAIN (ENTIRE ISSUE DEVOTED TO CENTENNIAL
^ WAGON TRAIN). HERITAGE, V 16, NO I, P 2-30, SPR 1990. i-chimxhi.
DEAN, ROSCOE : REGARDING THE SOUTH DAKOTA WAGON -TRAIN EVENT. -HERITAGE,Wx15, NO
8, P 25,-1989.
DEWITT, MARTY. CELEBRATE THE CENTURY IN SOUTH DAKOTA'S STATE PARKS. . CONSDIG, V
56, NO 3, P 6, 1989.
DUSTIN, J. R. CENTENNIAL TRAIL DRIVE. HERITAGE, V 15, NO 5, P 26-27, 1989.
EVANS, DAVE. CENTENNIAL. HERITAGE, V 14, NO 1, P 10, 1988.
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; GARON, GREG. PIONEER WOMEN. HERITAGE/V 15, NO 7, P 16-18, 1989.
HUNHOFF, BERNIE. THE CENTENNIAL TROUBADOUR. SDMAG, V 4, NO 1, P 26-29, MAY
- T';,.v.rl988. , • •
JAMES, FRANK. BANNER CONTROVERSY REKINDLED BETWEEN THE TWO DAKOTAS. SDMAG,
4, NO 3, SEP 1988.
KUNDERT, ALICE. CELEBRATING THE CENTENNIAL IN THE SCHOOLS. DAKHIST, V 22, P.
502-511, 1990.
r ^iKUNDERT, ALICE. / HEAD ;'EM UPvCPR0rCENTENNIAL;FAMILY.TRAIL.:RIDEl..;.DAKWEST,;iV;x;13,
NO 3, P 4, SEP 1987.
• ^ ^ ^ ^KUTZLER>-1)ARLENE: •^WAG0NS??WH0A!S?CENTENNIAL'^ ^J0URNEYvENDS;/ ?rSDMAG> ^V;:5:,:^N0
18-22, NOV 1989.
WAGON TRAIN WILL BE LONGEST PARADE'IN STATE'S HISTORY-.
HERITAGE, V 15, NO 5, P 22-25, 1989.
MARTIN, DAVID. CENTENNIAL UPDATE (INTERNS, WORKSHOPS, FUNDRAISING PROJECTS).
HISTNOTES, V 3, NO 2, P 5, SEP.
MARTIN, DAVID. CENTENNIAL UPDATE (LOCAL CELEBRATIONS, WAGON TRAINS, JOINT
. PROPOSALS WITH N.D.). HISTNOTES, V 2, NO 5, P 5, MAR 1987.
1/#f^«MARTIN;« DAVID ^^^"CENTENNIAL^ UPDATE XLOGO; COIN);//HISTNOTES, V 2, NO 4, P 3, JAN
1987.
v?^:;;CmartinV;david.^^: c^ (major;events;planned). histnotes, •vr2, ,no::6,
P 7, MAY 1987.
MICKELSON, GEORGE'S. SOUTH DAKOTA'S FIRST.CENTURY: LEGACIES PAST AND FUTURE.
SDHIST, V 19, NO 4, P 556-578, 1989.
.. MOUM, KEN. AN OUTSIDE OPINION: HISTORY OF SOUTH DAKOTA TIED TO THE OUTDOORS.
/ CONSDIG, v;56,: N P 26,. 1989.
NELSON, JIM. CONFERENCE ON THE SOUTH DAKOTA CENTENNIAL. HISTNOTES, V 2, NO 5,
P 5, MAR 1987.
SOYER, Jim. centennial update. HISTNOTES, V 4, NO 2, P 3, SEP 1988.
TRYON, CINDY. CENTENNIAL UPDATE. HISTNOTES, V 3, NO 5, P 3, MAR 1988.
s#vi;./,¥&,CENTENNIAL4C0MMISSI0N,t?;SE%^TATEiCENT;ENNIALsC0MMIS S.D.
CENTENNIAL CULTURAL HERITAGE CENTER SEE SOUTH DAKOTA CULTURAL HERITAGE CENTER
(PIERREi S.D.)
CENTENNIAL PRAIRIE (BLACK HILLS)
ABILD, ETHEL D. CENTENNIAL PRAIRIE - 1876. DAKHIST, NO 18TH, P 839-844, 1986.
CENTENNIAL TRAIL (BLACK HILLS) „
KEINTZ, BRIAN." THE'CENTENNrAL trail. CONSDIG, V 55, NO 4, P 2-5, 1988.
MOUM, KEN. A Hundred YEARS, A HUNDRED MILES. CONSDIG, V 56,-NO 4, P 6-/;ll,
1989. ,
MOUM, KEN. AN OUTSIDE OPINION: SCOUTING AHEAD. CONSDIG, V 55, NO 4, P 26,
• , l9B8v.^ ^ •
; /CENTENNIALS AND ANNIVERSARIES: - TOWNS AND CITIES - S.D. SEE ALSO -BOOK NOTES -
PLACES; BOOK REVIEWS -PLACES
BICKEL, JACK; NELSON, JIM. FIRESTEEL'S-75TH CELEBRATION (FIRESTEEL, S.D.).
! . . .HISTNOTES, v.,2, NO 6, P 7, :MAY 1987. , .
PIER, ESTHER. "I PAINTED THE TOWN": BELVIDERE CENTENNIAL PROJECT. DAKWEST, V
13, NO 4, P 4-7, DEC 1987-
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CENTER FOR WESTERN STUDIES CSIOUX FALLS, S.D.)
Sf-r;?r.?«SVEN GGRDONTFROiLANDn'1987-HALL OF-FAME HONOREE - EDUCATION 8 CULTURAL AFFAIRS).
DAKWEST, V 13, NO 4, P 14, DEC 1987.
MOGEN, JANET. value OF THE HAROLD SHUNK COLLECTION AND HOW IT DOCUMENTS HIS
LIFE. DAKHIST, V 22, P 678-688, 1990.
-CENTERS FOR INNOVATION TECHNOLOGY AND, ENTERPRISE (CITE)
A TASTE OF HONEY.:.AND OTHER BLACK HILLS TREATS. DEADMAG, V 1, NO 5, P 7-8, NOV
1991.
CENTER FOR BUSINESS AND'^ENTREPRENEURSHIP OPEN. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 8, P "3," OCT
1989.
IYER NAMED FIRST RECIPIENT OF BUCKLEY AWARD. ECONDEV, V 4, NO 3, P 3, MAR 1991.
RESEARCH HELPS COMPANY INCREASE MARKETABILITY. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 8, P 7, OCT
1989.
RESEARCH IS ON LEADING EDGE OF DEVELOPMENT. ECONDEV, V 1, NO 4, P 4, AUG 1988.
^RESEARCH. PROJECT TURNS J;NT0. REALITY. ..ECONDEV, V 4, NO 9, P 3, NOV 1991.
SDSU APPOINTS NEW CITE DIRECTOR. ECONDEV, V T, NO 6, P 7, NOV 1988.
CENTERVILLEV S.D. :
CENTERVILLE MAIN STREET IS COMMUNITY SUCCESS. ECONDEV, V 4, NO 1, P 8, JAN
1991.
CHAMBERLAIN, S.D.
CHAMBERLAIN STUDENTS FORM YOUTH ADVISORY BOARD. ECONDEV, V 4, NO 4, P 4, APR
^ i'99i.
TAFT TO MOVE AGAIN. SDMAG, V 5, NO 3, P 26, SEP 1989.
AISENBREY, WILLIAM E. WATER BORN TYPHOID FEVER IN CHAMBERLAIN, SOUTH DAKOTA
1932-1933. DAKHIST, NO 19TH, P IX.B1+, 1987.
CHAMBERS, WILLIAM F; (BIG BILL) (1870-1931)
GRANT, H. ROGER. A RAILROAD WINS FRIENDS: THE CHICAGO AND NORTH WESTERN AND THE
LITTLE FELLOW. SDHIST, V 18, NO 3, P 117-131, 1988.
GRANT, H. ROGER. A RAILROAD WINS FRIENDS: THE CHICAGO AND NORTHWESTERN AND THE
LITTLE FELLOW. DAKHIST, NO 19TH, P A1-A6, 1987.
CHARGE, DORIS LEADER
MOVIE FEATURES DAKOTANS. .SDMAG, V 6, NO 6, P 11, MAR 1991.
CHARITIES
ATTORNEY GENERAL-OPINIONS OF INTEREST TO COUNTY GOVT: OFFICIAL OPINION NO 89-25
• (TAXABILITY OF HOME USED BY HOS. ADM.). COUNTY, V 36, NO 2, P 17-18, NOV
1989.
CHARLES MIX COUNTY
DAKOTA COUNTIES; CHARLES MIX COUNTY. CONSDIG, V 57, NO 3, P 25, 1990.
.GNIRK, ADELINE; THE LEGEND OF PAPINEAU'S TRADING POST-CHARLES MIX COUNTY SEAT; v ^^•- DAKOT/V%TERRITORY:^":DAKHIST, V 22;' P •259-265i T990.




SKADSEN, DENNIS. A BIRDER'S GUIDE TO CHARLES MIX COUNTY. BIRD, V A2, NO A, P
; 72-75, DEC 1990.
' '-'CHASE 'ACONE-BIG ROAD/ MARK 11903-1985)
, LADEAUX, MARION. MARK CHASE ALONE - BIG ROAD, MEDICINE MAN. DAKHIST, NO 18TH,
P 773-77A, 1986.
CHAUTAUQUAS
HURON VISIT HIGHLIGHTED IN REPORT. : HUMAN, V 17, NO 1, P 5, NOV 1988. r
A ' NEH FUNDS '88-'89 CHAUTAUQUA. WHUMANv^ViJ16^-NO I., P«'3i NOV^:J^ .r .r;,
SIOUX FALLS TO HOST JUNE CHAUTAUQUA. HUMAN, V 18, NO 2, PI, APR 1990.
YANKTON, StURGIS WILL HOST JULY RENAISSANCE CHAUTAUQUA. HUMAN, V 19, NO 2, P 3,
APR 1991.
HILL, EDE. CHATAUQUA PARK. DAKHIST, NO 2IST, 1989.
MILLER, DARLIS A. CAPTAIN JACK CRAWFORD: A WESTERN MILITARY SCOUT ON THE
CHAUTAUQUA CIRCUIT. SDHIST, V 21, NO 3, P 230-2A6, 1991.
rK>:^i«?nt«ys,SCHLIESSMANNi>»Mr6HAEL»Rv' ^CULTURE ON THEI PRAIRIE^: THE BIG STONE LAKE CHAUTAUQUA.
r SDHIST> V 21, NO 3, P 247-262, I99I.
• ' TAPIA, JOHN EDWARD . THE VIRTUES OF"MOTHER, HOME AND HEAVEN" CIRCUIT. CHAUTAUQUA
IN SOUTH DAKOTA. DAKHIST, NO 22, P 932-945, 1990.
WARD, LOFTUSj CRAMER, MARIAN. CHATAUQUA ROMANCE: MEISTER SINGER MEETS STORYBOOK
LADY. SDMAG, V 4, NO 2, P 20-21, JUL 1988.
: -CHEESE PLANTS SEE DAIRY INDUSTRY
CHEMICAL SPILLS AND CONTAMINATION
BOTH STATE AND EPA WORKING ON PCB REGULATIONS. TIPS, V 3, NO 2, P 5, APR 1987.
CONTAMINATED SITES FOUND AT ELLSWORTH AIR FORCE BASE. TIPS, V 2, NO 9-10, P
5-6, JAN 1987.
ort CYANIDE^CONTAMINATION ATABROHM SITE: A CHRONOLOGY. TIPS, V 5, NO 7, P 4, NOV
'••• . • •: 1990. \ '
DWNR BACKS OFF BROHM SETTLEMENT. TIPS, V 5, NO 8, P 4, DEC 1990.
DWNR SETTLES WITH BROHM ON CYANIDE CONTAMINATION OF GROUNDWATER. TIPS, V 5, NO
7, P 5-6, NOV 1990.
EPA TAKING COMMENTS ON TOXIC CHEMICAL VELEUSE DATA. TIPS, V 3, NO 3, P 5, MAY
V 1987.
HOODED WITNESS FINGERS PCB, INC. FOR ILLEGAL PCB DUMPING IN MISSOURI. TIPS, V
3, NO 3, PI, MAR 1987.
NEW EPA POLICY ON PCB SPILL CLEANUP. TIPS, V 3, NO 3, P 5, MAY 1987.
NITRATE SPILL STILL NOT CLEANED UP. TIPS, V 2, NO 9-10, P 4, JAN 1987.
-STATE EMERGENCY RESPONSE COMMISSION DESIGNATED FOR HAZARDOUS CHEMICALS. TIPS, V
3, NO 2, P 4-5, APR 1987.
TIP FILES PROTEST ON BROHM. TIPS, V 6, NO 2, P 4-5, APR 1991.
TWO STATE RESEARCHERS DOCUMENTED PCB CONTAMINATION IN 1977. TIPS, V 3, NO 3, P
4, MAY 1987.
WHARF MONITORING WELLS SHOW CYANIDE CONTAMINATION. TIPS, V 5, NO 7, P 8, NOV
•}.; 1990. ^ .




MARKLEY, BILL. GROUND-WATER QUALITY PROGRAM HELPS TRACK, CLEAN-UP SPILLS.
WATER, V 5, NO A, P 11, WIN 1991.
CHESS • ;
HUNHOFF, BERNIE. SOUTH DAKOTA'S TEENAGE CHESS CHAMP. SDMAG, V 6, NO 5, P
19-20, JAN 1991.
CHEYENNE INDIANS
KORTJE, DONNA. CHEYENNE: A HISTORY OF THE'PEOPLE AND THE PLACES. DAKHTSTr NO
18TH, P 289^309, 1986.
RAVENTON, EDWARD. THE -LEGEND :OF SWEETo MEDlClNE:iGBEAR~BUTTE>; :;irNSTDEv<vV^2> NO
6, P 10-13, FAL 1991.
RAVENTON, EDWARD.' THE LEGEND OF SWEET MEDICINE: BEAR BUTTE IN WESTERN SOUTH
, DAKOTA IS A SACRED MOUNTAIN TO MANY PLAINS INDIAN PEOPLE... CONSDIG, V 5A, NO
6, P 12-17, 1987.
CHEYENNE RIVER SIOUX RESERVATION
CHEYENNE RIVER HIGH-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTE REPOSITORY KILLED. TIPS, V 3, NO 5,
: ^v;-.:=..':»v>-;:;P-r8v''AUG.1987.,. .
: CHEYENNE RIVER TRIBAL COUNCIL CONSIDERING HIGH-LEVEL WASTE DUMP. TIPS, V 3, NO
;-4, ;P 3, JUN 1987.
CHICAGO AND NORTH WESTERN RAILROAD
GRANT, H. ROGER. A RAILROAD WlNS FRIENDS: THE CHICAGO AND NORTH WESTERN .AND THE
LITTLE FELLOW. SDHIST, V 18, NO 3, P 117-131, 1988.
GRANT, H. ROGER. A RAILROAD WINS FRIENDS: THE CHICAGO AND NORTHWESTERN AND THE
LITTLE FELLOW. DAKHIST, NO 19TH, P A1-A6, 1987.
WOOLWORTH, ALAN R. THE GENESIS S CONSTRUCTION OF THE WINONA AND ST. PETER
RAILROAD...MISSISSIPPI RIVER TO THE BIG SIOUX RIVER, 1858-1878. DAKHIST, NO
20TH, P 113-119, 1988.
CHICKADEES
'^ ^?? '^TALLMAN;^i•DANK;'^ 'BANDING! RECOVERIES OF SOUTHiDAKOTA BIRDSj PART 5: WRENS,
CHICKADEES, KINGLETS AND THRUSHES. BIRD, V 43, NO 1, P 4-7, MAR 1991.
CHIEF SMOKE
SMOKE, ED. THE ROLE OF CHIEF SMOKE IN THE HISTORY OF THE OGLALA SIOUX TRIBE.
DAKHIST, NO 18TH, P 770-772, 1986.
CHILD ABUSE SEE ALSO CHILD MOLESTING
HOLMGREN, JAN L. LEGAL ACCOUNTABILITY AND. FETAL ALCOHOL SYNDROME: WHEN FIXING
THE BLAME DOESN'T FIX THE PROBLEM: LAW, V 36, NO 1, P 81-103, 1991.
HUTTON, CHRIS. COMMENTARY: PRIOR BAD ACTS EVIDENCE IN CASES OF SEXUAL CONTACT
WITH A CHILD. LAW, V 34, NO 3, P 604-626, 1989.
PETERS, JAMES M.;DINSMORE, JANET; TOTH, PATRICIA. WHY PROSECUTE CHILD ABUSE?
LAW, V 34, NO 3, P 649-659, 1989.
' TELLINGHUISEN, ROGER: GOVERNOR'S TASK FORCE ON CHILDREN'S JUSTICE. COUNTY, V
35, NO 3, P 12-13, JAN 1989.
YOUNG, MARSHALL P.; MCDONALD, SHEILA E. THE AFTERMATH OF COY V. IOWA: ARE SOUTH
DAKOTA'S CHILD WITNESS STATUTES IN JEPARDY? LAW, V 34, NO 3, P 627-648, 1989.
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CHiLD CARE SEE CHILDREN - DAY CARE
^^CHIDBSCUSTODV
LAFAVE/ LEANN LARSQN. ORIGINS AND EVGLUTIGN GF THE "BEST INTERESTS GF THE
CHILD" STANDARD. LAW, V 3A, NG 3, P A59-533, 1989.
TELLINGHUISEN, ROGER. THE INDIAN CHILD WELFARE ACT OF 1978: A PRACTICAL GUIDE
WITH LIMITED COMMENTARY. LAW, V 34, NO 3, P 660-700, 1989.
: tHOMPSGNi MICHAEL B . CHILD-CUSTODY DISPUTES vBETWEEN 'PARENTS AND -NGN-PARENTS A
. .. PtEASFGR THE' ABROGATION OF THE PARENTAL-RIGHT-DOCTRINE IN, SD. LAW, V; 34,,,NO
3, P 534-572, 1989.
WALZ, B. ELIOT. STATE EX REL. JOSEPH v.' REDWING: A DICTIONARY DEFINITION
/RATIONALE FOR THE INFRINGEMENT.OF TRIBAL SELF-GOVERNMENT. LAW, V 34, NO 3, P
701-720, 1989.
CHILD MOLESTING
HUTTON, CHRIS. COMMENTARY: PRIOR BAD ACTS EVIDENCE IN CASES OF SEXUAL CONTACT
WITH A CHILD. LAW, V 34, NO 3, P 604-626, 1989.
! 4 RETERS;,iWAMESv:M. ;,/<DlNSMORE>/. JANET;-T WHY PROSECUTE CHILD ABUSE?
" " LAW, V 34, NO !3, P 649-659; 1989.
- ./ rYOUNG, :MARSHALL E. THE AFTERMATH OF-COY V. IOWA: - ARE :SOUTH
DAKOTA'S CHILD WITNESS STATUTES IN JEPARDY? LAW, V 34, NO 3, P-627-648,-1989.
CHILD SUPPORT
EVERIST, BARBARA. MAJOR CHANGES IN SOUTH DAKOTA CHILD SUPPORT: THE 1989
REVISIONS. LAW, V 34, NO 3, P 573-599, 1989.
WALZ, B. ELIOT. STATE EX REL. JOSEPH V. REDWING: A DICTIONARY DEFINITION
RATIONALE FOR THE INFRINGEMENT OF TRIBAL SELF-GOVERNMENT. LAW, V 34, NO 3, P
701-720, 1989.
CHILDREN
DISABLED CHILDREN'S PROGRAM AND CHILDREN'S SPECIAL HEALTH SERVICES MERGE.
HEALTH, V 3, NO 4,,P 4, JUL 1989.
' 'LIFE CHANCES OF'adolescent MOTHERS AND THEIR CHILDREN. CENSUSDATA, VI, NO 11,
P 1-4, JUN 1987.
SOUTH DAKOTA INFANT MORTALITY RATE DECLINES. HEALTH, V 5, NO 2, P 2, APR 1991.
DYKSTRA, DEVEE. LIVING ARRANGEMENTS- SOUTH DAKOTA IN 1980 AND 1990. BUSREV, V
50, NO I, P 1,4-5, SEP 1991.
EVERIST, BARBARA. MAJOR CHANGES IN SOUTH DAKOTA CHILD SUPPORT: THE 1989
REVISIONS. LAW, V 34, NO 3, P 573-599, 1989.
- HUTTON, CHRIS. COMMENTARY: PRIOR BAD ACTS EVIDENCE ,1N CASES OF SEXUAL.CONTACT
WITH A CHILD. LAW, V 34, NO 3, P 604-626, 1989.
LAFAVE, LEANN LARSON. ORIGINS AND EVOLUTION OF THE "BEST INTERESTS OF THE
CHILD" STANDARD. LAW, V 34, NO 3, P 459-533, 1989.
;'MORGEN,"JANET L; A SURVEY OF BOY'S COSTUME CHANGES IN SOUTH DAKOTA FROM -
1870-1920, DAKHIST, NO 21ST, 1989.
^ ' TETERS, JAMES M. / DINSMOREv "JANET; TOTH,/ PATRICIA. ;WHY~PROSECUTE CHILD-ABUSE?
LAW, V 34, NO 3, P 649-659, 1989.
TELLINGHUISEN, ROGER. THE INDIAN CHILD WELFARE ACT OF 1978: A PRACTICAL-GUIDE
WITH LIMITED COMMENTARY. LAW, V 34, NO 3, P 660-700, 1989.
4/=^/r/TH0MPS0N^^^MieHAEL^B; ; CHILDtCUSTODY' DISPUTES-BETWEEN PARENTS^AND NON-PARENTS: A
PLEA FOR,THE ABROGATION OF THE PARENTAL-RIGHT DOCTRINE IN SD. LAW, V 34, NO
3, P 534-572, 1989.
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WALZ, B. ELIOT. STATE EX REL. JOSEPH V. REDWING: A DICTIONARY DEFINITION
RATIONALE FOR THE INFRINGEMENT OF TRIBAL SELF-GOVERNMENT. LAW, V 3A, NO 3, P
701-720, 1989.
-fvS'^ YOUNGi' MARSHALL p-. r^MCDbNALDi -SHEILA-E. - THE AFTERMATH OF COY V. IOWA: ARE SOUTH
DAKOTA'S CHILD WITNESS STATUTES IN JEPARDY? LAW, V 3A, NO 3, P 627-648, 1989.
CHILDREN - COSTUME
MORGEN, JANET L. A SURVEYrOF BOY'S COSTUME CHANGES IN SOUTH DAKOTA FROM
1870-1920. DAKHIST, N0-21ST, 1989.
CHILDREN - DAY CARE •
CHILD CARE IN THE 1990S:. ISSUES AND OPTIONS.• CENSUSDATA, V 3, NO ;6v P 1-3, SEP
1988.
NUTRITION NEWS: NUTRITION IN THE DAY CARE SETTING. HEALTH, V 4, NO 5, P 4, OCT
1990.
CHILDRENi ADOPTION ,
, ISENBERG, MAXINE. AN ORPHAN TRAIN CHILD. HERITAGE, V 16, NO 2, P 10-13, SUM
•;V ••.>1990.-
"CHILSON, 'HERMAN (1905-1986) . v
IN MEMORIAM: HERMAN CHtLSON. BIRD, V 39, NO 1, P 6-7, MAR 1987.
CHINA PAINTING
BLUMER, JULIE. CHINA PAINTING IN PHEASANT COUNTRY. SDMAG, V 4, NO 3, P 32, SEP
1988.
CHINESE CULTURE - S.D.
GOODMAN, VALERIE. CHINESE ADDED COLOR TO DEADWOOD'S VIVID PAST. DEADMAG, V 1,
NO 2, P 5-6, MAY 1991.
NEDVED, GREG. DEADWOOD'S WONG. SDMAG, V 5, NO 4, P 49-51, NOV 1989,
CHINOOK SALMON SEE SALMON
GHIROPRACTIC AND CHIROPRACTORS
BROWN, ADEL. CHIROPRACTIC...ADJUSTING ATTITUDES IN MEDICINE. INSIDE, V 2, NO
5, P 41, SUM 1991. .
CHOKECHERRY
HOFFMAN, KEN. PLOTTING FOR WILDLIFE. CONSDIG, V 56, NO 1, P 12-13, 1989,.
ODE, DAVE. DAKOTA FLORA: the CHOKECHERRY. CONSDIG, V 54, NO 5, P 29, 1987.
CHOUTEAU, PIERRE, JR. (1789-1865)
ANDERSON, JOAN. DAKOTA IMAGES: PIERRE CHOUTEAU, JR. SDHIST, V 20, NO 3, P
• 244+> 1990.
iCHRISTEN, PAUL





TOURISM HONGREES (CARL BURGESS AND MARCI CHRISTENSEN RECEIVE AWARDS FROM
t4i>^c<iv«J^G0VERN0R)v-^SDMAG/TVrSv^ NO Pi"3d.>rsAPR; 1987 .
CHRISTIAN UNITY SEE ALSO COMMUNITY CHURCHES
TWOMEY, KATHERINE. THREE CHURCHES LIVE IN HARMONY AND RETAIN DENOMINATIONAL
AFFILIATIONS (UNITED CHURCHES OF HOT SPRINGS). HERITAGE, V lA, NO A, P 1.6,:
1988.
CHRISTMAS
•CENTENNIAL UPDATE (CHRISTMAS TREE DISPLAY AT-STATE CAPITOL ROTUNDA). 'HEALTH, V
2, NO 6, PI, NOV 1988.
SANTA CLAUS GOOD TO SOUTH DAKOTA RETAILERS LABOR, P 1-2, NOV 1988.
WHAT THE NEWS SAID ABOUT CHRISTMAS IN LAURA'S "LITTLE TOWN". HERITAGE, V 16, NO
A, P 21, WIN 1990.
LONDON, BONNIE. THE CHRISTMAS LADY; DOTTIE HOWE. HERITAGE, V 17, NO 4, P
22-23, DEC 1991. .
' if ?"M0X0N'; MARGA^^^^^ LIGHTENS THE: SEASON. SDMAG, V 6, NO 5, P 60, NOV 1990.
j f USTONEBACK, SUSAN. TREErLADYf. v :SDMAG> V 6,'NO 5, P 56-58^ NOVvI990. - ^
CHRISTMAS STORIES
CRAMER, Marian, a 'poor house* Christmas (remembrances of the charles mix
COUNTY HOME FOR THE POOR). SDMAG, V 2, NO 5, P 18-19, JAN 1987.
^kAROLEVITZ,' BOB. JlM RIVER COUNTRY (IN SEARCH OF THE FAMILY CHRISTMAS TREE).
SDMAG, V 3, NO 5, P 10+, JAN 1988.
PECHAN/i BEVERLY. WHATEVER HAPPENED TO OUR CHRISTMASSES PAST? HERITAGE, V 17,
NO 4, P 2A-25, DEC 1991.
PETERSON, MARLYCE. A CUP FULL OF BLESSINGS. HERITAGE, V 17, NO 4, P 8-11, DEC
1991.
PETERSON, MARLYCE. BACK STAGE 1939, COUNTRY SCHOOL CHRISTMAS. DAKWEST, V 13,
:.^4t>si^.N0f47'-Pr'v-24i^26V^^l)EC:,.l987.:
PETERSON, MARLYCE. CHRISTMAS AND THE GIFT OF LOVE. HERITAGE, V 14, NO 4, P
6-8, 1988.
CHRISTOL, CARL (1913- )
OUR PUBLIC COLLEGES' CENTENNIAL ALUMNI - UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH DAKOTA. SDMAG, V
4, NO 4, P 37, NOV 1988.
CHRONOLOGY, HISTORICAL
EVANS, DAVE. CENTENNIAL. HERITAGE, V 14, NO 1, P 10, 1988.
CHURCHES SEE ALSO THE NAMES OF SPECIFIC DENOMINATIONS ^ ^ ,
COUNTRY CHURCH MOVED TO THE CITY (FARWELL UNITED MEtHODIST MOVES TO MUSEUM).
SDMAG, V .3, NO 3, P 23, AUG 1987.
THE sterling METHODIST church.. .(PHOTOGRAPH) . HISTNOTES, V .5, NO 4, P 3, SPR
1990.
• HUNHOFF, BERNIE. BETHEL LUTHERAN'S LUTEFISK SUPPER. SDMAG, V 4, NO 5, P
:28-29+> JAN 1989.
OLSON, JAMES B. THE PEOPLE AND CHURCHES OF DAY COUNTY, SOUTH DAKOTA: A STUDY IN
ETHNICITY AND RELIGIOUS AFFILIATIONS. DAKHIST, NO 21ST, 1989.
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CHURCHES - HISTORY SEE ALSO THE NAMES OF SPECIFIC DENOMINATIONS
, OAHE CHAPEL. HERITAGE/ V lA, NO A, P Al, 1988.
ARNESON; WILLIAM R. HISTORY OF TRINITY LUTHERAN CHURCH CMADISON/ S.D.).
DAKHIST, NO 19TH, P I.D1+, 1987.
BILKA/ CINDY. FATHER THOMAS FLYNN; FOUNDER OF ST. THOMAS CHURCH. DAKHIST, NO
18TH, P 19-29, 1986.
GNIRK, ADELINE. WHITE SWAN, FORT RANDALL, DAKOTA-TERRITORY 1869-1895.: ,
, ^HERITAGE, V 15/ NO 7,, P, 13-15, 1989.
"GUTCH, ELIZABETH R. THE CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH IN 1889. .DAKHIST, NOr^OTH, P
3-17, 1988.
= • : LEWIS, DALE, rSTILL IN USE TODAYj ONE OF SOUTH DAKOTA'S EARLIEST CHURCHES .(ST.
JOHN'S EPISCOPAL CHURCH, CROW CREEK RESERVATION). HERITAGE, Vl'i, NO A, P
19-22, 1988.
LLOYD, MABEL. BON HOMME MEMORIAL CENTENNIAL 1989. DAKHIST, NO 21ST, 1989.
NOBLE, OPAL. 125TH YEAR OF LUTHERAN FAITH IS CAUSE TO CELEBRATE (ST. PAUL
LUTHERAN CHURCH, ELK POINT, S.D.). SDMAG, V A, NO 3, P AO, SEP 1988.
; v//^^OLSON,/JAMES/B/>/THE^PEOPLE AND CHURCHES OF DAY COUNTY, SOUTH DAKOTA: A STUDY IN; 9 :eTHNICITV^^AND RELIGIOUS AFFILIATIONS. DAKHIST, NO 21ST, 1989.
' TWdMEY; fKATHERINE.. rTHREEXHURCHES LIVE IN HARMONY AND: RETAIN DENOMINATIONAL
^FILIATIONS (UNITED CHURCHES OF HOT SPRINGS). HERITAGE, V lAi NO-A, P-16,
1988.
CIRCUIT RIDERS
WEILAND, MRS. DON. THE PRAIRIE PREACHER: OLE 0. SANDO (I8A9-1903). DAKHIST, NO
I8TH, P 30-A5> 1986.
CITIES AND TOWNS - FINANCE SEE MUNICIPAL FINANCE
CITIES AND TOWNS - S.D. SEE ALSO SPECIFIC TOWNS; BOOK NOTES; BOOK REVIEWS; MUNI(ilPAL
FINANCE
; ABERDEEN LETS EMPLOYEES BUY INtO PROGRAM. ECONDEV, V 3, NO 1, P 6, JAN 1990.
ABERDEEN MAIN^STREET ORGANIZES^C^ ECONDEV, V 1, NO 5, P 6, OCT 1988.
ABERDEEN WELCOMES SECOND INDUSTRY. ECONDEV, V A, NO 5, P 5, MAY 1991.
ABERDEEN'S EFFORT RECOGNIZED BY GOVERNOR'S AWARD. ECONDEV, V 3, NO 3, P A, MAR
1990.
ALCESTER MEATS TO EXPAND PRESENT FACILITIES. ECONDEV, V 3, NO 6, P A, JUL 1990.
BELLE FOURCHE STUDENTS HELP IN GOLD DESIGNATION. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 9, P A, NOV
1989.
BLOCK GRANTS PLAY ESSENTIAL ROLE IN LOCAL COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT. ECONDEV, V A,
NO 10, P A, DEC 1991.
BROOKINGS SOMEPLACE SPECIAL. MUNICIPAL, V 5A, NO A, P 10, OCT 1987.-
BRUCE LOCATES COMPANY (BOB ALLEN COMPANIES). ECONDEV, V 3,. NO 7, P 3, ,AUG 1990.
CDBG MONEY AWARDED: HUMBOLDT TO START LOCAL REVOLVING LOAN FUND. ECONDEV, V A,
NO 5, P 8, MAY 1991.
CENTENNIAL SPECIAL: POPULATION HISTORY OF SOUTH DAKOTA'S municipalities
(1890-1980). CENSUSDATA, V 3, NO 9, P 1-5, DEC 1988.
-COMMISSIONER'S COLUMN (POSTIVE RESULTS FROM ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS).
• ECONDEV,' V 2, NO 6, P 2, AUG 1989.
COMMUNITIES BENEFIT, FROM SPA GRANT. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 9, P 5, NOV 1989.
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COMMUNITIES CAN ESTABLISH REVOLVING LOAN FUNDS. ECONDEV, V 1, NO 6, P 5, NOV
1988.
. ,^COMMUNITIEsVfINP 4, P 6, APR 1989.
CUSTER ATTRACTS ARIZONA LOLLIPOP FACTORY. ECONDEV, V NO 6, P 5, JUL 1991.
DETERMINATION PAYS OFF FOR PEOPLE OF MIDLAND. ECONDEV, V 3, NO <4, P 3, APR
1990.
DOCTOR'S KIT SPURS INTEREST. ECONDEV, V 3, NO 7, PA, AUG 1990.
V ^EGONOMIC BOARD APPROVES $864^000 IN LOANS. ^ECONDEV, V 2/^NO; 6, vP :7v cAUG/^lOSO!;.;?
. EMPHASIS ON SELF HELPiWILL CONTINUE TO GROW. ECONDEV^; V 3,;NO 9, P 6, .OCT- lSaO.
FIRST-INTERSTATE BANK TO ADD JOBS. ECONDEV, V A, NO 9, P 3; NOV 1991.. : , . 4
^ ' F COMMUNITY. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 2, P 11, FEB 1989:
GOLD COMMUNITIES SHARE INNOVATIVE IDEAS. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 5, P 6, JUN 1989.
GOLD COMMUNITY MAKES INNOVATIVE STRIDES. ECONDEV, V 3, NO 6, P 3, JUL 1990.
GOLD PROGRAM HAS SEVEN NEW ENROLLEES. ECONDEV, V 3, NO A, P A, APR 1990.
4^3 >v44 s'HG0yERN0R;iANN0UNCESrROUND^IIIyCDBG AWARDS. ;E^ 2, NO 1, P I, JAN 1989.
. GOVERNOR MICKELSON ANNOUNCES CDBG AWARDS. ECONDEV, V NO .3, P I, MAR .1989.
'GOVERNOR MICKELSO AWARDS. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 6, P 7> AUG 1989.-
GOVERNOR MICKELSON ANNOUNCES CDBG AWARDS. ECONDEV, V 3, NO 5, P 1, MAY 1990.
GOVERNOR RECOGNIZES 1990 GOLD COMMUNITIES. ECONDEV, V 3, NO 3, P 6-7, MAR 1990,
H-S PRECISION HAS GRAND OPENING IN RAPID CITY. ECONDEV, V 3, NO 8, P 7, SEP
1990.
HARDING COUNTY HISTORY. COUNTY, V 36, NO 1, P A3, SEP 1989.
KADOKA STORE FEATURES SOUTH DAKOTA PRODUCTS. ECONDEV, V A, NO 5, P A, MAY 1991,
LOANS MEAN SUBSTANTIAL JOB INCREASE FOR GEDDES. ECONDEV, V 3, NO 8, P 3, SEP
1990.
LOCAL GOVERNMENT IN THE U.S. AND SOUTH DAKOTA (A STATISTICAL COMPARISON).
4n&l?.>^'^^?V^''^CENSUSDATAj2;V^34^N0».2:^r R41^A, ,APR 1988. 4
MAIN STREET COMMUNITIES EXPERIENCE RESULTS. ECONDEV, VI, NO 5, PA, OCT 1988.
MAIN STREET NEWS... ECONDEV, V 3, NO 6, P 7, JUL 1990.
MORGAN COMPANY EXPANSION ADDS TO LOCAL GROWTH. ECONDEV, V A, NO 6, P 3, JUL
1991.
MUNICIPAL FACTS. MUNICIPAL, V 58, NO 2, P 8, AUG 1991.
NEW GOLD PARTICIPANTS. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 1, P 7, JAN 1989.
NORTHERN HILLS PLANS FOR ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT. ECONDEV, V: 2, NO 3, P;3,:MAR
1989.
PEM HAS RIBBON CUTTING CEREMONY IN ABERDEEN. ECONDEV, V A, NO 5, R, 5, MAY 1991,
' PIERRE:0SES;DESIGN ELEMENTS -FOR IMPROVEMENTS. ECONDEV,,VI, NO 5„ P 5, OCT. -
1988.
POTTER COUNTY COURTHOUSE. COUNTY, V 36, NO 2, P 20, NOV 1989.
-P^ IS LONG TERM PROCESS. ECONDEV, V A, NO 5, P 7, MAY
1991.
RAMONA RECEIVES CDBG'GRANT. ECONDEV, V 1, NO 5, P 8, OCT 1988..
RAPID CITY FOCUSES ON STRONG PROMOTION. ECONDEV, V 1, NO 5, P A, OCT 1988.
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REVOLVING LOAN FUND PROVES TO BE VALUABLE TOOL. ECONDEV, V 3, NO 9, P 1, OCT
1990.
ROUND I CDBG:AWARDS announced by governor. ECONDEV, V A, NO A, P 8, APR 1991.
ROUND II CDBG ANNOUNCED BY GOVERNOR. ECONDEV, V A, NO 6, P 6, JUL 1991.
ROUND II CDBG AWARDS ANNOUNCED BY GOVERNOR. ECONDEV, V 3, NO 7, P 6, AUG 1990.
ROUND III CDBG GRANTS AWARDED. ECONDEV, V 3, NO 1, P 8, JAN 1990.
ROUND III CDBG'S ANNOUNCED BY GOVERNOR. ECONDEV, V A, NO.10, P 4, DEC-1991.
: SCOTLAND RECEIVES CDBG TO HELP ALPINE CONNECTORS. ECONDEV,. V 3, :N0 10,.R'4, NOV
1990.
SEVEN COMMUNITIES ENROLL IN GOLD PROGRAM. ECONDEV, V ^, :N0 A4,' P 7APR jl989.
SIX COMMUNITIES 'ENROLL IN GOLD PROGRAM TO LEARN DEVELOPMENT. ECONDEV, V 1', NO
5, P 3, OCT 1988.
SOUTH DAKOTA MAIN STREET PROGRAM EXPANDED. ECONDEV, V 1, NO 2, P 5, JUN 1988.
THREE NEW COMMUNITIES ENROLL IN GOLD. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 6, P 6, AUG 1989.
YANKTON ESTABLISHES STRONGER ECONOMIC BASE. ECONDEV, V 1, NO 5, P 5, OCT 1988.
' ri984 POPULATION ESTIMATES FOR SOUTH DAKOTA MUNICIPALITIES. MUNICIPAL, V 53, NO
8, P 8-9, FEB 1987.
1990"C^ CITIES): MUNICIPAL, V 57, NO 9, P 13, MAR
1991.
1990 RECERTIFIED GOLD COMMUNITIES SET GOALS. ECONDEV, V 3, NO 3, P 10-11, MAR
1990.
ARNESON, WILLIAM R. I REMEMBER BRYANT - (CIRCA 1915-1925). DAKHIST, NO 18TH, P
1-9, 1986.
BUTTERWICK, DARRELl D. COMMISSIONER'S COLUMN (DEVELOPMENT OF RURAL
COMMUNITIES). ECONDEV, V 2, NO 7, P 2, SEP 1989.
BUTTERWICK, DARRELL D. COMMISSIONER'S COLUMN (RESPONSE TO NEWSWEEK ARTICLE
"AMERICA'S OUTBACK"). ECONDEV, V 2, NO 9, P 2, NOV 1989.
JENNEWEIN, FRED. HOW SOME OF THE EARLY POST OFFICES AND TOWNS WERE NAMED,
i HERITAGE, V 16, NO 4, P 22-23, WIN 1990.
STEINBERG, ROGER.' SMALL TOWN HEAL YOURSELF. SDMAG, V 4, NO 1, P 32-33, MAY
• ,• 1988. ;
WARNE, PATTY R.S. EARLY INDUSTRY ALONG THE BIG SIOUX: SIOUX FALLS - 1857 TO
1900. DAKHIST, NO 18TH, P 10-18, 1986.
WIEDRICH, BOB. GRANT, LOAN HELPFUL: DAKOTA GRANITE COMPETES WITH ITALY
(REPRINTED FROM CHICAGO TRIBUNE). ECONDEV, V 3, NO 9, P 3, OCT 1990.
CITIZEN ADVOCACY PROGRAM
CITIZEN ADVOCACY PROGRAM REORGANIZATION. SDREP, V 7, NOl, P 3, OCT 1991.
PROGRAM DIRECTOR SERVES ON CITIZEN ADVOCACY ASSESSMENT TEAM. SDREP, V 6, NO 1,
P 5, AUG 1990.
FRY, COLLEEN. CITIZEN ADVOCACY DEVELOPS NEW; LOGO. ,SDREP, V 4, NO 2, P 3, DEC
1988.
HAY, CHARLENE. MAKING A PERSONAL COMMITTMENT TO CITIZEN ADVOCACY; SDREP; V 6,
NO 1, P 4, AUG 1990.
HENKIN, SYLVIA. PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES MUST GAIN "ACCESS ALL AROUND". : SDREP,
V 6, NO 3, P 8, APR 1991.
t i f«- >MADTGAN,WJ0HNj4 JOHNSON, JIM; - SOUTH DAKOTA' COALITION OF/CITIZENS WITH




-BROOKINGSMOVESTO PROTECT THE BIG SIOUX AQUIFER. TIPS, V 2, NO 9-10, P 5, JAN
WENTWORTH INCINERATOR UPDATE. TIPS, V 2, NO 9-lG, P 6, JAN .1987.
CIVIL RIGHTS
CICHON, DENNIS E. THE POTENTIAL IMPACT OF HARPER V. WASHINGTON ON SOUTH
. DAKOTA'S STATUTORY RIGHT TO REFUSE PSYCHIATRIC TREATMENT. : LAW, V 36,;,N0 ;3,> P
<178-998, 1991.
^ farmer:, VAL. : consumer XORNER: do we 'treat the disabled as second class ^
CITIZENS. SDREP, V 5, NO S, P 9-10, APR 1990. ^ . V
' 'HAMILTON,' John a; grove city affects south DAKOTA; civil rights RESTORATION ACT
OF 1987 COMES TOO LATE FOR SOME. SDREP, V 3, NO 1, P 1,7, AUG 1987.
HAMILTON, JOHN A. PARENTS' RIGHTS IN SPECIAL EDUCATION: ARE YOU GETTING YOURS?
(PART ONE). SDREP, V 5, NO 2, P 2,5,12, DEC 1989.
HAMILTON, JOHN A. PARENTS' RIGHTS IN SPECIAL EDUCATION: ARE YOU GETTING YOURS?
.(PART TWO). SDREP, V 5, NO .3, P,2-3+, APR 1990.
Jeffrey; ROBERT c.v jr. the Indian civil rights act and the Martinez decision:
A RECONSIDERATION. LAW, V 35, NO 3, P 355-371, 1990.
KATZ;'MYER.^ THE RAMONA iNCIDENT (AND THE WORK OF INDIAN JRIGHT'S ADVOCATE HELEN
HUNT JACKSON). DAKHIST, NO 18TH, P 599-603, 1986.
KIRBY, BRIAN K. HUGHES V. SHERIFF OF FALL RIVER COUNTY JAIL: SOUTH DAKOTA'S ,
STATUTORY DISCRIMINATION AGAINST FEDERAL CIVIL RIGHTS... LAW, V 33, NO 1,-P
181-193, 1988. /
MARSHALL, DIANNA L. GOVERNOR'S COMMITTEE UPHOLDS RIGHTS OF INDIVIDUALS WITH
MENTAL ILLNESS. SDREP, V 5, NO 2, P 9, DEC 1989.
CIVIL SERVICE
DON FRIESE RETIRES. MUNCICPAL, V 58, NO 2, P 9, AUG 1991.
LOOKING BACK AT '89: NONFARM EMPLOYMENT. LABOR, P 1-3, DEC 1989.
^M'i^v;fv ;^^HABERMAi5|y^ieEARKJiVPR0GRAM.vPR0FILE': NORTHEAST LAKES REGIONAL OFFICE. WATER, V 5,
NO 1, P 7, SPR 1991.
CIVIL WORKS ADMINISTRATION (C.W.A.)
HARDAWAY, ROGER. THE NEW DEAL AT THE LOCAL LEVEL. DAKHIST, V 22, P 373-396,
1990.
CIVILIAN PUBLIC SERVICE ACTS
"LITTLE HOUSE" ILLUSTRATOR FINDS CIVILIZATION AT SOUTH DAKOTA SITE FOR 6 WILDER
BOOKS. WILDER, V 13, NO 1, P 5, SPR 1987.
THE "LITTLE HOUSE" SITES: THEN AND NOW. WILDER, V 14, NO.l, P 4-5,9, SPR 1988.
EVANS, JUDY. CIVILIAN PUBLIC SERVICE CAMP. DAKHIST, V 22, P 189-202, 1990.
CLARK, BADGER .(1883-1957) (CHARLES BADGER, JR.)
' ALLAN, DON. BADGER CLARK IS STILL A-RIDIN'. SDMAG, V 3, NO 1, P-34-39, APR
- 1987.
OSLAND, AVIS. MY LETTER FROM BADGER^ SDMAG, V 4, NO 5, P 19+, JAN 1989.
' " ^ ^SUNDSTROj^; JESSIE^ -POET'S LEGACY CONTINUESf AT'THE'-BADGERrHOLEV SDMAG, V 4, NO
5, P 16-17, JAN 1989.
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CLARK, EDWIN ESPY AND GLADYS (HILL CITY, S.D.)
V LEE, SHEBBY. A BABY BOOMER LOOKS AT THE NINETEENTH CENTURY. DAKHIST, NO 20TH,
P 57-63, 1988.
CLASEN, MATTHIAS (1878-1966)
JORDAN, IREAN C. MATT THE WOLFER. DAKHIST, NO 20TH, P 281-290, 1988.
CLAY COUNTY ,
/ W.H; OVER MUSEUM TO^ CELEBRATE ^-'THE YEAR-OF-NEW SWEDEN"v;'^HrSTN0TES, ;V-3// NO 5, P
2, MAR 1988.
f OF THE COURT> CLAY COUNTY, DAKOTA TERRITORY.
DAKHISTi NO 2GTH, P 399-AG5, 1988.
CLEAN WATER ACT
TIP MOVES ON BROHM WATER POLLUTION. TIPS, V 6, NO 8, P 1-2, DEC 1991.
, DAVIDSON, JOHN H. THINKING ABOUT NONPOINT SOURCES OF WATER POLLUTION AND SOUTH
H ij a ^ i l^j'^AKOTAvAGRICiULTURE. ^ LAWyj V,,^ 1989.
-bLEAR LAKE, S.D.
COMMUNITIES BENEFIT FROM SPA GRANT. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 9, PS, NOV 1989.
CLEGHORN SPRINGS FISH HATCHERY
KOTH, RON. AQUATIC EDUCATION BEGINS. CONSDIG, V 56, NO 2, P A, 1989.
KOTH, RON. CLEGHORN SPRINGS AQUATIC INTERPRETIVE CENTER. CONSDIG, V 57, NO 2,
P lA-15, 199G.
PETERSON, LEE. FACTS ABOUT FISH STOCKING. CONSDIG> V 57, NO 3, P 13-15, 1990.
CLEMENT, AMANDA E. (MANDY) (1888-1971)
. DAKOTA.IMAGES:. AMANDA E. (MANDY).CLEMENT. SDHIST, V 17, NO 2, P 18G+, 1987.
CLEMENT, DALE E.
ANDERSON, KAREN. A HISTORY OF THE DEANSHIP OF THE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS, THE
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH DAKOTA. BUSREV, V A9, NO I, P 7-9, SEP 199G.
CLERGY
ASHLEY, INDIAN MISSIONARY DIES (E.A. ASHLEY). HERITAGE, V 1^, NO <», P 22, 1988.
FATHER COLUMBAN BREGENZER (1988 HALL OF FAME.HONOREE'- RELIGION). HERITAGE, V
lA, NO 4, P 27, 1988.
REV. JEANIE K. SHERMAN (HALL OF FAME HONOREE - UNSUNG HEROES AND GOOD HEARTS).
. HERITAGE, V 15, NO 5, P 6, 1989.
'ANDERSON, JOAN. DAKOTA IMAGES: VINE DELORIA, SR. SDHIST, V 21, NO 1, P 12G+,
1991.
" BILKA, CINDY. = FATHER THOMAS FLYNN: FOUNDER OF ST. THOMAS CHURCH. DAKHIST, NO
18TH, P 19-29, 1986.
GASQUE, THOMAS J. THE ROLE OF JOSEPH WARD IN THE FOUNDING OF SOUTH DAKOTA.
DAKHIST, NO 19TH, P XXI.Cl, 1987.
^^'MARTENrJAMESr^A"MEDIGAL ENTREPRENEUR^GOES-WEST; ^^FATHERri^WILLIAM KROEGER IN
SOUTH DAKOTA, 1893-19G4. SDHIST, V 21, NO 4, P 333-361, 1991.
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f MCBRIDE, DONALD L; FRONT PAGE NEWS COVERAGE OF THE CLERGY IN THE ARGUS LEADER
DURING 1919-1921. DAKHIST, NO 18TH, P 232-24^, 1986.
...PECHAN,.BEVERLY. .FATHER PETER JOHN DE SMET (1801-1873). HERITAGE, V 14, NO 4,
P 2-4, 1988.
PECHAN, BEVERLY. VINE DELORIA, SR., HE WILL BE MISSED. HERITAGE, V 16, NO 2, P
14-15, SUM 1990.
REZATTO, HELEN. MARY COLLINS -- MISSIONARY TO THE SIOUX. HERITAGE, V 14, NO 4,
P 36^38, 1988.
TINGLEY,. RALPH. MAKING ENDS MEET: SUPPLEMENTAL, INCOME FOR DAKOTA -TERRITORY
/ BAPTISTS.' DAKHIST,'NO 2^^^ P 946-956, 1990. ; ;
; ' WEILAND, MRS. DON. :^^THEJPRAIRIE^RREACHER:; OLE 0^. SANDO C1849-I903)l.U::DAKHIST->-NO
18TH, P 30-45, 1986.
WEINREISr ANNA M. DAKOTA IMAGES: REVEREND ROBERT W. HAIRE. SDHIST, V 18, NO
1-2, P 116+, 1988.
CLIENT ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
NEYHART, TIM. A MULTI-ADVOCACY OFFICE APPROACH IN RAPID CITY. SDREP, V 6, NO
1, P 9, AUG 1990.
> J^.^r^NEYHARTf'Tlrt;' PARTNERS IN THE' process; ? SDREP, "V 6, NO 2, P 9, DEC 1990.
; - SCHADE, NANCY L. ' CAP, 1989vSTATISTICAL INFORMATION (CLIENT ASSISTANCE- PROGRAM).
- SDREP, :V 5, NO 2, P 6, DEC 1989.
SCHADE, NANCY L. CIRCUIT COURT HEARS CAP APPEAL (VISION THERAPY). SDREP, V 5,
NO 1, P 1, AUG 1989.
SCHADE, NANCY L. VRAP CHANGES NAME TO CLIENT ASSISTANCE PROGRAM. SDREP, V.4,
NO 2, P 4, DEC 1988.
' SCHADE, NANCY L. VRAP PROVIDES ASSISTANCE (VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION ASSISTANCE
PROGRAM). SDREP, V 3, NO 1, P 5, AUG 1987.
SCHADE, NANCY L. 1990 CLIENT ASSISTANCE PROGRAM STATISTICAL REPORT. SDREP, V
6, NO 2, P 8,12, DEC 1990.
CLOTHING AND DRESS
y'Wsif%<KtDDIN'MROUND ICHILDRENIS^i^^ 5BUSINESS) =IS NO JOKE FOR HAYTI WOMAN.
ECONDEV, V 3, NO 5, P 3, MAY 1990.
CRAMER, MARIAN; STEECE, LAURIE. PRAIRIE VOGUE. DAKHIST, V 22, P 152-173, 1990.
MORGEN, JANET L. A SURVEY OF BOY'S COSTUME CHANGES IN SOUTH DAKOTA FROM
1870-1920. DAKHIST, NO 21ST, 1989.
CLYMAN, JAMES (1793-1881)
HASSELSTROM, LINDA. JAMES CLYMAN: MOUNTAIN MAN. DAKHIST, NO 20TH, P 46.3-469,
1988.
HULL, GORDON. : THE HORSES ROLE IN DEVELOPING THIS. DAKHIST, NO 21ST, 1989. ,
COACHES AND COACHING (ATHLETICS)
PAUL MARSCHALK (1988 HALL OF FAME HONOREE - ATHLETICS). HERITAGE, V 14, NO 4, P
30, 1988.
WILLIAMSON GAVE WRESTLING ITS SOUTH DAKOTA BAPTISM (WARREN WILLIAMSON 7 HALL OF
FAMEvHONOREE -ATHLETICS). HERITAGE, V 16, NO 3, P 30-31, FAL 1990.
ALLAN, DON. THE ALMOST UNBELIEVABLE TEACHING-AND COACHING CAREER OF STEWART A.
FERGUSON. DAKHIST, NO 20TH, P 139-152, 1988.
HidBEE, PAUL. FRANK LEAHY: WINNER HIGH SCHOOL'S MOST FAMOUS SCHEMER. SDMAG, V
3, No 4, P 31-33, OCT 1987.
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HINZMAN, SHIRLEY. SOUTH DAKOTA ROOTS (NORM VAN BROCKLIN). HERITAGE, V 17, NO
3, P 18, SEP 1991.
. HUNHOFF, BERNIE. COACH PLOOF: DISCIPLINE WITH A CURVE (POST 22, RAPID CITY).
- -iv, ; . v-SDMAG, V W'NO 3; P-19-21^
• ' LEWIS, DALE. PRO-FOOTBALL STAR BORN IN SOUTH DAKOTA (NORM VAN BROCKLIN, 1991
HALL OF FAME HONOREE). HERITAGE, V 17, NO 3, P 18-19, SEP 1991.
COALITION OF CITIZENS WITH DISABILITIES
' MADIGAN, JOHN; JOHNSON, JIMv ; SOUTH- DAKOTA COALITION OF-CITIZENS WITH ,
DISABILITIES. SDREP, V 6, NO 2,-P 5, DEC 1990. >
SGHADE, NANCY LM^COALITION-SEEKING?TO^EXPAND;?MEMBERSHrR..-<SSDREP^,^V :.5,-v;N0;.3, P
8, APR 1990.
COBB, JOE SEE GEORGE, WILLIAM
COINS
LOGO OF THE CENTURY (SOUTH DAKOTA CENTENNIAL LOGO AND SOUTH DAKOTA BISON COIN).
SDMAG, V 2, NO 6, P 12, FEB 1987.
COLBURN,- WILLIAM (1838-189A)
- younger, BERYL; '0 i DAKHISTi NO
20TH, P 51-55, 1988.
COLIN CAMPBELL POST (BROWN COUNTY)
KAPLER, TODD; COLIN CAMPBELL POST EXCAVATION. HISTNOTES, V 5, NO 2, P 7, FAL
1989.
COLLATERAL LOANS
REINER, KEVIN L. FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF MINNEAPOLIS V. KEHN RANCH, INC.: AN
EXPANSION OF THE RECOGNIZED MARKET EXCEPTION OF U.C.C. LAW, V 32, NO 2, P
3A4-360, 1987.
;v;C0LLECTIAAB3ARGAINING;; t^ ^ ^
KAUFMAN, GERRY. SCOPE OF NEGOTIATIONS AND TEACHER/SCHOOL DIST. CONTRACTS AFTER
RAPID CITY EDUC. ASS. V. RAPID CITY AREA SCH. DIST... LAW, V 32, NO 1, P
126-145, 1987.
collective settlements
ANDERSON, LAWRENCE C. DEMOGRAPHIC PATTERNS OF THE HUTTERITES: 1874-1986.
DAKHIST, NO 18TH, P 224-231, 1986.
ANDERSON, LAWRENCE C.; ENGELHART, MICHAEL. THE EXPANSION'OF THE HUTTERIAN
BRETHREN OVER THE PAST CENTURY. DAKHIST, NO 21ST, 1989.
COLLECTORS AND COLLECTING (DEBTS)
• KEENAN, MARK. DUE PROCESS, GARNISHMENT AND ATTACHMENT, AND SECT. 1983. S.D.
ATTORNEYS AND THEIR CLIENTS ARE AT RISK. LAW, V 32, NO 2, P 264-280, 1987.
i COLLEGE GRADUATES
IVERSON; GENE B.' SCHOOL OF BUSINESS INTERNSHIP PROGRAM AND EMPLOYMENT FOR
SCHOOL YEAR ENDING MAY 15, 1987. ; BUSREV, V 45, NO 4, P 8,12, JUN 1987.
- IVERSON; •GENE.J .) iKNUTSONy DENISEv . tHE UNIVERSM^ DAKOTA BUSINESS
PLACEMENT BUREAU 1989-90 SUMMARY. BUSREV, V 49, NO 2, P 1,6-7, DEC 1990.
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COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES SEE ALSO THE NAMES OF SPECIFIC COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES
GENERAL MOSES HONORED. INDIAN, NO 123, P 5, JUN 1990.
GOVERNOR CLEARS WAY FOR $3.6 MILLION RESEARCH. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 8, P 8, OCT
1989.
GOVERNOR PLEDGES CONTINUED SUPPORT OF RESEARCH. ECONDEV, V 3, NO 6, PI, JUL
1990.
GOVERNOR SIGNALS SUPPORT FOR MED. SCHOOL AND RESIDENCY PROGRAM. HEALTH, V 'i,- NO
2, P .5, MAR 1990.
GRADUATE SURVEY CONDUCTED AT -lAIS INDIAN, NO 123,.. P .5,. JUN ,1990 . ,
RESEARCH IS ON LEADING EDGE OF DEVELOPMENT. ECONDEV, V 1, NO 4, P 4, AUG 1988.
- ^TRIBAL'COLLEGE"FLOURISHES LAKOTA COLLEGE). INDIAN, NO 116, P 3, AUG -
1988.
AISENBREY, WILLIAM E. CAL JAY, SOUTH DAKOTA SOLDIER-POET. DAKHIST, V 22, P
1-12, 1990.
BALDARES, MANUEL. COSTA RICA: A CENTENNIAL DEMOCRACY. BUSREV, V 48, NO 3, P
8-10, MAR 1990.
- - ^ BECKMAnV RO FOR ACCOUNTING STUDENTS. BUSREV, V
48, NO 2, P 1,6-7, DEC 1989.
' 'BUTTERWICK,'DARRELL b C COLUMN (EPSCOR-EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM TO -v
STIMULATE COMPETITIVE RESEARCH). ECONDEV, V 3, NO 6, P 2, JUL 1990.
DIRKSON, LARRY. A UNIVERSITY THAT ALMOST NEVER WAS! CSOUTH DAKOTA SCHOOL OF
MINES AND TECHNOLOGY). INSIDE, V 2, NO 6, P 14-15, FAL 1991.
GASQUE, THOMAS J.. CHOICES AND CHANGES: NAMES OF SOUTH DAKOTA'S COLLEGES AND
UNIVERSITIES. DAKHIST, V 22, P 231-242, 1990.
HOWELL, CYNTHIA. WORLDS AWAY, YET RIGHT AT HOME (JAPANESE STUDENTS AT NATIONAL
COLLEGE). INSIDE, V 2, NO 5, P 22, SUM 1991.
MASHEK, CAROL M. "ALIAS, DAKOTA COLLEGIATE INSTITUTE" (SIOUX FALLS COLLEGE
1881-1885). DAKHIST, NO 18TH, P 483-509, 1986.
MASHEK, CAROL M. SCANDAL, FIRE AND RUSTLERS - SIOUX FALLS COLLEGE 1885-1890.
DAKHIST, NO 19TH, P XII.Bl, 1987.
MASHEK, CAROL M. SIOUX FALLS UNIVERSITY CELEBRATED THE GAY NINETY'S: NERVOUS
BREAKDOWNS, SUICIDE AND STRIKES. DAKHIST, NO 20TH, P 165-184, 1988.
ROKUSEK, CECIL. THE SOUTH DAKOTA UNIVERSITY AFFILIATED PROGRAM (SD UNIVERSITY
AFFILIATED PROGRAM CENTER FOR DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES). INDIAN, NO 125, P
11, WIN 1990.
SMITH, HAROLD F. A MIDWEST ADVENTURE IN EDUCATION: BUILDING PARK COLLEGE,
1890-1920. DAKHIST, NO 18TH, P 465-472, 1986.
STAGGERS, KERMIT L. SIOUX FALLS COLLEGE AND THE GREAT DEPRESSION -- 1930-1937.
DAKHIST, NO 18TH, P 473-482, 1986. :V
COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES (NOT S.D.)
JOHNSON, PAT. THE "ACTIVIST DECADE": ITS INFLUENCE ON BRIAR CLIFF COLLEGE.
DAKHIST, NO 19THi PXII.AI, 1987.
COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES - ALUMNI




COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES - FINANCE
, TRIBAL COMMUNITY COLLEGE FUNDING. INDIAN, NO 113, P 7, NOV 1987.
BROWN, RALPH J. SUPPORT FOR PUBLIC HIGHER EDUCATION IN SOUTH DAKOTA: A
COMPARATIVE AND HISTORICAL ANALYSIS. BUSREV, V ^6, NO 2, P 1,6-9, DEC 1987.
COLLIER, JOHN (1886-1968)
LAUDENSCHLAGER, DAVID. - THE 1936 PLAINS INDIAN CONFERENCE., DAKHIST, NO 2IST,
1989,
COLLINS^ MARY CLEMENTINE d866^I920) ^ , ;
• REZATTO,- HELEN. MARY COLLINS -- MISSIONARY TO THE SIOUX. HERITAGE, :V 16, NO 6,
P 36-38, 1988.
COLUMBIA, S.D.
SOUTH DAKOTA ATTRACTS BUSINESSES. ECONDEV, V 1, NO 1, P 3, MAY 1988.
CARLSON, ED. PHEASANT NOSTALGIA: A TRIP BACK TO THE FARMLANDS OF HIS YOUTH TO
n v; • CONTINUES TO... CONSDIG, V 58, NO 1,
P 10-11, 1991.
COLUMBUS, :CHRIST0PHER C165I-15G6) , - -
PHILLIPS, TOM. FREE AND EQUAL: THE IMPACT OF THE DISCOVERY OF AMERICA ON THE
BASIC CONCEPTS OF MODERN DEMOCRACY. DAKHIST, NO 22, P 735-766, 1990.
COMEDIANS
ELSHERE, MERLE ANN. IVERS TOURS NASHVILLE WITH WILLIAMS AND REE. DAKWEST, V
13, NO 3, P 20-22, SEP.1987.
COMMERCE
BUSINESSES GET COMPETITIVE IN EXPORTING ARENA. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 9, P 7, NOV
1989.
r^imEXRORT OPPORTUNITIES^AVAILABLE IN SOUTH DAKOTA. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 2, P 10, FEB
1989.
BUTTERWICK, DARRELL D. ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT IN SOUTH DAKOTA. BUSREV, V 68, NO
6, P 1,6-5, JUN 1990.
MICKELSON, GEORGE S. CREATING SOUTH DAKOTA'S FUTURE: INTERNATIONAL TRADE
CRITICAL TO SUCCESS AT HOME. MUNICIPAL, V 57, NO 11, P 16, MAY 1991.
COMMERCIAL PRODUCTS - SD
HANDMADE POTATO CHIPS A BIG HIT.IN YANKTON AREA. SDMAG, V 7, NO 1, P 65„ MAY
1991.
HOLTZMANN, ROGER. THEIR CROP IS IN THE BAG. ; SDMAG, V 7, NO 1, P 66-66, MAY
1991.
HUNHOFF, BERNIE. THE SALES SECRETS OF OSCAR AUSTAD. SDMAG, V 6, NO 6, P 17-19,
MAR 1991. ;
LEWIS, DALE.AGRICULTURE. HERITAGE, V 16, NO 2, P 18-19, 1988.
LEWIS, DALE. HEAVY MANUFACTURING. HERITAGE, V 16, NO 2, P 16-15, 1988.
LEWIS, DALE. LIGHT MANUFACTURING. HERITAGE, V 16, NO 2, P 20-21, 1988.
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COMMUNAL LIVING SEE COLLECTIVE SETTLEMENTS
^-''i^nJcGOMMUNTGWBLE; UISEASES : : ^ ^
DON COMPLETES LYME DISEASE STUDY. HEALTH, V 3, NO 6, P 1+, NOV 1989.
POH RECEIVES AWARD FOR MEASLES-FREE DECADE. HEALTH, V 3, NO 3, P 1, MAY 1969.
SEWAGE SLUDGE CONNECTED TO LOU GEHRIG'S DISEASE. TIPS, V 3, NO A, P 3, JUN
1987.
' : - ' - SOUTH DAKOTA CHOSEN AS. PILOT SITE; FOR: NATIONAL FLUrCAMPAIGN. JiHEALTH, NO" 5,
P 1+, OCT 1990.
" SOUTH DAKOTA HEALTH 2000 update; HEALTH, V 3, NO 6, P 1+,;NOV 1989.
SOUTH DAKOTA HEALTH 2000 UPDATE. HEALTH, V A, NO 4, P 1, SEP 1990.
SOUTH DAKOTA REPORTS FIRST MEASLES IN 10 YEARS. HEALTH, V 4, NO 3, P 2, JUL
1990.
STATE RECEIVES FUNDING FOR MEASLES VACCINE. HEALTH, V 4, NO 4, P 4, SEP 1990.
WHAT'S,SO BAD ABOUT SEWAGE ASH? TIPS, V- 3, NO 8, P 5-7, JAN 1988.
r . ; ^ AISENBREY;?:WILLIAM E. 'water BORN TYPHOID FEVER IN CHAMBERLAIN, SOUTH DAKOTA
' i 1932-1933. DAKHIST, NO 19TH, P IX.B1+, 1987.
" - ^ S^ - CbMMINICABLE'^ DISEASE EXPANDS COMPUTER CAPABILITIES.::rHEALTH,t V
3, NO 2, P 3, MAR 1989.
COMMUNISM
LEE, R. ALTON. MCCARTHYISM AT THE UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH DAKOTA. SDHIST, V 19, NO
3, P 424-438, 1989.
OYdS, LYNWOOD E. A COMMUNIST ATTEMPT TO CREATE AN AGRARIAN POPULAR
FRONT...FARMER'S EMERGENCY RELIEF CONFERENCE, SIOUX FALLS, MARCH,1935.
DAKHIST, NO 20TH, P 213-219, 1988.
COMMUNITY CHURCHES SEE ALSO CHRISTIAN UNITY
. TWOMEY, KATHERINE. THREE CHURCHES LIVE IN HARMONY AND RETAIN DENOMINATIONAL
si<;,;KAFI^LIATIONS!,GUNlTEE,fGHURCHES^i OF HOT SPRINGS). HERITAGE, V 14, NO 4, P 16;
1988.
COMMUNITY COLLEGES SEE COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT BLOCK GRANT
ALCESTER MEATS TO EXPAND PRESENT FACILITIES. ECONDEV, V 3, NO 6, P 4, JUL 1990.
BLOCK GRANTS PLAY ESSENTIAL ROLE IN LOCAL COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT. ECONDEV, V 4,
NO 10, P 4, DEC 1991.
/ BOARD OF ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT APPROVES LOANS. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 2, P 3, FEB
1989.
, CDBG GRANTS AWARDED. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 6, P 5, AUG 1989.
•CDBG MONEY AWARDED: HUMBOLDT TO START LOCAL REVOLVING LOAN FUND. ECONDEV, V 4,
NO 5, P 8, MAY 1991.
CDBG PROGRAM HELPS COMMUNITIES OF ALL SIZES. ECONDEV, V 1, NO 6, P 4, NOV 1988.
CDBG STIMULATES ECONOMIES. ECONDEV, V 1, NO 1, P 6, MAY 1988.
COMMUNICATION SERVICE.FACILITY OPENED. ECONDEV, V 3, NO 6,.P 6, JUL 1990.
COMMUNITIES BENEFIT FROM SPA GRANT. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 9, P 5, NOV 1989.
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COMMUNITIES CAN ESTABLISH REVOLVING LOAN FUNDS. ECONDEV, V I, NO 6, P 5, NOV
1988.
: COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT: GOVERNOR MICKELSON ANNOUNCES CDBG AWARDS. ECONDEV, V 1,
'NOA; P 7, AUG 1988.
CPA MEETS COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT NEEDS. ECONDEV, V 1, NO 6, P <», NOV 1988.
DAKOTA PORK PROVIDES MARKET FOR LOCAL PRODUCERS. ECONDEV, V A, NO 8, P 3, OCT
1991.
DAKOTA PORK PURCHASES SWIFT PLANT IN HURON. ECONDEV, V-I, NO "6,. P 6/-NOV ;1988.
- ' ^ ^ - ^ ECONOMIC" B0ARD"T\PPR:0VES^i$8&45 OOOrlN'-'LOANS. -ECONDEV^ «V-2^,-NO-6^r P^^, r AUG«1589 .
^ : / . . >vv edgeMont Creates;:27 ?NEW3J0BS 'THROUGH cdbg. - econdev,;^ v no 6^ -p . 5.,::nov."T988.
; F COMMUNITY. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 2, P II, ,F.EB,a989.
GOVERNOR ANNOUNCES ROUND III CDBG AWARDS. ECONDEV, V 2, NO I, P 1, JAN 1989.
GOVERNOR MAKES TWO COMPANY ANNOUNCEMENTS. ECONDEV, V 3, NO 8, P 8, SEP 1990.
GOVERNOR MICKELSON ANNOUNCES CDBG AWARDS. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 3, P 1, MAR 1989.
GOVERNOR MICKELSON ANNOUNCES CDBG AWARDS. ECONDEV, V 3, NO 5, P 1, MAY 1990.
- ^ ^ GOViRNOl?•S'^ IbR^NT^REVIVES ECONDEV, V 1, NO 3, P 8, JUL
1988. ^
' ' ^ ^ ^ GRANT ' Ttf"HELP"PRdVIDE-SAFE:' WATER IN -BRUCE; > ECONDEV> V A. NO; 1, ,P-7,-,JAN .1991.
LOANS MEAN SUBSTANTIAL JOB INCREASE FOR GEDDES. ECONDEV, V 3, NO 8, P 3, SEP
1990.
MILBANK RECEIVES $65,500 IN BLOCK GRANT FUNDS. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 2, P 2, FEB
1989.
. NEW GRANTEE WORKSHOP HELD FOR CDBG RECIPIENTS. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 7, P 8, SEP
1989.
NEW LABORATORY WILL ALLOW FOR BETTER TESTING. ECONDEV, V A, NO 1, P 5, JAN
1991.
OVER $5 MILLION IN BONDS SOLD FOR DAKOTA PORK. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 2, P A, FEB
1989.
fi^w^w;Tr^;v pEM>HAS;?RI^BdN^GUTtlNG iCERI^MONY aN VABERDEEN^ V A, NO 5, P 5, MAY 1991.
PREPARING FOR DEVELOPMENT IS LONG TERM PROCESS. ECONDEV, V A, NO 5, P 7, MAY
1991.
RAMONA RECEIVES CDBG GRANT. ECONDEV, V 1, NO 5, P 8, OCT 1988.
REVOLVING LOAN FUND PROVES TO BE VALUABLE TOOL. ECONDEV, V 3, NO 9, P 1, OCT
1990.
ROUND I CDBG AWARDS ANNOUNCED BY GOVERNOR. ECONDEV, V A, NO A, P 8, APR 1991.
RdUND.II CDBG ANNOUNCED BY GOVERNOR. ECONDEV, V A, NO 6, P 6, JUL 1991. ;
ROUND II CDBG AWARDS ANNOUNCED BY GOVERNOR. ECONDEV, V 3, NO 7, P 6, AUG 1990,
ROUND III CDBG GRANTS AWARDED.- ECONDEV, V 3, NO 1, P 8, JAN 1990.
ROUND III CDBG'S ANNOUNCED BY GOVERNOR. ECONDEV, V NO 10, P A, DEC, 1991.
- RURAL WATER DEVELOPMENT IS KEY ISSUE IN SD. ECONDEV,-V 2, NO 7,.P 1, ,SEP 1989.
SCOTLAND RECEIVES CDBG TO HELP ALPINE CONNECTORS. ECONDEV, V 3, NO 10,-:P A, NOV
1990.
WATERTOWN, BELLE FOURCHE JOIN MAIN STREET PROGRAM. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 1, P 7, JAN
1989.
BUTTERWICK, DARRELL D. COMMISSIONER'S COLUMN (DEVELOPMENT OF RURAL
COMMUNITIES). ECONDEV, V 2, NO 7, P 2, SEP 1989.
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REED, RON R. COMMISSIONER'S CORNER (PROGRAMS OF GOVERNOR'S OFFICE OF ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT). ECONDEV, VI, NO 1, P 2, MAY 1988.
^t%^fcOiMMUNfT^V^^HEALTH NURSES • • ^ . n ? '
^ CHN (COMMUNITY HEALTH NURSES) PILOTS COMPUTER PROGRAM. HEALTH, V 1, NO 2, P 1,
MAR 1987.
CHN HONORED BY SOUTH DAKOTA EDUCATION ASSOCIATION. HEALTH, V 5, NO 3, P 6, JUN
1991.
• MINER COUNTY CHN BREUER RETIRES AFTER TWENTY YEARS. HEALTH, V 5, NO 2, P 5, APR
1991.
• YANKTON CHN OFFICE RELOCATES. HEALTH:;? V S/r'NO 1 , ;P;"3y> FEB 3:991; : :
• ' V• MCDANIEL; GLENNA. NURSINGvMANDATES HEPATITIS' B IMMUNIZATIONS FOR CHNS . ": - HEALTH,
V 5, NO 5, P 6, OCT 1991.
COMMUTERS
DAKOTA RESEARCH CREATES COMPUTER PARTS. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 1, P 5, JAN 1989.
s^.>-ftj;u,CqMPETiITI-ON;^GBUSlNESSJ,..;^,
JOHNSON, ROBERT L. COMPETITION, EFFICIENCY AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT: AN ESSAY.
- ^.BUSREV, V A6, NO 3, P l,A-5, MAR 1988.
COMPETITIONS SEE CONTESTS
COMPUTER SOFTWARE
EXCELLTECH INC. SIGNS AGREEMENT WITH ATST. ECONDEV, V A, NO 1, P 3, JAN 1991.
EXCELLTECH: SUCCESS STORY FOR GOVERNOR'S PROGRAMS. ECONDEV, V 1, NO 5, P 1, OCT
1988.
GEOGRAPHib INFORMATION SYSTEM (GIS). COUNTY, V 35, NO 3, PA, JAN 1989.
STATE STUDIES GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SYSTEM (GIS). WATER, V 2, NO 3, P A, NOV
1988.
' COMPUTERS
COMPUTER EQUIPMENT FOR COUNJY GOVERNMENT. COUNTY, V 36, NO 6, P 2,8, MAY 1990.
COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY COULD HELP HARVESTING. ECONDEV, V 1, NO A, P 5, AUG 1988.
DAKOTA RESEARCH POSTS SUCCESS. ECONDEV, V 2, NO A, P 7, APR 1989.
, ECONOMIC BOARD APPROVES $86A,G00 IN LOANS. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 6, P 7, AUG 1989.
GATEWAY.2000, INC. - A COMPANY FOR THE FUTURE. ECONDEV, V 3, NO 9, P 5,. OCT
1990.
BONNAR, PENNY. THE BIG BUSINESS OF BUSINESS-MACHINES-(COMPUTERS).-INSIDE, V 2,
NO 3, P 12-15, WIN 1991.
^DAVIES, THOMAS L. USE OF CHARGEBACK SYSTEMS IN THE ALLOCATION OF COMPUTER
DEPARTMENTS. BUSREV, V A8, NO 2, P l,A-6, DEC 1989.
DUNN, JACQUELIN R.JMOEN, DAVID H.; POWELL, JOHN E. SMALL BUSINESS: A STUDY OF
TECHNOLOGY. BUSREV, V A8, NO 3, P l,A-6, MAR 1990.
THOMAS. CONSUMER CORNER: ADVOCACY: A POSITIVE APPROACH TO ,




; WRAP-UP: CALIFORNIA SKIES ARE EMPTY OF CALIFORNIA CONDORS. CONSDIG, V 54, NO 4,
VP 27, 1987.
CONFERENCES SEE CONGRESSES AND CONVENTIONS
CONFIDENTIAL COMMUNICATIONS
V ' WORKER'S COMPENSATION: WHO CHOOSES THE DOCTOR? LABOR,. P 15, MAY 1990. rV-
: V WORKER'S COMPENSATION : WHO CHOOSES :THr DOCTOR?.T(REPRINTED FROM: SD: LABOR:
i . bulletin,' MAYV1490) . -"county; V 36, NO 8, P::2, rJUL..1990. : : i
:":i/^:.fiAHR;VbOUGLAS a; "'THE hypocrisy of south "DAKOTA'S" model rule 1 .'6 : A-CALL^ FOR
REFORM, LAW, V 35, NO 1, P 66-93, 1990.
KING, RORY; HALL, RONALD J. WAIVER OF THE PHYSICIAN-PATIENT PRIVILEGE IN SOUTH
DAKOTA - MAY DEFENSE COUNSEL CONDUCT EX PARTE INTERVIEWS OF... LAW, V 33, NO
2, P 260-271, 1988.
, CONFLICT OF INTERESTS
' ATTORNEY GENERAL OPINIONS^'OF INTEREST TO COUNTY GOVERNMENT: OFFICIAL OPINION NO.
89-11 (CONFLICT OF INTERESTS)-. COUNTY, V 36, NO 1, P 23-24, SEP 1989.
^ : ATTORNEY" GENERAL-'S OPINIONS: A.G. OPINION NO.' 89-11 (CONFLICT OFvINTERESTS) .
MUNICIPAL, V 56, NO 3, P 8-9, SEP 1989.
CONGREGAtlONAL CHURCH
GUTCH, ELIZABETH R. THE CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH IN 1889. DAKHIST, NO 20TH, P
3-17, 1988.
CONGRESS - UNITED STATES SEE UNITED STATES. CONGRESS
(CONGRESSES AND CONVENTIONS
ANNUAL HISTORY CONFERENCE SET FOR MAY 17-18 (ANNUAL MEETING OF THE STATE
' HISTORICAL SOCIETY). HISTNOTES, V 6, NO 4, P 1, SPR 1991.
AWARDS HIGHLIGHT ANNUAL MEETING. HISTNOTES, V 6, NO 1, P 3, SUM 1990.
AWARDS, PRESERVING HISTORY TOP ANNUAL MEETING AGENDA. HISTNOTES, V 7, NO 1, P
3, SUM 1991.
BLACK HILLS...HERE WE COME. HISTNOTES, V 5, NO 4, P 1, SPR 1990.
CONFERENCCE ((JN INTERNATIONAL TRADE) CONNECTS EDUCATION AND DEVELOPMENT.
ECONDEV, V 3, NO 10, P 1, NOV 1990.
DAKOTA HISTORY CONFERENCE (1986 WINNERS ANNOUNCED). HISTNOTES, V 2, NO 4, P 3,
JAN 1987.
MAIN STREET NATIONAL TOWN MEETING (ANNOUNCEMENT OF OCTOBER-5-7-CONFERENCE).
HISTNOTES, V 3, NO 2, P 2, SEP 1987.
SOCIETY ANNUAL MEETING ENJOYED BY ALL. HISTNOTES, V 2, NO 6, P 1, MAY 1987.
TRADE AND PROCUREMENT TO BE CONFERENCE THEME. ECONDEV, ,V 4, NO 2, P 5, FEB
1991.
'WOUNDED KNEE REMEMBERED. HISTNOTES, V 6, NO 2, P 1, FAL1990.
1987 ANNUAL MEETING (SOUTH DAKOTA STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY). HISTNOTES, V 2, NO
5, P 1, MAR 1987.
' ' -1988''ANNUALvMEETING<TS' COMING SOONV(SOUTH 'DAKOTAvHISTORICAL SOCIETY) .
HISTNOTES, V 3, NO 5, P 1, MAR 1988.
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BUTTERWICK, DARRELL D. COMMISSIONER'S COLUMN (THIRD ANNUAL SOUTH DAKOTA PTAC
PROCUREMENT CONFERENCE). ECONDEV, V 3, NO 3, P 2, MAR 1990.
^^-BUTTERWICK",^^"D (1991 NASA PROCUREMENT CONFERENCE
TO BE IN SIOUX FALLS). ECONDEV, V 3, NO 9, P 2, OCT 1990.
LESINSKI, JEANNE. INDIAN AND FRENCH MIX LIVE IN SOUTH DAKOTA (OUR FRENCH AND
INDIAN HERITAGE CONFERENCE). HERITAGE, V lA, NO 3, P 39, 1988.
WARD, STEPHEN. NATIONAL HISTORY DAY.- HISTNOTES, V 3, NO 1,.P 1, JUL 1987. ,
•CONNORS, HOWARD
' - - KREBS; SALLY. A CENTURY"AND :a: HALF OF-^DEDICATION tFOUR" MATHEMATieS-hPROFESSORS
AT USD). DAKHIST, NO 19TH, P XII.CI, 1987.
CONSERVATION SEE ALSO WILDLIFE CONSERVATION
BLUNT FLOWING WELL PLUGGED. WATER, V 3, NO 2, P 2, SEP 1989.
CONSERVE WATER - THE LIQUID OF LIFE. WATER, V 5, NO I, P 5, SPR 1991.
WATER CONSERVATION ESSENTIAL. WATER, V 2, NO 6, P A, MAY 1989.
*WRAF^UP^ SMALLMOUTH BA^ PROJECT^ CONSDIG, V 57, NO 5, P 28-29,
1990.
/ • /ABBOTT, 'MARY. WONDERING IN THE'WOODS: ARE THEY SAFE FROM US? SDMAG,, V 6, NO .1,
P AA, MAR 1990.
CARRELS, PETER. PROUD OF THE PRAIRIE: AN ESSAY ON APPRECIATING THE PRAIRIE.
SDMAG, V 3, NO 3, P 9-II, AUG 1987.
COONROD, BRUCE. I987-THE YEAR OF CONSERVATION ANNIVERSARIES (EDITORIAL).
CONSDIG, V 5A, NO 2, P I, 1987.
HAGEN, RON. INSIDE VIEWPOINT: THE SIERRA CLUB (WILDERNESS AREA IN THE BLACK
HILLS). INSIDE, V 2, NO 6, P 5, FAL 1991.
HUNHOFF, BERNIE. A RANCHER'S DREAM (PRESERVING COURTYARD BARNS IN CENTENNIAL
VALLEY WITH COMMENTS ON ENVIRONMENTAL CONSERVATION). SDMAG, V 2, NO 6, P
23-27, FEB 1987.
. - LEWIS,-WENDY L. "ONE PERSON WHO CARES: WE EACH SHARE RESPONSIBILITY IN
i^iPROTECTING'OUR^ ENVlRONMENTi' VCONSDIG NO 1, P 18-19, 1991.
MOUM, KEN. OUTSIDE OPINION: EARTH DAY: A PERSONAL PERSPECTIVE. CONSDIG, V 57,
NO 2, P 26, 1990.
TALSMA, ART. CONSERVATION PARTNERS (EDITORIAL). CONSDIG, V 55, NO 3, P 1,
1988.
THORESON, MAYWIN. DAKOTA NATURALIST: EARTH CARE. CONSDIG, V 57, NO 2, P 2A-25,
1990.
TOWNSEND, ROBERT. BOARD APPROVES NOMINATION OF SPEARFISH CANYON WATERSHED TO
SPECIAL AND UNIQUE LIST. WATER, V 5, NO 1, P 10, SPR 1991.
CONSERVATION CAMP
OPP, DAN. A 25-YEAR INVESTMENT. CONSDIG, V 56, NO 2, P 6-7, 1989. -
CONSERVATION DISTRICTS




CONSERVATION OF THE SOIL SEE SOIL CONSERVATION
vJ H-fiHsONSERVATION OFFICERS ^ ^ ^
SD SITE CHOSEN FOR NATIONAL IMMUNIZATION PROJECT. HEALTH, V 5, NO A, P A, AUG
1991.
WHAT IS A CONSERVATION OFFICER? CONSDIG, V 55, NO 5, P 28, 1988.
GONSERVATION RESERVE PROGRAM (USDA) >
SD PHEASANT PROGRAM BEGINS. . DAKGOUNTy V 2, NO 1, P 27, JAN^1988.; ; , ;
STATE'SPROPOSED PHEASANT PLAN. FINS, V 7,.NO 2,.P -6, MAR 1988. _ _
WILDLIFE NOTES: PHEASANT OUTLOOK PROMISING. CONSDIG, V 58, NO 5, P 27, 1991.
BERINGSON, DICK. WHO'S THE USER (EDITORIAL). CONSDIG, V 55, NO 2, P 1, 1988.
COONROD^ BRUCE. FARM PROGRAM BENEFITS WILDLIFE (EDITORIAL). CONSDIG, V 57, NO
5, P 1, 1990.
COONROD, BRUCE. PHEASANTS, COMMISSIONERS AND '38 (EDITORIAL). CONSDIG, V 56,
; : >,N0 1, P
GILMORE, ROD. FINDING DEER IN CRP ACRES. DAKCOUNT, V 4, NO 11, P 22-23, NOV
1990.
VAA, SPENCER. WINTER FOOD PLOTS. CONSDIG, V 55, NO 2, P 10-11, 1988.
CONSERVATIONISTS
HASSELSTROM, LINDA. WHO CARES FOR THE LAND? RANCHERS, FARMERS AND ;
ENVIRONMENTALISTS, WHO ARE SOMETIMES CONSIDERED ADVERSARIES, HAVE MUCH...
SDMAG, V 7, NO 3, P 33-35, SEP 1991.
STEINBERG, ROGER. PAUL ERRINGTON: SOUTH DAKOTA'S PREMIER CONSERVATIONIST.
CONSDIG, V 55, NO 6, P 2-5, 1988.
CONSOLIDATED BEEF INDUSTRIES (HURON, S.D.)
BOARD (OF ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT) APPROVES SEVEN REDI FUND LOANS. ECONDEV, V 1,
^ ; V -.vNO -6/, .'P 3y^
CONSOLIDATED MANAGEMENT, INC.
A MODERN-DAY ALCHEMY SCHEME FAILS: SPECIAL ISSUE ON SEWAGE ASH FIASCO. TIPS, V
3, NO 8, P 1, JAN 1988.
CINAGRO RIDES AGAIN? TIPS, V A, NO 2, P 7, AUG 1988.
CMC CIRCUMVENTS BAD BOY LAW. TIPS, V 6, NO 6-7, P 8-9, JUL 1991.
CMC DELAYS PART OF CONSISTENT PATTERN OF FAILURE. TIPSy V 3, NO.8, P 1-2, JAN
1988.
CONSOLIDATED MANAGEMENT HANGS IN THERE. TIPS, V A, NO 8-9, P 5, SEP 1989.
COURT FINDS SLUDGE ASH COMPANIES ILLEGALLY STORING SOLID WASTE. TIPS,: V A, NO
1, P 6, JUL 1988.
COURT IMPOSES INJUNCTION ON STATE AND CMC. TIPS, V 3, NO 5, P. 7-8, AUG 1987.
DWNR FILES DOCUMENT SEWAGE ASH ABUSES. TIPS; V 3, NO 3, P 2, MAY 1987.
FALL RIVER COUNTY DISCUSSES WASTE PROPOSALS. TIPS,' V A, NO 6, P 3-A, MAR. 1989.
FMHA CONSIDERS SALE OF LAND FOR LARGE ASH PROCESSING SITE. TIPS, V 3, NO 3, P
2, MAY 1987.
IGLOO SEWAGE ASH PERMIT VIOLATIONS CHARGED. TIPS, V 3, NO 2, P 1, APR 1987.
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LIVING WITH CONSOLIDATED MANAGEMENT. TIPS, V 3, NO 6, P A-6, OCT 1987.
NEW CITIZENS COMMITTEE INVESTIGATES ASH PLANT. TIPS, V 3, NO 8, P 7-8, JAN
1988.
NO STARS FOR SEWAGE ASH TOUR. TIPS, V 3, NO A, P 6, JUN 1987.
SEWAGE ASH COMPANY PRESIDENT INDICTED FOR PERJURY. TIPS, V 4, NO 3, P 4, OCT
1988.
SEWAGE ASH COMPANY RECEIVES VOTE OF CONFIDENCE. .TIPS, V 3, NO 5, P 4-5, AUG •
1987.
' ^SEWAGE ASH IN LEGAL LIMBO. TIPS, V 4, >N0 2, P 2-3, -AUG 1988. -
• - SEWAGE ASH SAGA NOT OVER. TIPS; V 5;"NO;2, P: 2, APR 1990. ; ; v •
/•SEWAGE ASH STORY GOES NATIONS TIPS,'V 4, NO 4, P 7-8, NOV 1988.
SEWAGE ASH TO ARRIVE SOON. TIPS, V 2, NO 9-10, P 10, JAN 1987.
STATE WAKES UP AND SMELLS CMC. TIPS, V 3, NO 8, P 2-4, JAN 1988.
TAXPAYERS MIGHT FOOT SEWAGE ASH CLEANUP BILL. TIPS, V 3, NO 8, P 5, JAN 1988.
THE SEWAGE ASH DISASTER: A CHRONOLOGY. TIPS, V 3, NO 9-10, P 5-8, MAY 1988.
'* "" 4HEY*RE,tBACK!T ! f!! *CMC SEWAGES ASH "SCAM RETURNS; TIPS, V 6, NO 4, P 4, JUL 1991.




A LOOK AT the STATE'S MORE SEASONAL INDUSTRIES. LABOR, P 1-2, MAR 1988.
A REVIEW OF NON-FARM EMPLOYMENT IN 1987. LABOR, P 1-3, DEC 1987.
LOOKING BACK AT '89: NONFARM EMPLOYMENT. LABOR, NO 1-3, DEC 1989.
MORE THAN FUN IN THE SUN (SUMMER YOUTH EMPLOYMENT). LABOR, P 1-2, MAR 1990.
: PETER C. LIEN HERITAGE, V 15, NO 5, P 32-33, 1989.
' SD'and'Us EMPLbVMENT''-- AN "APPLES-TO-APPLES" COMPARISON. LABOR, P 1-6, APR
1990.
CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY - HISTORY
THE DYNAMICS OF SOUTH DAKOTA'S FIFTH SEASON. LABOR, P 1-2, MAY 1989.
CONSUMER PRICE INDEXES
AN EXPLANATION OF THE CPI. LABOR, P 1-2, JAN 1991.
CONSUMER PRICE INDEX - CHART- IN EACH ISSUE OF SOUTH DAKOTA BUSINESS, REVIEW. .
BUSREV.
CONSUMER PRICE INDEX ALL URBAN CONSUMERS - TABLE IN ISSUES OF SOUTH DAKOTA;LABOR
BULLETIN IN 1987 LABOR.





. BUSINESS PLAN .WINNERS ANNOUNCED BY GOVERNOR. ECONDEV, V 3, NO 10, P 3, NOV
1990.
ESSAY CONTEST WINNERS ANNOUNCED (SD CENTENNIAL HERITAGE CONTEST). HISTNOTES, V
4, NO 3, P 3, NOV 1988.
FRONTIERS IN HISTORY - PEOPLE, PLACES, IDEAS: NATIONAL HISTORY DAY 1988.
HISTNOTES, V 3, NO 3, P 3, NOV 1987.
PARK NOTES: CAMPERS WIN BIG. CONSDIG, V58, NO 5, P 26, 1991. ' t
" STATE EMPPLOYEES EXERCISE^CONTEST-SET. HEALTH> V 5,- NO 4, P 6>-'AUG,;15!91.^.
' SUBSTANCE ABUSE-CONFERENCE ANNOUNCES POSTER WINNERS. ". HEALTH , :V: NO 4>::P„ 3,
.JUL,1987.
WRAP-UP: ELK LICENSE RAFFLE SUCCESS. CONSDIG, V 58, NO 5, P 29, 1991.
GNIRK, ADELINE. SOUTH DAKOTA, LAND OF SUNSHINE. (HISTORY OF SOUTH DAKOTA
CONTEST WINNER). HERITAGE, V 14, NO 3, P 25-26, 1988.
WARD, STEPHEN. NATIONAL HISTORY DAY RESULTS. HISTNOTES, V 4, NO 1, P 6, JUL
1988.
V WAI^t'STEPHEN-; —NATIONAL HISTORY DAYv^ HISTNOTES, V 3, NO 1, P 1, JUL 1987.
pONTRACT FORDEED, SEE INSTALLMENT LAND CONTRACTS -
CONTRACTS SEE ALSO BREACH OF CONTRACT
POCHOP, STEPHANIE E.> HOFFMAN V. LOUIS DREYFUS CORP.: PUNITIVE DAMAGES ON THE
BORDERLAND OF TORT AND CONTRACT. LAW, V 35, NO 1, P 118-134, 1990.
COOKERY SEE ALSO WILD EDIBLES
COOK CONFIRMS THAT CARP TASTES GOOD. CONSDIG, V 55, NO 3, P 27, 1988.
COUNTRY CUPBOARD: CHUCKWAGON RECIPES; COOKING BUFFALO. DAKWEST, V 13, NO 1, P
33, MAR 1987.
DAKOTA-BREAD RISES TO THE- OCCASION. SDMAG, V.3, NO 3, P 14+, AUG 1987.
FAMILY RECIPE RESULTS IN BIG BUSINESS IN INTERIOR. ECONDEV, V 4, NO 1, P 4, JAN
1991.
HISTORIC EATERY (CENTENNIAL COOKBOOK PLANNED). SDMAG, V 3, NO 3, P 22, AUG
1987.
PRIZE-WINNING RHUBERRY PIE. SDMAG, V 4, NO 6, P 48, MAY 1989.
BLUMER, JULIE. GRILL YOUR NEXT CATCH. SDMAG, V 4, NO 3, P 39, SEP 1988.
BOEHM, CINDY. COUNTRY CUPBOARD (RECIPES). DAKWEST, V 13, NO 4, P 32, DEC 1987.
HASSELSTROM, LINDA. BUFFALO BERRIES. SDMAG, V 7, NO 2, P 46-47, JUL 1991.
HUNHOFF, BERNIE. SPRINGFIELD'S PRAIRIE NATURALIST. SDMAG, V 7, NO 4, P
16-7,19, NOV 1991.
KRATZ, MARILYN. 'FLOUR SACK' FOODS. SDMAG, V 7, NO 3, P 58-59, SEP 1991.
NOVOTNY, JEAN. CHIC FOODS OF THE MIDWEST. SDMAG, V 2, NO 6, P 20-21, FEB 1987.
OAKS, JOANNE. 'THROW ME A BALE' (REBUTTAL TO 'THE CHIC-FOODS OF THE MIDWEST')
(LETTER). SDMAG, V 3, NO 3, P 4+, AUG 1987.
RIIS, JIM. FOUR GOURMET SPECIES (GOLDEYE, BUFFALO, BURBOT, AND DRUM). CONSDIG,
V,54, NO 2, P 6-8, 1987.




THOMS, JERRALD P. THEY ALMOST JUMP IN THE BOAT (WHITE BASS IN S.D. RESERVOIRS).
FINS, V 6, NO 5, P 11, MAY 1987.
COOLIDGE, CALVIN (1872-1933)
DAKOTA CENTENNIAL 1889-1989, PART 5; THE HOPEFUL TWENTIES AND THE DIRTY
THIRTIES. CONSDIG, V 56, NO A, P 19-21, 1989.
PIERRE'S UNFORGETTABLE SUMMER OF '27 (A PRESIDENT, A-HERO-AND A-HUMAN-FLY VISIT
PIERRE). SDMAG, V 3, NO 2, P 28-30, JUN 1987.
LAMONT, FRANCIS P. FRANK ASHFORD .OF STRATFORD ON THE JAMES .^l: DAKHIST,v.V; 22,;,P.,
524-555, 1990.
COOPER, JOHN
MITZEL, BILL. LOCAL AGENT REVIEWS POACHING PROBLEM IN SOUTH. DAKCOUNT, V 2, NO
5, P 26-28, JUN 1988.
COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE - S.D.
^ LINSTROM, STEVE. COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE. COUNTY, V 33, NO 5, P 3, MAY
.;.a 1987.- .
' . MCAULIFFE, JOSEPH; YOUNGER, JOHN. SOUTH DAKOTA 4-H JULY 1, I977-0CT0BER 1,
1984. DAKHIST, NO 21ST,, 1989.
CORMORANTS
HOWE, FRANK. HEADS UP, HERONS! CONSDIG, V 55, NO 3, P 2-5, 1988.
CORN
COMMISSIONER'S COLUMN (DIVERSIFICATION ESSENTIAL FOR STABLE ECONOMY). ECONDEV,
V 4, NO 8, P 2, OCT 1991.
CORN PROCESSING PLANT PACKAGE APPROVED. ECONDEV, V 4, NO 4, P 1, APR 1991.
LEGISLATORS GIVEN CORN PROCESSING PLANT PACKAGE. ECONDEV, V 4, NO 1, P 1, JAN
1991.
f ^ € PIERREJS^P0PC0RN?:KING;4i.SDMAG, V./6, NO 4, P 29-30, SEP 1990.
DOLLY, ROLAND L. DOLLY LISTS AGP AS PRIMARY GOAL. ECONDEV, V 4, NO 8, P 1,3,
OCT 1991. ,
CORNHUSKING CHAMPIONSHIP (BRANDON, S.D.)
CORNHUSKING CHAMPIONSHIPS. SDMAG, V 5, NO 3, P 9, SEP 1989.
ISN'T THAT WORK? (ANNUAL BRANDON CORNHUSKING CHAMPIONSHIPS). SDMAG, V;3, N0,,..4,
P 17, OCT 1987.
CORPS OF ENGINEERS
DAKOTA-BOAT RAMP UPDATE. DAKCOUNT, y 3, NO 3, P 18-19, MAR 1989. .
RAMPS BEING READIED FOR NEXT VEAR. DAKCOUNT, V 3, NO 11, P 19, NOV 1989.
STATE ARCHAEOLOFIST-TESTIFIES. HISTNOTES, V 6, NO 4, P I, SPR:1991. ,
. WRITERS, READERS GIVEN FREE HAND (EDITORIAL). DAKCOUNT, V ,4> NO 6, P 4,. JUN _
1990.
BRANSTAD, TERRY E. A VIEW FROM BELOW THE RESERVOIRS: ANOTHER PERSPECTIVE ON THE
MISSOURI RIVER. LAW, V. 36, NO 1, P 8-13, 1991.




COOPER, JOHN. BATTLE ON THE BIG MUDDY (PART TWO). DAKOUT, V 6, NO 7, P 7-8,
JUL 1991.
< DEAN, TONY. TRI-STATES TAKE CORPS TO COURT. DAKCOUNT, V 4, NO 6, P 18-20, JUN
1990.
JACKSON, JIM. REC AREAS MAY CLOSE. DAKCOUNT, V 3, NO 1, P lA-15, JUL 1989.
KLAPPRODT, LEEj MITZEL, BILL. CONCERNS LISTED OVER WATER LEVELS ON MISSOURI.
DAKCOUNT, V 3, NO 1, P 20-21, JAN 1989.
MICKELSON, GEORGE S. CORPS MANAGEMENT POLICIES ON;MISSOURI RIVER MUST CHANGE
(EDITORIAL). DAKCOUNT, MA, NO 7, P 8-9, JUL 1990.
- MICKELSON, GEORGE S.-: : MY ..VIEW OF:THEftMlSSOURI-RIVER;rr-LAW, rV =36:,= :NP^I,:yP ^1-7,
1991.
: MITZEL, BILL. CAWSUIT UPDATE -^ OAHE LEVELS UNCERTAIN; DAKCOUNT, V A/ NO-^6, P
'22-23, JUN 1990.
MITZEL, BILL. LOCAL BATTLE WITH CORPS WILL LIKELY CONTINUE DURING THE 90'S.
DAKCOUNT, V 4, NO 12, P 21, DEC 1990.
CORRUPTION - POLITICAL
' . V : - ^heritage, V 17, NO 2, P 13,
JUN 1991.
-: . OYOS> L^ E. ' GEORGE W. EGANs THE,DEMOGOGUE WHO WOULD BE GOVERNOR. DAKHIST,
NO 19TH, P III>B1+, 1987.
CORSICA, S.D.
CORSICA ONE OF TWO COMMUNITIES OF THE YEAR. ECONDEV, V 3, NO 3, P 5, MAR 1990.
CORSON COUNTY
YOUNGER, BERYL. A TEACHER'S VIEW OF CORSON COUNTY AND THE COUNTY SEAT OF
MCINTOSH IN THE "DIRTY THIRTIES". DAKHIST, NO 19TH, P VI.A1+, 1987.
CORVIDS
TALLMAN, DAN. BANDING RECOVERIES OF SOUTH DAKOTA BIRDS, PART 2: LARKS, CORVIDS,
M. ; ^;^;r'STARLTNG,.*AND«^BlMCKBIRDS.; vBIRD, V^^AZ, N P 29-36, JUN 1990.
COST OF LIVING SEE ALSO CONSUMER PRICE INDEXES
COST OF LIVING ONE CONSIDERATION. LABOR, P 2, MAY 1987.
COST OF LIVING. LABOR, P 1-2, OCT 1987.
KNEIFL, VERLYNN. A WIDOW'S LEDGER (1875-1889). SDMAG, V 4, NO 6, P 16-17, MAY
1989.
STRASSELS, PAUL. WAGES, WAGES, WHO PAYS HIGH WAGES? INSIDE, V 2, NO 6, P
20-21, FAL 1991.
COSTA RICA
BALDARES, MANUEL. COSTA RICA: A CENTENNIAL DEMOCRACY. BUSREV, V 48, NO 3, P
8-10, MAR 1990.
COSTNER, KEVIN




, RAVENTON> EDWARD. DAKOTA NATURALIST: THE PLAINS COTTONWOOD. CONSDIG, V 5A, NO
SdUGSTAD, EDGAR W. THE COTTONWOOD: SENTINEL OF THE PRAIRIE. SDMAG, V A, NO 6,
P 5, MAY 1989.
COUNSELING/COUNSELORS SEE ALSO MENTAL HEALTH PROFESSIONALS. ; _
HOW TO CHOOSE A THERAPIST. SDREP, V 6, NO 1, P 6-7+, AUG 1990.
COUNTIES - OFFICIALS AND EMPLOYEES
(iOUNTY COMMISSIONERS (LIST BY COUNTY) . COUNTY, V '37, NO 8, AUG 1991. . .. n
COUNTY COMMISSIONERS (LIST OF CURRENT COMMISSIONERS). COUNTY, V 36, NO 9, P
22-23, AUG 1990.
COUNTY EMPLOYEES HONORED. COUNTY, V 37, NO 9, P 6-7, OCT 1991.
FIRST DISTRICT PLANS FOR NORTHEASTERN SOUTH DAKOTA. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 3, P 5,
MAR 1989.
if.VHiGHWAY'SUPERiNTENDENTS'CCURRENT LIST OF COUNTY HIGHWAY SUPERINTENDENTS).
COUNTY, V 36, NO 9, P 32, AUG 1990.
HIGHWAY SUPERINTENDENTS (LIST BY COUNTY). COUNTY, V 37, NO 8, AUG 1991.
SD COUNTY HIGHWAY SUPERINTENDENTS (LIST). COUNTY, V 36, NO 1, P Al, SEP 1989.
SOUTH DAKOTA COUNTY OFFICIALS (CURRENT LIST OF COUNTY AUDITORS, TREASURERS, AND
REGISTERS OF DEEDS). COUNTY, V 36, NO 9, P 27-28, AUG 1990.
SOUTH DAKOTA COUNTY OFFICIALS (LIST OF AUDITOR, TREASURER, AND REGISTER OF DEEDS
FOR EACH COUNTY). COUNTY, V 37, NO 8, AUG 1991.
SOUTH DAKOTA COUNTY OFFICIALS (LIST). COUNTY, V 36, NO 1, P 33-35, SEP 1989.
1989 COUNTY CHAIRPERSONS (OF COUNTY COMMISSIONS LIST ONLY). COUNTY, V 35, NO A,
P 10, MAR 1989.
HOLLAND, DEBRA. COUNTY EMPLOYEES DONATE SICK LEAVE TO HELP CO-WORKER. COUNTY,
V 37, NO 10, P 5, DEC 1991.
COUNTIES - S.D. SEE ALSO THE NAMES OF SPECIFIC COUNTIES; BOOK NOTES
HARDING COUNTY HISTORY. COUNTY, V 36, NO 1, P A3, SEP 1989.
LICENSE PLATE NUMBERS (TABLE OF COUNTY LICENSE PLATE NUMBERS). COUNTY, V 33, NO
A, P 6-7, MAR 1987.
MOTOR VEHICLE 5A.5X - REVENUE COLLECTED FOR LOCAL GOVERNMENTS: DECEMBER
1986-MARCH 1987 (STATISTICAL TABLE). COUNTY, V 33, NO 6, P 8, JUL 1987.
POTTER COUNTY COURTHOUSE. COUNTY, V 36, NO 2, P 20, NOV 1989.
ROUND III CDBG'S ANNOUNCED BY GOVERNOR. ECONDEV, V A, NO 10, PA, DEC 1991.
SENATE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION NO. 8 (COUNTY CONSOLIDATION). COUNTY, V 35, NO 5,
P 12, MAY 1989.
SOUTH DAKOTA COUNTY HISTORY - AS WRITTEN IN 1939: GRANT COUNTY. COUNTY, V 33,
NO A, P 11, MAR 1987.
SOUTH DAKOTA COUNTY HISTORY - AS WRITTEN IN 1939: GREGORY COUNTY. COUNTY, V 33,
NO 6, P 18, JUL 1987.
63RD SESSION OF THE SOUTH DAKOTA LEGISLATURE 1988: BILLS THAT PASSED THAT AFFECT
COUNTY GOVERNMENT. COUNTY, V 35, NO 5, P 6-9, MAY 1989.
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ANDERSON, LAWRENCE C. A PRELIMINARY HISTORICAL GEOGRAPHY ANALYSIS OF THE LOWEST
DIVORCE RATE COUNTIES IN THE U.S.: A DAKOTA PHENOMENON. DAKHIST, NO 20TH, P
503-507, 1988.
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35, NO 5, P 3-9,16, MAY 1989.
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/ ^ NO
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DEMOGRAPHIC HISTbRY OF SOUTH DAKOTA COUNTIES. CENSUSDATA, V 3, NO 8, P1-.9, NOV
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1987.
LOCAL GOVERNMENT IN THE U.S. AND SOUTH DAKOTA (A STATISTICAL COMPARISON).
CENSUSDATA, V 3, NO 2, P 1-9, APR 1988.
MOTOR VEHICLE 59.5X - REVENUE COLLECTED FOR LOCAL GOVERNMENTS: DECEMBER
1986-MARCH 1987 (STATISTICAL TABLE). COUNTY, V 33, NO 6, P 8, JUL 1987.
PERSONAL PROPERTY TAX REPLACEMENT DISTRIBUTION - FY *89. COUNTY, V 39, NO 5, P
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PILT MONIES (PAYMENTS IN LIEU OF TAXES). COUNTY, V 39, NO 3, P 11, JAN 1988.
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SOUTH DAKOTA COUNTIES: AGRICULTURAL PATTERNS. CENSUSDATA, V 9, NO 6, P 1-9, AUG
1989.
SOUTH DAKOTA COUNTY BRIDGE NEEDS. COUNTY, V 35, NO 3, P 15, JAN 1989.
UNIFIED JUDICIAL SYSTEM REIMBURSEMENT BY COUNTIES TO THE STATE FOR 1989.
COUNTY, V 39, NO 6, P 19, JUL 1988.
UNIFIED JUDICIAL SYSTEMS COUNTY REIMBURSEMENT. COUNTY, V 39, NO 3, P 6-7, JAN
1988.
1989 POPULATION ESTIMATES FOR SOUTH DAKOTA MUNICIPALITIES. MUNICIPAL, V 53, NO
8; P 8-9, FEB 1987.
1988 VALUATIONS (TABLE OF VALUATIONS BY COUNTY). COUNTY, V 35, NO 2, :P 18, NOV
1988.
1990 COUNTY POPULATION (TABLE). COUNTY, V 37, NO 5, P 6, MAY 1991.
ARWOOD, DON; SATTERLEE, JIM. THE 1990 CENSUS: UPS AND DOWNS OF COUNTY
POPULATIONS. CENSUSDATA, V 6, NO 1, P 1-3, APR 1991.
^ ^ HANSON, CANDY. INDIGENT HEALTH CARE. COUNTY, V 35, NO 3, P 18-19JAN 1989.
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COUNTRY LIFE SEE ALSO FRONTIER AND PIONEER LIFE; SOCIOLOGY, RURAL
RURAL FIRE FIGHTING PREPAREDNESS AND MOBILIZATION. COUNTY, V 37, NO 7, P 5, JUL
1-991.. ^
BAER, LINDA. A CENTENNIAL SALUTE: THE PEOPLE AND PLACES OF SOUTH DAKOTA.
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CRAIG, MARY E . MUSlC BROUGHTi COMMUNlTY.TOGETHER: THE .HAYES. BAND .. , ;HERITAGE,'.,V :
15, NO 5, P 38, 1989.
• IN THE SENATE". MUNICIPAL, V 56, NO 5, P lA, NOV 1989.
DASCHLE, THOMAS A. WASHINGTON REPORT: A VITAL LINK FOR RURAL COMMUNITIES.
MUNICIPAL, V 55, NO 9, P 15, MAR 1989.
DASCHLE, THOMAS A. WASHINGTON REPORT: COMMUNITIES AND THE RURAL HEALTH CRISIS.
MUNICIPAL, V 56, NO 1, P 15,17, JUL 1989.
DASCHLE, THOMAS A. WASHINGTON REPORT: HEALTH CARE CRISIS IN OUR RURAL
•\ r ^ ^svi'^HOSPTTALS^^^v^MUNICIPALA/ , 57-,^ NO 2, P T0^. ,AUG 1990 .
DASCHLE, THOMAS A." WASHINGTON REPORT: RURAL HIGHWAY SYSTEM MUST NOT BE
' • SHORTCHANGED. MUNICIPAL, V 57, NO 11, P 15, MAY 1991.
DORAN, GEORGE JR. A HORSE NAMED "PINTO". HERITAGE, V 15, NO 5, P 30-31, 1989.
JOHNSON, TIM. WASHINGTON REPORT: BILL TO FIGHT CRIME AND DRUGS IN RURAL AREAS.
MUNICIPAL, V 58, NO 3, P 18, SEP 1991.
JOHNSON, TIM. WASHINGTON REPORT: CONGRESSMAN TIM JOHNSON INTRODUCES RURAL DRUG
INITIATIVE. MUNICIPAL, V 56, NO 6, P lA, DEC 1989.
KILIAN, THOMAS. PRESIDENT'S COLUMN: AN HISTORIC OVERVIEW CWHY WE LIVE IN SOUTH
DAKOTA). HISTNOTES, V 3, NO A, P 2, JAN 1988.
KILIAN, THOMAS. WHAT PRICE A SUNSET? SDMAG, V A, NO 2, P A0+, JUL 1988.
MICKELSON, GEORGE S. CREATING SOUTH DAKOTA'S FUTURE: GRANTS HELP RURAL HEALTH
CARE BECOME A PRIORITY. MUNICIPAL, V 58, NO 6, P lA, DEC 1991.
:^;k>f ;ri;;di ./MiekELS0N:;''^ 5GE0RGEv:S'i^5'CREATiNG^S0UTH DAKOTA'S. FUTURE: INTERNATIONAL TRADE
CRITICAL TO SUCCESS AT HOME; MUNICIPAL, V 57, NO 11, P lA, MAY 1991.
MICKELSON, GEORGE S. CREATING SOUTH DAKOTA'S FUTURE: SOUTH DAKOTA TAKING LEAD
IN RURAL HEALTH ISSUES. MUNICIPAL, V 58, NO 2, P lA, AUG 1991.
MICKELSON, GEORGE S. SOUTH DAKOTA TAKING LEAD IN RURAL HEALTH ISSUES. COUNTY,
V 37, NO 8, AUG 1991.
PETERSON, MARLYCE. BACK STAGE 1939, COUNTRY SCHOOL CHRISTMAS. DAKWEST, V 13,
NO A, P 2A-26, DEC 1987.
PETERSON, MARLYCE. CHRISTMAS AND THE GIFT OF LOVE. HERITAGE,. V lA, NO-A,;P
6-8, 1988.
PRESSLER, LARRY. WASHINGTON REPORT: DEPENDABLE AIR SERVICE IN SOUTH DAKOTA.
MUNICIPAL, V 57, NO 10, P 11, APR 1991.
PRESSLER, LARRY. WASHINGTON REPORT: THE FUTURE OF RURAL MAIL SERVICE.
MUNICIPAL, V 56, NO 10, P lA, APR 1990.
WALZ, MONA K. A BIT OF CORN CHATTER. DAKHIST, NO 21ST, 1989.
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COUNTRY LIFE COMMISSION (1908)
HEWITT, WILLIAM L. PUBLIC AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION IN WYOMING BEFORE WWI: THE
f .'R«7.-5'r,':iTRANSMUTATTON- OF-THE' CONCERNS^ PROGRESSIVE COUNTRY. . . DAKHIST, NO IBTH,
P 333-358, 1986.
COUNTRY Life MOVEMENT
HEWITT, WILLIAM L. PUBLIC AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION IN WYOMING BEFORE WWI: THE
TRANSMUTATION OF THE CONCERNS OF THE PROGRESSIVE COUNTRY... DAKHIST, NO 18TH,
P 333-358, 1986.
COUNTY AGRICULTURAL •AGENTS
LINSTROM, STEVE; ' COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE. COUNTY, V -33, NO 5, P 3,-MAY
1987.
COUNTY COMMISSIONS - S.D.
ATTORNEY GENERAL OPINIONS OF INTEREST TO COUNTY GOVERNMENT: OFFICIAL OPINION NO.
89-01 (NUMBER OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS). COUNTY, V 35, NO 6, P 12-13, JUL
1989.
" : ^ TO'COUNTY GOVERNMENT: OFFICIAL OPINION NO.
89tOA (HIGHWAY, MAINTENANCE EQUIPMENT). COUNTY, V 35, NO 5, P 18, MAY 1989.
ATTORNEY GENERAL OPINIONS OF INTEREST TO COUNTY-GOVERNMENT: OFFICIAL. OPINION NO.
89-Li (CONFLICT OF INTERESTS). COUNTY, V 36, NO 1, P 23-24, SEP 1989.
COMMISSIONERS (LIST OF CURRENT SOUTH DAKOTA COUNTY COMMISSIONERS). COUNTY, V
36, NO 1, P 19-21, SEP 1989.
COUNTY COMMISSIONERS (LIST BY COUNTY). COUNTY, V 37, NO 8, AUG 1991-.
1989 COUNTY CHAIRPERSONS (OF COUNTY COMMISSIONS LIST ONLY). COUNTY, V 35, NO 4,
P 10, MAR 1989.
COUNTY GOVERNMENT
ATTORNEY GENERAL OPINIONS OF INTEREST OT COUNTY GOVERMNENT: OFFICIAL OPINION NO.
89-30 (JOINT LAW ENFORCEMENT). COUNTY, V 36, NO 2, P 16-17, NOV 1989.
5^ ;":i 7\TT0RNEYr;GENERAlv OPINIONS 'OR'INTEREST^,TO COUNTY GOVERNMENT: OFFICIAL OPINION NO.
89-01 (NUMBER^OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS). COUNTY, V 35, NO 6, P 12-13, JUL
1989.
ATTORNEY GENERAL OPINIONS: A.G. OPINION NO. 89-04 (PURCHASE OF EQUIPMENT SUBJECT
TO REFERENDUM). MUNICIPAL, V 55, NO 11, P 15,17, MAY 1989.
GOT A CRISIS? NACO AFFILIATE OFFERS PUBLIC AFFAIRS ASSISTANCE PROGRAM. COUNTY,
V 37, NO 4, P 1, APR 1991.
MARCH SPOTLIGHT: DONNA KUHFELD OF BROWN COUNTY. COUNTY, V 36, NO 4, P 4,8, MAR
1990.
SDACC 1989-90 RESOLUTIONS (SUPPORT AND OPPOSITION TO LEGISLATION). COUNTY, V
36, NO 2, P 6-8, NOV 1989.
SOUTH DAKOTA COUNTY OFFICIALS (LIST). COUNTY, V 36, :N0 1, P 33-35, SEP 1989.
SUMMER STUDY TOPICS (OF INTEREST TO COUNTIES). COUNTY, V 35, NO ,5, P,;13, MAY
1989.
1989 COUNTY CHAIRPERSONS (OF COUNTY commissions: LIST ONLY). COUNTY, V 35, NO 4,
P 10, MAR 1989.
1989-90 SDACC STATEMENT OF POLICY. COUNTY, V 36, NO 2, P 10-11, N0V,1989..
63RD SESSION OF THE SOUTH DAKOTA LEGISLATURE 1988: BILLS THAT PASSED THAT AFFECT
• ' COUNTY:<government; ^ COUNTY, V 35, NO 5, P 6-9, MAY 1989.
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BERNHARD/ J.C. HAS COUNTY GOVERNMENT RUN ITS COURSE? A REAL CONCERN IN 1955
(ARTICLE REPRINTED FROM APRIL, 1955). COUNTY, V 35, NO 6, P 11, JUL 1989.
^®?^ '^^ "'? '^^ ^p?FRDEHLTCKi 'DALE-~E/ ^county'GOVERNMENT:-AT'A CROSSROADS TO THE FUTURE. COUNTY, V
35, NO 5, P 3-4,16, MAY 1989.
HANSEN, FRANCES. SDACO TRACKS TWO MAJOR BILLS DURING SESSION. COUNTY, V 36, NO
4, P 7-8, MAR 1990.
HANSON, DENNIS. SPACE FOR WASTE? COUNTY, V 36, NO 11, P 1,"N0V 1990.
HANSON, DENNIS. THE CHALLENGE OF' HOUSE BILL 1139. COUNTY, V 37,.NO 3, P l,vMAR
1991.
, : hAN50N>-DENN1S. , 1991; LEGlSLATlVErSESSIONr:AND-THESCOUNl^IESJ^^JCOUNTY,7Vr37^T^Nfl;;2,
P 7, FEB 1991.
KANDARAS, CHERYL.PENNINGTON COUNTY CONSIDERS COMBINING THREE COUNTY OFFICES.
COUNTY, V 36, NO 4, P 3, MAR 1990.
MICKELSON, GEORGE S. STATE AND COUNTY COOPERATION. COUNTY, V 37, NO 9, P 3,
OCT 1991.
ROWENHORST, JAMES A. ACLU ALLEGES POOR CONDITIONS IN SOUTH DAKOTA JAILS.
COUNTY, V 36, NO 4, P 6-7, MAR 1990.
CpUNTY GOVERNMENT - FINANCE
A.G. (Attorney:GENERAL) OPINIONS; A.G. opinion no. 88^44 (GOVERNMENT officials
LOBBYING-EXPENSES). MUNICIPAL, V 55, NO 7, P 17, JAN 1989.
ATTORNEY GENERAL OPINIONS OF INTEREST TO COUNTY GOVERNMENT: OFFICIAL OPINION NO.
89-11 (CONFLICT OF INTERESTS). COUNTY, V 36, NO 1, P 23-24, SEP 1989.
CONSERVATION DISTRICT FUNDING FOR 1986 AND 1987. COUNTY, V 34, NO 5, P 5, MAY
1988.
CONSTRUCTION BIDDING (CLARIFICATION OF TERM CONSTRUCTION). COUNTY, V 36, NO.1,
P 35, SEP 1989.
CORN PROCESSING PLANT PACKAGE APPROVED. ECONDEV, V 4, NO 4, P 1, APR 1991.
COUNTY CATASTROPHIC FUND DRAWDOWNS AND ASSESSMENTS 1986-1988. COUNTY, V 35, NO
4, P 12, MAR 1989.
fVcOUNTY? catastrophic ^FUND- DRAWDOWNS ^AND ASSESSMENTSv.- COUNTY, V 34, NO 5, P 16,
MAY 1988.
CREDITS AND ASSESSMENTS REMAINING ESTIMATED AS OF YEAR END SFY 1990 (TABLE
ONLY). COUNTY, V 36, NO 6, P 7, MAY 1990.
DAKOTA PROPOSITION II UNANSWERED QUESTIONS. COUNTY, V 34, NO 5, P 12-13, MAY
1988. ,
indigent health care COSTS - WHO'S RESPONSIBLE? COUNTY, V 36, NO 2, P 21-22,
NOV 1989.
PERSONAL PROPERTY TAX REPLACEMENT DISTRIBUTION - FY '89. COUNTY,.V 34, NO 5, P
9, MAY 1988.
PILT MONIES (PAYMENTS IN LIEU OF TAXES) . COUNTY, V 34, NO 3, P.. 11, JAN 1988.
SENATE BILL 121 - THE TAX LIMITATION BILL . COUNTY, V-35>. NO V5, P^5,.=MAY:,1989..
SOUTH DAKOTA taxation AND EXPENDITURE STRUCTURES, PART 1. MUNICIPAL, V 55, NO
7, P 8-9+, JAN 1989.
' SOUTH DAKOTA TAXATION AND EXPENDITURE STRUCTURES, PART:2. MUNICIPAL, V 55, NO
\ ^8, P 8-9+, FEB 1989.
SOUTH DAKOTA TAXATION AND EXPENDITURE STRUCTURES, PART 3. MUNICIPAL, V 55, NO
9, P 8-9+, MAR 1989.
UNIFIED JUDICIAL SYSTEM REIMBURSEMENT BY COUNTIES TO THE STATE FOR 1989.
COUNTY, V 34, NO 6, P 14, JUL 1988.
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UNIFIED JUDICIAL SYSTEMS COUNTY REIMBURSEMENT. COUNTY, V 3A, NO 3, P 6-7, JAN
1988;
1988 VALUATIONS (TABLE OF VALUATIONS BY COUNTY). COUNTY, V 35, NO 2, P 18, NOV
1988.
BARNETT, MARK. COMPETITIVE BIDDING/USED EQUIPMENT (A.G. OPINION 91-10).
COUNTY, V 37, NO 10, P 3, DEC 1991.
BIERSCHBACH, DENNIS. GAMBLING IMPACT ON COUNTIES. COUNTY, V 37, NO 3, P 6, MAR
1991.
BROWN, RALPH J.; RING, RAYMOND J. A STUDY OF THE IMPACT OF DAKOTA PROPOSITION
ir ON PROPERTY TAX REVENUE IN SOUTH .DAKOTA. BUSREV, V-A7, ,NO l/.P 1,4-7, SEP
1988.
' HANSONV" CANDYr "indigent-HEALTH^ CARE > ^tOUNTYr VS35V"N0 ^3i;- Pn8rr?.,flJAN^r989 .
HANSONi DENNIS.' TAX EXEMPTS - A NATIONAL CONCERN. COUNTY, V 36, NO 8, P 1, JUL
1990.
HANSON, DENNIS. 1991 LEGISLATIVE WRAP-UP. COUNTY, V 37, NO 3, P 7, MAR 1991.
HILL, JIM. A CHALLENGE FOR LOCAL GOVERNMENT (EDITORIAL). COUNTY, V 35, NO 6, P
3, JUL 1989.
^ V 34, NO 3, P 12-13, JAN 1988.
PERLMAN, ELLEN. FEDERAL MANDATES, HIGHER TAXES PACK WALLOP. COUNTY, V 36, NO
12, P 4-5, DEC 1990.
RdGGOW, RAYMOND. COUNTY ROAD AND BRIDGE NEEDS. COUNTY, V 37, NO 10, P 6-7, DEC
1991.
VAN DEN HUL, RICHARD. THE COUNTIES' SHARE OF THE COSTS OF THE UNIFIED JUDICIAL
SYSTEM. COUNTY, V 36, NO 6, P 6-7, MAY 1990.
COURT CASES
BOARD REQUIRES GROUPS TO USE ATTORNEYS. TIPS, V 4, NO 8-9, P 15, SEP 1989.
BULLDOZERS ROLLING AT TERRY PEAK. TIPS, V 4, NO 1, P 1-2, JUL 1988.
LONETREE COURT BATTLES ROLL ON. TIPS, V 6, NO 6-7, P 7-8, NOV 1991.
SDDS GARBAGE DUMP PERMIT UPHELD BY COURT. TIPS, V 5, NO 3, P 6, MAY 1990.
SDDS GARBAGE PERMIT APPEALED BY TIP. TIPS, V 4, NO 8-9, P 1, SEP 1989.
SDDS IN LEGAL LIMBO. TIPS, V 5, NO 2, P 5, APR 1990.
SDDS LEGAL STATUS UPDATE. TIPS, V 6, NO 2, P 7, APR 1991.
SDDS'S '$100 MILLION' CASE DISMISSED. TIPS, V 6, NO 6-7, P 8, JUL 1991.
SDDS'S 'SKIP THE VOTE' CASE. TIPS, V 6, NO 6-7, P 8, JUL 1991.
SEE ISSUES OF S.D. REPORT FOR REGULAR COVERAGE OF COURT CASES PERTAINING TO
PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES OR HANDICAPS. SDREP.
SEWAGE ASH COMPANY PRESIDENT INDICTED FOR PERJURY. TIPS, V 4, NO 3, P 4, OCT
1988.
SODS IMPORTED GARBAGE FIGHT DEAD SERIOUS. TIPS, V 5, NO 8, P 1-3, DEC 1990.
STATE SUPREME COURT UPHOLDS TIPS, REVERSES SDDS PERMIT. TIPS, V 6, NO 4, P 1-2,
JUL 1991.
? TIP'S CASE AGAINST SDDS-PERMIT. TIPS, V 6, NO 6-7, P 8, JUL 1991.
TIP'SLEGAL ACTION. TIPS, V 6, NO 1, P 7-8, MAR 1991.
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LUX, JOSEPH R. WHEN IS AN INDIAN NOT AN "INDIAN?"- STATE V. DALY. LAW, V 36,
NO 2, P A19-A33, 1991.
MIRES, PAULA. SELECTED CASES OF THE. COURT, CLAY; COUNTY, DAKOTA.TERRITORY.
DAKHIST, NO 20TH, P 399-405, 1988.
; ; • ivmooRE, ; JAMES E; >^AGRIST0R ^LEASrNG»y;iKSPi:NDLER^::;-,EC0N0MICFL0SS7VSTRTCT- blAftlLITY
AND THE U.C.C.-WHAT A MESS. LAW, V 34, NO 1, P 101-136, 1989.
MOORE, JAMES E. STATE V. HOFFMAN: THE 180-DAY RULE AND A LACK OF BALANCE. LAW,
V 33, NO 1, P 165-180, 1988.
NIES, LESTER. MATTER OF ESTATE OF PEARSON: ...CONTEMPLATION OF DEATH FOR THE
S.D. INHERITANCE TAX UNDER S.D.C.L. 10-40-1C7). LAW, V 34, NO 1, P 137-157,
1989.
OYOS, MARTIN. OFSTAD V. S.D. DEPT. OF TRANSPORTATION: PRE-EMPTIONS OF ATTORNEY
< V 32, NO 1, P 118-125, 1987.
- POCHOP, STEPHANIE E. HOFFMAN V. LOUIS DREYFUS CORP.: PUNITIVE DAMAGES ON THE
BORDERLAND OF TORT AND CONTRACT. ,LAW, V 35, NO 1, FV 118^134, 1990.
REINER, KEVIN L." FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF MINNEAPOLIS V. KEHN RANCH, INC.: AN
EXPANSION OF THE RECOGNIZED. MARKET EXCEPTION OF U.C.C. LAW, V 32, NO 2, P
344-360, 1987.
SAMPSON, EARL. BLACK HILLS JUSTICE (MALLERY VS. CONNORS CONVENED IN THE
COURTROOM AND CONCLUDED WITH A BANG IN THE SUDDEN DEATH...). SDMAG, V 4, NO
4, P 12-13, NOV 1988.
SCHADE, NANCY L. CIRCUIT COURT HEARS CAP APPEAL (VISION THERAPY). SDREP, V 5,
NO 1, P 1, AUG 1989.
THATCHER, CHARLES M. CHOICE OF LAW IN MULTI-STATE TORT ACTIONS AFTER OWEN V.
OWEN: THE LESS THINGS CHANGE... LAW, V 35, NO 3, P 372-401, 1990.
WALZ, B. ELIOT. STATE EX REL. JOSEPH V. REDWING: A DICTIONARY DEFINITION
RATIONALE FOR THE INFRINGEMENT OF TRIBAL SELF-GOVERNMENT. LAW, V 34, NO 3, P
.701t720., 1989.
WALZ, B. ELIOT. THE ADMISSIBILITY OF POST-HYPNOTIC TESTIMONY: A PROPOSED
ADDITION TO THE RULE OF STATE V. ADAMS. LAW, V 34, NO 1, P 190-205, 1989.
WELTER, MARK J. HYDE V. LIEBELT: ANTI-COMPETITIVE COVENANTS - DO THEY RUN AT
LAW OR EQUITY? LAW, V 32, NO 2, P 361-373, 1987.
YOUNG, MARSHALL P.; MCDONALD, SHEILA E. THE AFTERMATH OF COY V. IOWA: ARE SOUTH
DAKOTA'S CHILD WITNESS STATUTES IN JEPARDY? LAW, V 34, NO 3, P 627-648, 1989.
COURT CONGESTION AND DELAY
MOORE, JAMES E. STATE V. HOFFMAN: THE 180-DAY RULE AND A LACK OF BALANCE. LAW,
V 33, NO 1, P 165-180, 1988.
COURTS
UNIFIED.JUDICIAL SYSTEM REIMBURSEMENT BY COUNTIES TO THE STATE FOR 1989.
COUNTY, V 34, NO 6, P 14, JUL 1988.
UNIFIED JUDICIAL SYSTEMS COUNTY REIMBURSEMENT. COUNTY, V 34, NO 3, P .6-7, JAN
1988.
VAN DEN HUL, RICHARD. THE COUNTIES' SHARE OF THE COSTS OF THE UNIFIED JUDICIAL




, LONDON, BONNIE. HE STOOD A MAN OF STATURE GRAND (PATRICK COWAN - HALL OF FAME
' S'^^HONOREE'^'AGRTCUl:^TURBJ^-HERITAGE^.^^^ 3, P 2-3, FAL 1990.
COWBIRDS
WEEKES, KEN. BIRD TALK: BROWN-HEADED COWBIRD. CONSDIG, V 55, NO 3, P 24-25,
1988.
- COWBOY AND WESTERN HERITAGE HALL OF FAME SEE. SOUTH- DAKOTA HALL OF FAME ,, c .e.
COWBOYS SEE ALSO RODEOS
BEN HARRISON (HALL OF FAME HONOREE - UNSUNG HEROES AND GOOD HEARTS). HERITAGE,
V 15, NO 5, P 3, 1989.
ETBAUER WORLD CHAMPION IN SADDLE BRONC RIDING (ROBERT ETBAUER, 1991 HALL OF FAME
HONOREE). HERITAGE, V 17, NO 3, P 27, SEP 1991.
HERITAGE PROFILE; JOE AND HIS GOVERNMENT STALLION RENO LUSTY (JOE SCHOMER).
HERITAGE, V 16., NO 4, P 9, WIN 1990.
• . v NORTH IS NO COWBOY.' SDMAG, V 3, NO 2, P 38, JUN 1987.
-SCOTT "OTE".BERRY IS TWICE WORLD CHAMPION (STEER WRESTLING, 1991 HALL OF FAME
HONOREE). HERITAGE, V 17, NO 3, P 28, SEP 1991.
THREE SOUTH DAKOTA COWBOYS WIN 1991 WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS (TROY PRUITT, ROBERT .
ETBAUER, OTE BERRY). HERITAGE, V 17, NO 3, P 26-27, SEP 1991.
WILLIAM HUGHES (HALL OF FAME HONOREE - UNSUNG HEROES AND GOOD HEARTS). .
HERITAGE, V 15, NO 5, P 3, 1989.
YOUNGEST EVER HONORED IN SOUTH DAKOTA HALL OF FAME (TROY PRUITT, 1991 HALL OF
FAME HONOREE). HERITAGE, V 17, NO 3, P 26-27, SEP 1991.
COYNER, DOROTHY. ROUNDUP. DAKWEST, V 13, NO 1, P 2-3, MAR 1987.
HARR, PAMELA. CHAMPION FROM SOUTH DAKOTA. HERITAGE, V 15, NO 6, P 12-13, 1989.
KAROLEVITZ, M. JILL. RANCHERS CONTINUE BRANDING TRADITION. SDMAG, V 3, NO 2, P
24-26, JUN 1987.
" " LEWISV DALE. "MISADVENTURES OF BUFFALO GEORGE. HERITAGE, V 15, NO 6, P 2-8,
1989.
LICKING, GARY. THE BRONC FROM BUFFALO. SDMAG, V 3, NO 4, P 35-37, OCT 1987.
LONDON, BONNIE. JOHN SUTTON WAS A LEADER IN LIVESTOCK (1991 HALL OF FAME
HONOREE). HERITAGE, V 17, NO 3, P 22-23, SEP 1991.
PECHAN, BEVERLY. CASEY WAS A CLASS ACT (CASEY TIBBS). HERITAGE, V 16, NO 4, P
31, WIN 1990.
PORTER, WILLARD H. A TRIO OF TOP "T'S" AND A JAUNTY "J" GIVE OUR STATE A NOTED
RODEO HERITAGE. DAKWEST, V 13, NO 1, P 16-19, MAR 1987.
YOST, NELLIE S. the FIVE ACRE BARN (AND THE STANDARD CATTLE COMPANY, AMES,
NEBRASKA). DAKHIST, NO 19TH, P X.B1+, 1987.
COWELL, JIMMY
WALZ, JEAN DE HAVEN. TEDDY ROOSEVELT AND THE WESSINGTON BLACKSMITH;; SDMAG, iV





"WOMEN OF THE WEST" MAY VISIT DEADWOOD. DEADMA6, V I, NO 1, P 7, MAR 1991.
CALAMITY S POKER ALICE "COME HOME" TO DEADWOOD. DEADMAG, VI, NO 2, P 12-13,
MAY 1991.
COYLE, MICHAEL P.
DOCTOR-PLACED IN MILBANK (MICHAEL-P. COYLE). -HEALTH, V 2, NO 5, P-3,:-SEP. 1988.
COYOTES
MILLER, AL. PREDATOR CONTROL. COUNTY, V 36, NO 3, P 1^, JAN 1990.
MITZEL, BILL. COYOTE PROBLEMS STILL GOING STRONG. DAKCOUNT, V A, NO 3, P
28-30, MAR 1990.
CRAFTS SEE ARTS AND CRAFTS
" CRAFTSMEN AND CRAFTSWOMEN
EMMA AMIOTTE (1987 HALL OF FAME HONOREE -^INDIAN HERITAGE). DAKWEST, Vr13, NO
A, P 12, DEC 1987.
RATTLERS PROVIDE FOOD AND CRAFTS MATERIAL. SDMAG, V A, NO 3, P 15, SEP 1988.
SOME CONTEMPORARY SOUTH DAKOTA ARTISTS (LIST OF ARTISTS). HERITAGE, V lA, NO 1,
P 2-3, 1988.
HUNHOFF, BERNIE. DAVE HUEBNER: FOLK ARTIST/POTTER. SDMAG, V 7, NO 2, P 7-9,
JUL 1991.
HUNHOFF, BERNIE. DAWN AMOS: QUILTER. SDMAG, V 7, NO 2, P lA-16, JUL 1991.
HUNHOFF, BERNIE. MAKER OF MUSIC: SIOUX FALLS ORGAN BUILDER JOHN NORDLIE.
SDMAG, V 5, NO 3, P 15-18, SEP 1989.
' .HUNHOFF, BERNIE. MARTY TWO BULLS: CARTOONIST.. SDMAG, V 7, NO 2, P 24-25, JUL
1991.
HUNHOFF, BERNIE. WHERE THERE'S HORSES HITCHED TO WHEELS, THERE'S NEED FOR A
WHEELRIGHT. SDMAG, V 3, NO 5, P 13-15, JAN 1988.
LONDON, BONNIE. THE CHRISTMAS LADY: DOTTIE HOWE. HERITAGE, V 17, NO 4, P
22-23, DEC 1991.
THATCHER, ELAINE. DAKOTA DIAMONDS: DIAMOND WILLOW CANE WHITTLING IN SOUTH
DAKOTA. DAKHIST, NO 18TH, P 405-410, 1986.
CRANES
WILDLIFE NOTES: WHOOPERS-CONTINUE TO DO WELL. CONSDIG, V 57, NO 5, P 27,, 1990.
CRAPPIES
WILDLIFE NOTES: STATEWIDE CRAPPIE PROJECT. CONSDIG, V 58, NO 3, P 27, 1991.
DEFFENBAUGHi BRAD. "LAKE MrTCHELL--CRAPPlE SUMMER. DAKCOUNT, V 2, N0.7> P
25-26, JUL 1988.





Sftft&^^GRAViEN CANYON'^ N0MrNATT0N' SUBMIWEDy;4r^T;iPSiy^^^ 6, NO 2, P A, APR 1991.
CRAWFORD, JOHN W. "CAPTAIN JACK" (1847?-1917)
MILLER, DARLIS A. CAPTAIN JACK CRAWFORD: A WESTERN MILITARY SCOUT ON THE
CHAUTAUQUA CIRCUIT, SDHIST, V 21, NO 3, P 230-246, 1991.
CRAZY HORSE MOUNTAIN
•^niCRAZY, HORSE ;MEMORIALO . ':;iDEADMAG, ,.Y^l,;'NOi. l ,^-P. 10,^ MAR 1991. ; :
> : mEMERGING^ FACE. DEADMAG, V l, no 5, P 16, NOV 1991. ,
EMERGING ON THE MOUNTAIN. SDMAG, V 6, NO 5, P 21, JAN 1991.
KORCZAK ZlOLKOWSKl (1988 HALL OF FAME HONOREE - ARTS AND HUMANITIES). HERITAGE,
V 14, NO 4, P 33, 1988.
RUTH ZlOLKOWSKl (1988 HALL OF FAME HONOREE - ARTS AND HUMANITIES). HERITAGE, V
14, NO 4, P 33, 1988.
Allans" BflLr^CRAZY^HORSE: ^POINTING TO'THE FUTURE. SDMAG, V 3, . NO 4, P 41-43,
OCT 1987.
CREDITOR SEE DEBTOR AND CREDITOR
CREEKS SEE THE NAMES OF SPECIFIC CREEKS
CRESBARD, S.D.
HANSEN, IRENE; SWANSON, MAXINE H. IT WAS A DARK AND STORMY NIGHT... THE MURDER
OF HENRY HANSEN. DAKHIST, V 22, P 347-372, 1990.
CRIME - LAW AND LEGISLATION
JOHNSON, TIM. WASHINGTON REPORT: ANTI-CRIME LEGISLATION UNDER CONSIDERATION.
: MUNICIPAL, V 57, NO 12, P 15, JUN 1991.
UOHNSON, TIM." WASHINGTON REPORT: BILL TO FIGHT CRIME AND DRUGS IN RURAL AREAS.
MUNICIPAL, V 58, NO 3, P 18, SEP 1991.
CRIME - S.D. SEE ALSO VICTIMS OF CRIME; STAGECOACH ROBBERIES
UECKER, EDNA L. KIDNAPPING IN PERKINS COUNTY. SDMAG, V 5, NO 2, P 56+, JUL
1989.
CRIME AND THE PRESS
BAHR, DOUGLAS A. ASSOCIATED PRESS V. BRADSHAW: THE RIGHT OF PRESS ACCESS
EXTENDED TO JUVENILE PROCEEDINGS IN SOUTH DAKOTA. LAW, V 34, NO 3,-P-738-761,
1989.
CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION
LEWIS, DALE. -THE, LAWMAN YOU DON'T SEE (DIVISION OF CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION).
DAKWEST, V 13, NOI, P 20-2, MAR 1987.




FLYGER, STEVE. "KIDS IN JAIL?" SDACC JUVENILE JUSTICE PROJECT UPDATE. COUNTY,
CRONIN, DAN
LEWIS, DALE. DAN CRONIN CHALLENGES STUDENTS AND PARENTS. HERITAGE, V 14, NO 4,
P 24, 1988.
CROP LOSSES
DAKOTAvWILDLlFE: ^PREVENTING^^-BIGiGAME^EPREDATIONi;;;ssCONSDIG> .V.:58,WN0v Z,ilLs20-21,
1991.
CROPS SEE ALSO NAMES OF SPECIFIC CROPS; FARM PRODUCE - MARKETING
SOUTH DAKOTA AGRICULTURAL INDICATORS - TABLE IN EACH ISSUE OF SOUTH DAKOTA
BUSINESS REVIEW. BUSREV.
CROSS, WILLIAM RICHARD C1839-1907)
V ^fMITCHELT LYNN'MARXE; 'WILLlAM'RiCHARD eROSS;-P ON THE NEBRASKA -
SOUTH DAKOTA FRONTIER. SDHIST, V 20, NO 2, P 81-95, 1990.
CROUCH LINE RAILROAD
r
GREEN, NANCY C. PEOPLE OF THE WESTERN ROAD. DAKHIST, V 22, P 300-313, 1990.
CROW BUTTES CHARDING COUNTY)
HENNESSEY, PAUL. LEGEND OF CROW BUTTES. HERITAGE, V 15, NO 5, P 10-12, 1989.
CROW INDIANS
HENNESSEY, PAUL. LEGEND OF CROW BUTTES. HERITAGE, V 15, NO 5, P 10-12, 1989.
CROWS
' WEEKES, KEN. ' BIRD TALK:'THE AMERICAN CROW. CONSDIG, V 55, NO 2, P 24-25, 1988.
CRYSTAL SPRINGS RANCH RODEO (CLEAR LAKE, S.D.)
E.W. WEISEL (HALL OF FAME HONOREE - UNSUNG HEROES AND GOOD HEARTS). HERITAGE, V
15, NO 5, P 6-7, 1989.
HUNHOFF, BERNIE. A COWBOY'S DREAM. SDMAG, V 4, NO 3, P 7-11, SEP 1988.
CULL, KENYON (1920- )
ALLAN, DON. THE CULLS OF ST. MARY'S. DAKHIST, NO 21ST, 1989.
CULL, PRISCA (1924- )
ALLAN, DON. THE CULLS OF ST. MARY'S. DAKHIST, NO 21ST, 1989.
CULTURALrEVENTS
FOR INFO. ON BLACK HILLS RESTAURANTS AND ENTERTAINMENT, AND A CALENDAR OF EVENTS
SEE ISSUES OF INSIDE THE BLACK HILLS. INSIDE.




FOR STATEWIDE LISTINGS OF EVENTS - SEE EACH ISSUE OF HUMANITIES. HUMAN.
HURON VISIT HIGHLIGHTED IN REPORT. HUMAN, V 17, NO 1, P 5, NOV 1988.
^^ w-n>^^?NEH^!FUNDS''88^'89^'CHAUTAUQUA. 1, P 3, NOV 1987.
Sioux FALLS TO HOST JUNE CHAUTAUQUA. HUMAN, V 18, NO 2, P .1, APR 1990.
YANKTON, STURGIS WILL HOST JULY RENAISSANCE CHAUTAUQUA. HUMAN, V 19, NO 2, P 3,
APR 1991.
ANDERSON, SALLY. RODEOS - A PART OF BLACK HILLS HERITAGE. INSIDE, V 1, NO 1, P
32-33+, SUM 1990.
kiRSH, CRAIG. SPORTS CYCLISTS. INSIDE, V" 2, NO.5> "P A6-A9, SUM 1991. ;r
' " ROSBY, DOROTHY MILLER. AS'FREE AS THE WIND (HOT AIR BALLOONS). INSIDE, :;V- 2, NO
.5, P A2-A3, SUM 1991.
SANBORN, MICHAEL. THE POW WOW. INSIDE, V 2, NO 5, P 6-7, SUM 1991.
CULTURAL HERITAGE CENTER SEE SOUTH DAKOTA CULTURAL HERITAGE CENTER (PIERRE, S.D.)
CULTURAL RELATIONS
v - ^ ''Wt^PORf^NEWG^^^ ECONDEV, VI,
NO 5, P 2, OCT 1988.
KINSHIP OF CULTURES. INDIAN, NO 116, P 2, AUG 1988.
HUNHOFF, BERNIE. BEN RElFEL ON BRIDGING THE CULTURE GAP. SDMAG, V A, NO 5, P
11-13+, JAN 1989.
CUNNINGHAM, WALTER (1882-1966)
WALTER CUNNINGHAM (HALL OF FAME HONOREE - UNSUNG HEROES AND GOOD HEARTS).
HERITAGE, V 15, NO 5, P 2, 1989.
CUSTER STATE PARK
DAKOTA CENTENNIAL I889-I989, PART 4: REBUILDING WILDLIFE POPULATIONS. CONSDIG,
V 56, NO 3, P 23-25, 1989.
V ^ 3,. P .7-22, 1989.
PARK NOTES: CUSTER STATE PARK EMPLOYEES HONORED. CONSDIG, V 58, NO 2, P 26,
1991.
PARK NOTES: NEW CUSTER PARK BROCHURE AVAILABLE. CONSDIG, V 58, NO 1, P 26,
1991.
PARK NOTES: PARKS HAVE IMPACT. CONSDIG, V 58, NO 4, P 26, 1991.
PARK NOTES: RIBBON CUTTING AT SYLVAN LAKE LODGE. CONSDIG, V 58, NO 4, P 26,
1991.
WRAP-UP: CUSTER PARK OPENS WILDLIFE STATION. CONSDIG, V 56, NO 3, P 26-27,
1989.
BEYERHELM, CARL. FORESTRY MANAGEMENT IN CUSTER STATE,PARK. CONSDIG, V 54,,NO
1, P 16-19, 1987.
EDINGTON, DOROTHEA. BUFFALO ROUNDUP & AUCTION. INSIDE, V 1-, N0..2, P 52-54, FAL
1990.
EPP, TODD. PETER NORBECK: PARK BUILDER. CONSDIG, V 56, NO 4, P 2-5, 1989.
-•H DAKOTA NATURALIST: THE SEASONS OF CUSTER STATE PARK. CONSDIG, V
55, NO 5, P 22-23, 1988.
' , "' HUNHOFF; bERNIE: ""^GUSTERTS- BUFFALO RANCHER.'" S 9-12, MAY 1990.
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MCPHAIL, JO ANNE. MIRACLES OF NATURE: AN ADVENTUROUS DAY IN CUSTER STATE PARK
IS A REMINDER OF THE BEAUTY AND PEACE THAT SURROUNDS US. CONSDIG, V 58, NO A,
P 2-5, 1991.
- u..iU~;^MOOREv::DIRK\;'TGUSTER STATErPARK;;;:^^^^^ THING JUST GOT BETTER. INSIDE, V 2,
NO 5, P 17-19, SUM 1991.
MdUM, KEN. A HUNDRED YEARS, A HUNDRED MILES. CONSDIG, V 56, NO A, P 6-11,
1989.
MOUM, KEN. JULY 5-10, 1988: FIVE DAYS IN JULY THAT CHANGED CUSTER STATE PARK.
CONSDIG, V 55, NO 6, P 8-9, 1988.
- NOEM, ROLLIE. - MAKING THE MOST OF CUSTER^ STATE PARK (EDIT/ORIAL) . ^CONSDIG,-V 56,
NO 2, PI, 1989.
POSTV CHUCK. S/Dv^REPORTi: CUSTER STATED'PARK-FEE •STRUCTURE-iCHANGED;i;;K:FT;NSj;V 6,
NO ,8, P 6, JUL 1987.
SVENSON, SALLY. DAKOTA NATURALIST: WINTER BIRDWATCHING IN FRENCH CREEK.
CONSDIG, V 57, NO 1, P 2A, I99G.
THOMPSON, NANCY. RECREATION AND BEAUTY IN THE CENTER OF THE BLACK HILLS: CUSTER
STATE PARK. INSIDE, V 1, NO I, P 28-30+, SUM 1990.
WEBSTER, SHERI. THE "88 GALENA FIRE. CONSDIG, V 55, NO 6, P 6-9, 1988.
CUSTER, GEORGE ARMSTRONG (1839-1876)
aAUDENSCHLAGER/'DAVID. CUSTER, DOGS, AND DAKOTA TERRITORY. DAKHIST, .NO 19TH, P
VII.Bl, 1987.
LLOYD, MABEL. A BON HOMME MONUMENT FOR COSTER'S SOLDIERS. DAKHIST, NO 22, P
583-601, 1990.
MERKEL, JASON LEE. SITTING BULL AND THE DAKOTAS. DAKHIST, NO 21ST, 1989.
CUSTER, S.D.
CUSTER ATTRACTS ARIZONA LOLLIPOP FACTORY. ECONDEV, V A, NO 6, P 5, JUL 1991.
CUTTHROAT TROUT SEE TROUT
CYANIDE
BROHM HIRES TOP GUN TO REPAIR DAMAGE. TIPS, V 5, NO 3, P 6-7, MAY 1990.
BROHM MINING COMPANY SPRINGS LEAK. TIPS, V A, NO A, P 2, NOV 1988.
BROHM'S SABOTAGE THEORY BLASTED. TIPS, V 5, NO 3, P 7, MAY 1990.
CYANIDE CONTAMINAtlON AT BROHM SITE: A CHRONOLOGY. TIPS, V 5, NO 7, P A, NOV
1990.
CYANIDE TOXICITY IN DRINKING WATER. TIPS, V 6, NO A, P 3, JUL 1991.
DWNR SETTLES WITH BROHM ON CYANIDE CONTAMINATION OF GROUNDWATER. TIPS, V 5, NO
7, P 5-6, NOV 1990.
GOLDEN REWARD REQUESTS WASTEWATER DISCHARGE PERMIT. TIPS, V 6, NO 2, P 5, APR
1991.
MORE EVIDENCE IN ON LEAKS AT BROHM. TIPS, V 6, NO 6-7, P A^.6, NOV ,1991,
TIP COMPILING EVIDENCE AGAINST BROHM. TIPS, V 6, NO A, P 2, JUL 1991. -
WHARF MONITORING WELLS SHOW CYANIDE CONTAMINATION. TIPS, V 5, NO 7, ,P 8, NOV
1990.
WHARF plans to alter tailings disposal METHOD. TIPS, V 3, NO 2, P 7, APR 1987,




CZECHOSLOVAKIAN CULTURE AND HERITAGE
- . .RAU, JOHN E.. DAKOTA RESOURCES; A BIBLIOGRAPHY ON CZECH IMMIGRANT CULTURE IN
.^rsoUTH T)AKOTAr"-^ 2i;-N0:!2y?PHL73-189, 1991.
p.C. BOOTH HISTORIC FISH HATCHERY
RAVENTON, EDWARD. BLACK HILLS TROUT CAND D.C. BOOTH HISTORIC FISH HATCHERY).
INSIDE, V 2, NO 5, P AA-A5, SUM 1991.
D.D; and: THE FAYROHS
i - SANBORNt MICHAEL. "-DvD. -ANDtarHE^FAYROHS.:yCLASSIC FIFTIES: &:::SIXTIES:.:ROCKaN?;ROLLV
, INSIDE, V 2> NO 3, P 32-35,:WIN 1991. . '
D.W.I. SEE DRUNK DRIVING
DAIRY CATTLE
A DAIRY TALE (WRITTEN BY A lO-YEAR-OLD FOR WORLD AGRICULTURE). SDMAG, V 2, NO
6, P A5, FEB 1987.
DAIRY INDUSTRY
BOARD APPROVES TWO NEW'REDI FUND LOANS. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 3, P 4, MAR 1989. -
FIRST CHEESE PLANT IN S.D. SDMAG, V 5, NO 3, P 12, SEP 1989.
GURNEY, E.R. OUR INDUSTRIES: SHALL WE SUPPORT THEM? (1928 ESSAY). SDMAG, V 5,
NO 3, P 10-11+, SEP 1989.
HOLTZMANN, ROGER. MADE IN VEBLEN. SDMAG, V 7, NO 2, P 48-50, JUL 1991.
DAIRYING
KAROLEVITZ, BOB. JIM RIVER COUNTRY; SCHOOLGIRL DAYS IN THE DAIRY. SDMAG, V 4,
NO 6, P 9, MAY 1989.
DAISIES
ODE, DAVE. ' DAKOTA FLORAVTHE EASTER DAISY. CONSDIG, V 55, NO 2, P 29, 1988.
DAKOTA BAPTIST CONVENTION
TINGLEY, RALPH. EPHRAIM MENACHEM EPSTEIN, EDUCATOR, PASTOR, PHYSICIAN AND
SURGEON. DAKHIST, NO 21ST, 1989.
DAKOTA BOOM (1878-1886)
' ANDERSON, GRANT. TRANSPLANTED IN DAKOTA: EXPERIENCES OF THE GREAT DAKOTA.BOOM.
~ DAKHIST, NO 18TH, P 367-404, 1986.
DAKOTA BUCKWHEAT
ODE, DAVE. DAKOTA FLORA: DAKOTA BUCKWHEAT. CONSDIG, V 56, WO 4, P 29, 1989..
DAKOTA COLLEGIATE INSTITUtE see: SIOUX FALLS COLLEGE
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DAKOTA COUNTRY DANCE CLUB (SIOUX FALLS, S.D.)
* « ' ''KAROLEVITZ/'M/ AND KICKING. SDMAG, V 3, NO 1, P
21-23, APR 1987.
DAKOTA DUNES
governor makes two company announcements. ECONDEV, V 3, no 8, P 8, SEP 1990.
INTERCHANGE IS INVESTMENT IN THE FUTURE OF STATE. ECONDEV, V A, NO 7, PA, SEP
1991.
Vv V '^ -UNION'iCOUNTYilSsSrTBnFOR^sDAKOTA DUNES; COMPLEX.'ECONDEV,2, tNO^i;,-P;fl:0JAN
1989. ,
REED, RON R. IT'S WORKING FOR SOUTH DAKOTA (DAKOTA DUNES, JOBS CREATION GOAL,
FANTUS SURVEY). ECONDEV, V 1, NO A, P 2, AUG 1988.
DAKOTA GRANITE CO. (MILBANK, S.D.)
TRADE AND PROCUREMENT TO BE CONFERENCE THEME. ECONDEV, V A, NO 2, P 5, FEB
1991.
V ' HOTZE, JULIE. ' DAKOTA GRANITE. SDMAG, V 6, NO 5, P 12-IA, JAN 1991.
""' WIEDRICHV'BOB. GRANT, LOAN HELPFUL: DAKOTA GRANITE COMPETES WITH ITALY
(REPRINTED FROM CHICAGO TRIBUNE). ECONDEV, V 3, NO 9, P 3, OCT 1990. r-
DAKOTA HISTORY CONFERENCE
DAKOTA HISTORY CONFERENCE (1986 WINNERS ANNOUNCED). HISTNOTES, V 2, NO A, P 3,
JAN 1987.
HISTORY CONFERENCE COMING.^ SDMAG, V 6, NO 5, P 21,23, JAN 1991.
KING, IRMA. IN THE EYE OF THE INFERNO (A TRUE EXPERIENCE) (PARK HOTEL FIRE,
MADISON). HERITAGE, V 16, NO 2, P A-8, SUM 1990.
DAKOTA LAKES RESEARCH FARM
.SOUTH iDAKOTA TO HAVE NEW AG RESEARCH FARM., ECONDEV, V 2, NO 5, P 8, JUN 1989.
DAKOTA LEAN MEATS, INC. (WINNER, S.D.)
A LITTLE PRESS GOES A LONG WAY (ARTICLE ON DAKOTA LEAN MEATS APPEARS IN U.S.A.
TODAY). ECONDEV, V A, NO 7, P 5, SEP 1991.
RESEARCH HELPS COMPANY INCREASE MARKETABILITY. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 8, P 7, OCT
1989.
DAKOTA OUTREACH PROJECT (DORP)
DAKOTA OUTREACH PROJECT SURVEY/CASE STUDIES LAUNCHED.- SDREP, V 5, NO .3, P 6,
APR 1990.
DAKOTA OUTREACH SURVEY/CASE STUDIES PHASE CONCLUDES. : SDREP, V. 6, NO 1, P 5, AUG
1990.
JOSEPH, FERRIS F., JR. DAKOTA OUTREACH PROJECT UPDATE. SDREP, V 5i NO 2, P
3,12, DEC 1989.




DAKOTA PORK INDUSTRIES (HURON, S.D.)
DAKOTA PORK PROVIDES MARKET FOR LOCAL PRODUCERS. ECONDEV, V A, NO 8, P 3, OCT
. 1991.
DAKOTA PORK PURCHASES SWIFT PLANT IN HURON. ECONDEV, V 1, NO 6, P 6, NOV 1988.
OVER $5 MILLION IN BONDS SOLD FOR DAKOTA PORK. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 2, P A, FEB
1989.
DAKOTA POULTRY (WATERTOWN, S.D.)
'DAKOTA POULTRY EXPANDS. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 2, P.11, FEB 1989. -
DAKOTA PROPOSITION II
DAKOTA PROPOSITION II (TEXT). MUNICIPAL, V 5A, NO 10, P 16, APR 1988.
DAKOTA PROPOSITION II UNANSWERED QUESTIONS. COUNTY, V 34, NO 5, P 12-13, MAY
1988.
BROWN, RALPH J.; RING, RAYMOND J. A STUDY OF THE IMPACT OF DAKOTA PROPOSITION
II ON PROPERTY TAX REVENUE IN SOUTH DAKOTA. BUSREV, V 47, NO 1, P 1,4-7, SEP
^ : . 1988.
HOLCOMB, JEFF. DAKOTA PROPOSITION II. COUNTY, V 34, NO 3, P 12-13, JAN 1988.
- ^OSBERG,- LINDA. DAKOTA PROP^ II - WHAT DOES IT DO? MUNICIPAL, V 54., NO .6,
P 8-9, DEC 1987.
OSBERG> LINDA. DAKOTA PROPOSITION 11: ARBITRARY AND CAPRICIOUS. MUNICIPAL,_V
54, NO 8, P 7, FEB 1988.
OSBERG, LINDA. DAKOTA PROPOSITION II: TWO BUDGETS THIS YEAR. MUNICIPAL,. V 54,
NO 10, P 7, APR 1988.
OSBERG, LINDA. DAKOTA PROPOSITION II: WHAT THEY ARE SAYING. MUNICIPAL, V 54,
NO 9, P 6, MAR 1988.
OSBERG, LINDA. DAKOTA PROPOSITION II: WHAT WOULD HAPPEN. MUNICIPAL, V 55, NO
3, P 8, SEP 1988.
OSBERG, LINDA. DAKOTA PROPOSITION II: WHO WILL ANSWER THE QUESTIONS?
MUNICIPAL, V 54> NO 7, P 8-9, JAN 1988.
•^ ^ -0SBER(3,fLINDAS DAKOTA- PROPOSITION 11:^ WOULD BE LOWERED? MUNICIPAL,
V 54, NO 12, P 8-9, JUN 1988.
PIERCE, NEAL R. PROP 13 TEN YEARS LATER: ENTRENCHED, DIVISIVE, HAZARDOUS.
MUNICIPAL, V 55, NO 1, P 7, JUL 1988.
RING, RAYMOND J. TAXES, SPENDING, AND DAKOTA PROPOSITION II. BUSREV, V 47, NO
1, P 1,7-8, SEP 1988.
DAKOTA RE-UNIFICATION COMMITTEE
BUREAU-QUACKS IN HERREID (PROPOSED CAPITAL OF A UNIFIED DAKOTA). SDMAG, V.4, NO
6, P 6, MAY 1989.
DAKOTA RESEARCH (RAPID CITY, S.D.)
DAKOTA RESEARCH CREATES COMPUTER PARTS. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 1, P 5, JAN 1989.
DAKOTA RESEARCH POSTS SUCCESS. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 4, P 7, APR 1989..
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DAKOTA STATE COLLEGE SEE DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY
^Wlr^pftDftKOTA'^STATE? UNIVERSITY^(MADISON>i^Si^Dv)-:s:,t - T
B & E ENGINEERING: FUTURE FUND RESEARCH GRANT PAYS BIG DIVIDENDS. ECONDEV, VI,
NO 5, P 6, OCT 1988.
FUTURE FUND RESEARCH PROJECTS. ECONDEV, V 1, NO 2, P 3, JUN 1988.
BOONE, LOREN. OUR PUBLIC COLLEGES' CENTENNIAL ALUMNI. SDMAG, V A, NO A, P
35-Al, NOV 1988.
GASQUET THOMAS J. CHOICES AND CHANGES: -NAMES OF SOUTH DAKOTA'S COLLEGES AND
; UNIVERSITIES; ^DAKHrSTVV22j i4Pi231-2AZ/" 1990. : ;.Vv :.'
: DAKOTA TERRITORY
BANNERS INSPIRED STATEHOOD EFFORTS. HISTNOTES, V 5, NO 2, P 1, FAL 1989.
DAKOTA CENTENNIAL 1889-1989, PART I: THE FRONTIER. CONSDIG, V 55, NO 6, P
18-20, 1988.
DAKOTA CENTENNIAL 1889-1989, PART 2 - DAKOTA TERRITORY: THE ERA OF EXPLOITATION,
y: io P 19-21, 1989..
OAHE CHAPEL. HERITAGE, V 14, NO 4, P 41, 1988.
. V ; - "pioneer- CERTTFICATES AVAILABLE (CERTIFICATES FOR DAKOTA TERRITORY PIONEERS'
DESCENDANTS). HISTNOTES, V 3, NO 1, P 7, JUL 1987.
ANDERSON, GRANT! TRANSPLANTED IN DAKOTA: EXPERIENCES OF :THE GREAT DAKOTA BOOM.
DAKHIST, NO 18TH, P 367-404, 1986.
ANDERSON, GRANT K. DESPERATE DAKOTANS. DAKHIST, V 22, P 33-68, 1990. ^
BINGEN, GERRY. SOUTH DAKOTA HISTORY. DAKHIST, NO 21ST, 1989.
EVANS, DAVE. GEN. BEADLE'S MARK ON STATE CANNOT BE ERASED. HERITAGE, V 14, NO
4, P 10-13, 1988.
GASQUE, THOMAS J. ON THE NAME DAKOTA. INDIAN, NO 125, P 16, SPR 1991.
GNIRK, ADELINE. WHITE SWAN, FORT RANDALL, DAKOTA TERRITORY 1869-1895.
HERITAGE, V 15, NO 7, P 13-15, 1989.
' ' HANSEN,'M:R.' BRIEF'HISTORY OF public LAND SURVEYS AND HOMESTEADING IN SOUTH
DAKOTA. DAKHIST^NO 20TH, P 395-398, 1988.
KOLBE, ROBERT) BADE, BRIAN. DAKOTA IMAGE, PHOTOGRAPHERS OF DAKOTA TERRITORY,
NORTH DAKOTA AND SOUTH DAKOTA, 1860-1920 (A PROPOSAL FOR A BOOK). DAKHIST, NO
19TH, P VIII.Bl, 1987.
LAUDENSCHLAGER, DAVID. CUSTER, DOGS, AND DAKOTA TERRITORY. DAKHIST, NO 19TH, P
VII.Bl, 1987.
-MARTEN, JAMES. A VIEW FROM THE WEST:.THE TERRITORIES AND FEDERAL POLICY.
SDHIST, V 18, NO 4, P 193-213, 1988.
MILLER, JOHN. THE WAY THEY SAW US: DAKOTA TERRITORY IN THE ILLUSTRATED NEWS.
SDHIST, V 18, NO 4, P 214-244, 1988.
MIRES, PAULA. SELECTED CASES OF THE COURT, CLAY COUNTY, DAKOTA TERRITORY.
. DAKHIST, NO 20TH, P 399-405, 1988.
samp; ARDYCE. GOVERNOR WlLLIAM A. JAYNE: THE ROOTS OF-STATEHOOD FOR;SOUTH
DAKOTA. DAKHIST, NO 19TH, PXXI.B1+, 1987.
SOYER, JIM. ONE STATE OR TWO? SDMAG, V 4, NO 6, P 14-15, MAY 1989.
STALHEIM, OLE. EARLY VETERINARIANS OF DAKOTA TERRITORY. DAKHIST, NO 22, P
914-921,.1990.




DAKOTA TERRITORY - INDUSTRY
.jHAMMERy KENNETH.- THE BUFFALO BONE INDUSTRY. DAKHIST, NO 20TH, P 573-57A, 1988.
DAKOTA TUBE CWATERTOWN, S.D.)
BOARD (OF ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT) APPROVES SEVEN REDI FUND LOANS. ECONDEV, V 1,
NO 6, P 3, NOV 1988.
DAKTRONICS, INC. (BROOKINGS, S.D.)
BOARD OF economic: DEVELOPMENT approves; loans: 'EC0NDEV/ V;,2; NO 2> -
1989.
•CHAMBERL7\IN;STUDENTS FORM YOUTH'ADVISORY BOARD. EC VA, NO A, PA, APR :
1991.
GOVERNOR RECOGNIZES NEW GOLD COMMUNITIES. ECONDEV, V A, NO 3, P 6-8, MAR 1991.
MIDLAND NAMED SMALL COMMUNITY OF THE YEAR. ECONDEV, V A, NO 3, P A, MAR 1991.
REDI LOAN BUSINESSES SERVE AS CATALYST. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 6, P 1, AUG 1989.
K ?4c!;S®DBfC0MPANV;feSC0RESir^CDAKTR0NICS :MAKES;;SIGNS FOR OLYMPIC GAMES). SDMAG, V 3, NO
6, P 32, MAR 1988.
SIGNS OF THE TIMES (DAKTRONICS DESIGNS LARGEST ELECTRONIC DISPLAY-IN WESTERN
HEMISPHERE). SDMAG, V 2, NO 6, P 12, FEB 1987.
SIOUX FALLS NAMED LARGE COMMUNITY OF THE YEAR. ECONDEV, V A, NO 3, P 5, MAR
1991.
DALLAS, S.D.
RICHARDS, SUSAN L. LIBRARY BUILDINGS FOR WEST RIVER: ANDREW CARNEGIE'S GIFTS TO
DEADWOOD, DALLAS, HOT SPRINGS, AND RAPID CITY, S.D. DAKHIST, NO 20TH, P
231-236, 1988.
DALY, WILLIAM
OUR PUBLIC COLLEGES' CENTENNIAL ALUMNI - NORTHERN STATE COLLEGE. SDMAG, V A, NO
A, P 36, NOV 1988,
DAMAGES (LAW)
BOONE, DEANNA. PALMER EIDE: SCULPTOR. SDMAG, V 7, NO 2, P 11-13, JUL 1991.
HUNHOFF, BERNIE. DAVE HUEBNER: FOLK ARTIST/POTTER. SDMAG, V 7, NO 2, P 7-9,
JUL 1991.
OYOS, MARTIN. PREJUDGMENT INTEREST IN SOUTH DAKOTA. LAW, V 33, NO 3, P
A8A-510, 1988.
dams see also stock damsj the names of specific dams
DEPT. (OF WATER AND NATURAL RESOURCES) PARTICIPATES IN DAM SAFETY. WATER, V 2,
NO 1, P 5, JUL 1988.
MISSOURI RIVER RESERVOIR RELEASES (ACCOMMODATE TWO ENDANGERED BIRD SPECIES).
WATER, V 2, NO 2, P 5, SEP 1988.
• SOUTH DAKOTA REPORT: IROQUOIS LAKE DAM TO BE REBUILT. . FINS, V 8, NO 1,- P 6i
1989.
STATE DAMS MADE SAFER. WATER, VI, NO 1, P 3, JUL 1987.
FEENEY, JIM. HYDRO UPGRADING. WATER, V 5, NO 1, P 9, SPR 1991.
FERRELL, JOHN. DEVELOPING THE MISSOURI: SOUTH DAKOTA AND THE PICK-SLOAN PLAN.
SDHIST, V 19, NO 3, P 306-341, 1989.
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MCPHILLIPS, KELLY. TAILRACE FISHING: SOME OF THE STATE'S MORE EXCITING AND MOST
CONSISTENT FISHING CAN BE FOUND BELOW THE MISSOURI RIVER'S. CONSDIG, V 58, NO
A, P 16-19, 1991.
: ^t-h^:^^MICKEliSON;^GEORGE S;V«^NEW i ERA OFaDEVELOPMENT, COOPERATION, AND MANAGEMENT OF THE
MISSOURI RIVER. WATER, V 3, NO 6, P I+, JUN 1990.
RANDASH, JIM. ORMAN DAM--A GOOD BET FOR HAWG WALLEYES. DAKCOUNT, V 2, NO 8, P
19-21, AUG 1988.
DANBY PARK - BUGTOWN GULCH
DANBY PARK BUGTOWN GULCH NOMINATION SUBMITTED. TIPS, Vr6., NO 2, ,P-3t4; .APR
1991.
DANCES WITH WOLVES-(MOVIE)
BUILD ON SUCCESS OF DANCES WITH WOLVES. INSIDE, V 2, NO A, P 5, SPR 1991.
MOVIE FEATURES DAKOTANS. SDMAG, V 6, NO 6, P II, MAR 1991.
MOVIEMAKING AT MINNECONJOU CREEK. SDMAG, V 6, NO 6, P 7-12, MAR 1991.
HUNHOFF, BERNIE. OUR POPULAR PRAIRIE. SDMAG, V 6, NO 6, P 4,6, MAR 1991.
DANCING
* HUNHOFF, BERNIE. IT'S A FAMILY TRADITION (ZIEGLER FAMILY CARRY ON THE TRADITION
OF SIOUX DANCE). SDMAG, V 3, NO 6, P 9-12, MAR 1988.
KAROLEVITZ, M. JILL. COUNTRY DANCE IS ALIVE AND KICKING. SDMAG, V 3, NO 1, P
21-23, APR 1987.
DANDELIONS
KAROLEVITZ, BOB. DANDELIONS: AN ALTERNATIVE CROP? SDMAG, V 5, NO 2, P 41, JUL
1989.
LEWIS, WENDY. DAKOTA NATURALIST: NATURE'S SUPERMARKET. CONSDIG, V 56, NO 5, P
22-23, 1989.
DANISH CULTURE AND HERITAGE
* tORMA," CAROLYN. "TRADITIONAL DANISH ARCHITECTURE. HISTNOTES, V 2, NO 4, P 6,
JAN 1987.
DARILEAN, INC. (SIOUX FALLS, S.D.)
research project turns into reality. ECONDEV, V 4, NO 9, P 3, NOV I99I.
DART, JUSTIN
HAMILTON, JOHN A. A NOT-SO-FUNNY THING HAPPENED ON THE WAY TO PIERRE.aSDREP, V
7, NO 1, P 5, OCT 1991.
HAMILTON, JOHN A. DART SPEAKS IN PIERRE (JUSTIN DART). SDREP, V 7, NO 1, P 1,
OCT 1991.
DASCHLE, TOM (1947- )




REDI FUND HELPS BUSINESS MAKE A DIFFERENCE. ECONDEV, V 1, NO 2, P 6, JUN 1988.
DAY COUNTY
DAKOTA COUNTY; DAY COUNTY. C0NSDI6, V 58, NO 2, P 2A, 1991.
OLSON, JAMES B. the people and CHURCHES-OF day county, south DAKOTA: a study, in
ETHNICITY AND RELIGIOUS AFFILIATIONS. DAKHIST, NO 21ST, 1989.
DE SMET, FATHER PETER JOHN-(1801-^873)
PECHAN, BEVERLY. FATHER TETER JOHN DE SMET (1801-1873).- HERITAGE; V 14,- NO-A,
P 2-4, 1988.
DE SMET, S.D.
"LITTLE HOUSE" ILLUSTRATOR FINDS CIVILIZATION AT SOUTH DAKOTA SITE FOR 6 WILDER
BOOKS. WILDER, V 13, NO 1, P 5, SPR 1987.
AFTER A CENTURY: THE INGALLS HOME ON THIRD STREET. WILDER, V 13, NO 2, P 1,4-7,
•' v^''<;: FAL-T987...
CHRISTMAS AT THE INGALLS HOME -DE SMET, SD (PHOTO). WILDER, V 17, NO 2, P 8,
FAL 1991.
D.H.LOFTUS OBITUARY. WILDER, V 17, NO 1, P 3, SPR 1991.
EARLY VISITS TO 'LITTLE TOWN' 'LITTLE HOUSE' BOOKS BROUGHT IMMEDIATE LITERARY
FAME TO DE SMET. WILDER, V 17, NO 2, P 1,4, FAL 1991.
•GOODBYE TO A LANDMARK. WILDER, V 17, NO 1, P 3, SPR 1991.
illustrator GARTH WILLIAMS VISITS...A MAGICAL, MEMORABLE DAY FOR DE SMET.
WILDER, V 13, NO 1, P 4, SPR 1987.
JAPAN BROADCASTING CORP. (NHK) SPENT WEEK IN DE SMET. WILDER, V 17, NO 1, P 8,
SPR 1991.
JAPANESE 4-H GROUP VISITS WILDER SITES AT DE SMET. WILDER, V 17, NO 2, P 5, FAL
1991.
- VaaLOFTUS:> A'WELL KNOWN 'DEi SMEX.JMERCHANT... ;;.WILDER;: V, 17, NO 1, P 3, SPR 1991.
M & M'S LEMONADE MARINA. SDMAG, V 6, NO 4, P 52-54, SEP 1990.
MA SAVED "THE HARD WINTER" NEWSPAPER. WILDER, V 16, NO 1, P 7, SPR 1990.
MYSTERY OF LOCATION OF PAINTING IN DE SMET CITY HALL SOLVED. WILDER, V 17, NO
2, P 6,8, SPR 1991.
THE "LITTLE HOUSE" SITES: THEN AND NOW. WILDER, V 14, NO 1, P 4-5,9, SPR 1988.
THE INGALLS HOME'S. NEIGHBOR A VICTIM OF TIME., WILDER, V 13, NO 2, P 2, FAL
1987.
THE LONG WINTER PUBLISHING^ANNIVERSARY OBSERVED. WILDER, Vl6y NO 1, P 7, SPR
1990.
THE SHADOWY FATE OF THE INGALLS CLAIM SHANTY. WILDER, V 17, NO 1, P 4,= SPR
1991.
' WASHINTON POST COVERAGE GENEROUS. WILDER, V 15, NO 2, P 4-5, FAL .1989. : >
WHAT THE NEWS SAID ABOUT CHRISTMAS IN LAURA'S"LITTLE TOWN". HERITAGE, V 16, NO
4, P 21, WIN 1990.
1889 RE-VISITED. WILDER, V 15, NO 1, P 1-2, APR 1989.
- 1939'RE-VISITED.-^ CELEBRATE -OLD SETTLERS>DAY^ FIFTY YEARS AGO.
WILDER, V 15, NO 1, P 1,5, APR 1989.
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BLEGEN, DALE. AUTHOR-ARTIST DAYS A BIG SUCCESS IN DE SMET THIS SUMMER. WILDER,
V 16, NO 2, P 1-2, FAL 1990.
> CRAMER, MARIAN; t .COWS ON PARADE., SDMAG, V 6, NO 2, P 62+, MAY 1990.
CRAMER, MARIAN. THE INGALLS AND WILDERS OF DESMET. DAKHIST, NO 20TH, P
539-542, 1988.
DASCHLE, THOMAS A. WASHINGTON REPORT: HEALTH CARE CRISIS IN OUR RURAL
HOSPITALS. MUNICIPAL, V 57, NO 2, P 10, AUG 1990.
FRITZEL, DALE. PILOT GOT CAUGHT BUZZING DE -SMET.. SDMAG, V 7, NO 1, P: 69770,
MAY 1991.
LANE, ROSE WILDER;' - a: PEEK INTO THErlNGALLS: HOMEVIA\ROSE^>;mLDER,.<V-13;/;,NO 2,
P 3, FAL 1987.
: V MILLER,; JOHN. END OF AN ERA: DESMET HIGH SCHOOL CLASS OF 1912. SDHIST, V-20,
NO 3, P 185-206, 1990.
MYERS, JANE. VISITING LAURA'S "LITTLE HOUSE" TOWNS. WILDER, V 14, NO 1, P
9-11, SPR 1988.
PECHAN, BEVERLY. DE SMET AND LAURA'S LONG WINTER. HERITAGE, V 16, NO 4, P
20-21, WIN 1990.
fe»^®WALKERVmBARBARA;;riT;MY;RETURN TO THE- LITTLE,:H0USES. WILDER, V 16, NO 2, P 4-5,
FAL 1990.
DEADWOOD, S.D.
CLIPS ON HISTORICAL PRESERVATION. HISTNOTES, V 5, NO 3, P 3, WIN 1990.
PROGRESSIVE JACKPOTS ADD EXCITEMENT TO DEADWOOD GAMING. DEADMAG, VI, NO 1, P
5, MAR 1991.
SEE 'THE "GIRLS" OF THE GULCH' IN EACH ISSUE OF DEADWOOD MAGAZINE. DEADMAG.
TEDDY ROOSEVELT SLEPT HERE. DEADMAG, V 1, NO 1, P 18-19, MAR 1991.
1903 HOTEL CONTINUES TO SERVE DEADWOOD. DEADMAG, V 1, NO 1, P 19, MAR 1991.
BONNAR, PENNY. GAMBLING: NEW WAVE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT? INSIDE, V 1, NO 1, P
14-16, SUM 1990.
, COYLE, VINCE. DEADWOOD CHARACTERS... HISTORY IN THE MAKING. DEADMAG, V 1, NO 1,
;; P I5rl6., MAR 1991.
GOODMAN, VALERIE. CHINESE ADDED COLOR TO DEADWOOD'S VIVID PAST. DEADMAG, V 1,
NO 2, P 5-6, MAY 1991.
GOODMAN, VALERIE. EUROPEAN MINERS CREATED "MINIATURE MELTING POT". DEADMAG, V
1, NO 3, P 5-6, JUL 1991.
HUNHOFF, BERNIE. DEADWOOD: YOU BET IT HAS A FUTURE. SDMAG, V 4, NO 1, P 5-11,
MAY 1988.
HUNHOFF, BERNIE. FAMOUS SALOON REMAINS A DRAWING CARD. CSALOON NO.,10,
DEADWOOD, S.D.). SDMAG, V 4, NO 1, P 7, MAY 1988.
MCPHERSON, RUTH. DEADWOOD DICK, THE'SKUNK, 8 1; SDMAG, V 7, NO 2, P 60,62, JUL
1991.
MULLANEY, MARGUERITE. BILL WALSH: DEDICATED TO DEADWOOD. INSIDE, V, 1, NO 2, P
22-23, FAL 1990.
NEDVED, GREG. DEADWOOD'S WONG, SDMAG, V 5, NO .4, P 49-51, NOV 1989.
REZATTO, HELEN. DEADWOOD: THE GOLD RUSH YEARS. HERITAGE, V 16, NO 2, P 20-27,
SUM 1990.
RICHARDS, SUSAN L. LIBRARY BUILDINGS FOR WEST RIVER: ANDREW CARNEGIE'S GIFTS TO




TESCH; marie, mules and MUD: a mighty mixture. DEADMAG, VI, NO <», P 7-8, SEP
1991.
.TESCH, MARIE. THE "GIRLS" OF THE GULCH. DEADMAG, V 1, NO 2, P 10, MAY 1991.
WARD, RICHARD A. FULL CIRCLE. DAHKIST, NO 22, P 1016-2A, 1990.
DEAF/DEAFNESS/HEARING LOSS
COMMUNICATION SERVICE FACILITY OPENED. ECONDEV, V 3, NO 6, P 6, JUL 1990.
COMMUNICATION SERVICE FOR THE DEAF INSTALLS TOLL-FREE TDD MESSAGE RELAY SERVICE
1-800-622-1770. SDREP, V 3, NO 2, P 11, DEC 1987. ..
^ BRESLOW, KEN. LRE: AN UNSATISFACTORY-EDUCATIONAL process; FOR deaf; AND , S:
HARD-OF-HEARING CHILDREN. SDREP, V 5, NO 2, P 10-11, DEC 1989.
DEAN, HOADLEY (1918- )
ISENBERG, MAXINE. WHAT'S A HOADLEY? (HOADLEY DEAN, 1918- ). DAKWEST, V l3, NO
2, P A-11, JUN 1987.
DEAN, TONY
^' ;^ D^AN^ SHOW WINS M^^ "DAKCOUNT, V 5, "NO 7, P A9, JUL 1991.
^ - SHOW. DAKCOUNT, V 2, NO 12, P 14-16,,DEC ,
1988.
DEATH
SOUTH DAKOTA INFANT MORTALITY RATE DECLINES. HEALTH, V 5, NO 2, P 2, APR 1991.
AIRO, MICHAEL. ^DYING, DEATH, AND THE MOURNING PROCESS. INDIAN, NO 126, P
12-15, SUM 1991.
GULZOW, STEVEN. BURIAL CUSTOMS AND BELIEFS OF THE PLAINS INDIANS. DAKHIST, V
22, P 314-327, 1990.
PAINE, VERA. THE BURIAL. DAKWEST, V 13, NO 3, P 23, SEP 1987.
DEATH PENALTY i SEE CAPITAL.PUNISHMENT
debtor and creditor
. KEENAN, MARK. DUE PROCESS, GARNISHMENT AND ATTACHMENT, AND SECT. 1983. S.D.
ATTORNEYS AND THEIR CLIENTS ARE AT RISK. LAW, V 32, NO 2, P 264-280, 1987.
KNESS, BRUCE N. TULSA PROFESSIONAL COLLECTION SERVICES V. POPE: NEW DUE PROCESS
REQUIREMENTS FOR DECEDENT'S CREDITORS-ADIOS PUBLICATION. LAW, V 34, NO 2, P
359-380, 1989.
REINER, KEVIN L. FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF MINNEAPOLIS V. KEHN RANCH, INC.: AN.
EXPANSION OF THE RECOGNIZED MARKET EXCEPTION OF U.C.C. LAW, V 32, NO 2,vP,
- 344-360, 1987.
VAN PATTEN, JONATHAN K. LENDER LIABILITY: CHANGING OR ENFORCING THE GROUND
RULES? LAW, V 33, NO 3, P 385-436, 1988.
DEBTS, PUBLIC
SIMMONS, JOSEPH T. OCTOBER 19, 1987 BLACK MONDAY-CONTEMPLATIONS OF ITS EFFECT
ON SOUTH DAKOTA'S ECONOMIC OUTLOOK. BUSREV, V 46,;N0.2, P 1,4-5, DEC 1987.
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DEER SEE ALSO ANTELOPE; ELK; HUNTING - DEER
5;*v"-;i-^ :^;iv-7''DAK0TA'CENTENNIAL •T889-1989:;,spAR'rr6 :-^PR0SPERITY RETURNS TO THE PRAIRIE.
CONSDIG, V 56, NO 5, P 19-21, 1989.
: DAKOTA DEER OUTLOOK BRIGHT. DAKCOUNT, VI, NO 11, P 6-7, NOV 1987.
DEER NUMBERS HIGH: SPECIAL WINTER DEER SEASON PROPOSED FOR SAND LAKE NWR.
DAKCOUNT, V 5, NO 10, P AO-41, OCT 1991.
DEER OUTLOOK '91: STRONG HABITAT...GOOD DEER POPULATIONS IN THE DAKOTAS.v
;DAKC0UNT, V;5, NO II, P 16-17, NOV 1991.
D^ POPULATIONS aOOKINGvGOOD ; : DAKCOUNT,' V :;4?>i.N0^-ir;^R?19';^N0V199G;.r 7-jivirr
S.D. REPORT: DEER-AND ANTELOPE SEASONS FOR BOWHUNTERS PROPOSED. FINS,'V 6, NO
5, P 81, MAY 1987.
SOUTH DAKOTA HUNTERS ENCOUNTER TANGLED DEER. DAKCOUNT, V 5, NO 1, P 42-43, JAN
1991.
SPECIAL S. DAKOTA YOUTH DEER SEASON GAINING MOMENTUM. DAKCOUNT, V 5, NO II, P
26-27, NOV 1991.
PIND P V 55, NO 4, P 27,, 1988.
CROUCH, BARTH. KEEPING TRACK OF DEER. CONSDIG, V 56, NO 5, P 10-11, 1989.
" day; DOUG:' CAR-DEER COLLISIONS. CONSDIG, V 57, NO 2>P 8-II, 1990.
KAYSER, MARK. MOOSE ON THE LOOSE. CONSDIG, V 55, NO 1, P 2-5, 1988.
MCPHILLIPS, KELLY. DO DEER EVER GET LOST? (WOUNDED DEER).. CONSDIG, V 54, NO 6,
P 18-21, 1987.
WILTZ, ROGER. CLOSE ENCOUNTER AT CHOTEAU CREEK. SDMAG, V 7, NO 4, P 10-11, NOV
1991.
DEERFIELD DAM
EVANS, JUDY. CIVILIAN PUBLIC SERVICE CAMP. DAKHIST, V 22, P 189-202, 1990.
DELBRIDGE, CARELTON (1897-)
SIOUX FALLS"BENEFITS~FR0MDELBRIDGE GENEROSITY (CARELTON DELBRIDGE, 1991 HALL OF
FAME HONOREE). HERITAGE, V 17, NO 3, P 8-9, SEP 1991.
DELL RAPIDS, S.D.
SMITH, RISE L. PRAIRIE GIRL GROWS UP: LUCILE F. FARGO. DAKHIST, NO 21ST, 1989.
DELORIA, VINE SR. (1901-1990)
ANDERSON; JOAN. DAKOTA IMAGES:-VINE DELORIA, SR. SDHIST, V 21, NO l,:.P,rl20+,
1991.
PECHAN, BEVERLY. VINE DELORIA, SR., HE WILL BE MISSED. HERITAGE, V 16, NO 2, P
14-15, SUM 1990.
DEPARTMENT OF LABOR - S.D.
DEPARTMENT OF LABOR PAID $979 MILLION IN BENEFITS IN 1990.rABOR," P llv MAY
1991.
THE SOUTH DAKOTA DEPARTMENT OF LABOR WAS CREATED TO SERVE SOUTH DAKOTANS.




DAKOTA CENTENNIAL 1889-1989, PART 5: THE HOPEFUL TWENTIES AND THE DIRTYftv ^ ij^-THiRTIES/'^CONSDIGi • V'56, NO 4^ 'P^19-21v 1989.
DEWING, ROLLAND. DEPRESSION ON SOUTH DAKOTA'S INDIAN RESERVATIONS; THE SDERA
SURVEY OF 1935. SDHIST, V 21, NO 1, P 84-96, 1991.
HARDAWAY, ROGER. THE NEW DEAL AT THE LOCAL LEVEL. DAKHIST, V 22, P 373-396,
1990.
JORGENSON, DEBORAH. DREAMS TO DUST, ONE IMMIGRANTS EXPERIENCE. DAKHIST, NOv,.
21ST, 1989.
' KESSINGERV MAXINE .' THE- GREAT;;DEPRESSr0N^^AND7^THE '^DTRTY^THIRTIES^?fViDAKHIST^v!3N0?y-
20TH, P 439-443, 1988.
' SHANLEY; TOM. THE WORKS PROGRESS ADMINISTRATION. DAKHIST, NO 22, P 818-831,
1990.
STAGGERS, KERMIT L. SIOUX FALLS COLLEGE AND THE GREAT DEPRESSION -- 1930-1937.
DAKHIST, NO 18TH, P 473-482, 1986.
WOLFF, GERALD W.j CASH, JOSEPH. SOUTH DAKOTANS REMEMBER THE GREAT DEPRESSION.
SDHIST, V 19, NO 2, P 224-258, 1989.
DEPUY, WILLIAM (1919- )
'our PUBLIC COLLEGES' CENTENNIAL ALUMNI - SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY. SDMAG,
V 4, NO 4, P 38, NOV 1988.
DESART, ORA (1885-1978)
ORA DESART (1989 HALL OF FAME HONOREE-UNSUNG HERO). HERITAGE, V 15, NO 7, P 29,
1989.
DEUEL COUNTY
TEK-ORD TRIES DEUEL COUNTY. TIPS, V 2, NO 9-10, P 9, JAN 1987.
DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES PROGRAM
^vi: i«<¥ ^#vv,i^vGONSUMER^eORNER:^SOUTH DAKOTA ADVOCACY SERVICES DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES
PROGRAM INFO. SHEET FOR PARENTS. SDREP, V 7, NO 1, P 8, OCT 1991.
KEAN, ROBERT J. DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES ADVOCACY PROGRAM PRIORITIES, FY
1992. SDREP, V 7, NO 1, P 4,9, OCT 1991.
KEAN, ROBERT J. DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES PROGRAM PRIORITIES. SDREP, V 6, NO
2, P 4, DEC 1990.
DEWEY COUNTY LIBRARY AND MUSEUM ANNEX (TIMBER LAKE, S.D.)
NELSON, JIM. TIMBER LAKE LIBRARY AND MUSEUM. HISTNOTES, V 3, NO 6, P-5.,. MAY;r
1988.
DIABETES
DIABETES CONTROL PROGRAM RECEIVES FUNDING FOR THREE YEARS. HEALTH, V-4, NO 5, P
5, OCT 1990.
DIABETES PROGRAM/INDIAN -HEALTH SERVICES TEAM FOR -EYE:- CLINIC.» HEALTH>:n V I, NO, 5,
PI, SEP 1987.
MATERNAL AND CHILD HEALTH PROGRAM BEGINS DIABETES CONTROL PROJECT. HEALTH, VI,




ABRAHAMSON, LAURA A.I.; GERBER, PHILIP L. HERDING COWS AND WAITING TABLES: THE
V ^ ^DrARY«^^OF LAURA^^ALETA IVERSENftABRAHAMSGN. SDHIST, V 20, NO 1, P 17-50, 1990.
KROSCH, PENELOPE. DAKOTA BOOM YEAR, 1883: THE JOURNAL OF THOMAS SADLER ROBERTS
CRAILROAD LAND EXAMINER). DAKHIST, NO 18TH, P 9G-1GA, 1986.




W.H. OVER MUSEUM TO DEPICT SOUTH DAKOTA'S BIGGEST DINOSAUR: THEY GREW THEM BIG
IN SOUTH DAKOTA. HISTNOTES, V 3, NO 6, P 1, MAY 1988.
JUTTELSTAD, PAM. DAKOTA DINOSAURS ARE ANCIENT HISTORY. SDMAG, V 3, NO 3, P
A8-5G, AUG 1987.
DISABLED SEE HANDICAPPED
DISCOVERY CENTER (PIERRE, S.D.)
• ' ' SDMEA CONTRIBUTES TO DISCOVERY CENTER. MUNICIPAL, V 58, NO 6/ P 11, DEC: 1991.
DISCRIMINATION SEE ALSO RACISM; SEX DISCRIMINATION; NATIVE AMERICANS -
DISCRIMINATION
FARMER, VAL. CONSUMER CORNER: DO WE TREAT THE DISABLED AS SECOND CLASS
CITIZENS. SDREP, V 5, NO 3, P 9-lG, APR 199G.
JEPSON, DARRELL. AMERICANS WITH DISABILITY ACT. COUNTY, V 36, NO 11, P A, NOV
1990.
LEE, R. ALTON. MCCARTHYISM AT THE UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH DAKOTA. SDHIST, V 19, NO
3, P A2A-A38, 1989.
SCHADE, NANCY L. COALITION SEEKING TO EXPAND MEMBERSHIP. SDREP, V 5, NO 3, P
8, APR 1990.
DISEASES - S.D. SEE ALSO THE NAMES OF SPECIFIC DISEASES
LYME DISEASE IN THE DAKOTAS. DAKCOUNT, V 4, NO 6, P 37, JUN 1990.
NO NEW CASES OF LYME DISEASE IN DAKOTAS. DAKCOUNT, V 5, NO 10, P 45, OCT 1991.
HAGHATIAN, MANSOUR. CANCER DEATH RATES IN SOUTH DAKOTA. CENSUSDATA, V 3, NO 3,
P 1-4, JUN 1988.
MITZEL, BILL. LYME DISEASE: SHOULD DAKOTANS.BE CONCERNED? DAKCOUNT, V,4, N06,
P 34-36, JUN 1990.
DISEASES - S.D. - HISTORY
AISENBREY, WILLIAM E. WATER BORN TYPHOID FEVER IN CHAMBERLAIN, SOUTH DAKOTA
1932-1933. DAKHIST, NO 19TH, P IX.B1+, 1987.
DIVISION OF CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION (PIERRE, S.D.)
LEWIS, DALE. THE LAWMAN YOU DON'T SEE (DIVISION OF: CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION).




- , ANDERSON, LAWRENCE C' A PRELIMINARY HISTORICAL GEOGRAPHY ANALYSIS OF THE LOWEST
<»44'fr„a?DiV0RCErRATE eOUNTIES^^lN THE UiSn-^ PHENOMENON. DAKHIST, NO 20TH, P
503-507, 1988.
BROWN, RALPH J.; VIKEN, LINDA LEA M. RECOGNITION OF HOMEMAKER CAREER
OPPORTUNITY COST IN MARITAL DISSOLUTION CASES. LAW, V 35, NO I, P <iO-65,
1990.
SCHAFFER, CONNIE DEVELDER. MONEY VERSUS MORALITY: THE DIVORCE INDUSTRY OF,SIOUX
FALLS. SDHIST, V 20, NO 3, P 207-227, 1990.
DOCTORS SEE PHYSICIANS
DOGS
AISENBREY, WILLIAM E. MYTHS AND FACTS ABOUT BISMARK: THE DOG NOT THE CITY.
DAKHIST, NO 21ST, 1989.
LAUDENSCHLAGER, DAVID. CUSTER, DOGS, AND DAKOTA TERRITORY. DAKHIST, NO 19TH, P
VII.BI, 1987.
#J^Q*^OIiNEY#fGHARLT;^A^^SERGEANT BISMARK MEMORIALt'NO ?«SHAGGY DOG STORY". DEADMAG, V I,
NO 4, P 9;il, SEP 1991.
' SARVrEL>,E TOP DOG). SDMAG, V 4, NO ,5, P. 32-33, JAN
1989.
WITTENBURG, PAUL. THE HUNTING DOG. INSIDE, V 2, NO 6, P 50-51, FAL 1991.
DOGS - TRAINING
IT'S THE LAW (TRAINING DOGS ON PUBLIC LAND). CONSDIG, V 58, NO 4, P 27, 1991.
WRAP UP: COMMISSION OKS DOG TRAINING RULES. CONSDIG, V 56, NO 2, P 26, 1989.
MOUM, KEN. AN OUTSIDE OPINION: NOSE, NOSE, ANYTHING GOES (TRAINING A BIRD DOG).
CONSDIG, V 56, NO 2, P 26, 1989.
THOMS, JERRALD P. THAT DOG WILL HUNT. FINS, V 6, NO 4, P II-I4+, APR 1987.
: DOGS, . HUNTING
HUNHOFF, BERNIE. KELLOGG'S DOGS. SDMAG, V 6, NO 5, P 45-48, NOV 1990.
MOUM, KEN. AN OUTSIDE OPINION: NOSE, NOSE, ANYTHING GOES (TRAINING A BIRD DOG).
CONSDIG, V 56, NO 2, P 26, 1989.
MOUM, KEN. THE NEW BASICS OF PHEASANT HUNTING. CONSDIG, V 58, NO 5, P 2-5,
1991.
MOUM, KEN. WINTERTIME IS PUPPY TIME. CONSDIG, V 55, NO I, P 18-21, 1988.
THOMS, JERRALD P. -THAT DOG WILL HUNT. FINS, V 6, NO 4, P .11-14+, APR 1987. :
DOLAND, S.D.
COMMUNITIES BENEFIT FROM SPA GRANT. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 9, P 5, NOV 1989.
GARRETTSON, CiHARLES L^III. HOME OF THE POLITICS OF JOY: HUBERT H. HUMPHREY IN
SOUTH DAKOTA. SDHIST, V 20, NO 3, P 165-184, 1990.
^sd01/LY,6R0LAND L.
DOLLY NAMED NEW COMMISSIONER FOR THE GOED. ECONDEV, V 4, NO 8, P 1, OCT 1991.





DOME MOUNTAIN- LOST GULCH REFUGE NOMINATED. TIPS, V 6, NO 2, P 2-3, APR 1991.
DOMESTIC EMPLOYEES SEE HOUSEHOLD EMPLOYEES
DONAHOE, WILLIAM (1886-1975)
DR. WILL DONAHOE (1988 HALL OF FAME HONOREE-"PROFESSIONAL): HERITAGE, VIA, NO
A, P 27, 1988.
"DONATIONS AND GIFTS
' BELKNAPP GIFT FUNDS Archival ENDOWMENT. HISTNOTES, V 6, .no a, p a, SPRv1,99I.
BUTTER-NUT COFFEE DONATES $10,000 TO THE SOCIETY. HISTNOTES, V 3, NO A, P 1,
JAN 1988.
ETC. (NEWS ABOUT STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY). HISTNOTES, V 6, NO A, P 2-3, SPR
1991.
ETC. (NEWS FROM STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY). HISTNOTES, V 7, NO 1, P 2, SUM 1991.
^ « LUXEMBURG LUGGAGE LANDEDK'BIWER FAMILY DONATION TO CULTURAL HERITAGE CENTER).
HISTNOTES, V A, NO 3, P 3, NOV 1988.
^ ^ MUSEUM=FINDS ARE WELCOME SURPRISES; HISTNOTES, V 6, NO A, P A, SPR 1991 .-
NORSE HERITAGE COLLECTION GROWS. HISTNOTES, V 6, NO 1, P 3, SUM 1990.
OVER MUSEUM GETS RARE AUTO. HISTNOTES, V 7, NO 2, P 3, FAL 1991.
SDMEA CONTRIBUTES TO DISCOVERY CENTER. MUNICIPAL, V 58, NO 6, P 11, DEC 1991.
society RECEIVES PAPERS, ARTIFACTS. HISTNOTES, V 6, NO 3, PA, WIN 1991.
SPINK COUNTY SPORTSMEN PAY FOR TURTLE CREEK CLEANUP. FINS, V 7, NO 5, P 6,
1988.
TOOLBOX IS GLIMPSE OF STATE'S HISTORY. HISTNOTES, V 7, NO 1, P A, SUM 1991.
WRAP-UP: SPORTSMEN DONATE TO SPINK COUNTY PROJECT. CONSDIG, V 55, NO 2, P 27,
, 1988.
BORST, JOHN.' BURKE RECORDS DONATED TO SOCIETY (SOUTH DAKOTA STATE HISTORICAL
SOCIETY). HISTNOTES, V 2, NO 5, P 3, MAR 1987.
DONOHUE, PARNELL (1916- )
PARNELL DONOHUE (1988 HALL OF FAME HONOREE - PROFESSIONAL). HERITAGE, V lA, NO
A, P 28, 1988.
DOPP, KIP
BONNAR, TENNY. SKI WEDGIES: AN IDEA BORN IN THE BLACK HILLS OF WYOMING. ,
INSIDE, V 1, NO 2, P 11-12, FAL 1990.
DOUGLAS COUNTY
VAN DERWERFF, JANE. HUSTON: A TOWN OF FIRSTS THAT DIDN'T LAST. HERITAGE, V
15, NO 7, P 35, 1989.
;^n.V7;.iD0WDELL,. ROBERT EMMETT
ABILD, ETHEL D. CENTENNIAL PRAIRIE - 1876. DAKHIST, NO 18TH, P 839-8AA, 1986.





'rK'^?feVr^tS?^,BERRV!i-;GHARLES 4JRH-iA- DUCK; FARMER^BLEW^THE- WHISTLE ON WETLANDS. SDMAG, V 5, NO
Z, P A2-45, JUL 1989.
HOFER, STEWART L. FEDERAL REGULATION OF AGRICULTURAL DRAINAGE ACTIVITY IN
PRAIRIE POTHOLES. LAW, V 33, NO 3, P 511-527, 1988.
DRAMA
JOHNSON, JAMES L. PRAIRIE REP THEATRE - PLANS: FINAL SEASON-IN. HISTORIC.iORERA> -.
HOUSE. SDMAG, V 3, NO 1, P; APR 1987. - . -
DREDGING
CLEAN LAKES PROGRAM UTILIZES DREDGING. WATER, V 4, NO 1, P 3, AUG 1990.
DREDGE ACTIVITIES BEGIN ACROSS THE STATE. WATER, V 3, NO 5, P 4, APR 1990.
THE SOUTH DAKOTA DREDGING PROGRAM. WATER, V 1, NO 5, P 3, MAY 1988.
5j-?4 >s?«iDRESDENACUST^OM'!i;RAILERS^/^INP,.y
CANADA TRADE IS WELL WORTH THE INITIAL EFFORT. ECONDEV, V 4, NO A, P 3, APR
1991.
DREW, MARIE
WAGNER, SALLY ROESCH. DAUGHTERS OF DAKOTA: PIONEER WOMEN'S STORIES. DAKHIST,
NO 21ST, 1989.
DRIFTING GOOSE, JOSEPH (1821-1909)
GUNDERSON, JENNIFER. FISHER GROVE STATE PARK: THiS PARK ON THE JAMES RIVER IN
EASTERN SOUTH DAKOTA PRESERVES SOME OF SOUTH DAKOTA'S PAST. CONSDIG, V 57, NO
4, P 10-13, 1990.
PECHAN, BEVERLY. CONSCIENTIOUS OBJECTOR, DRIFTING GOOSE, ESQ. (JOSEPH DRIFTING
GOOSE). HERITAGE, V 14, NO 3, P 14-16, 1988.
:'^i:;;^;)i;^;'fePECHAN,vBEVERLY.Jii DRIFTING GOOSE OF IHEJ (JOSEPH DRIFTING GOOSE).
DAKHIST, NO 19TH, P Xr.Cl, 1987.
DRIVERS SEE MOTOR VEHICLE DRIVERS; AUTOMOBILE DRIVING - LAWS AND LEGISLATION
DRIVING, AUTOMOBILE SEE AUTOMOBILE DRIVING
DROUGHTS
DAKOTA CENTENNIAL 1889-1989, PART 5: THE HOPEFUL TWENTIES AND THE DIRTY
THIRTIES. CONSDIG, V 56, NO 4, P 19-21, 1989.
DROUGHT ASSISTANCE PROGRAM CONCLUDES, WATER, V 3, NO 3, P 4, NOV 1989.
DROUGHT DISASTER WATER SUPPLY ASSISTANCE PROGRAM UPDATE. WATER, V 3, NO, 1, P 2,
JUL 1989.
DROUGHT DISASTER WATER SUPPLY ASSISTANCE PROGRAM. WATER, V 2, NO,6, P 1, MAY
1989.
CENSUSDATA, V 3, NO 5, P 1-3, AUG 1988.
IS DROUGHT ALL BAD? DAKCOUNT, V 3, NO 6, P 38, JUN 1989.
- K -i V ^ - ' PHEASANT:^HARVEST4D0WN ;IN»^DAK0TAS. DAKCOUNT;:vV.3,-NO .8.,>9P.\35, AUG 1989.
UPLAND FORECAST NOT SO GOOD. DAKCOUNT, V 2, NO 9, P 12-13, SEP 1988.
- 142 -
SUBJECT INDEX
UPLAND OUTLOOK UNCERTAIN- SPRING MOISTURE CONDITIONS, IMPROVED HABITAT, BUT LATE
DROUGHT...PROBLEMS. DAKCOUNT, V 3, NO 9, P 18-19, SEP 1989.
WATER MANAGEMENT BOARD GRANTS WEATHER MODIFICATION PERMIT; WATER, V 2, NO 5, P
1+i MAR 1989.
1990 DROUGHT DISASTER LIVESTOCK WATER SUPPLY ASSISTANCE PROGRAM. WATER, V A, NO
2, P 2, SEP 1990.
ANDERSON, GRANT. THE DROUGHT DILEMMA OF THE EARLY 1890'S. DAKHIST, NO 19TH, P
IX.A1+, 1987.
MITZEL, BILL. WILDLIFE PROBLEMS CREATED BY THE DROUGHT. DAKCOUNT, V 2, NO 8, P
6-10, AUG 1988.
DRUG ABUSE
SD TIGHTENS LAW ON STEROID ABUSE. HEALTH, V "i, NO A, P 5, JUL 1990.
HOLMGREN, JAN L. LEGAL ACCOUNTABILITY AND FETAL ALCOHOL SYNDROME: WHEN FIXING
THE BLAME DOESN'T FIX THE PROBLEM. LAW, V 36, NO 1, P 81-103, 1991.
JOHNSON, TIM. WASHINGTON REPORT: CONGRESSMAN TIM JOHNSON INTRODUCES RURAL DRUG
INITIATIVE. MUNICIPAL, V 56, NO 6, P lA, DEC 1989.
' DRUG ABUSE' -' EDUCATION
; w.CHEMICAE HEALTH-^ TRAIN STUDENTS .-. HEALTH,-..V. L, NO 1, .P; A, ,.JAN 1987 •
THE ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE STUDIES PROGRAM (U.S.D.). INDIAN, NO 115, P 5, JUN
1988.
TORCH (TEAMS ON THE ROAD TO CHEMICAL HEALTH! TRAINING UNDERWAY. HEALTH, V 2, NO
6, P 3, NOV 1988.
DRUNK DRIVING
DRINKING AND BOATING LAWS GETTING TOUGHER. DAKCOUNT, V A, NO A, P 88-89, APR
1990.
DUBOIS, DICK
SANBORN, MICHAEL. DUBOIS (DICK DUBOIS). INSIDE, V 2, NO A, P 26-29, SPR 1991.
DUCHARME, CUTHBERT (1827-1903)
GNIRK, ADELINE. THE LEGEND OF PAPINEAU'S TRADING POST-CHARLES MIX COUNTY SEAT
DAKOTA TERRITORY. DAKHIST, V 22, P 259-265, 1990.
DUCKS
ADOPT-A-POTHOLE PROGRAM MAY REACH THE DAKOTAS. DAKCOUNT, V 5, NO 1, P AA-A5,
JAN 1991.
BIRD BANDING SHOWS THE WINGERS (DUCKS) GO GREAT DISTANCES. DAKCOUNT, V 5, NO 9,
P 36-37, SEP 1991.
DAKOTA WETLANDS PROJECTS BEGUN. DAKCOUNT, V 3, NO 8, P 20-21, AUG 1989.
DUCK FORECAST '89. DAKCOUNT, V 3, NO 9, P 1A-I7, SEP 1989.
FOX MAJOR PROBLEM FOR DUCKS. DAKCOUNT, V 3, NO II, P 30-31, NOV 1989.
LOCAL ARTISTS COMPETE IN NATIONAL DUCK STAMP-CONTEST .- DAKCOUNT, -V 5, NO 1, P
38-AO, JAN 1991.
MORE REASONS FOR DECLINING DUCK NUMBERS. DAKCOUNT, V 2, NO 5, P 16, MAY 1988.
' ipooR DUCK FOREC^ . : DAKCOUNT , V 2 , : NO ; 7, P 14-18 , i. JUL 1988 .
- -
SUBJECT INDEX
SOUTH DAKOTA REPORT: NESTING SITES ADDED AT TWIN LAKES. FINS, V 8, NO 1, P 6,
1989.
STAMP WINNER. DAKCOUNT, V 5, NO 2, P 6, FEE 1991.
WATERFOWL...FALL FLIGHT FORECAST. DAKCOUNT, V 1, NO 9, P 7-9, SEP 1987.
WRAP-UP: IS ACID RAIN HARMING WATERFOWL? CONSDIG, V 5A, NO 3, P 27, 1987.
WRAP-UP: MILK BOTTLE DUCKS CWOOD DUCK BOXES). CONSDIG, V 56, NO 5, P 28, 1989.
FISH 8 WILDLIFE SERVICE. DUCKS OF THE DAKOTAS. DAKCOUNT> V A, NO 3, P 52-53i
MAR 1990.
• T^REIDEL, JACK. ^ A HOME'FOR WOODIE. i CONSDIG^ V ^57, NO l-> vP :^14>" 1990. -r-
- hart, WILLIAM P. SAGA OF. THEi WOOD DUCKS;;- CONSDIG, V 57, NO: 1, .P».12-13i;,-1990,.
HAWORTH, MARCY. NESTING SITES FOR DUCKS AND GEESE. CONSDIG, V 54, NO 6, P 2-7,
1987.
KIRK, VERNON M. THE SPRING FLIGHT. CONSDIG, V 58, NO 2, P 2-5, 1991.
LINDSAY, LARRY. TROUBLES BY THE SCORE (CANVASBACK). FINS, V 6, NO 3, P 8-9+,
MAR 1987.
REGS. CONSDIG, V 55, NO 1, P 12-17, 1988.
MITZEL, BILL. DUCKS: DROUGHT ONLY PART OF THE PROBLEM. DAKCOUNT, V 2, NO 9, P
14-17, SEP 1988.
MITZEL, BILL. LOCAL AGENT REVIEWS POACHING PROBLEM IN SOUTH. DAKCOUNT, V 2, NO
5, P 26-28, JUN 1988.
MOUM, KEN. AN OUTSIDE OPINION: WHOSE PROBLEM ARE DUCKS? CONSDIG, V 55, NO 1, P
26, 1988.
NELSON, DAN. DUCK POACHING RAMPANT IN SOUTH. DAKCOUNT, V 2, NO 5, P 12-16, MAY
1988.
SIMPSON, GAY. LOSS OF HABITAT STILL BOTTOM LINE (LETTER). DAKCOUNT, V 3, NO 2,
P 32-35, FEB 1989.
SIMPSON, GAY. SOUTH DAKOTA WETLANDS. CONSDIG, V 55, NO 1, P 10, 1988.
SMITH, RANDY L. HOME-GROWN WOODIES. CONSDIG, V 54, NO 2, P 12-16, 1987.
S-- ' •:;SOLBERG,«iKENTjJ;HIGGrNS,:^KENNETH Bi.i CHEMIC CATTAILS AND DUCKS. CONSDIG, V
55, NO 6, P 14-17, 1988.
VAA, SPENCER. BITTER LAKE: A SUCCESS STORY FOR WATERFOWL. CONSDIG, V 58, NO 4,
P 6-7, 1991.
WASHBURN, LOWELL. TROUBLE IN DUCK COUNTRY. CONSDIG, V 55, NO 1, P 6-9,11,
1988.
DUCKS UNLIMITED
SOUTH DAKOTA REPORT: NESTING SITES ADDED AT TWIN LAKES. FINS, V 8, NO ;1, P 6,
1989.
WILDLIFE NOTES: SIMPSON ASSISTANT WORKS ON MALLARDS. CONSDIG, V 57, NO 5, P 27,
1990.
WRAP-UP: FEDERAL GIVES D.U.(DUCKS UNLIMITED) SOLID GOLD SHOTSHELL =CONSDIG/:V
54, NO 3, P 26, 1987.




ODE, DAVE. DAKOTA FLORA; DUCKWEED. CONSDIG, V 58, NO 3, P 25, 1991.
DUE PROCESS OF LAW
FROST, GAVIN. ARIZONA V. YOUNGBLOOD: ADHERENCE TO A BAD FAITH THRESHOLD TEST
BEFORE RECOGNIZING A DEPRIVATION OF DUE PROCESS. LAW, V 34, NO 2, P 407-431,
1989.
. HAMILTON, JOHN A. EVERYTHING? YOU EVER WANTED TO KNOW ABOUT SPECIAL EDUCATION
DUE PROCESS HEARINGS. SDREP, V 4i NO 2, P 6,11, DEC 1988.
KEENAN, MARK. DUE PROCESS, •GARNISHMENT -AND ATTACHMENT; "AND SECT;r^983.- S:.D.
ATTORNEYS"ANDHTHEIR CLIENTS ARE AT RISK . ^ LAW> V-32, NO 2.,• P 264-280, .1987 .
KNUDSEN,' DONALD P. INEQUITIES AND ABUSES OF DEATH QUALIFICATION: CAUSES AND
CURES. LAW, V 32, NO 2, P 281-299, 1987.
MEIERHENRY, JUDITH K. THE DUE PROCESS RIGHT TO AN UNBIASED ADJUDICATOR IN
ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEEDINGS. LAW, V 36, NO 3, P 551-573, 1991.
MOORE, JAMES E. STATE V. HOFFMAN: THE 180-DAY RULE AND A LACK OF BALANCE. LAW,
V 33, NO 1, P 165-180, 1988.
DUHAMEL, FRANCIS'(BUD) (1902- )
BUD DUHAMEL -- GENTLE MAN. HERITAGE, V 15, NO 5, P 8-9, 1989.
DUHAMEL, HELEN
BUD DUHAMEL -- GENTLE MAN. HERITAGE, V 15, NO 5, P 8-9, 1989.
DUNKER, LEIGH (1915-)
LEIGH DUNKER HORSESHOE PITCHING CHAMPION (1991 HALL OF FAME HONOREE). HERITAGE,
V 17, NO 3, P 29, SEP 1991.
DUNN, HARVEY (1884-1952)
HARVEY DUNN (PHOTGRAPHIC ESSAY). HERITAGE, V 14, NO 1, P 24-29, 1988.
BROWN, DONA. DUNN PAINTINGS COME TO SOUTH DAKOTA. HERITAGE, V 14, NO 1, P 27,
1988. .
DUNN, JAMES (1927- )
JAMES DUNN. HISTNOTES, V 4, NO 1, P 2, JUL 1988.
DURALITE, INC. (WATERTOWN, S.D.)
BOARD APPROVES SIX REDl FUND LOANS. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 4, P 3, APR 1989. .
DUST BOWL SEE DUSJ STORMS
DUST STORMS
MYERS, G.E. DUST BOWL THRILLER. SDMAG, V 7, NO 2, P 6, JUL 1991.
NELSON, NANCY OWEN.- SWEET DAKOTA LAND: THE MANFRED-LETTERS AND THE INCEPTION OF
THE GOLDEN BOWL. DAKHIST, V 22, P 710-726, 1990.





-CRAMER, MARIAN. 'PACK ON HIS BACK' ABE DYER, CLARK COUNTY PEDDLER. DAKHIST, NO
; 'rZlST; 1989.
DYNAMIC ENGINEERING CWATERTOWN, S.D.)
REDI FUND: BOARD APPROVES $923,450 IN REDI FUND LOANS. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 1, P 3,
JAN 1989.
E.P.A. SEE ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
EAGLE HORSE, DENNIS L.C1947- )
EAGLE horse;' DENNIS L. DENNIS EAGLE HORSE (BIOGRAPHY). HERITAGE, V 17, NO 2, P
21, JUN 1991.
EAGLES
WRAP-UP: EAGLE TIPS EARN CASH. CONSDIG, V 54, NO 1, P 28, 1987.
M?fW^i-g=;#HUNHOEB;ft?IBERNIBiv.sRET^^ V ,6, NO 5, P 4, JAN 1991.
•EARNINGS - SEE WAGES
EARTH - EFFECT OF HUMANS ON
EARTH DAY APRIL 22, 1990: THINK GLOBALLY - ACT LOCALLY. WATER, V 3, -NO 4, P 1+,
FEB 1990.
EARTH - RELIGIOUS ASPECTS
DUUS, ERLING. THE TRAGIC, SACRED GROUND. DAKHIST, NO 20TH, P 587-596, 1988.
EAST RIVER/WEST RIVER
MCLAIRD, JAMES D. FROM BIB OVERALLS TO COWBOY BOOTS: EAST RIVER/WEST RIVER
DIFFERENCES IN SOUTH DAKOTA. SDHIST, V 19, NO 4, P 454-491, 1989.
EAST SIOUX FALLS MOUND GROUP
LUECK, EDWARD J. TWO EARLY (PETTIGREW) PICTURES OF THE SPLIT ROCK CREEK MOUNDS
(39MH6). DAKHIST, NO 21ST, 1989.
EASTERN SOUTH DAKOTA STATE NORMAL SCHOOL SEE DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY (MADISON, S.D.)
EASTERN STATE NORMAL SCHOOL SEE DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY (MADISON, S.D.)
EASTERN STATE TEACHERS COLLEGE SEE DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY (MADISON, S.D.),-
ECCENTRICS AND ECCENTRICITIES
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1,4-6, ,SEP 1987.
- "• VBROWNV RALPH -J. iSUPPORT^FOR^PUBLTC'HIGHERf^EDUCATION:'IN '^SOUTH<;DAKOTfr:^^;A:;-:- '^yY;v;y
COMPARATIVE AND HISTORICAL ANALYSIS. BUSREV, V 46, NO 2, P 1,6-9, DEC 1987.
BROWN, RALPH J.; RING, RAYMOND J. A STUDY OF THE IMPACT OF DAKOTA PROPOSITION
II ON PROPERTY TAX REVENUE IN SOUTH DAKOTA. BUSREV, V 47, NO 1, P 1,4-7, SEP
1988.
DEBELIUS-ENEMARK, BARBARA. RECENT EDUCATION FUNDING DECISIONS IN THE NATION AND
THEIR EFFECT ON SOUTH DAKOTA. LAW, V 36, NO 3, P 663-694, 1991.
DRISCOLL, ROBERT E. NATIVE AMERICAN LAW STUDENTS ASSOCIATION ACTIVE AT USD.
' V «^lNDIAN^rf,NO ^121,-P ,7,! N0V.1989.
EVANS, DAVE. GEN. BEADLE'S MARK ON STATE CANNOT BE ERASED. HERITAGE, V 14, NO
4, P 10-13, 1988.
HOADLEY, DIANE. SCHOOL FINANCE POLICY: A LEGAL PERSPECTIVE. BUSREV, V 49, NO
4, P 1,4-7, JUN 1991.
MADDEN, MICHAEL K.; STUBBLEFIELD, CYNTHIA C. THE ECONOMICS OF LONG RUN AVERAGE
COSTS IN SOUTH DAKOTA PUBLIC SCHOOLS. BUSREV, V 46, NO 1, P 7-9, SEP 1987.
' JMICKELSON, GEORGE S. "INTO OUR SECOND CENTURY". MUNICIPAL, V 56, NO 8, P 15,
FEB 1990.
. RING, RAYMOND J. EDUCATION FINANCE IN SOUTH DAKOTA. BUSREV, V 46, NO 1, P
1,4-7, SEP 1987.
RING, RAYMOND J. TAXES, SPENDING, AND DAKOTA PROPOSITION II. BUSREV, V 47, NO
1, P 1,7-8, SEP 1988.
^EDUCATION - ^ LEGISLATION ' -
BRESLOW, KEN. LRE: AN UNSATISFACTORY EDUCATIONAL PROCESS FOR DEAF AND
HARD-OF-HEARING CHILDREN. SDREP, V 5, NO 2, P 10-11, DEC 1989.
HAMILTON, JOHN A. EIGHTH CIRCUIT COURT OF APPEALS AFFIRMS SPECIAL EDUCATION
DECISION. SDREP, V 6, NO 3, P 1-2,12, APR 1991.
HAMILTON, JOHN A. FEDERAL JUDGE HOLDS FOR PARENTS IN EHA DISPUTE WITH RAPID
CITY SCHOOL DISTRICT. SDREP, V 5, NO 3, P 1,7, APR 1990.
HAMILTON,. JOHN A. GROVE CITY AFFECTS SOUTH DAKOTA: CIVIL RIGHTS RESTORATION ACT
OF 1987 COMES TOO LATE FOR SOME. SDREP, V 3,, NO 1, P 1,7, AUG 1987.
HAMILTON, JOHN A. INSPECTION OF EDUCATIONAL RECORDS. SDREP, V 4, NO 2, P 2,10,
DEC 1988.
HAMILTON, JOHN A. IS YOUR SPECIAL EDUCATION CHILD NEARING GRADUATION? iSDREP, V
6, NO 1, P 10, AUG 1990.
HAMILTON, JOHN A. PARENTS' RIGHTS IN SPECIAL EDUCATION: ARE YOU'GETTING YOURS?
(PART ONE). SDREP, V 5, NO 2, P 2,5,12, DEC 1989.
HAMILTON, JOHN A. PARENTS' RIGHTS IN SPECIAL EDUCATION: ARE-YOU GETTING YOURS?
(PART TWO). SDREP, V 5, NO 3, P 2-3+, APR 1990.
-HAMILTON, JOHN A.. QUESTIONS ANSWERED ABOUT ESY (EXTENDED SCHOOL YEAR). SDREP,
V 6;'NO 1, ;p:;2,a2, 'AUG 1990.
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"HAMILTON; JOHN A. SPECIAL EDUCATION TRANSPORTATION REVISITED. SDREP, V 6, NO
Z, P 2-3, DEC 1990.
- HAMILTON, -JOHN A. THINGS YOU NEED TO KNOW ABOUT TRANSPORTATION AS A RELATED
; : -^SERVICE.fuSDREPr'V^^B,"NO .1,-p..>2;ilv AUG 1989.
KEAN, ROBERT J. INSURANCE PAYMENTS FOR SPECIAL EDUCATION EXPENSES. SDREP, V 3,
NO 3, P 1,8, APR 1988.
SCHADE, NANCY L.; HAMILTON, JOHN A. CONSUMER CORNER: TRANSITIONING TO THE
REHABILITATION SERVICE DELIVERY SYSTEM. SDREP, V 6, NO 3, P 5,7, APR 1991.
EDUCATION -STATISTICS
- education in - south Dakotai ?PLANNING: F0RiTHE ^^FUTURE-;i v'CENSUSDAT/V;t-VHl:>;-N0;v8; P
1-A, MAR 1987.
GRADUATE SURVEY CONDUCTED AT IAIS. INDIAN, NO 123, P 5, JUN 1990.
EDUCATION, HIGHER SEE COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES
EDUCATIONAL RECORDS
OF EDUCATIONAL RECORDS. SDREP, V A, NO 2, P 2,10,
DEC 1988.
EDUCATORS SEE ALSO TEACHERS
A TEACHER WHO MADE A DIFFERENCE (RUTH HALLIGAN - HALL OF FAME HONOREE -
EDUCATION). HERITAGE, V 16, NO 3, P 6-7, FAL 1990.
BONAIUTO NAMED DECA HEAD. HISTNOTES, V 6, NO 1, P 1, SUM 1990.
DR. ANN BALAKIER. HISTNOTES, V A, NO 1, P 3, JUL 1988.
DR. JOSEPH CASH. HISTNOTES, V A, NO 1, P 2, JUL 1988.
DR. RUTH ALEXANDER. HISTNOTES, V A, NO 1, P 2, JUL 1988.
DR. THOMAS KILIAN. HISTNOTES, V A, NO 1, P 1, JUL 1988.
FOUNDER AND FORMER CHAIR, JEAN WALZ, DIES. HUMAN, V 20, NO 1, P 3, NOV 1991.
; i JEAN :MCKEE rKENASTON (HALL OF FAME - UNSUNG HEROES AND GOOD HEARTS).
* HERITAGE, V 15, NO 5, PA, 1989.
KARL WEGNER, MD (1988 HALL OF FAME HONOREE - PROFESSIONAL). HERITAGE, V lA, NO
A, P 32, 1988.
M.M. GUHIN (1989 HALL OF FAME HONOREE-EDUCATION). HERITAGE, V 15, NO 7, P 30,
1989.
MILDRED SANDAL (1988 HALL OF FAME HONOREE - UNSUNG HEROES AND GOOD HEARTS).
HERITAGE, V lA, NO A, P 31, 1988.
NEARLY A TEACHER SHORTAGE. SDMAG, V 7, NO 1, P 52, MAY 1991.
OAHE CHAPEL. HERITAGE, V lA, NO A, P Al, 1988.
PAUL FRIGGENS (1989 HALL OF FAME HONOREE-COMMUNICATIONS). HERITAGE,.V 15, NO 7,
P 30, 1989.
PAUL MARSCHALK (1988 HALL OF FAME HONOREE - ATHLETICS). HERITAGE, V lA, NO A, P
30, 1988.
SVEN GORDON FROILAND (1987 HALL OF FAME HONOREE -EDUCATION 8.CULTURAL AFFAIRS).
DAKWEST, V 13, NO A, P lA, DEC 1987.
BAYLOR, L.M. IN MEMORIAM - CHARLES H. ROGGE. BIRD, V A3, NO A, P 68-69, DEC
1991.
EVANS, DAVE. GEN. BEADLE'S MARK ON STATE CANNOT BE ERASED. HERITAGE, V lA, NO
A, P 10-13, 1988.
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LEWIS, DALE. DAN CRONIN CHALLENGES STUDENTS AND PARENTS. HERITAGE, V lA, NO A,
P 2A, 1988.
: LEWIS, DALE. FRED (FRED WHITEFACE). HERITAGE, V lA, NO 3, P 38-39, 1988.
LEWIS, DALE. ONE ROOM SCHOOL HAS LESSON FOR TODAY. HERITAGE, V lA, NO A, P
17-18, 1988.
LEWIS, DALE. R. F. LEWIS -- "THE THINKER". HERITAGE, V 15, NO 5, P 15-16,
1989.
LONDON, BONNIE. FROM ONE ROOM SCHOOL TO UNIVERSITY PRESIDENT (GILBERT FITE -.
HALL OF FAME HONOREE - EDUCATION). HERITAGE, V 16, NO 3, P A-5, FAL:1990,.:
MCCABE, ALLISON. ANNIE TALLENT, A LADY, A TEACHER, A PIONEER; HERITAGE,rV >1A,
NO A, P 9, 1988.
REZATTO, HELEN. MARY COLLINS -- MISSIONARY TO THE SIOUX. 'HERITAGE, VIA, NO A/
P 36-38, 1988.
EFAW, EVA
WARD, LOFTUS; CRAMER, MARIAN. CHATAUQUA ROMANCE; MEISTER SINGER MEETS STORYBOOK
LADY. SDMAG, V A, NO 2, P 20-21, JUL 1988.
EGAN, GEORGE W. (1873-193A)
' OYOS,' LYNWOOD E: ^ GEORGE W.-EGAN: THE DEMOGOGUE WHO WOULD BE. GOVERNOR. .,.DAKHIST,
NO 19TH, P III.B1+, 1987.
EGRETS
HOWE, FRANK. HEADS UP, HERONS! CONSDIG, V 55, NO 3, P 2-5, 1988.
EIDE, PALMER (1906?-)
BOONE, DEANNA. PALMER EIDE: SCULPTOR. SDMAG, V 7, NO 2, P 11-13, JUL 1991.
EISELEY, LOREN (1907-1977)
CHRISTIANSON, GALE E. LOREN EISELEY: A POET IN THE WHITE RIVER BADLANDS.
DAKHIST, NO 19TH, P XXIIIAl, 1987.
EKMAN, WILLIAM E.
KREBS, SALLY. A CENTURY AND A HALF OF DEDICATION (FOUR MATHEMATICS PROFESSORS
AT USD). DAKHIST, NO 19TH, P XII.Cl, 1987.
ELDERLY SEE AGED
ELECTION WORKERS
ATTORNEY GENERAL'S OPINION AFFECTS COMPENSATION OF ELECTION WORKERS (A.G.
OPINION 90-07). MUNICIPAL, V 56, NO 9, P 10, MAR 1990.
ELECTIONS - NORTH DAKOTA
GRANT, PHILIP. THE PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION OF 19A0 IN NORTH DAKOTA. -DAKHIST, NO
20TH, P 303-309, 1988.
ELECTIONS - S.D.
ELECTION WRAPUP - SOUTH DAKOTA MINING INITIATIVES. TIPS, V A, NO A, P 7, NOV
1988.
LAWRENCE COUNTY SURFACE MINING RIGHT ESCALATES. TIPS, V 3, NO 6, P 1-2, OCT
1987.
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'PERSONNEL PERSPECTIVES: PERSONNEL BOARD ELECTION SET. HEALTH, V 5, NO A, P 6,
AUG 1991.
VOTE OF APPRECIATION (EDITH PETERSON MARKS 65TH YEAR OF VOTING). SDMAG, V A, NO
- A, P <NOV 1988.
BOLIN, JAMES W. THE SOUTH DAKOTA SENATORIAL ELECTION OF 19A8: THE DETERMINATIVE
PHASE. DAKHIST, NO 19TH, P XXI.Al, 1987.
GRANT, PHILIP. PRESIDENTIAL PRIMARIES IN SOUTH DAKOTA, 1952-1980. DAKHIST, V
22, P 280-299, 1990.
.NELSON, CHRIS! MAY SPOTLIGHT: .VOTER REGISTRATION: IF IT AIN'T BROKE., DON'T FIX
IT. COUNTY, V 36, NO 6, P A, MAY 1990.
- ^STUNES, STEVEV»=THE^ROLEO^OPvORGANIZEDYLABOR'^N^fTHE::r960HSOUTH"DAKOTAfrSENATORIAL
ELECTION (MUNDT VS. MCGOVERN). DAKHIST, NO 18TH, P 568-577, 1986.,
ELECTRIFICATION SEE ALSO RURAL ELECTRIFICATION ASSOCIATION
GREGORY COUNTY PUMPED STORAGE INFORMATIONAL MEETING. WATER, V 3, NO 3, P 2, NOV
1989.
FITE, GILBERT C. TRANSFORMATION OF SOUTH DAKOTA AGRICULTURE: THE EFFECTS OF
MECHANIZATION, 1939-196A. SDHIST, V 19, NO 3, P 278-305, 1989.
: fMlRES, PAULA. '" HUMMiNG Wires AND BRIGHT LIGHTS: THE IMPACT OF RURAL
ELECTRIFICATION. DAKHIST, NO 18TH, P 616-623, 1986.
ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS, INC. (SIOUX FALLS, S.D.)
CONTINUED GROWTH RESULTS IN SECOND REDI LOAN. ECONDEV, V 3, NO 1, P A, JAN
1990.
ELK
RAPID CITY YOUTH BAGS BIG ELK. DAKCOUNT, V 5, NO 12, P 28-29, DEC 1991.
WILDLIFE NOTES: ELK LAND PURCHASED. CONSDIG, V 58, NO 1, P 27, 1991.
JACKSON, JIM. ELK GROUP GROWING. DAKCOUNT, V 5, NO 3, P 20-21, MAR 1991.
KAYSER, MARK. MOOSE ON THE LOOSE. CONSDIG, V 55, NO 1, P 2-5, 1988.
'-5' -cMUELLER, MICHAEL F. v WAPITI 'AND THE ROCKY MOUNTAIN ELK FOUNDATION. CONSDIG, V
58, NO 3, P 12-15, 1991.
POST, CHUCK. S.D. REPORT: ELK HUNTERS SCORE 69 PERCENT. FINS, V 6, NO 3, P 6,
MAR 1987.
ELKTON, S.D.
HUNHOFF, BRIAN F. POET LAUREATE AUDRAE VISSER. SDMAG, V 6, NO 1, P 20-2A, MAR
1990.
ELLSWORTH AIR FORCE BASE
AISENBREY, WILLIAM E. MYTHS AND FACTS ABOUT BISMARK: THE DOG NOT THE CITY.
DAKHIST, NO 21ST, 1989.
SARVIEL, EDWARD. OLD BIZ (ELLSWORTH'S TOP DOG). SDMAG, V A, 'NO 5, P 32-33, JAN
1989.




CHICOINE, FERN. TEXAS STEAMBOAT AND TIMBER TOWN ON THE MISSOURI RIVER IN UNION
ioGOUNTY;' DAKOTAr"TERRITORy;" S DAKHIST^a^NO ; 21ST, 1989 .
EMERGENCY MEDICINE
DASCHLE, THOMAS A. WASHINGTON REPORT; HEALTH CARE CRISIS IN OUR RURAL
HOSPITALS. MUNICIPAL, V 57, NO 2, P 10, AUG 1990.
EMPLOYEE BENEFITS SEE NONWAGE PAYMENTS
EMPLOYEES SEE ALSO HOUSEHOLD EMPLOYEES
DAVIES, THOMAS Lr INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR VS. EMPLOYEE; A TAXING DILEMMA.
BUSREV, V A9, NO 1, P 1,5-6, SEP 1990.
DROMEY, JOE. HIRED MEN I HAVE KNOWN OR HEARD ABOUT. DAKHIST, NO 20TH, P 45-50,
1988.
STRASSELS, PAUL. WAGES, WAGES, WHO PAYS HIGH WAGES? INSIDE, V 2, NO 6, P
20-21, FAL 1991.
EMPLOYEES r- DISMISSAL
JAMES, TIMOTHY L. CUTTER V. LINCOLN NATIONAL LIFE INSURANCE CO.: S.D.'S
CONTRACT-BASED EXCEPTION TO THE TERMINATION-AT-WILL DOCTRINE. LAW, V 32, NO
1, P 104-117, 1987.
EMPLOYEES - LIABILITY
- CONFRONTING NEW ISSUES OF-EMPLOYMENT LIABILITY. COUNTY, V 37, NO 5, P 3-5, MAY
1991.
HUBER, JEANNINE. BEGO V. GORDON: AN ANALYSIS OF IMMUNITY PROTECTION FOR
INTENTIONAL TORTS AND OTHER ULTRA VIRES ACTS OF A PUBLIC... LAW, V 33, NO 1,
P 131-145, 1988.
EMPLOYMENT SEE ALSO PART-TIME EMPLOYMENT; UNEMPLOYMENT
. a,COMPARISIONiOFfcSOUTH .DAKOTA!is .MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY TO THE NATION'S. LABOR,
P 1-2, JUN 1991.
A COMPARISON OF SOUTH DAKOTA'S LABOR FORCE FROM 1988 TO 1989. LABOR, P 1-2, JUL
1990.
A LOOK BACK: 1990 NONFARM EMPLOYMENT. LABOR, P 1-3, DEC 1990.
A REVIEW OF NON-FARM EMPLOYMENT IN 1987. LABOR, P 1-3, DEC 1987.
BOARD APPROVES $900,500 IN REDI FUND LOANS. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 7, P 7, SEP 1989.
BOARD APPROVES FOUR REDI FUND LOANS. ECONDEV, V 1, NO 3, P 6, JUL 1988.
BOARD CHAIRMAN CITIES ACCOMPLISHMENTS. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 2, P 4, FEB 1989.
BOARD PRESENTS ANNUAL REDI FUND REPORT. ECONDEV, V 1, NO 4, PI, AUG 1988.
COMMISSIONER'S COLUMN (PEOPLE KEY TO ECONOMIC SUCCESS) . ECONDEV, :V. 4, NO 7, P
2, SEP 1991.
CORRELATIONS BETWEEN INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS AND ECONOMIC -GROWTH. .LABOR, P. 1-3, AUG
1990.
DEMOGRAPHICS OF SOUTH DAKOTA'S LABOR FORCE. LABOR, P 1-2, MAY 1988.




ECONOMIC INDICATORS - CHARTS AND GRAPHS IN EACH ISSUE OF SOUTH DAKOTA BUSINESS
REVIEW. BUSREV.
EMPLOYMENT INCREASES FASTER THAN POPULATION. LABOR, P 1-2, OCT 1988.
FIRST INTERSTATE BANK TO ADD JOBS. ECONDEV, V A, NO 9, P 3, NOV 1991.
GATEWAY 200 NAMED FASTEST GROWING COMPANY: EXPANSION COULD CREATE 1,200
ADDITIONAL JOBS. ECONDEV, V A, NO 10, P 1, DEC 1991.
IDELMAN TELEMARKETING LOCATES IN RECORD TIME. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 6, P A, AUG
1989.
IN RETROSPECT: THE '80S-LABOR MARKET. LABOR, P 1-3, JAN 1990. :
INDltATORS tSHOW^STRENGTHENING^ECONOMY ; ECONDEV:, M^ ;37-"N0y8P vl,33y:?:SEPTil;??:0.
INTERCHANGE IS INVESTMENT IN THE FUTURE OF STATE. ECONDEV, V A, NO 7, P A:, SEP
1991.
IS RURAL AMERICA DYING (EMPLOYMENT CHANGE)? LABOR, P 1-2, MAY 1991.
LOOKING BACK AT '89: NONFARM EMPLOYMENT. LABOR, P 1-3, DEC 1989.
MONTH-TO-MONTH EMPLOYMENT CHANGES - IN ISSUES OF SOUTH DAKOTA LABOR BULLETIN.
LABOR.
NEW BUSINESSES' PROVIDE Job OPPORTUNITIES. LABOR, P 1-2, SEP 1987.
NONFARM EMPLOYMENT: IN'1991:= MODEST INCREASE NOT- SO BAD.- LABOR, Pilr3, DEC.. 1991.
NONFARM EMPLOYMENT VERSUS TOTAL EMPLOYMENT. LABOR, P 1-2, FEB 1988.
REDI FUND EXCEEDS PROJECTIONS: PROJECT INVESTMENT SURPASSES $165 MILLION MARK.
ECONDEV, V 3> NO 10, P 6, NOV 1990.
REDI FUND STATISTICS EXCEED PROJECTIONS. ECONDEV, V 3, NO 8, P 5, SEP 1990.
REDI LOAN BUSINESSES SERVE AS CATALYST. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 6, P 1, AUG 1989.
SD AND US EMPLOYMENT -- AN "APPLES-TO-APPLES" COMPARISON. LABOR, P 1-6, APR
1990.
SERVICE INDUSTRY GROWS TO MEET PUBLIC NEEDS. LABOR, P 1-2, JUL 1987.
SOUTH DAKOTA AHEAD OF NATION IN JOB GROWTH. ECONDEV, V 4, NO 2, P 1,5, FEB
1991.
SOUTH DAKOTA LABOR MARKET - IN ISSUES OF SOUTH DAKOTA LABOR BULLETIN. LABOR.
SOUTH DAKOTA LOCAL CONDITIONS INDICATORS - TABLE IN EACH ISSUE OF SOUTH DAKOTA
BUSINESS REVIEW. BUSREV.
SOUTH DAKOTA'S CHANGING LABOR MARKET. LABOR, P 1-2, NOV 1987.
SOUTH DAKOTA'S ECONOMY OUT-PACES THE NATION. ECONDEV, V A, NO 6, P 1, JUL 1991.
SOUTH DAKOTA'S NEW BUSINESSES EMPLOY OVER 4,000 WORKERS. LABOR, P 1-3, OCT
1989.
STATE PROGRAM SUCCEEDS (REPRINT OF PIERRE DAILY CAPITOL JOURNAL EDITORIAL).
ECONDEV, V 2, NO 8, P 4, OCT 1989.
TEST YOUR UNDERSTANDING OF LABOR FORCE DATA. LABOR, P 1-2, FEB 1989.
THE REDI LOAN PROGRAM AT THE HALFWAY POINT (EDITORIAL REPRINTED FROM' THE . -
WATERTOWN PUBLIC OPINION). ECONDEV, V 2, NO 5, P 7, JUN 1989.
TREND OF BUSINESS - REGULAR COLUMN IN SOUTH DAKOTA BUSINESS REVIEW. BUSREV.
WANNA BET? (CHANGE IN EMPLOYMENT FOLLOWING LEGALIZATION OF GAMBLING)? LABOR, P
1-2, FEB 1991.
WHAT DOES JOB. SERVICE OFFER EMPLOYERS? LABOR, P 1-2, APR 1989.
WHO'S IN SOUTH DAKOTA'S LABOR FORCE THIS LABOR DAY? LABOR, P 1-2, JUL 1989.
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'BROWN, RALPH J. THE SOUTH DAKOTA ECONOMY: A HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE. BUSREV, V
^6, NO P 1,4-7, JUN 1988.
BUTTERWICK, DARRELL D. COMMISSIONER'S COLUMN (REDI FUND HELPS CREATE JOBS IN
.'~;w.;^v!s.a^iSOUTHJDAKOTA)v«^EeONDEVy V^5v^NO>5/^.Rr2i, MAY 1990.
BUTTERWICK, DARRELL D. COMMISSIONER'S COLUMN CREDI FUND IS WORKING FOR SOUTH
DAKOTA). ECONDEV, V 2, NO 8, P 2, OCT 1989.
BUTTERWICK, DARRELL D. COMMISSIONER'S COLUMN CSOUTH DAKOTA'S ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT EFFORTS A SUCCESS). ECONDEV, V 4, NO 6, P 2,;JUL I99I.,
IVERSON, GENE B. SCHOOL OF BUSINESS INTERNSHIP PROGRAM AND EMPLOYMENT FOR --
SCHOOL YEAR ENDING MAY 15,>1987. BUSREV, V 45, NO 4, P 8,12, JUN 1987. . ^
" " "IVERSON, GENE BVr'KNUTSON>-DENrSE:r-rrHEi?UNIVERSITY''OF^iSOUTH'^'DAKOTAtfBUSINESS::S.'v;
PLACEMENT BUREAU 1989-90 SUMMARY. BUSREV, V 49, NO 2, P 1,6-7, DEC,199G. ;;
JOHNSON, DENNIS. ECONOMICS OF THE MINIMUM WAGE. BUSREV, V 48, NO 1, P 1,4-7,
SEP 1989.
REED, RON R. COMMISSIONER'S CORNER (FANTAS COMPANY PREPARES ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT PLAN). ECONDEV, V 1, NO 3, P 2, JUL 1988.
REED, RON R. COMMISSIONER'S CORNER (PROGRAMS OF GOVERNOR'S OFFICE OF ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT). ECONDEV, V 1, NO 1, P 2, MAY 1988.
. rEEDj'RON R.' 'IT'S (DAKOTA DUNES, JOBS CREATION GOAL,
FANTUS SURVEY). ECONDEV, V 1, NO 4, P 2, AUG 1988.
STRASSELS, PAUL. WAGES, WAGES, WHO PAYS HIGH WAGES? INSIDE, V 2, NO 6, P
20-21, FAL 1991.
WAGNER, ANDREA. CHANGES IN WORK FORCE PREDICTED. MUNICIPAL, V 58, NO 1, P 4,
JUL 1991.
EMPLOYMENT' - DUAL INCOME FAMILIES
GANDHI, SAILA. DUAL-EARNER COUPLES IN SOUTH DAKOTA. CENSUSDATA, V 2, NO 3, P
1-4, OCT 1987.
EMPLOYMENT - HISTORY
REMEMBER WHEN...? LABOR, P 1-3, JAN 1989.
? 'THE »DYNAMI€S^0F SOUTH DAKOTA'fS FIFTH SEASON. . LABOR,, P 1-2, MAY, 1989.
THE SOUTH DAKOTA DEPARTMENT OF LABOR WAS CREATED TO SERVE SOUTH DAKOTANS.
LABOR, P 1-2, MAR 1991.
EMPLOYMENT - HOURS
HOURS AND EARNINGS OF PRODUCTION & RELATED WORKERS - IN ISSUES OF SOUTH DAKOTA
LABOR BULLETIN. LABOR.
STATE RANKED BY AVERAGE HOURS OF WORK-EMPLOYED CIVILIANS, 1988 AVERAGES.
ECONDEV, V 2, NO 8, P 6, OCT 1989.
EMPLOYMENT - LAW AND LEGISLATION
•SMALL PUBLIC EMPLOYERS EXCLUDED FROM ADEA (AGE DISCRIMINATION IN EMPLOYMENT. .
ACT). MUNICIPAL, V 58, NO 3, P 10, SEP 1991.
SOUTH DAKOTA^S MINIMUM WAGE INCREASES. COUNTY, V 36,. NO 5, P I, APR 1990.
KADI, MARK. WORKERS' COMPENSATION LAW ON SUCCESSIVE DISABILITIES; AN ARGUMENT
FOR THE USE OF AN APPORTIONMENT STATUTE. LAW,-V 36, NO 3, P 640-662,M991:.




EMPLOYMENT - MULTIPLE JOBHOLDERS
. MULTIPLE JOBHOLDERS/ARE A GROWING PART OF THE AMERICAN LABOR FORCE. LABOR, P 2,
NOV 1989.
9:00 TO 5:00 PLUS. LABOR, P 2, NOV 1990.
EMPLOYMENT - STATISTICS
A REVIEW OF NON-FARM EMPLOYMENT IN 1987. LABOR, P 1-3, DEC 1987.
A~ SHIFT AWAY FROM GOODS- PRODUCTION; LABOR, P 1-2, SEP 1988. - . .
' ^ i AGRICULTURAL;; JOBS ILFTHE-CIT;Y::-THE^IMP0RTANCE"SF TAGRTCULTURB-FORsCm^ECONOMICS.
CENSUSDATA, V 4, NO 2, P 1-4, MAR 1989.
GOVERNOR'S NURSING STUDY FINDS NO SHORTAGE IN SOUTH DAKOTA. HEALTH, V 2, NO 5,
P 1, SEP 1988.
INDUSTRY STUDY OFFERS INSIGHT INTO FUTURE DIRECTION. ECONDEV, V 4, NO 10, P 3,
DEC 1991.
LABOR FORCE/EMPLOYMENT/UNEMPLOYMENT - TABLE IN ISSUES OF SOUTH DAKOTA LABOR
BULLETIN UNTIL MARCH 1987. LABOR.
PERSONS'IN THE LABDR FORCE:"EMPLOYED/UNEMPLOYED - TABLE IN ISSUES OF SOUTH
DAKOTA LABOR BULLETIN BEGINNING APRIL 1987. LABOR.
RAPID CITY MSA NONFARM WAGE AND SALARY EMPLOYMENT - IN ISSUES OF S.D. LABOR
BULLETIN. LABOR.
SIOUX FALLS MSA NONFARM WAGE AND SALARY EMPLOYMENT - IN ISSUES OF SOUTH DAKOTA
LABOR BULLETIN. LABOR.
SOUTH DAKOTA NONFARM WAGE AND SALARY EMPLOYMENT - IN ISSUES OF SOUTH DAKOTA
LABOR BULLETIN. LABOR.
SOUTH DAKOTA'S NONFARM WAGE AND SALARIED INDUSTRIES SAW INCREASED EMPLOYMENT IN
1988. LABOR, P 1-3, DEC 1988.
WHAT IS OES? LABOR, P 1-2, JUN 1989.
GANDHI, SAILA. DUAL-EARNER COUPLES IN SOUTH DAKOTA. CENSUSDATA, V 2, NO 3, P
1-4, OCT 1987.
EMPLOYMENT FORECASTING
CHOOSING A CAREER A BIG DECISION. LABOR, P 1-2, AUG 1987.
INDUSTRY EMPLOYMENT PROJECTED TO CONTINUE. LABOR, P 1-3, SEP 1991.
OCCUPATIONAL PROJECTIONS: WHAT'S HOT, WHAT'S NOT TO THE YEAR 2000. LABOR, P
1-3, OCT 1991.
OCCUPATIONS THROUGH 2000: GROWERS AND DECLINERS. LABOR, P 1-3, SEP 1989.
SOUTH DAKOTA 'BEST' OCCUPATIONS. LABOR, P 1-3, JUN 1990.
WHAT DOES THE FUTURE HOLD FOR SOUTH DAKOTA INDUSTRY? LABOR, P 1-3, AUG 1989.
nelson; NANCY. PROJECTED TRENDS TO THE YEAR 2000. BUSREV, V 49, NO 2, P 7-8,
DEC 1990.
END OF THE TRAIL (SCULPTURE)
JAMES EARLE ERASER. HERITAGE, V 14, NO 1, P 4-5, 1988.
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ENDANGERED SPECIES SEE ALSO BIRDS - PRGTECTIGNj THREATENED SPECIES
-ENDANGERED LIST CHANGES. SDMAG, V 6, NG 6, P 28, MAR 1991.
MISSOURI RIVER RESERVOIR RELEASES CACCOMMGDATE TWO ENDANGERED BIRD SPECIES).
WATER. V 2, NO 2, P 5, SEP 1988.
WILDLIFE NOTES: WHGGPERS CONTINUE TO DO WELL. CONSDIG.V 57, NO 5, P 27, 1990.
WRAP-UP: CALIFORNIA SKIES ARE EMPTY OF CALIFORNIA CONDORS. CONSDIG, V 5A,, NO A,
P 27, 1987.
" " WRAP-UP: JUST- CONSDIGi'^V - 54," NO Sv-P .26-27, .19^^^
^^ETOWDy EILEENV- BLACK-^FOOTEDs FERRET.i-'JC0NSDIG,n;V^:?55:/'<N0 VA,^P-^6i=^759+;?^rl988^^;- 7:;K
- 'DOWD, EILEEN. SVBILLE WILDLIFE RESEARCH UNIT. CONSDIG, V 55, NO 4, P-O, 1988.
SCHWALBACH, MONICA J.j HIGGINS, KENNETH F.j VANDEL, GEORGE III. TERNS 8
PLOVERS: TWO SPECIES THAT NEED HELP TO REMAIN PART OF SOUTH DAKOTA'S FAUNA
HERITAGE. CONSDIG, V 54, NO 3, P 14-19, 1987.
SKADSEN, DENNIS. BREEDING RECORDS AND OBSERVATIONS OF SOUTH DAKOTA'S RARE BIRDS
HERITAGE LIST 1965-1987, PART ONE. BIRD, V 40, NO 1, P 4-19, MAR 1988.
: aiiSKADSEN,«DENNIS. 4>BREEDING RECORDS AND OBSERVATIONS OF SOUTH DAKOTA'S RARE
HERITAGE'LIST 1965-1987, PART TWO. BIRD, V 40,-NO 2, P 36-55, JUN 1988.
BIRDS
'SPRINGER, PAUL: F. REPORT OF"THE RARE BIRD RECORDS COMMITTEE. BIRD, V 40, NO 3,
P 67-70, SEP 1988.
SPRINGER, PAUL F. 1989 REPORT OF THE RARE BIRD RECORDS COMMITTEE. BIRD, V 42,
NO 1, P 10-14, MAR 1990.
ENDOWMENTS
BELKNAPP GIFT FUNDS ARCHIVAL ENDOWMENT. HISTNOTESi V 6, NO 4, P 4, SPR 1991.
BUTTER-NUT COFFEE DONATES $10,000 TO THE SOCIETY. HISTNOTES, V 3, NO 4, P 1,
JAN 1988.
FUNDING GIVEN CTO SD COMMUNITY FOUNDATION). ECONDEV, V 1, NO 1, P 4, MAY 1988.
ENEMY SWIM LAKE SEE LAKE-ENEMY SWIM
ENERGY CONSERVATION
GOVERNOR'S OFFICE OF ENERGY POLICY OFFERS THERMOSTAT REBATES. COUNTY, V 37, NO
10, P 5, DEC 1991.
LOW INTEREST LOAN PROGRAM TO ASSIST LOCAL GOVERNMENTS (HB1252). COUNTY, V 35,
NO 5, P 13, MAY 1989.
LOW INTEREST LOAN PROGRAM TO ASSIST LOCAL GOVERNMENTS. MUNICIPAL, V 55, NO 11,
P 14, MAY 1989.
PLAN IT FOR THE PLANET. COUNTY, V 36, NO 11, P 6, NOV 1990.
ENGLISH - S.D.
GOODMAN, VALERIE . EUROPEAN-MINERS CREATED "MINIATURE MELTING POT". DEADMAG,. V




ENTREPRENEURS AND ENTREPRENEURSHIP SEE ALSO BUSINESS PEOPLE; BUSINESSES
h,: ,..:'...BELLEv^FOURCHEsSTUDENTS''COOKING UP.. A ECONDEV, V 4, NO 4, P 5, APR 1991.
BUSINESS PLAN WINNERS ANNOUNCED BY GOVERNOR. ECONDEV, V 3, NO 10, P 3, NOV
1990.
BUSINESS START UP PACKAGE PROVES USEFUL TO MANY. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 3, P .2, MAR
1989.
COMPUTER WAS INCENTIVE TO ENTER COMPETITION. ECONDEV, V 4, NO-9, P 4, NOV 1991.
DRIVING RANGE PROJECT PROVES TO BE AC SUCCESS.; ECONDEV, :V 2, NO 7,. P .4, ;SEP
1989.
FAMILY RECIPE RESULTS IN BIG BUSINESS IN INTERIOR. ECONDEV, V 4,: NO 1, P 4, JAN
1991.
FASTRACK ISSUES FIRST TWO LOANS GUARANTEES. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 3, P 6, MAR 1989.
FASTRACK LOOKING FORWARD TO SUCCESSFUL 1989-90. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 7, P 3, SEP
1989.
FASTRACK MOVING ON WITH CORPORATE SUPPORT. ECONDEV., V 2, NO 5, P 4, JUN 1989.
r ;.: ' gateway 2000,'%^^ FOR'THE'FUTURE . ECONDEV, V 3, NO 9, P 5, OCT
1990.
IT'S A JUNGLE IN THERE...(TEEN CENTER STARTED IN WESSINGTON SPRINGS). ECONDEV,
V 3, NO 5, P 6, MAY 1990.
MARKETING, FEASIBILITY ANALYSIS, PART OF STATE'S SMALL BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT
CENTERS. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 3, P 3, MAR 1989.
MUTZIGER RECEIVES FASTRACK LOAN. ECONDEV, V 3, NO 5, P 6, MAY 1990.
PIERRE'S POPCORN KING. SDMAG, V 6, NO 4, P 29-30, SEP 1990.
RESEARCH PROJECT TURNS INTO REALITY. ECONDEV, V 4, NO 9, P 3, NOV 1991.
SOUTH DAKOTA RANKS HIGH IN TOP GROWTH STATES IN U.S. ECONDEV, V 3, NO 10, P 7,
NOV 1990.
ANDERSON, JOAN. DAKOTA IMAGES: HARVEY C. JEWETT, SR. SDHIST, V 21, NO 4, P
444+, 1991.
MARTEN, 'JAMES. A MEDICAL ENTREPRENEUR GOES WEST: FATHER WILLIAM KROEGER IN
SOUTH DAKOTA, 1893-1904. SDHIST, V 21, NO 4, P 333-361, 1991.
STRASSELS, PAUL. THE ENTREPRENEURS OF RAPID CITY. INSIDE, V 2, NO 5, P 23-24,
SUM 1991.
THILL, GARY. KEVIN LEE'S FLY BY NIGHT OPERATION - JT FLASHES, ROLLS, TRAVELS,
SWEEPS, AND REVERSES. INSIDE, V 2, NO 6, P 34-35, FAL 1991.
VOGEL, JOHN N. MARKETING LUMBER ON THE GREAT PLAINS, 1878-1887; LAIRD, NORTON
AND COMPANY. SDHIST, V 21, NO 4, P 362-379, 1991.
ENVIRONMENT
ASBESTOS REGULATIONS IN SOUTH DAKOTA. WATER, V 2, NO 6, P 5, MAY 1989.
• BROHM SIGNS ELS AGREEMENT WITH FOREST SERVICE. TIPS, V;4, NO 5, P 5, NOV^1988.
BROOKINGS TO HOST TOXIC-CLEANUP DAY MAY 18, 1991. WATER, V 5,. NO 1, P 3, SPR
1991.
CENTENNIAL ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION ACT. WATER, V.2, NO 4, P 1-2, JAN:1989.
' earth DAY APRIL 22, 1990: THINK GLOBALLY - ACT LOCALLY. WATER, V 3, NO 4, P 1+,
FEB 1990.
GOVERNOR'S ENVIRONMENTAL EXCELLENCE AWARD. WATER, V 3, NO 5, P 1, APR 199o'.
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SUBJECT INDEX
LOW-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTE IN AND AROUND SOUTH DAKOTA. WATER, V 2, NO A, P 3,
JAN 1989.
> RECYCLING—A SOLUTION TO OUR SOLID WASTE PROBLEM. WATER, V 2, NO 6, P 3, MAY
'1989.
STAFF RECEIVE PUBLIC ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH AWARDS. HEALTH, V 3, NO A, P 2, JUL
1989.
THE AGENCY/CONSULTANT RELATIONSHIP. WATER, V 5, NO 2, P 5, SUM 1991.
DEWITT, MARTY; LEWIS, WENDY. EARTH DAY, YOU SAY? CONSDIG, V 57; NO 2, P 6-7,
,1990.
" ' DOWD; -EILEEN.- NONGAME-^WHAT-GOOD IS-IT: ? ::G0NSDIG,:;V.56,;;N0:2>>>:P,;vl4:zl6:/:-1^89-,s
HASSELSTROM, LINDA. -WHO CARES FOR THE LAND? RANCHERS, FARMERS AND - .
ENVIRONMENTALISTS, WHO ARE SOMETIMES CONSIDERED ADVERSARIES, HAVE MUCH... -
SDMAG, V 7, NO 3, P 33-35, SEP 1991.
LEWIS, WENDY L. ONE PERSON WHO CARES: WE EACH SHARE RESPONSIBILITY IN
PROTECTING OUR ENVIRONMENT. CONSDIG, V 58, NO 1, P 18-19, 1991.
PAY, DON. BOYD COUNTY NUCLEAR WASTE SITE. TIPS, V 4, NO 6, P 5, NOV 1989.
PIRNER, STEVEN M. UPDATE ON THE CENTENNIAL ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION ACT OF
< NOV 1989.
PIRNER, STEVEN M. UPDATE ON THE CENTENNIAL ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION ACT OF
1989. WATER/ V4,VN0 3, PI+, NOV 1990.
THORESON, MAYWIN. DAKOTA NATURALIST: EARTH CARE. CONSDIG, V 57, NO 2, P 24-25,
1990,
THORESON, MAYWIN. DAKOTA NATURALIST: HEALING THE EARTH. CONSDIG, V 58, NO 3, P
22-23, 1991.
TOWNSEND, ROBERT. BOARD APPROVES NOMINATION OF SPEARFISH CANYON WATERSHED TO
SPECIAL AND UNIQUE LIST. WATER, V 5, NO I, P 10, SPR 1991.
ENVIRONMENT - LAW AND LEGISLATION
AROUND THE LEAGUE...EPA GRANTS LOCAL GOVERNMENTS A ONE-YEAR EXTENSION ON
COMPLIANCE FOR UNDERGROUND STORAGE TANKS. MUNICIPAL, V 56, NO II, P 8, APR
1990.
' m ASBESTOS GUIDELINES FOR
' • BUILDING DEMOLITION/RENOVATIONS. MUNICIPAL> V 57, NO 12, P 10-11, JUN 1991.
CEE REVIEW COMMITTEE ENDS WITHOUT COMPLETED CEE TO REVIEW. TIPS, V 6, NO 4, P
4-6, JUL 1991.
ENVIRONMENTAL NETWORK ENCOURAGES DIALOG. TIPS, V 6, NO 8, P 2-3, DEC 1991.
GOVERNOR PROMOTES NEW ENVIRONMENTAL LEGISLATION. TIPS, V 6, NO 6-7, P 6-7, NOV
1991.
GOVERNOR SUBMITS STRONG ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION PROPOSALS. TIPS, V 4, NO 5; P
1-3, NOV 1988.
LEGISLATURE TAKES FINAL ACTION ON ENVIRONMENTAL BILLS. TIPS, V 4, NO 6, P 7-10,
MAR 1989.
• MINING BILLS WOULD IMPOSE STRICT REGULATIONS. TIPS, ,V 4, ;N0 5, P^ 3-5, >NqV;,1988.
NEW ENVIRONMENTAL ASSURANCE-BONDS TO BE IMPLEMENTED. TIPS, V 5, NO 5, P 4-5,
AUG 1990.
NEW RULES LEGALIZE WATER POLLUTION. TIPS, V 6, NO 8, P 3-4, DEC 1991.
SPECIAL AND UNIQUE LANDS REGULATIONS ADOPTED. TIPS, V 5, NO 4, P 2-4, JUN 1990.
SPECIAL ISSUE- CUMULATIVE ENVIRONMENTAL EVALUATION OF MINING IN BLACK HILLS.
TIPS, V 6,- NO-3, P 1-8, MAY 1991.
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STATE TO ALTER GROUNDWATER QUALITY REGULATIONS. TIPS, V 6, NO 6-7, P 6, NOV
1991.
summary of BILL'S SECTIONS. WATER, V 5, NO A, P 5, WIN 1991.
THIS ENTIRE ISSUE OF SOUTH DAKOTA LAW REVIEW IS DEVOTED TO ENVIRONMENTAL LAW.
LAW, V 35, NO 2, P 189-353, 1990.
TITLE IV: REGULATORY FEES COVER FIVE AREAS. WATER, V 5, NO A, P 7, WIN 1991.
20A SD BUSINESSES REPORT TOXICS ON-SITE. TIPS, V 3, NO 7, P 6.-8, NOV 1987.
EVERSON,-ROXANN. MAJOR ENVIRONMENTAL .LEGISLATION OF,1989-1990.. WATER, V 3, NO
A, P 3, FEB 1990.
FEENEY, JIM. TITLE 'iri -SECTION =CALLS FOR .FUNDING :0F: projects:.:- WATERV -Vr5T NO
A, P 6,9, WIN 1991.
JOHNSON, TIM. WASHINGTON REPORT: SMALL TOWN ENVIRONMENTAL PLANNING ACT
PROPOSED. MUNICIPAL, V 58, NO 6, P 15, DEC 1991.
MICKELSON, GEORGE S. "INTO OUR SECOND CENTURY": GOVERNOR REFLECTS ON 1990
LEGISLATIVE SESSION. MUNICIPAL, V 56, NO 10, P 15, APR 1990.
MICKELSON, GEORGE S. CREATING SOUTH DAKOTA'S FUTURE: GOVERNOR TO INTRODUCE
SECOND CENTURY ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION ACT. MUNICIPAL, V 58, NO 5, P lA, NOV
1991.
NADENICEK, JOE. CITIZEN LAWSUITS FOR ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION. WATER,.V 5, NO
2, P 12, SUM 1991.
NADENICEK, JOE. NEW PROCEDURES PROMOTE EFFICIENCY. WATER, V 5, NO 1, P A, SPR
1991.
NADENICEK, JOE. TITLE V; SECTION PROPOSES CHANGES IN PROCEDURES FOR 1992.
WATER, V 5, NO A, P 8, WIN 1991.
PIRNER, STEVEN M. DOES THE DIVISION OF ENVIRONMENTAL REGULATION AFFECT YOU?
WATER, V 5, NO 2, P 6, SUM 1991.
PIRNER, STEVEN M. REGULATORY UPDATE. WATER, V 5, NO 1, P 6, SPR 1991.
PIRNER, STEVEN M. TITLE I: PROPOSALS WOULD CONTROL GOLD MINING. WATER, V 5, NO
A, P 5,8, WIN 1991.
PIRNER, STEVEN M. TITLE III: TO REDUCE AND RECYCLE, OR TO THROW? WATER, V 5,
NO A, P 6, WIN 1991.
PRESSLERf LARRY." WASHINGTON REPORT: BILL WOULD RELIEVE PRESSURE OF EPA
REGULATIONS. MUNICIPAL, V 58, NO 1, P 11, JUL 1991.
ROBERTS, ROBERT E. SECRETARY'S CORNER. WATER, V 5, NO 1, P 2-3, SPR 1991.
ROBERTS, ROBERT E. SECRETARY'S CORNER. WATER, V 5, NO 3, P 2-3, FAL 1991.
ROBERTS, ROBERT E. SECRETARY'S CORNER. WATER, V 5, NO A, P 2-3, WIN 1991.
ROGERS, DEB. PRO/CON: LONETREE DISPOSAL FACILITY IN EDGEMONT. INSIDE, V 1, NO
2, P 6-8, FAL 1990.
SMITH, LEE ANN. EMERGENCY RESPONSE COMMISSION BEGINS WORK.. WATER, V 5, NO A, P
11, WIN 1991.
STRASSELS, PAUL. WHERE YES MEANS NO AND NO MEANS YES. INSIDE, V 2, NO 3, P 36,
WIN 1991.
TEMPLETON, DAVID. NEW SOLID WASTE PERMITS ABAILABLE. WATER, V 5,NO 2, P A,
SUM 1991.
ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION
EARTH DAY APRIL 22, 1990: THINK GLOBALLY - ACT LOCALLY. WATER, V 3, NO A, P 1+,
FEB 1990.
EARTH DAY ESSAY CONTEST WINNERS ANNOUNCED. WATER, V 3, NO 5, P 1, APR 1990.
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ENVIRONMENTAL GROUPS SET PRIORITIES. TIPS, V A, NO 7, P 7, MAY 1989.
STAFF RECEIVE PUBLIC ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH AWARDS. HEALTH, V 3, NO 4, P 2, JUL
1989.
DREWES, GARY. RECYCLING PROGRAM CITY OF PIERRE, SOUTH DAKOTA. WATER, V 5, NO
3, P 5, FAL 1991.
HABERMAN, CLARK. ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION BEGINS. WATER, V 5, NO 3, P 11, FAL
I99I.
HILDING, RANDOLF. DEDICATION OF ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION AND TRAINING CENTER. SET
FOR- JANUARY! 16. WATER., V 5; NO 4, P 3, WIN 1991.
KELLER, TORY. SOUTH DAKOTA RECYCLING 1991. WATER, V, 5, NO.,3, P 4, -FALi 1991..^
KOTH,. RON. AQUATIC EDUCATION BEGINS. CONSDIG, V 56, NO 2,- P 4, 1989.
MATHEW, FLOYD. THE SECRETARY'S CORNER: ENVIRONMENTAL TRAINING CENTER - A
BEGINNING FOR THE FUTURE. WATER, V 3, NO 5, P 2, APR 1990.
OPP, DAN. A 25-YEAR INVESTMENT. CONSDIG, V 56, NO 2, P 6-7, 1989.
POCHOP, MIKE. STUDENTS TEST RECOGNITION ABILITIES AT 'SMOKE SCHOOL'. WATER, V
5, NO 4, P 4, WIN 1991.
ENVIRONMENTAL : PROTECTION AGENCY
.>A GOVERNMENTS-A ONE-YEAR EXTENSION ON-
COMPLIANCE FOR UNDERGROUND STORAGE TANKS. MUNICIPAL, V 56, NO 11, P 8, APR
1990.
EPA LANDFILL REGULATIONS ANNOUNCED. MUNICIPAL, V 58, NO 4, P 8, OCT 1991.
EPA LANDFILL REGULATIONS...THE CONTINUING-STORY. MUNICIPAL, V 58, NO 5, P 8,
NOV 1991.
EPA TAKING COMMENTS ON TOXIC CHEMICAL VELEUSE DATA. TIPS, V 3, NO 3, P 5, MAY
1987.
LET EPA HELP YOU FIND ANSWERS. MUNICIPAL, V 57, NO 6, P 12, DEC 1990.
NEW DRINKING WATER REGULATIONS. MUNICIPAL, V 54, NO II, P 12, MAY 1988.
POSSIBLE SOLUTION TO YOUR CITY'S LANDFILL NEEDS. MUNICIPAL, V 55, NO 10, P 12,
APR 1989.
SARA TITLE III ^ COMMUNITY RIGHT-TO-KNOW PART II. WATER, V 3, NO 2, P 5, SEP
1989.
LAWRENSEN, MARK. WHITEWOOD CREEK SUPERFUND SITE. WATER, V 5, NO 2, P 9, SUM
1991.
PRESSLER, LARRY. WASHINGTON REPORT: BILL WOULD RELIEVE PRESSURE OF EPA
REGULATIONS. MUNICIPAL, V 58, NO I, P II, JUL 1991.
TOLLEFSRUD, TIM. STORM WATER CONTROLS. WATER, V 5, NO 1, P 12, SPR 1991.
EPIDEMICS
AISENBREY, WILLIAM E. WATER BORN TYPHOID FEVER IN CHAMBERLAIN, SOUTH DAKOTA
1932-1933. DAKHIST, NO 19TH, P IX.B1+, 1987.
EPILEPSY




HAAS, DALE. FATHER KROEGER'S MAEBEE CLINIC OF SOUTH DAKOTA. DAKHIST, NO 21ST,
1989.
EPISCOPAL CHURCH - S.D.
LEWIS, DALE. STILL IN USE TODAY; ONE OF SOUTH DAKOTA'S EARLIEST CHURCHES (ST.
JOHN'S EPISCOPAL CHURCH, CROW CREEK RESERVATION). -HERITAGE, V 14, NO 4, P
19-22, 1988.
EQUITY
• PHILLIPS, TOM: DEMOCRACY CAME FROM THE INDIAN. HERITAGE, V T5, NO 8, P. '33-35,
1989.
ERICKSON, JIM
HUNHOFF, BERNIE. BLACK HILLS STONE SCULPTOR (JIM ERICKSON). SDMAG, V 2, NO 5,
P 38-40, JAN 1987.
4Bii:ERRINGT0N^ :PAUL L? ;(a902TlJ9$2) ' , , .
STEINBERG, ROGER. PAUL ERRINGTON: SOUTH DAKOTA'S PREMIER CONSERVATIONIST.
eONSDIG, V 55, NO 6, P 2-5, 1988.
ESTATES (LAW)
HAJEK, ANNE C. WILL SUBSTITUTES, JOINT ACCOUNTS, AND TENTATIVE (TOTTEN) TRUSTS:
UNCERTAINTY AFTER ESTATE OF BOL. LAW, V 34, NO 2, P 381-391, 1989.
HAMMER, DEAN A. IN RE ESTATE OF TILL: LITIGATING UNDUE INFLUENCE IN SOUTH
DAKOTA. LAW, V 36, NO 1, P 211-225, 1991.
KEAN, ROBERT J. HAMILTON TRUST QUESTIONS. SDREP, V 4, NO 2, P 1, DEC 1988.
KNESS, BRUCE N. TULSA PROFESSIONAL COLLECTION SERVICES V. POPE: NEW DUE PROCESS
REQUIREMENTS FOR DECEDENT'S CREDITORS-ADIOS PUBLICATION. LAW, V 34, NO 2, P
359-380, 1989.
VJs ETBAUERy ROBERT ,(1961-) , ,/
ETBAUER WORLD CHAMPION IN SADDLE BRONC RIDING (ROBERT ETBAUER, 1991 HALL OF FAME
HONOREE). HERITAGE, V 17, NO 3, P 27, SEP 1991.
THREE SOUTH DAKOTA COWBOYS WIN 1991 WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS (TROY PRUITT, ROBERT
ETBAUER, OTE BERRY). HERITAGE, V 17, NO 3, P 26-27, SEP 1991.
ETHAN DAIRY (ETHAN, S.D.)
FIRST CHEESE PLANT IN S.D. SDMAG, V 5, NO 3, P 12, SEP 1989.
GURNEY, E.R. OUR INDUSTRIES: SHALL WE SUPPORT THEM? (1928 ESSAY). SDMAG, V 5,
NO 3, P 10-11+, SEP 1989.
ETHAN, S.D.
FIRST CHEESE PLANT IN S.D. SDMAG, V 5, NO 3, P 12, SEP 1989.
GURNEY, E.R. OUR INDUSTRIES: SHALL WE SUPPORT THEM? (1928 ESSAY). SDMAG; V 5,




- VCORN PROCESSING PLANT PACKAGE APPROVED. ECONDEV, V A, NO A, P 1, APR 1991.
ETHICS SEE PROFESSIONAL ETHICS
ETHNIC ARCHITECTURE
TORMA, CAROLYN. ETHNICITY AND ARCHITECTURE. SDHIST/ V 21, NO 2, P 136-154, ,
1991.
ETHNIC GROUPS SEE ALSO'THE ;NAMES: OF SPECIFTC- ETHNIC GROUPS *
CENTENNIAL SPECIAL: DEMOGRAPHIC HISTORY OF SOUTH DAKOTA: MIGRATION. / CENSUSDATA,
V 3, NO 7, P 1-5, OCT 1988.
BLAKELY, HERB. COUNTRY SCHOOLS AND THE AMERICANIZATION OF ETHNIC GROUPS.
DAKHIST, NO 18TH, P 63-74, 1986.
EVANS, JUDY. THE HISTORY AND ORIGIN OF THE HUTTERITES: ANALYSIS OF THEOLOGICAL,
POLITICAL AND ECONOMIC MOTIVATIONS. DAKHIST, NO 20TH, P 445-461, 1988.
MELTING POT". DEADMAG, V
' 1, NO 3, P '5-6, JUL 1991.
KEMP,- DAVID. IRISH SETTLEMENT IN DAKOTA.. DAKHIST, NO 20TH,. P 411-421, 1988...
LESINSKI, JEANNE. INDIAN AND FRENCH MIX LIVE IN SOUTH DAKOTA (OUR FRENCH AND
INDIAN HERITAGE CONFERENCE). HERITAGE, V 14, NO 3, P 39, 1988.
LOWE, ROBERT A. THE OCCUPATION OF THE TURTLE INDIAN RESERVATION BY CANADIAN
METIS: A CASE OF CONFUSED IDENTITY. DAKHIST, NO 18TH, P 181-190, 1986.
MYERS, REX C: AN IMMIGRANT HERITAGE: SOUTH DAKOTA'S FOREIGN-BORN IN THE ERA>OF
ASSIMILATION. SDHIST, V 19, NO 2, P 134-155, 1989.
NEDVED, GREG. DEADWOOD'S WONG. SDMAG, V 5, NO 4, P 49-51, NOV 1989.
RAU, JOHN E. DAKOTA RESOURCES: A BIBLIOGRAPHY ON CZECH IMMIGRANT CULTURE IN
SOUTH DAKOTA. SDHIST, V 21, NO 2, P 173-189, 1991.
RICHTER, ANTHONY H. A HERITAGE OF FAITH: RELIGION AND THE GERMAN SETTLERS OF
SOUTH DAKOTA. SDHIST, V 21, NO 2, P 155-172, 1991.
TORMAi CAROLYN. ETHNICITY'-AND ARCHITECTURE. SDHIST, V 21, NO 2, P 136-154,
1991.
TORMA, CAROLYN. TRADITIONAL DANISH ARCHITECTURE. HISTNOTES, V 2, NO 4, P 6,
JAN 1987.
YOUNGER, BERYL. THE WANDERING GYPSIES IN SOUTH DAKOTA AND ADJOINING STATES.
DAKHIST, NO 22, P 1050-62, 1990.
ETHNOLOGY - S.D.
MYERS, REX C. AN IMMIGRANT HERITAGE: SOUTH DAKOTA'S FOREIGN-BORN IN THE ERA OF
ASSIMILATION. SDHIST, V 19, NO 2, P 134-155, 1989.
RAU, JOHN E. DAKOTA RESOURCES: A BIBLIOGRAPHY ON CZECH IMMIGRANT CULTURE IN
SOUTH DAKOTA. SDHIST, V iZl, NO 2, P 173-189, 1991.
EUREKA, S.D.
GOLD PROGRAM SPARKS CREATION OF NEW GAME. ECONDEV, V 3,.N0 4, P 7, APR 1990.
REDI FUND HELPS BUSINESS MAKE A DIFFERENCE. ECONDEV, VI, NO 2, P 6, JUN 1988.




ROOD, DIANNE. EUREKA: A TOWN RAISED ON WHEAT. SDMAG, V 7, NO 3, P 20-22, SEP
1991.
ROOD, DIANNE; HUNHOFF, BERNIE. EUREKA: GERMAN HERITAGE AND HARD WORK HELPS THIS
. j;;- VW ,v>;ys.fTOWN WEATHERV T0UGH-:TIMES^0N»T^HE).EARM. SDMAG, V 7, NO 3, P 23-26, SEP 1991.
EUROPE - COMMERCE
"BIG VISION" IS KEY TO INTERNATIONAL SUCCESS. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 9, P 1, NOV
1989.
BUSINESSES GET COMPETITIVE IN EXPORTING ARENA. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 9, P 7,, NOV
1989.
• '" SOUTH^DAKOTA COMPANIES'ATTEND^HANNOVER?^FATRrf"•ECONDEVriY^^, " NO v5;, :P ;3vvr^J,UL;; 1991.
MICKEL'SON," GEORGE S. CREATING"SOUTH DAKOTA'S FUTURE: INTERNATIONAL TRADEtx;
CRITICAL TO SUCCESS AT HOME. MUNICIPAL, V 57, NO II, P 14, MAY 1991.
EVANS, KYLE
KYLE EVANS (FAGERHAUG)(1989 HALL OF FAME HONOREE-ARTS AND HUMANITIES).
HERITAGE, V 15, NO 7, P 29, 1989.
/ >: j,,-HUNHOFR,>;BERNIEV,f::THE,CENTENNIAL TROUBADOUR. SDMAG, V 4, NO 1, P 26-29, MAY
1988.
EVENTS SEE CULTURAL EVENTS
EVERLASTINGLYATIT PUT SEE PUTNAM, WARNER
EVIDENCE (LAW)
FROST, GAVIN. ARIZONA V. YOUNGBLOOD: ADHERENCE TO A BAD FAITH THRESHOLD TEST
BEFORE RECOGNIZING A DEPRIVATION OF DUE PROCESS. LAW, V 34, NO 2, P 407-431,
1989.
HUTTON, CHRIS. COMMENTARY: PRIOR BAD ACTS EVIDENCE IN CASES OF SEXUAL CONTACT
WITH A CHILD. LAW, V 34, NO 3, P 604-626, 1989.
WALZ, B. ELIOT. THE ADMISSIBILITY OF POST-HYPNOTIC TESTIMONY: A PROPOSED
ADDITION TO THE RULE OF STATE V. ADAMS. LAW, V 34, NO I, P 190-205, 1989.
EXCELLTECH (YANKTON, S.D.)
EXCELLTECH INC. SIGNS AGREEMENT WITH ATST. ECONDEV, V 4, NO 1, P 3, JAN 1991.
EXCELLTECH: SUCCESS STORY FOR GOVERNOR'S PROGRAMS. ECONDEV, V 1, NO 5, P 1, OCT
1988.
EXPORT NEWS: EXCELLTECH. ECONDEV, V 1, NO 6, P 2, NOV 1988.
EXECUTIVE ORDERS - S.D.
EXECUTIVE ORDER 89-6 TAX FAIRNESS AND GOVERNMENT COST EFFECTIVENESS COMMISSION.
COUNTY, V 35, NO 5, P 15, MAY 1989.
EXEMPLARY DAMAGES (LAW)
DRISCOLL, ROBERT E. STATUTORY RESTRICTIONS ON THE DISCOVERY AND TRIAL OF.
PUNITIVE AND EXEMPLARY DAMAGE CLAIMS IN S.D. LAW, Y .33, NO 2, P 247-259,
1988.
POCHOP, STEPHANIE E. HOFFMAN V. LOUIS DREYFUS CORP.: PUNITIVE DAMAGES ON THE




"EDUC^VTION-'SPONSORS ^EXERClSB^eONTESTV: ^ HEALTH, V 5, NO 5, P GCT 1991.
STATE EMPPLOYEES EXERCISE CONTEST SET. HEALTH, V 5, NO 4, P 6, AUG 1991.
EXHIBITIONS
"VANISHING LAND" EXHIBIT FOCUSES ON ENVIRONMENT. HISTNOTES, V 6, NO 1, P 4,-SUM
1990.
BUTTER-NUT TO HELP- FUND PART- OF HERITAGE- CENTER. - HISTNOTES, - V 3, NO- 1,: P a , - JUL
1987.
-campaign ENTERS SECOND PHASE.; HISTNOTES, V 6, NO 3, P 3, WIN 1991.
DEPRESSION ART, PRAIRIE DOG FRANK AT OVER MUSEUM. HISTNOTES, V 5, NO 3, P 2,
WIN 1990.
ETC. (NEWS ABOUT STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY). HISTNOTES, V 6, NO 4, P 2-3, SPR
1991.
HERITAGE:CENTER OPENS OSCAR HOWE EXHIBIT. HISTNOTES, V 6, NO 2, P 2, FAL 1990.
•'HERITAGE Center TO HOST SMITHSONIAN EXHIBIT. HISTNOTES, V 5, NO 1, P 1, SUM
1989.
HERITAGE GARDEN AT AG. HERITAGE MUSEUM. HISTNOTES, V 3, NO 1,-P .2, JULa987.
MAMA'S CAMERA CAPTURES CHILDREN. HISTNOTES, V 5, NO 4, P 3, SPR 1990.
MUSEUM HONORS STELLA HODGES. HISTNOTES, V 3, NO 6, P 3, MAY 1988.
OVER MUSEUM FEATURES "ART OF WORK" EXHIBIT. HISTNOTES, V 6, NO 2, P 3, FAL
1990.
RED CLOUD SCHOOL SHOWS INDIAN ART. HERITAGE, V 14, NO 1, P 19, 1988.
SOCIETY UNVEILS CENTENNIAL PLANS (SOUTH DAKOTA STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY).
HISTNOTES, V 3, NO 4, P 1-2, JAN 1988.
W.H. OVER MUSEUM EXHIBITS MEMORIAL COLLECTION. HISTNOTES, V 6, NO 4, P 3, SPR
1991.
i^^^ fr iWlHt^OVERtMUSEUM TO DEPICT SOUTH^ BIGGEST DINOSAUR: THEY GREW THEM BIG
' IN SOUTH DAKOTA. HISTNOTES, V 3i NO 6, P 1, MAY 1988.
W.H. OVER MUSUEM TO SHOW ANCIENT BADLANDS LIFE. HISTNOTES, V 3, NO 4, P 5, JAN
1988.
W.H. OVER STATE MUSEUM TRAVELING EXHIBITIONS. HISTNOTES, V 3, NO 1, P 5, JUL
1987.
WOUNDED KNEE REMEMBERED. HISTNOTES, V 6, NO 2, P 1, FAL 1990.
WWII MEMORABILIA NEEDED BY HERITAGE CENTER. HISTNOTES, V 6, NO 4, P 3, SPR
1991.
1918 JOHN DEERE TRACTOR BRINGS CROWD. HISTNOTES, V 5, NO 4, P 4, SPR 1990.
AWALD, JOHN C. DREAMS OF A NEW BEGINNING (STATE AGRICULTURAL HERITAGE MUSEUM
EXHIBIT). HISTNOTES, V 3, NO 4, P 1,4, JAN 1988. • -
BERTSCHINGER, HAFIS. THE MAMIMI PROJECT. HERITAGE, V 15, NO 7, P.40, 1989. _
LAVARNWAY, CARRIE. NEW ROOF FOR THE SMITH-ZIMMERMANN. - HISTNOTES, V 3, NO 1, P
7, JUL 1987.
LAVARNWAY, CARRIE. SMlTH-ZlMMERMANN STATE MUSEUM EXHIBIT A SUCCESS. HISTNOTES,
V 3, NO 3, P 5, NOV 1987.
^ODICKA^'^ULTA;^ museum to have: underwater exhibits. , HISTNOTES, V 3,





BROWN, ADEL. AFRICAN MENAGERIE. INSIDE, V 2, NO 3, P 53-54, WIN 1991.
EXPEDITIONS SEE VOYAGES & TRAVELS
EXPERIMENT STATIONS SEE AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION -S;D. >
EXPLORATIONS SEE VOYAGES AND. TRAVELS , : , ,;,r
EXPLORERS
KORTJE, DONNA. THE ARTIST, THE PRINCE, AND DR. PORTER. DAKHIST, NO 2IST, 1989.
ROTTLUFF, BLANCHE. LEWIS AND CLARK ACROSS DAKOTA AND WEST. DAKHIST, NO 19TH, P
VII.AI+, 1987.
STILLWELL, CLEVE. JOSEPH N. NICOLLET, EXPLORER EXTRAORDINAIRE. DAKHIST, NO
,-I8TH, P 204-216,-1986.
YOUNGER, BERYL. ' JEDEDIAH SMITH IN SOUTH DAKOTA. DAKHIST, NO 18TH, P 734-740,
1986.
EXPLOSIVES-
GROUP OPPOSES HONEYWELL'S ORDNANCE TESTING FACILITY. TIPS, V 3, NO 2, P 3, APR
1987.
TEK-ORD TRIES DEUEL COUNTY. TIPS, V 2, NO 9-10, P 9, JAN 1987.
EXPORTS SEE COMMERCE
EXTENSION SERVICE SEE COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE
F.B.I. SEE FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
F.H.A. SEE FARMERS HOME ADMINISTRATION
FAIRS SEE ALSO FESTIVALS
POINTING THE WAY (DIRECTORY OF 1987 FAIRS AND FESTIVALS AVAILABLE). SDMAG, V 2,
•NO 6, P 13, FEB 1987.
HUNHOFF, BERNIE. HURON: HOME OF 'THE BIG ONE.' SDMAG, V 7, NO 2, P 52-56, JUL
I99I.
MOSES, L.G. INDIANS ON THE MIDWAY: WILD WEST SHOW AND THE INDIAN BUREAU AT
WORLD'S FAIRS, 1893-1904. SDHIST, V 21, NO 3, P 205-229, 1991.
TEMPLETON, DAVID. DEPARTMENT STAFFS STATE FAIR BOOTH. WATER, V 5, NO 3, P 3,
FAL I99I.
FAITH, S.D.
JORDAN, IREAN C. WOMEN OF THE PRAIRIE. DAKHIST, V 22, P 410-435, 1990.
NASLUND; FRANCYS M. HISTORICAL MARKERS KEEP A VIGIL OF FAITH. HERITAGE, V 15,




'^ ••FMfl#^CSEASON) - SEE AUTUMN ^ ^; v -
FALL RIVER COUNTY
FALL RIVER COUNTY DISCUSSES WASTE PROPOSALS. TIPS, V A, NO 6, P 3-A, MAR 1989.
IGLOO-PROVO WATER PROJECT--LOCAL EFFORT PRODUCES RESULTS. : WATER, V 3, NO 1, P.
A, JUL 1989.
FAMILY
- families-WORK TO PREVENT TEEN PREGNANCY. (HEALTH DEPT. PROGRAM). HEALTH, ,V Zi-
NO A, P 3, JUL 1988.
IS THE FAMILY IN SOUTH DAKOTA SELF-DESTRUCTING? CENSUSDATA, VI, NO 6, P 1-A,
JAN 1987.
FAMILY EDUCATION RIGHTS AND PRIVACY ACT
• ^ ^HA^ 01? EDUCATIONAL .RECORDS. SDREP, V <i, NO 2, P 2,10,
DEC 1988.
FAMILY HISTORIES SEE ALSO THE SPECIFIC NAMES OF FAMILIES
FISH, GENEVIEVE. GRANDAD'S HERITAGE. DAKHIST, NO 20TH, P 1988.
PETERSON, MELINDA OLSON. ELISABETH OLSON FJELLPLASS: OCTOGENARIAN .ON THE
PRAIRIE, 1869. DAKHIST, NO 19TH, P VI.B1+, 1987.
FAMILY LIFE SEE ALSO DIVORCE
WALDNER, COLLEEN. THE PASSING OF A GENERATION. SDMAG, V 4, NO 6, P 30-31, MAY
1989.
FAMILY PLANNING SEE BIRTH CONTROL
^FAR^WEST5,( STEAMBOAT) , /
A RIVER ADVENTURE; A PADDLE-WHEELER, THE FAR WEST, ONCE AGAIN PLIES MISSOURI
RIVER WATERS. CONSDIG, V 57, NO 3, P 9, 1990.
PECHAN, BEVERLY. THE MISSOURI RIVER STEAMBOAT RACE. HERITAGE, V 16, NO P
14, WIN 1990.
FARGO, LUCILE FOSTER (1880- )
MASHEK, CAROL M. THESE WOMEN MADE A DIFFERENCE. DAKHIST, NO 21ST, ,1989.
SMITH, RISE L. PRAIRIE GIRL GROWS UP; LUCILE F. FARGO. DAKHIST, NO 2IST, 1989.
FARM ACTIVISM
OYOS, LYNWOOD E. A COMMUNIST ATTEMPT TO CREATE AN AGRARIAN POPULAR : ...
FRONT.:. .FARMER'S EMERGENCY RELIEF CONFERENCE, SIOUX FALLS, MARCH,1935.
DAKHIST, NO 20TH, P 213-219, 1988.
PRATT, WILLIAM C.i ADVENTURES AND DILEMMAS OF A GRASSROOTS HISTORIAN. SDHIST, V
21, NO 2, P 121-135, 1991.
WILLIAMS, ELIZABETH. EMIL LORIKS; AGRARIAN EXPONENT AND A LEADER IN SOUTH
DAKOTA HISTORY. DAKHIST, NO 18TH, P 75-87, 1986.





. BARN AGAIN! (PROGRAM FOR RENOVATION OF OLDER FARM BUILDINGS). HISTNOTES, V 3,
•NO 3; P BV^NOV 1987.
FARM CRISIS
HOW VULNERABLE IS YOUR COUNTY TO FARM PROBLEMS? CENSUSDATA, V 2, NO 1, P 1-4,
AUG 1987.
SOWELLv JENNY; ARWOOD, DON. PER CAPITA INCOMES: SOUTH DAKOTA AND .THE, U .S..,
CENSUSDATA, V 5, NO 6, P 1-5, DEC 1990.
FARM HOLIDAY MOVEMENT - S.D.
* WILLIAMS, ELIZABETH. EMIL LORIKS: AGRARIAN EXPONENT AND A LEADER IN SOUTH
DAKOTA HISTORY. DAKHIST, NO I8TH, P 75-87, 1986.
FARM IMPLEMENTS SEE AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS AND MACHINERY
FARM ISLAND STATE RECREATION AREA
PARK NOTES:- NEW FISHING^DOCK CONSTRUCTED., CONSDIG, V 57, NO 5, P 26, 1990.
FARM LIFE SEE ALSO COUNTRY LIFE
BAER, LINDA. A CENTENNIAL SALUTE: THE PEOPLE AND PLACES OF SOUTH DAKOTA.
CENSUSDATA, V 4, NO 3, P 1-3, APR 1989.
DORAN, GEORGE JR. A HORSE NAMED "PINTO". HERITAGE, V 15, NO 5, P 30-31, 1989.
JORDAN, IREAN C. AS IT WAS WITH MAMA. DAKHIST, NO 21ST, 1989.
KILIAN, THOMAS. PRESIDENT'S COLUMN: AN HISTORIC OVERVIEW (WHY WE LIVE IN SOUTH
DAKOTA). HISTNOTES, V 3, NO 4, P 2, JAN 1988.
NELSON, NANCY OWEN. SWEET DAKOTA LAND: THE MANFRED LETTERS AND THE INCEPTION OF
THE GOLDEN BOWL, DAKHIST, V 22, P 710-726, 1990.
OLDRE, HELEN. RAMBLINGS OF WHEN I WAS A LITTLE GIRL. DAKHIST, NO 19TH, P
II.A2•^, 1987.
WALZ, MONA K. A" BIT OF CORN CHATTER. DAKHIST, NO 21ST, 1989.
FARM PRODUCE - MARKETING
SOUTH DAKOTA AGRICULTURAL INDICATORS - TABLE IN EACH ISSUE OF SOUTH DAKOTA
BUSINESS REVIEW. BUSREV.
FARM TENANCY
FARM FACTS. COUNTY, V 36, NO 2, P 18-19, NOV 1989.
FARM FACTS: OWNERSHIP AND THE FAMILY FARM IN SOUTH DAKOTA. CENSUSDATA, V 4, NO
7, P 1-4, SEP 1989.
FARMER'S EMERGENCY RELIEF CONFERENCE (1935)
OYOS, LYNWOOb E. A COMMUNIST ATTEMPT TO CREATE AN AGRARIAN POPULAR
FRONT...FARMER'S emergency RELIEF CONFERENCE, SIOUX FALLS, MARCH,1935.




- t^;A|i?BUILDERS-OF'THE-DAK0TA"^S0CiETYr^1'SDMA&Ji V^,4 6, F A5-«i7, MAY 1989.
FARM FACTS. COUNTY, V 36, NO 2, P 18-19, NOV 1989.
FARM FACTS: OWNERSHIP AND THE FAMILY FARM IN SOUTH DAKOTA. CENSUSDATA, V 4, NO
7, P 1-4, SEP 1989.
ISABEL LOUISE JORDAN (HALL OF. FAME HONOREE - UNSUNG HEROES AND GOOD HEARTS) . ,,
HERITAGE, V 15, NO 5, P 4, 1989.
MARION "N . BRUCE (HALL OF - FAME HONOREEV;ri-UNSUNG~HEROES-AND: GOOD HEARTS)...- ---a
HERITAGE, V 15, NO 5, P 2, 1989.
r^OCCUPATTO THROUGH 2000: GROWERS AND DECLINERS. LABOR, P 1-3, SEP 1989. -v
WILLIAM P. PETERSON (1987 HALL OF FAME HONOREE - AGRICULTURE). DAKWEST, V 13,
NO 4, P 16, DEC 1987.
CARRELS, PETER. BROWN COUNTY'S FARM EXPERIMENTER: HARDY CAMPBELL (CAMPBELL' S
DRY-LAND FARMING TECHNIQUES). SDMAG, V 2, NO 6, P 34-38, FEB 1987.
JANSSEN, LARRY. JULY SPOTLIGHT: SOUTH DAKOTA AND THE 1990 FARM BILL., COUNTY, V
-A;;., 36,-NO 8, P 4,6,:iJUL, 1990..
LARSON, GEORGE E. BOYHOOD JOBS DUE TO HOG CHOLERA. HERITAGE, V 15, NO 6, P
32-35, 1989.
PETERSON, MARLYCE. HANDS OF PEACE. HERITAGE, V 15, NO 6, P 25-30, 1989.
FARMERS HOME ADMINISTRATION
BOARD (OF ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT) APPROVES LOAN FOR NEW FINANCE PROGRAM. ECONDEV,
V 1, NO 6, P 1, NOV 1988.
EDFA TO RUN FMHA PROGRAM. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 4, P 6, APR 1989.
NNC PROGRAM NOW AVAILABLE THROUGH GOED. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 7, P 7, SEP 1989.
GUNDERSON, DEXTER H. FARMER'S HOME ADMINISTRATION (FMHA): LENDING TO RURAL
COMMUNITIES. MUNICIPAL, V 54, NO 3, P 13,23, SEP 1987.
GUNDERSON, DEXTER H: FMHA LOANS AND GRANTS FOR HOME REPAIRS. MUNICIPAL, V 54,
' -• N
PRESSLER, LARRY. WASHINGTON REPORT: PRESSLER EXPLAINS NATIONAL AFFORDABLE
HOUSING BILL'S POTENTIAL BENEFITS TO SOUTH DAKOTA. MUNICIPAL, V 57, NO 1, P
10, JUL 1990.
FARMERS UNION - S.D.
PRATT, WILLIAM C. ADVENTURES AND DILEMMAS OF A GRASSROOTS HISTORIAN. SDHIST, V
21, NO 2, P 121-135, 1991.
WILLIAMS, ELIZABETH. EMIL LORIKS: AGRARIAN EXPONENT AND A,LEADER IN SOUTH , ,
' DAKOTA HISTORY. DAKHIST, NO 18TH, P 75-87, 1986. V -
FARMERS' ORGANIZATIONS AND MOVEMENTS SEE ALSO GRANGES; POPULIST MOVEMENT .
LARSON, ARTHUR Q. MINUTES OF THE PLYMOUTH GRANGE: A STUDY IN LOCAL HISTORY
(PLYMOUTH, IOWA). DAKHIST, NO 19TH, P III.C1+, 1987.
PRATT, WILLIAM C. ADVENTURES AND DILEMMAS OF A GRASSROOTS-HISTORIAN. SDHIST, V
21, NO 2, P 121-135, 1991.
SAKARIASSEN-NASH, BETSY. THE NONPARTISAN LEAGUE IN SOUTH DAKOTA. HERITAGE, V
15, NO 8, P 21, 1989.
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FARMS SEE ALSO AGRICULTURE; FARM CRISIS
, FARM FACTS. COUNTY, V 36, NO 2, P 18-19, NOV 1989.
FARM FACTS: OWNERSHIP AND THE FAMILY FARM IN SOUTH DAKOTA. CENSUSDATA, V A, NO
7, P 1-A, SEP 1989.
SOUTH DAKOTA COUNTIES: AGRICULTURAL PATTERNS. CENSUSDATA, V A, NO 6, P 1-A, AUG
1989. .
SOUTH DAKOTA FARMS: CHANGES SINCE 1910. CENSUSDATA, V A, NO 5, P.-l-A, JUN 1989.
V A^ AND NON-COMMERCIAL FARMS IN SOUTH DAKOTA-AND-THE^U.S.
CENSUSDATA, V 5, NO 5, P 1-A, SEP 1990.
FASHION
CRAMER, MARIAN; STEECE, LAURIE. PRAIRIE VOGUE. DAKHIST, V 22, P 152-173, 1990.
MORGEN, JANET L. A SURVEY OF BOY'S COSTUME CHANGES IN SOUTH DAKOTA FROM
1870-1920. DAKHIST, NO 21ST, 1989.
MULLANEY, MARGUERITE. A COOL CHOICE FOR SPRING FASHIONS. INSIDE, V 2, NO 3, P
AA-A5+, WIN 1991.
- ^ MULLANEY, INSIDE, V 2, NO A, P 36-37, SPR
1991.
FASTRACK PROGRAM
BELLE FOURCHE STUDENTS COOKING UP A STORM. ECONDEV, V A, NO A, P 5, APR 1991.
BELLE FOURCHE STUDENTS RECEIVE LOANS. ECONDEV, V 3, NO 10, P 3, NOV 1990.
BUSINESS PLAN WINNERS ANNOUNCED BY GOVERNOR. ECONDEV, V 3, NO 10, P 3, NOV
1990.
DRIVING RANGE PROJECT PROVES TO BE A SUCCESS. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 7, P A, SEP
1989.
FASTRACK ISSUES FIRST TWO LOANS GUARANTEES. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 3, P 6, MAR 1989.
FASTRACK LOOKING FORWARD TO SUCCESSFUL 1989-90. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 7, P 3, SEP
1989.
FASTRACK MOVING ON WITHXORPORATE SUPPORT. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 5, P A, JUN 1989.
IT'S A JUNGLE IN THERE...(TEEN CENTER STARTED IN WESSINGTON SPRINGS). ECONDEV,
V 3, NO 5, P 6, MAY 1990.
MUTZIGER RECEIVES FASTRACK LOAN. ECONDEV, V 3, NO 5, P 6, MAY 1990.
BUTTERWICK, DARRELL D. COMMISSIONER'S COLUMN (GOED AND SOUTH DAKOTA BANKERS
COOPERATION), ECONDEV, V 3, NO 7, P 2, AUG 1990.
FAULK COUNTY
DAKOTA COUNTY: FAULK COUNTY. CONSDIG, V 58, NO I, P 2A-25, 1991.
CORDTS, IRENE. GOVERNOR ANDREW J. FAULK AND HIS NAMESAKES:" COUNTY OF FAULK AND
CITY OF FAULKTON. DAKHIST, V 22, P 13A-151, 1990.
FAULK, ANDREW J. (1814-1898)
CORDTS, IRENE. GOVERNOR ANDREW J. FAULK AND HIS NAMESAKES: COUNTY OF FAULK AND




.THE GUY WHO LEFT A PINK CASTLE HERE WOULD LIKE TODAY'S FOLKS. SDMAG, V 1, NO 1,
• 47-51; MAY 1991.
MORITZ, JODY, JOHN AND ALICE PICKLER, FAULKTON PIONEERS, AND THEIR HOME.
DAKHIST, NO 20TH, P 5A3-5A8, 1988.
FAWICK, NELSON 0. (1887-1950)
LYNN, PATRICK; NELSON, DONALD D.; LYNN, MICHAEL, ED. THE FAWICK FLYER.,
DAKHIST, NO 21ST, 1989. -
-FAWICK, THOMAS L. (1889- )
LYNN, PATRICK) NELSON, DONALD D.; LYNN, MICHAEL, ED. THE FAWICK FLYER.
DAKHIST, NO 21ST, 1989.
FEDERAL AID TO EDUCATION
BERTSCH, DALE. SOUTH DAKOTA'S AID TO EDUCATION FORMULA. BUSREV, V A6, NO 1, P
l,A-6, SEP 1987.
RING, RAYMOND J.' EDUCATION FINANCE IN SOUTH DAKOTA. BUSREV, V A6, NO 1, P
1,A-7, SEP 1987.
FEDERAL AID TO RESEARCH
BSE ENGINEERING; FUTURE FUND RESEARCH GRANT PAYS BIG DIVIDENDS. ECONDEV, V 1,
NO 5, P 6, OCT 1988.
FEDERAL AID TO S.D.
HOUSE PASSES WATER PROJECT. MUNICIPAL, V 58, NO 2, P II, AUG 1991.
MICKELSON SUPPLIES WHITE HOUSE WITH LIST OF FEDERAL BLOCK PROGRAMS. MUNICIPAL,
V 57, NO 10, P 8, APR 1991.
PARK NOTES: PREPARING FOR A NEW ERA IN PARKS. CONSDIG, V 58, NO A, P 26, 1991.
. POCKETS OF HIGH UNEMPLOYMENT LEAD TO AREAS OF SUBSTANIAL UNEMPLOYMENT. LABOR, P
1-2,'NOV 1991.
SOUTH DAKOTA DISTRICTS ORGANIZE FOR DEVELOPMENT. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 3, P A, MAR
1989.
BUTTERWICK, DARRELL D. COMMISSIONER'S COLUMN (NEW PROGRAM TO MAKE FEDERAL AND
STATE PROGRAMS MORE ACCESSIBLE TO RURAL COMMUNITIES). ECONDEV, V A, NO 2, P
2, FEB 1991.
CHAMBERLAIN, FERN L. HELPING YOUR NEIGHBOR: SOUTH DAKOTA STYLE. DAKHIST, NO
18TH, P 121-133, 1986.
DASCHLE, THOMAS A. WASHINGTON REPORT: BILL COULD HELP CITIES GET SURPLUS
EQUIPMENT. MUNICIPAL, V.58,-NO 2, P 15, AUG 1991.
DASCHLE, THOMAS A. WASHINGTON REPORT: CUTS IN LIHEAP MUST BE STOPPED.
MUNICIPAL, V 57, NO 8, P 15, FEB 1991.
DASCHLE, THOMAS A. WASHINGTON REPORT: NEW FEDERAL TRANSPORTATION PLAN IS A
THREAT TO THE STATE'S HIGHWAY SYSTEM. MUNICIPAL, V 56, NO 11, P 10, MAY 1990.
DASCHLE, THOMAS A. WASHINGTON REPORT: THE RURAL DEVELOPMENT: ACT WILL, REVITALIZE
RURAL AMERICA IN THE 1990'S. MUNICIPAL, V 56, NO 8, P lA, FEB 1990.
HOWARD,'RICHARD L. SURFACE TRANSPORTATION ASSISTANCE ACT OF 1991. COUNTY, V
37, NO A, P 1, APR 1991.
" jANSSEN, LARRY."^•^ •JULY '^S BILL. COUNTY, V
36, NO 8, P A,6, JUL 1990.
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JOHNSON, TIM. WASHINGTON REPORT: FEDERAL BUDGET GETS MIXED REVIEWS. MUNICIPAL,
V 57, NO 9, P 15, MAR 1991.
MICKELSON, GEORGE S. CREATING SOUTH DAKOTA'S FUTURE: SOUTH DAKOTA WATER
, -development PARTNERSHIP. MUNICIPAL, V 58, NO
3, P 19, SEP 1991.
PRESSLER, LARRY. WASHINGTON REPORT: PRESSLER EXPLAINS NATIONAL AFFORDABLE
HOUSING BILL'S POTENTIAL BENEFITS TO SOUTH DAKOTA. MUNICIPAL, V 57, NO 1, P
10, JUL 1990.
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
YOST, NELLIE S. THE ORIGIN OF THE F. B. I. - DAKHIST, : NO^-ISTH,. ;Pl;.105-114,,. 1986.
-•FEDERAL CONTRACTS SEE GOVERNMENT PURCHASING
FEDERAL GOVERNMENT
VIK, YVONNE. FEDERAL MANDATES UNPOPULAR WITH EVERYONE. MUNICIPAL, V 58, NO 6,
P A, DEC 1991.
r^FEDERAL iWRITERS' .PROJECT. ,
ABILD, ETHEL D. LISLE REESE, DIRECTOR FOR SOUTH DAKOTA WRITERS' PROJECT.
DAKHIST, NO 20TH, P 535-537, 1988.
EPP, TODD. THE INTERSTATE SYSTEM REALLY HAS NO SOUL CUSE OF "SOUTH DAKOTA: A
GUIDE TO THE STATE"). DAKWEST, V 13, NO A, P 8-11, DEC 1987.
FEDERAL-STATE TAX RELATIONS SEE INTERGOVERNMENTAL TAX RELATIONS
FEMINISM
ALEXANDER, RUTH ANN. SOUTH DAKOTA WOMEN STAKE A CLAIM: A FEMINIST MEMOIR,
196A-1989. SDHIST, V 19, NO A, P 538-555, 1989.
FENIAN BROTHERHOOD
KEMP, DAVID. FENIAN ACTIVITY IN DAKOTA TERRITORY. DAKHIST, V 22, P A81-500,
:1991.
FERGUSON, STEWART A.
ALLAN, DON. THE ALMOST UNBELIEVABLE TEACHING AND COACHING CAREER OF STEWART A.
FERGUSON. DAKHIST, NO 20TH, P 139-152, 1988.
FERRETS
DOWD, EILEEN. BLACK-FOOTED FERRET. CONSDIG, V 55, NO A, P 6-7,9+, 1988.
DOWD, EILEEN. SYBILLE WILDLIFE RESEARCH UNIT. CONSDIG, V 55, NO A,; P 8, 1988.
FERTILIZERS AND MANURES
APPLYING CHEMICALS THROUGH IRRIGATION SYSTEMS. WATER, V 2, NO 3, P 5, NOV 1988.
PIRNER, STEVEN M. UPDATE ON THE CENTENNIAL ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION ACT OF
1989. WATER, V 3, NO 3, P 1+, NOV 1989.
PIRNER, STEVEN M. UPDATE ON THE CENTENNIAL ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION ACT OF
1989. WATER, V A, NO 3, P 1+, NOV 1990.
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FESTIVALS SEE ALSO THE NAMES OF SPECIFIC FESTIVALS
i^CORNHUSKING CHAMPIONSHIPS. SDMAG, V 5, NO-3, P 9, SEP 1989.
EIGHTEENTH ANNUAL CULTURAL AWARENESS WEEK. INDIAN, NO 123, P 10-11, JUN 1990.
FINALLY, A NEW USE FOR THE OUTHOUSE CKADOKA'S OUTHOUSE RACE). SDMAG, V 3, NO 3,
P 16, AUG 1987.
ISN'T THAT WORK? (ANNUAL BRANDON CORNHUSKING CHAMPIONSHIPS). SDMAG, V 3, NO A,
. P 17, OCT 1987.
^ t PO WAY (DIRECTORY OFt L987 FAIRS AND 'FESTIVALS; T^VAILABLE) . :. SDMAG,. Vi;2,
^ NO 6, P 13, FEB 1987.
THE PAST COMES TO LIFE" (FORT' SISSETON .HISTORICAL FESTIVAL) .• ^CONSDIG, -Vv^58v "NO/
•A, P. II, 1991.
BLUMER, JULIE. OLD-TIME MUSIC FINDS A HOME (ANNUAL FIDDLING CONTEST IN
YANKTON). SDMAG, V 4, NO 3, P 26-29, SEP 1988.
CHEEVER, KAY. FIBER WORKS DAY (VOLGA, S.D.). SDMAG, V 4, NO 3, P 43, SEP 1988.
DEWITT, MARTY. THE HiLLS ARE ALIVE: THE SIOUX RIVER FOLK FESTIVAL BRINGS MUSIC
, TO LIFE AT NEWTON HILLS STATE PARK. CONSDIG, V 54, NO 4, P 14-15, 1987.
' GROVER; BARBARAS? BLACK Hill's DLUEGRASS. SDMAG, V 4, NO 2, P 42-44, JUL 1988.
" 'iHRACHOVEKV" ROBERT.' FIR BOILER:' IT'S HARVEST TIME AT THE; BLACK HILLS
THRESHING BEE. SDMAG, V'3, NO 3, P 34-35, AUG 1987.
HUNHOFF, BERNIE. SOUTH DAKOTA'S CACTUS PICNIC (ANNUAL S.D. PICNIC IN MESAj
ARIZONA). SDMAG, V 3, NO I, P 18-20, APR 1987.
LEWIS, WENDY. WOULD YOU CARE TO JOIN ME? (VISUALIZE THE DAILY LIFE IN AN 1860'S
FRONTIER MILITARY FORT). CONSDIG, V 58, NO 2, P 18-19, 1991.
MARTIN, DAVID. CENTENNIAL UPDATE (MAJOR EVENTS PLANNED). HISTNOTES, V 2, NO 6,
P 7, MAY 1987.
WALTNER, DERR()LD. SCHMECKFEST. SDMAG, V 3, NO 6, P 20-21, MAR 1988.
FETAL ALCOHOL SYNDROME
. 'Holmgren; janl.; legal accountability and fetal alcohol syndrome: when fixing
/V 'k ,T LAW, V 36, NO 1, P 81-103, 1991.
FETUS
INDIAN HEALTH SERVICE HOSPITALS PARTICIPATE IN FETAL ALCOHOL SYNDROME PROGRAM.
INDIAN, No 115, P 4, JUN 1988.
BOWLBY, PAT; SCHWIESOW, ELLI; KELLY, GAIL. PRO/CON - PLANNED PARENTHOOD.
INSIDE, V 2, NO 5, P 8-10, SUM 1991.
HOLMGREN, JAN L. : LEGAL ACCOUNTABILITY AND FETAL ALCOHOL SYNDROME: WHEN. FIXING
THE BLAME DOESN'T-FIX THE PROBLEM. LAW, V 36, NO I, P 81-103, 1991,./.. »
FIBER WORKS DAY (VOLGA, S.D.)
.CHEEVER, KAY. FIBER WORKS DAY (VOLGA, S.D.). SDMAG, V,4, NO 3, P 43,-SEP 1988.
FIBERWORK
CHEEVER, KAY. FIBER WORKS DAY (VOLGA, S.D.). SDMAG, V 4, NO 3, P 43, SEP 1988.
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FICTION - FRONTIER AND PIONEER LIFE
ALEXANDER, RUTH ANN.. NATURE, ETHNICS, AND LAND: THE MAKING OF A SOUTH DAKOTA
n • fNOVED; -^'SDHISiT^-^V '^18^ N0^3iT-P:;a52r-1^2, 1988.
CHEGIN, RITA K. KATE--PIONEER WOMAN. DAKHIST, NO 21ST, 1989.
GILSETH, MARGARET. CHAPTER 11 (FROM JULIA'S CHILDREN, PART II). DAKHIST, V 22,
P 243-258, 1990.
JORGENSON, DEBORAH. PIONEER LITERATURE: REALISM OR ROMANTICISM. DAKHIST, NO
.20TH, P 517-524, 1988.
MOOSE, NANCY G.' ' OLE E J- ROLVAAG.- WOMEN; AND RELIGIONV- DAKHIST22:,;^;P 689?709,
1990.
•WILDER,.LAURA INGALLS. IF WE ONLY UNDERSTOOD. WILDER, V 15, NO 2, P 1, FAL
1989.
FIDDLERS AND FIDDLING
BLUMER, JULIE. OLD-TIME MUSIC FINDS A HOME (ANNUAL FIDDLING CONTEST IN
YANKTON). SDMAG, V 4, NO 3, P 26-29, SEP 1988.
'FILMMAKERS SEE MOTION PICTURES —
FILMS SEE MOTION PICTURES
FINANCE
COOPERATIVE AGREEMENT SIGNED BY SD AND NIKKO. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 6, P 5, AUG
1989.
GOVERNOR, COMMISSIONER ATTEND NGA CONFERENCE. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 3, P 3, MAR
1989.
IS RURAL AMERICA DYING (EMPLOYMENT CHANGE)? LABOR, P 1-2, MAY 1991.
SD AND US EMPLOYMENT -- AN "APPLES TO APPLES" COMPARISON. LABOR, P 1-6, APR
1990.
SOUTH DAKOTA LEGISLATURE EXTENDS BONDING AUTHORITY. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 3, P 1,
, MAR 1989.
TOSTERUD, ROBERT J. VENTURE CAPITAL AND SOUTH DAKOTA ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT.
BUSREV, V 50, NO 2, P 1,7-16, DEC 1991.
FINANCE - STATISTICS
SOUTH DAKOTA "THE SUNSHINE STATE". BUSREV, V 47, NO 2, P 8, DEC 1988.
FINCHES
TALLMAN, DAN. BANDING RECOVERIES OF SOUTH DAKOTA BIRDS, PART 3: SPARROWS AND
FINCHES. BIRD, V 42, NO 3, P 55-59, SEP 1990.
WEEKES, KEN. BIRD TALK: THE AMERICAN GOLDFINCH. CONSDIG, V 55, NO 4, P 24-25,
1988.
FINNISH CULTURE AND HERITAGE - S.D.
TORMA) CAROLYN. LETTERS TO THE SOCIETY (LETTER ON RAG RUG MAKING). =HISTNOTES,




RURAL FIRE FIGHTING PREPAREDNESS AND MOBILIZATION. COUNTY, V 37, NO 7, P 5, JUL
1991.
FIRE PREVENTION
WRAP-UP: HOMES IN FORESTS SUSCEPTIBLE TO FIRE. CONSDIG, V 55, NO 1, P 26, 1988.
FIREARMS
CAUTION PURGED WHEN -CHANGING =GUN :FORi.STEEL:;^SHOT ;^-^.DAKC0UNT>S^V .2,4^N0 ai.>=« p.; ;13„>N0V
1988.
-IT'S THE. LAW (TARGET SHOOTING). CONSDIG, V 57, NO 3, P 27, 1990. ;
S.D. REPORT: KEEP YOUR RIFLE HANDYj THERE'S PRAIRIE DOG HUNTING. FINS, V 6, NO
5, P 80, MAY 1987.
WILDLIFE NOTES: THE TURKEY HUNTER'S DILEMMA - CHOOSING WEAPONS. CONSDIG, V 57,
NO A, P 27, I99G.
WRAP-UP: LEAVE YOUR 16-POUND RIFLE AT HOME. CONSDIG, V 5A, NO 6, P 28, 1987.
;rGiLMdRE;?ROD.^"!ANtl-HUNTERS^iHAVE''A^ DAKCOUNT, V 5, NO 2, P
16-17, FEB 1991.
' LAPIERRE; WAYNE. YOU'RE IN DANGER OF~LOSING "YOUR GUNS (EDITORIAL) ; DAKCOUNT/i V
5, NO 10, P 16-17, OCT 1991.
MOUM, KEN. AN OUTSIDE OPINION: IS SAFETY SOMETHING WE CAN IGNORE? CONSDIG, V
58, NO 5, P 29, 1991.
MOUM, KEN. THE NEW BASICS OF PHEASANT HUNTING. CONSDIG, V 58, NO 5,, P 2-5,
1991.
NODSLE, JEFF. FALL FUN IN PARKS. CONSDIG, V 56, NO 5, P 12-15, 1989.
SEABERRY, HACK. CHOKES AND STEEL SHOT. DAKCOUNT, V 2, NO 9, P 31, SEP 1988.
SEABERRY, HACK. STEEL SHOT: WILL YOUR GUN HANDLE IT? DAKCOUNT, V 2, NO 3, P
36-37, MAR 1988.
¥ FIREHOUSE RESTAURANTr(1.915 FIREHOUSE) (RAPID,.CITY,!, S .D. ) ,
HUNHOFF, BERNIE. RAPID CITY'S RESTAURANT WITH A HISTORY. SDMAG, V 4, NO 5, P
26-27, JAN 1989.
FIRES
LA CROSSE'S SUNKEN TREASURE, THE WAR EAGLE. DAKHIST, NO 21ST, 1989.
PARK NOTES: PRAIRIE MANAGEMENT YIELDS POSITIVE RESULTS. CONSDIG, V 57, NO A, P
26, 1990.
bradfield; b.d: early prairie fires burned unchecked on open range. DAKWEST, V
13, NO 2, P 21, JUN 1987.
JORDAN, IREAN C. EARLY FIRES OF NORTHWESTERN SOUTH DAKOTA. DAKHIST, NO I8TH, P
656-662, 1986.
KING, IRMA. IN THE EYE OF THE INFERNO (A TRUE EXPERIENCE) (PARK HOTEL FIRE,
MADISON). HERITAGE, V 16, NO 2, P 4-8, SUM 1990.
- MOUM, KEN; JULY 5-10, 1988:-FIVE DAYS IN JULY-THAT' CHANGED/CUSTER STATE PARK,.
.CONSDIG, V 55, NO 6, P 8-9, 1988.
TENNANT, BRAD. RED HORIZONS; SOUTH DAKOTA PRAIRIE FIRES. DAKHIST, NO I8TH, P
646-655, 1986.




V-^vtBICKELV JACKY=NEt:SON,'^lM>^FIRESTEEIr'S 75TH CELEBRATION (FIRESTEEL, S.D.).
HISTNQTES, V 2, NO 6, P 7, MAY 1987.
MILLER, JOHN. 'MEDARV, CAPITAL OF DAKOTA' - WELL, IT SOUNDED VERY GOOD! SDMAG,
V 4, NO 6, P 24-25, MAY 1989.
FIREWOOD
. BARTA, RICHARD. A-WINNING-CONCEPT -INl.INDIAN-EDUCATION..:-INDIAN,..NO, 121, ,:P^4-5,
NOV 1989.
FISH AS FOOD
COOK CONFIRMS THAT CARP TASTES GOOD. CONSDIG, V 55, NO 3, P 27, 1988.
BLUMER, JULIE. GRILL YOUR NEXT CATCH. SDMAG, V 4, NO 3, P 39, SEP 1988.
FISH CULTURE SEE ALSO NAMES OF SPECIFIC HATCHERIES
4^i: lAySTRONG^YEARiPOR .FISH PRODUC OF ALL FISH DAKCOUNT, V 5,
NO 10, P 35-38, 0CT1991.
BIOLOGISTS RAISING LARGE WALLEYE FINGERLINGS. DAKCOUNT, V 5, NO 1, P-30-31, JAN
1991.
CREWS HOPE FOR GOOD FISH SPAWN. DAKCOUNT, V 5, NO 4, P 41-43, APR 1991.
D.C. BOOTH (1988 HALL OF FAME HONOREE - PROFESSIONAL). HERITAGE, V 14, NO 4, P
26, 1988.
DAKOTA CENTENNIAL 1889-1989, PART 4: REBUILDING WILDLIFE POPULATIONS. CONSDIG,
V 56, NO 3, P 23-25, 1989.
DAKOTA FISH SPAWN RESULTS LOOKING GOOD. DAKCOUNT, V 5, NO 6, P 42-43, JUN 1991.
FISH CREWS READY FOR SPRING SPAWN. DAKCOUNT, V 2, NO 4, P 10-12, APR 1988.
HIGH WATER BRINGS GOOD FISHING PROSPECTS. FINS, V 7, NO 5, P 6, 1988.
LAST YEAR'S SUCCESSFUL SALMON SPAWN. FINS, V 7, NO 2, P 6, MAR 1988.
ND LOOKING FOR EGGSj SD IN GOOD SHAPE. DAKCOUNT, V 4, NO 6, P 26-27, JUN 1990.
SALMON SPAWN EFFORTS PEAKING. DAKCOUNT, V 3, NO 11, P 18, NOV 1989.
SAVING THE FISHERY. DAKCOUNT, V 4, NO 3, P 20-21, MAR 1990.
SD SPAWN QUOTAS IN REACH. DAKCOUNT, V 2, NO 5, P 21, MAY 1988.
SD WALLEYE SPAWN SUCCESSFUL. DAKCOUNT, VI, NO 7, P 12, JUL 1987.
SOUTH DAKOTA REPORT: WHITLOCKS SALMON.STATION OPEN. FINS, V 8, NO.l, P 6, 1989.
SPAWNING BEGINS IN THE-DAKOTAS. ^DAKCOUNT, V 4, NO 5, P 35, MAY;1990,; -
STUDYING A FISHERY. DAKCOUNT, V I, NO 8, P 14, AUG 1987.
WILDLIFE NOTES: LARGE FINGERLINGS PRODUCED. CONSDIG, V 58, NO 2, P 27, 1991.
WILDLIFE NOTES: SALMON RUN IS SUCCESSFUL. CONSDIG, V 58, NO 1, P 27, 1991.
WILDLIFE NOTES: SPAWNING CHANGES. CONSDIG, V 58, NO 2, P 27, 1991.
£
WILDLIFE NOTES: SUBIMPOUNDMENT FISH PRODUCTION. CONSDIG, V 57, NO 3, P 27,
1990.
WRAP-UP: SMALLMOUTH BASS CONSERVATION PROJECT. CONSDIG, V 57, NO 5, P 28-29,
1990.
WRAP-UP: SPRING FISH SPAWNING CREWS. CONSDIG, V 57, NO I, P 27, 1990.
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1989 FISH STOCKING. CONSDIG, V 57, NO 3, P 16-17, 1990.
ANDERS, PAUL; BERRY, CHARLES JR. PRODUCING ELECTRICITY AND FISH: STUDIES
CONDUCTED AT THE BIG STONE POWER PLANT MAY MEAN YOU'LL CATCH MORE FISH.
;. ; i ^./vCONSDIG, V 54; vNO-3, p -20-21,,>1987. - j
BETTROSS, EDWARD; WILLIS, DAVID. FASTER GROWING FISH. CONSDIG, V 56, NO 1, P
16-18, 1989.
CORDES, RICK. HEALTHY FISH FOR QUALITY ANGLING. CONSDIG, V 57, NO 1, P 10-11,
1990.
FIELDER> DAVID. SKAMANIA: GAME, FISH AND PARKS HAS PROVIDED ANGLERS ONE MORE
EXCITING COLD-WATER SPECIES TO FISH FOR IN LAKE OAHE. CONSDIG, V 54, NO 4, P
10-13, 1987.
GUY, CHRISTOPHER; WILLIS, DAVID. MANAGING PONDS FOR LARGE PANFISH: HOW-IT'S"
DONE. CONSDIG, V 58, NO 1, P 13-15, 1991.
HANSEN, DOUG. STOCKING WALLEYES: IS IT MAGIC? CONSDIG, V 54, NO 3, P 6-9,
1987.
HANTEN, ROBERT. 1986 FISH STOCKINGS. CONSDIG, V 54, NO 2, P 9-11, 1987.
HANTEN, ROBERT. 1987 FISH STOCKING. CONSDIG, V 55, NO 2, P 6-9, 1988.
f.a-, r&KOTH/5;RON;;^iLAKE^^;ROINSETT GARDENING. i CONSDIG, V 55, NO 2, P 2-5, 1988.
MITZEL, BILL. LAKE SHARPE...THE MOST CONSISTENTLY PRODUCTIVE FISHERY IN SOUTH
DAKOTA? DAKCOUNT, V 5, NO 4, P 60-66, APR 1991.
?MITZEL, BILL. WALLEYE PRODUCTION ON OAHE STILL GOOD. DAKCOUNT, V 5, NO 2, P
54-55, FEB 1991.
MOUM, KEN. SOUTH DAKOTA'S NEWEST FISH (CHINOOK SALMON). FINS, V 7, NO 2, P
53,8, MAR 1988.
PETERSON, LEE. FACTS ABOUT FISH STOCKING. CONSDIG, V 57, NO 3, P 13-15, 1990.
POST, CHUCK. S.D. REPORT: MORE SALMON AT WHITLOCK, BUT FEWER EGGS COLLECTED.
FINS, V 6, NO 4, P 6, APR 1987.
RAVENTON, EDWARD. BLACK HILLS TROUT (AND B.C. BOOTH HISTORIC FISH HATCHERY).
INSIDE, V 2, NO 5, P 44-45, SUM 1991.
WICKSTROM, GERALD. HELPING SOUTH DAKOTA'S GENTLE GIANTS CPADDLEFISH). CONSDIG,
V 58> NO 1, P 16-17, 1991.
FISH HATCHERIES SEE FISH CULTURE
FISHER GROVE STATE PARK
PARK NOTES: PRAIRIE MANAGEMENT YIELDS POSITIVE RESULTS. CONSDIG, V 57, NO 4, P
26, 1990.
GUNDERSON, JENNIFER. FISHER GROVE STATE PARK: THIS PARK ON THE JAMES RIVER IN
EASTERN SOUTH DAKOTA PRESERVES SOME OF SOUTH DAKOTA'S PAST. CONSDIG, V 57, NO
4, P 10-13, 1990.
FISHER, HOWARD (1920- )
HARR, PAMELA. CHAMPION FROM SOUTH DAKOTA. HERITAGE, V 15, NO.6, P 12-13, 1989.
FISHES SEE ALSO THE NAMES OF SPECIFIC FISH; FISH CULTURE
A TITLE NO ONE WANTS (LARGEST CARPSUCKER). SDMAG, V 3, NO 3, P 23, AUG 198?.
CREEL SURVEYS REVEAL INTERESTING DATA. DAKCOUNT, V 5, NO 5, P 63, MAY 1991.
DAKOTA FISH SPAWN RESULTS LOOKING GOOD. DAKCOUNT, V 5, NO 6, P 42-43, JUN 1991.
DAKOTA SALMON UPDATE. DAKCOUNT, V 3, NO 7, P 16-17, JUL 1989.
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ESTABLISHING A STATE RECORD FISH. DAKCOUNT, V 5, NO 4, P 104, APR 1991.
ICE TIPS FOR THE DAKOTAS. DAKCOUNT, V 3, NO 1, P 14-16, JAN 1989.
-LAKE THOMPSON^PIKE BEING STUDIED:-kDAKCOUNT, V 5, NO 9, P 31, SEP 1991.
SALMON EGG COUNT HIGHER. DAKCOUNT, V I, NO 12, P 12-14, DEC 1987.
SD RECORD MUSKIE. DAKCOUNT, V 1, NO 12, P 20, DEC 1987.
SOUTH DAKOTA RECORD FISH. DAKCOUNT, V 5, NO 4, P 105, APR 1991.
WILDLIFE NOTES: LAKE MADISON PANFISH RESEARCH. CONSDIG, V 57, NO 3, P 27, 1990.
WILDLIFE NOTES-STATEWIDE :CRARPlE;;PROJECT.:::i^CONSDlG,. A/::58,^N0X3,7VE.:27;,:';r9?:l •
WINTERKILL SEEN IN ND;; SITUATION MUCH BETTER IN SD. : DAKCOUNT, V. 5,* NO .5, P 33,
MAY 1991.
WRAP-UP: MYSTERY FISH STUMPS FISH BIOLOGISTS. CONSDIG, V 54, NO 1, P 28-29,
1987.
BRINKMAN, MARK. ANCHORS AWEIGH: THIS FISH PARASITE IS ACTUALLY A CRUSTACEAN.
CONSDIG, V 57, NO 2, P 16-17, 1990.
CORDES, RICK. HEALTHY FISH FOR QUALITY ANGLING. CONSDIG, V 57, NO 1, P 10-11,
•1990.
FIELDER, DAVID. A NEW SCIENTIFIC NAME FOR RAINBOW TROUT. CONSDIG, V 57, NO 4,
P 9, 1990.
FIELDER, DAVID. WALLEYE OTOLITHS: TINY CALCIFIED TISSUES IN HEADS OF WALLEYES
REVEAL THE FISHES' AGE TO BIOLOGISTS. CONSDIG, V 57, NO 1, P 8-9, 1990.
FIELDER, DAVID. WHEN IS A RAINBOW TROUT A STEELHEAD?.- CONSDIG, V:57, NO 4, P
8-9, 1990.
GUY, CHRISTOPHER. ZOOPLANKTON: SOUTH DAKOTA ANIMALS MANY PEOPLE NEVER SEE.
CONSDIG, V 56, NO 4, P 12-13, 1989.
HUNHOFF, BERNIE. MINNOW FARMING. SDMAG, V 6, NO 1, P 10-13, MAR 1990.
NELSON, DAN. OAHE RESERVOIR: THE MOBRIDGE AREA. DAKCOUNT, V 1, NO 5, P 14-17,
MAY 1987.
NELSON, STEVE. OAHE'S SPRING PIKE. DAKCOUNT, V 5, NO 4, P 74-75, APR 1991.
POST; iCHUCK.- 3.0. iREPORT:'MORE SALMON AT WHITLOCK, BUT FEWER EGGS COLLECTED.
FINS, V 6, NO 4, P 6, APR 1987.
POST, CHUCK. S.D. REPORT: STATE RECORD CUTTHROAT FROM BENNETT COUNTY. FINS, V
6, NO 8, P 6, JUL 1987.
RANDASH, JIM. A MAGNUM RESOURCE (WHITE BASS). DAKCOUNT, V 3, NO 11, P 22-24,
NOV 1989.
RANDASH, JIM. PANFISH BONANZA...ANGOSTURA CRAPPIES. DAKCOUNT, V 1, NO 10, P
23-25, OCT 1987.
RllS, JIM. FOUR GOURMET'SPECIESCGOLDEYE, BUFFALO," BURBOT, AND DRUM). -CONSDIG,
V 54, NO 2, P 6-8, 1987.
STONE, CLIFTON. LAKE FRANCIS CASE. CONSDIG, V 55, NO 6, P 10-13, 1988.
STONE, CLIFTON. WHAT IS IT? CONSDIG, V 57, NO 4, P 7, 1990. - -
THOMS, JERRALD P. A SOUTH DAKOTA PERCH SEARCH. FINS, V 6, NO 8, P 28-34, JUL
1987.
THOMS, JERRALD P. THEY ALMOST JUMP IN THE BOAT; (WHITE BASS IN S.D. RESERVOIRS).
FINS, V 6, NO 5, P 11, MAY 1987.
THOMS, JERRALD P. WALLEYES ARE UP FOR SPRING. FINS, V 6, NO 3, P 11-14, MAR
1987.
THOMS, JERRALD P. 10,000 CASTS, ONE FISH -- MAYBE (FISHING FOR MUSKIE). FINS,
V 6, NO 5, P 72-74, MAY 1987.
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VODICKA, JULIA. W.H. OVER MUSEUM TO HAVE UNDERWATER EXHIBITS. HISTNOTES, V 3,
NO 2, P SEP 1987.
WALSH, RICHARD. JEWELS OF THE JAMES: FISH SPECIES ADD A LITTLE COLOR TO THE
«^«.^,^.^;«y.iMURKY'mTERS^OF-THIS^'E CONSDIG, V 58, NO 3, P 6-7,
1991.
FISHES - COLLECTION AND PRESERVATION
CREWS HOPE FOR GOOD FISH SPAWN. DAKCOUNT, V 5, NO 4, P 41-43, APR 1991.
ND LOOKING FOR EGGS; SD IN GOOD SHAPE.- DAKCOUNT, V 4, N0;6, P 26-27, JUN 1990.
' - ; RECORD FISH SPAWN aN ':DAK0TAS ^.CAGAIN)-. v?DAKC0UNT#^A/13, iN0 =6y P;rt2a-21,r^SJUN .il5L8gt;.y-
" SALMON SPAWN EFFORTS SUCCESSFUL; OFFICIALS WORRY ABOUT LOW WATER.-^DAKCOUNT, ;V
4, ,NO 12, P 32-33=, DEC 1990.
SD SPAWN QUOTAS IN REACH. DAKCOUNT, V 2, NO 5, P 21, MAY 1988.
CHARGING, DAWN. DAKOTA'S PREHISTORIC PADDLERS. DAKCOUNT, V 4, NO 8, P 34-36,
AUG 1990.
DEAN, TONY. BIO-POLITICS: WHO SHOULD CONTROL THE FUNDS THAT DETERMINE OUR GAME
AND FISH MANAGEMENT POLICIES? DAKCOUNT, V 5, NO 3, P 36-41, MAR 1991.
HOYME,"NEAL; PALMER,'DENNiS.' OAHE'S*BEST^SPRINGT^ BITE. DAKOUT, V 6, NO 5, P
9-14, MAY 1991.
FISHES - PROTECTION
WILDLIFE NOTES: UNUSUAL RECORD SET (LARGEST STURGEON IN SOUTH DAKOTA). CONSDIG,
V 58, NO 1, P 27, 1991.
FISHES - STOCKING
A STRONG YEAR FOR FISH PRODUCTION: RECORD NUMBERS OF ALL FISH... DAKCOUNT, V 5,
NO 10, P 35-38, OCT 1991.
BIG LAKES GET RECORD WALLEYE STOCKINGS. DAKCOUNT, V 4, NO 9, P 46-47, SEP 1990.
DAKOTA SALMON SPAWN FALLS BELOW GOALS. DAKCOUNT, V 5, NO 12, P 30-31, DEC 1991.
DAKOTAS GEAR UP FOR FALL SALMON SPAWN. DAKCOUNT, VI, NO 10, P 16-17, OCT 1987.
FISH CREWS READY FOR SPRING SPAWN. DAKCOUNT, V 2, NO 4, P 10-12, APR 1988.
IS THERE ENOUGH FORAGE? DAKCOUNT, V 3, NO II, P 26-27, NOV 1989.
LAKE OAHE IN SD GETS BIG HERRING STOCKING. DAKCOUNT, V 4, NO 5, P 36-37, MAY
1990.
ND LOOKING FOR EGGS; SD IN GOOD SHAPE. DAKCOUNT, V 4, NO 6, P 26-27, JUN 1990.
RECORD FISH SPAWN IN.DAKOTAS (AGAIN). DAKCOUNT, V 3, NO 6, P 20-21, JUN 1989.
RECORD'NUMBER OF WALLEYES STOCKED INTO "LAKE OAHE. ' DAKCOUNT, V 5/ NO 8,-P 32-33,
AUG 1991.
S.D. REPORT: HIGH WATER BRINGS GOOD FISHING PROSPECTS. FINS, V 6, NO 5, P 6,
MAY 1987.
SALMON EGG COUNT HIGHER. DAKCOUNT, V 1, NO 12, P 12-14, DEC 1987.
SALMON SPAWN EFFORTS PEAKING. DAKCOUNT, V 3, NO 11, P 18, NOV 1989.
SALMON SPAWN EFFORTS^SUCCESSFUL; OFFICIALS WORRY ABOUT LOW WATER. -DAKCOUNT,.V
4, NO 12, P 32-33, DEC 1990.
SALMON STOCKING CHANGES NOTED. DAKCOUNT, V 4, NO 8, P 23, AUG 1990.
' " SD'^ WALLEYE ^SPAWNo^SUCCESSFUL .; ^DAKCOUNT, V 1, NO. 7, P I2,h;JUL ^,1987.
SOUTH DAKOTA REPORT: WHITLOCKS SALMON STATION OPEN. FINS, V 8, NO 1, P 6, 1989.
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STUDYING A FISHERY. DAKCOUNT, V 1, NO 8, P lA, AUG 1987.
THE FISHING OUTLOOK. DAKCOUNT, V NO P 20-21, APR 1990.
:rv wAULEYE STOCKINGiON OAHE-T V 3, NO 9, P 22-23, SEP 1989.
WALLEYE TAGGING STUDY ON OAHE CONTINUES. DAKCOUNT, V 2, NO 6, P 12-13, JUN
1988.
WILDLIFE NOTES: BLACK HILLS TROUT PLAN REVIEW. CONSDIG, V 58, NO 4, P 27, 1991.
WILDLIFE NOTES: LARGE FINGERLINGS PRODUCED. CONSDIG, -V .58, NO 2, P 27, 1.991.
WILDLIFE NOTES: SPAWNING CHANGES. CONSDIG, V 58, NO 2, P 27, 1991.; \
WILDLIFE NOTES :' SUBIMPOUNDMENT' FISH PRODUCTION .ZI CONSDIG, V 57; ^N0,,3wP^^^
1990.
•1988 FISH STOCKING SUMMARY. CONSDIG, V 56, NO 2, P 12-13, 1989.
1989 FISH STOCKING. CONSDIG, V 57, NO 3, P 16-17, 1990.
ANDERS, PAUL; BERRY, CHARLES JR. PRODUCING ELECTRICITY AND FISH: STUDIES
CONDUCTED AT THE BIG STONE POWER PLANT MAY MEAN YOU'LL CATCH MORE FISH.
CONSDIG, V 5<i, NO 3, P 20-21, 1987.
iiiv BERRY/^iCHARLES^iUR.:;, WALTNER; CHANTELj. WOLJERS, JAMES D. STUDYING GLACIAL LAKE
•WALLEYES. CONSDIG, V ::56, NO'2,' P 17-19, 1989.
HANSEN, DOUG. STOCKING WALLEYES: IS IT MAGIC? CONSDIG, V 54, NO 3, ^.P 6-9i
1987.
HANTEN, ROBERT. EDITORIAL: OAHE COLDWATER-PLANS. CONSDIG, V 58, NO 3, P 1,
1991.
HANTEN, ROBERT. LIBERALIZED FISHING (EDITORIAL). CONSDIG, V 55, NO 6, P 1,
1988.
HANTEN, ROBERT. 1986 FISH STOCKINGS. CONSDIG, V 54, NO 2, P 9-11, 1987.
HANTEN, ROBERT. 1987 FISH STOCKING. CONSDIG, V 55, NO 2, P 6-9, 1988.
HANTEN, ROBERT. 1990 FISH STOCKINGS. CONSDIG, V 58, NO 3, P 17-19, 1991.
JONES, STEVEN. TIGERS ON THE LOOSE (TIGER MUSKIE). FINS, V 6, NO 8, P 8-10,
JUL 1987.
MITZEL, BILLv^ JLAKE-nTHOMPS DAKCOUNT, .V 3, NO 4, P 60-64, APR 1989.
MITZEL, BILL. SMALLER SMELT, SMALLER SALMON. DAKCOUNT, V 2, NO 11, P 10-12,
NOV 1988.
MOUM, KEN. SOUTH DAKOTA'S NEWEST FISH (CHINOOK SALMON). FINS, V 7, NO 2, P
53,8, MAR 1988.
MOUM, KEN. SPORTSMAN'S GUIDE TO FISHING PRAIRIE STOCK DAMS. FINS, V 6, NO 5, P
79, MAY 1987.
NISKANEN, CHRIS. THE ZANDER: FRIEND OR FOE? FINS, V 7, NO 5, P 14-16,.1988.
PEHANICH, MIKE. SOUTH DAKOTA'S PUT-AND-TAKE WATERS (TROUT). FINS, V ..6, NO 4, P
77, APR 1987.
PETERSON, LEE. FACTS ABOUT FISH STOCKING. CONSDIG, V 57, NO 3, P 13-15, 1990.
SODERSTROM, RYAN. SPORTSMAN'S GUIDE TO BOWMAN-HALEY RESERVOIR, HARDING COUNTY.
FINS, V 7, NO 5, P 63-64, 1988.
THOMS, JERRALD P. DO I HEAR A BID? (SMALL MOUTH BASS FISHING). FINS, V 6, NO
8, P 92-94, JUL 1987.
THOMS, JERRY. FISHERIES MANAGEMENT IN EASTERN SOUTH DAKOTA. DAKOUT, V 6, NO 7,
P 11-14, JUL 1991.
yw^WiCKSTROM^^j GERALD i ^WHELPING SOUTH ^DAKOTA' S' GENTLE rGIANTS ;(PADDLEFISH) . CONSDIG,
V 58, NO 1, P 16-17, 1991.
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FISHING SEE ALSO ICE FISHING; CATCH AND RELEASE; TROPHY FISHING
•FISHING-HAS NO BOUNDARIES' TO MEET IN PIERRE. DAKCOUNT, V 5, NO 3, P 70-71,
"MAR 1991.
A SUMMER OF SPECIAL FISHING. DAKCOUNT, V Z, NO 9, P 25, SEP 1988.
A TITLE NO ONE WANTS (LARGEST CARPSUCKER). SDMAG, V 3, NO 3, P 23, AUG 1987.
BAIT YOUR HOOKS (MILD WINTERS AND FULL LAKES MAKE S.D. ANGLERS SMILE). SDMAG, V
3, NO 1, P 29, APR 1987.
^rBIG STONE LAKE FISHING CONTINUES TO IMPROVE.;. DAKCOUNT, .2, NO 5, P 3.4-3.6„^MAY
1988.
.CATCH AND RELEASE. CONSDIG, V 56, NO 2, P 10," 1989.
CATCHING AUGUST WALLEYES ON DAKOTA RESERVOIRS. DAKCOUNT, V 5, NO 8, P 26-27, ;
AUG 1991.
DAKOTA CENTENNIAL 1889-1989, PART 5; THE HOPEFUL TWENTIES AND THE DIRTY
THIRTIES. CONSDIG, V 56, NO 4, P 19-21, 1989.
DAKOTA CENTENNIAL 1889-1989, PART 6: PROSPERITY RETURNS TO THE PRAIRIE.
CONSDIG, V 56, NO 5, P 19-21, 1989.
' DAKOTA COUNTRY-SURVEY RESULtsV '-DAKCOUNT^ 2, NO 4, P 14-20, APR 1988.
ESTABLISHING A;STATE"RECORD FISH. DAKCOUNT, V 5, NO 4, P 104, APR 1991.
FISHING ADVICE - SEE "TIP OF THE MONTH" IN DAKOTA COUNTRY MAGAZINE (1989+).
DAKCOUNT.
FOCUS: BOB PROPST- WHAT YOU SEE IS WHAT YOU GET. DAKCOUNT, V 4, NO 7, P 22-25,
JUL 1990.
GOOD SALMON FISHING NOTED. DAKCOUNT, V 2, NO 8, P 12-13, AUG 1988.
HIGH WATER BRINGS GOOD FISHING PROSPECTS. FINS, V 7, NO 5, P 6, 1988.
HOW TO LAND A NEAR-RECORD CATFISH. DAKCOUNT, V 2, NO 8, P 11, AUG 1988.
IS IT WORTHWHILE TO CATCH AND RELEASE? DAKCOUNT, V 2, NO 4, P 64-65, APR 1988.
IT'S BEEN A GOOD SPRING FOR PIKE. DAKCOUNT, V 4, NO 5, P 28-30, MAY 1990.
'.LAKEWFRANCISi'CASE WALLEYESV P 12, 1988.
LAKE LOUISE--LAKE THOMPSON, TWO OF THE BEST. DAKCOUNT, V 5, NO 4, P 94-95, APR
1991.
LAKE THOMPSON PRODUCING PIKE. DAKCOUNT, V 4, NO 1, P 23, JAN 1990.
LIBERALIZED FISHING. DAKCOUNT, V 1, NO 3, P 26, MAR 1987.
LOOKING TOWARD THE 90'S. DAKCOUNT, V 4, NO 1, P 32-34, JAN 1990.
M & M'S LEMONADE MARINA. SDMAG, V 6, NO 4, P 52-54, SEP 1990.
MWC CHAMPIONSHIP REVIEW - SOUTH DAKOTA TEAMS FINISH HIGH IN FINAL CONTEST.
DAKCOUNT, V 1, NO 10, P 37, OCT 1987.
MWC TOUR TO CONCLUDE IN SD. DAKCOUNT, V 1, NO 8, P 29, AUG 1987.
S.D. REPORT: HIGH WATER BRINGS GOOD FISHING PROSPECTS. FINS, V 6, NO 5, P 6,
MAY 1987.
SALMON ANGLERS LOOKING FOR A GOOD.SEASON FINALE. DAKCOUNT, V 5, NO 8,.Pr 34-35,
AUG 1991.
SALMON UPDATE: SOUTH DAKOTA. DAKCOUNT, V 1, NO 8, P 13, AUG 1987.
SD ANGLER LANDS B-I-G CATFISH (52 LB. 8 OZ.). DAKCOUNT, V 4,NO 10, P 27, OCT
1990.
SD ANGLER SURVEY. DAKCOUNT, V 3, NO 4, P 25-28, APR 1989.
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SD CUP SETS NEW RECORDS. DAKCQUNT, VI, NO 9, P 29, SEP 1987.
SD MUSKIE RECORD SHATTERED (32 LBS, 9 OZ). DAKCOUNT, V 5, NO 6, P 40-Al, JUN
1991.
SOUTH DAKOTA FALL CHOICES (FOR FISHING). DAKCOUNT, V 5, NO 9, P 23, SEP 1991.
SOUTH DAKOTA RECORD FISH. DAKCOUNT, V 5, NO A, P 105, APR 1991.
SPORTSMAN'S GUIDE TO LEWIS AND CLARK LAKE, YANKTON AND BON HOMME COUNTIES.
FINS, V 7, NO 2, P 6A, MAR 1988.
SPORTSMAN'S GUIDE TO SOUTH DAKOTA ICE FISHING. FINS, V 8, NO 1, P 62, 1989.
THE DAKOTASi FISHING OUTLOOK -FOR 1987 ^ - DAKCOUNT, V Iv NO 5, -
THE FISHING OUTLOOK. DAKCOUNT,.V A, NO A, P 20-21, APR 1990.
WHY WOULD ANYONE RELEASE A 30-INCH WALLEYE? DAKCOUNT, V 5, NO 3, P AA, MAR
1991.
WILDLIFE LEGISLATION ON TAP. DAKCOUNT, V 3, NO 2, P 22, FEB 1989.
wildlife NOTES: BLACK HILLS TROUT PLAN REVIEW. CONSDIG, V 58, NO A, P 27, 1991.
WILDLIFE NOTES: MUSKIE RECORD FALLS. CONSDIG, V 58, NO 3, P 27, 1991.
^ ' wildlife i'NbTES^'NEW LAKE V 58, NO 1, P 27, 1991.
-WILDLIFE NOTES: NOT ALL BIG FISH GET CAUGHT. CONSDIG, V 57, NO A.,. P, 27, 1990.
WRAP-UP: CAT HAS SIX LIVES. CONSDIG, V 55, NO 5, P 27, 1988.
WRAP-UP: CHANGING LURES CATCHES WHOPPERS. CONSDIG, V 5A, NO 3, P 27, 1987.
WRAP-UP: FREE FISHING WEEKEND JUNE 6-7. CONSDIG, V 5A, NO 2, P 27, 1987.
WRAP-UP: HUNTERS AND ANGLERS SPENT $62A MILLION FOR LICENSES IN 1986. CONSDIG,
V 5A, NO 5, P 28, 1987.
WRAP-UP: TROPHY ANGLER CLUB GETS UNUSUAL ENTRY. CONSDIG, V 55, NO 3, P 26,
1988.
WRAP-UP: TROPHY ANGLER IS NO LEMMON. CONSDIG, V 55, NO 2, P 26, 1988.
WRAP-UP: YOUNGSTERS PLYING FISHING WATERS. CONSDIG, V 56, NO 3, P 27, 1989.
>"WRrTERS/?'READERS^GIVEN ;'FREE. HAND (EDITORIAL) .. DAKCOUNT, V A, NO 6, P A, JUN
1990.
YOUNG SD ANGLER NABS BIG BLUE (CATFISH). DAKCOUNT, V 5, NO 8, P 37, AUG 1991.
1987 SALMON SURVEY: REPORT CARD SURVEY TELLS ALL. DAKCOUNT, V 2, NO A, P 22-27,
APR 1988.
1990 SOUTH DAKOTA WHOPPER REPORT. DAKCOUNT, V 5, NO 2, P 33, FEB 1991.
ABDALLAH, GREG. ORMAN DAM--WEST'S BEST. DAKOUT, V 6, NO A, P lA-15, APR 1991.
BEAVER, JIMMY. WINTER OUTDOORS. SDMAG, V 6, NO 5, P 37-rAO, JAN 1991.
BERINGSON, DICK; MAINSTEM RESERVOIRS - THE NEXT 10 YEARS (EDITORIAL). CONSDIG,
V 57, NO 1, PI, 1990.
BROER, WES. WATER USE CONFLICT SEENON LAKE OAHE. DAKCOUNT, V 2, NO 11, P 27,
NOV 1988,
CARRELS, PETER. SPORTSMAN'S GUIDE TO LACREEK NWR, BENNETT COUNTY. FINS, V 6,
NO 8, P 95-96, JUL 1987.
COOPER, JOHN. MISSOURI RIVER WALLEYES; PART TWO. DAKOUT, V 6, NO 3, P 5-7, MAR
1991.




DEAN, TONY. DAKOTA TRAILS: DISABLED ANGLERS ON LAKE OAHE. DAKCOUNT, V 5, NO 8,
P 20, AUG 1991.
'jv?^??DFAN;'TONY.' FISHING "HAS"Nb^ B V 6, NO A, P 35-37, APR 1991.
DEAN, TONY. HRBEK GREETS TWINS FANS WITH UNUSUAL GESTURE. DAKCOUNT, V 5, NO
10, P 22, OCT 1991.
DEAN, TONY. LICENSE SALES DROPPING; THE UNCERTAIN FUTURE OF FISHING. DAKCOUNT,
V 5, NO 2, P A1-A5, FEB 1991.
DEAN, TONY. MY TEN FAVORITE DAKOTA WATERS. DAKCOUNT, V A, NO A, P 30-35,.APR
1990.
DEAN, TONY. SMALLMOUTH BASS NEED MORE ATTENTION. DAKCOUNT, V 5, NO 8, P 23-2A,
AUG 1991.
DEFFENBAUGH, BRAD. LAKE M1TCHELL--CRAPPIE SUMMER. DAKCOUNT, V 2, NO 7, P
25-26, JUL 1988.
EPP, TODD. GROWING UP SOUTH DAKOTAN MEANS GROWING UP CLOSE TO NATURE. CONSDIG,
V 58, NO 1, P 2-3, 1991.
GILMORE, ROD. GUARDING THE RESOURCE. DAKCOUNT, V A, NO 5, P lA-15, MAY 1990.
^=ms>Gl:ITTS:yi;;CHARLlE.^HTHEffELUSlVE<SUMMER WALLEYE, .FINS. V 7, NO 5, P 12-13, + , 1988.
GLOVER, RON. HOME IMPROVEMENT FOR BLACK HILLS TROUT. CONSDIG, V 5A, NO ,1, ,P
8-11, 1987.
HANTEN, ROBERT. EDITORIAL: OAHE COLDWATER PLANS. CONSDIG, V 58, NO 3, P 1,
1991.
HARTLEY, CHUCK. SPORTSMAN'S GUIDE TO SOUTH DAKOTA'S UNDERFISHED WATERS. FINS,
V 7, NO 1, P 6A-65, JAN 1988.
HOYME, NEAL. FISHING AT CHAMBERLAIN. DAKOUT, V 6, NO 3, P 8-10, MAR 1991.
HOYME, NEAL. FISHING LAKE SHARPE. DAKOUT, V 6, NO A, P 9-12, APR 1991.
HOYME, NEAL; PALMER, DENNIS. OAHE'S BEST SPRINGTIME BITE. DAKOUT, V 6, NO 5, P
9-lA, MAY 1991.
HUETHER, WILFRED. HOW 1 CAUGHT THE STATE RECORD BROWN TROUT. CONSDIG, V 58, NO
3, P 16, 1991.
ft"HUGGLER:,'^T^OMv'•'•ISNEAKING-UF'ON-BLUEGILLS.'r FINS, V 7, NO A, P 18,53, 1988.
JONES, STEVEN. TIGERS ON THE LOOSE (TIGER MUSKIE). FINS, V 6, NO 8, P 8-10,
JUL 1987.
KINTON, TONY. SETTING OUT FOR FLATHEADS. FINS, V 7, NO 2, P 14-16, MAR 1988.
KRUM, BUTCH; MOUM, KEN. THE NORTHERN PIKE. CONSDIG, V 54, NO 2, P 18-20, 1987.
LEGLER, GRETCHEN. SPORTSMAN'S GUIDE TO ELM LAKE, SOUTH DAKOTA/NORTH DAKOTA
BORDER. FINS, V 7, NO 4, P 64, 1988.
LEWIS, WENDY. RICHMOND LAKE: OUTDOOR FUN FOR ALL SEASONS. CONSDIG, ,V 58, NO 3,
P 8-9, 1991.
LINDSAY, LARRY. S.D. REPORT: ANGLING NUMBERS RISE. FINS, V 6, NO 10, P 6, WIN
1987.
MCPHILLIPS, KELLY. TAILRACE FISHING: SOME OF THE STATE'S MORE EXCITING AND MOST
CONSISTENT FISHING CAN BE FOUND BELOW THE MISSOURI RIVER'S. CONSDIG, V 58, NO
4, P 16-19, 1991.
MITZEL, bill. lake THOMPSON. DAKCOUNT, V 3, NO 4, P 60-64, APR 1989.
MITZEL, BILL. WALLEYE WHOPPERS STRONG LAST YEAR. DAKCOUNT, V 2, NO 2, P 22-23,
FEB 1988.
MOUM,' KEN.- AN OUTSIDE OPINION: GETTING OUT. CONSDIG, 'V 55; NO 3, P 26, 1988.
MOUM, KEN. JERRY MCKINNIS: 'THE FISHIN HOLE' HOST IS KNOWN FOR HIS SIMPLE
ANGLING PHILOSOPHY. CONSDIG, V 56, NO 1, P 2-5, 1989.
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MOUM/KEN. SOUTH DAKOTA BASS PONDS. DAKCOUNT, V 2, NO A, P 28-32, APR 1988.
MOUM, KEN. SPORTSMAN'S GUIDE TO LAKE FRANCIS CASE. FINS, V 6, NO 1, P 79-80,
JAN 1987.
MOUM, KEN. SPORTSMAN'S GUIDE TO LAKE POINSETT, HAMLIN COUNTY. FINS, V 6, NO 4,
P 79-80, APR 1987.
MOUM, KEN. SPORTSMAN'S GUIDE TO LAKE THOMPSON, KINGSBURY COUNTY. FINS, V 6, NO
8, P 71-72, JUL 1987.
MOUM, KEN. SPORTSMAN'S GUIDE TO MISSOURI RIVER AT LEWIS AND CLARK LAKE, BON
, HOMME COUNTY. FINS, V 6, NO 3, P 79-80, MAR 1987.
MOUM; KEN. SIPORTSMAN'S"' GUIDE• TO PICKEREbsiLAKE, ;:DAY: COUNTY.-<FINS,\;Vi:;6vi-NO 2, P
96-97, FEB 1987.
NELSON, DAN. '87 WALLEYES: IT WAS A VERY GOOD YEAR. DAKCOUNT, V 2, NO 1,. P
21-23, JAN 1988.
NELSON, DAN. DAKOTA ANGLERS SET MANY PATTERNS. DAKCOUNT, V 4, NO 2, P 8-9, FEB
1990.
NELSON, DAN. OAHE RESERVOIR: THE MOBRIDGE AREA. DAKCOUNT, V 1, NO 5, P 14-17,
MAY 1987.
NELSON, .DAN.^4 :.S RIVER MYSTERIES. DAKCOUNT, V 2, NO 3, P 14-16,
MAR 1988.
NELSON, STEVE.:'OAHE'S SPRING PIKE. DAKCOUNT, V 5, NO 4, P 74-75, APR 1991.
NIELSON, JOHN. SPORTSMAN'S GUIDE TO LAKE CARTHAGE (MINER COUNTY). FINS, V 6,
NO 10, P 64-65, WIN 1987.
NISKANEN, CHRIS. LAKERS: THE BIGGEST OF THEM ALL (LAKE TROUT). FINS, V 7, NO
2, P 54-56+, MAR 1988.
NODSLE, JEFF. FALL FUN IN PARKS. CONSDIG, V 56, NO 5, P 12-15, 1989.
NORDLIE, GARY. EARLY-BIRD NORTHERNS: LAKE OAHE'S NORTHERN PIKE. FINS, V 6, NO
4, P 71-72, APR 1987.
PALMER, DENNIS. UPDATE: MOBRIDGE AREA. DAKCOUNT, V 3, NO 6, P 28-31, JUN 1989.
PETERSON, LEE. FACTS ABOUT FISH STOCKING. CONSDIG, V 57, NO 3, P 13-15, 1990.
POST, CHUCK. S.D. REPORT: IT'S TROPHY NORTHERN TIME ON LAKE OAHE. FINS, V 6,
, . NO ,4y P 6,* APR 1987.
POST, CHUCK. S.D. REPORT: LANDOWNER NOT LIABLE FOR HUNTING, FISHING ACCIDENTS.
FINS, V 6, NO 2, P 5, FEB 1987.
RANDASH, JIM. A MAGNUM RESOURCE (WHITE BASS). DAKCOUNT, V 3, NO 11, P 22-24,
NOV 1989.
RANDASH, JIM. A TIME FOR CATCH AND RELEASE. DAKCOUNT, V 3, NO 1, P 28-31, JAN
1989.
RANDASH, JIM. BIG BROWNS OF PACTOLA. DAKCOUNT, V 1, NO 4, P 46-48, APR 1987.
RANDASH, JIM. ORMAN DAM--A GOOD BET FOR HAWG WALLEYES.- DAKCOUNT, V.2,.NO 8, P
19-21, AUG 1988.
RANDASH, JIM. PACTOLA RESERVOIR,TROUT EXPERTS. DAKCOUNT, V 1, NO 12, P 29-31,
DEC 1987.
RANDASH, JIM. RIVER WALLEYES; SPECIAL TECHNIQUES DEVELOPED BY DAKOTANS.
DAKCOUNT, V 2, NO 5, P 38-42, MAY 1988.
RIEDEL, STEVE. AGENTLEMAN AND A FISHERMAN: HOW TO RATE ANGLERS', PERSONALITIES.
CONSDIG, V 57, NO 2, P 2-5, 1990.
RIIS, JIM. LAKE SHARPE: THIS MISSOURI RIVER MAIN-STEM RESERVOIR HAS GAINED A
REPUTATION AS A CONSISTENT PRODUCER OF WALLEYES AND... CONSDIG, V 54, NO 4, P
16-19, 1987.
RILEY, ELAINE. FISHING WITH CHILDREN. CONSDIG, V 56, NO 2, P 3-5, 1989.
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ROBINSON, RON. BLACK HILLS STYLE FLY FISHING. SDMAG, V 6, NO 4, P 14-16, SEP
1990.
SODERSTROM, RYAN. SPORTSMAN'S GUIDE TO BOWMAN-HALEY RESERVOIR, HARDING COUNTY.
r 7-, ^NO 5, P 63-64^ 1'988. - ^
STONE, CLIFTON. LAKE FRANCIS CASE. CONSDIG, V 55, NO 6, P 10-13, 1988.
STONE, CLIFTON. ON THE BRINK: THE WALLEYES IN LAKE FRANCIS CASE HAVE GOTTEN
SMALLER AND SMALLER... CONSDIG, V 56, NO 2, P 8-11, 1989.
STRAND, MARK. WINKELMAN FILMS OAHE RESERVOIR. DAKCOUNT, V I, NO 4, P.18-19,
APR 1987.
' THOMS, JERRALD P. A SOUTH DAKOTA:PERCH rSEARCH. : FINS,r V! 6;; NO 8,- P 28-34/ ,J^
1987.
THOMSV> JERRALD P; DO I HEAR A BID? (SMALL MOUTH BASS FISHING). FINS, V6, NO
8, P 92-94, JUL 1987.
THOMS, JERRALD P. THEY ALMOST JUMP IN THE BOAT (WHITE BASS IN S.D. RESERVOIRS).
FINS, V 6, NO 5, P 11, MAY 1987.
THOMS, JERRALD P. WALLEYES ARE UP FOR SPRING. FINS, V 6, NO 3, P 11-14, MAR
1987.
/JHOMS/ftJERRALD-P^ ,itlOi,00:0 CASTS,: ONE FISH -r MAYBE (FISHING FOR MUSKIE) . FINS,
• V 6, NO 5, P 72-74, MAY 1987.
tHOMS, JERRY. "-SOUTH DAKOTA FISHING FORECAST. DAKCOUNT, V 4, NO 4, P 26-30, APR
1987.
ZWIENER, WADE. HARVESTING FARM PONDS. FINS, V 8, NO 1, P 13-14+, 1989.
FISHING - ANECDOTES, HUMOROUS WRITINGS, SATIRE, ETC.
SEE ISSUES OF DAKOTA COUNTRY MONTHLY MAGAZINE. DAKCOUNT.
STAPERT, DUANE. MY FIRST FLY ROD AND A TRIBUTE TO OSCAR FINKBEINER. CONSDIG, V
58, NO 3, P 16, 1991.
FISHING - COMPETITIONS
•78 SOUTH DAKOTA GOVERNOR'S CUP. DAKCOUNT, V 2, NO 4, P 46-48, APR 1988.
• f .'V'.v;:v;iANGLERS>CREDIT .BOAT-CONTROL ^T^^ NO 8, P 22-23, AUG
1989.
ICE FISHING RECORDS WAITING TO BE BROKEN. DAKCOUNT, V 3, NO 12, P 23-25, DEC
1989.
IT'S THE LAW (LICENSE REQUIRED FOR FISHING DERBY). CONSDIG, V 58, NO 1, P 27,
1991.
LOCAL PROS REVIEW TOURNEY SEASON. DAKCOUNT, V 4, NO 11, P 37-39, NOV 1990.
MWC CHAMPIONSHIP REVIEW - .SOUTH DAKOTA TEAMS FINISH -HIGH IN FINAL CONTEST.
DAKCOUNT, V 1, NO 10, P 37, OCT 1987.
MWC TOUR TO CONCLUDE IN SD. DAKCOUNT, VI, NO 8, P 29, AUG 1987.
RAPID CITY ANGLER WINS AT MOBRIDGE. DAKCOUNT, V 5, NO 6, P 48, JUN 1991.
SD BASSERS MAY HAVE TO KEEP 'EM. DAKCOUNT, V 5, NO 3, P 23, MAR 1991.
SD CUP SETS NEW RECORDS. DAKCOUNT, VI, NO 9, P 29, SEP 1987.
SD LOOKS AT TOURNEY REGS. DAKCOUNT, V 4, NO 4, P 76, APR 1990.
SD SALMON DERBY BIG SUCCESS. DAKCOUNT, V 1, NO 9, P 19, SEP 1987.
SOUTH DAKOTAN WORKS B.A.S.S. CIRCUIT. DAKCOUNT, V 3, NO 3, P 30-32, MAR 1989.
CAREY, DALE. LOCAL HARVEST (LETTER). DAKCOUNT, V 4, NO 1, P 6-7, JAN 1990.
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MANGAN, TONY. BROTHERS TAKE GOV'S TOURNEY. DAKOUT, V 6, NO 8, P A2, AUG 1991.
MITZEL, BILL. MCCLELLAND CAPTURES TITLE IN MOBRIDGE DERBY. DAKCOUNT, V A, NO
6, P A7-A9, JUN 1990.
MITZEL, BILL. MORE TOURNAMENTS FAVORING CATCH AND RELEASE (EDITORIAL).
DAKCOUNT, V A, NO 7, P A, JUL 1990.
FISHING - EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
DAKOTA ANGLERS DO HAVE AN IMPACT CON FISHING INDUSTRY). DAKCOUNT, V 1, NO 2, P
A7, FEB 1987.
'DAKOTA CENTENNIALn889-T989p PART •^^^^DAKOTASTERRlTORY^STHE 'ERA^^OF-^EXRLOlfATlON.
CONSDIG, V 56, NO 1,P 19-21, 1989.
' -D^^ DAKOUT, V 6, NO A, P 55, APR 1991.
ICE TIPS FOR THE DAKOTAS. DAKCOUNT, V 3, NO 1, P lA-16, JAN 1989.
DEAN, TONY. '91 FISHING FORECAST FOR THE DAKOTAS. DAKCOUNT, V 5, NO A, P
.32-39, APR 1991.
KLAPPRODT, LEE. SALMON OUTLOOK '89. DAKCOUNT, V 3, NO A, P 52-59, APR 1989.
.-?.Jj:- MOUM '^^ XEN;i>.i AN^;OUTSIDE iORlNlON: THE .UNTIMELY DEMISE OF THE PAPER FISH
- . (DEPTHFINDERS). CONSDIG, V 55> no 5, P26, 1988.
MOUMi KEN. GETTING THE LAY OF THE BOTTOM (LAKE MAPPING PROGRAM). -CONSDIG, V
57, NO 1, P 2-A, 1990.
MOUM, KEN. QUICK-STRIKE FOR PIKE. CONSDIG, V 5A, NO 2, P 20, 1987. .
SAMP, ROLLYN H. GRANDPA'S TACKLE BOX. CONSDIG, V 5A, NO A, P 2-6, 1987.
TALSMA, ART. HOW TO FISH FOR STEELHEAD. CONSDIG, V 5A, NO A, P 12-13, 1987.
THOMS, JERRY. TOP CHOICES FOR SOUTH DAKOTA WALLEYE. DAKCOUNT, V 1, NO 5, P
20-22, MAY 1987.
TINSLEY, RUSSELL. TAKE CATFISH LIGHTLY. FINS, V 7, NO A, P 5A-56, 1988.
WICKSTROM, GERALD. SPINNERBAITS FOR BASS. CONSDIG, V 57, NO A, P 16-19, 1990.
ZIMMERMAN, STEVE. SLOP FISHING - A PATTERN FOR SUMMER LARGEMOUTHS. FINS, V 7,
NO 5, P 10-11,+, 1988.
FISHING - FEES, LICENSES, & REGULATIONS
DAKOTA WILDLIFE: ARE THE NEW WALLEYE REGULATIONS WORKING? CONSDIG, V 58, NO 3,
P 20-21, 1991.
FISHING REGULATION CHANGES. FINS, V 7, NO A, P 6, 1988.
HIGHLIGHTS OF SOUTH DAKOTA 1988 FISHING REGULATIONS. FINS, V 7, NO 1, P A,58,
JAN 1988.
' IT'S'THE LAW (LICENSE REQUIRED FOR. FISHING DERBY) . ..CONSDIG, V 58; NO :li, P 27,
1991.
IT'S THE LAW (SNAGGING FISH). CONSDIG, V 57, NO A, P 27, 1990.
LAKE FRANCIS CASE. DAKCOUNT, V 3, NO 7, P 28-30, JUL 1989.
LAKE FRANCIS CASE...HAS THE lA-lNCH LENGTH REQUIREMENT HELPED? DAKCOUNT, V A,
NO 7, P 39, JUL 1990.
LENGTH-ONLY RULE APPLIES TO CATCH-^AND-RELEASE. FINS, V 7, NO 5, P 7, 1988.
LIBERALIZED FISHING. DAKCOUNT, V 1, NO 3, P 26, MAR 1987.
LICENSE CHANGE MEANS ANOTHER LICENSE CHANGE. COUNTY, V 36, NO A, P A, MAR 1990.
LICENSES CONTINUE UPWARD TREND. DAKCOUNT, V 3, NO 9, P 36, SEP 1989.
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NEW SD FISHING REGS AIRED. DAKCQUNT, V 3/ NO 11, P l<i, NOV 1989.
NEW SD FISHING REGS. DAKCOUNT, V 2, NO 2, P 21, FEE 1988.
«¥OAHErtWALLEYE :LIMTTS'^'FACING-CHANGE. ^irDAKGOUNT, V 3, NO 9, P 32-33, SEP 1989.
OAHE WALLEYE REGULATIONS--ONE YEAR LATER. DAKCOUNT, V 5, NO 3, P 52-53, MAR
1991.
OUTDOOR LICENSE SALES LISTED. DAKCOUNT, V 5, NO 8, P A3, AUG 1991.
PRAIRIE UNITS HAVE BIG INCREASE IN TURKEY LICENSES. FINS, V 7, NO A, P ,7, 1988.
S.D. REPORT: HIGHLIGHTS OF SOUTH DAKOTA 1987 FISHING REGULATIONS. .FINS,.V 6,jNO
1, P 6,80, JAN 1987.
SAVING THE FISHERY. DAKCOUNT, V A, NO 3,- P 20-21, MAR 1990.
SD ADOPTS STIFFER FISHING REGULATIONS. DAKCOUNT, V 3, NO 12, P 16-20, DEC 1989.
SD CHANGES FiSH REGULATIONS. DAKCOUNT, V 5, NO 11, P 38, NOV 1991.
SD FISH REGS REMAIN AS IS. DAKCOUNT, V A, NO 1, P 19, JAN 1990.
SD LEGISLATURE WINDS DOWN. DAKCOUNT, V A, NO 3, P 35, MAR 1990.
yviSD rLISTS'JFISHING REG tCHANGES^^ 3, NO 2, P 39, FEB 1989.
SD LOOKS AT TOURNEY REGS. DAKCOUNT, V A, NO A, P 76, APR 1990.
TURN IN GREEDY ANGLERS. .CONSDIG, V 56, NO 2, P 10, 1989.
WILDLIFE NOTES: IT'S THE LAW (LEGAL NUMBER OF HOOKS ON FISHING LURE). CONSDIG,
V 58, NO 2, P 27, 1991.
WILDLIFE NOTES: OPERATION FAIR SHARE SUCCESS. CONSDIG, V 58, NO A, P 27, 1991.
WILDLIFE NOTES: UNUSUAL RECORD SET (LARGEST STURGEON IN SOUTH DAKOTA). CONSDIG,
V 58, NO 1, P 27, 1991.
WRAP-UP: IT'S THE LAW. CONSDIG, V 57, NO 2, P 26, 1990.
1991 DAKOTA FISHING REGULATIONS. DAKCOUNT, V 5, NO 5, P 52-55, MAY 1991.
BERINGSON, DICK. LANDOWNER BENEFITS. DAKOUT, V 6, NO 7, P A6, JUL 1991.
BERINGSON, DICK. REACTION TO NEW SD WALLEYE REGS. DAKCOUNT, V A, NO 2, P 21,
FEB 1990.
HANTEN, ROBERT. LIBERALIZED FISHING (EDITORIAL). CONSDIG, V 55, NO 6, P 1,
1988.
JACKSON, JIM. WHAT WERE THE LIMITS BACK IN 1912? DAKCOUNT, V A, NO 11, P
lA-15, NOV 1990.
KEYSER, EMMETT. OPERATION FAIR SHARE - 1990: A MISSOURI RIVER FISHERY
REGULATIONS ENFORCEMENT INSTITUTE (EDITORIAL). CONSDIG, V 57, NO 2, P 1,
1990.
-MOUM, .KEN.- AN OUTSIDE OPINIONi HOW. BIG IS BIG ENOUGH? .CONSDIG, V 57, NO 3;, f
29, 1990.
PALMER, DENNIS. NEED TO SAVE FISH (LETTER). DAKCOUNT, .V A, NO 1, P 7, JAN
1990.
PEHANICH, MIKE. SOUTH DAKOTA'S PUT-AND-TAKE WATERS (TROUT). FINS, V 6, NO A, P
77, APR 1987.
POST, CHUCK. S.D. REPORT: ASK FIRST! BUMPER STICKER DISTRIBUTED BY GAME AND
FISH. FINS, V 6, NO 3, P 6, MAR 1987.
POST, Chuck. S.D. report; few changes in '87 fishing regs. fins, V 6, NO 2, P
5, FEB 1987.
•POST, CHUCK. -SrDv FISH SETS APPRECIATION WEEKENDS. FINS, V 6,
NO 3, P 6, MAR 1987.
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POST, CHUCK. S.D. REPORT: LICENSE FEES INCREASE SOUGHT AS REVENUE DIPS. FINS,
V 6, NO 8, P 7, JUL 1987.
POST, CHUCK. S.D. REPORT: SEND IN YOUR OLD LICENSES (HUNTING 8 FISHING). FINS,
Vt 6,, N0^2,;;P-5
RICHTER, BRIAN M. STILL LIKE S.D. (LETTER). DAKCOUNT, V A, NO I, P 8, JAN
1990.
STONE, CLIFTON. ON THE BRINK: THE WALLEYES IN LAKE FRANCIS CASE HAVE GOTTEN
SMALLER AND SMALLER... CONSDIG, V 56, NO 2, P 8-H, 1989.
FISK, ELIZABETH CHESTER
MYERS, REX d. STEAMBOAT :UP THE MISSOURI :v LETTERS. OF-'ELIZABETHt CHESTER RISK,
1867. DAKHIST, NO 20TH, P 107-112, 1988.
FITE, GILBERT C.
OUR PUBLIC COLLEGES' CENTENNIAL ALUMNI - UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH DAKOTA. SDMAG, V
4, NO A, P 37, NOV 1988.
STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY PUBLICATION WINS AGAIN (AWARD WINNING ARTICLE BY
GILBERT FITE). HISTNOTES, V 6, NO 2, P A, FAL 1990.
^ ; LONDON, BONNIE.'" FROM ONE ROOM^ SCHOOL'TO UNIVERSITY PRESIDENT (GILBERT FITE -
HALL OF FAME HONOREE - EDUCATION). HERITAGE, V 16, NO 3, P A-5, FAL 1990.
FJELLPLASS, ELIZABETH OLSON (1785-1871)
PETERSON, MELINDA OLSON. ELISABETH OLSON FJELLPLASS: OCTOGENARIAN ON THE
PRAIRIE, 1869. DAKHIST, NO 19TH, P VI.BI+, 1987.
FJORD'S ICE CREAM PLANT (RAPID CITY, SD)
YEAR-AROUND DOUBLE DIPPING (FJORD ICE CREAM). SDMAG, V 2, NO 6, P 6-7, FEB
1987.
FLAGS
BANNERS INSPIRED STATEHOOD EFFORTS. HISTNOTES, V 5, NO 2, P I, FAL 1989.
FLANDREAU, S.D.
FLANDREAU DESIGNATED MAIN STREET COMMUNITY. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 2, P 11, FEB 1989.
SAVING THE ST. VINCENT HOTEL. SDMAG, V 6, NO 4, P 34-38, SEP 1990.
GASQUE, THOMAS J. HISTORY OF NAMES: RESERVATIONS. INDIAN, NO 126, P 9, SUM
1991.
PLANNER, JOE (1855-1924)
KEMP, DAVID. JOE PLANNER AND THE SPINKS BASEBALL^ PIONEERS AND DAKOTA PIONEERS.
DAKHIST, NO 19TH, P XXIV.Al, 1987.
FLATHEADS SEE CATFISH
FLOODS
HOOVER, HERBERT Ti r RAN> JOHN; BRUGUIER, LEONARD R. ; GORGING ICE. AND. FLOODING
RIVERS: SPRINGTIME DEVASTATION IN SOUTH DAKOTA. SDHIST, V 17, NO 3/4, P
181-201, 1987.





BIG SIOUX FLOOD CONTROL PROJECTS. WATER, V NO 2, P I, SEP 1990.
FERRELL, JOHN. DEVELOPING THE MISSOURI: SOUTH DAKOTA AND THE PICK-SLOAN PLAN.
SDHIST, V 19, NO 3, P 306-341, 1989.
FLOWERS SEE ALSO WILD FLOWERS
PIERRE'S PETUNIAS. SDMAG, V 3, NO 3, P 22, AUG 1987.
• ODE, -DAVE.: DAKOTA. FLORA: THE COMMON. SUNFLOWER.- ...CONSDIG,..V.;54, :N0, .6, P<29.,,
1987.
FLOYD, JOE (1911-1992)
LEWIS, DALE. JOE FLOYD BROUGHT TELEVISION TO SOUTH DAKOTA (1991 HALL OF FAME
HONOREE). HERITAGE, V 17, NO 3, P 13, SEP 1991.
FLU SEE INFLUENZA
: FLYCATCHERS
TALLMAN, DAN. BANDING RECOVERIES OF SOUTH DAKOTA BIRDS, PART 1: WOODPECKERS,
SWIFTS, FLYCATCHERS. BIRD, V 42, NO 1, P 4-6, MAR 1990.
FLYNN, THOMAS A. (FATHER)
BILKA, CINDY. FATHER THOMAS FLYNN: FOUNDER OF ST. THOMAS CHURCH. DAKHIST, NO
18TH, P 19-29, 1986.
FOLK ART
HERITAGE CENTER TO HOST SMITHSONIAN EXHIBIT. HISTNOTES, V 5, NO 1, P 1, SUM
1989.
FOLK ARTS AND FOLKLIFE PROGRAM
CENTENNIAL FOLK FESTIVAL SUCCESSFUL. HISTNOTES, V 5, NO 1, P 1, SUM 1989.
COLLECTOR- OF "STORIES (FOLK ARTS AND FOLKLIFE PROGRAM BEGUN). SDMAG, V 5, NO 3,
P 26, SEP 1989.
NEW FOLK ART/FOLKLIFE COORDINATOR. HISTNOTES, V IV, NO 4, P 3, SPR 1989.
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE FOLK ARTS AND FOLKLIFE PROGRAM. INDIAN, NO 125, P 18, WIN
1990.
FOLK LIFE SEE COUNTRY LIFE; FARM LIFE
FOOD SEE ALSO COOKERY
MULLANEY, MARGUERITE. MISSING LINK GOURMET GALOR. INSIDE, V 2, N0.5,-P 12-13,
SUM 1991.
NOVOTNY, JEAN. CHIC FOODS OF THE MIDWEST. SDMAG, V 2, NO 6, P 20-21, FEB 1987,
OAKS, JOANNE. 'THROW ME A BALE' (REBUTTAL TO 'THE CHIC FOODS OF THE MIDWEST')




NOVOTNY, JEAN. CHIC FOODS OF THE MIDWEST. SDMAG, V 2, NO 6, P 20-21, FEE 1987.
FOOD PRESERVATION
KEEP FOOD SAFETY IN MIND ON SUMMER OUTINGS HEALTH, V 5, NO P 5, AUG 1991.
TAKE PRECAUTIONS TO AVOID SALMONELLA ENTERITIDIS INFECTION^ .HEALTH, V 5, NO 5,
P <ij OCT 1991.
- > ;G0EBEL, .SALLY. ^REMMICAN: .FOOD-STARLE rOF ^THEiPLAINS-INDIANS .i . CONSDIG, •V. 56, NO
2, P 23, 1989.
FOOD SUPPLY
AGRICULTURAL JOBS IN THE CITY: THE IMPORTANCE OF AGRICULTURE FOR CITY ECONOMICS.
CENSUSDATA, V <i, NO 2, P 1-4, MAR 1989.
FOOLS CROW (1890- )
FOOLS CROW (PHOTOGRAPH). HERITAGE, V 14, NO 3, P 6, 1988.
FOOTBALL
ALLAN, DON. THE ALMOST UNBELIEVABLE TEACHING AND COACHING CAREER OF STEWART A.
FERGUSON. DAKHIST, NO 20TH, P 139-152, 1988.
FOOTBALL - HIGH SCHOOL
HIGBEE, PAUL. FRANK LEAHY: WINNER HIGH SCHOOL'S MOST FAMOUS SCHEMER. SDMAG, V
3, NO 4, P 31-33, OCT 1987.
FORD, MARY
NATIONAL HISTORY DAY PRODUCES CHAMPIONS. HISTNOTES, V 5, NO 1, P 10, SUM 1989.
FORECASTING
POPULATION PROJECTIONS, i CENSUSDATA,, V ;4, NO 1, P 1-4, JAN 1989.
FORECLOSURE
CONWAY, MARK F. EQUITABLE ADJUSTMENT IN REAL ESTATE CONTRACT FORECLOSURES:
VICTORY FOR THE CONTRACT VENDEE OR DEATH OF INSTALLMENT... LAW, V 35, NO 3, P
402-425, 1990.
FOREIGN SALES CORPORATION
SD FORMS SHARED FOREIGN SALES CORPORATION. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 7, P 5> SEPI989.
TAX SAVINGS IS GOAL OF SHARED FOREIGN SALES CORP. ECONDEV, V 3, NO'8, P 4, SEP
1990.
FOREMAN, HARLAN
HARLAN FOREMAN. HISTNOTES, V 4, NO 1, P 4, JUL 1988.
FOREST CITY, S.D.
FAWCETT, WINIFRED. FOREST CITY: A FRONTIER OMAHA ERASED BY OAHE WATERS.




«RURAL FIRE FIGHTING PREPAREDNESS AND MOBILIZATION. COUNTY, V 37, NO 7, P 5, JUL
1991.
FORESTS AND FORESTRY
DAKOTA CENTENNIAL 1889-1989, PART 3: EARLY STATEHOOD. CONSDIG, V 56, NO 2, P.
20-22, 1989.
.WRAP-UP: -HOMES IN FORESTS SUSCEPTIBLE TO FIRE. CONSDIG, V 55, NO 1, P 26, .1988.
BEYERHELM; CARL . • FORESTRY'MANAGEMENT^rNJ?CUSTERrSTATE ;PARKrvv;CONSDIG^^5V:;?5fiy^iNA v
1, P 16-19, 1987.
JOHNSTON, TOM; MCGOWAN, JIM. WILDLIFE WATER DEVELOPMENTS: PROVIDING WATER
SOURCES CAN HELP MANY SPECIES OF WILDLIFE IN THE BLACK HILS. CONSDIG, V 57,
NO 1, P 16-17, 1990.
MOUM, KEN. JULY 5-10, 1988: FIVE DAYS IN JULY THAT CHANGED CUSTER STATE PARK.
CONSDIG, V 55, NO 6, P 8-9, 1988.
RILEY, STEVEN. STIMULATING ASPEN. CONSDIG, V 59, NO 1, P 20-22, 1987.
FOREVER NEW (SIOUX FALLS, S.D.)
BOARD-APPROVES SIX REDI FUND LOANS. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 9, P 3, APR 1989; .
FORT LARAMIE
HEDREN, PAUL L. FORT LARAMIE AND THE SIOUX WAR OF 1876. SDHIST, V 17, NO 3/9,
P 223-290, 1987.
FORT MEADE
FRANCIS, MARV E. THEY DIED FOR THEIR DREAMS. HERITAGE, V 16, NO 2, P 28-30,
SUM 1990.
LEE, BOB. FORT MEADE: HISTORIC MILITARY POST CONTINUES IN USE AFTER MORE THEN A
CENTURY. SDMAG, V 5, NO 2, P 9-13, JUL 1989.
. LEE, ROBERT. -ELLA, THE, BELLE OF.THE SEVENTH CAVALRY. DAKHIST, NO 21ST, 1989.
FORT PIERRE CHOUTEAU (PIERRE, S.D.)
DWNR APPROVES WATER PERMIT FOR MOVIE. WATER, V 3, NO 1, P 6, JUL 1989.
MNI WICONI RURAL WATER SYSTEM. WATER, V 3, NO 1, P 3, JUL 1989.
SOUTH DAKOTA SITES AWARDED LANDMARK STATUS. HISTNOTES, V 7, NO 2, PI, FAL
1991.
ERICKSON, DON.. THE FORTIFIED DAKOTAS. ..DAKHIST,, NO 21ST, 1989.
SCHULER, HAROLD H. FORT PIERRE TRADING POST. DAKWEST, V 13, NO 3, P 7,-9, SEP
1987.
SMITH, CLAYTON F. LONG-HAIRED CHARLIE ZABEL: FEARLESS FORT PIERRE/DEADWOOD
OX-TRAIN FREIGHTER, 1877-1886. DAKHIST, NO 22> P 832-858, 1990. : v
FORT RANDALL
ERICKSON, DON. THE FORTIFIED DAKOTAS. DAKHIST, NO 21ST, 1989.
i
FEENEY, JIM. HYDRO UPGRADING. WATER, V 5, NO 1, P 9, SPR 1991.
GNIRK, ADELINE. WHITE SWAN, FORT RANDALL, DAKOTA TERRITORY 1869-1895. DAKHIST,
NO 20TH, P 291-293, 1988.
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HANNUS/ADRIEN; LUECK, EDWARD J.; WINHAM, R. PETER. EVALUATION AND
RECONSTRUCTION OF THE FORT RANDALL POST CEMETERY IN GREGORY COUNTY, SOUTH
DAKOTA. DAKHIST, NO 18TH, P 411-A26, 1986.
. .i.»ArKAPLERv TODD..- FT^ RANDALL. HISTNOTES, V 5, NO 2, P 8, FAL 1989.
KAROLEVITZ, M. JILL. DIGGING AT THE FORT (FORT RANDALL). SDMAG, V 3, NO 3, P
23+, AUG 1987.
NOWAK, TIMOTHY R. HISTORY AWAKENS AT FORT RANDALL. HISTNOTES, V 3, NO 6, P 3,
MAY 1988.
RYBOLT, ROBERT R. "FORT RANDALL: FORGOTTEN OUTPOST ON THE UPPER MISSOURI".
DAKHIST, NO r9TH, P XVIII.A, 1987.
FORT SISSETON
LEWIS, WENDY L. FORT SISSETON STATE HISTORICAL PARK: A LASTING LEGACY OF THE
DAKOTA FARMER. CONSDIG, V 58, NO 4, P 8-11, 1991.
FORT SISSETON HISTORICAL FESTIVAL
THE PAST COMES TO LIFE (FORT SISSETON HISTORICAL FESTIVAL). CONSDIG, V 58, NO
4, P 11, 1991.
LEWIS, WENDY. WOULD YOU CARE TO JOIN ME? (VISUALIZE THE DAILY LIFE IN AN 1860'S
FRONTIER MILITARY FORT). CONSDIG, V 58, NO 2, P 18-19, 1991.
FORT SISSETON STATE PARK (MARSHALL COUNTY)
FORT NEEDS SUPPLIES (FORT SISSETON STATE PARK SEEKING 1800S ITEMS FOR DISPLAY).
SDMAG, V 2, NO 6, P 12, FEB 1987.
FORT SISSETON RESTORATION. HISTNOTES, V IV, NO 4, P 5, SPR 1989.
. PARK NOTES: REVEILLE SOUNDS AT FORT SISSETON. CONSDIG, V 57, NO 3, P 26, 1990.
WRAP-UP: RESTORATION BEGINS AT FORT SISSETON. CONSDIG, V 57, NO I, P 26, 1990.
LEWIS, WENDY. WOULD YOU CARE TO JOIN ME? (VISUALIZE THE DAILY LIFE IN AN I860'S
FRONTIER MILITARY FORT). CONSDIG, V 58, NO 2, P 18-19, 1991.
LEWIS, WENDY L. FORT SISSETON STATE HISTORICAL PARK: A LASTING LEGACY OF THE
DAKOTA FARMER. CONSDIG, V 58, NO 4, P 8-11, 1991.
RAUSCHER; WENDY. FORT SISSETON HISTORICAL PARK: SHARING THE ESSENCE OF HISTORY.
CONSDIG, V 54, NO 3, P 10-13, 1987.
FORT SULLY
LEWIS, DALE. FORT SULLY IS OUT OF WATER. HERITAGE, V 16, NO 2, P 16-19, SUM
1990.
FORT SULLY GAME PRODUCTION AREA
HOFFMAN, KEN. PLOTTING FOR WILDLIFE. CONSDIG, V56, NO 1, P 12-13, 1989.
FORT THOMPSON
LAUDENSCHLAGER, DAVID. FORT THOMPSON, THE EARLY YEARS. DAKHIST, NOIOTH, P
168-180, 1986.
FORT WADSWORTH SEE FORT SISSETON
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FORTS SEE ALSO THE NAMES OF SPECIFIC FORTS
ERICKSON, DON. THE FORTIFIED DAKOTAS. DAKHIST, NO 21ST, 1989.
FRANCIS, MARV E. THEY DIED FOR THEIR DREAMS. HERITAGE, V 16, NO 2, P 28-30,
SUM 1990.
KAPLER, TODD. FT. RANDALL. HISTNOTES, V 5, NO 2, P 8, FAL 1989.
KORTJE, DONNA. FORT ROBINSON 8 CAMP SHERIDAN: MILITARY FORTS OF NORTHWESTERN .
NEBRASKA. DAKHIST, NO 19TH, P XVIIIDI, 1987.
•LEWIS, DALE. FORT SULLY IS OUT OF WATER. HERITAGE, V 16, NO 2, P 16-19, SUM:,
1990.
RYBOLT, ROBERT R. "FORT RANDALL : FORGOTTEN OUTPOST ON THE UPPER MISSOURI^. .. .
. DAKHIST, NO 19TH, P XVIII.A, 1987.
FOSS, WILBUR (1921- )
WILBUR FOSS (1989 HALL OF FAME HONOREE-ARTS AND HUMANITIES). HERITAGE, V 15, NO
7, P 29, 1989.
iFOSSILS
CHRISTIANSON, GALE E. LOREN EISELEY: A POET IN THE WHITE RIVER BADLANDS.
DAKHIST, NO 19TH> P XXIIIAl, 1987.
FOUNDATIONS (ENDOWMENTS) SEE ENDOWMENTS
FOUNTAIN, S.D.
DENDINGER, ROGER. FABULOUS FOUNTAIN: FRONTIER TOWN PERCEPTIONS AND PROMOTERS.
DAKHIST, V 22, P 174-188, 1990.
FOUR-H CLUBS (4-H CLUBS)
MCAULIFFE, JOSEPH; YOUNGER, JOHN. SOUTH DAKOTA 4-H JULY 1, 1977-OCTOBER 1,
1984. DAKHIST, NO 21ST, 1989.
YOUNGER, JOHN. HISTORY OF THE 4-H PROGRAM IN SOUTH DAKOTA. DAKHIST, NO 18TH, P
<46-54, 1986.
FOURTEEN MILE HOUSE (14 MILES WEST OF JEFFERSON, S.D.)
CHICOINE, FERN. 14 MILE HOUSE (REVISED EDITION). DAKHIST, NO 20TH, P 471-474,
1988.
CHICOINE, FERN. 14 MILE HOUSE. DAKHIST, NO I8TH, P 630-635, 1986.
fourth of JULY
KAROLEVITZ, BOB. JIM RIVER COUNTRY (CELEBRATING THE FOURTH OF JULY IN THE "GOOD
OLD" DAYS). SDMAG, V 3, NO 2, P 5I+, JUN 1987.
MILLER, JOHN. THE OLD-FASHIONED FOURTH OF JULY: A PHOTOGRAPHIC ESSAY ON
SMALL-TOWN CELEBRATIONS PRIOR TO 1930.. SDHIST, V 17, NO 2, P 118-139,,,,1987.
WILLIAMS, ELIZABETH. FOURTH ON THE FARM. SDMAG, V 4, NO 2, P 26, JUL 1988.
FOXES
FOX MAJOR PROBLEM FOR DUCKS. DAKCOUNT, V 3, NO 11, P 30-31, NOV 1989.
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FRANCHISES (RETAIL TRADE) - LAW AND LITIGATION
BRGGHAMMER, STEPHEN. ^GRGSETH INTERNATIONAL, INC. V. TENNECO, INC.; PROTECTING
^SOUTH' DAKOTA'FARM-IMPLEMENT:^^^..^^^^^^ UNILATERAL... LAW, V 33, NO 1, P
1A6-16A, 1988.
FRANK LESLIE'S ILLUSTRATED NEWSPAPER
HUNTZICKER, WILLIAM E. THE "SIOUX OUTBREAK" IN THE ILLUSTRATED PRESS. SDHIST,
V 20, NO A, P 299-322, 1990.
FRANKLIN HOTEL- (DEADWOOD, S.D.)
MULLANEY, MARGUERITE. BILL WALSH: DEDICATED TO DEADWOOD. 'INSIDE," V' 1, NO 2, P
22-23, FAL 1990.
FRANKLIN, HARRIS C18A9-1923)
TEDDY ROOSEVELT SLEPT HERE. DEADMAG, V I, NO I, P 18-19, MAR 1991.
1903 HOTEL CONTINUES TO SERVE DEADWOOD. DEADMAG, V I, NO 1, P 19, MAR 1991.
ERASER/ JAiMES EARLr (1876-1953)
JAMES EARLE ERASER. -HERITAGE, V lA, NO I, P A-5, 1988.
KLINE/RICHARD. PRAIRIE INSPIRED: JAMES EARLE ERASER. SDMAG, V 3, NO 5, P
3A-37, JAN 1988.
FRAUD
VAN PATTEN, JONATHAN K. LENDER LIABILITY: CHANGING OR ENFORCING THE GROUND
RULES? LAW, V 33, NO 3, P 385-A36, 1988.
FREE TRADE AND PROTECTION
SD FORMS SHARED FOREIGN SALES CORPORATION. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 7, P 5, SEP 1989.
SOUTH DAKOTA TO APPLY FOR FOREIGN TRADE ZONE. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 5, P 1, JUN
1989.
BUTTERWICiK", DARRELL D.' tOMMlSSlONER'S COLUMN (TRADE RELATIONS WITH FAR EASTERN
COUNTRIES). ECONDEV, V 2, NO 5, P 2, JUN 1989.
FREEDOM OF THE PRESS
NSP PATHFINDER DECOMMISSIONING DOCUMENTS WITHHELD FROM TIP. TIPS, V 4, NO 3, P
3, OCT 1988.
BAHR, DOUGLAS A. ASSOCIATED PRESS V. BRADSHAW: THE RIGHT OF PRESS ACCESS
EXTENDED TO JUVENILE PROCEEDINGS IN SOUTH DAKOTA. LAW, V 34, NO 3, -P 738-761,
1989.
FREEMAN, S.D.
HOGLUND, SANDRA. STATE V. LANIER: THE FORCIBLE REMOVAL OF;^ BLOOD IN A .JAIL IN A
REASONABLE AND MEDICALLY APPROVED MANNER. LAW, V 36, NO 1, P 194-210, 1991.
HOLTZMANN, ROGER. FREEMAN'S CANDLEMAKERS ARE BUSY MAKING CENTS AND SCENTS.
SDMAG, V 7, NO 3, P 44-45, SEP 1991.
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FRENCH CULTURE AND HERITAGE
LESINSKI, JEANNE. INDIAN AND FRENCH MIX LIVE IN SOUTH DAKOTA COUR FRENCH AND
•vri ^ .v•^..,<.IND^AN;^•HER^TAGE C lA, NO 3, P 39, 1988.
FREON
STATE TO MELLETTE COUNTY: ILLEGAL MEDICAL DUMP YOURS FOREVER. TIPS, V 6, NO 5,
P 4, SEP 1991.
FRESHWATER PLANTS
BAUER, DARYL; WILLIS, IDAVID. : ::UNDERWATER:: WEEDEATERS.: 'CONSDIG; V/-55~, NO ::4y :P r
11-13, 1988.
ODE, DAVE. DAKOTA FLORA: DUCKWEED. CONSDIG, V 58, NO 3, P 25, 1991.
FRIENDS OF THE MIDDLE BORDER MUSEUM (MITCHELL, S.D.)
COUNTRY CHURCH MOVED TO THE CITY (FARWELL UNITED METHODIST MOVES TO MUSEUM).
SDMAG, V 3, NO 3, P 23, AUG 1987.
•FRIGGENS; PAUL (1909-1987)
PAUL-FRIGGENS (1989-HALL OF FAME HONOREE-COMMUNICATIONS). HERITAGE, V.15, NO 7,
P 30, 1989.
FROILAND, SVEN GORDON (1922- )
SVEN GORDON FROILAND (1987 HALL OF FAME HONOREE - EDUCATION 8 CULTURAL AFFAIRS).
DAKWEST, V 13, NO 4, P 14, DEC 1987.
5
FRONTIER AND PIONEER LIFE SEE ALSO FICTION - FRONTIER AND PIONEER LIFE; SETTLERS AND
SETTLEMENT
BUILDERS OF THE DAKOTA SOCIETY. SDMAG, V 4, NO 6, P 45-47, MAY 1989.
DAKOTA CENTENNIAL 1889-1989, PART I: THE FRONTIER. CONSDIG, V 55, NO 6, P
18-20, 1988.
• v: LIVING HISTORY>1CAMP0UTS JN-SOUTH DAKOTA. SDMAG, V 7, NO 1, P 33, MAY 1991.
ABRAHAMSON, LAURA A.I.; GERBER, PHILIP L. HERDING COWS AND WAITING TABLES: THE
DIARY OF LAURA ALETA IVERSEN ABRAHAMSON. SDHIST, V 20, NO 1, P 17-50, 1990.
AISENBREY, WILLIAM E. SEEKING STRAYS WITH A STRENUOUS STRANGER - A PIONEER
EXPERIENCE. DAKHIST, NO 18TH, P 612-615, 1986.
ANDERSON, GRANT. TRANSPLANTED IN DAKOTA: EXPERIENCES OF THE GREAT DAKOTA BOOM.
DAKHIST, NO 18TH, P 367-404, 1986.
BRADFIELD, B.D. EARLY PRAIRIE FIRES BURNED UNCHECKED ON OPEN RANGE. DAKWEST, V
13, NO 2, P 21, JUN 1987.
CHEGIN, RITA K. KATE--PIONEER WOMAN. DAKHIST, NO 21ST, 1989.
ELLISON, DOUGLAS W. HUGH GLASS: THE SURVIVOR. SDMAG, V 3, NO 2,. P 20-23, JUN
1987.
GARON, GREG. PIONEER WOMEN. HERITAGE, V 15, NO 7, P 16-18, 1989.
GILSETH,!MARGARET. CHAPTER 11 (FROM JULIA'S CHILDREN, PART II). DAKHIST, V 22,
P 243-258, 1990.
HASSELSTROM, LINDA. THE POSSIBILITIES OF SIMPLE CAMPING. SDMAG, V 7, NO 1, P
32-33, MAY 1991.
' JORDANr iREAN^^^^^^ 19TH, -PHI. A1+, 1987.
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KANT.JOANITA, EDITOR; JOHNSON, ALEX C. THE DAKOTA YEARS OF ALEX C. JOHNSON: A
MEMOIR. SDHIST, V 21, NO P 380-<»31, 1991.
KAROLEVITZ, BOB. JIM RIVER COUNTRY: SCHOOLGIRL DAYS IN THE DAIRY. SDMAG, V A,
.NO 6, P 9,t MAY 1989.
KNEIFL, VERLYNN. A WIDOW'S LEDGER C1875-1889). SDMAG, V 4, NO 6, P 16-17, MAY
1989.
KURE, HELEN. PIONEER STORIES OF THE JOHN WARD FAMILY. DAKHIST, NO 18TH, P
82A-825, 1986.
LLOYD, MABEL. THE OLD PORTRAIT . (THE FRANK AND MARTHA HARRISON. FAMILY),.... .
DAKHIST, NO 18TH, P-636-645, 1986.
MCLAIRD, LEE N. = FOREMOTHERS OF SIOUX,rPALLS.:"DAKHIST--,: NO, :19TH, P::X.Cr+,;j:1.987.
PAINE, VERA. THE BURIAL. DAKWEST, V 13, NO 3, P 23, SEP 1987.
PARKER, WATSON. A WESTWARD HERITAGE. DAKHIST, NO 21ST, 1989.
RINEY-KEHRBERG, PAMELA. EVALUATING THE LAND: OVERLAND EMIGRANTS REACT TO THE
TRANS-MISSISSIPPI WEST, 1849-1853. DAKHIST, NO 20TH, P 365-375, 1988.
SHAFER, INEZ S. MURDER OF JAMES SHEPARD. HERITAGE, V 14, NO 2, P 9-10, 1988.
i. Vi-SHONLEY/^^.T WITHOUT ROADS: A VIEW OF FRONTIER TRAVEL WITH SPECIAL
EMPHASIS ON THE ROLE OF WOMEN IN'WAGON T DAKHIST, NO 21ST, 1989.
; TEIXETRA, LUELLA Av- MY-FATHER'S ORDEAL-^WITH THE GRAY WOLVES (EXCERPT FROM
GENTLE ARE THE PRAIRIES). DAKWEST, V 13, NO 2, P 22-25, JUN 1987.
TORMA, CAROLYN. LETTERS TO THE SOCIETY (LETTER ON RAG RUG MAKING). HISTNOTES,
V 2, NO 5, P 4, MAR 1987.
WALTZ, ANNA LANGHORNE. WEST RIVER PIONEER: A WOMAN'S STORY, 1911-1915, PART
ONE. SDHIST, V 17, NO 1, P 42-77, 1987.
WALTZ, ANNA LANGHORNE. WEST RIVER PIONEER: A WOMAN'S STORY, 1911-1915, PART
TWO. SDHIST, V 17, NO 2, P 140-169, 1987.
WALTZ, ANNA LANGHORNE. WEST RIVER PIONEER: A WOMAN'S STORY, 1911-1915, PARTS
THREE AND FOUR. SDHIST, V 17, NO 3/4, P 241-295, 1987.
WARD, RICHARD A. FULL CIRCLE. DAHKIST, NO 22, P 1016-24, 1990.
YOUNGER, BERYL. ONE LAKE COUNTY PIONEER: WILLIAM COLBURN (1878). DAKHIST, NO
, . 20T.H,, P S51.-55,-1988.
FRONTIERSMEN
HASSELSTROM, LINDA. JAMES CLYMAN: MOUNTAIN MAN. DAKHIST, NO 20TH, P 463-469,
1988.
YOUNGER, BERYL. ONE LAKE COUNTY PIONEER: WILLIAM COLBURN (1878). DAKHIST, NO
20TH, P 51-55, 1988.
FRONTIERSMEN - ATTITUDES
MARTEN, JAMES. A VIEW FROM THE WEST: THE TERRITORIES AND FEDERAL POLICY.
SDHIST, V 18, NO 4, P 193-213, 1988.
FRONTIERSMEN LEGENDS
MCLAIRD, JAMES D. THE WELSH, THE VIKINGS, AND THE LOST TRIBES OF ISRAEL ON THE
NORTHERN PLAINS: THE LEGEND OF THE WHITE MANDAN. SDHIST, V: 18, NO 4, P
245-273, 1988.




, BUTtER-NUT COFFEE DONATES $10,000 TO THE SOCIETY. HISTNOTES, V 3, NO A, P 1,
; -JAN 1988.
BUTTER-NUT COFFEE LAUNCHES PROMOTION TO RAISE FUNDS FOR HISTORICAL SOCIETY
ENDOWMENT. HISTNOTES, V 2, NO 6, P 2, MAY 1987.
BUTTER-NUT TO HELP FUND PART OF HERITAGE CENTER. HISTNOTES, V 3, NO 1, P 1, JUL
1987.
CAMPAIGN ENTERS FINAL PHASE. HISTNOTES, V 7, NO 1, -P. 1-2, SUM 1991
; CAMPAIGN ENTERS-SECOND/ PHASE.- -HISTNOTES,nT/ 6, NO -3, P 3, WIN 1991. ^ ^
CENTENNIAL UPDATE (FUND^ RAISING VENTURES). HISTNOTES, V 3, NO 1, P 4, JUL 1987.
CENTER WINS NATIONAL GRANT CSOUTH DAKOTA CULTURAL HERITAGE CENTER). HISTNOTES,
V 6, NO 3, P 4, WIN 1991.
FACELIFT AT RUSHMORE (FUNDRAISING EFFORT). SDMAG, V 4, NO 5, P 21, JAN 1989.
FOR INFORMATION AND NEWS ABOUT SOUTH DAKOTA HUMANITIES COUNCIL - SEE ISSUES OF
HUMANITIES. HUMAN.
r frl-.L^ARSON^^jOINSfMUSEUM FU^^^^ >. HISTNOTES,, V 5, NO 3, P 1, WIN 1990.
MUSEUM STORES OFFER SOUTH DAKOTA PRODUCTS. HISTNOTES, V 7, NO 2, P 3, FAL 1991.
STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY SUPPORT GROUP RENAMED. HISTNOTES, V 4, NO 3, P 2, .NOV
1988.
POST, CHUCK. S.D. REPORT; SEND IN YOUR OLD LICENSES CHUNTING & FISHING). FINS,
V 6, NO 2, P 5, FEB 1987.
FUNKREST GAME" LODGE (MADISON, S.D.)
SAMP, ROLLYN H. FARMING FOR THE FUN OF IT: THE FUNKREST GAME LODGE. SDMAG, V
4, NO 3, P 22-23+, SEP 1988.
FUR TRADE '
LOCAL FUR PRODUCERS ORGANIZE AGAINST ANIMAL RIGHTISTS. DAKCOUNT, V 5, NO 3, P
66-67, MAR 1991.
ANDERSON, JOAN. DAKOTA IMAGES? PIERRE CHOUTEAU, JR. SDHIST, V 20, NO 3, P
244+, 1990.
DIETER, CHARLES D. BEAVER IN SOUTH DAKOTA. CONSDIG, V 56, NO 1, P 6-11, 1989.
ERICKSON, DON. THE FORTIFIED DAKOTAS. DAKHIST, NO 21ST, 1989.
GNIRK, ADELINE. THE LEGEND OF PAPINEAU'S TRADING POST-CHARLES MIX COUNTY SEAT
DAKOTA TERRITORY. DAKHIST, V 22, P 259-265, 1990.
KAPLER, TODD. COLIN CAMPBELL-POST EXCAVATION. HISTNOTES, V5, NO 2, P 7, FAL
1989.
KAPLER, TODD. THE ANATOMY OF THE UPPER MISSOURI FUR TRADE: 1795-1865..DAKHIST,
NO 20TH, P 297-301, 1988.
SCHILZ, THOMAS F. INDIAN MIDDLEMEN -AND THE MISSOURI RIVER FUR-TRADE .i
(1831-1861). DAKHIST, NO 18TH, P 592-598, 1986.





•s , .DIETER, CHARLES D. » BEAVER IN SOUTH, DAKOTA. CONSDIG, V 56, NO 1, P 6-11, 1989.
FURNITURE
FISH, GENEVIEVE. FOUR GENERATIONS OF FURNITURE. DAKHIST, NO 18TH, P <tA6-A48,
1986.
FUTURE FUND , (RESEARCH GRANT PROGRAM)
B & E ENGINEERING: FUTURE FUND RESEARCH-GRANT PAYS BIG DIVIDENDS..v^ECONDEV., V 1,
NO 5, P 6, OCT 1988.
COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY COULD HELP HARVESTING. ECONDEV, VI, NO P 5, AUG 1988.
CORE PROCESSING PLANT PRODUCTION IN START-UP. ECONDEV, V 1, NO A, P 5, AUG
1988.
DAKOTA LEAN MEAT, WEBSTER SCALE, INC. INVOLVED WITH GOVERNOR'S FUTURE FUND
, GRANTS. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 7, P 5, SEP 1989.
DAKOTA RESEARCH CREATES COMPUTER PARTS. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 1, P 5, JAN 1989.
ERNEST L; BUCKLEY AWARD'ESTABLISHED BY GOVERNOR: ENCOURAGES RESEARCH HELPS
STRENGTHEN BONDS WITH INDUSTRY. ECONDEV, V 3, NO A, P 1, APR 1990.
EXPERIMENTAL BRIDGE INVITES FUTURE GROWTH. ECONDEV, V A, NO 7, P 3, SEP 1991.
FUNDING GIVEN (TO SD COMMUNITY FOUNDATION). ECONDEV, V I, NO 1, P A, MAY 1988.
FUTURE FUND LIVES UP TO NAME. ECONDEV, V I, NO 1, P 3, MAY 1988.
FUTURE FUND PROJECTS RESULT IN PRODUCTS, JOBS. ECONDEV, V 2, NO A, P 7, APR
1989.
FUTURE FUND PROVIDES MORE RESEARCH OPPORTUNITIES. ECONDEV, V 1, NO 3, P 7, JUL
1988.
FUTURE FUND RESEARCH PROJECTS. ECONDEV, V 1, NO 2, P 3, JUN 1988.
GOLD CHLORINATION PROCESS PROVES TO BE SUCCESSFUL. ECONDEV, V 1, NO 6, P 6, NOV
1988.
i ; i vGOVERNOR-CLEARS WAY.:FOR, $3.6. MILLION RESEARCH. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 8, P 8, OCT
1989.
GOVERNOR PLEDGES CONTINUED SUPPORT OF RESEARCH. ECONDEV, V 3, NO 6, P 1, JUL
1990;
HOMESTAKE GENETIC MODEL PROVIDES ALTERNATIVES. ECONDEV, VI, NO A, PA, AUG
1988.
LEGISLATORS GIVEN CORN PROCESSING PLANT PACKAGE. ECONDEV, V A, NO 1, PI, JAN
1991.
MARKETING, FEASIBILITY ANALYSIS, PART ;0F STATE'S SMALL BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT
CENTERS. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 3, P 3, MAR 1989.
RESEARCH COULD LEAD TO LAND RESTORATION JOBS. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 1, P A, JAN
1989.
RESEARCH HELPS COMPANY INCREASE MARKETABILITY. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 8, P 7, OCT
1989.
RESEARCH IMPROVES OPHTHALMIC INSTRUMENTS. ECONDEV, V 1, NO A, P 6, AUG 1988.
RESEARCH IS ON LEADING EDGE OF DEVELOPMENT. ECONDEV, V 1, NO A, P A, AUG. 1988.
RESEARCH PROJECT TURNS INTO REALITY. ECONDEV, V A, NO 9, P 3, NOV 1991.




SDSM&T EVALUATES ALUMINUM MATERIALS. ECONDEV, V 1, NO 4, P 5, AUG 1988.
SDSM8T IS AN ACTIVE PARTICIPANT. ECONDEV, V 1, NO A, P A, AUG 1988.
^irfevvifHiSOUTH iDAICOTAi^O HAVE vNEW ^AG^ RESEARCH iFARM. , ECONDEV, V 2, NO 5, P 8, JUN 1989.
BUTTERWICK, DARRELL D. COMMISSIONER'S COLUMN (EPSCOR-EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM TO
STIMULATE COMPETITIVE RESEARCH). ECONDEV, V 3, NO 6, P 2, JUL 1990;
BUTTERWICK, DARRELL D. COMMISSIONER'S COLUMN (1989 YEAR OF ACCOMPLISHMENTS);
ECONDEV, V 3, NO 1, P 2, JAN 1990.
DOLLY, ROLAND L. DOLLY LISTS AGP-AS.PRIMARY GOAL. ECONDEV, V A, NO'O, ,P 1,3,
OCT 1991.
GALENA, S.D.
OPEN LETTER TO GALENA. TIPS, V 6, NO A, P 3-A, JUL 1991.
GALL, CHIEF (CA. 18A0-I895)
LEWIS, DALE. CHIEF GALL. HERITAGE, V lA, NO 3, P 23, 1988.
GAL LAND-, ^MAE • . . .
UECKER, EDNA L. KIDNAPPING IN PERKINS COUNTY. SDMAG, V 5, NO 2, P 56+, JUL
1989.
GALLERIES SEE ART-GALLERIES AND MUSEUMS
GAMBLING
FOR INFORMATION ON JACKPOT WINNERS, SEE ISSUES OF DEADWOOD MAGAZINE. DEADMAG.
PROGRESSIVE JACKPOTS ADD EXCITEMENT TO DEADWOOD GAMING. DEADMAG, V 1, NO 1, P
5, MAR 1991.
WANNA BET? (CHANGE IN EMPLOYMENT FOLLOWING LEGALIZATION OF GAMBLING)? LABOR, P
1-2, FEB 1991.
BIERSCHBACH, DENNIS. GAMBLING IMPACT ON COUNTIES. COUNTY, V 37, NO 3, P 6, MAR
1991.
. < I ,BonnaR,-' PENNY.'^^ GAMBLING: NEW WAVE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT? INSIDE, V 1, NO 1, P
14-16, SUM 1990.
BRUGGEMAN, JIM. GAMBLING, THE THEORY OF ADDICTION. COUNTY, V 37, NO 8, AUG
1991.
MULLANEY, MARGUERITE. BILL WALSH: DEDICATED TO DEADWOOD. INSIDE, VI, NO 2, P
22-23, FAL 1990.
WARD, RICHARD A. FULL CIRCLE. DAHKIST, NO 22, P 1016-24, 1990.
GAME AND GAME BIRDS SEE ALSO THE NAMES OF SPECIFIC ANIMALS> E.G., PHEASANTS, DEER,
ETC.
AN OUTSIDE OPINION: PHEASANT CONNECTIONS. CONSDIG, V 57, NO 5, P 29, 1990.
AN OUTSIDE OPINION: REMEMBERING THE GOOD TIMES (PHEASANT*HUNTING). CONSDIG; V
58, NO 1, P 29, 1991.
BIRD banding shows the wingers (DUCKS) GO GREAT DISTANCES. DAKCOUNT, V 5, NO 9,
P 36-37, SEP 1991.
DAKOTA CENTENNIAL 1889-1989, PART 2 - DAKOTA TERRITORY: THE ERA OF EXPLOITATION.
CONSDIG, V 56, NO 1, P 19-21, 1989.
•-' DAKOTA CENTENNIAL' 4889-19895: THE "HOPEFUL' TWENTIES AND THE DIRTY
THIRTIES. CONSDIG, V 56, NO 4, P 19-21, 1989.
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SUBJECT INDEX
DAKOTA HUNTERS DEVELOP NEW TECHNIQUES (FOR SLOUGHS). DAKCOUNT, V 4, NO 12, P
30-31, DEC 1990.
DAKOTA UPLAND GAME OUTLOOK SUPER. DAKCOUNT, V 5, NO 9, P 34-35, SEP 1991.
GAME, FISH AND PARKS NEWS. COUNTY, V 37, NO 6, P 6, JUN 1991.
INCREASED HABITAT PRODUCES MORE BIRDS...'90 UPLAND GAME REPORT. DAKCOUNT, V 4,
NO 9, P 34-35, SEP 1990.
IT'S THE LAW (TRANSPORTING PROCESSED GAME BIRDS). CONSDIG, V 57, NO 5, P 27,
1990.
PHEASANT HARVEST DOWN IN DAKOTAS. DAKCOUNT, V 3, NO 8v P 35,;AUG 1989. ,
/ PHEASANT HUNTING ?0PP0RTUNlTIESSJN^0UTHADAK0TA;^=fDAKG0UNTi,>V= 5^-^NailD!,y-P:;3^1, OCT
1991.
• PHEASANT'HUNTING RATED TOPS. DAKCOUNT, V 1, NO 10, P 9-10, OCT 1987.
PHEASANT NUMBERS SHOW INCREASE. DAKCOUNT, V 1, NO 10, P 6-7, OCT 1987.
S.D. REPORT: DEER AND ANTELOPE SEASONS FOR BOWHUNTERS PROPOSED. FINS, V 6, NO
5, P 81, MAY 1987.
SD PHEASANT OUTLOOK. DAKCOUNT, V 1, NO 8, P 24-25, AUG 1987.
^fATpi^/-pj{0P8SED '^PHEASANT/^PLAN: ; FINS, V 7, NO 2, P 6, MAR 1988.
UPLAND FORECAST NOT SO GOOD. DAKCOUNT, V 2, NO 9, P 12-13, SEP 1988.
UPLAND OUTLOOK UNCERTAIN- SPRING MOISTURE CONDITIONS, IMPROVED HABITAT, BUT LATE
DROUGHT...PROBLEMS. DAKCOUNT, V 3, NO 9, P 18-19, SEP 1989.
WATERFOWL OUTLOOK '91. DAKCOUNT, V 5, NO 9, P 44-46, SEP 1991.
WRAP-UP: GO OUT AND WITNESS THE CYCLE OF LIFE (BROODS OF PHEASANTS)CONSDIG, V
54, NO 4, P 27, 1987.
WRAP-UP: IS ACID RAIN HARMING WATERFOWL? CONSDIG, V 54, NO 3, P 27j 1987.
WRAP-UP: NESTING GAME BIRDS. CONSDIG, V 57, NO 2, P 26-27, 1990.
ABDALLAH, GREG. BLACK HILLS GOBBLERS. DAKOUT, V 6, NO 3, P 11-12, MAR 1991.
BARE, LLOYD. IT'S TIME FOR A COVER-UP (PHEASANTS). FINS, V 6, NO 2, P 87-89,
FEB 1987.
' BROWN, LARRY.' CREEK-BOTTOM ROOSTERS (PHEASANTS). FINS, V 6, NO 10, P 55-58+,
WIN 1987.
CARLSON, ED. PHEASANT NOSTALGIA: A TRIP BACK TO THE FARMLANDS OF HIS YOUTH TO
HUNT PHEASANTS CONFIRMS THAT RURAL S.D. CONTINUES TO... CONSDIG, V 58, NO 1,
P 10-11, 1991.
CARRELS, PETER. GOAT BUSTERS (GOAT HUNTING). FINS, V 6, NO 2, P 11-14, FEB
1987.
CLANCY, GARY. STOUT-HEARTED MAN (TURKEY HUNTING). FINS, V 6, NO 3, P 71-74,
MAR 1987.
COONROD, BRUCE. PHEASANTS FOR EVERYONE (EDITORIAL).. CONSDIG, V.54,,NO 6, PI,
1987.
COONROD, BRUCE. PHEASANTS, COMMISSIONERS AND '38 (EDITORIAL). CONSDIG, .V 56,
NO 1, P 1, 1989.
FISH « WILDLIFE SERVICE. THE SHARPTAIL- A TRUE DAKOTAN. DAKCOUNT, V .3, NO 3, P
47, MAR 1989.
GILMORE, ROD. SHARPTAILS MAKING COMEBACK. DAKCOUNT, V 4, NO 9, P 36-37, SEP
1990.




HUNHOFF, BERNIE. OPENING DAY IN REDFIELD, 'PHEASANT CAPITAL OF THE WORLD!'.
SDMAG, V 3, NO A, P 7-11+, OCT 1987.
; JACKSON/ JIM. A PROMISING SEASON FOR PHEASANT HUNTERS. DAKCOUNT, V <4, NO 10, P
- .'.^>10-12, OCT.-1990.
JACKSON, JIM. TURKEY HUNTING. DAKCOUNT, V 3, NO 3, P lA, MAR 1989.
LEIF, TONY. DAKOTA WILDLIFE: NESTING PHEASANTS. CONSDIG, V 57, NO 2, P 22-23,
1990.
LINDSAY, LARRY. S.D. REPORT: WHY AREN'T THERE PHEASANTS EVERYWHERE? FINS, Vj: 6,
NO 10, P 6, WIN 1987.
LINDSAY, LARRY; TROUBLES BY vTHE SCORE- CCANVASBACK) . : FINS, :.V,-6/*N0v3,-;P,, 8-9+
MAR 1987.
MCPHILLIPS, KELLY. DO DEER EVER GET LOST? (WOUNDED DEER). CONSDIG, V 5A, NO 6,
P 18-21, 1987.
MOUM, KEN. S.D. HEADWATERS: THINK HARD ABOUT HABITAT. FINS, V 6, NO 2, P 6,
FEB 1987.
MOUM, KEN. SOUTH DAKOTA'S UPLAND GAME FORECAST. FINS, V 6, NO 9, P 10-I2+, SEP
1987.
- ux lA.iMUELLERy^^^^^ THE ROCKY. MOUNTAIN ELK FOUNDATION. CONSDIG, V
58, NO 3, P 12-15, 1991.
POST, CHUCK. . S.D. REPORT: HIGH BIDDER PAYS $11,077 FOR BIGHORN LICENSE (TOM .
CARMODY). FINS, V 6, NO 2, P 5, FEB 1987.
RILEY, STEVEN. DAKOTA WILDLIFE: COUNTING PHEASANTS. CONSDIG, V 58, NO A, P
20-21, 1991.
RILEY, STEVEN. DAKOTA WILDLIFE: THE RING-NECKED PHEASANT. CONSDIG, V 57, NO 1,
P 22-23, 1990.
RILEY, TERRYj RILEY, STEVEN. DAKOTA WILDLIFE - PHEASANTS IN IOWA AND SOUTH
DAKOTA: HISTORIES REVISITED AND COMPARED. CONSDIG, V 58, NO 5, P 20-21, 1991.
SMITH, RANDY L. HOME-GROWN WOODIES. CONSDIG, V 5A, NO 2, P 12-16, 1987.
SOLOMON, KEN. DAKOTA WILDLIFE: PHEASANTS AND PRIVATE CITIZENS GROUPS. CONSDIG,
V 57, NO <4, P 20-21, 1990.
TALSMA, ART. DAKOTA WILDLIFE: WHY DID MICHIGAN CHOOSE SICHUAN PHEASANTS?
. , CONSDIG, Vx57, N0,5,..P^^^2
GAME AND GAME BIRDS - COLLECTION AND PRESERVATION
DAKOTA CENTENNIAL 1889-1989, PART 4: REBUILDING WILDLIFE POPULATIONS. CONSDIG,
V 56, NO 3, P 23-25, 1989.
FARMING AND UPLAND GAME BIRDS. CONSDIG, V 57, NO 3, P 21, 1990.
LOOKING TOWARD THE 90'S. DAKCOUNT, V 4, NO I, P 32-34, JAN 1990.
1989 BANDING CREW CAPTURES RECORD NUMBER OF GEESE. CONSDIG, V,56, NO 4,; P 18,
1989.
COONROD, BRUCE. PHEASANTS FOR EVERYONE (EDITORIAL). CONSDIG, V 54, NO 6, P 1,
1987.
ZASTROW, BERDETTE. WILD GOOSE CHASE; A GOOSE-BANDING ROUNDUP ON PIYAS LAKE NETS
.275 GIANT.CANADA GEESE. CONSDIG, V 56, NO 4, P 16-18, 1989.
GAME LODGE HOTEL (CUSTER STATE PARK)
ANDERSON, WILLIAM T. THE GAME LODGE - FIT FOR A PRESIDENT (CUSTER GAME LODGE).




PHEASANT HUNTING RATED TOPS; DAKCOUNT, V 1, NO 10, P 9-10, OCT 1987.
HARTLEY, CHUCK.' FLYING, RUNNING CASH CROPS. FINS, V 6, NO 9, P 73-76+, SEP
1987.
GAME PRODUCTION AREAS - S.D. SEE ALSO NAMES OF SPECIFIC AREAS
NEW PHEASANT PROGRAM MAY INCREASE HUNTING SPOTS. . FINS,. V 7, NO 5; P 7, .19,88.
SD PHEASANT PROGRAM BEGINS. DAKCOUNT,-V,2, NO 1, P 27, JAN 1988. , . ,
' - WILDLIFE NOTES : ELK LAND'PURCHASED w-'^ CONSDIG^V"58:, NO -1,; P 27:, -^1991;: ,
? FLANERY, GEORGE. LAKE VERMILLION RECREATION AREA. CONSDIG, V 55., .NO 3, P.. 8-11,
1988.
HOFFMAN, KEN. PLOTTING FOR WILDLIFE. CONSDIG, V 56, NO 1, P 12-13, 1989.
MOUM, KEN. SPORTSMAN'S GUIDE TO NORWEGIAN SLOUGH-BORDEN GPA, BEADLE COUNTY.
FINS, V 6, NO 9, P 67, SEP 1987.
i .GAME iPROTECTION , _
DAKOTA CENTENNIAL 1889-1989, PART 3: EARLY STATEHOOD. CONSDIG, V 56, NO 2, P
20-22, 1989.
DEAN,' TONY. BIO-POLITICS: WHO SHOULD CONTROL THE FUNDS THAT DETERMINE OUR GAME
AND FISH MANAGEMENT POLICIES? DAKCOUNT, V 5, NO 3, P 36-41, MAR 1991.
GAME WARDENS SEE GAME PROTECTION
GAME, FISH AND PARKS DEPARTMENT - S.D.
COMMON GROUND (EDITORIAL). CONSDIG, V 54, NO 3, P 1, 1987.
DAKOTA CENTENNIAL 1889-1989, PART 3: EARLY STATEHOOD. CONSDIG, V 56, NO 2, P
20-22, 1989.
DAKOTA CENTENNIAL 1889-1989, PART 5: THE HOPEFUL TWENTIES AND THE DIRTY
THIRTIES. CONSDIG, V 56, NO 4, P 19-21, 1989.
DAKOTA CENTENNIAL 1889-1989', PART 6: PROSPERITY RETURNS TO THE PRAIRIE.
CONSDIG,,V 56, NO 5, P 19-21, 1989.
GF&P EMPLOYEES HONORED. CONSDIG, V 56, NO 2, P 27, 1989.
PARK NOTES: PARK VISITORS SPEAK OUT. CONSDIG, V 57, NO 5, P 26, 1990.
PARK NOTES: PREPARING FOR A NEW ERA IN PARKS. CONSDIG, V 58, NO 4, P 26, 1991.
PARK NOTES: RAAP RECEIVES STATE EMPLOYEE AWARD. CONSDIG, V 57, NO 4, P 26,
1990.
PARK NOTES: STATE PARK EMPLOYEES RECEIVE AWARDS. CONSDIG, V-58, NO 2,. P 26,
1991.
PARKS CATALOG NEEDS FOR POTENTIAL DONORS. CONSDIG, V 55, NO 3, P 26-27, 1988.
WHAT IS A CONSERVATION OFFICER? CONSDIG, V 55, NO 5, P 28i 1988.
WILDLIFE NOTES: BLACK HILLS TROUT PLAN REVIEW. CONSDIG, V 58, NO 4, P 27, 1991.
WORKING WITH THE LANDOWNERS. DAKCOUNT, V 3, NO 3, P 44, MAR 1989.
WRAP UP: COMMISSION OKS DOG TRAINING RULES. CONSDIG, V 56, NO 2, P 26, 1989.
WRAP-UP: 'OUTDOOR' WEEKEND TO BE MAY 20-21. CONSDIG, V 55, NO 6, P 27, 1988.
WRAP-UP: GAME, FISH AND PARKS HAS MOVED. CONSDIG, V 58, NO 1, P 28, 1991.
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SUBJECT INDEX
WRAP-UP: SECRETARIES - THE BACKBONE OF GPP. CONSDIG, V 57, NO 2, P 27, 1990.
WRAP-UP: SPORTSMEN DONATE TO SPINK COUNTY PROJECT. CONSDIG, V 55, NO 2, P 27,
1988.
"«WRAP-UP: TRAPPERS' ON PATROL (ANIMAL DAMAGE CONTROL). CONSDIG, V 56, NO 5, P 27,
1989.
1990 CALENDAR ISSUE (ENTIRE ISSUE). CONSDIG, V 56, NO 6, 1989.
1991 CALENDAR ISSUE (ENTIRE ISSUE). CONSDIG, V 57, NO 6, 1990.
1992 CALENDAR ISSUE (ENTIRE ISSUE). CONSDIG, V 58, NO 6, 1990.
CROUCH, BARTH: KEEPING TRACK-OF: DEERV „CONSDIG> >V 56, NO .5, P .10-11 , :a989 . >, ?
DEAN, TONY. (LANDOWNER) GROUP'S REAL GOALS QUESTIONED. DAKCOUNT, V 5i NO'8, P
21, AUG 1991.
DEWITT, MARTY; LEWIS, WENDY. EARTH DAY, YOU SAY? CONSDIG, V 57, NO 2, P 6-7,
1990.
HANSEN, DOUG. EDITORIAL: OPPORTUNITIES (SYSTEMATIC APPROACH TO MANAGEMENT).
CONSDIG, V 58, NO A, P 1, 1991.
HOFER, DOUGLAS. OUTDOOR RECREATION PLAN (EDITORIAL). CONSDIG, V 5<t, NO A, P 1,
.1987.
HOFER, DOUGLAS. RAILS TO TRAILS (EDITORIAL). CONSDIG, V 57, NO 4, P 1, 1990.
MOUM, KEN. -an OUTSIDE OPINION: SEASON THAT NEVER ENDS (GAME, FISH AND PARKS.
DEPARTMENT EMPLOYEES). CONSDIG, V 54, NO 6, P 26, 1987.
MOUM, KEN. GETTING THE LAY OF THE BOTTOM (LAKE MAPPING PROGRAM). CONSDIG, V,
57, NO 1, P 2-4, 1990.
POST, CHUCK. S.D. REPORT: COUNTIES RECEIVE TAX MONEY FROM SPORTSMEN. FINS,.V
6, NO 8, P 6, JUL 1987.
POST, CHUCK. S.D. REPORT: CUSTER STATE PARK FEE STRUCTURE CHANGED. FINS, V 6,
NO 8, P 6, JUL 1987.
POST, CHUCK. S.D. REPORT: GAME AND FISH SETS APPRECIATION WEEKENDS. FINS, V 6,
NO 3, P 6, MAR 1987.
POST, CHUCK. S.D. REPORT: LAND ACQUISITION BENEFITS WATERFOWL. FINS, V 6, NO
4, P 6, APR 1987.
"SIMPSON, GAY.' WAD^ SQUAD INVESTIGATES FAVORITE HUNTER HAUNTS. CONSDIG, V 54, NO
5, P 16-17, 1987.
STINGLEY, JEFF. GAME, FISH AND PARKS FUNDING (EDITORIAL). CONSDIG, V 54, NO 1,
P 1, 1987.
TALSMA, ART. CONSERVATION PARTNERS (EDITORIAL). CONSDIG, V 55, NO 3, P 1,
1988.
GAME, FISH, AND PARKS COMMISSION - S.D.
SD ADOPTS STIFFER FISHING REGULATIONS. DAKCOUNT," V 3, NO 12, P 16-20;-DEO 1989.
COONROD, BRUCE. PHEASANTS, COMMISSIONERS AND '38 (EDITORIAL). CONSDIG, ,V,56,
NO 1, PI, 1989.
Dean, TONY. BIO-POLITICS: who should control the FUNDS .that determine our game
AND FISH MANAGEMENT POLICIES? DAKCOUNT, V 5, NO 3, P 36-41, MAR 1991.
POST, CHUCK. S.D. REPORT: GAME AND FISH COMMISSION HEADED BY JEREMIAH MURPHY.




CENTENNIAL PASSPORT GAME: SO FAR SO GOOD. HISTNOTES, V 5, NO 1, P A, SUM 1989.
GOLD PROGRAM SPARKS CREATION OF NEW GAME. ECONDEV, V 3, NO A, P 7, APR 1990.
HUNHOFF, BERNIE. SOUTH DAKOTA'S TEENAGE CHESS CHAMP. SDMAG, V 6, NO 5, P
19-20, JAN 1991.
KAROLEVITZ> BOB. JIM RIVER COUNTRY- (MARBLES). SDMAG, V 3, NO 6, P 18+, MAR
1988.
GARBAGE SEE REFUSE^AND REFUSE.DISPOSAL - , .
GARDENS
- HERITAGE GARDEN AT AG. HERITAGE MUSEUM. HISTNOTES, V 3, NO 1, P 2, JUL 1987.
BLANK-LIBRA, JANET. THE PRETTIEST 70 ACRE PATCH IN SOUTH DAKOTA (MCCRORV
GARDENS). SDMAG, V A, NO 2, P 12-15, JUL 1988.
GARDNER, BONNIE
: ' :^ ^ ^ONNiE?GARDNER" RETIRES. • HISTNOTES, V 5, NO 1, P 5, SUM 1989.
GARRETSON, S.D.
FISCHER, DAVE. THE 'NEW* PALISADES STATE PARK: THE PARK HAS BEEN AROUND FOR AO
YEARS, BUT NEW FACILITIES ADD A NEW FLAVOR. CONSDIG, V 58, NO,3, P 2-,5, 1991,
GARVIE, JAMES (1862-1952)
ALLAN, DON. JAMES W. GARVIE - MAN OF THE WEST. DAKHIST, V 22, P 13-32, 1990.
GARY, S.D.
HOLTZMANN, ROGER. PLEASANT VALLEY: A NEW USE FOR AN EAST RIVER FARM. SDMAG, V
6, NO 5, P AA-A5, JAN 1991.
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WHITEWOOD CREEK SUPERFUND SITE NOMINATED AS SPECIAL AND UNIQUE. TIPS, V 6, NO
5, P 4-5, SEP I99I.
21 INTERVENE IN WHARF EXPANSION REQUEST. TIPS, V 4, NO 3, P I, OCT 1988.
45 CYANIDE SPILLS IN LAWRENCE COUNTY OVER PAST DECADE. TIPS, V 6, NO 6-7, P
9-11, JUL 1991.
DURKIN, TOM. DENR DIRECTS TECHNICAL RESEARCH OF CYANIDE TEST METHODS AT GOLD
MINES. WATER, V 5, NO 3, P 6, FAL 1991.
DURKIN, TOM. SOUTH DAKOTA RATES THIRD IN GOLD PRODUCTION. WATER, V 5, NO 1, P
II, SPR 1991.
GOLD MINES AND MINING - HISTORY
LUST FOR GOLD BROUGHT FIRST 'GAMBLERS' TO HILLS. DEADMAG, VI, NO 1, P 4, MAR
1991.
..REMEMBER WHEN...? LABOR, P 1-3, JAN 1989.
DURKIN, TOM. SOUTH DAKOTA RATES THIRD IN GOLD PRODUCTION. WATER, V 5, NO 1, P
11, SPR 1991.
GRIES, JOHN PAUL. FACTORS AFFECTING THE DEVELOPMENT OF GOLD AND SILVER MINING
IN THE BLACK HILLS, 1875-1919. DAKHIST, NO 19TH, P IV.A1+, 1987.
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JOHNSON, A.I. CAMBRIAN GOLD DEPOSITS IN THE NORTHERN BLACK HILLS. DAKHIST, NO
19TH, P IV.BI+, 1987.
JOHNSON, A.I. PLACER MINING IN THE BLACK HILLS. DAKHIST, NO 21ST, 1989.
PARKER, WATSON. A WESTWARD HERITAGE. DAKHIST, NO 21ST, 1989.
PECHAN, BEVERLY. HOMESTAKE...A MIDAS TOUCH. HERITAGE, V lA, NO 2, P 28-39,
1988.
PIRNER, STEVEN M. TITLE I: PROPOSALS WOULD CONTROL GOLD MINING. WATER, V 5, NO
P 5,8, WIN 1991.
REZATTO, HELEN. DEADWOOD: THE GOLD RUSH YEARS.: HERITAGE, V 16, NO 2; P. 20-27,
SUM 1990.
' VOTRUBA, STANLEY E . EARLY MINING OF GOLD' AND SILVER :IN THE BLACK 'HILLS.
DAKWEST, V 13, NO 2, P 2-3, JUN 1987.
GOLD MINES AND MINING - POLLUTION
CYANIDE TOXICITY IN DRINKING WATER. TIPS, V 6, NO A, P 3, JUL 1991.
GOLDEN REWARD REQUESTS WASTEWATER DISCHARGE PERMIT. TIPS, V 6, NO 2, P 5, APR
1991.
? MINING IMPACTS TO WATER. TIPS, V 6, NO 3, P 4-6, MAY 1991.
OPEN LETTER-TO GALENA. TIPS, V 6, NO 4, P 3-4, JUL 1991.
RESEARCH COULD LEAD TO LAND RESTORATION JOBS. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 1, P 4, JAN
1989.
SPECIAL ISSUE- CUMULATIVE ENVIRONMENTAL EVALUATION OF MINING IN BLACK HILLS.
TIPS, V 6, NO 3, P 1-8, MAY 1991.
TIP COMPILING EVIDENCE AGAINST BROHM. TIPS, V 6, NO 4, P 2, JUL 1991.
TIP FILES PROTEST ON BROHM. TIPS, V 6, NO 2, P 4-5, APR 1991.
WHARF PLANS TO ALTER TAILINGS DISPOSAL METHOD. TIPS, V 3, NO 2, P 7, APR 1987.
WHARF'S LEAK BLOWS LID OFF HEAPLEACH ISSUE. TIPS, V 3, NO 4, P 1, JUN 1987.
WHARF'S SHIP MAY BE SINKING... TIPS, V 3, NO 4, P 4, JUN 1987.
GOLD PROGRAM SEE GUIDE TO OPPORTUNITIES FOR LOCAL DEVELOPMENT (GOLD)
GOLDEN HILLS RESORT AND CONVENTION CENTER
YES, VIRGINIA, THERE IS A CONVENTION CENTER (IN LEAD, SD). DEADMAG, V 1, NO 1,
P 6, MAR 1991.
GOLDEN REWARD MINING CO.
BULLDOZERS ROLLING AT TERRY PEAK. TIPS, V 4, NO 1, P 1-2, JUL 1988.
GOLDEN REWARD REQUESTS WASTEWATER DISCHARGE PERMIT. TIPS, V 6, NO 2, P'5, APR
1991.
golden REWARD UPDATE. TIPS, V 4, NO 8-9, P 12--13, SEP 1989.
GOLDEN REWARD WANTS FIVE PITS ON TERRY PEAK. TIPS, V 3, NO 9-10, P 1-2, MAY
1988.
MISCELLANEOUS MINING NOTES. TIPS, V 3, NO 6, P 2-3, OCT 1987.
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GOLDSTAKE EXPLORATION (SO) INC.
RESEARCH COULD LEAD TO LAND RESTORATION JOBS. ECONDEV, V Z, NO 1, P A, JAN
1989.
GOLDSTAKE EXPLORATIONS
GOLDSTAKE TARGETS WHITEWOOD CREEK. TIPS, V 6, NO 7, P A, NOV 1987.
WHITEWOOD CREEK SUPERFUND CLEANUP: MINING COMPANIES AND STATE AGENCY PLAYING.;
POLITICS. TIPS, V A, NO 2, P 5-6, AUG 1988.
GOLF AND GOLFING
DRIVING RANGE PROJECT PROVES TO BE A SUCCESS. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 7, P A, SEP ;
1989.
HUNHOFF, BERNIE. THE SALES SECRETS OF OSCAR AUSTAD. SDMAG, V 6, NO 6, P 17-19,
MAR 1991.
GOOSEMOBILE
GOOSEMOBILE.:SEASON ;IN,S.D.: SDMAG, V 5, NO A, P 13-16+, NOV 1989.
GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES SEE CIVIL SERVICE
GOVERNMENT LIABILITY
HUBER, JEANNINE. BEGO V. GORDON: AN ANALYSIS OF IMMUNITY PROTECTION FOR
INTENTIONAL TORTS AND OTHER ULTRA VIRES ACTS OF A PUBLIC LAW, V 33, NO 1,
P 131-1A5, 1988.
GOVERNMENT PURCHASING
ALKOTA cleaning procures federal contracts. ECONDEV, V 3, NO 1, P 3, JAN 1990.
BURDICK BROTHERS RECEIVE GOVERNMENT CONTRACT. ECONDEV, V 2, NO A, P 3, APR
1989.
/: COMPUTER EQUIPMENT FOR COUNTY, GOVERNMENT. COUNTY, V 36, NO 6, P 2,8, MAY 1990.
-vv ECONDEV;> V 2, NO A, P 7, APR 1989.
REDI COMPANIES SUPPLIED PRODUCTS FOR WAR EFFORT. ECONDEV, V A, NO 3, P 1,3, MAR
1991.
TRADE AND PROCUREMENT TO BE CONFERENCE THEME. ECONDEV, V A, NO 2, P 5, FEB
1991.
BUTTERWICK, DARRELL D. COMMISSIONER'S COLUMN CTHIRD ANNUAL SOUTH DAKOTA PTAC
PROCUREMENT CONFERENCE). ECONDEV, V 3, NO 3, P 2, MAR 1990.
BUTTERWICK, DARRELL D. COMMISSIONER'S COLUMN (1991 NASA PROCUREMENT CONFERENCE
TO BE IN SIOUX FALLS). ECONDEV. V 3, NO 9, P 2, OCT 1990.
TRACY, STEPHEN L. BUSINESS RESEARCH BUREAU FIFTY YEARS 1937 TO 1987. BUSREV, V
A5, NO A, P l,A-8, JUN 1987.
GOVERNMENT, -COUNTY SEE COUNTY GOVERNMENT
GOVERNMENT, LOCAL SEE LOCAL GOVERNMENT
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iiriGOVERNOR';S OFFICE ;0R ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT-(GOED)
BOARD APPROVES SIX REDI FUND LOANS. ECONDEV, V 2, NO A, P 3, APR 1989.
BUSINESS START UP PACKAGE PROVES USEFUL TO MANY. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 3, P 2, MAR
1989.
CANADA TRIP RESULTS IN PUBLICITY FOR SOUTHDAKOTA. ECONDEV, V A, NO 10, P 6,
DEC 1991.
CDBG PROGRAM HELPS COMMUNITIES; OF :ALL SIZES.: : ECONDEV, V-1, ,NO 6,, P j<i, :NOV 1988.
COMMISSIONER'S COLUMN (ECONOMIC DEVEL0PMENT:ACTIVITIES).:EC0NDEV,:V 2, NO A, P
2, APR 1989.
COMMUNITIES CAN ESTABLISH REVOLVING LOAN FUNDS. ECONDEV, V 1, NO 6, P 5, NOV
1988.
COMMUNITIES FIND SOLUTIONS. ECONDEV, V 2, NO A, P 6, APR 1989.
COMMUNITY ACCESS NETWORK AVAILABLE TO CALLERS. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 2, P 12, FEB
1989.
MICKELSON ANNOUNCES CDBG AWARDS. ECONDEV, V 1,
NO A, P 7, AUG 1988.
: DAKOTA PORK PURCHASES .SWIFT PLANT-IN HURON. ECONDEV, V T, N0 :6, P 6, N0Va988.
DARRELL BUTTERWICK IS NEW GOED COMMISSIONER. ECONDEV, V 1, NO 6, P 1, NOV 1988.
DOLLY NAMED NEW COMMISSIONER FOR THE GOED.. ECONDEV, V A, NO 8, P. 1, ,OCT 1991.
early APPLICATIONS PROVE BENEFICIAL FOR COMPANIES. ECONDEV, V A, NO,A,,P 7, APR
1991.
ECONOMIC BOARD APPROVES $86A,000 IN LOANS. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 6, P 7, AUG 1989.
EMPHASIS ON SELF HELP WILL CONTINUE TO GROW. ECONDEV, V 3, NO 9, P 6, OCT 1990.
EXPORT OPPORTUNITIES AVAILABLE IN SOUTH DAKOTA. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 2, P 10, FEB
1989.
FANTUS HELPS ECONOMIC GROWTH IN SOUTH DAKOTA. ECONDEV, V 1, NO 1, P A, MAY
. .1988.
FINAL NOTES FROM JAPAN. ECONDEV, V A, NO 9, P 6, NOV 1991.
FOUR RETENTION AND EXPANSION WORKSHOPS SCHEDULED BY GOED. ECONDEV, V 3, NO 5, P
8, MAY 1990.
GOED COMMISSIONER RESIGNS. ECONDEV, V 1, NO 5, P 2, OCT 1988.
GOED EFFORTS ARE SUCCESSFUL IN ABERDEEN AREA. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 5, P 3, JUN
1989.
GOED MARKETING EFFORT REMAINS AGGRESSIVE.- ECONDEV, ,V A, NO 9, P 1, :NOV.,1991.
GOED STAFF RECEIVES ADVERTISING AWARD FOR RESEARCH DIRECTORY. ECONDEV, V 1, NO
3, P 6, JUL 1988.
GOED WILL ADMINISTER $3 MILLION IN FMHA FUNDS. ECONDEV, V 1, NO 3„.P..6, JUL
1988.
GOVERNOR ANNOUNCES ROUND III CDBG AWARDS. ECONDEV, V 2, NO I, P .1; JAN 1989.
IDELMAN TELEMARKETING LOCATES IN RECORD TIME. ECONDEV, V.2, NO 6, P A,. AUG
1989.
INDUSTRY STUDY OFFERS INSIGHT INTO-FUTURE DIRECTION. ECONDEV, V A, NO 10, P 3,
DEC 1991.
KIDDlN' AROUND (CHILDREN'S CLOTHING BUSINESS) IS NO JOKE FOR HAYTI WOMAN.
ECONDEV, V 3, NO 5, P 3, MAY 1990.
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LOAN PROGRAM.TO BENEFIT AG PROCESSORS IN SD. ECONDEV, V 3, NO 9, P 4, OCT 1990.
NATIONAL TRADE SHOWS INVOLVE JOINT EFFORT. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 8, P 3, OCT 1989.
^?;<NEW»GRANTEE-'W0RKSH0P^^^^ ECONDEV, V 2, NO 7, P 8, SEP
1989.
NEW LOAN PROGRAM PROVIDES FINANCIAL HELP. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 2, P 3, FEB 1989.
RETENTION AND EXPANSION (PROGRAM TO ASSIST COMMUNITIES). ECONDEV, V 3, NO 3, P
3, MAR 1990.
ROUND III CDBG GRANTS AWARDED. ECONDEV, V 3, NO 1, P 8, JAN 1990. .
SD EXPORTERS EXPECTED TO -SEE GROWTH IN THE 90S. : ECONDEV, V 3,,i:NO; 9 ,^.P i8,; OCT^^^^^
1990.
SOUTH DAKOTA SPEARHEADS CANADIAN FOOD SHOW. ECONDEV, V 3, NO 10, P 7, NOV .1990.
STATE-WIDE MVP PROGRAM IS COMPLETED BY GOED. ECONDEV, V 3, NO 3, P 12, MAR
1990.
SURVEY RESULTS: START-UP PACKET IS HELPFUL. ECONDEV, V 3, NO 9, P 2, OCT 1990.
TASK FORCE FORMED TO ADDRESS NEEDS OF THE 90S. ECONDEV, V 3, NO 3, P 1, MAR
1990.
^ ^ ^ V 3, NO 1, P I, JAN 1990.
TRADE-LEAD SYSTEM NEWS. - ECONDEV, V 4, NO 5, P 6, MAY 1991.
TRADE SHOW ASSISTANCE PILOT PROGRAM IS A SUCCESS. ECONDEV, V 3, NO 4, APR 1990.
TRADE SHOW ASSISTANCE PROGRAM RESULTS IN SALES. ECONDEV, V 3, NO 8, P 7, SEP
1990.
TRADE SHOW FOLLOW-UP ESSENTIAL TO SUCCESS. ECONDEV, V 3, NO 4, P 6, APR 1990.
TRADE SHOW FUNDING AVAILABLE FOR SOUTH DAKOTA BUSINESSES. ECONDEV, V 3, NO 1, P
5,7, JAN 1990.
TRADE SHOW OFFERS EXPOSURE FOR SOUTH DAKOTA. ECONDEV, V 4, NO 8, P 4, OCT 1991.
TRADE SHOW PROGRAM RECEIVES FUNDING FOR "91-'92. ECONDEV, V 4, NO 1, P 3, JAN
1991.
UNION COUNTY IS SITE FOR DAKOTA DUNES COMPLEX. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 1, P 10, JAN
1989.
BUTTERWICK, DARRELL D. COMMISSIONER'S COLUMN (EXPORT, TRADE AND MARKETING
DIVISION). ECONDEV, V 3, NO 10, P 2, NOV 1990.
BUTTERWICK, DARRELL D. COMMISSIONER'S COLUMN (GOED AND SOUTH DAKOTA BANKERS
COOPERATION). ECONDEV, V 3, NO 7, P 2, AUG 1990.
BUTTERWICK, DARRELL D. COMMISSIONER'S COLUMN (GOED PROGRAMS). ECONDEV, V 4, NO
1, P,2, JAN 1991.
BUTTERWICK, DARRELL D. COMMISSIONER'S COLUMN (GOVERNOR'S ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
CONFERENCE). ECONDEV, V 2, NO 2, P 2, FEB 1989.
BUTTERWICK, DARRELL D. COMMISSIONER'S COLUMN (PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT
ASSISTANCE). ECONDEV, V 2, NO 3, P 2, MAR 1989.
• BUTTERWICK, DARRELL D. COMMISSIONER'S COLUMN (PROMOTING THE STATE-THROUGH-TRADE
SHOW.ATTENDANCE). ECONDEV, V 3, NO 4, P 2, APR 1990.
BUTTERWICK,' DARRELL D. COMMISSIONER'S COLUMN (RETENTION AND EXPANSION PROGRAM).
ECONDEV, V 3, NO 8, P 2, SEP 1990.
BUTTERWICK, DARRELL D. COMMISSIONER'S COLUMN (1989 YEAR OF ACCOMPLISHMENTS).
ECONDEV, V 3, NO 1, P 2, JAN 1990.
DOLLY, ROLAND L. COMMISSIONER'S COLUMN (EXISTING COMPANIES IN SOUTH DAKOTA
EXPAND). ECONDEV, V 4, NO 10, P 2, DECil991. ,
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DOLLY, ROLAND L. COMMISSIONER'S COLUMN (MARKETING SOUTH DAKOTA'S BUSINESS
CLIMATE). ECONDEV, V NO 9, P 2, NOV 1991.
DOLLY, ROLAND L. DOLLY LISTS AGP AS PRIMARY GOAL. ECONDEV, V A, NO 8, P 1,3,
OCT 1991.
MICKELSON, GEORGE S. GOED INFORMS BUSINESS. ECONDEV, V 1, NO 1, P 1, MAY 1988.
REED, RON R. COMMISSIONER'S CORNER (FANTAS COMPANY PREPARES ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT PLAN). ECONDEV, V 1, NO 3, P 2, JUL 1988.
REED, RON R. COMMISSIONER'S CORNER (PROGRAMS OF GOVERNOR'S OFFICE OF ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT). ECONDEV, V 1, NOl, P 2, MAY 1988.
GOVERNORS - DAKOTA TERRITORY :SEE ALSO GOVERNORS - S.D.
vCORDTSj; IRENE. GOVERNOR ANDREW J. FAULK-AND HIS "NAMESAKES: COUNTY: OF .FAULK AND
CITY OF FAULKTON. DAKHIST, V 22, P 134-151, 1990.
MILLER, DAVID B. DAKOTA IMAGES: ARTHUR CALVIN MELLETTE. SDHIST, V 19, NO 1, P
132+, 1989.
SAMP, ARDYCE. GOVERNOR WILLIAM A. JAYNE: THE ROOTS OF STATEHOOD FOR SOUTH
DAKOTA. DAKHIST, NO 19TH, P XXI.B1+, 1987.
governors - S.D. SE^^^^ DAKOTA TERRITORY
' DAKOTA IMAGES:, GEORGE-THEODORE MICKELSON. . SDHIST, V 17, .NO =3/4., .P .340+, -1987 .
DAKOTA IMAGES; RICHARD F. KNEIP. SDHIST, V 19, NO 4, P 596+, 1989.
EASY MONEY IS GONE (MICKELSON SLOW TO ANGER ABOUT TEXAS AD DEROGATORY TO SOUTH
DAKOTA). SDMAG, V 3, NO 4, P 16, OCT 1987.
GEORGE T. MICKELSON (1987 HALL OF FAME HONOREE - GOVERNMENT). DAKWEST, V 13, NO
4, P 16, DEC 1987.
GOVERNOR MICKELSON PROMOTES STATE IN NEW YORK. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 4, PI, APR
1989.
GOVERNOR, DELEGATION TO VISIT JAPAN, TAIWAN. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 4, P 8, APR 1989.
HISTORIC MARKER FOR TOM BERRY. DAKWEST, V 13, NO 2, P 3, JUN 1987.
THE WILDEST LEGISLATIVE SESSION - 1987. COUNTY, V 34, NO 1, P 17, SEP 1987.
EPPitODD. PETER NORBECK: PARK BUILDER. CONSDIG, V 56, NO 4, P 2-5, 1989.
HUNHOFF, BERNIE. THE JUDGE (SIGURD ANDERSON). SDMAG, V 4, NO 1, P 20-23+, MAY
1988.
JOYCE, M. ELEANOR. FRANK M. BYRNE: PROGRESSIVE, STATESMAN. DAKHIST, NO 21ST,
1989.
JOYCE, M. ELEANOR. PETER NORBECK AND THE PROGRESSIVE MOVEMENT. DAKHIST, V 22,
P 454-480, 1990.
MILLER, DAVID B. DAKOTA IMAGES; ARTHUR CALVIN MELLETTE. SDHIST, V 19, NO 1, P
132+, 1989.
GRACKLES
WEEKES, KEN. BIRD TALK: THE COMMON GRACKLE. CONSDIG, V 56, NO 4,. P 25, 1989.
GRADUATES SEE COLLEGE GRADUATES; HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES
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GRAESE/ CLIFFORD (1927- )
OUR PUBLIC COLLEGES' CENTENNIAL ALUMNI - UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH DAKOTA. SDMAG, V
NO P 37,tN0V 1988.
GRAHAM, MENTOR (I800-I886)
DROMEY, JOE. THE MAN WHO TAUGHT ABRAHAM LINCOLN AND THE TOWN IN WHICH HE DIED.
DAKHIST, NO 19TH, P XII.El, 1987.
VAN DEN HOEK, DOLORES. LINK TO LINCOLN (MENTOR GRAHAMrHOUSE IN BLUNT,! S.D.) . ..
SDMAG, V 2, NO 5, P 17, JAN 1987.
GRAND FORKS, N.D.
HARDAWAY, ROGER. THE NEW DEAL AT THE LOCAL LEVEL. DAKHIST, V 22, P 373-396,
1990.
GRANDPARENTS
LEE, SHEBBY. A BABY BOOMER LOOKS AT THE NINETEENTH CENTURY. DAKHIST, NO 20TH,
P 57-63, 1988.
GRANGES
PRE-TERM BIRTH PREVENTION :PROGRAM ADDS SIX SITES. HEALTH, V 5, NO 1, P S, FEB.
1991.
LARSON, ARTHUR Q. MINUTES OF THE PLYMOUTH GRANGE; A STUDY IN LOCAL HISTORY
(PLYMOUTH, IOWA). DAKHIST, NO 19TH, P III.C1+, 1987.
GRANT COUNTY
SOUTH DAKOTA COUNTY HISTORY - AS WRITTEN IN 1939: GRANT COUNTY. COUNTY, V 33,
NO A, P 11, MAR 1987.
HOTZE, JULIE. DAKOTA GRANITE. SDMAG, V 6, NO 5, P 12-1'i, JAN I99I.
GRANTS
rfAROUND'THEVLEAGUE.-...COT REVOLVING LOAN FUNDS MUST FILE FORMS WITH
STATE. MUNICIPAL, V 56, NO 11, P 8, MAY 1990.
AROUND THE LEAGUE...THREE CITIES AWARDED FUNDS FOR SOLID WASTE PROJECTS.
MUNICIPAL, V 57, NO 3, P 10, SEP 1990.
BARN AGAIN! (PROGRAM FOR RENOVATION OF OLDER FARM BUILDINGS). HISTNOTES, V 3,
NO 3; P 5, NOV 1987.
BARN AGAIN! FARM HERITAGE AWARDS. HISTNOTES, V 5, NO 2, P 3,6, FAL 1989.
BLOCK GRANTS PLAY ESSENTIAL ROLE IN.LOCAL COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT. ECONDEV, V,A,
NO 10, P «i, DEC I99I.
CDBG MONEY AWARDED: HUMBOLDT TO START LOCAL REVOLVING LOAN FUND. ECONDEV, V 'i,
NO 5, P 8, MAY 1991.
CENTER WINS NATIONAL GRANT (SOUTH DAKOTA CULTURAL HERITAGE CENTER):;HISTNOTES,
V 6,-NO 3, P 4, WIN 1991.
-CLAYMORE-LAHAMMER AND BORMANN RECEIVE.FIRST ARMCO MENTOR AWARDS. INDIAN, NO
126, P 8, SUM 1991.
FOR INFORMATION ABOUT HUMANITIES GRANT AWARDS - SEE ISSUES OF HUMANITIES.
HUMAN.




FY1988 PRESERVATION SUBGRANTS APPROVED BY THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES (SOUTH DAKOTA
STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY). HISTNOTES, V 3, NO 6, P 4, MAY 1988.
GOVERNOR ANNOUNCES GRANT FUNDS FOR AMBULANCE SERVICES. HEALTH, V 5, NO 3, P 2,
1JUN 1991.
GOVERNOR CLEARS WAY FOR $3.6 MILLION RESEARCH. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 8, P 8, OCT
1989.
GOVERNOR MICKELSON ANNOUNCES CDBG AWARDS. ECONDEV, V 3, NO 5, P 1, MAY 1990.
GOVERNOR PLEDGES CONTINUED SUPPORT OF RESEARCH. ECONDEV, V-S,; NO 6,.P 1,.JUL
1990,
GRANT'MONIES AVAILABLE FOR RECYCLING PROJECTS.fciCOUNTY/' V 36;% NO:7iAP- 5:v;;JUN
1990.
HEALTH ED RECEIVES ALCOHOL AND INJURY CONTROL GRANT. HEALTH, V 5, NO 6i,,'P. 2,
DEC 1991.
INFLUENZA GROUP RECEIVES GRANT. HEALTH, V 4, NO 6, P 1, DEC 1990.
MICKELSON SUPPLIES WHITE HOUSE WITH LIST OF FEDERAL BLOCK PROGRAMS. MUNICIPAL,
V 57, NO 10, P 8, APR 1991.
NATIVE AMERICAN OUTREACH GRANT UNDERWAY (TO AID FAMILIES WITH DEVELOPMENTALLY
- t; ?.DISABLED.,CHILDREN) . ^ V 4, NO 3, P 7, APR 1989.
NEW ROADS IN BERESFORD AND TEA. MUNICIPAL, V 58, NO 2, P 9, AUG 1991.
NHPRC GRANTS ACTIVITY' IN SOUTH DAKOTA (NATIONAL HISTORICAL :PUBLICATIONS-AND
-RECORDS COMMISSION). HISTNOTES, V 2, NO 4, P 4, JAN 1987.
PLAN IT FOR THE PLANET. COUNTY, V 36, NO II, P 6, NOV 1990.
ROUND I CDBG AWARDS ANNOUNCED BY GOVERNOR. ECONDEV, V 4, NO 4, P 8, APR 1991.
ROUND II CDBG ANNOUNCED BY GOVERNOR. ECONDEV, V 4, NO 6, P 6, JUL 1991.
ROUND II CDBG AWARDS ANNOUNCED BY GOVERNOR. ECONDEV, V 3, NO 7, P 6, AUG 1990.
ROUND III CDBG"S ANNOUNCED BY GOVERNOR. ECONDEV, V 4, NO 10, P 4, DEC 1991.
TWO STATE MUSEUMS RECEIVE GRANTS. HISTNOTES, V 6, NO 1, P 1, SUM 1990.
T3S RECEIVES FEDERAL GRANT (TRANSPORTATION TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER SERVICE).
MUNICIPAL, V 57, NO 8, P 10, FEB 1991.
W.'H.' OVER-MUSEUM-GETS* $94 ENERGY GRANT. HISTNOTES, V 3, NO 6, P 2, MAY
1988.
YANKTON, STURGIS WILL HOST JULY RENAISSANCE CHAUTAUQUA. HUMAN, V 19, NO 2, P 3,
APR 1991.
BURBACH, IRMA. GRANTS GIVEN BY HISTORICAL PRESERVATION CENTER. HISTNOTES, V 3,
NO 2, P 2, SEP 1987.
BUTTERWICK, DARRELL D. COMMISSIONER'S COLUMN (EPSCOR-EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM TO
STIMULATE COMPETITIVE RESEARCH). ECONDEV, V 3, NO 6, P 2, JUL 1990.
DECKER, RICHARD. TEN MILLION DOLLAR GRANT FROM EPA MAKES WASTEWATER FACILITIES
LOANS AVAILABLE. WATER, V 5, NO 1, P 8, SPR 1991.
GUNDERSON, DEXTER H. FMHA LOANS AND GRANTS FOR HOME REPAIRS. MUNICIPAL, V 54,
NO 10, P 17, APR 1988.
MICKELSON, GEORGE S. CREATING SOUTH DAKOTA'S FUTURE: GRANTS HELP RURAL HEALTH
: CARE BECOME A PRIORITY. MUNICIPAL, V 58, NO 6, P 14, DEC. 1991.
STRUCK, CURT. EPA GRANTS TO END FOR WASTEWATER FACILITIES CONSTRUCTION. WATER,




IOWA CORPORATION MOVES BUSINESS TO WATERTOWN. ECONDEV, V 1, NO 1, P 8, MAY
1988.
GRASSES
PARK NOTES: PRAIRIE MANAGEMENT YIELDS POSITIVE RESULTS. CONSDIG, V 57, NO A,,P
26, 1990.
WRAP-UP: PRAIRIE MANAGEMENT YIELDS POSITIVE RESULTS. CONSDIG, V 56, NO 3, P 27,
1989.
HOFFMAN, KEN. PLOTTING FOR:WILDLIFE. CONSDIG, V 56, NO 1, P 12-13, 1989.
'MOUM, KEN. ' AN OUTSIDE OPINION: A PRAIRIE TO REMEMBER. CONSDIG, V 58, NO 4, P
29, I99I.
ODE, DAVE. DAKOTA FLORA: BIG BLUESTEM. CONSDIG, V 57, NO 5, P 25, 1990.
ODE, DAVE. DAKOTA FLORA: WESTERN WHEATGRASS. CONSDIG, V 54, NO 3, P 29, 1987.
THORESON, MAYWIN. BIG SIOUX BLOOMS. CONSDIG, V 54, NO 3, P 2-5, 1987.
-^GRASSHOPPERS
FARMING AND UPLAND GAME BIRDS. CONSDIG, V 57, NO 3, P 21, 1990. .
PECHAN, BEVERLY. THE BROWN PLAGUE - DEVASTATER OF DAKOTA (GRASSHOPPERS).
DAKHIST, NO 18TH, P 663-670, 1986.
VOTRUBA, STANLEY E. EARLY SETTLERS SCOURGE, THE GRASSHOPPERS. DAKHIST, NO
20TH, P 75-78, 1988.
GRASSLANDS SEE ALSO NATIONAL GRASSLANDS
FAUSKE, INGEBERT G. FAUSKE'S LETTER (HISTORY NATIONAL GRASSLANDS ACQUISITIONS).
DAKWEST, V 13, NO 2, P 12-16, JUN 1987.
LARSON, SCOTT. ROADSIDE NURSERIES. CONSDIG, V 57, NO 2, P 23, 1990.
LYONS, T.D. FLESH AND GRASS: ONE PIONEER'S RECALL OF THE NATIVE GRASSLANDS AND
THEIR DEMISE. SDMAG, V 7, NO 3, P 13-15, SEP 1991.
^ ^ ^ '- MELIUS^,'HicHAEL^^^^^^ no 3, P 36-37, SEP I99I.
ODE, DAVE. DAKOTA FLORA: PLAINS PRICKLY PEAR. CONSDIG, V 58, NO I, P 25, I99I.
GREAT PLAINS REGION
MANFRED, FREDERICK. THE SIOUXLANDER. DAKHIST, V 22, P 669-677, 1990.
RINEY-KEHRBERG, PAMELA. EVALUATING THE LAND: OVERLAND EMIGRANTS REACT TO THE
TRANS-MISSISSIPPI WEST, 1849-1853. DAKHIST, NO 20TH, P 365-375, 1988.
GREEN THUMB PROGRAM
DELANGE, JAY. BEHIND THE SCENES: IT TAKES A VARIETY OF SEASONAL .PARK EMPLOYEES
AND VOLUNTEERS TO MAKE YOUR PARK VISIT ENJOYABLE. CONSDIG, -V;58, NO 2,, P .6-8,
I99I.
GREEN, JOHN (1952- )
JOHN GREEN, MADISON: 1991 ARTIST OF THE YEAR (ANNOUNCEMENT ONLY, BIOGRAPHY TO
FOLLOW). HERITAGE, V 17, NO 3, P 12, SEP 1991.




LEWIS, DALE. JOHN GREEN IS NAMED 1991 ARTIST OF THE YEAR. HERITAGE, V 17, NO
A, P 2-5, DEC 1991.
='^>j?GREENER,' CHARLES Ti (1870-1935) -
THE GUV WHO LEFT A PINK CASTLE HERE WOULD LIKE TODAY'S FOLKS. SDMAG, V 7, NO 1,
P 47-51, MAY 1991.
CORDTS, IRENE. CHARLES T. GREENER, FAULKTON PIONEER ARTIST. DAKHIST, NO 19TH,
P XXIIIBl, 1987.
STEWART, JOE. CHARLES T. GREENER. HERITAGE, V 14, NO 1, P 15-17, 1988.
GREGORY COUNTY
: GREGORY COUNTY PUMPED STORAGE INFORMATIONAL MEETING: WATER, V 3, NO 3, P 2, NOV
1989.
SOUTH DAKOTA COUNTY HISTORY - AS WRITTEN IN 1939: GREGORY COUNTY. COUNTY, V 33,
NO 6, P 18, JUL 1987.
GREGORY, S.D.
-V-: . . ^ TOLD OF LOCAL TREASURES. ECONDEV, V 4, NO 1, P 6,
JAN 1991.
GROCERY STORES/BUSINESSES
ANDERSON, JOAN. DAKOTA IMAGES: HARVEY C. JEWETT, SR. SDHIST, V 21, NO 4, P
444+, 1991.
GROETHE, BILL (1924-)
DUFFY, MARY. BILL GROETHE--MASTER PHOTOGRAPHER OF MOUNT RUSHMORE (PHOTOGRAPHS).
SDMAG, V 7, NO 1, P 20-26, MAY 1991.
GROUND-NUTS
ODE, DAVE. DAKOTA FLORA: THE GROUND-NUT. CONSDIG, V 57, NO 4, P 25, 1990.
GROUNDWATER .GONTAMINATION, SEEvALSP WATER - POLLUTION
BROHM HIRES TOP GUN TO REPAIR DAMAGE. TIPS, V 5, NO 3, P 6-7, MAY 1990.
BROHM MINING COMPANY SPRINGS LEAK. TIPS, V 4, NO 4, P 2, NOV 1988.
BROHM'S SABOTAGE THEORY BLASTED. TIPS, V 5, NO 3, P 7, MAY 1990.
CYANIDE CONTAMINATION AT BROHM SITE: A CHRONOLOGY. TIPS, V 5, NO 7, P 4, NOV
1990.
CYANIDE TOXICITY IN DRINKING WATER. TIPS, V 6, NO 4, P 3, JUL 1991.
DOCUMENTS SHOW SDDS GROUNDWATER MONITORING PLAN INADEQUATE. TIPS, V 6, NO 5, P
2-4, SEP 1991.
DWNR BACKS OFF BROHM SETTLEMENT. TIPS, V=5, NO 8, P 4,• DEC 1990., - •
DWNR SETTLES WITH BROHM ON CYANIDE CONTAMINATION OF GROUNDWATER. TIPS, V 5, NO
7, P 5-6, NOV 1990.
GOLDEN REWARD REQUESTS WASTEWATER DISCHARGE PERMIT. TIPS, V 6, NO 2, P 5, APR
1991.
LEGISLATURE TAKES FINAL ACTION ON ENVIRONMENTAL BILLS. TIPS, V 4, NO 6, P 7-10,
MAR 1989.
V MORE EVIDENCE. IN; ON vLEAIOS'AT BROHM. .'TIPS^vV. 6,. N0^677, R 4-6, NOV 1991.
MORE GROUNDWATER STANDARDS WAIVED FOR BROHM. TIPS, V 4, NO 4, P 5-6, MAY 1989.
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NATIONAL FARMS STINKS UP RURAL NEBRASKA COUNTY. TIPS, V 3, NO 5, P 7, AUG 1987.
NEW ENVIRONMENTAL ASSURANCE BONDS TO BE IMPLEMENTED. TIPS, V 5, NO 5, P A-5,
AUG 1990.
NEW RULES LEGALIZE WATER POLLUTION. TIPS, V 6, NO 8, P 3-A, DEC 1991.
NITRATE SPILL STILL NOT CLEANED UP. TIPS, V 2, NO 9-10, P A, JAN 1987.
RURAL WATER DEVELOPMENT IS KEY ISSUE IN SD. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 7, PI, SEP 1989.
SDDS DUMP PERMIT CONDITIONS NOT SATISFIED. TIPS, V 6, NO 2, P 7-8, APR 19,91.
STATE TO ALTER GROUNDWATER QUALITY - REGULATIONS. TIPS, V 6, NO 6-7, P 6, NOV; _
1991.
TIP COMPILING EVIDENCE-AGAINST BROHM. TIPS, V 6, NO A, P 2, JUL 1991. ^^ ^
TIP FILES PROTEST ON BROHM. TIPS, V 6, NO 2, P A-5, APR 1991.
TIP SUBMITS TESTIMONY TO CONGRESS ON MINING IMPACTS. TIPS, V 5, NO A, P A-7,
JUN 1990.
WHARF MONITORING WELLS SHOW CYANIDE CONTAMINATION. TIPS, V 5, NO 7, P 8, NOV
1990.
ABOUT NONPOINT SOURCES OF WATER POLLUTION AND SOUTH
DAKOTAiAGRICULTURE. LAW, V 3A, NO 1, P 20-62, 1989.
' MARKLEY, BILL. GROUND-WATER QUALITY PROGRAM HELPS TRACK, CLEAN-UP SPILLS.
WATER, V 5, NO A, P 11, WIN 1991.
GROUSE
GILMORE, ROD. SHARPTAILS MAKING COMEBACK. DAKCOUNT, V A, NO 9, P 36-37, SEP
1990.
MOUM> KEN. SOUTH DAKOTA'S UPLAND GAME FORECAST. FINS, V 6, NO 9, P 10-12+, SEP
1987.
GUHIN, M. M. C1871-19A2)
M.M. GUHIN (1989 HALL OF FAME HONOREE-EDUCATION). HERITAGE, V 15, NO 7, P 30,
1989.
^ : ARAHJA^j? JEAN'^^ sLEAGUE. . DAKHIST, NO 21ST, 1989.
GUIDE TO OPPORTUNITIES FOR LOCAL DEVELOPMENT (GOLD)
BELLE FOURCHE STUDENTS HELP IN GOLD DESIGNATION. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 9, P A, NOV
1989.
CERTIFICATION PRESENTATION TOLD OF LOCAL TREASURES. ECONDEV, V A, NO 1, P 6,
JAN 1991.
CHAMBERLAIN STUDENTS FORM YOUTH ADVISORY BOARD. ECONDEV, V A, NO A, PA, APR
1991.
CORSICA ONE OF TWO COMMUNITIES OF THE YEAR. ECONDEV, V 3, NO 3, P 5, MAR 1990.
DETERMINATION PAYS OFF FOR PEOPLE OF MIDLAND. ECONDEV, V 3, NO A, Pr3i APR-
1990.
EMPHASIS ON SELF HELP WILL CONTINUE TO GROW. ECONDEV, V 3, NO 9, P 6, OCT 1990.
GOLD COMMUNITIES SHARE INNOVATIVE IDEAS. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 5, P 6, JUN 1989.
GOLD,COMMUNITY MAKES INNOVATIVE STRIDES. ECONDEV, V 3, NO 6, P 3, JUL 1990.
GOLD PROGRAM HAS SEVEN NEW ENROLLEES. ECONDEV, V 3, NO A, PA, APR 1990.
• VGOLD-PROGRAM^^SPARKS'^CREATION OF NEW GAME; iECONDEV, V 3, NO vA, P 7, APR 1990.
GOLD SERVES COMMUNITIES. ECONDEV, V 1, NO 1, P 3, MAY 1988.
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GOVERNOR DESIGNATES GOLD COMMUNITIES. ECONDEV, V Z, NO 2, P 6-7, FEE 1989.
GOVERNOR MICKELSON ANNOUNCES CDBG AWARDS. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 6, P 7, AUG 1989.
- 'i GOLD COMMUNITIES. ECONDEV, V A, NO 3, P 6-8, MAR 1991.
GOVERNOR RECOGNIZES 1990 GOLD COMMUNITIES. ECONDEV, V 3, NO 3, P 6-7, MAR 1990.
GRANT AWARDED (TO SOUTH DAKOTA GUIDE TO OPPORTUNITIES FOR LOCAL DEVELOPMENT
PROGRAM). ECONDEV, V 2, NO 5, P 6, JUN 1989.
INDICATORS SHOW STRENGTHENING ECONOMY. ECONDEV, V 3, NO 8, P 1,3, SEP 1,990.
V LAKE PRESTON-ENROLLS FIRST IN GOLD PROGRAM. ECONDEV, ;V ;i, NO, 2, .P ,1 i.„JUN. 1988.
• midland: NAMED:'SMALL?C0MMUNITY^=0F::^THE lYEARr.x ECONDEV;^V?«i-r:NO^^; iP •:47^MAR^;I99I .
- MORE'COMMUNI-TIES ENROLL IN SOUTH DAKOTA GOLD-PROGRAM. ECONDEV, V.li.NO 6,..P 7,
NOV 1988.
MORGAN COMPANY EXPANSION ADDS TO LOCAL GROWTH. ECONDEV, V A, NO 6, P 3, JUL
1991.
NEW GOLD PARTICIPANTS. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 1, P 7, JAN 1989.
PREPARING FOR DEVELOPMENT IS LONG TERM PROCESS. ECONDEV, V 4, NO 5, P 7, MAY
.1991. - ,
SEVEN COMMUNITIES ENROLL IN GOLD PROGRAM. ECONDEV, V 2, NO A, P 7, APR 1989.
SIX COMMUNITIES ENROLL IN GOLD PROGRAM TO LEARN DEVELOPMENT. ECONDEV, Vl, NO
5, P 3, OCT 1988.
THREE NEW COMMUNITIES ENROLL IN GOLD. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 6, P 6, AUG 1989.
TWO MORE COMMUNITIES ENROLL IN SOUTH DAKOTA GOLD PROGRAM. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 3, P
6, MAR 1989.
1990 RECERTIFIED GOLD COMMUNITIES SET GOALS. ECONDEV, V 3, NO 3, P IQ-II, MAR
1990.
BUTTERWICK, DARRELL D. COMMISSIONER'S COLUMN (DEVELOPMENT OF RURAL
COMMUNITIES). ECONDEV, V 2, NO 7, P 2, SEP 1989.
BUTTERWICK, DARRELL D. COMMISSIONER'S COLUMN (GOVERNOR'S ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
CONFERENCE). ECONDEV, V 2, NO 2, P 2, FEB 1989.
-iv ^^4S^:ri>MSBUTTERWlCKr^^^^ ; COMMISSIONER'S COLUMN (1989 YEAR OF ACCOMPLISHMENTS).
ECONDEV, V 3, NO I, P 2, JAN 1990.
GUNS SEE FIREARMS
GUNSMITHS AND GUNSMITHING
V M STARR - GUNSMITH. HERITAGE, V 15, NO 5, P 12, 1989.
GURNEY'S SEED AND NURSERY CO. (YANKTON, S.D.)
KAROLEVITZ, BOB. GURNEY SEED CATALOG IS AN INVIGORATING TONIC. SDMAG, V 2, NO
6, P II, FEB 1987.
KYLER, VADA. GURNEY'S SEED AND NURSERY: GROWING AND GROWING. SDMAG, V 2, NO 6,
P 9-10, FEB 1987.
GUTZMAN, WAYNE
KREBS, SALLY. A CENTURY AND A HALF OF DEDICATION (FOUR MATHEMATICS PROFESSORS




A YOUNGER,, BERYL.. THE. WANDERING^ GYPSIES IN SOUTH DAKOTA AND ADJOINING STATES.
' - DAKHIST, NO 22, P 1050-62, 1990.
H-S PRECISION (RAPID CITY, S.D.)
H-S PRECISION HAS GRAND OPENING IN RAPID CITY. ECONDEV, V 3, NO 8, P 7, SEP
1990.
HABITAT
' ^ DAKOTA' WILDLIFE: IMPROVING HABITAT . ,-CONSDIG>-V 58, NO ii -P 20-21',: 1991
'INCREASED HABITAT PRODUCES MORE BIRDS...'90 UPLAND GAME REPORT. DAKCOUNT, V
NO 9, P 3A-35, SEP 1990.
IS DROUGHT ALL BAD? DAKCOUNT, V 3, NO 6, P 38, JUN 1989.
IS THERE ENOUGH FORAGE? DAKCOUNT, V 3, NO 11, P 26-27, NOV 1989.
LENGTH-ONLY RULE APPLIES TO CATCH-AND-RELEASE. FINS, V 7, NO 5, P 7, 1988.
: i.COOKING^TOWARD !THE^i90.'-SVv#AKG0UNT, V <1, NO 1, P 32-3A, JAN 1990.
. LOTS OF DEER IN THE DAKOTAS. DAKCOUNT, V 3, NO 11, P 15, NOV 1989.
S.D. REPORT: HIGH WATER BRINGS GOOD FISHING PROSPECTS. FINS, V 6, NO 5, P 6,
MAY 1987.
SHELTERBELTS FOR WILDLIFE. CONSDIG, V 55, NO 2, P 21, 1988.
SOUTH DAKOTA REPORT: NESTING SITES ADDED AT TWIN LAKES. FINS, V 8, NO 1, P 6,
1989.
STATE'S PROPOSED PHEASANT PLAN. FINS, V 7, NO 2, P 6, MAR 1988.
UPLAND FORECAST NOT SO GOOD. DAKCOUNT, V 2, NO 9, P 12-13, SEP 1988.
WILDLIFE NOTES: ELK LAND PURCHASED. CONSDIG, V 58, NO 1, P 27, 1991.
WILDLIFE NOTES: WINTER COVER ESSENTIAL. CONSDIG, V 58, NO 5, P 27, 1991.
' I '
. BARE, MLOYD. vIT'iS .TIME FOR A COVERtUP (PHEASANTS). FINS, V 6, NO 2, P 87-89,
"FEB 1987.
BERINGSON, DICK. EDITORIAL: PHEASANTS THRIVE IN THE '90S. CONSDIG, V 58, NO 5,
PI, 1991.
BERINGSON, DICK. TIME IS RIGHT (FOR IMPROVING PHEASANT HABITAT). CONSDIG, V
58, NO 1, P I, 1991.
BROWN, LARRY. CREEK-BOTTOM ROOSTERS (PHEASANTS). FINS, V 6, NO 10, P 55-58+,
WIN 1987.
- COONROD, BRUCE"FARM PROGRAM BENEFITS'WILDLIFE"(EDITORIAL) . . CONSDIGi-< V 57y »N0
5, P 1, 1990.
DIETER, CHARLES D. BEAVER IN SOUTH DAKOTA. CONSDIG, V 56, NO 1, P 6-11, 1989.
GILMORE, ROD. SHARPTAILS MAKING COMEBACK. DAKCOUNT, V A, NO 9, P 36-37, SEP
1990.
JOHNSTON, TOM; MCGOWAN, JIM. WILDLIFE WATER DEVELOPMENTS: PROVIDING WATER
SOURCES CAN HELP MANY SPECIES OF WILDLIFE IN THE BLACK HILS. CONSDIG, V 57,
NO I, P 16-17, 1990.
LARSON, ;SCOTT. ROADSIDE NURSERIES. CONSDIG, V 57, NO 2, P 23, 1990.
LEIF, TONY. DAKOTA WILDLIFE: NESTING PHEASANTS. CONSDIG, V 57, NO 2, P 22-23,
1990.




LINDSAY, LARRY. S.D. REPORT: WHY AREN'T THERE PHEASANTS EVERYWHERE? FINS, V 6,
NO 10, P 6, WIN 1987.
MITZEL, BILL. DUCKS: DROUGHT ONLY PART OF THE PROBLEM. DAKCOUNT, V 2, NO 9, P
14-17, SEP 1988.
MITZEL, BILL. WILDLIFE PROBLEMS CREATED BY THE DROUGHT. DAKCOUNT, V 2, NO 8, P
, 6-10, AUG 1988.
MOUM, KEN. AN OUTSIDE OPINION: OH, THOSE WONDERFUL ROADSIDES. CONSDIG, V 58,
NO 2, P 29, 1991.
MOUM, KEN. S.D. HEADWATERS: THINK HARD ABOUT HABITAT. FINS, V 6, NO 2>-P 6,
FEB 1987.
^ MOUM"; ^KEN% S tCr ^HEADWATERSi-WATER^IST;EVERYTHrNG:;rvFiNS7W : 6^^^N0i 5i;?^I^A^v7MAY
1987.
MOUM, KEN. SPORTSMAN'S GUIDE TO NORWEGIAN SLOUGH-BORDEN GPA;' BEADLE COUNTY.
FINS, V 6, NO 9, P 67, SEP 1987.
MUELLER, MICHAEL F. WAPITI AND THE ROCKY MOUNTAIN ELK FOUNDATION. CONSDIG, V
58, NO 3, P 12-15, 1991.
ODE, DAVE. DAKOTA FLORA: THE CATTAIL. CONSDIG, V 55, NO 5, P 29, 1988.
.POST, JCHUCK.v SiD. REPORT: COUNTIES RECEIVE TAX MONEY FROM SPORTSMEN. FINS, V
6, N0'8,'P 6,' JUL T987.
POST, CHUCK. S.D. REPORT: LAND ACQUISITION BENEFITS WATERFOWL. FINS, V 6, NO
A, P 6, APR 1987.
POST, CHUCK. S.D. REPORT: WILDLIFE GROUP OPENS-WETLANDS RESOURCE CENTER
(BISMARCK, N.D.). FINS, V 6, NO A, P 6, APR 1987.
RAY, JAMES D.j DOWD, EILEEN. ROADSIDE RAPTOR: THE AMERICAN KESTREL. CONSDIG, V
58, NO 2, P 14-17, 1991.
RILEY> ELAINE. DAKOTA NATURALIST - WETLANDS: MORE THAN WEEDS. AND WATER.
CONSDIG, V 58, NO 2, P 22-23, 1991.
SIMPSON, GAY. LOSS OF HABITAT STILL BOTTOM LINE (LETTER). DAKCOUNT, V 3, NO 2,
P 32-35, FEB 1989.
SOLOMON, KEN. DAKOTA WILDLIFE: PHEASANTS AND PRIVATE CITIZENS GROUPS. CONSDIG,
V 57, NO 4, P 20-21, 1990.
-r .i4iTALSMA:>KART... .DAKOTA-WILDLIFE: WHY DID MICHIGAN CHOOSE SICHUAN PHEASANTS?
' CONSDIG, V 57,'NO 5, P 20-21, 1990.
VAA, SPENCER. BITTER LAKE: A SUCCESS STORY FOR WATERFOWL. CONSDIG, V 58, NO 4,
P 6-7, 1991.
WRIGHT, TERRY. NEW TREE-PLANTING TECHNOLOGY FOR THE PRAIRIE. CONSDIG, V 57, NO
4, P 2-3,5-6, 1990.
HABITAT FOR HUMANITY
BROWN, ADEL. THE BLACK HILLS HABITAT FOR HUMANITY. INSIDE, V 2, NO 3>P 37,
WIN 1991.
HAIRE, ROBERT W.
TENNANT,' BRAD. THE ROLE OF THE INITIATIVE IN SOUTH DAKOTA LAWMAKING. DAKHIST,
, NO 2IST, 1989.
WEINREIS, ANNA M. DAKOTA IMAGES: REVEREND ROBERT W. HAIRE. SDHIST; V 18, NO





' A TEACHER WHO MADE A DIFFERENCE (RUTH HALLIGAN - HALL OF FAME HONOREE -
" ;-!vEDUeATcION) ^HERITAGE'^^V 16> 'N0; 3^ iP 6-7, FAL 1990.
HALVERSON, HERMAN (1866-19AG)
TISLAND, JUNE. THE HALVORSON TWINS 188A. DAKHIST, NO 2GTH, P 237-24G, 1988.
HALVERSON, PETER (1866-1937)
- ; TISLAND, JUNE . THE HALVORSON -TWINS. 1884,. : DAKHIST, ;N0- 2GTH, P ;237t24G., ; 1988,.,^,
HAMMOND, KYLE
HUNHOFF, BERNIE. SOUTH DAKOTA'S TEENAGE CHESS CHAMP. SDMAG, V 6, NO 5, P
19-20, JAN 1991.
HANDICAPPED
'FISHING HAS NO BOUNDARIES' TO MEET IN PIERRE. DAKCOUNT, V 5, NO 3, P 70-71,
..MAR 1991.
COMMUNICATION SERVICE FOR THE DEAF INSTALLS TOLL-FREE TDD MESSAGE RELAY SERVICE
1-800-622-1770. SDREP, V 3, NO 2, P 11, DEC 1987.
MCH (MATERNAL AND CHILD HEALTH PROGRAM) COORDINATES CARE FOR FAMILIES OF
HANDICAPPED. HEALTH, V 2, NO 6, NOV 1988.
MCH/EDUCATION TRACK CHILDREN WITH HANDICAPS. HEALTH, V 3, NO 3, P 5, MAY 1989.
NATIVE AMERICAN OUTREACH GRANT UNDERWAY (TO AID FAMILIES WITH DEVELOPMENTALLY
o;;rDISABLED CHILDREN).SDREP, V 4, NO 3, P 7, APR 1989.
PARK NOTES: NEW FISHING DOCK CONSTRUCTED. CONSDIG, V 57, NO 5, P 26, 1990.
SEE ISSUES OF S.D. REPORT FOR REGULAR COVERAGE OF COURT CASES PERTAINING TO
PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES OR HANDICAPS. SDREP.
SEE ISSUES OF S.D. REPORT FOR REGULAR REPORTS ON STATE AND FEDERAL LEGISLATION
PERTAINING TO PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES. SDREP.
'^:i).<.«:j;rf^#iWRAPHUPftrSPARKSSvARE^DESIGNED\;FOR;''DISABLED USERS. CONSDIG, V 56, NO 3, P 27,
1989.
DEAN, TONY. DAKOTA TRAILS: DISABLED ANGLERS ON LAKE OAHE. DAKCOUNT, V 5, NO 8,
P 20, AUG 1991.
DEAN, TONY. , FISHING HAS NO BOUNDARIES. DAKOUT, V 6, NO A, P 35-37, APR 1991.
EDWARDS, DENNIS 0. CONSUMER CORNER. SDREP, V 5, NO 2, P 7,11, DEC 1989.
ESTES, MARIA. VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION^SERVICE PROJECTS FOR AMERICAN INDIANS
\ WITH HANDICAPS UNDERWAY. - SDREP, V 4, NO 1, P 6, AUG 1988. . ...r,-
^ FARMER, VAL. CONSUMER CORNER: DO WE TREAT THE DISABLED AS SECOND CLASS
CITIZENS. SDREP, V 5, NO 3, P 9-10, APR 1990.
FERGUSON, THOMAS. CONSUMER CORNER: ADVOCACY: A POSITIVE APPROACH TO
REHABILITATION SERVICES AND TECHNOLOGY. SDREP, V 5, NO 1, P 3,12, AUG 1989.
FRY, COLLEEN. CITIZEN ADVOCACY DEVELOPS NEW LOGO. SDREP, V A, NO 2, P 3, DEC
1988.
HALL, PHILIP S. EDUCATION TODAY: IT'S A JUNGLE OUT THERE. HERITAGE, V 14, NO
A, P 39-'»0, 1988.
HAMILTON, JOHN A. A NOT-SO-FUNNY THING HAPPENED ON THE WAY TO PIERRE. SDREP, V
7, NO 1, P 5, OCT 1991.
HAMILTON, JOHN A. - ADA OVERVIEW (AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT). SDREP, V 7,
NO 1, P 6-7+, OCT 1991.
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HAMILTON) JOHN A. DART SPEAKS IN PIERRE (JUSTIN DART). SDREP, V 7, NO 1, P 1,
OCT 1991.
HAMILTON, JOHN A. EIGHTH CIRCUIT COURT OF APPEALS AFFIRMS SPECIAL EDUCATION
i v. decision .^-S NO :^3/ . P.-lr2,.12, APR 1991.
HAMILTON, JOHN A. EVERYTHING? VOU EVER WANTED TO KNOW ABOUT SPECIAL EDUCATION
DUE PROCESS HEARINGS. SDREP, V A, NO 2, P 6,11, DEC 1988.
HAMILTON, JOHN A. GROVE CITY AFFECTS SOUTH DAKOTA: CIVIL RIGHTS RESTORATION ACT
OF 1987 COMES TOO LATE FOR SOME. SDREP, V 3, NO 1, P 1,7, AUG 1987.
HAMILTON, JOHN A. SDAP CLIENTS SUCCESSFUL IN SPECIAL EDUCATION- DUE PROCESS
PROCEEDINGS AGAINST RAPID CITY SCHOOL DISTRICT. SDREP, V A, NO 3,.P 1, APR
-1989.
HAMILTON; ' JOHN'A. SDAP 1NVESTIGATES 'TRANSPORTATION NEEDS- OF PERSONS "WHO- ARE
HANDICAPPED; ATTENDS "TRANSPORTATION 2020" MEETING. SDREP, V 3, NO 2; P 3,
DEC 1987.
HAMILTON, JOHN A. SPECIAL EDUCATION TRANSPORTATION REINBURSEMENT IS NOT INCOME
FOR TAX PURPOSES. SDREP, V 3, NO 3, P 2, APR 1988.
HAMILTON, JOHN A. THINGS YOU NEED TO KNOW ABOUT TRANSPORTATION AS A RELATED
SERVICE. SDREP, V 5, NO 1, P 2,11, AUG 1989.
,HAY, XHARLENE. MAKING A .PERSONAL COMMITTMENT TO CITIZEN ADVOCACY. SDREP, V 6,
'NOl, P 4, AUG 1990.
HENKIN, SYLVIA. PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES MUST GAIN "ACCESS ALL AROUND". SDREP,
V 6, NO 3, P 8, APR 1991.
HIPPLE, KEVIN. IMPROVED DISABLED ACCESS. DAKOUT, V 6, NO 5, P 30-31, MAY 1991.
HOEFER, BRUCE. RELATIONSHIP OF THE HEART. SDREP, V 5, NO 1, P 4, AUG 1989.
JEPSON, DARRELL. AMERICANS WITH DISABILITY ACT. COUNTY, V 36, NO 11, P 4, NOV
1990.
KEAN, ROBERT J. ADA BECOMES LAW (AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT). SDREP, V 6,
NO 1, P 1,11, AUG 1990.
KEAN, ROBERT J. DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES ADVOCACY PROGRAM PRIORITIES, FY
1992. SDREP, V 7, NO 1, P 4,9, OCT 1991.
KEAN; ROBERT J. DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES PROGRAM PRIORITIES. SDREP, V 6, NO
2, P 4, DEC 1990.
KEAN, .ROBERT J. HAMILTON TRUST QUESTIONS. SDREP, V 4, NO 2, P 1, DEC 1988.
KEAN, ROBERT J. SDAP CHANGES NAME. SDREP, V 5, NO 2, P 1,11, DEC 1989.
MADIGAN, JOHN; JOHNSON, JIM. SOUTH DAKOTA COALITION OF CITIZENS WITH
DISABILITIES. SDREP, V 6, NO 2, P 5, DEC 1990.
NEYHART, TIM. A MULTI-ADVOCACY OFFICE APPROACH IN RAPID CITY. SDREP, V 6, NO
1, P 9, AUG 1990.
OLSEN, VERNA. BROKERS' fund; DRIVE HELPS DISABLED CHILDREN. HEALTH," V;.3,..N0 2,
P 5, MAR 1989.
SCHADE, NANCY L. COALITION SEEKING TO EXPAND MEMBERSHIP. SDREP, V 5, NO 3, P
8, APR 1990.
SCHADE, NANCY L; CONSUMER CORNER: SO YOU ARE A VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION (VR)
CLIENT! SDREP, V 4, NO 3, P 3,11, APR 1989.
SCHADE, NANCY L. RESERVATION OUTREACH EFFORT UNDERWAY. SDREP, V 4, NO 2, P 5,
DEC 1988.
SCHADE, NANCY L. VRAP CHANGES NAME TO CLIENT ASSISTANCE PROGRAM. SDREP, V 4,
NO 2, P 4, DEC 1988.
SCHADE, NANCY L. VRAP PROVIDES ASSISTANCE (VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION ASSISTANCE
PROGRAM) .SDREP., V 3 , ,N0 1, P 5, AUG 1987-. .. ,. ..
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WARREN, BRENDA. FROM AROUND THE STATE: LAKE AREA ADVOCACY PROGRAM. SDREP, V A,
NO 2, P 3, DEC 1988.
WASSON, KEN. THE AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT. MUNICIPAL, V 58, NO 6, P
. 49-11, ^DEC 1.991.
HANDICRAFTS SEE ARTS AND CRAFTS
HANLON HARDWARE (EMERY, S.D.)
HANLON, LAURA. ONE FAMILY, ONE STOREr, ONE HUNDRED YEARS; SDMAG, V A, NO 4,^R
IA-I8, NOV 1988.
HANNUS, L.'ADRIEN
AWARD GIVEN BY TRUSTEES (SOUTH DAKOTA STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY'S CERTIFICATE OF
RECOGNITION). HISTNOTES, V A, NO 3, P 5, NOV 1988.
HANSEN, HARRY
HANSEN, IRENE; SWANSON, MAXINE H. IT WAS A DARK AND STORMY NIGHT... THE MURDER
OF HENRY HANSEN. DAKHIST, V 22, P 3<i7-372, 1990.
HANSEN, NIELS
DAKOTA IMAGES: NIELS EBBESEN HANSEN. SDHIST, V 17, NO 1, P 92+, 1987.
SOUTH, MARY. DODGING BULLETS FOR SEEDLINGS (NIELS HANSEN, PLANT EXPLORER, AND
THE WORK OF THE S.D. EXPERIMENT STATION). SDMAG, V 3, NO 3, P 37-38, AUG
1987.
HANSON, BOB AND HELEN
THOMPSON, NANCY. HANSONS CREATE A DREAM. INSIDE, V 1, NO 2, P 14-15, FAL 1990.
HANSON, DENNIS (1945- )
LEADERSHIP CHANGES HANDS. COUNTY, V 36, NO I, P 4-5, SEP 1989.
.HANSON,ALEIF<;SEUERINi(1906-1981)i, ;
LEIF S. HANSON (HALL OF FAME HONOREE - UNSUNG HEROES AND GOOD HEARTS).
HERITAGE, V 15, NO 5, P 3, 1989.
LEIF S. HANSON (1988 HALL OF FAME HONOREE - UNSUNG HEROES AND GOOD HEARTS).
HERITAGE, V 14, NO 4, P 28, 1988.
HARDING COUNTY
HARDING COUNTY HISTORY. COUNTY, V 36, NO 1, P/43, SEP 1989. ^ ^ w
HUNTING THE KILLER CUSTER WOLF. SDMAG, V 6, NO 4; P 39-41, SEP 1990.
GILFILLAN, ARCHER B. THE GREAT OPEN SPACES (EXCERPT FROM 1929 NOVEL SHEEP).
SDMAG, V 5, NO 4, P 42, NOV 1989.
GILFILLAN, ARCHER B. THE HUNT FOR THREE TOES. SDMAG, V 6, NO 1, P 29-33, MAR
1990.





HANLON, LAURA. ONE FAMILY, ONE STORE, ONE HUNDRED YEARS. SDMAG, V 4, NO A, P
-1A-I8, NOV 1988.
HARNEY PEAK
KORTJE, DONNA. PLACES OF RENEWAL: BEAR BUTTE, HARNEY PEAK, AND HOT SPRINGS.
DAKHIST, NO 20TH, P 575-586, 1988.
HAROLD'S AND ELAINE'S PRIME RIB AND STEAK HOUSE (RAPID CITY, S.D.) ,
• . MULLANEY,-.MARGUERITE. HAROLD'S;.,&.:ELAINE'SrCRESTAURANT-)-.:. INSIDE,, V^I2,:.N P
16-17, SPR 1991.
HARPER'S WEEKLY
HUNTZICKER, WILLIAM E. THE "SIOUX OUTBREAK" IN THE ILLUSTRATED PRESS. SDHIST,
V 20, NO A, P 299-322, 1990.
HARRISBURG, S.D.
- MCBRra 1930'S IN HARRISBURG, SOUTH DAKOTA. DAKHIST,
NO 19TH, P II.C1+, 1987.
HARRISON FAMILY (BON HOMME, S.D.)
LLOYD, MABEL. DAD AND HIS WATCH...THEY SPENT LIFE TOGETHER. DAKHIST, NO 20TH,
P A75-A78, 1988.
LLOYD, MABEL. THE OLD PORTRAIT (THE FRANK AND MARTHA HARRISON FAMILY).
DAKHIST, NO 18TH, P 636-645, 1986.
HARRISON, BEN (1863-1935)
BEN HARRISON (HALL OF FAME HONOREE - UNSUNG HEROES AND GOOD HEARTS). HERITAGE,
V 15, NO 5, P 3, 1989.
HARVESTING
THE harvest; SDMAG, V ^ NO 3, P 9, SEP 1991.
SVAREN, HELEN. MA, THE THRESHERS ARE COMING. DAKHIST, NO 22, P 922-931, 1990.
HARVESTING MACHINERY
SVAREN, HELEN. MA, THE THRESHERS ARE COMING. DAKHIST, NO 22, P 922-931, 1990.
HASSELSTROM, LINDA
LINDA HASSELSTROM (1989 WRITER OF THE YEAR). HERITAGE, V 15, NO 7, P 32, 1989.
HAUG, EDWIN (1888-1978)
PETERSON, MARLYCE. HANDS OF PEACE. HERITAGE, V 15, NO 6, P 25-30, 1989.
HAUG, JAMES
NEW STATE ARCHAEOLOGIST NAMED. HISTNOTES, V IV, NO 4, P 10, SPR 1989.
STATE ARCHAEOLOFIST TESTIFIES. HISTNOTES, V 6, NO 4, P 1, SPR 1991.
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HAUGO, ERLING (1900?- )
HAUGO HAD GOLDEN TOUCH IN SOUTH DAKOTA BANKING (ERLING HAUGO - HALL OF FAME
VHERITAGEv V vli6i«N0 3, P 8-9, FAL 1990.
HAUK, JOY (1899-1982)
JOY HAUK (1989 HALL OF FAME HONOREE-UNSUNG HERO). HERITAGE/ V 15, NO 7, P 30,
1989.
HAWK, GAYLE LYNN CHASING
^^ ^ ^ AMBASSADOR •OF-EXCELLENCE ICSOUTHa^JAKOTAPAMBASSADORS^ OR^ EXCELLENCE)/;-y;I;NDIAN,;iJNOi:,
12A, P 8, FAL 1990.
HAWKS
WRAP-UP: LIFE IS TOUGH (AMERICAN KESTRAL). CONSDIG, V 55, NO A, P 27, 1988.
DOWD, EILEEN. RAPTORS. CONSDIG, V 55, NO 5, P 10-13, 1988.
RAY, JAMES D.j DOWD, EILEEN. ROADSIDE RAPTOR: THE AMERICAN KESTREL. CONSDIG, V
RING, CAROL; STAMPFLI, STEVE; PARRISH, BARRY. BROAD-WINGED HAWKS NESTING IN THE
NORTHERN BLACK HILLS. BIRD, V 39, NO 3, P 60-63, SEP 1987.
WEEKES, KEN. BIRD TALK: THE AMERICAN KESTREL. CONSDIG, V 56, NO 2, P 2A-25,
1989.
WEEKES, KEN. BIRD TALK: THE NORTHERN HARRIER. CONSDIG, V 55, NO 6, P 2A-25,
1988.
HAYES, ROBERT H. (1921- )
ROBERT H. HAYES, M.D. (1987 HALL OF FAME HONOREE - PROFESSIONAL). DAKWEST, V
13, NO 4, P lA, DEC 1987.
HAYES, S.D.
CRAIG, MARY E.v MUSIC BROUGHT COMMUNITY TOGETHER: THE HAYES BAND. HERITAGE, V
V; V
HAZARDOUS WASTES SEE ALSO CHEMICAL SPILLS; PETROLEUM SPILLS; MEDICAL WASTES;
RADIOACTIVE WASTES
A DENIAL FOR AN INSPECTION INITIATES SEARCH WARRENT PROCEDURES. WATER, V 3, NO
1, P A, JUL 1989.
A NUCLEAR DUMP ON SOUTH DAKOTA'S SOUTHERN BORDER? TIPS, V A, NO A, P 5, NOV
1988.
ANNIE CREEK CONTAMINATION CHARGED. TIPS, V 2, NO 9-10, P 2, JAN 1987.
BOARD TAKES ACTION ON SEWAGE ASH SITUATION (MUNICIPAL SEWAGE ASH DISPOSAL AT
IGLOO, S.D.). WATER, V 2, NO 1, P 1+, JUL 1988.
CALIFORNIA LOW-LEVEL NUCLEAR WASTE OPTION REOPENS. TIPS, V 3, NO 1, P .A, .FEB,
1987.
CEMENT PLANT HAZARDOUS WASTE BURN NIXED BY RAPID CITY COMMON COUNCIL. TIPS, V
6, NO 2, P 6-7, APR 1991.
CONTAMINATED SITES FOUND AT ELLSWORTH AIR FORCE BASE. TIPS, V 2, NO 9-10, P
5-6, JAN 1987.
ELECTION WRAPUP - NEBRASKA DOES NOT WITHDRAW FROM NUKE COMPACT. TIPS, V A, NO
A, P 7, NOV 1988.
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EMERGENCY RESPONSE COMMISSION, TITLE III CCOMMUNITV "RIGHT-TO-KNOW" REPORTING ON
HAZARDOUS AND TOXIC CHEMICALS). WATER, V 2, NO 2, P 2, SEP 1988.
FALL RIVER COUNTY DISCUSSES WASTE PROPOSALS. TIPS, V 4, NO 6, P 3-4, MAR 1989.
FEDERAL STUDY FINDS NO PCB'S IN FISH FROM A MADISON SLOUGH. TIPS, V 3, NO 9-10,
P 8, MAY 1988.
HAZARDOUS WASTE COMMITTEE STARTS WORK. WATER, V 5, NO 4, P 12, WIN 1991.
HOODED WITNESS FINGERS PCB, INC. FOR ILLEGAL PCB DUMPING IN MISSOURI. TIPS, V
3, NO 3, P 1, MAR 1987.
IMPORTED WASTE STRATEGY MEETING TO BE HELD. TIPS, V 5,:^N0- 4, P 8,.AJUN;;1^99,G.
• INFEGTIOUS WASTE ;!NGINERAT0R8• PROPOSED aFOR .SIOUXv^FALLS ; ps,i V 4 p NO :8r.9 , P
3-4,-SEP 1989.
'MACHINE. SHOPS MAY^GENERATE HAZARDOUS WASTE. WATER, V I, NO 4, P 3, MAR 1988.
MIDWEST COMPACT "BEAUTY PAGEANT" TO CHOOSE HOST STATE -- MINNESOTA AND IOWA
POSSIBLY (RADIOACTIVE WASTE FACILITY). TIPS, V 3, NO 1, P 4, FEB 1987.
MIDWEST COMPACT COMMISSION SELECTS FOUR SEMI-FINAL HOST STATES (RADIOACTIVE
WASTE FACILITY). TIPS, V 3, NO 3, P 6, MAY 1987.
'NEBRASKA LOW-LEVEL WASTE FiGHT UNDERWAY. TIPS, V 3, NO 1, P 5-6, FEB 1987.
NEBRASKA NUCLEAR DUMP CONTROVERSY EXPLODES. TIPS, V 4, NO 5, P 7, NOV 1988.
NEBRASKA NUCLEAR WASTE UPDATE. TIPS, V 3, NO 3, P 5, MAY 1987.
NITRATE SPILL STILL NOT CLEANED UP. TIPS, V 2, NO 9-10, P 4, JAN 1987.
NO CLEANUP FOR ILLEGAL MEDICAL WASTE DUMP. TIPS, V 6, NO 2, P 5^6, APR 1991.
NPS POLLUTION IMPACTS OF AGRICULTURAL CHEMICALS. WATER, V 3, NO 2, P 1+, SEP
1989.
PATHFIDER NUCLEAR PLANT TO BE DECOMMISSIONED. TIPS, V 4, NO 1, P 6, JUL 1988.
PCB BILLS IN LEGISLATURE. TIPS, V 3, NO 1, P 6, FEB 1987.
PCB PLOT THICKENS. TIPS, V 3, NO 5, P 3, AUG 1987.
PENNINGTON COUNTY CITIZENS OPPOSE CEMENT PLANT PLAN. TIPS, V 5, NO 3, P 5-6,
MAY 1990.
V ) PROPOSED?PCr'REGULrATIONS NEED STRENGTHENING. TIPS, V 3, NO 9-10, P 2-3, MAY
1988.
RE/SPEC CHOSEN TO STUDY BOYD COUNTY NUCLEAR SITE. TIPS, V 5, NO 4, P 1-2, JUN
1990.
SANTEE SIOUX SAY NO. TIPS, V 5, NO 5, P 2, AUG 1990.
SARA TITLE III - COMMUNITY RIGHT-TO-KNOW PART II. WATER, V 3, NO 2, P 5, SEP
1989.
SARA TITLE III - COMMUNITY'RIGHT-TO-KNOW. WATER, V 3, NO I,^ P 3, JUL-1989.
SD-AZ NUCLEAR WASTE SOLUTION UNCERTAIN. TIPS, V 2, NO 9-10, P 1-2, JAN 1987.
SEWAGE ASH IN LEGAL LIMBO. TIPS, V 4, NO 2, P 2-3, AUG 1988.
SEWAGE ASH STORY GOES NATIONAL. TIPS, V 4, NO 4, P 7-8,' NOV 1988;
SLUDGE ASH CLEANUP PLANS SPARK CONTROVERSY. TIPS, V 4, NO 1, P 7, JUL 1988.
SOLID WASTE RULES MISS POINT. TIPS, V 5, NO 3, P 3-4, MAY 1990.
SPECIAL RESOURCES MANAGEMENT OPENS SD OFFICE. TIPS, V 3, NO 7, P. 5-6, NOV 1987.
SPECIAL RESOURCES MANAGEMENT PROWLS GREAT PLAINS FOR HAZARDOUS WASTE SITES.
TIPS, V .3,. NO 4, .P. .2, JUN-1987 .
STATE CEMENT PLANT CITED FOR PCB VIOLATIONS. TIPS, V 3, NO 2, P 8, APR 1987.
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STATE EMERGENCY RESPONSE COMMISSION DESIGNATED FOR HAZARDOUS CHEMICALS. TIPS, V
3, NO 2, P 4-5, APR 1987.
- STATE TO MELLETTE COUNTY; ILLEGAL MEDICAL DUMP YOURS FOREVER. TIPS, V 6, NO 5,
P 4, SEP 1991.
SURVEY OF PCS FACILITIES UNDERWAY. TIPS, V 2, NO 9-10, P 8, JAN 1987.
THE SOUTH DAKOTA REGULATED SUBSTANCE RESPONSE FUND (FOR CLEANUP OF TOXIC
SPILLS). WATER, V 2, NO 3, P 1, NOV 1988.
TIP SUBMITS TESTIMONY TO CONGRESS ON MINING IMPACTS. TIPS, V 5, NO 4, P 4-7,
JUN 1990.
TIPS SEEKS INJUNCTION AGAINST CONSOLIDATED.MANAGEMENT. TIPS, V- 3, NO. 4, P. 2,
JUN 1987.
TRIBES HIT WITH WASTE ISSUES. TIPS, V 5, NO 5, P I, AUG 1990.
WASTE MANAGEMENT OT BRING HAZARDOUS WASTES TO STATE CEMENT PLANT. TIPS, V 5, NO
2, P 6, APR 1990.
WENTWORTH INCINERATOR UPDATE. TIPS, V 2, NO 9-10, P 6, JAN 1987.
204 SD BUSINESSES REPORT TOXICS ON-SITE. TIPS, V 3, NO 7, P 6-8, NOV 1987.
.BARGN,',jLELAND; '«REGULATED?SUBSTANCES LIST & PROCEDURES ESTABLISHED. WATER, V 5,
N0i2, P 9, SUM T99I.
DASCHLE, THOMAS A. WASHINGTON REPORT: NEW BILL TIGHTENS LAW TO PREVENT LEAKS
FROM ABOVE GROUND STORAGE TANKS. MUNICIPAL, V 58, NO 5, P 15, NOy 1991.
HANSON, DENNIS. UNDERGROUND STORAGE TANK FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY. COUNTY, V
36, NO 10, P 6-7, OCT 1990.
KALLEMEYN, VONNI. TOXIC CLEANUP DAY SUCCESS. WATER, V 5, NO 2, P, 4, SUM 1991.
^. LIGHTFIELDi' KEITH.- PETROLEUM RELEASE COMPENSATION FUND - PART II. COUNTY, V
37, NO 2, P I, FEB I99I.
LIGHTFIELD, KEITH. SOUTH DAKOTA PETROLEUM RELEASE COMPENSATION FUND - PART I.
COUNTY, V 37, NO 1, P 6, JAN 1991.
MICKELSON, GEORGE S. CREATING SOUTH DAKOTA'S FUTURE: MIDWEST GOVERNORS
COMMITTED TO ESTABLISHING A RESPONSIBLE WASTE MANAGEMENT POLICY. MUNICIPAL, V
58, NO 1, P 10, JUL 1991.
i VPAY, ;?DONi /BOYD>COUNTY NUCLEAR,* WASTE SITE. TIPS, V 4, NO 6, P 5, NOV 1989.
TEMPLETON, DAVID. CEMENT PLANT SCOPING MEETINGS COMPLETED. WATER, V 5, NO 2, P
10, SUM I99I.
WETZSTEIN, DOUG. INFECTIOUS WASTE. WATER, V 1, NO 3, P 5, JAN 1988.
HAZELTINE, JOYCE
MANY CHANGES MADE IN SECRETARY OF STATE OFFICE. HERITAGE, V 15, NO 8, P 8,
1989.
BANK, MORT. CATCH & RELEASE. DAKCOUNT, V 3, NO 6, P 11, JUN 1989.
HEALTH - ADOLESCENTS SEE ALSO PREGNANCY, ADOLESCENT
DISABLED CHILDREN'S PROGRAM AND CHILDREN'S SPECIAL HEALTH SERVICES MERGE.
HEALTH, V 3, NO 4, P 4, JUL 1989.
IMPROV CAMP HELD IN BLACK HILLS. HEALTH, VI, NO 4, P 3, JUL 1987.
MATERNAL/CHILD HEALTH FUNDS 5 ADOLESCENT HEALTH PROJECTS. HEALTH, V I, NO 4, P
1+, JUL 1987.
SD TIGHTENS LAW ON STEROID ABUSE. HEALTH, V 4, NO 4, P 5, JUL 1990.
TORCH (TEAMS ON THE'ROAD TO CHEMICAL HEALTH) TRAINING UNDERWAY. HEALTH, V 2, NO




BIRTH DEFECTS INFORMATION LINE ANSWERS A5 CALLS IN FIRST YEAR. HEALTH, V 5, NO
2, P A, APR 1991.
DISABLED CHILDREN'S PROGRAM AND CHILDREN'S SPECIAL HEALTH SERVICES MERGE.
HEALTH, V 3, NO A, P A, JUL 1989.
GROWING HEALTHY REACHES MORE SCHOOL DISTRICTS; COMPLETES VIDEO. HEALTH, V A, NO
1, P A, JAN 1990.
MCH (MATERNAL AND CHILD HEALTH PROGRAM) COORDINATES CARE FOR FAMILIES OF, ,
' handicapped; tHEALTH,V 2, NO 6, NOV 1988. ,
NEWBORN T'ESTING GOES TNTOi;EFFECT;- -HEALTH/^ V^5, NO-A/ P-^BV •AUG'^99l ps
NUTRITION NEWS: NUTRITION IN THE DAY CARE SETTING. HEALTH, V A, NO 5, P A, OCT
1990.
PRESCHOOL IMMUNIZATION LEVELS TO INCREASE UNDER NEW STATE PLAN. HEALTH, V 5, NO
6, P 1-2, DEC 1991.
SECOND SPECIAL NEEDS CONFERENCE SCHEDULED FOR JULY 1991. HEALTH, V A, NO 6, P
A, DEC 1990.
. SECRETARY.'Si SPOLlGHT: EMS, IMMUNIATION'EFFORTS UNDERWAY. HEALTH, V 5, NO A, P
, , 3, AUG 1991.
SPECIAL NEEDS CONF. DRAWS CROWD. HEALTH, V A, NO 3, P A, JUL 1990.
HEALTH - HISTORY
task'FORCE ON ELDERLY CARE MAKES RECOMMENDATIONS. HEALTH, V A, NO 6, P 6, DEC
1990.
; 100 YEARS-OF PUBLIC-HEALTH.IN SOUTH DAKOTA (SMALLPOX EPIDEMIC HISTORY). HEALTH,
V 2, NO 1, P 1, JAN 1988.
HEALTH - LAW AND LEGISLATION
ALCOHOL AND DRUG BECOMES PART OF DEPT. OF HUMAN SERVICES. HEALTH, V 3, NO A, P
A, JUL 1989.
ANDERSON NAMED SECRETARY OF HEALTH. HEALTH, V 3, NO A, P 1, JUL 1989.
BREAST CANCER "INITIATIVES GEARS UP DURING ANNUAL AWARENESS MONTH. HEALTH, V 5,
NO 5, P 6, OCT 1991.
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH LEGISLATION SUCCEEDS IN '87 SESSION: 18 PASS, 7 FAIL.
HEALTH, VI, NO 2, PA, MAR 1987.
DISABLED CHILDREN'S PROGRAM AND CHILDREN'S SPECIAL HEALTH SERVICES MERGE.
HEALTH, V 3, NO A, P A, JUL 1989.
GOVERNOR ANNOUNCES UNIFORM SMOKING POLICY. HEALTH, V 2, NO 2, P 3, MAR 1988.
• LEGISLATION 88V A HEALTH DEPARTMENT-PREVIEW. HEALTH, V 2, NO T, Pi, JAN 1988.
LEGISLATIVE UPDATE: HEALTH BILLS FARE WELL. HEALTH, V 5, NO 2, P 1-2, APR 1991.
NEW DRINKING WATER REGULATIONS. MUNICIPAL, V 5A, NO 11, P 12, MAY 1988.
POSITIVE ID REQUIRED FOR FILLING CONTROLLED DRUG PERSCRIPTIONS.HEALTH, V 5, NO
1, P 2, FEB 1991.
REIMBURSEMENT PROGRAM SIGNS FIRST DOCTOR. HEALTH, V A, NO A, PA, JUL 1990.
SD TIGHTENS LAW ON STEROID ABUSE. HEALTH, V A, NO A, P 5, JUL 1990.
SESSION POSITIVE FOR HEALTH DEPT. HEALTH, V 3, NO 2, P 1+, MAR 1989.
V ^ fSESSlON -1988 :v.MIXED BAG .FOR D. 0. H. - HEALTH, \J< Z. NO 2, - P-1+, MAR 1988.
1990 SESSION MIXED FOR HEALTH ISSUES. HEALTH, V A, NO 2, P 5, MAR 1990.
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KEAN, ROBERT J. INSURANCE PAYMENTS FOR SPECIAL EDUCATION EXPENSES. SDREP, V Z,
NO 3, P 1,8, APR 1988.
HEALTH—--STUDIES AND -SURVEYS
ADVISORY COUNCIL STUDIES PRIMARY CARE IN S.D. HEALTH, VI, NO 3, PI, MAY 1987.
AIDS AWARENESS SURVEY BEGINS IN APRIL. HEALTH, V 1, NO PI, MAR 1987.
CHPS PRODUCES SOUTH DAKOTA'S FIRST COUNTRY VITAL STATISTICS BOOK. HEALTH, V 5,
NO 5, P 2, OCT 1991.
• CHPS PUBLISHES CANCER MORTALITY REPORT-FOR DECADE. HEALTH, V 5, NO 6, P 5, DEC
1991.
^ .DEFIBRILLATOR SURVEY. BEGINS. HEALTH,.. V. ;1, NO .1, R 2, JAN : 1987. -
ELDERLY HEALTH. AND SOCIAL NEEDS ASSESSED. HEALTH, V 2, NO 6, P A, NOV 1988.
GOVERNOR'S NURSING STUDY FINDS NO SHORTAGE IN SOUTH DAKOTA. HEALTH, V 2, NO 5,
P 1, SEP 1988.
GOVERNOR'S TASK FORCE STUDIES LONG TERM CARE. HEALTH, VI, NO 1, P 2, JAN 1987.
GROUP REVIEWS SCHOOL HEALTH EDUCATION. HEALTH, VI, NO 3, P 1, MAY 1987.
HEALTH, V 1, NO 5, PA, SEP 1987.
RISK FACTOR SURVEY UNDERWAY. HEALTH, V 1, NO 1, P 2, JAN 1987
SOUTH DAKOTA AIDS SURVEY RESULTS RELEASED. HEALTH, V 2, NO 6, P 3, NOV 1988;
SOUTH DAKOTA INFANT MORTALITY RATE DECLINES. HEALTH, V 5, NO 2, P 2, APR 1991.
SOUTH DAKOTA'S TUBERCULOSIS CASES DROP BY HALF IN 1990. HEALTH, V 5, NO 2,: P
1-2, APR 1991.
STUDY FINDS STATE'S UNINSURED RATE LOWER THAN NATIONAL AVERAGE. HEALTH, V 5, NO
5, P 1-2, OCT 1991.
SURVEY REVEALS SD HEALTH HABITS OF SOUTH DAKOTANS. HEALTH, V 2, NO 5, P 3, SEP
1988.
SURVEY REVEALS SOUTH DAKOTA HEALTH HABITS. HEALTH, V 4, NO 1, P 4, JAN 1990.
1989 VITAL STATS BOOK AVAILABLE. HEALTH, V 5, NO 2, P 5, APR 1991.
HAGHATIAN IN SOUTH DAKOTA. CENSUSDATA, V 3, NO 3,
P 1-4, JUN 1988.
HEALTH CARE SEE MEDICAL CARE
HEALTH EDUCATION
'GIMMIE' FIVE' WEIGHT LOSS CONTEST NOW UNDERWAY. HEALTH, V 5, NO 1, P 5, FEB
1991.
AMUNDSON recognized for education efforts. health, V 4, NO 5, P 2, OCT 1990.
CHEMICAL HEALTH WORKSHOPS TRAIN STUDENTS. HEALTH, V 1, NO 1, P 4, JAN 1987.
DEPT. RECEIVES FUNDING FOR INDIAN HEALTH EDUCATION. HEALTH, V 4, NO 5, P 5, OCT
1990.
DIABETES CONTROL PROGRAM RECEIVES FUNDING FOR THREE YEARS. HEALTH, V 4, NO 5, P
5, OCT 1990.
FAMILIES WORK TO PREVENT TEEN PREGNANCY. (HEALTH DEPT. PROGRAM). HEALTH, V 2,
NO 4, P 3, JUL 1988.
GOVERNOR OBJECTS TO DAKOTA CIGARETTE. HEALTH, V 4, NO 2, P 1+, MAR 1990.
GOVERNOR SIGNALS SUPPORT FOR MED. SCHOOL AND RESIDENCY PROGRAM. HEALTH, V 4, NO
2, P 5, MAR 1990.
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GROUP REVIEWS SCHOOL HEALTH EDUCATION. HEALTH, V 1, NO 3, P 1, MAY 1987.
GROWING HEALTHY REACHES MORE SCHOOL DISTRICTS; COMPLETES VIDEO. HEALTH, V A, NO
1, P A, JAN 1990.
HEALTH ED RECEIVES ALCOHOL AND INJURY CONTROL GRANT. HEALTH, V 5, NO 6, P 2,
DEC I99I.
HEALTH ED, SCHOOL HEALTH COMBINE. HEALTH, V 5, NO I, P 5, FEB 1991.
HEALTH EDUCATION BEGINS IN 31 SCHOOL SYSTEMS. HEALTH, V V, NO A, P 1, JUL 1988.
HEALTH EDUCATION SEEKS APPLICATIONS FOR TOBACCO-CONTROL: AWARDS. HEALTHivW 5, NO
2, P 5, APR 1991.
HEALTH EDUCATION SPONSORS :EXERCrSE:XONTESr. . "HEALTH, V ;5,:.N0: 5.,; P:;4, : 0CT; 1991.
•HEALTH EDUCATION TO REORGANIZE (HEALTH EDUCATION AND PROMOTION-HEP). HEALTH, V
1, NO 5, P 1+, SEP 1987.
HEALTH FAIR DRAWS CROWD. HEALTH, V 3, NO 2, P 5, MAR 1989.
HEP OFFERS "SITTING ON THE JOB" BACK HEALTH PROGRAM. HEALTH, V 5, NO 6, P 5,
DEC 1991.
IMPROV EXPANDS TO JUNIOR HIGH. HEALTH, V 3, NO 2, P A, MAR 1989.
INSURANCE REPORT UNDERSCORES NEED FOR HEALTH PROMOTION. HEALTH, V 2, NO 2, PI,
MAR 1988.
LEGISLATORS TAKE PART IN HEALTH FAIR. HEALTH, V 5, NO 1, P FEB 1991.
MATERNAL/CHILD HEALTH FUNDS 5 ADOLESCENT HEALTH PROJECTS. HEALTH, VI, NO A, P
1+, JUL 1987.
RURAL HEALTH ADVISORY COUNCIL HOLDS FIRST MEETING. HEALTH, V 3, NO 5, P 5, SEP
1989.
SECOND SPECIAL NEEDS CONFERENCE SCHEDULED FOR JULY 1991. HEALTH, V A, NO 6, P
A, DEC 1990.
SOUTH DAKOTA HEALTH 2000 UPDATE. HEALTH, V A, NO 2, P 1+, MAR 1990.
SOUTH DAKOTA HEALTH 2000 UPDATE. HEALTH, V A, NO A, P 1, SEP 1990.
SOUTH DAKOTA PROJECTS PARTICIPATE IN ROCKY MOUNTAIN TOBACCO FREE CHALLENGE.
HEALTH, V A, NO,5, P A, OCT 1990.
STATE EMPPLOYEES EXERCISE CONTEST SET. HEALTH, V 5, NO A, P 6, AUG 1991.
STATE/TRIBAL GROUP TARGETS NEEDS OF PINE RIDGE. HEALTH, V A, NO 5, P 1+, OCT
1990.
WELLNESS UPDATE HEALTH, V 5, NO A, P 2, AUG 1991.
WELLNESS UPDATE. HEALTH, V 5, NO A, P 2, AUG 1991.
ADAM, JOAN. HEP OBSERVES GREAT AMERICAN SMOKEOUT. HEALTH, V 5, NO 6, P A, DEC
1991.
FORSCH, KEVIN. HEALTH PROTECTION.PROGRAM ESTABLISHED IN HEALTH DEPARTMENT.
HEALTH, V A, NO 6, P A, DEC 1990.
GLAZIER, KAREN. HEALTH EDUCATION AND PROMOTION FORMS WELLNESS COUNCIL. HEALTH,
V 5, NO 2, P 3, APR 1991.
GLAZIER, KAREN. STATE EMPLOYEE WELLNESS UDATE. HEALTH, V 5, NO 3, P 2, JUN
1991.
SMITH, BARBARA A. SECRETARY'S SPOTLIGHT: HEALTH 2000 ENHANCED, MORE
COMPREHENSIVE. HEALTH, V 5, NO 5, P 3, OCT 1991.
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HEALTH EDUCATION - ADVOCATES
GOVERNOR OBJECTS TO DAKOTA CIGARETTE. HEALTH, V A, NO 2, P I+, MAR 1990.
HEALTH FAIR DRAWS CROWD. HEALTH, V 3, NO 2, P 5, MAR 1989.
ROBERT H. HAYES, M.D. (1987 HALL OF FAME HONOREE - PROFESSIONAL). DAKWEST, V
13, NO A, P lA, DEC 1987.
HEALTH RESORTS, SPAS, ETC. SEE ALSO HOT SPRINGS
- ;MIDLAND SPELLS RELIEF CSTROPPEL HOTEL AND.HOT MINERAL-VBATHS)v^- SDMAG,- V ;2,,iN0^;6,
P 16-19, FEB 1987.
MILLER, JOHN. A DIFFERENT SORT OF PLACE ON YOUR .WAV-TO: THE BLACK HILLS;
DAKWEST, V.13, NO I, P 13-15, MAR 1987.
HEALTH, RURAL
AMUNDSON TO DIRECT RURAL HEALTH OFFICE. HEALTH, V A, NO 1, P 5, JAN 1990.
FIRST PHYSICIAN OPPORTUNITY AWARENESS EXPO HELD IN SIOUX FALLS. HEALTH, V A, NO
5, P 5, OCT 1990.
<?wFUNDiNG APPROVED -for: RU^ HEALTH,,V 3, NO 3, P 5, MAY 1989.
GOV. TO HOST REGIONAL-HEALTH MEETINGS. HEALTH, V A, NO A, P 5, JUL 1990. . -
MAKING THE NEWS: OFFICE OF RURAL HEALTH A REALITY IN SOUTH DAKOTA. COUNTY, V
36, NO 8, P 7, JUL 1990.
NATIONAL GOVERNOR'S ASSOCIATION SELECTS SD FOR RURAL HEALTH HEARINGS. HEALTH, V
5, NO 3, P 5, JUN 1991.
-NATIONAL GOVERNORS' ASSOCIATION HOLDS RURAL HEALTH FIELD HEARING IN SD. HEALTH,
V 5, NO A, P A, AUG 1991.
RURAL COMMUNITIES NEED MORE AMBULANCES, VOLUNTEERS. HEALTH, V 5, NO 6, P 1-2,
DEC 1991.
RURAL HEALTH ADVISORY COUNCIL HOLDS FIRST MEETING. HEALTH, V 3, NO 5, P-5, SEP
1989.
RURAL HEALTH CARE ENHANCEMENT PROJECT UNDERWAY HEALTH, V 5, NO A, P 5, AUG
1991. .
RURAL HEALTH CONFERENCE FOCUSES ON COMMUNITY. HEALTH, V A, NO 3, PI, JUL 1990.
RURAL HEALTH CONFERENCE FOCUSES ON NEED FOR CHANGE. HEALTH, V 5, NO 5, P A, OCT
1991.
RURAL HEALTH CONFERENCE PLANNED FOR OCT. 2-A. HEALTH, V 5, NO 3, P 5, JUN 1991.
RURAL HEALTH OFFICE ESTABLISHED. HEALTH, V 3, NO I, P 3, JAN 1989.
RURAL HEALTH PLANS 2ND PHYSICIAN OPPORTUNITY EXPO. HEALTH, V 5, NO 3, P 5, JUN
1991.
si) TUTITION REIMBURSEMENT PROGRAM SIGNS THIRD DOC. HEALTH, V 5, NO 6, P A,'DEC
1991.
SOUTH DAKOTA HOSPITALS CONSIDER ALTERNATIVES AT RURAL HEALTH-SPONSORED
CONFERENCE. HEALTH, V A, NO 6, P 5, DEC 1990.
SOUTH DAKOTA HOSPITALS RECEIVE GRANTS TO DEVELOP RURAL HOSPITAL NETWORKS;
HEALTH, V 5, NO 5, P 1-2, OCT I99I.
SOUTH DAKOTA NAMED PILOT STATE FOR PRESIDENT'S RURAL INITIATIVE. HEALTH, V 5,
NO 2, P A, APR 1991.




STATE/TRIBAL GROUP TARGETS NEEDS OF PINE RIDGE. HEALTH, V 4, NO 5, P 1+, OCT
1990.
STRATEGY MEETING RANKS STATE'S RURAL HEALTH ISSUES. HEALTH, V A, NO 3, P 6> JUL
1990.
MICKELSON, GEORGE S. CREATING SOUTH DAKOTA'S FUTURE; GRANTS HELP RURAL HEALTH
CARE BECOME A PRIORITY. MUNICIPAL, V 58, NO 6, P lA, DEC 1991.
MICKELSON, GEORGE S. CREATING SOUTH DAKOTA'S FUTURE: SOUTH DAKOTA TAKING LEAD
IN RURAL HEALTH ISSUES. MUNICIPAL, V 58, NO 2, P lA, AUG 1991.
HEARST MERCANTILE COMPANY
KINSELLA, STEVEN. R.-. C0MPANY,;ST0RE.: :.THE:;:HEARSJ- MERCAN.TILE, :d8Z9,- V
20, NO 2, P 96-119, 1990.
HEARST, GEORGE (1820-1891)
KINSELLA, STEVEN R. COMPANY STORE: THE HEARST MERCANTILE, 1879-19A2. SDHIST, V
20, NO 2, P 96-119, 1990.
HEARST, PHOEBE APPERSON (18A2-1919)
' ':'KINSEELA^^StEVEN''RV HEARST MERCANTILE, 1879-19A2. SDHIST, V
20, NO 2, P 96-119, 1990.
HEARTLAND QUALITY FOODS (NORTH SIOUX CITY, S.D.)
BOARD OF ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT APPROVES LOANS. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 2, P 3, FEB
1989.
OVER $5 MILLION IN BONDS SOLD FOR DAKOTA PORK. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 2, P A, FEB
1989.
HEIRLOOMS
LAWLER, JAMES L. THE FAMILY WATCH. SDMAG, V 5, NO 3, P 31+, SEP 1989.
HEIRSHIP LANDS SEE NATIVE AMERICANS - LAND ALLOTMENT AND OWNERSHIP
HELICOPTER AMBULANCES' SEE AIR AMBULANCES
HELL CANYON
GROUP OPPOSES HONEYWELL'S ORDNANCE TESTING FACILITY. TIPS, V 3, NO 2, P 3, APR
1987.
HEMINGWAY, ERNEST M. (1899-1961)
SAMP, ARDYCE. HEMINGWAY'S SOUTH DAKOTA PHEASANT HUNT. DAKHIST, NO 22, P
785-809, 1990.
HERBICIDES
APPLYING CHEMICALS THROUGH IRRIGATION SYSTEMS. WATER, V 2, NO 3, P 5, NOV 1988.
SOLBERG, KENT; HIGGINS, KENNETH F. CHEMICALS, CATTAILS AND DUCKS. CONSDIG, V
55, NO 6, P l<i-17, 1988.
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HERITAGE CENTER CRED CLOUD SCHOOL, PINE RIDGE)
RED CLOUD SCHOOL SHOWS INDIAN ART. HERITAGE, V 1^, NO I, P 19, 1988.
HERONS
FLAKE, LESTER D.; DOWD, EILEEN. WOODLANDS, RIVERS AND GREAT BLUE HERONS.
CONSDIG, V 54, NO 4, P 7-9, 1987.
HOWE, FRANK. HEADS UP, HERONS! CONSDIG, V 55, NO 3, P 2-5, 1988.
HERREID, S.D.
"BUREAU-QUACKS IN HERREID (PROPOSED CAPITAL OF A UNIFIED DAKOTA). SDMAG, V 4, NO
6, P 6, MAY 1989.
HIAWATHA ASYLUM SEE CANTON INDIAN ASYLUM (CANTON, S.D.)
HIBERNATION
RAUSCHER, WENDY. DAKOTA NATURALIST: BATS ABOUT YOU. CONSDIG, V 55, NO 3, P
.22-23, .1988. .
SVENSON, SALLY. DAKOTA NATURALIST: A LONG WINTER NAP. CONSDIG, V 58, NO 5, P
22-23, I99I.
HICKOK, LORENA A. (1893-1968)
ABILD, ETHEL D. LORENA ALICE HICKOK - JOURNALIST-AUTHOR. DAKHIST, N0,19TH, P
V.AI+, 1987.
HIGH PLAINS HERITAGE MUSEUM (SPEARFISH, S.D.)
HIGH PLAINS..WORTH THE WAIT. SDMAG, V 6, NO 4, P 22, SEP 1990.
THOMPSON, NANCY. HIGH PLAINS HERITAGE CENTER. INSIDE, V 1, NO 1, P 6-8, SUM
I99G.
HIGHWAYS
vATTORNEY GENERAL" OPINIONS OF INTEREST TO COUNTY GOVERNMENT: OFFICIAL OPINION NO.
89-04 (HIGHWAY MAINTENANCE EQUIPMENT). COUNTY, V 35, NO 5, P 18, MAY 1989.
CONSTRUCTION BIDDING (CLARIFICATION OF TERM CONSTRUCTION). COUNTY, V 36, NO 1,
P 35, SEP 1989.
CORRELATIONS BETWEEN INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS AND ECONOMIC GROWTH. LABOR, P 1-3, AUG
1990.
FEDERAL SURFACE TRANSPORTATION LEGISLATION. COUNTY, V 37, NO 7, P 4-5, JUL
1991.
INTERCHANGE IS INVESTMENT IN THE FUTURE OF STATE. ECONDEV,. V 4, NO 7, P 4,. SEP
1991.
SOUTH DAKOTA TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER-CENTER ESTABLISHED. COUNTY, V 35, NO 3, P 3,
JAN 1989.
DASCHLE, THOMAS A. WASHINGTON REPORT: NEW FEDERAL TRANSPORTATION PLAN IS A
THREAT TO THE STATE'S HIGHWAY SYSTEM. MUNICIPAL, V 56, NO II, P 10, MAY 1990.
DASCHLE, THOMAS A. WASHINGTON REPORT: RURAL HIGHWAY SYSTEM MUST NOT BE
SHORTCHANGED. MUNICIPAL, V 57, NO II, P 15, MAY ,1991.
EPP, TODD. THE INTERSTATE SYSTEM REALLY HAS NO SOUL (USE OF "SOUTH DAKOTA: A
GUIDE TO THE STATE"). DAKWEST, V 13, NO 4, P 8-11, DEC 1987.
HIGBEE; PAUL. DRIVING 1-90.' SDMAG, V 7, NO 1, P 54-55, MAY 1991.
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HOWARD, RICHARD L. SURFACE TRANSPORTATION ASSISTANCE ACT OF 1991. COUNTY, V
37, NO A, P 1, APR 1991.
LEE, SHEBBV. THE GOOD ROADS MOVEMENT IN SOUTH DAKOTA. DAKHIST, NO 21ST, 1989.
ROGGOW, RAYMOND. COUNTY ROAD AND BRIDGE NEEDS. COUNTY, V 37, NO 10, P 6-7, DEC
1991.
SATTLER, LEROY. STATE-WIDE STRIPING PROGRAM IS VALUABLE TO COUNTIES. COUNTY, V
36, NO A, P 5, MAR 1990.
HIKING AND WALKING SEE ALSO TRAILS
FOOT STEPS TO SvD; FAN. SDMAG, V.7, NO .l, P .52.> -MAY 1991. . _ ,
Wrap-up: AssOcfATIon promotes •walk"south'Dakota•t- consdig, v-5a/ no 3,->p 26,
1987.
LEWIS, WENDY. RICHMOND LAKE: OUTDOOR FUN FOR ALL SEASONS. CONSDIG, V 58, NO 3,
P 8-9, 1991.
MCPHAIL, JO ANNE. MIRACLES OF NATURE: AN ADVENTUROUS DAY IN CUSTER STATE PARK
IS A REMINDER OF THE BEAUTY AND PEACE THAT SURROUNDS US. CONSDIG, V 58, NO A,
P 2-5, 1991.
iSAUM, BRAD. EXPLORING NATURE AFTER THE SUN SETS. CONSDIG, V 5A, NO A, P 20-23,
1987.
SAUM, BRAD. SENSORY PERCEPTION IN THE WORLD OF DARKNESS. CONSDIG, V 58, NO A,
P 22-23, 1991.
SVENSON, SALLY. SUMMER HIKING SAFETY. CONSDIG, V 57, NO A, P 22-23, 1990.
THILL, GARY. FALL HIKING. INSIDE, V 2, NO 6, P A6-A9, FAL 1991.
THORESON, MAYWIN. GREAT FACES, GREAT PLACES - PUT YOUR BEST FOOT FORWARD AND
' JOIN THE-1990"VOLKSMARCH SERIES. CONSDIG, V 57, NO 3, P 6-8, 1990.
HILTON, JAMES W.
TINGLEY, RALPH. MAKING ENDS MEET: SUPPLEMENTAL INCOME FOR DAKOTA TERRITORY
BAPTISTS. DAKHIST, NO 22, P 9A6-956, 1990.
HINMAN, KIRK
OAKS, BARBARA. REDFIELD'S PHEASANT GUIDE. SDMAG, V 5, NO A, P AA-A5, NOV 1989.
HISTORIANS
DAKOTA IMAGES: DOANE CJONAH LEROY) ROBINSON. SDHIST, V 21, NO 2, P 20A+, 1991.
DR. ANN BALAKIER. HISTNOTES, V A, NO 1, P 3, JUL 1988.
DR. JOSEPH CASH. HISTNOTES, V A, NO 1, P 2, JUL 1988.
DR. RUTH ALEXANDER. HISTNOTES, V A, NO 1, P 2, JUL 1988.
DR. THOMAS KILIAN. HISTNOTES, V A, NO 1, P 1, JUL 1988.
ELIZABETH ALLEY LANG. HISTNOTES, V A, NO 1, P 3, JUL 1988.
LONDON, BONNIE. FROM ONE ROOM SCHOOL TO UNIVERSITY PRESIDENT (GILBERT FITE -
HALL OF FAME HONOREE - EDUCATION). HERITAGE, V 16, NO 3, P A-5, FAL 1990.
PRATT, WILLIAM C. ADVENTURES AND DILEMMAS OF A GRASSROOTS HISTORIAN. SDHIST, V
21, NO 2, P 121-135, 1991.
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HISTORIC HOUSES AND BUILDINGS SEE ALSO ARCHITECTURE
BARN AGAIN! FARM.HERITAGE AWARDS. HISTNOTES, V 5, NO Z, P 3,6, PAL 1989.
BRICK PERMANENCE IN DEADWOOD (HISTORIC HOUSE FOR SALE). SDMAG, V 4, NO 3, P 48,
SEP 1988.
CLIPS ON HISTORICAL PRESERVATION. HISTNOTES, V 5, NO 3, P 3, WIN 1990.
HARDING SCHOOL HOUSE (PHOTOGRAPH). HISTNOTES, V 6, NO 2, P 4, FAL 1990.
NEW ADDITIONS TO NATIONAL REGISTER OF.HISTORIC PLACES - IN ISSUES OF SD STATE
HISTORICAL SOCIETY HISTORY NOTES. HISTNOTES.
vv^. ^piERRg. STRUCTURE RENOVATED^FOR" OFFICE'BUILDrNG; -- ECONDEVy ^V^/r NO? 6 > T?5-6 ;-AUG^-
1989.
RAPID CITY FOCUSES ON STRONG PROMOTION. ECONDEV, V 1, NO 5, P 4, OCT 1988.
SAVED FOR $750 (SCHAETZEL-LYON HOUSE IN SIOUX FALLS). SDMAG, V 4, NO 4, P 42,
NOV 1988.
TEDDY ROOSEVELT SLEPT HERE. DEADMAG, V 1, NO 1, P 18-19, MAR 1991.
THE GUY WHO LEFT A PINK CASTLE HERE WOULD LIKE TODAY'S FOLKS. SDMAG, V 7, NO 1,
: P' 47V5l;^M
THE STERLING METHODIST CHURCH...(PHOTOGRAPH). HISTNOTES, V 5, NO 4, P 3, SPR
1990.
1903 HOTEL CONTINUES TO SERVE DEADWOOD. DEADMAG, V 1, NO 1, P 19, MAR 1991.
BUTCH, ELIZABETH R. THE STONE HOUSE AT OAHE. DAKHIST, V 22, P 328-347, 1990.
CHICOINE, FERN. 14 MILE HOUSE (REVISED EDITION). DAKHIST, NO 20TH, P.471-474,
1988.
CHICOINE, FERN. 14 MILE HOUSE. DAKHIST, NO 18TH, P 630-635, 1986.
HUNHOFF, BERNlE. A LADY CALLED ALEX (THE ALEX JOHNSON HOTEL IN RAPID CITY).
SDMAG, V 3, NO 1, P 24-28, APR 1987.
HUNHOFF, BERNIE. A RANCHER'S DREAM (PRESERVING COURTYARD BARNS IN CENTENNIAL
VALLEY WITH COMMENTS ON ENVIRONMENTAL CONSERVATION). SDMAG, V 2, NO 6, P
23-27, FEB 1987.
' H aV;HUNHOFFMBERNIEv ^RAPimGITY'^ RESTAURANT: WITH A HISTORY. SDMAG, V 4, NO 5, P
26-27, JAN 1989.
JOHNSON, JAMES L. PRAIRIE REP THEATRE PLANS FINAL SEASON IN HISTORIC OPERA
HOUSE. SDMAG, V 3, NO 1, P 42-44, APR 1987.
LANNING, SHAWNA. WRINKLED WITH CHARACTER: MANY BELIEVE YANKTON'S PAST IS A
BRICK PATH TO THE FUTURE. SDMAG, V 5, NO 3, P 19-21+, SEP 1989.
MONTEITH, JOANITA K. MELLETTE HOUSE: READY FOR THE STATE CENTENNIAL.
HISTNOTES, V IV, NO 4, P 4, SPR 1989.
MONTEITH, JOANITA K. OLD M. & ST. L. DEPOT MUSEUM OPENS DURING CENTENNIAL YEAR.
HISTNOTES, V 5, NO 2, P 3, FAL 1989.
MORITZ, JODY. JOHN AND ALICE PICKLER, FAULKTON PIONEERS, AND THEIR HOME.
DAKHIST, NO 2GTH, P 543-548, 1988.
MULLANEY, marguerite. QUEEN OF THE BOULEVARD. INSIDE, V 2, NO 3, P 30-31, WIN
1991.
RAU, JOHN E. NATIONAL REGISTER OF HISTORIC PLACES: A WINDOW TO THE PAST.
HISTNOTES, V IV, NO 4, P 6-7, SPR 1989.
RICHARDS, SUSAN L. BUILDING OF CARNEGIE LIBRARIES IN SOUTH DAKOTA. SDHIST, V
20, NO 1, P 1-16, 1990.
s6utHr MARYr" ''THF PRESIDENT •S; HOUSE ' (USD PRESIDENT' S -HOUSE, .VERMILLION, S. D. ) .
SDMAG, V 3, NO 5, P 6-8, JAN 1988.
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TESCH, MARIE. THE "GIRLS" OF THE GULCH. DEADMAG, VI, NO 2, P 10, MAY 1991.
TORMA, CAROLYN. ARCHITECTURAL HISTORY IN THE SCHOOLS. HISTNOTES, V IV, NO A, P
8-9, SPR 1989.
TORMA, CAROLYN. BUILDING DIVERSITY; A PHOTOGRAPHIC SURVEY OF SOUTH DAKOTA
ARCHITECTURE, 1913-19A0. SDHIST, V 19, NO 2, P 156-193, 1989.
TORMA, CAROLYN. ETHNIC ARCHITECTURE AND PRESERVATION PLANNING. HISTNOTES, V 4,
NO 1, P 7, JUL 1988.
TORMA, CAROLYN. TRADITIONAL DANISH ARCHITECTURE. HISTNOTES, V 2, NO 4, P 6,
JAN 1987.
TORMA; CAROLYN. WELSH AND BLACK 'SETTLEMENTSj C0NCRETE'=AND' LOG^ARGHITEeTURE
V recorded in summer historic SITESV.SURVEYS iw. ;HISTN0TES, V 4,1 no,, 2^j p.
1988.
VAN DEN HOEK, DOLORES. LINK TO LINCOLN (MENTOR GRAHAM HOUSE IN BLUNT, S.D.).
SDMAG, V 2, NO 5, P 17, JAN 1987.
WEINREIS, ANNA M. THE DEMPSEY HOUSE THROWS A PARTY. DAKHIST, NO 20TH, P
561-563, 1988.
WEINREIS, ANNA M. THE WARD HOTEL, ON NATIONAL REGISTER. DAKHIST, NO 18TH, P
697-702, 1986.
HISTORIC MARKERS -S.D.
HISTORIC MARKER FOR TOM BERRY. DAKWEST, V 13, NO 2, P 3, JUN 1987.
ISEMINGER, GORDON. A MOST PERFECT BOUNDARY. SDMAG, V 6, NO 5, P 7-11, JAN
1991.
NASLUND, FRANCYS M. HISTORICAL MARKERS KEEP A VIGIL OF FAITH. HERITAGE, V 15,
NO 7, P -6-7, 1989.
VAN DER WERFF, JANE. HUSTON: A TOWN OF FIRSTS THAT DIDN'T LAST. HERITAGE, V
15, NO 7, P 35, 1989.
HISTORIC PRESERVATION SEE ALSO ARCHITECTURE - CONSERVATION AND RESTORATION
BARN AGAIN! FARM HERITAGE AWARDS. HISTNOTES, V 5, NO 2, P 3,6, FAL 1989.
CLIPS,ON HISTORICAL PRESERVATION. HISTNOTES, V 5, NO 3, P 3, WIN 1990.
' EFFECTS OF MISSOURI RIVER RESERVOIRS ON CULTURAL RESOURCES. HISTNOTES, V 5, NO
1, P 8, SUM 1989.
FORT SISSETON RESTORATION. HISTNOTES, V IV, NO 4, P 5, SPR 1989.
HISTORICAL PRESERVATION GETS HIGH MARKS. HISTNOTES, V 6, NO 3, P 1, WIN 1991.
MAIN STREET NATIONAL TOWN MEETING (ANNOUNCEMENT OF OCTOBER 5-7 CONFERENCE).
HISTNOTES, V 3, NO 2, P 2, SEP 1987.
NEW ADDITIONS TO NATIONAL REGISTER OF HISTORIC PLACES. HISTNOTES, V ,3, NO 3, P
2, NOV 1987.
NEW IDEAS FOR OLD MAIN. SDMAG, V 7, NO 1, P 52, MAY 1991.
PIERRE STRUCTURE RENOVATED FOR OFFICE BUILDING. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 6, P 6, AUG
1989.
PRESERVATION MAKES ECONOMIC CENTS FOR EVERYONE. ECONDEV, V 1, NO 3, P 3, JUL
1988.
SAVING SPIRIT MOUND (CLAY COUNTY CITIZENS ATTEMPT TO PRESERVE HISTORIC MOUND).
SDMAG, V 3, NO 1, P 31, APR 1987.
SOCIETY EMPLOYEE PRESERVES BRIDGE. HISTNOTES, V 7, NO 2, P 4, FAL 1991.
" STATE ARCHAEOrOFIST TESTIFIES. HISTNCJTES, V 6, NO -^4; P I,. SPR 1991.
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STATE ARCHIVES ANNOUNCES A-V LENDING LIBRARY (RECENT AQUISITIONS LISTED).
HISTNOTES, V 3, NO 2, P 3, SEP 1987.
BURBACH, IRMA. GRANTS GIVEN BY HISTORICAL PRESERVATION CENTER. HISTNOTES, V 3,
:JN0.2, P 2, SEP 1987.
CURTIS, TROY. STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY BOARD OF TRUSTEES. HISTNOTES, V A, NO
1, P I, JUL 1988.
HUNHOFF, BERNIE. A RANCHER'S DREAM (PRESERVING COURTYARD BARNS IN CENTENNIAL
VALLEY WITH COMMENTS ON ENVIRONMENTAL CONSERVATION). SDMAG, V 2, NO 6, P
23-27, FEB 1987.
HUNHOFF, BERNIE. POLITICS AND PASTA ARE RESTORED FOR PIERRE (STV CHARLES
i restaurant REOPENS). -SDMAG, V 3, NO .2, ,P,.16t19,, JUN 1987 ^ , ,
KAPLER, TODD. ^ BROWN'S POST EXCAVATED. HISTNOTES, V A,' NO 2," P S, SEP .1988^ ::
LANNrNG; SHAWNA; " WRINKLED WITH CHARACTER: MANY BELIEVE YANKTON'S PAST IS A -
BRICK PATH TO THE FUTURE. SDMAG, V 5, NO 3, P 19-21+, SEP 1989.
MONTEITH, JOANITA K. MELLETTE HOUSE; READY FOR THE STATE CENTENNIAL.
HISTNOTES, V IV, NO A, P A, SPR 1989.
RAU, JOHN E. NATIONAL REGISTER OF HISTORIC PLACES: A WINDOW TO THE PAST.
HISTNOTES; V IV, NO A, P 6-7, SPR 1989.
. s C> SKELCHEfe, ' BRADLEY. ' '•^MAIN>STREET MID-AMERICA: HOT-^ SOUTH DAKOTA AND THE
MAIN STREET PILOT PROJECT. DAKHIST, NO 21ST, 1989.
TORMA, CAROLYN. ARCHITECTURAL HISTORY IN THE SCHOOLS. HISTNOTES, V IV, NO A, P
8-9, SPR 1989.
TORMA, CAROLYN. ETHNIC ARCHITECTURE AND PRESERVATION PLANNING. HISTNOTES, V A,
NO 1, P 7, JUL 1988.
HISTORIC SITES - S.D.
ARCHAEOLOGICAL CENTER PLANS BUSY SUMMER. HISTNOTES, V 5, NO A, PI, SPR 1990.
centennial passport GAME: SO FAR SO GOOD. HISTNOTES, V 5, NO 1, P A, SUM 1989.
EFFECTS OF MISSOURI RIVER RESERVOIRS ON CULTURAL RESOURCES. HISTNOTES, V 5, NO
I, P 8, SUM 1989.
ETC. (NEWS ABOUT STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY). HISTNOTES, V 6, NO A, P 2-3, SPR
1991.
NEW IDEAS FOR OLD MAIN. SDMAG, V 7, NO 1, P 52, MAY 1991.
SAVING SPIRIT MOUND CCLAY COUNTY CITIZENS ATTEMPT TO PRESERVE HISTORIC MOUND).
SDMAG, V 3, NO 1, P 31, APR 1987.
SOCIETY EMPLOYEE PRESERVES BRIDGE. HISTNOTES, V 7, NO 2, P A, FAL 1991.
SOUTH DAKOTA SITES AWARDED LANDMARK STATUS. HISTNOTES, V 7, NO 2, P 1, FAL
1991.
STATE OFFERS.RECREATION AND HISTORY.' DAKOUT, V 6, NO 5, P 50-51, MAY 1991. ,-
THE GUY WHO LEFT A PINK CASTLE HERE WOULD LIKE TODAY'S FOLKS. SDMAG, V 7, NO 1,
P A7-51, MAY 1991.
1,000-YEAR-OLD CULTURE UNCOVERED. HISTNOTES, V 7, NO 2, P 1,A, FAL 1991.
ABILD, ETHEL D. CENTENNIAL PRAIRIE -1876. DAKHIST, NO 18TH, P 839-8AA, 1986.
CHICOINE, FERN. lA MILE HOUSE. DAKHIST, NO 18TH, P 630-635, 1986.
EPP, TODD. MYSTERY OF THE BUTTES. HERITAGE, V 17, NO 1, P 26-29, MAR 1991.
HERTZ, KELLY. THE NEW SPIRITS OF SPIRIT MOUND. SDMAG, V A, NO A, P 8-11, NOV
1988.
KAPLER, TODD. BROWN'S POST EXCAVATED. HISTNOTES, V A, NO 2, P 3, SEP 1988.
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KAPLER, TODD. COLIN CAMPBELL POST EXCAVATION. HISTNOTES, V 5, NO 2, P 1, FAL
1989.
KAPLER, TODD. FT. RANDALL. HISTNOTES, V 5, NO 2, P 8, FAL 1989.
MONTEITH, JOANITA K. OLD M. 8 ST. L. DEPOT MUSEUM OPENS DURING CENTENNIAL YEAR.
HISTNOTES, V 5i NO 2, P 3, FAL 1989.
NASLUND, FRANCYS M. HISTORICAL MARKERS KEEP A VIGIL OF FAITH. HERITAGE, V 15,
NO 7, P 6-7, 1989.
SAMP, ARDYCE. THE LONE TREE. SDMAG, V 3, NO 1, P 30, APR 1987.
TORMA, CAROLYN. TEACHING SOUTH DAKOTA HISTORY FROM HISTORIC SITE SURVEY.;
HISTNOTES, V 5, NO 1, P 2,, SUM 1989.
" TORMA, Carolyn; •WELSH .AND BLACK,^SETTLEMENTSj .CONCRETE AND LOG ARCHITECTURE
RECORDED IN SUMMER HISTORIC SITES SURVEYS. HISTNOTES, V 4, NO 2, PI, SEP
1988.
VAN DER WERFF, JANE. HUSTON: A TOWN OF FIRSTS THAT DIDN'T LAST. HERITAGE, V
15, NO 7, P 35, 1989.
HISTORICAL RESOURCES SEE ALSO ARCHIVES; STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY - S.D.
, ; CULTURAL HERITAGE CENTER. ALMOST COMPLETED. HISTNOTES, V 4, NO 3, P 1, NOV 1988.
EFFECTS OF MISSOURI RIVER RESERVOIRS ON CULTURAL RESOURCES. HISTNOTES, V 5, NO
1, P 8, SUM 1989.
HISTORICAL COLLECTIONS INDEX COMPLETED. HISTNOTES, V 5, NO 3, P 2, WIN 1990.
PHOTO DONATED (PHOTO OF DEDICATION OF CORNERSTONE OF STATE CAPITOL). HISTNOTES,
V 2, NO 6, P 6, MAY 1987.
ANDERSON, JOAN. HISTORICAL COLLECTIONS'INDEX TO BE PUBLISHED IN 1989.
-HISTNOTES, V 3, NO 4, P 4, JAN 1988.
FOLKERTS, JEAN. SOUTH DAKOTA'S LOCAL 8 COUNTY HISTORICAL ORGANIZATIONS
(LISTINGS). HISTNOTES, V 2, NO 6, P 3-5, MAY 1987.
HUNHOFF, BERNIE. NEW HOME FOR RECORDS OF OUR PAST (CENTENNIAL CULTURAL HERITAGE
CENTER WILL SOON HOUSE S.D. HISTORY COLLECTIONS). SDMAG, V 4, NO 2, P, 16-18,
JUL 1988.
RAU, JOHN E. DAKOTA RESOURCES: A BIBLIOGRAPHY ON CZECH IMMIGRANT CULTURE IN
,• V vSOUTH DAKOTA. SDHISTvi V 21, NO 2, P ,173-189, 1991.
WAGNER, SALLY ROESCH. DAKOTA RESOURCES: THE PIONEER DAUGHTERS COLLECTION OF THE
SOUTH DAKOTA FEDERATION OF WOMEN'S CLUBS. SDHIST, V 19, NO 1, P 95-109, 1989.
HISTORICAL SOCIETY SEE STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY
HISTORY - EDUCATION SEE EDUCATION - CURRICULA - HISTORY
HISTORY - SOCIETIES
CORRECTION (TO MAY ARTICLE ON HISTORICAL SOCIETIES). HISTNOTES, V 3, NO 3, P 4,
NOV 1987.
SOCIETY'TO CONDUCT MEMBERSHIP DRIVE (SD HISTORICAL SOCIETY). HISTNOTES, V 3, NO
2, P 1, SEP 1987.
SUMMER INTERNS. HISTNOTES, V 3, NO 2, P 2, SEP 1987.
1988 annual MEETING IS COMING SOON (SOUTH DAKOTA HISTORICAL SOCIETY).
HISTNOTES, V 3, NO 5, P 1, MAR 1988.
FOLKERTS, JEAN. SOUTH DAKOTA'S LOCAL 8 COUNTY HISTORICAL ORGANIZATIONS
(LISTINGS). HISTNOTES, V 2, NO 6, P 3-5, MAY 1987.
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HISTORY - STUDY AND TEACHING
FRONTIERS IN HISTORY - PEOPLE, PLACES, IDEAS: NATIONAL HISTORY DAY 1988.
3, P'3, NOV 1987...
GROGAN, KELLY S. SIXTH GRADE SOUTH DAKOTA HISTORY CURRICULUM. DAKHIST, NO
21ST, 1989.
KILIAN, THOMAS. STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY: THE USES OF HISTORY. SDHIST, V 17,
NO 3/A, P 332-33A, 1987.
PRATT, WILLIAM C. ADVENTURES AND DILEMMAS OF A GRASSROOTS HISTORIAN. .SDHIST, V
21, NO 2, P 121-135, 1991.
' HISTORY, LOCAL SEE ALSO THE " NAMES- OF. SPECIFIC -TOWNS AND CITIES j - BOOK NOTES . 11't.,.
A CHILD'S DEATH IN SPRINGTIME. SDMAG, V 6, NO 2, P 22-2A, MAY 1990.
FACES FROM A GHOST TOWN. SDMAG, V 6, NO 1, P 15-18, MAR 1990.
HUNTING THE KILLER CUSTER WOLF. SDMAG, V 6, NO A, P 39-41, SEP 1990.
SAVING THE ST. VINCENT HOTEL. SDMAG, V 6, NO 4, P 34-38, SEP 1990.
\r X, , S HISTORY;- AS WRITTEN,IN. 1939: GRANT COUNTY. COUNTY, V 33,
N04LP1I/M
.SOUTH DAKOTA COUNTY HISTORY - AS WRITTEN IN 1939: GREGORY COUNTY. -COUNTY, V-33,
NO 6, P 18, JUL 1987.
THE RISE AND FALL OF OUR PRAIRIE WILDLIFE. SDMAG, V 5, NO 5, P 35-40, JAN 1990.
FOLKERTS, JEAN. SOUTH DAKOTA'S LOCAL & COUNTY HISTORICAL ORGANIZATIONS
(LISTINGS). HISTNOTES, V 2, NO 6, P 3-5, MAY 1987.
' ^GAGE, T.C. ' A HOLD UP IN" ABERDEEN: A TRUE EPISODE FROM 1881. SDMAG, V 5, NO 5,
P 22-23, JAN 1990.
GILFILLAN, ARCHER B. THE HUNT FOR THREE TOES. SDMAG, V 6, NO 1, P 29-33, MAR
1990.
GROGAN, KELLY S. SIXTH GRADE SOUTH DAKOTA HISTORY CURRICULUM. DAKHIST, NO
21ST, 1989.
HOLTZMANN, ROGER. CALLIHAN'S MOTOR CAR. SDMAG, V 6, NO 2, P 51-53, MAY 1990.
- ^ •HOTZEr*JULIE; '1bAKdT 5; P 12-14, JAN 1991.
HUNHOFF, BERNIE. KELLOGG'S DOGS. SDMAG, V 6, NO 5, P 45-48, NOV 1990.
ISEMINGER, GORDON. A MOST PERFECT BOUNDARY. SDMAG, V 6, NO 5, P 7-II, JAN
1991.
KAPITAN, COLIN. WORLD'S FASTEST HUMAN. SDMAG, V 6, NO 3, P 38-39, JUL 1990.
MASEK, FRED. FLOOD. SDMAG, V 6, NO 1, P 34-36, MAR 1990.
NOYES, HELEN. DAD AND I AND THE CANDY STORE. SDMAG, V 5, NO 5, P 30-31, JAN
1990.
ODE, JEANNE-KILEN. SOUTH DAKOTA THEN AND NOW; A PHOTOGRAPHIC ESSAY. SDHIST., V
19, NO 4, P 492-537, 1989.
HODGES-SCHANCK HOMESTEAD SHANTY (STATE AGRICULTURAL HERITAGE MUSEUM)




PAUL HOHM, M.D. (1987 HALL OF FAME HONOREE - PROFESSIONAL). DAKWEST, V 13, NO
4, P 15, DEC 1987.
HOLDEN, DAVID J. (1924-1988)
WELLS, DARRELL. IN MEMORIAM: DAVID J. HOLDEN, 1924-1988. BIRD, V 40, NO,4, P
82, DEC 1988.
HOLIDAYS
AROUND THE LEAGUE...ATTORNEY GENERAL'S OPINION ADDRESSES OBSERVANCE OF STATE
HOLIDAYS. MUNICIPAL, V 57, NO 4, P 8, OCT 1990.
CENTENNIAL UPDATE (CHRISTMAS TREE DISPLAY AT STATE CAPITOL ROTUNDA). HEALTH, V
2, NO 6, P 1, NOV 1988.
SANTA CLAUS GOOD TO SOUTH DAKOTA RETAILERS LABOR, P 1-2, NOV 1988.
is BOB. WJIM RIVER COUNTRY (CELEBRATING THE FOURTH OF JULY IN THE "GOOD
• * OLDT DAYS). SDMAG, V 3, NO 2,' P 51 + , JUN 1987.
KAROLEVITZ, Bob.' JlM-^RlVER rCOUNTRY (IN SEARCH OF THE FAMILY CHRISTMAS TREE).
SDMAG, V 3, NO 5, P 10+, JAN 1988.
MILLER, JOHN. THE OLD-FASHIONED FOURTH OF JULY: A PHOTOGRAPHIC ESSAY ON
SMALL-TOWN CELEBRATIONS PRIOR TO 1930. SDHIST, V 17, NO 2, P 118-139, 1987.
WILDER, LAURA INGALLS. THANKSGIVING (REPRINT FROM THE MISSOURI RURALIST, 1916).
SDMAG, V 4, NO 4, P 33-34, NOV 1988.
WILLIAMS, ELIZABETH. FOURTH ON THE FARM. SDMAG, V 4, NO 2, P 26, JUL 1988.
HOME CONSTRUCTION SEE HOUSING
HOMEMAKERS
BROWN, RALPH J.; VIKEN, LINDA LEA M. RECOGNITION OF HOMEMAKER CAREER
f :. v:^'i- i4 ..;?v^KJ :?vOPPORTUNITY COST ilN MARITAL'DISSOLUTION CASES. LAW, V 35, NO 1, P 40-65,
1990.
HOMESTAKE MINING COMPANY
FUTURE IMPACTS TO SPEARFISH CANYON. TIPS, V 5, NO 6, P 7-8, SEP 1990.
GROUPS LAUNCH EFFORT TO PROTECT SPEARFISH CREEK. TIPS, V 5, NO 8, P 3-4, DEC
1990.
HOMESTAKE GENETIC MODEL PROVIDES ALTERNATIVES. ECONDEV, V .1, :N0 4, P, 4, AUG
1988.
HOMESTAKE PERMIT APPLICATION DETAILS OPEN CUT EMISSIONS. TIPS, V. 3, NO 2, P 2,
APR 1987. '
HOMESTAKE TO TRADE AND SELL SPEARFISH CANYON LANDS. TIPS, V 5, NO 6, P 6-7, SEP
1990.
HOMESTAKE UPDATE. TIPS, V 4, NO 8-9, P 6, SEP 1989.
MISCELLANEOUS MINING NOTES. TIPS, V 3, NO 6, P 2-3, OCT 1987.
PENNINGTON COUNTY A POTENTIAL SURFACE MINING TARGET. TIPS, V 3, NO 1, P 2, FEB
1987.




- . SPEARFISH CREEK: HAIF A STREAM. TIPS, V >,5, NO 6, P 1-5, SEP 1990.
WHITEWOOD CREEK SUPERFUND CLEANUP: MINING COMPANIES AND STATE AGENCY PLAYING
POLITICS. TIPS, V 4, NO 2, P 5-6, AUG 1988.
"WHITEWOOD CREEK SUPERFUND SITE NOMINATED AS SPECIAL AND UNIQUE. TIPS, V 6, NO
5, P 4-5, SEP 1991.
KINSELLA, STEVEN R. COMPANY STORE: THE HEARST MERCANTILE, 1879-1942. SDHIST, V
20, NO 2, P 96-119, 1990.
PECHAN, BEVERLY. HOMESTAKE...A MIDAS TOUCH. HERITAGE, V 14, NO 2, P 28-39,
1988.
HOMESTEADING SEE SETTLERS AND SETTLEMENT
HONEYWELL, INC.
GROUP OPPOSES HONEYWELL'S ORDNANCE TESTING FACILITY. TIPS, V 3, NO 2, P 3, APR
1987.
HOOKY JACK (1848-1926)
, - t: ;ASHEIM,s,ENID.o -Hookey. JACK:; BELOVED«BLACK. HILLS CHARACTER. HERITAGE, V 15, NO
8, P 18-19, 1989.
" ~ : ASHEIM, ENID.^^ R HOOKY JACK. SDMAG, V 4, NO 6, P-
22-23, MAY 1989.
HOPI INDIANS
ROTTLUFF, BLANCHE. THE HOPI SNAKE DANCE. DAKHIST, NO 18TH, P 268-276, 1986.
HOPP, GEORGE W.
DENDINGER, ROGER. FABULOUS FOUNTAIN: FRONTIER TOWN PERCEPTIONS AND PROMOTERS.
DAKHIST, V 22, P 174-188, 1990.
HORSE RACING
ULRICH, GENE. FORTY MILES TO THE FINISH (LONGEST HORSE RACE NEAR FAITH, SD).
: . ...DAKHIST, ;NO ,18TH, .P 845r855, 1986.
HORSES AND RIDING
BENSON, ARNOLD. SKY PILOT. HERITAGE, V 17, NO 1, P 17-18, MAR 1991.
BOLTON, SHERRY. BLACK HILLS HORSE FAIR. INSIDE, V 2, NO 4, P 50, SPR 1991.
DORAN, GEORGE JR. A HORSE NAMED "PINTO". HERITAGE, V 15, NO 5, P 30-31, 1989.
HULL, GORDON. LIVERY FOR HIRE. DAKHIST, V 22, P 397-409, 1990. -
HULL, GORDON. THE HORSES ROLE IN DEVELOPING THIS. DAKHIST, NO 21ST, 1989.
KAROLEVITZ, BOB. JIM RIVER COUNTRY (MUSINGS ON HORSES). SDMAG, V 4, NO 1, P
50, MAY 1988.
-LICKING, GARY. THE BRONC FROM BUFFALO. SDMAG, V 3, NO 4, P 35-37, OCT 1987.
LYONS, T.D. THE SICK MARE. SDMAG, V 5, NO 3, P 27-28, SEP 1989.
MARTLEY, ED. HORSES IN THE HOUSE (A TRUE STORY). SDMAG, V 4, NO 2, P 48+, JUL
1988.
SHAPAN, JERRI. EAST MEETS WEST IN THE BLACK HILLS (RIDING). INSIDE, V 1, NO 2,
P 56-57+, FAL 1990.




ULRICH, GENE. FORTY MILES TO THE FINISH (LONGEST HORSE RACE NEAR FAITH, SD).
DAKHIST, NO 18TH, P 8A5-855, 1986.
= WENZEL,-DUKE..-, vTHE UGLY HORSE THAT COULD. SDMAG, V 7, NO A, P 56-7,62, NOV
1991.
WOOD, CHRISTOPHER. THE ART OF REINING. INSIDE, V 2, NO 5, P 50-51, SUM 1991.
HORTICULTURE - HISTORY
DAKOTA IMAGES: NIELS EBBESEN HANSEN. SDHIST, V 17, NO 1, P ?2•^, 1987. .
jSOUTH, MARY. DODGING BULLETS-FOR SEEDLINGS ^CNIELS HANSEN, PLANT EXPLORER^ AND
THE WORK OF THE S . D: EXPERIMENT .STATION).. . ^SDMAG,-. V- 3 ,. NO . 3 ,- P .37-^^^^^
1987.
HOSPITAL CARE SEE MEDICAL CARE
HOSPITALS
SOUTH DAKOTA HOSPITALS CONSIDER ALTERNATIVES AT RURAL HEALTH-SPONSORED
CONFERENCE. HEALTH, V A, NO 6, P 5, DEC 1990.
• WHAT IS OES? LABOR, ;P 1-2, ' JUN 1989.
'DASCHLE, THOMAS A'. WASHINGTON REPORT: "INITIATIVES TO AID RURAL AMERICA ADVANCE
IN THE SENATE". MUNICIPAL, V 56, NO 5, P lA, NOV 1989.
DASCHLE, THOMAS A. WASHINGTON REPORT: COMMUNITIES AND THE RURAL HEALTH CRISIS.
MUNICIPAL, V 56, NO 1, P 15,17, JUL 1989.
MICKELSON, GEORGE S. CREATING SOUTH DAKOTA'S FUTURE: SOUTH DAKOTA TAKING LEAD
IN RURAL HEALTH ISSUES. MUNICIPAL, V 58, NO 2, P lA, AUG 1991.
PETERSON, SUSAN C. ^ADAPTING TO FILL A NEED: THE PRESENTATION SISTERS AND HEALTH
CARE, 1901-1961. SDHIST, V 17, NO 1, P 1-22, 1987.
STUEFEN, RANDALL M. MEDICARE'S PROSPECTIVE PAYMENTS, DIAGNOSTICALLY RELATED
GROUPS AND PROFESSIONAL REVIEW ORGANIZATIONS IN SOUTH DAKOTA. BUSREV, V A5,
NO 3, P 5-8, MAR 1987.
UTTER, NEETA. CARDIAC CARE - THE LIVES WE TOUCH (RAPID CITY REGIONAL HOSPITAL
AND BLACK. HILLS REHABILITATION HOSPITAL). INSIDE, V 2, NO 3, P Al-43, WIN
1991.
HOT SPRINGS
MIDLAND SPELLS RELIEF (STROPPEL HOTEL AND HOT MINERAL BATHS). SDMAG, V 2, NO 6,
P 16-19, FEB 1987.
MILLER, JOHN. A DIFFERENT SORT OF PLACE ON YOUR WAY TO THE BLACK HILLS.
DAKWEST, V 13, NO 1, P 13-15, MAR 1987.
HOT SPRINGS MAMMOTH SITE
MOORE, DIRK. MAMMOTH SITE. INSIDE, V 2, NO 4, P 22-23, SPR 1991.
HOT SPRINGS, S.D.
MORGAN COMPANY EXPANSION ADDS TO LOCAL GROWTH. ECONDEV, V 4, NO 6y P 3, JUL
1991.
KORTJE, DONNA. PLACES OF RENEWAL: BEAR BUTTE,HARNEY PEAK; AND HOT SPRINGS.
DAKHIST, NO 20TH, P 575-586, 1988.
RICHARDS, SUSAN L. LIBRARY BUILDINGS FOR WEST RIVER: ANDREW CARNEGIE'S GIFTS TO
DEADWOOD, DALLAS, HOT SPRINGS, AND RAPID CITY, S.D. DAKHIST, NO 20TH, P
231-236, 1988.
SKELCHER, BRADLEY. MAIN STREET MID-AMERICA: HOT SPRINGS, SOUTH DAKOTA AND THE
MAIN STREET PILOT PROJECT. DAKHIST, NO 21ST, 1989.
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TWOMEY, KATHERINE. THREE CHURCHES LIVE IN HARMONY AND RETAIN DENOMINATIONAL
AFFILIATIONS CUNITED CHURCHES OF HOT SPRINGS). HERITAGE, V 14, NO 4, P 16,
1988.
HOTELS, MOTELS, ETC.
ATTORNEY GENERAL'S OPINIONS: A.G. OPINION NO.89-18 (BUSINESS LICENSES FOR HOTELS
. OR MOTELS). MUNICIPAL, V 56, NO 3, P 9, SEP 1989.
ATTORNEY GENERAL'S OPINIONS: A.G. OPINION 89-18 (REQUIRING A BUSINESS LICENSE
FOR HOTELS AND MOTELS). MUNICIPAL, V 56, NO 6, P 12, DEC 1989.
V ' ^midland-SPELLS RELIEF'iCSTROPPELHHOTEL rAND .HOT^MINERALi^BATHS);.- ^SDMAG, .V,, 2^, ^NQv6,
P 16-19, FEB 1987.
TAFT TO MOVE AGAIN. SDMAG, V 5, NO 3, P 26, SEP 1989.
ANDERSON, WILLIAM T. THE GAME LODGE - FIT FOR A PRESIDENT (CUSTER GAME LODGE).
SDMAG, V 4, NO 2, P 7+, JUL 1988.
HUNHOFF, BERNIE. A LADY CALLED ALEX (THE ALEX JOHNSON HOTEL IN RAPID CITY).
SDMAG, V 3, NO 1, P 24-28, APR 1987.
MILLER, JOHN. A DIFFERENT SORT OF PLACE ON YOUR WAY TO THE BLACK HILLS.
. DAKWEST, V 13, NOrl, P 13-15, MAR 1987.
MOORE, DIRK. RENOVATIONS REVIVE THE ALEX JOHNSON'S HISTORY AND TRADITION IN
r- LAKOTA SIOUX DESIGN. INSIDE, V 2, NO 6, P 26-27, FAL 1991.
WEINREIS, anna M. THE WARD HOTEL, ON NATIONAL REGISTER. DAKHIST, NO 18TH, P
697-702, 1986.
HOUCK, NELLIE (1905-1988)
. iNELLIE HOUCK (HALL OF FAME HONOREE - UNSUNG HEROES AND GOOD HEARTS). HERITAGE,
V 15, NO 5, P 3, 1989.
LEWIS, DALE. COURAGE TO DREAM AND STAMINA TO MAKE IT COME TRUE. DAKWEST, V 13,
NO 1, P 4-11, MAR 1987.
HOUCK, ROY
i MOVIEMAKING AT MINNECONJOU CREEK. SDMAG, V 6, NO 6, P 7^12, MAR 1991.
.HUNHbFFj^mERNi^^ 1:^R0Y H0UCK^S TRIPLE U RANCH. ^ SDMAG, V 6, NO 6, P 13-15, MAR
1991.
LEWIS, DALE. COURAGE TO DREAM AND STAMINA TO MAKE IT COME TRUE. DAKWEST, V 13,
NO 1, P 4-11, MAR 1987.
LONDON, BONNIE. HOUCK BUFFALO HIGHLIGHT FOR COSTNER MOVIE. HERITAGE, V 17, NO
1, P 8-9, MAR 1991.
HOUSEHOLD EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
EDGEMONT creates 27 NEW JOBS THROUGH CDBG. ECONDEV, V 1, NO 6, P 5, NOV 1988.
THERMOSET PLASTICS RECEIVES REDI FUND LOAN. ECONDEV, V 1, NO 5, P 3, 0CT.1988.
HOUSEHOLDS
DYKSTRA, DEVEE. LIVING ARRANGEMENTS- SOUTH DAKOTA IN 1980 AND 1990. BUSREV, V
50, NO 1, P 1,4-5, SEP 1991.
HOUSES SEE ALSO HISTORIC HOUSES
SOUTH DAKOTA "THE SUNSHINE STATE". BUSREV, V 47, NO 2, P 8, DEC 1988.
' WRAP-UP: HOMES NO 1, P 26, 1988.
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EDINGTON, DOROTHEA. JORGENSEN LOG HOMES (JORGENSEN LOG HOMES, INC.). INSIDE, V
1, NO 1, P 12-13, SUM 1990.
GUTCH, ELIZABETH R. ALADDIN AND THE CLAIM SHACK. DAKHIST, NO 21ST, 1989.
" MULLANEY, MARGUERITE. QUEEN OF THE BOULEVARD. INSIDE, V 2, NO 3, P 30-31, WIN
1991.
MULLANEY, MARGUERITE. THE PINK PALACE CMAUDE AND EARL BROCKELSBY'S HOUSE).
INSIDE, V 2, NO A, P 30-31, SPR 1991.
THOMPSON, NANCY. HANSONS CREATE A DREAM. INSIDE, V 1, NO 2, P l<i-15, FAL 1990.
HOUSES - LOG
EDINGTON, -DOROTHEA. : JORGENSEN LOG .HOMES CJORGENSEN - LOG -HOMES, . INC. ),. . INSIDE, V
1, NO 1, P 12-13, SUM 1990.
JORGENSEN, BOB. LOG CABINS. INSIDE, V 2, NO 6, P 25, FAL 1991.
HOUSES - MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR
GUNDERSON, DEXTER H. FMHA LOANS AND GRANTS FOR HOME REPAIRS. MUNICIPAL, V 54,
NO 10, P 17, APR 1988.
HOUSES - SOD
HAMMER, KENNETH. THE PRAIRIE SOD HOME. DAKHIST, NO 18TH, P 624-629, 1986.
SVAREN, HELEN. A PIONEER SOD HOUSE. DAKHIST, NO 18TH, P 55-62, 1986.
SVAREN, HELEN. THE SODDIE. SDMAG, V 4, NO 6, P 10-11, MAY 1989..
HOUSING
CENSUS '90...CONTINUES. COUNTY, V 37, NO l0, P 5, DEC 1991.
BROWN, ADEL. THE BLACK HILLS HABITAT FOR HUMANITY. INSIDE, V 2, NO 3, P 37,
WIN 1991.
EDINGTON, DOROTHEA. JORGENSEN LOG HOMES (JORGENSEN LOG HOMES, INC.). INSIDE, V
1, NO 1, P 12-13, SUM 1990.
u, u.l-:vGUNDERSON,'-'.DEXTER. H HOUSING FOR YOUR COMMUNITY. MUNICIPAL, V 55,
NO 9, P 14,19, MAR 1989.
HOGAN EDWARD P. RESIDENTIAL CHANGE IN BROOKINGS, SOUTH DAKOTA, 1961-1985.
DAKHIST, NO 20TH, P 377-385, 1988.
HOUSING - LAW
PRESSLER, LARRY. WASHINGTON REPORT: PRESSLER EXPLAINS NATIONAL AFFORDABLE
HOUSING BILL'S POTENTIAL BENEFITS TO SOUTH DAKOTA. MUNICIPAL, V 57; NO 1, P
10, JUL 1990.
HOWARD AMUSEMENT COMPANY
VANHOVE, ADELINE. STEP RIGHT UP FOLKS! BUY YOUR TICKETS... SEE... RIDE... TAKE A
CHANCE! (THE HOWARD AMUSEMENT COMPANY 1926-1946). DAKHIST, NO 20TH, P 1-2,
1988.
HOWARD, S.D.





HERITAGE CENTER OPENS OSCAR HOWE EXHIBIT. HISTNOTES, V 6, NO 2, P 2, FAL 1990.
DEAN, ROSCOE; WHO AM I? (OSCAR HOWE). HERITAGE, V 14, NO 1, P 30-41, 1988.
HRBECK, KENT
DEAN, TONY. HRBEK GREETS TWINS FANS WITH UNUSUAL GESTURE. DAKCOUNT, V 5, NO
10, P 22, OCT 1991.
HUB CITY (ABERDEEN, S.D.)
; SOUTH DAKOTA COMPANIES. ATTEND ^HANNOVER; FAIR ..^ ' ECONDEV, V 4i NO 5, P ,3? ,J.UL;:1,9;91 ^
HUCKERT, ALICE NERS DUFFIELD TUBBS SEE POKER, ALICE (1851-1930)
HUEBNER, DAVE
HUNHOFF, BERNIE. DAVE HUEBNER: FOLK ARTIST/POTTER. SDMAG, V 7, NO 2, P 7-9,
JUL 1991.
HUGHES COUNTY
•SCHULER, HAROLD H.' THE HUGHES COUNTY RECORDS PROJECTS. HISTNOTES, V 2, NO 4, P
5, JAN 1987.
HUGHES, WILLIAM (1875-1952)
WILLIAM HUGHES (HALL OF FAME HONOREE - UNSUNG HEROES AND GOOD HEARTS).
.HERITAGE, V 15, NO 5, P 3, 1989.
HUMAN FLY (BUILDING CLIMBER)
PIERRE'S UNFORGETTABLE SUMMER OF '27 (A PRESIDENT, A HERO AND A HUMAN FLY VISIT
PIERRE). SDMAG, V 3, NO 2, P 28-30, JUN 1987.
HUMAN SERVICES CENTER (YANKTON, S.D.)
' CAIN, 'LYNNE:- PATIENT^ADVOCACY Program (PAP) KEEPS BUSY AT HSC. SDREP, V 5, NO
1, P 8, AUG 1989.
CAIN, LYNNE. PATIENT ADVOCATES INVESTIGATE PATIENT ABUSE AT HSC. SDREP, V 5,
NO 3, P 6, APR 1990.
HUMANS, PREHISTORIC
1,000-YEAR-OLD CULTURE UNCOVERED. HISTNOTES, V 7, NO 2, P 1,4, FAL 1991.
i
HUMBOLT, S.D.
CDBG MONEY AWARDED: HUMBOLDT TO START LOCAL REVOLVING LOAN FUND. ECONDEV, V 4,
NO 5, P 8, MAY 1991.
HUMOR
HOGS AND THE LAW. SDMAG, V 6, NO 5, P 23, JAN 1991.
PIERRE-STYLE POLITICKING. SDMAG, V 6, NO 5, P 21, JAN 1991.
HOLTZMANN, ROGER. SERIOUSLY> FOLKS: ALL FEARS OF CITY LIFE PALE IN COMPARISON
TO ONE--FEAR OF DOING SOMETHING STUPID. SDMAG, V 7, NO 3, P 38, SEP 1991.
HOLTZMANN, ROGER; SERIOUSLY, FOLKS: PUDDLE TALK AND RADIO REPORTS DON'T COUNT
IN SO. DAKOTA. SDMAG, V 7, NO 2, P 42, JUL 1991.
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HOLTZMANN, ROGER. SERIOUSLY/ FOLKS: UNDERSTANDING THE COUNTRY MUSIC THREAT.
SDMAG, V 7, NO 1, P 58, MAY 1991.
HOLTZMANN, ROGER. SERIOUSLY, FOLKS: WINTER CAN BE A SEASON OF OPPORTUNITY IF WE
. ^ V V TRY. REALvHARD: SDMAG, V ^7, ;NO>A.,vP 9 NOV 1991.
HOLTZMANN, ROGER. 699,999? WHO ARE THEY KIDDING? TRYING TO MAKE SENSE OF A
SENSELESS CENSUS. SDMAG, V 6, NO 6, P A5, MAR 1991.
RAASCH, CHUCK. 'COLD, RIGHT': FIGHTING MISCONCEPTIONS. SDMAG, V 6, NO A, P
31-33, SEP 1990.
SVAREN, HELEN. SUMMITS IN SUMMIT, S.D.? SDMAG, V 6, NO 5, P 59, NOV 1990.
. ^^THOMPSON, BILL. THE AMERICAN INDIAN'S 'ATTEMPTsTO GET THE' LASTaAUGH.-fDAK^
NO 20TH, P 351-363, 1988.
HUMOROUS WRITINGS
COX, EARL. FUNERALS I DIDN'T ATTEND (BUT WISH I HAD--SORT OF). DEADMAG, V 1,
NO 9, P 15,20, SEP 1991.
HALL, GEORGE A. BOTH BARRELS. HERITAGE, V 17, NO 1, P 13, MAR 1991.
HUBER, TOM. DID THE HOLIDAYS LEAVE YOU PINCHED? MUNICIPAL, V 57, NO 7, P 12,
JAN 1991.
KAROLEVITZ, BOB. JIM RIVER COUNTRY (ANNUAL WINTERIZING RITUALS). SDMAG, V 3,
NO A, P 5, OCT 1987.
KAROLEVITZ, BOB. JIM RIVER COUNTRY (IN SEARCH OF THE FAMILY CHRISTMAS TREE).
SDMAG, V 3, NO 5, P 10+, JAN 1988.
KAROLEVITZ, BOB. JIM RIVER COUNTRY (LUTEFISK AND OTHER QUESTIONABLE CHRISTMAS
DELICACIES). SDMAG, V 5, NO A, P 7, NOV 1989.
KAROLEVITZ, BOB. JIM RIVER COUNTRY (MARBLES). SDMAG, V 3, NO 6, P 18+, MAR
1988.
KAROLEVITZ, BOB. JIM RIVER COUNTRY (MUSINGS ON HORSES). SDMAG, V A, NO 1, P
50, MAY 1988.
KAROLEVITZ, BOB. JIM RIVER COUNTRY (MUSINGS ON PICKUP TRUCKS). SDMAG, V 4, NO
2, P 19+, JUL 1988.
KAROLEVITZ, BOB. JIM RIVER COUNTRY: BALING WIRE SHORTAGE. SDMAG, V 5, NO 3, P
.13, SEP 1989.
KAROLEVITZ, BOB. JIM RIVER COUNTRY: CLOTHESPIN COWBOY (HOMEMADE RUBBER GUNS).
SDMAG, V 4, NO 3, P 5+, SEP 1988.
KAROLEVITZ, BOB. JIM RIVER COUNTRY: ONE LONG, TWO SHORTS AND SEVEN NEIGHBORS.
SDMAG, V 4, NO 5, P 15, JAN 1989.
KAROLEVITZ, BOB. JIM RIVER COUNTRY: PASS THE FRICASSE OF HARNESS, PLEASE (A
HUMOROUS LOOK AT DIETING). SDMAG, V 4, NO 4, P 22, NOV 1988.
KAROLEVITZ, BOB. JIM RIVER COUNTRY: SCHOOLGIRL DAYS IN THE DAIRY. SDMAG, V 4,
NO 6, P 9, MAY 1989.
KAROLEVITZ, BOB. JIM RIVER COUNTRY: THE GOING-GOING-SOLD TRAIL (FARM AUCTIONS).
SDMAG, V 3, NO 3, P 7, AUG 1987.
MCGRAW, TOM. IT ISN'T WHAT IT USED TO BE. COUNTY, V 36, NO 3, P 18, JAN 1990.
NACHTIGAL, RALPH. NEW TWIST TO LITTLE RED RIDING HOOD STORY. HERITAGE, V 16,
NO 2, P COVER, SUM 1990.
OLNEY, CHARLI. SERGEANT BISMARK MEMORIAL NO "SHAGGY DOG STORY". DEADMAG, V 1,
NO 4, P 9,11, SEP 1991.
PENCE, DICK. HELLO, COLUMBIA? (TELEPHONING COLUMBIA, S.D. IN 1950). SDMAG, V
4, NO 4, P 56+, NOV 1988.
PHILIP, GEORGE. FRONTIER MEDICINE. HERITAGE, V 15,• NO 5, P 28-29, 1989.
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STRANDELL, AL, AL SAYS: THE ONE ROOM SCHOOL. HERITAGE, V 16, NO A, P 23, WIN
1990.
STRANDELL, AL. BITS OF WISDOM. HERITAGE, V 16, NO <i, P Z'i, WIN 1990.
STRANDELL, AL. MORE BITS OF WISDOM. HERITAGE, V 16, NO A, P 30, WIN 1990.
VOLLER, ESTHER L. PIGS, HOGS, SWINE (POEM). SDMAG, V 4, NO 1, P 52, MAY 1988.
WINSKI, JOE. A WAY WITH WORDS. COUNTY, V 36, NO 3, P 18, JAN 1990.
HUMPHREY, HUBERT H., JR. (1911-1978)
> -HUBERT HUMPHREY (1989 -HALL'^ OP?FAM&^:HONOREEi:GOVERNMENTAL;.AFFAIRS) i ^= HERlinAGE^V.i
15, NO 7, P 30, 1989.
GARRETTSON, CHARLES L. III. HOME OF THE POLITICS OF JOY; HUBERT H. HUMPHREY IN
SOUTH DAKOTA. SDHIST, V 20, NO 3, P 165-184, 1990.
HUMPHREY, HUBERT H., SR. ( -1949)
GARRETTSON, CHARLES L.III. HOME OF THE POLITICS OF JOY: HUBERT H. HUMPHREY IN
SOUTH DAKOTA. SDHIST, V 20, NO 3, P 165-184, 1990.
'HUNKPAPA SIOUX INDIANS
LEWIS,. DALE. SITTING BULL LED STRUGGLE FOR SURVIVAL. HERITAGE, V 14, NO 3, P
22, 1988.
HUNTING SEE ALSO GAME AND GAME BIRDS; BOUNTY HUNTING AND HUNTERS
AN OUTSIDE OPINION: REMEMBERING THE GOOD TIMES (PHEASANT HUNTING). CONSDIG, V
58, NO 1, P 29, 1991.
DAKOTA CENTENNIAL 1889-1989, PART 2 - DAKOTA TERRITORY: THE ERA OF EXPLOITATION.
CONSDIG, V 56, NO 1, P 19-21, 1989.
DAKOTA CENTENNIAL 1889-1989, PART 5: THE HOPEFUL TWENTIES AND THE DIRTY
THIRTIES. CONSDIG, V 56, NO 4, P 19-21, 1989.
DAKOTA CENTENNIAL 1889-1989, PART 6: PROSPERITY RETURNS TO THE PRAIRIE.
CONSDIG, V 56, NO 5, P 19-21, 1989.
rDAKOTA-HUNTERS DEVELOP,NEW TECHNIQUES (FOR SLOUGHS). DAKCOUNT, V 4, NO 12, P
30-31, DEC 1990.
DAKOTA UPLAND GAME OUTLOOK SUPER. DAKCOUNT, V 5, NO 9, P 34-35, SEP 1991.
DAKOTA WILDLIFE: PREVENTING BIG GAME DEPREDATION. CONSDIG, V 58, NO 2, P 20-21,
1991.
DUCK FORECAST *89. DAKCOUNT, V 3, NO 9, P 14-17, SEP 1989.
GAMING ACCESS TO BEST HUNTING LAND IN THE DAKOTAS. DAKCOUNT, V 5, NO 10, P.
18-21, OCT 1991.
' HUNTER SURVEY RESULTS LISTED. DAKCOUNT, V 3, NO 3, P 20-27, MAR 1989.
HUNTING ADVICE - SEE "TIP OF THE MONTH" IN EACH ISSUE DAKOTA-COUNTRY MAGAZINE ,
(1989+). DAKCOUNT.
LOOKING TOWARD THE 90'S. DAKCOUNT, V 4, NO 1, P 32-34, JAN 1990.
NEW PHEASANT PROGRAM MAY INCREASE HUNTING SPOTS. FINS, V 7, NO 5, P 7, 1988.
PHEASANT HARVEST DOWN IN DAKOTAS. DAKCOUNT, V 3, NO 8, P 35, AUG 1989.
PHEASANT HUNTING OPPORTUNITIES IN SOUTH DAKOTA. DAKCOUNT, V 5, NO 10, P 31, OCT
1991.
' PHEASANTft^HUNTING RATED TORS. -DAKCOUNT;- V T, NO 10, P 5--,I0,, OCT 1987 .
PHEASANT HUNTING SHOULD BE GOOD. DAKCOUNT, V 3, NO 10, P 17, OCT 1989.
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S.D. REPORT: KEEP YOUR RIFLE HANDYj THERE'S PRAIRIE DOG HUNTING. FINS, V 6, NO
5, P 80, MAY 1987.
SD HUNTERS WELCOME LONGER PHEASANT SEASON. DAKCOUNT, V 5, NO 6, P 26-28, JUN
1991.
SD PHEASANT OUTLOOK. DAKCOUNT, V 1, NO 8, P 2A-25, AUG 1987.
UPLAND OUTLOOK UNCERTAIN- SPRING MOISTURE CONDITIONS, IMPROVED HABITAT, BUT LATE
DROUGHT...PROBLEMS. DAKCOUNT, V 3, NO 9, P 18-19, SEP 1989.
WALK-IN HUNTING PROGRAM SUCCESSFUL IN SOUTH DAKOTA. DAKCOUNT, V 5, NO 7,, P
3A-35, JUL 1991.
WILDLIFE-LEGISLATION ON' TAP. JDAKCOUNT, V 3V^N0.^2; P 22V FED 1989....> ^A-^
'WILDLIFE NOTES: THE TURKEY HUNTER'S-^DILEMMA - CHOOSING'WEAPONS. ' CONSDIG," V 57,
NO 4, P 27, 1990.
WILDLIFE NOTES: 1990 WALK-IN AREAS. CONSDIG, V 57, NO 5, P 27, 1990.
A BRIGHT FUTURE FOR WALK-IN AREAS. CONSDIG, V 58, NO 4, P 28-29, 1991.
AVERAGE HUNTER IS ABOVE AVERAGE. CONSDIG, V 54, NO 4, P 26, 1987.
CROWDING IS RELATIVE (BOW HUNTERS). CONSDIG, V 54, NO 5, P 28, 1987.





V 54, NO 5, P 28, 1987.
WRAP-UP: TELEVISION CAMPAIGN TO ENCOURAGE RESPECT. CONSDIG, V 55, NO 5, P 26,
1988.
WRITERS, READERS GIVEN FREE HAND (EDITORIAL). DAKCOUNT, V 4, NO 6, P 4, JUN
1990.
1991 HUNTING FORECAST: 'ONE OF THE BEST YEARS IN MEMORY'. DAKOUT, V 6, NO 9, P
5-6, SEP 1991.
1991 SOUTH DAKOTA HUNTING DIRECTORY. DAKOUT, V 6, NO 8, P 3-30, AUG 1991.
AANDERUD, JUNE. FOG OVER LAKE WHITEWOOD. CONSDIG, V 57, NO 5, P 14-15, 1990.
ABDAlLaH, GREG. BLACK HILLS GOBBLERS. DAKOUT, V 6, NO 3, P 11-12, MAR 1991.
BARE, LLOYD. IT'S TIME FOR A COVER-UP (PHEASANTS). FINS, V 6, NO 2, P 87-89,
FEB 1987.
BERINGSON, DICK.' WHO'S THE USER (EDITORIAL). CONSDIG, V 55, NO 2, P 1, 1988.
BINGER, RANDY. OCTOBER MORNING (DUCK HUNTING). CONSDIG, V 55, NO 5, P 2-3,
1988.
BROWN, LARRY. CREEK-BOTTOM ROOSTERS (PHEASANTS). FINS, V 6, NO 10, P 55-58+,
WIN 1987.
CARLSON, DENNIS. J.R.'S FIRST (HUNTING) SEASON. CONSDIG, V 54, NO 5, P 8-9,
1987.
CARLSON, ED. PHEASANT NOSTALGIA: A TRIP BACKTO THE FARMLANDS OF HIS YOUTH TO
HUNT PHEASANTS CONFIRMS THAT RURAL S.D. CONTINUES TO.U . CONSDIG,; V 58, NO 1,
P 10-11, 1991.
CARRELS, PETER. GOAT BUSTERS (GOAT HUNTING). FINS, V 6, NO 2, P 11-14, FEB
1987.
CLANCY, GARY. STOUT-HEARTED MAN (TURKEY HUNTING). FINS, V 6, NO 3, P 71-74,
MAR 1987.
COONROD, BRUCE. FOR BEGINNING HUNTERS (EDITORIAL). CONSDIG, V 54, NO 5, P 1,
1987.
COONROD, BRUCE. PHEASANTS FOR EVERYONE (EDITORIAL). CONSDIG, V 54, NO 6, P 1,
1987.




DEAN, TONY. HUNTING IN THE DAKOTAS: WILL IT BE PART OF THE FUTRUE? DAKCOUNT, V
5, NO 11, P 20-25, NOV 1991.
; rDHAEMERS, PAUL. THANKS FOR WILDFOWL AND WETLANDS (HUNTING SWANS). CONSDIG, V
" -58, NO 4, P 13-14, 1991.
GILMORE, ROD. GUARDING THE RESOURCE. DAKCOUNT, V 4, NO 5, P 14-15, MAY 1990.
GILMORE, ROD. SHARPTAILS MAKING COMEBACK. DAKCOUNT, V 4, NO 9, P 36-37, SEP
1990..
GUNNER, LARRY. SAVORING THE MOMENTS: FIRST-TIME SWAN HUNTER WANTED A HUNT TO
REMEMBER--AND HE GOT IT. CONSDIG, V 58, NO 4, P 15, 1991.
HINTZ, TOM. RELOADING STEEL SHOT. CONSDIG, V 55; NO 5, P T8-21, 1988. ; ; - ;
HULM, LEE. AUTUMN THOUGHTS: JUST-BEING OUTDOORS IN THE FALL IS GOOD THERAPY.
CONSDIG, V 57, NO 5, P 16-19, 1990.
HUNHOFF, BERNIE. OPENING DAY IN REDFIELD, "PHEASANT CAPITAL OF THE WORLD!'.
SDMAG, V 3, NO 4, P 7-11+, OCT 1987.
JACKSON, JIM. EARLY PHEASANT YEARS. DAKCOUNT, V 3, NO 1, P 12-13, JAN 1989.
JACKSON, JIM. TURKEY HUNTING. DAKCOUNT, V 3, NO 3, P 14, MAR 1989.
^^Vt^JORDAN-; i:;REANiCV^.;^MATT vTHE^WOLFER;; •-rf.DAKHlST,, .Na 20JH,. P 281-290, 1988.
KURZEJESKl, ADAM J. FALLEN STAND: EACH TREE CARRIES A UNIQUE HISTORY, 8 EACH
HAS SERVED HONORABLY IN THE USER!S ATTEMPT TO-HARVEST. BIG. GAME. CONSDIG, V
57, NO 5, P 10-13, 1990.
LACE, BOB. S.D. HEADWATERS: RETURNING A HUNTING FAVOR. FINS, V 6, NO 10, P 4,
WIN 1987.
LINDSAY, LARRY. TROUBLES BY THE SCORE (CANVASBACK). FINS, V 6, NO 3, P 8-9+,
MAR 1987.
LINN, GEORGIA. ARE YOU GAME...FOR THE GREAT SOUTH DAKOTA HUNT? INSIDE, V 1, NO
2, P 36,38, FAL 1990.
MARTLEY, CHUCK. FLYING, RUNNING CASH CROPS. FINS, V 6, NO 9, P 73-76+, SEP
1987.
MICKELSON, GEORGE S. HUNTING AND SOUTH DAKOTA (EDITORIAL). CONSDIG,.V 55, NO
5, P 1, 1988.
:* 'MITZEL, bill: ^ BE i VIGILANT (EDITORIAL). DAKCOUNT, V 4, NO
9, P 4, SEP 1990.
MITZEL, BILL. COYOTE PROBLEMS STILL GOING STRONG. DAKCOUNT, V 4, NO 3, P
28-30, MAR 1990.
MOUM, KEN. AN OUTSIDE OPINION: HISTORY OF SOUTH DAKOTA TIED TO THE OUTDOORS.
CONSDIG, V 56, NO 1, P 26, 1989.
MOUM, KEN. AN OUTSIDE OPINION: IS HELPING WILDLIFE IMMORAL? CONSDIG, V 55, NO
2, P 26, 1988.
MOUM, KEN. AN OUTSIDE OPINION! WHOSE PROBLEM ARE DUCKS? CONSDIG, V.55, NO 1, P
26, 1988.
MOUM, KEN. S.D. HEADWATERS: CONFESSIONS OF A DITCH PIG (ROADSIDE GOOSE ..
HUNTING). FINS, V 6, NO 9, P 9, SEP 1987.
MOUM, KEN. SOUTH DAKOTA'S UPLAND GAME FORECAST. FINS, V 6, NO 9, P 10-12+, SEP
1987.
MOUM, KEN. SPORTSMAN'S GUIDE TO LAKE FRANCIS CASE. FINS, V 6, NO 1, P 79-80,
JAN 1987.
MOUM, KEN. THE NEW BASICS OF PHEASANT HUNTING. CONSDIG, V 58, NO 5, P 2-5,
1991.




OAKS, BARBARA. REDFIELD'S PHEASANT GUIDE. SDMAG, V 5, NO A, P 4A-45, NOV 1989.
POST, CHUCK. S.D. REPORT: ELK HUNTERS SCORE 69 PERCENT. FINS, V 6, NO 3, P 6,
MAR 1987.
POST, CHUCK. S.D. REPORT: HIGH BIDDER PAYS $11,077 FOR BIGHORN LICENSE (TOM
CARMODY). FINS, V 6, NO 2, P 5, FEB 1987.
POST, CHUCK. S.D. REPORT: TOM CARMODY GRAND SLAM MADE BID WORTHWHILE (BIGHORN
SHEEP). FINS, V 6, NO 3, P 6, MAR 1987.
RILEY, STEVEN. A PLACE TO HUNT (EDITORIAL). CONSDIG, V 55, NO 4, PI, 1988.
SCHRANCK, BOB. HUNT AT NOON, DINNER AT. SIX (SHOOTING PRESERVES). , FINS,, .V. 6, NO
3, P I6-I7+, MAR 1987.
SPENCER, JIM. " SvD. HEADWATERS: THERE'S ONLY USr IN THE'OUTDOORS,. SFINS,-V 6, NO
8, P A, JUL 1987.
THOMS, JERRALD P. THAT DOG WILL HUNT. FINS, V 6, NO A, P 11-14+, APR 1987.
UNKENHOLZ, DENNIS. ERIC'S FIRST HUNT. CONSDIG, V 54, NO 5, P 10-11, 1987.
ZASTROW, BERDETTE. THE LADY GETS HER BIRD: THE CHALLENGES AND REWARDS OF A
BLACK HILLS TURKEY HUNT. CONSDIG, V 58, NO 2, P 9-13, 1991.
HUNTING - ACCIDENTS '
- HUNTER NUMBERS START TO RISE AGAIN. DAKCOUNT, V 2, NO 9, P 21, SER ..1988,
MOUM, KEN. AN OUTSIDE OPINION: IS SAFETY SOMETHING WE CAN IGNORE? CONSDIG, V
58, NO 5, P 29, I99I.
POST, CHUCK. S.D. REPORT: LANDOWNER NOT LIABLE FOR HUNTING, FISHING ACCIDENTS.
FINS, V 6, NO 2, P 5, FEB 1987.
SHATTUCK, BILL. 1986 HUNTING ACCIDENTS. CONSDIG, V 54, NO 5, P 20-23, 1987.
SHATTUCK, BILL. 1987 HUNTING ACCIDENTS. CONSDIG, V 55, NO 5, P 4-7, 1988.
SHATTUCK, BILL. 1988 HUNTING ACCIDENTS. CONSDIG, V 56, NO 5, P 6-9, 1989.
SHATTUCK, BILL. 1989 HUNTING ACCIDENTS. CONSDIG,V 57, NO 5, P 6-9, 1990.
SHATTUCK, BILL. 1990 HUNTING ACCIDENTS: DON'T LET A HUNTING ACCIDENT SPOIL YOUR
FALL SEASON. CONSDIG, V 58, NO 5, P 16-19, 1991.
HUNTING - ANECDOTES, HUMOROUS WRITINGS, SATIRE, ETC.
SEE ALSO EACH ISSUE OF DAKOTA COUNTRY MAGAZINE DAKCOUNT.
SEE INDIVIDUAL ISSUES OF DAKOTA OUTDOORS MAGAZINE. DAKCOUNT.
SOUTH DAKOTA HUNTERS ENCOUNTER TANGLED DEER. DAKCOUNT, V 5, NO 1, P 42-43, JAN
1991.
DAVIDSON, LLOYD. RATTLER HUNT AT MOBRIDGE. SDMAG, V 7, NO 3, P.46-50,+, SEP
1991.
LACE, BOB. S.D. HEADWATERS: RETURNING A HUNTING FAVOR. FINS, V 6, NO 10, P 4,
WIN 1987.
MARTLEY, ED. JACKRABBIT CRAZY ON A RAPID CITY RANCH. SDMAG, V 4, NO 5, P 44+,
JAN 1989.
MOUM, KEN. AN OUTSIDE OPINION: PERFECT HUNTING TRIPS FALL TOGETHER, NOT APART.
CONSDIG, V 56, NO 5, P 26, 1989.
I
RAASCH, CHUCK. WINGED LEGENDS. SDMAG, V 7, NO 3, P 60,62, SEP 1991.
SAMP, ARDYCE. HEMINGWAY'S SOUTH DAKOTA PHEASANT HUNT. DAKHIST, NO 22, P
785-809, 1990.




WEBSTER, SHERI. CALL OF THE CORNFIELD (PHEASANT HUNTING). CONSDIG, V 5^, NO 5,
P 12-13, 1987.
i: SDMAG, V 7, NO <1, P 10-11, NOV
1991.
WITTENBURG, PAUL. THE HUNTING DOG. INSIDE, V 2, NO 6, P 50t51, FAL 1991.
WOOD, ROBERT W. A SPECIAL DUCK HUNT. CONSDIG, V 58, NO 5, P I'l-IB, 1991.
HUNTING - DEER SEE ALSO DEER
DAKOTA^ DEER SEASON SAID SUCCESSFUL. VDAKCOUNT, V:3,.;N0 1, vR;'24, JAN. 1989 . .vUU
' FIRST' SD YOUTH DEER SEASON'A BIG SUCCESS. vDAKCOUNT, V 4, NO 11, P 32-33; NOV»
1990.
IMPROVING YOUR ODDS FOR A DEER LICENSE. CONSDIG, V 57, NO 2, P 12-13, 1990.
LOTS OF DEER IN THE DAKOTAS. DAKCOUNT, V 3, NO 11, P 15, NOV 1989.
S.D. REPORT: WESTERN BUCK DEER SEASON UNDER CONSIDERATION. FINS, V 6, NO 5, P
81, MAY 1987.
..ySDfDEERr^ WELL BEHAVED. DAKCOUNT, V 4, NO 1, P 35, JAN 1990.
SOUTH DAKOTA HUNTERS ENCOUNTER TANGLED DEER. DAKCOUNT, V 5, NO 1, P 42-43, JAN
1991.
WEST RIVER DEER HUNTERS ENJOY 71 PERCENT SUCCESS. FINS, V 7, NO 5, P 7, 1988V
WILDLIFE NOTES: BIG GAME HARVESTS TALLIED. CONSDIG, V 57, NO 3, P 27, 1990.
ABDALLAH, GREG. BLACK HILLS BUCKS. DAKOUT, V 6, NO 9, P 16-17, SEP 1991.
BERINGSON, DICK. IT'S TIME TO THINK ABOUT DEER HUNTING (EDITORIAL). CONSDiG, V
56, NO 4, P 1, 1989.
CLANCY, GARY. PINPOINT YOUR DEER DRIVES. FINS, V 6, NO 10, P 11-12+, WIN 1987.
GILMORE, ROD. FINDING DEER IN CRP ACRES. DAKCOUNT, V 4, NO 11, P 22-23, NOV
1990.
KURZEJESKI, ADAM J. THREE-SHOT BUCK. CONSDIG, V 56, NO 5, P 16-18, 1989.
. , , Vr.KURZEJESKI>. ADAM .J.< ^TRAIL ,0F WONDER: ,THE ARCHERY ELK HUNTERS HAD PREPARED ALL
"'^SUMMERVFOR'THE FALL HUNT.CONSDIG, V 58, NO 5, P 12-13, 1991.
MCMANUS, LEE. LESSONS: TWO 11-YEAR-OLDS LAST FALL REDEFINED "TROPHY" FOR THEIR
ADULT COMPANIONS. CONSDIG, V 54, NO 5, P 6-7, 1987.
MCPHILLIPS, KELLY. DO DEER EVER GET LOST? (WOUNDED DEER). CONSDIG, V 54, NO 6,
P 18-21, 1987.
RICE, LES. FOR YOUNG HUNTERS ONLY, CONSDIG, V 57, NO 3, P 1, 1990.
STEINBERG, ROGER. THE MEASURE OF A TROPHY. CONSDIG, V 54, NO 5, P 2-5, 1987.
HUNTING - FEES, LICENSES, & REGULATIONS
DAKOTA CENTENNIAL 1889-1989, PART 3: EARLY STATEHOOD. CONSDIG, V 56, NO 2, P
20-22, 1989.
DEER NUMBERS HIGH: SPECIAL WINTER DEER SEASON PROPOSED FOR SAND LAKE NWR.
DAKCOUNT, V 5, NO 10, P 40-41, OCT 1991.
ENTIRE STATE NOW ZONED FOR STEEL SHOT. FINS, V 7, NO 5, P 6, 1988.
FALL FLIGHT FOR GEESE FAVORABLE. DAKCOUNT, V 3, NO 10, P 21, OCT 1989.
GAME, FISH AND PARKS NEWS. COUNTY, V 37, NO 6, P 6, JUN 1991.
IMPROVING YOUR ODDS FOR A DEER LICENSE. CONSDIG, V 57, NO 2, P 12-13, 1990.
IT'S THE LAW (TAGGING BIG GAME). CONSDIG, V 58, NO 5, P 27, 1991.
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IT'S THE LAW (TRAINING DOGS ON PUBLIC LAND). CONSDIG, V 58, NO A, P 27, 1991.
IT'S THE LAW (TRANSPORTING PROCESSED GAME BIRDS). CONSDIG, V 57, NO 5, P 27,
1990.
LICENSE CHANGE MEANS ANOTHER LICENSE CHANGE. COUNTY, V 36, NO A, P 4, MAR 1990.
LOTS OF DEER IN THE DAKOTAS. DAKCOUNT, V 3, NO 11, P 15, NOV 1989.
NEW RULES TO SIMPLIFY HUNTING LICENSE LOTTERY. FINS, V 7, NO 4, P 7, 1988.
OUTDOOR LICENSE SALES LISTED. DAKCOUNT, V 5, NO 8, P 43, AUG 1991;
POOR DUCK FORECAST SEEN. DAKCOUNT; V 2, NO 7, P 14-18, JUL 1988.
S. D. REPORT: DEER AND •ANTELOPE: SEASONS FOR BOWHUNTERS . PROPOSED : FINS,."V>:6, NO
5, P 81, MAY 1987.
S.D; REPORT: HIGHLIGHTS OF SOUTH DAKOTA'S 1987 HUNTING REGULATIONS, SEASONS.
FINS, V 6, NO 9, P 4, SEP 1987.
S.D. REPORT: WESTERN BUCK DEER SEASON UNDER CONSIDERATION. FINS, V 6, NO 5, P
81, MAY 1987.
SD DEER HUNTERS WELL BEHAVED. DAKCOUNT, V 4, NO 1, P 35, JAN 1990.
SDtHUNTERS WELCOME, LONGER PHEASANT SEASON. DAKCOUNT, V 5, NO 6, P 26-28, JUN
1991.
SD LEGISLATURE WINDS DOWN. DAKCOUNT, V 4, NO 3, P 35, MAR 1990.
SOUTH DAKOTA PHEASANTS: SHOULD THERE BE A CLOSED SEASON? DAKCOUNT, V 5, NO 9, P
24, SEP 1991.
SPECIAL S. DAKOTA YOUTH DEER SEASON GAINING MOMENTUM. DAKCOUNT, V 5, NOlI, P
26-27, NOV 1991.
SPRING WILD TURKEY CHANGES. FINS, V 7, NO 2, P 6, MAR 1988.
STEEL SHOT HITS THE DAKOTAS. DAKCOUNT, V 1, NO 9, P 12-15, SEP 1987.
STEEL SHOT SCHEDULE MAY CHANGE. FINS, V 7, NO 2, P 6, MAR 1988.
WORKING WITH THE LANDOWNERS. DAKCOUNT, V 3, NO 3, P 44, MAR 1989.
WRAP-UP: ELK LICENSE RAFFLE SUCCESS. CONSDIG, V 58, NO 5, P 29, 1991.
WRAP-UP: iWHAT'SvRREFERENCE? CONSDIG, V 55, NO 5, P 27, 1988.
1989 WILDLIFE STAMPS. CONSDIG, V 55, NO 4, P 14-15, 1988.
BERINGSON, DICK. LANDOWNER BENEFITS. DAKOUT, V 6, NO 7, P 46, JUL 1991.
GILMORE, ROD. ANTI-HUNTERS HAVE AN IMPACT IN DAKOTAS. DAKCOUNT, V 5, NO 2, P
16-17, FEB 1991.
JACKSON, JIM. A LONGER SEASON. DAKCOUNT, V 3, NO 10, P 11, OCT 1989.
JACKSON, JIM. LONGER PHEASANT SEASON NEEDED IN SD. DAKCOUNT, U5, NO :4, P
24-25, APR 1991.
JACKSON, JIM. UNETHICAL HUNTERS. DAKCOUNT, >V 4, NO 2, P 12-13, FEB 1990.
JACKSON, JIM. WHAT WERE THE LIMITS BACK IN 1912? DAKCOUNT, V 4, NO II, P
14-15, NOV 1990.
MADSON, CHRIS. THE STABILIZED REGS. CONSDIG, V 55, NO 1, P 12-17, 1988.
MCCREA, DAVE. GIVE WILDLIFE A TIP. CONSDIG, V 56, NO 5, P 2-5, 1989.
MOUM, KEN. AN OUTSIDE OPINION: THE BIOPOLITICS OF WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT.
CONSDIG, V 55, NO 6, P 26, 1988.
MOUM, KEN. S.D. HEADWATERS: HOW SPORTSMEN HELP FOOT THE BILL. FINS, V 6, NO 3,
P 4,MAR 1987.
NODSLE, JEFF. FALL FUN IN PARKS. CONSDIG, V 56, NO 5, P 12-15, 1989.
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POST/ CHUCK. S.D. REPORT: ASK FIRST! BUMPER STICKER DISTRIBUTED BY GAME AND
FISH. FINS, V 6, NO 3, P 6, MAR 1987.
POST, CHUCK. S.D. REPORT: COMPLIANCE HIGH IN STEEL-SHOT AREAS. FINS, V 6, NO
. .8,, P .7, JUL 1987.
POST, CHUCK. S.D. REPORT: LICENSE FEES INCREASE SOUGHT AS REVENUE DIPS. FINS,
V 6, NO 8, P 7, JUL 1987.
POST, CHUCK. S.D. REPORT: NON-REFUNDABLE FEE FOR SHEEP AND GOAT DRAWINGS.
FINS, V 6, NO 8, P 7, JUL 1987.
POST, CHUCK. S.D. REPORT: SEND IN YOUR OLD LICENSES (HUNTING & FISHING). FINS,
V 6, NO 2, P 5, FEB 1987.
RICE, LES. FOR YOUNG HUNTERS ONLY... CONSDIG, V 57, :.N0:3,. P I-,. 1990. .; .t;:
RILEY, TERRY; RILEY, STEVEN. DAKOTA WILDLIFE - PHEASANTS IN IOWA AND SOUTH
DAKOTA: HISTORIES REVISITED AND COMPARED. CONSDIG, V 58, NO 5, P 20-21, 1991,
SCHLUETER, CHUCK. NOTHING FOR BILLY: SOUTH DAKOTANS...BIG GAME APPLICATIONS ARE
RETURNED BECAUSE OF ERRORS. CONSDIG, V 57, NO 3, P 18-19, 1990.
SMITH, CLINT. ON FEE HUNTING (LETTER). DAKCOUNT, V 2, NO 5, P 10-11, MAY 1988.
VAA, SPENCER. THE '90 SWAN HUNT. CONSDIG, V 58, NO A, P 12, 1991.
- /WREbE/'jOHN/' ROADWAY'WANNERSV^ USE WILDLIFE REPLICAS TO
ENFORCE SD'S BAN ON SHOOTING BIG GAME FROM PUBLIC... CONSDIG, V 58, NO 5, P
8-11, 1991.
HUNTING LODGES
SAMP, ROLLYN H. FARMING FOR THE FUN OF IT: THE FUNKREST GAME LODGE. SDMAG, V
4, NO 3, P 22-23+, SEP 1988.
HURON, S.D.
COMBINED EFFORTS RESULT IN COMPANY FOR HURON. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 9, P 3, NOV
1989.
EXEMPLARY SERVICE TO ELDERLY EARNS HURON NATL. AWARD. HEALTH, V 4, NO .1, P 5,
JAN 1990.
OVER $5 MILLION IN BONDS SOLD FOR DAKOTA PORK. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 2, P 4, FEB
1989.
HUNHOFF, BERNIE. HURON: HOME OF 'THE BIG ONE.' SDMAG, V 7, NO 2, P 52-56, JUL
1991.
HUNHOFF, BERNIE. THE BIG HOUSE. SDMAG, V 7, NO 4, P 20-24, NOV 1991.
MOXON, MARGARET. HURON LIGHTENS THE SEASON. SDMAG, V 6, NO 5, P 60, NOV 1990.
MOXON, MARGARET. SIGHTS TO SEE IN HURON. SDMAG, V 7, NO 2, P 56-57, JUL 1991.
HUSBAND AND WIFE
BROWN, RALPH J.; VIKEN, LINDA LEA M. RECOGNITION OF HOMEMAKER CAREER
OPPORTUNITY COST IN MARITAL DISSOLUTION CASES. LAW, V 35, NO 1, P 40-65,
1990.
HUSTEAD, TED H.
LEWIS, DALE. SCRATCH PAD. HERITAGE, V 17, NO 2, P 1, JUN 1991.
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HUSTON, S.D. CDOUGLAS COUNTY)
VAN DER WERFF, JANE. HUSTON: A TOWN OF FIRSTS THAT DIDN'T LAST. HERITAGE/ V
15., NO 7, P 35, 1989.
HUTCHINSON COUNTY
DAKOTA COUNTY: HUTCHINSON COUNTY. CONSDIG, V 58, NO A, P 2A, 1991.
HUTCHINSON TECHNOLOGY CSIOUX FALLS, S.D.)
'REDI LOAN BUSINESSES. SERVE AS CATALYST. .. .ECONDEV/, V 2,. NO. 6, R.l, AUG;19B9_.
HUTTERIAN BRETHERN
ANDERSON, LAWRENCE C. DEMOGRAPHIC PATTERNS OF THE HUTTERITES: 1874-1986.
DAKHIST, NO 18TH, P ZZ^-ZZl, 1986.
ANDERSON, LAWRENCE C. THE EXODUS OF THE HUTTERITES FROM SOUTH DAKOTA. DAKHIST,
NO 19TH, P XIV.Bl, 1987.
ANDERSON, LAWRENCE C.; ENGELHART, MICHAEL. THE EXPANSION OF THE HUTTERIAN
. .BRETHREN OVER THE PAST CENTURY. DAKHIST, NO 21ST, 1989.
EVANS, JUDY. THE HISTORY AND ORIGIN OF THE HUTTERITES: ANALYSIS OF THEOLOGICAL,
' POLITICAL'AND ECONOMIC.MOTIVATIONS. -DAKHIST, NO 20TH, P 445-,A61, 1988..
' THCiRESON, ELLIOT H. THE MEANING OF WORK: A HUTTERIAN PERSPECTIVE. DAKHIST, NO
20TH, P 33-39, 1988.
HUTTERITES SEE HUTTERIAN BRETHERN
HYDE COUNTY
DAKOTA COUNTIES: HYDE COUNTY. CONSDIG, V 57, NO 4, P Z^, 1990.
HYNES, MARY HILL
PECHAN, BEVERLY. ONE WOMAN OF COURAGE CMARY HYNES). HERITAGE, V 15, NO 7, P
25-27, 1989.
HYPNOSIS
WALZ, B. ELIOT. THE ADMISSIBILITY OF POST-HYPNOTIC TESTIMONY: A PROPOSED
ADDITION TO THE RULE OF STATE V. ADAMS. LAW, V 34, NO 1, P 190-205, 1989.
ICE CREAM
YEAR-AROUND DOUBLE DIPPING (FJORD ICE CREAM). SDMAG, V 2, NO 6, P 6-7, FEB
1987.
ICE FISHING
BEST PERCH LAKES IN THE DAKOTAS. DAKCOUNT, V 1, NO 12, P 6-11, DEC 1987.
ICE FISHING RECORDS WAITING TO BE BROKEN. DAKCOUNT, V 3, NO 12, P 23-25, DEC
1989.
ICE TIPS FOR THE DAKOTAS. DAKCOUNT, V 3, NO 1, P 14-16, JAN 1989.
SPORTSMAN'S GUIDE TO SOUTH DAKOTA ICE FISHING. FINS, V 8, NO 1, P 62, 1989.
FLANERY, GEORGE. LAKE VERMILLION RECREATION AREA. CONSDIG, V 55, NO 3, P 8-11,
1988.
TAPPLY, WILLIAM G. S.D. HEADWATERS: AN ICE FISHING VOYEUR CONFESSES. FINS, V
6, NO 1, P 4,81, JAN 1987.
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VINT, TOM. ICE HARVEST. FINS, V 6, NO I, P 71-7A, JAN 1987.
ICE ON RIVERS, LAKES, ETC.
"HOOVER, HERBERT T.; RAN, JOHN;' BRUGUIER, LEONARD R. GORGING ICE AND FLOODING
RIVERS: SPRINGTIME DEVASTATION IN SOUTH DAKOTA. SDHIST, V 17, NO 3/A, P
181-201, 1987.
ICE, CLYDE C1887- )
SMITH, CLAYTON F. CLYDE W. ICE: CENTURY CITIZEN PATRIARCH OF SOUTH DAKOTA .
AVIATION. DAKHIST, NO.21ST, 1989.
-IDELMAN telemarketing (ABERDEEN, S.D.3
IDELMAN TELEMARKETING LOCATES IN RECORD TIME. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 6, PA, AUG
1989.
ILLUSTRATIONS - PERIODICAL AND NEWSPAPER
MILLER, JOHN. THE WAY THEY SAW US: DAKOTA TERRITORY IN THE ILLUSTRATED NEWS.
SDHIST, V 18, NO A, P 21A-2AA, 1988.
IMMACULATE CONCEPTION INDIAN MISSION (STEPHAN, S.D.)
MAIERS, sr. a brief history of STEPHAN (1886-1986). DAKHIST, NO 21ST, 1989. •
IMMIGRANTS - S.D. SEE ALSO ETHNIC GROUPS
CENTENNIAL SPECIAL: DEMOGRAPHIC HISTORY OF SOUTH DAKOTA: MIGRATION. CENSUSDATA,
V 3, NO 7, P 1-5, OCT 1988.
LUXEMBURG LUGGAGE LANDED (BIWER FAMILY DONATION TO CULTURAL HERITAGE CENTER).
HISTNOTES, V A, NO 3, P 3, NOV 1988.
BLAKELY, HERB. COUNTRY SCHOOLS AND THE AMERICANIZATION OF ETHNIC GROUPS.
DAKHIST, NO 18TH, P 63-7A, 1986.
CRAMER, MARIAN. "PACK ON HIS BACK' ABE DYER, CLARK COUNTY PEDDLER. DAKHIST, NO
2IST, 1989.
k .^vA:GLLSETH,'^MARGARET.> . CHAPTER-ll {(FROM .UULIA'.S-CHILDREN, PART II). DAKHIST, V 22,
P 2A3-258, 1990.
GOERTZ, REUBEN. FOLKTALES--FACT OR FICTION? DAKHIST, V 22, P 266-279, 1990.
GULZOW, STEVEN. GERMANS FROM RUSSIA, THE SOUTH DAKOTA EXPERIENCE. DAKHIST, NO
21ST, 1989.
JOHNSON, NORMA. STAVIG BROTHERS DEPARTMENT STORE (SISSETON, SD). HERITAGE, V
lA, NO 2, P A-6, 1988.
JORDAN, IREAN C. WOMEN OF THE PRAIRIE. DAKHIST, V 22, P A10-A35,~1990,
JORGENSON, DEBORAH. DREAMS TO DUST, ONE IMMIGRANTS EXPERIENCE. DAKHIST, NO
21ST, 1989.
JORGENSON, DEBORAH. FROM THE FJORDS TO THE PRAIRIE. DAKHIST, V.22, P A36-A53,
1990.
MYERS, REX C. AN IMMIGRANT HERITAGE: SOUTH DAKOTA'S FOREIGN-BORN IN THE ERA OF
ASSIMILATION. SDHIST, V 19, NO 2, P 13A-155, 1989.
OLSON, JAMES B. THE PEOPLE AND CHURCHES OF DAY COUNTY, SOUTH DAKOTA: A STUDY IN
•ETHNICITY AND RELIGIOUS AFFILIATIONS. DAKHIST, NO 21ST, 1989.
RICHTER, ANTHONY H. A HERITAGE OF FAITH: RELIGION AND THE GERMAN SETTLERS OF
SOUTH DAKOTA. SDHIST, V 21, NO 2, P 155-172, 1991.




SWANSON, ANNA SVENSSON; EVENSQN, LILLIAN SWANSON. ORPHAN, IMMIGRANT, PRAIRIE
PIONEER: DAKHIST, V 22, P 203-213, 1990.
YOUNGER, BERYL. THE WANDERING GYPSIES IN SOUTH DAKOTA AND ADJOINING STATES.
.DAKHIST, NO.22, P,1050-62,.1990,
IMMUNITY CLAW)
HUBER, JEANNINE. BEGO V. GORDON: AN ANALYSIS OF IMMUNITY PROTECTION FOR
INTENTIONAL TORTS AND OTHER ULTRA VIRES ACTS OF A PUBLIC... LAW, V 33, NO 1,
P 131-145, 1988.
IMPLIED CONSENT LAW
H0GLUND, SANDRA;' STATE V; LANIER i 'THE- FORCIBLE REMOVAL OF-BLOOD IN ^A JAIL IN A
. REASONABLE AND MEDICALLY APPROVED MANNER. LAW, V 36, NO 1, P 194-210,; 1991.
IMPORTS SEE COMMERCE
IMPRESSIONS READING SERIES
PRO/CON (IMPRESSIONS READING SERIES AND CENSORSHIP). INSIDE, V 2, NO 3, P 6-10,
WIN 1991.
INCOME - SEE ALSO WAGES
COST OF LIVING ONE CONSIDERATION. LABOR, P 2, MAY 1987.
DIVERSIFICATION EFFORTS WORKING: SOUTH DAKOTA PER CAPITA INCOME UP 8.6 PERCENT.
ECONDEV, V 3, NO 8, P 1, SEP 1990.
ECONOMIC INDICATORS - CHARTS AND GRAPHS IN EACH ISSUE OF SOUTH DAKOTA BUSINESS
REVIEW. BUSREV.
INCOME IN SOUTH DAKOTA: WHAT DATA IS AVAILABLE? WHERE CAN YOU GET IT?
CENSUSDATA, V 4, NO 4, P 1-3, MAY 1989.
INCOME: MORE THAN A NUMBER AND A DOLLAR SIGN. LABOR, P 1-2, MAY 1987.
INDICATORS SHOW STRENGTHENING ECONOMY. ECONDEV, V 3, NO 8, P 1,3, SEP 1990.
TREND OF BUSINESS - REGULAR COLUMN IN SOUTH DAKOTA BUSINESS REVIEW. BUSREV.
' ' ^ U.S.^ COMMERCE department'RELEASES:STATE^PER CAPITA INCOME. ECONDEV, V 3, NO 5,
P 7, MAY 1990.
ARWOOD, DON. COMMERCIAL AND NON-COMMERCIAL FARMS IN SOUTH DAKOTA AND THE U.S.
CENSUSDATA, V 5, NO 5, P 1-4, SEP 1990.
ARWOOD, DON. POVERTY IN THE UNITED STATES AND SOUTH DAKOTA. CENSUSDATA, V 5,
NO 1, P 1-4, FEB 1990.
BROWN, RALPH J. NEW GROSS STATE PRODUCT ESTIMATES, BUSREV, V 48., NO 3, P
l,4r-8, MAR 1989.
BROWN, RALPH J. THE SOUTH DAKOTA ECONOMY: A HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE. ^BUSREV, V
46,. NO 4, P 1,4-7, JUN 1988.
NELSON, NANCY. PERSONAL INCOME 1988-1989. BUSREV, V .48, NO 4, P 1, JUN 1990.
NELSON, NANCY. PROJECTED TRENDS TO THE YEAR 2000. BUSREV, V 49, NO 2, P 7-8,
DEC 1990.
NELSON, NANCY. SOUTH DAKOTA PERSONAL INCOME UPDATE. BUSREV, V 49, NO 4, P
1,7-12, JUN 1991.
NELSON, NANCY; CHILDS, GUY. PERSONAL INCOME 1985 AND 1986. BUSREV, V 46, NO 4,
P 1,8-12, JUN 1988.




RING, RAYMOND J; SOUTH DAKOTA'S TAX BURDEN: AN UPDATE. BUSREV, V A6, NO 3, P
1,5-7; MAR 1988.
SOWELL, JENNY; ARWOOD, DON. PER CAPITA INCOMES; SOUTH DAKOTA AND THE U.S.
' no"6, -P 1-5, .DEC,a9,90
INCOME TAX
AROUND THE LEAGUE...GOVERNOR DELIVERS STATE OF STATE MESSAGE - SAYS "NO" TO ,
INCOME TAX. MUNICIPAL, V 56, NO 8, P 10, FEB 1990.
SOUTH DAKOTA TAXATION AND-EXPENDITURE STRUCTURES, PART 2; . .MUNICIPAL, V 55,..:N0
8, P 8r-9+, FEB 1989.
• "THIS" ENTIRE ISSUE OF' SOUTH DAKOTA LAW REVIEW FOCUSES ON THE TAX REFORM ^^ACT-OF
1986. LAW, V 32, NO 3, P 381-615, 1987.
HAMILTON,-'JOHN A. SPECIAL EDUCATION TRANSPORTATION REINBURSEMENT IS NOT INCOME
FOR TAX PURPOSES. SDREP, V 3, NO 3, P 2, APR 1988.
PECHAN, BEVERLY. THE HIGH COST OF WAGING WAR...OR...HOW DID THE U.S. INCOME TAX
START? HERITAGE, V 17, NO 2, P 12, JUN 1991.
SMITH, PHILIP J. THE TRIBAL TAX STATUS ACT AND THE TAX REFORM ACT OF 1986 -
CURRENT EFFECT ON INDIAN TRIBAL ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT. LAW, V 32, NO 3, P
602-615, 1987.
STEELE, SUSAN N. AGRICULTURAL PROVISIONS OF THE TAX REFORM ACT OF 1986. LAW, V
32, NO, 3, P 475-^488, 1987.
INDEPENDENT CONTRACTORS
DAVIES, THOMAS L. INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR VS. EMPLOYEE; A TAXING DILEMMA.
BUSREV, V 49, NO 1, P 1,5-6, SEP 1990.
INDIAN REORGANIZATION ACT (IRA) (1934)
CLOW, RICHMOND L. TRIBAL POPULATIONS IN TRANSITION: SIOUX RESERVATIONS AND
FEDERAL POLICY, 1934-1965. SDHIST, V 19, NO 3, P 362-391, 1989.
INDIANS - NORTH AMERICAN SEE NATIVE AMERICANS
INDUSTRIAL.RELATIONS.
OYOS, LYNWOOD E. LABOR'S HOUSE DIVIDED: THE MORRELL STRIKE OF 1935-1937.
SDHIST, V 18, NO 1-2, P 67-88, 1988.
SANNES, ERLING N. UNION MAKES STRENGTH: ORGANIZING TEAMSTERS IN SOUTH DAKOTA IN
THE 1930S. SDHIST, V 18, NO 1-2, P 36-66, 1988.
INDUSTRY
A LOOK AT THE DIVERSITY OF OCCUPATIONS AND INDUSTRIES. LABOR, P 1-2, APR 1987.
GURNEY, E;R. our INDUSTRIES; SHALL WE SUPPORT THEM? (1928 ESSAY).. SDMAG, V 5,
NO 3, P 10-11+, SEP 1989.
LEWIS, DALE. HEAVY MANUFACTURING. HERITAGE, V 14, NO 2, P 14-15, 1988.
SCHOFIELD, MATT. SCOTCHMAN'INDUSTRIES - SYNONOMOUS WITH SUCCESS. HERITAGE, V
14, NO 2, P 11-13, 1988.
WARNE, PATTY R.S. EARLY INDUSTRY ALONG THE BIG SIOUX: SIOUX FALLS - 1857 TO
1900. DAKHIST, NO 18TH, P 10-18, 1986.
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INFECTIOUS WASTES SEE HARZARDGUS WASTES
DNFtUENZA
SO LEADS IN REQUIRING FLU SHOTS FOR NURSING HOME RESIDENTS. HEALTH, V 2, NO 5,
P 1, SEP 1988.
SOUTH DAKOTA CHOSEN AS PILOT SITE FOR NATIONAL FLU CAMPAIGN. HEALTH, V 4, NO 5,
P 1+, OCT 1990.
SOUTH DAKOTA HEALTH 2000 UPDATE. HEALTH> V 3, NO 6, P 1+, NOV 1989.
INGALLS, CAROLINE
AFTER.A CENTURY:-THE INGALLS HOME ON THIRD STREET. WILDER, V 13, NO 2, PI,4-7,
FAL 1987.
MA INGALLS IN HER DE SMET PARLOR: A PEEK INTO THE PAST (PHOTO). WILDER, V 15,
NO I, P 4, SPR 1989.
CRAMER, MARIAN. COWS ON PARADE. SDMAG, V 6, NO 2, P 62+, MAY 1990.
LANE, ROSE WILDER.' A PEEK INTO THE INGALLS HOME, VIA ROSE. WILDER, V 13, NO 2,
P 3, FAL 1987.
INGALLS, -CHARLES P.
AFTER A CENTURY: THE INGALLS HOME ON THIRD STREET. WILDER, V 13, NO 2, P 1,4-7,
FAL 1987.
LANE, ROSE WILDER. A PEEK INTO THE INGALLS HOME,-VIA ROSE. WILDER,-V 13, NO 2,
P 3, FAL 1987.
TIDWELL, CONNIE, r 'PA'S' FIDDLE IS READY FOR THE PLAYING. WILDER, V 16, NO 2, P
6, FAL 1990.
INHERITANCE TAX SEE ALSO ESTATES (LAW); PROBATE (LAW)
NIES, LESTER. MATTER OF ESTATE OF PEARSON: ...CONTEMPLATION OF DEATH FOR THE
S.D. INHERITANCE TAX UNDER S.D.C.L. 10-40-1(7). LAW, V 34, NO 1, P 137-157,
1989.
INITIATIVE' AND referendum; SEE REFERENDUM
INSECTICIDES
APPLYING CHEMICALS THROUGH IRRIGATION SYSTEMS. WATER, V 2, NO 3, P 5, NOV 1988.
INSECTS
THOSE PESKY mosquitoes: MUNICIPAL, V 58, NO 1, P 8, JUL 1991.
0DE;?DAVE. "DAKOTA FLORA: THE BUR OAK.r CONSDIG, V 55, NO 1, P 29, 1988;.
PECHAN, BEVERLY. THE BROWN PLAGUE - DEVASTATER OF DAKOTA (GRASSHOPPERS).
DAKHIST, NO 18TH, P 663-670, 1986.
INSPIRATIONAL READINGS/ESSAYS SEE ALSO POEMS
ADDENDUM TO KIKSUYA. HERITAGE, V 15, NO 8, P 31, 1989.
AROUND THE LEAGUE... NOW THAT THE ELECTION IS OVER...IT'S TIME TO GO TO WORK.
MUNICIPAL, V 56, NO 12, P 10, JUN 1990.
ABRAHAM, VIVIAN F. SOUTH DAKOTANS: A HISTORY OF THE EARLY SETTLERS. HERITAGE,
V 15,^ NO, 6, .P 24, .1989 .
ASHLEY, VERNON L. KIKSUYA: (REMEMBER). HERITAGE, V 15, NO 8, P 28-31, 1989.
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EPF, TODD. PATCHWORK QUILT OF DIFFERENCES. HERITAGE, V 15, NO 6, P 31, 1989.
FENNELL, TOM. ALL I EVER REALLY NEEDED TO KNOW I LEARNED IN KINDERGARTEN
(INSPIRATIONAL READING). DAKWEST, V 13, NO A, P 0, DEC 1987.
" "HASTINGS," ROBERT J. THE STATION.' DAKWEST, V 13, NO 3, P 30, SEP 1987.
KILIAN, THOMAS. PRESIDENT'S COLUMN: AN HISTORIC OVERVIEW (WHY WE LIVE IN SOUTH
DAKOTA). HISTNOTES, V 3, NO A, P 2, JAN 1988.
LEWIS, DALE. SCRATCH PAD: THE NEXT 100 YEARS. HERITAGE, V 16, NO 2, P 1, SUM
1990.
MICKELSON, GEORGE S. "INTO OUR SECOND CENTURY" - IN 1989 ISSUES OF SOUTH-DAKOTA
MUNICIPALITIES. MUNICIPAL.
MICKELSON, GEORGES. "INTO OUR SECOND CENTURY"; MUNICIPAL, V 56, NO 7, PlSr
JAN-1990.
MICKELSON, GEORGE S. SOUTH DAKOTA'S FIRST CENTURY: LEGACIES PAST AND FUTURE.
SDHIST, V 19, NO A, P 556-578, 1989.
NYHUS, VIOLA. THE QUILT OF LIFE. SDMAG, V 5, NO A, P 8, NOV 1989.
INSTALLMENT LAND CONTRACTS
''' 1 eONWAYM N' REAL ESTATE CONTRACT FORECLOSURES:
^ VICTORY FOR THE CONTRACT VENDEE OR DEATH OF INSTALLMENT... LAW, V 35, NO 3, P
A02-A25, 1990.
KELLEY, SHANE R. LIENABILITY OF THE CONTRACT VENDOR'S INTEREST: S.D. IS READY
FOR THE DOCTRINE OF EQUITABLE CONVERSION. LAW, V 32, NO 1, P 66-79, 1987.
INSTITUTE OF INDIAN STUDIES SEE UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH DAKOTA - INSTITUTE OF INDIAN
STUDIES
INSURANCE
IS RURAL AMERICA DYING (EMPLOYMENT CHANGE)? LABOR, P 1-2, MAY 1991.
LOOKING BACK AT '89: NONFARM EMPLOYMENT. LABOR, NO 1-3, DEC 1989.
SD AND US EMPLOYMENT -- AN "APPLES TO APPLES" COMPARISON. LABOR, P 1-6, APR
1990.
• ANDERSON] GRANT." A SOCIALIST INSTITUTION: THE SOUTH DAKOTA HAIL INSURANCE
DEPARTMENT. DAKHIST, NO 2DTH, P 185-200, 1988.
HANSON, DENNIS. INSURANCE POOLS - WHY NOT? COUNTY, V 36, NO 9, P A-5, AUG
1990.
LEWIS, DALE. BUSINESS AND BANKING. HERITAGE, V 1^, NO 2, P 22-23, 1988.
POST, CHUCK. S.D. REPORT: STUDY COURSE SAVES MONEY ON BOAT INSURANCE. FINS, V
6, NO 8, P 6, JUL 1987.
INSURANCE - LIABILITY
WRAP-UP: BOATING COURSE LOWERS INSURANCE. CONSDIG, V 54, NO 2, P-27, 1987.
HANSON, DENNIS; UNDERGROUND STORAGE TANK FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY. COUNTY, V
36, NO 10, P 6-7, OCT 1990.
INSURANCE, HEALTH
-HEALTH INSURANCE OBLIGATION TO ACTIVATED RESERVISTS. MUNICIPAL, V 57, N0.6, P
12, DEC 1990.
INSURANCE REPORT UNDERSCORES NEED FOR HEALTH PROMOTION. HEALTH, V 2, NO 2, P 1,
• - MAR 1988.
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KEAN, ROBERT J. INSURANCE PAYMENTS FOR SPECIAL EDUCATION EXPENSES. SDREP, V 3,
NO 3, P 1,8, APR 1988.
i/;>vifes4«.;i3.«Sa:NSURANCE,t;>.UNEMBL0yMENT- -SEE ALSO-WORKERS JCOMPENSATION
ATTORNEY GENERAL'S OPINION AFFECTS COMPENSATION OF ELECTION WORKERS (A.G.
OPINION 90-07). MUNICIPAL, V 56, NO 9, P 10, MAR 1990.
DEPARTMENT OF LABOR PAID $9.9 MILLION IN BENEFITS IN 1990. LABOR, P 11, MAY
1991.
MASS LAYOFF STATISTICS. LABOR, P 1-2, APR 1991.
REMEMBER WHEN...? LABOR, P 1-3, JAN 1989.
• selected Labor 'DEPARTMENT. ACTIVITIES -s table, in -ISSUESvjOF; south DAKOTA :LAB0R
BULLETIN. LABOR.
TEST YOUR UNDERSTANDING OF LABOR FORCE DATA. LABOR, P 1-2, FEB 1989.
THE SOUTH DAKOTA DEPARTMENT OF LABOR WAS CREATED TO SERVE SOUTH DAKOTANS.
LABOR, P 1-2, MAR 1991.
DEHUECK, PETER. 1990 LEGISLATURE ADDRESSES MINIMUM WAGE AND WORKER'S
COMPENSATION ISSUES. LABOR, P 1-2, FEB 1990.
INTEREST (ECONOMICS)
' SELECTED NATIONAL ECONOMIC INDICATORS - CHART IN EACH ISSUE OF SOUTH DAKOTA
LABOR BULLETIN. LABOR.
INTERGOVERNMENTAL TAX RELATIONS
LOCAL GOVERNMENT WILL SHOULDER MORE LOAD UNDER NEW NATIONAL TRANSPORTATION
POLICY. .COUNTY, V.36, NO 6, P 3, MAY 1990.
MICKELSON SUPPLIES WHITE HOUSE WITH LIST OF FEDERAL BLOCK PROGRAMS.' MUNICIPAL,
y 57, NO 10, P 8, APR 1991.
MOTOR VEHICLE LICENSE PRORATE. COUNTY, V 37, NO 6, P A, JUN I99I.
PILT MONIES (PAYMENTS IN LIEU OF TAXES). COUNTY, V 3A, NO 3, P II, JAN 1988.
DASCHLE, THOMAS A. WASHINGTON REPORT: CUTS IN LIHEAP MUST BE STOPPED.
(MUNICIPAL, V 57, NO 8, P 15, FEB 1991.
HOWARD, RICHARD L. SURFACE TRANSPORTATION ASSISTANCE ACT OF 1991. COUNTY, V
37, NO A, P 1, APR 1991.
JOHNSON, TIM. WASHINGTON REPORT: FEDERAL BUDGET GETS MIXED REVIEWS. MUNICIPAL,
V 57, NO 9, P 15, MAR 1991.
PERLMAN, ELLEN. FEDERAL MANDATES, HIGHER TAXES PACK WALLOP. COUNTY, V 36, NO
12, P A-5, DEC 1990.
SCHREINER, RON. CREATING SOUTH DAKOTA'S FUTURE: OVERHAULING MUNICIPAL. TAXES.
MUNICIPAL, V 57, NO 12, P lA, JUN 1991.
INTERNSHIPS
SUMMER INTERNS. HISTNOTES, V 3, NO 2, P 2, SEP 1987.
CURTIS, TROY. HISTORICAL SOCIETY SUMMER INTERNS. HISTNOTES, V A, NO 1, P 3,
JUL 1988.
IVERSON, GENE B. SCHOOL OF BUSINESS INTERNSHIP PROGRAM AND EMPLOYMENT FOR
SCHOOL YEAR ENDING MAY 15, 1987. BUSREV, V A5, NO A, P 8,12, JUN 1987.
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INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS SEE HIGHWAYS
POOLE, RICHARD L. SOCIAL SPACES, SPECIAL PLACES: THE SMALL-TOWN WESTERN IOWA
OPERA HOUSE - 1870-1915. DAKHIST, NO 22, P 747-761, 1990.
IPSWICH, S.D.
MOE, PETER. THE DAY IPSWICH, SOUTH DAKOTA WAS BOMBED.: SDMAG, V 4> NO .4, P
19-21, NOV 1988.
IRISH
GOODMAN,' VALERIE." EUROPEAN MINERS CREATED "MINIATURE MELTING POT". DEADMAG, V
1, NO 3, P 5-6, JUL 1991.
KEMP, DAVID. FENIAN ACTIVITY IN DAKOTA TERRITORY. DAKHIST, V 22, P 481-500,
1991.
KEMP, DAVID. IRISH SETTLEMENT IN DAKOTA. DAKHIST, NO 20TH, P 411-421, 1988.
IRON-^NATION,' SOLOMON;'0180:5-1894) = -
JONES, SCOTT. IRON^ NATION,. CHIEF. OF THE LOWER BRULES. HERITAGE-, V 14,. NO 3,.,P
30-31, 1988.
IROQUOIS LAKE DAM (KINGSBURY COUNTY, S.D.)
SOUTH DAKOTA REPORT: IROQUOIS LAKE DAM TO BE REBUILT. FINS, V 8, NO 1, P 6,
1989.
IRRIGATION
APPLYING CHEMICALS THROUGH IRRIGATION SYSTEMS. WATER, V 2, NO 3, P 5, NOV 1988.
JAMES RIVER LOW FLOW AFFECTS IRRIGATION. WATER, V 1, NO 5, P 2, MAY 1988.
MUNICIPALITIES AND GOVERNOR MICKELSON'S WATER DEVELOPMENT INITIATIVE.
MUNICIPAL, V 54, NO 4, P 7, OCT 1987.
*'1990iIRRIGATION QUESTIONAIRES. WATER, V 4, NO 2, P 4, SEP 1990.
DAVIDSON, JOHN H. SOUTH DAKOTA'S SPECIAL WATER DISTRICTS- AN INTRODUCTION.
LAW, V 36, NO 3, P 499-550, 1991.
IYER, SRINIVASA
IYER NAMED FIRST RECIPIENT OF BUCKLEY AWARD. ECONDEV, V 4, NO 3, P 3, MAR 1991.
J.F. NORDLIE COMPANY, ORGAN BUILDERS (SIOUX FALLS, S.D.)
HUNHOFF, BERNIE. MAKER OF MUSIC: SIOUX FALLS ORGAN BUILDER JOHN NORDLIE.
SDMAG, V 5, NO 3, P 15-18, SEP 1989.
JACKLEY, A.M. (1880-1950)
BLUMER, JULIE. THE RATTLER BATTLER. SDMAG, V 4, NO 3, P 13-15+, SEP 1988.
^JACKSON,,vHELEN>:FISKE HUNT (1830-1885)
KATZ, MYER. THE RAMONA INCIDENT (AND THE WORK OF INDIAN RIGHT'S ADVOCATE HELEN
HUNT JACKSON). DAKHIST, NO 18TH, P 599-603, 1986.
MATHES, VALERIE 'S . HELEN "HUNT JACKSON AND THE CAMPAIGN'FOR PONCA RESTITUTION,




DAKOTA COUNTY: HUTCHINSON COUNTY. CONSDIG, V 58, NO 4, P 2A, 1991.
JAMES RIVER ENVIRONMENTAL INITIATIVE RECONNAISSANCE STUDY. WATER, V A, NO 2, P
1, SEP 1990.
JAMES RIVER LOW FLOW AFFECTS IRRIGATION. WATER, V 1, NO 5, P 2, MAY 1988.
CARRELS, PETER. ONE SMALL STEP: SAVING THE JAMES. SDMAG, V 6, NO 1, P 92-43,
MAR 1990.
GASQUE, THOMAS J. ON THE NAME DAKOTA. .-INDIAN, NO 125, -P 16, SPR 1991.
GUNDERSON, JENNIFER; FISHER GROVE STATE- PARK: THIS"PARK^'ON THE : JAMES DRIVER IN
EASTERN' SOUTH DAKOTAv^PRESERVES- SOME'SOF-SOUTH" DAKOTA'S-PAST : : CONSDIG,mV: 57, NO
9, P 10-13, 1990.
HOWE, FRANK. HEADS UP, HERONS! CONSDIG, V 55, NO 3, P 2-5, 1988.
KAROLEVITZ, bob. JIM RIVER COUNTRY (REMEMBRANCES OF THE JAMES RIVER). SDMAG, V
3, NO 1, P 95+, APR 1987.
VAN MEETEREN, JEFF. CANOE TRAIL GETAWAY. CONSDIG, V 55, NO 9, P 17-20, 1988.
. ,..^:.;.W OF THE JAMES: FISH SPECIES ADD A LITTLE. COLOR TO THE
" / r.MURKY'WATERS'OF THIS jEASTERN 'SOUTH. DAKOTAJRIVER. CONSDIG, V 58, NO 3, P 6-7,
1991.
JAMES, JESSE
MIRES, PAULA. SOUTH DAKOTA: LAND OF TREASURES. DAKHIST, NO 19TH, P XX.Dl,
1987.
JANITORS
OCCUPATIONS THROUGH 2000: GROWERS AND DECLINERS. LABOR, P 1-3, SEP 1989.
WHAT IS OES? LABOR, P 1-2, JUN 1989.
JANSEN, IDA LIFFENGREN
' IDA JANSEN (1989 ARTIST OF THE YEAR). HERITAGE, V 15, NO 7, P 32, 1989.
JAPAN - COMMERCE
COOPERATIVE AGREEMENT SIGNED BY SD AND NIKKO. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 6, P 5, AUG
1989.
EXPORT NEWS: EXCELLTECH. ECONDEV, V 1, NO 6, P 2, NOV 1988.
FINAL NOTES FROM JAPAN. ECONDEV, V 9, NO 9, P 6, NOV 1991.
GOVERNOR, DELEGATION TO'VISIT JAPAN, TAIWAN. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 9,-R.-8, APR 1989.
NOTES FROM JAPAN. ECONDEV, V 9, NO 7, P 6, SEP 1991.
PG TECHNOLOGY TO OPEN IN OCTOBER: CONTRACT WITH JAPANESE COMPANY ALREADY
SECURED. ECONDEV, V 3, NO 9, P 7, OCT 1990.
SOUTH DAKOTA LEADS WAY IN EXCHANGE PROGRAM. ECONDEV, V 9, NO 5, P 1, MAY 1991.
SOUTH DAKOTA TO APPLY FOR FOREIGN TRADE ZONE. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 5, P 1, JUN
1989.
BUTTERWICK, DARRELL D. COMMISSIONER'S COLUMN (SOUTH DAKOTA COMPANIES EXPORTING
TO JAPAN). ECONDEV, V 9, NO 5, P 2, MAY 1991.
BUTTERWICK, DARRELL D. COMMISSIONER'S COLUMN (TRADE RELATIONS WITH FAR EASTERN




: .WiHGWELL,;. CYNTHIA..HOME CJAPANESE STUDENTS AT NATIONAL
. ,'C^ INSIDE, V 2, "NO 5, P"ZZy^'SUM 1991.
JARVIS, ABBIE ANN, M.D. (185A-1931)
CORDTS, IRENE, ABBIE ANN JARVIS, M.D. -- SMALL TOWN DOCTOR ON THE SOUTH DAKOTA
PRAIRIE. DAKHIST, NO 18TH, P 217-223, 1986.
JAYNE, WILLIAM A.. C1826-1916)
' SAMP, : ARDYCE. GOVERNOR WILLIAM A. JAYNE: -THE ROOTS- OF STATEHOOD FOR: SOUTH ...
DAKOTA. DAKHIST, NO 19TH, P XXI.B1+, 1987.
JEFFERSON, THOMAS (1743-1826)
MARKLEY, BILL. LOUISIANA: THOMAS JEFFERSON'S BIG BARGAIN. HERITAGE, V 15, NO
7, P 8-9, 1989.
JEWEL CAVE
MOORE, DIRK. JEWEL CAVE. INSIDE, V 2, NO 4, P 46-47, SPR 1991.
JEWELRY
DRAINE, CATHIE. TRISHA WALDROW. INSIDE, V 2, NO 5, P 33-34, SUM 1991.
MULLANEY, MARGUERITE. MITCHELL ZEPHJER: GIFTS FROM MOTHER EARTH. INSIDE, V 2,
NO 5, P 30-31, SUM 1991.
SANBORN, MICHAEL. BLACK HILLS GOLD INDUSTRY (JEWELRY). INSIDE, V 2, NO 4, P
12-14, SPR 1991.
JEWETT, HARVEY C., SR. (1863-1937)
ANDERSON, JOAN. DAKOTA IMAGES: HARVEY C. JEWETT, SR. SDHIST, V 21, NO 4, P
444+, 1991.
"JOB HUNTING
A LOOK AT JOB SERVICE APPLICANTS. LABOR, P 1-2, MAR 1989.
REMEMBER WHEN...? LABOR, P 1-3, JAN 1989.
IVERSON, GENE B. SCHOOL OF BUSINESS INTERNSHIP PROGRAM AND EMPLOYMENT FOR
SCHOOL YEAR ENDING MAY 15, 1987. BUSREV, V 45, NO 4, P 8,12, JUN 1987.
JOB-RETRAINING SEE OCCUPATIONAL RETRAINING .
JOB SERVICE - S.D.
A LOOK AT JOB SERVICE APPLICANTS. LABOR, P 1-2, MAR 1989.
THE SOUTH DAKOTA DEPARTMENT OF LABOR WAS CREATED TO SERVE SOUTH DAKOTANS.v
LABOR, P 1-2, MAR 1991.
WHAT DOES JOB SERVICE OFFER EMPLOYERS? LABOR, P 1-2, APR 1989.
0OB-~TRAINING SEE OCCUPATIONAL TRAINING
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JOHN MORRELL AND COMPANY SEE MORRELL, JOHN AND COMPANY (SIOUX FALLS)
™^,^;..-;A;i^,ypHNSON,i,;ALEX.CARLTON'(1859-1938)-
KANT^JOANITA, EDITOR; JOHNSON, ALEX C. THE DAKOTA YEARS OF ALEX C. JOHNSON: A
MEMOIR. SDHIST, V 21, NO 4, P 380-431, 1991.
JOHNSON, CLINT
PORTER, WILLARD H. A TRIO OF TOP "T'S" AND A JAUNTY "J" GIVE OUR STATE A NOTED
RODEO HERITAGE. DAKWEST, V 13,NO 1, P 16-19, MAR 1987.
JOHNSON,iJERRY W.
-ANDERSON, KAREN. A HISTORY OF THE DEANSHIP OF THE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS, THE^
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH DAKOTA. BUSREV, V 49, NO 1, P 7-9, SEP 1990.
JOHNSON, TIM (1946- )
NO PLACE LIKE HOME (TIM JOHNSON AND WASHINGTON, D.C. LIFE). SDMAG, V 3, NO 3, P
22, AUG 1987.
JOHNSTONE, PAUL ALEXANDER
• FARRELL, TOM.^ ' A M^^ PIN HEAD; AND A FOOL; THE STORY OF "PROFESSOR
JOHNSTONE'S VISIT TO WIND CAVE. DAKHIST, NO 20TH, P 221-226, 1988.
JORDAN, ISABEL LOUISE (1891-1954)
ISABEL LOUISE JORDAN (HALL OF FAME HONOREE - UNSUNG HEROES AND GOOD HEARTS).
HERITAGE, V 15, NO 5, P 4, 1989.
JORGENSEN LOG HOMES, INC. (CUSTER, S.D.)
EDINGTON, DOROTHEA. JORGENSEN LOG HOMES (JORGENSEN LOG HOMES, INC.). INSIDE, V
1, NO 1, P 12-13, SUM 1990.
JORGENSEN, KAY
-c r OUR PUBLIC-COLLEGES'- centennial ALUMNI - BLACK HILLS STATE COLLEGE. SDMAG, V 4,
NO 4, P 41, NOV 1988.
JORGENSON, GEORGE (1872-1958)
JORGENSON, DEBORAH. FROM THE FJORDS TO THE PRAIRIE. DAKHIST, V 22, P 436-453,
1990.
JORGENSON, MARIE (1869-1939)
JORGENSON, DEBORAH. FROM THE FJORDS TO THE PRAIRIE. DAKHIST, V 22, P 436-453,
1990.
JOURNALISTS AND JOURNALISM
DAKOTA IMAGES: DOANE (JONAH LEROY) ROBINSON. SDHIST, V 21, NO 2, P 204+, 1991.
MILDRED SANDAL (1988 HALL OF FAME HONOREE - UNSUNG HEROES-AND GOOD HEARTS).
HERITAGE, V 14, NO 4, P 31, 1988.
PAUL FRIGGENS (1989 HALL OF FAME HONOREE-COMMUNICATIONS). HERITAGE, V 15, NO 7,
P 30, 1989.
. r OF,.FAME-HONOREE - COMMUNICATIONS) . DAKWEST, V 13, NO
4, P 15, DEC 1987.
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SIOUX PUBLISHER ON THE MOVE (TIM GIA60). INDIAN, NO 112,. P 7, AUG 1987.
VIK NEW DIRECTOR OF RESEARCH. MUNICIPAL, V 58, NO 1, P 8, JUL 1991.
vi.U ALICE HICKOK: -.,,JOURNAL 1ST-AUTHOR . DAKHIST, NO 19TH, P
V.A1+, 1987.
LEWIS, DALE. R. F. LEWIS -- "THE THINKER". HERITAGE, V 15, NO 5, P 15-16,
1989.
MCBRIDE, DONALD L. FRONT PAGE NEWS COVERAGE OF THE CLERGY IN THE ARGUS LEADER
DURING 1919-1921. DAKHIST, NO 18TH, P 232-2AA, 1986.
MULLANEY, MARGUERITE. JIM .KUEHN: •WORDSMITH. INSIDE, V .2, ,NO 3, .P...23-25,,. .WIN.,.
1991.
JUDGES (COURT)
GEORGE T. MICKELSON (1987 HALL OF FAME HONOREE - GOVERNMENT). DAKWEST, V 13, NO
A, P 16, DEC 1987.
IN MEMORIAM (HAROLD SCHREIER; LYLE E. CHEEVER). HISTNOTES, V 3, NO 3, P A, NOV
1987.
MILDRED D. RAMYNKE (1987 HALL OF FAME - PROFESSIONAL). DAKWEST, V 13, NO A, P
. a7.> vDEC 1987.




ANDERSON, JOAN. HISTORICAL COLLECTIONS INDEX TO BE PUBLISHED IN 1989.
HISTNOTES, V 3, NO A, P A, JAN 1988.
JUNIPER TREES SEE CEDAR TREES
JURISCH, CLARENCE MAX (1899-1981)
CLARENCE MAX JURISCH (HALL OF FAME HONOREE - UNSUNG HEROES AND GOOD HEARTS).
- ; .-HERITAGE,,.V 15, .NOB, P A, 1989.
JURISDICTION (LAW)
CABLE, KEITH. ROSEBUD V. SOUTH DAKOTA:HOW DOES TRIBAL SOVEREIGNTY AFFECT
DETERMINATION OF STATE JURISDICTION ON RESERVATION HIGHWAYS? LAW, V 36, NO 2,
P A00-A18, 1991.
CLAYTON, THOMAS W. BRENDALE V. YAKIMA NATION: DIVIDED SUPREME COURT CAN'T AGREE
OVER WHO MAY ZONE NONMEMBER FEE LANDS WITHIN RESERVATION. LAW, V 36>. NO 2, P
327-357, 1991.
GOVER, STETSON; WILLIAMS, P.C. TRIBAL-STATE DISPUTE RESOLUTION: "RECENT =
ATTEMPTS. LAW, V 36, NO 2, P 277-298, 1991.
LUX, JOSEPH R. WHEN IS AN INDIAN NOT AN "INDIAN?"- STATE V. DALY. LAW, V 36,
NO 2, P A19-A33, 1991.
PENDLETON, jean. IOWA MUTUAL INSURANCE CO. V. LAPLANTE AND DIVERSITY
JURISDICTION IN INDIAN COUNTRY. LAW, V 33, NO 3, P 528-5A5, 1988.
SMITH, PHILIP J. INDIAN SOVEREIGNTY AND SELF-DETERMINATION: IS A MORAL ECONOMY
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P 79-80, APR 1987.
LAKE PRESTON, S.D.
Jr; LAKEv PRESTON ..ENROLLS. FIRST IN «GOLD4PROGRAM.- ECONDEV, VI, NO 2, PI, JUN 1988.
SALES TAX UPDATE. MUNICIPAL, V 55, NO 12, P 9, JUN 1989.
LAKE PRIOR
BAUER, DARYLj WILLIS, DAVID. UNDERWATER WEEDEATERS. CONSDIG, V 55, NO 4, P
11-13, 1988.
LAKE PUNISHED WOMEN'S
CLEAN LAKES PROGRAM UTILIZES DREDGING. WATER, V 4, NO 1, P 3,;AUG 1990. . ,r ;
"DREDGE ACTIVITIES BEGIN ACROSS THE STATE. WATER, V 3, NO 5, P 4, APR 1990.
LAKE RED
RED LAKE, BRULE COUNTY ORDINARY HIGH AND ORDINARY LOW WATER MARKS. WATER, V 4,




- , NONPOINT SOURCE CONTROL PROGRAM. -WATER, V 3, NO 5, P 3, APR 1990.
RICHMOND LAKE RESTORATION PROJECT. WATER, V 3, NO 3, P 2, NOV 1989.
LAKE SHARPE
HOYME, NEAL. FISHING LAKE SHARPE. DAKOUT, V 6, NO A, P 9-12, APR 1991.
V . MITZEL; BILL. LAKE SHARPE. ..THE MOST: CONSISTENTLY .PRODUCTIVE- FISHERY: IN:SOUTH
DAKOTA? DAKCOUNT, V 5, NO P 60-66, APR 1991.
- :-POST;v CHUCK:;'^iS>rD; cREP0RT'rteB0ATSLAUNCH;^FAGILTTTEGftAT^yAKE4^SHARPE-UPDATED%j^ FINS,
V 6, NO P 6, APR 1987.
RIIS; JIM. 'LAKE SHARPE: THIS MISSOURI RIVER MAIN-STEM RESERVOIR HAS GAINED A
REPUTATION AS A CONSISTENT PRODUCER OF WALLEYES AND... CONSDIG, V 5A, NO A, P
16-19,, 1987.
STALHEIM, OLE. EARLY VETERINARIANS OF DAKOTA TERRITORY. DAKHIST, NO 22, P
91^-921, 1990.
^HLAKEi:SHERIDAN - - ::
SPORTSMAN'S GUIDE TO SHERIDAN LAKE, CUSTER COUNTY. FINS, V 6, NO 2, P 95, FEB
1987.
LAKE STOCKADE
STOCKADE LAKE RESTORATION BEGINS. WATER, VI, NO 1, P 3, JUL 1987.
LAKE THOMPSON
DAKOTA WETLANDS PROJECTS BEGUN. DAKCOUNT, V 3, NO 8, P 20-21, AUG 1989.
HIGH WATER BRINGS GOOD FISHING PROSPECTS. FINS, V 7, NO 5, P 6, 1988.
LAKE LOUISE--LAKE THOMPSON, TWO OF THE BEST. DAKCOUNT, V 5, NO A, P 9A-95, APR
1991.
- LAKE THOMPSON PRODUCING PIKE. - DAKCOUNT, V NO 1, P 23, JAN 1990.
LAKE THOMPSON WATERSHED PROJECT DEDICATION 'ON THE SHORES OF SILVER LAKE."
WILDER, V 17, NO 1, P 7, SPR 1991.
M & M'S LEMONADE MARINA. SDMAG, V 6, NO <i, P 52-54, SEP 1990.
WILDLIFE NOTES: LAKE THOMPSON DEDICATION. CONSDIG, V 58, NO 3, P 27, 1991.
MITZEL, BILL. LAKE THOMPSON. DAKCOUNT, V 3, NO 4, P 60-64, APR 1989.
• ^ MOUMi KEN. SPORTSMAN'S GUIDE:TO^ LAKE THOMPSON,-KINGSBURY COUNTY.- FINS,^V 6, NO
8, P 71-72, JUL 1987.
LAKE TROUT (FISH) SEE TROUT
LAKE VERMILLION RECREATION AREA
, LAKE VERMILLION HAS CAMPGROUND IMPROVEMENTS. FINS, V 7, NO 5, P 6-7, 1988.
S.D. REPORT: LAKE VERMILLION HAS CAMPGROUND IMPROVEMENTS. FINS, V 6, NO.5, P
80, MAY 1987.





CLEAN LAKES PR08RAM UTILIZES DREDGING. WATER, V A, NO 1, P 3, AUG 1990.
DREDGE ACROSS tHE STATE. WATER, V 3> NO 5, P A, APR 1990.
WALL LAKE RESTORATION. WATER, V 2, NO 1, P 5, JUL 1988.
LAKE WHITEWOOD
AANDERUD, JUNE. FOG OVER. LAKE WHITEWOOD.. , CONSDIG, V.,57, NO 5, P- IA-15,, ,19.90..,
LAKES AND. RESERVOIRS SEE. ALSO THE ::NAMES.:0F ,SPECIFIC,,1AKES-;,,DREDGING,
BEST PERCH LAKES IN THE DAKOTAS. DAKCOUNT, V 1, NO 12, P 6-11, .DEC 1987.
CATCHING AUGUST WALLEYES ON DAKOTA RESERVOIRS. DAKCOUNT, V 5, NO 8, P 26-27,
AUG 1991.
DAKOTA CENTENNIAL 1889-1989, PART 6: PROSPERITY RETURNS TO THE PRAIRIE.
CONSDIG, V 56, NO 5, P 19-21, 1989.
DAKOTA COUNTY: DAY COUNTY. CONSDIG, V 58, NO 2, P 2A, 1991.
'"HreH^WAtERSiBRlNGSlTSbOD '^FISHING PROSPECTS. -FINS/ V 7, NO 5, P 6, 1988.
PARK NOTES: HELP STOP PARK VANDALISM. CONSDIG, V 57, NO A, P 26,. 1990
PARKS '88. CONSDIG, V 55, NO 3, P 12-17, 1988.
S.D. REPORT: HIGH WATER BRINGS GOOD FISHING PROSPECTS. FINS, V 6, NO 5, P 6,
MAY 1987.
SOUTH DAKOTA FALL CHOICES CFOR FISHING). DAKCOUNT, V 5, NO 9, P 23, SEP 1991.
THE FISHING OUTLOOK. DAKCOUNT, V A, NO A, P 20-21, APR 1990.
THE SOUTH DAKOTA DREDGING PROGRAM. WATER, V 1, NO 5, P 3, MAY 1988.
WILDLIFE NOTES: LAKE MADISON PANFISH RESEARCH. CONSDIG, V 57, NO 3, P 27, 1990.
WILDLIFE NOTES: NEW LAKE MAPS AVAILABLE. CONSDIG, V 58, NO 1, P 27, 1991.
WILDLIFE NOTES: SUBIMPOUNDMENT FISH PRODUCTION. CONSDIG, V 57, NO 3, P 27,
1990.
AANDERUD, JUNE. FOG OVER LAKE WHITEWOOD. CONSDIG, V 57, NO 5, P IA-15, 1990.
BERINGSON, DICK. MAINSTEM RESERVOIRS - THE NEXT 10 YEARS (EDITORIAL). CONSDIG,
V 57, NO 1, P 1, 1990.
DEAN, TONY. MY TEN FAVORITE DAKOTA WATERS. DAKCOUNT, V A, NO A, P 30-35, APR
1990.
HARTLEY, CHUCK. SPORTSMAN'S GUIDE.TO SOUTH DAKOTA'S.UNDERFISHED WATERS. FINS,
V 7, NO 1, P 6A-65, JAN 1988.
HUGGLER, TOM. SNEAKING UP ON BLUEGILLS. FINS; V 7, NO A, P 18/53, 1988. ,
MCPHILLIPS, KELLY. TAILRACE FISHING: SOME OF THE STATE'S MORE EXCITING AND* MOST
CONSISTENT FISHING CAN BE FOUND BELOW THE MISSOURI RIVER'S. "CONSDIG, V 58, NO
A, P 16-19, 1991.
MICKELSON, GEORGE S. NEW ERA OF DEVELOPMENT, COOPERATION, AND MANAGEMENT OF THE
MISSOURI RIVER. WATER, V 3, NO 6, P 1+, JUN 1990.
MOUM, KEN. GETTING THE LAY OF THE BOTTOM (LAKE MAPPING PROGRAM). CONSDIG, V
57, NO 1, P 2-A, 1990.
RIIS, JIM. LAKE SHARPE: THIS MISSOURI RIVER MAIN-STEM RESERVOIR HAS GAINED A




THOMS, JERRALD P. THEY ALMOST JUMP IN THE BOAT (WHITE BASS IN S.D. RESERVOIRS).
FINS, V 6, NO 5, P 11, MAY 1987.
WILLIS, DICK. SOUTH DAKOTA CATS. FINS, V 7, NO A, P 56, 1988.
: y NEW TREE-PL'ANTING TECHNOLOGY FOR THE PRAIRIE. CONSDIG, V 57, NO
P 2-3,5-6, 1990.
ZIMMERMAN, STEVE. SLOP FISHING - A PATTERN FOR SUMMER LARGEMOUTHS. FINS, V 7,
NO 5, P IO-II,+, 1988.
LAKOTA DEVELOPMENT COUNCIL (ST. JOSEPH'S INDIAN SCHOOL, CHAMBERLAIN, SD)
ST. JOSEPH'S INDIAN SCHOOL (CHAMBERLAINi SD). ^HERITAGE, V- IA, NO ,3, R 32-33,
. 1988.
LAKOTA LANGUAGE
BUNGE, ROBERT. REFLECTIONS ON LAKOTA. INDIAN, NO 117, P A, NOV 1988.
GASQUE, THOMAS J. ON THE NAME DAKOTA. INDIAN, NO 125, P 16, SPR 1991.
LAMONT, FRANCES "PEG" (1914- )
• ''i marks PEG "LAMONT'S^ CAREER (1991 HALL OF FAME HONOREE) .
HERITAGE, V 17, NO 3, P 14-15, SEP 1991.
LAMONT AND BERGH RECEIVE NATIONAL HISTORY AWARD. HISTNOTES, V 4,i NO 3, P 5, NOV
1988.
WEINREIS, ANNA M. SENATOR PEG LAMONT. DAKHIST, NO 21ST, 1989.
LAMPHERE, DALE CLAUDE
CENTENNIAL UPDATE. HEALTH, V 3, NO 1, P 1, JAN 1989.
DALE CLAUDE LAMPHERE (1987 HALL OF FAME "ARTIST OF THE YEAR"). DAKWEST, V 13,
NO 4, P 20-22, DEC 1987.
HOLTZMANN, ROGER. DALE LAMPHERE. SDMAG, V 6, NO 3, P 14-17, JUL 1990.
LAND
A NEW LAND 1RUSH (SQUARE FOOT SECTIONS OF GEOGRAPHIC CENTER OF S.D. SOLD TO
BENEFIT CENTENNIAL). SDMAG, V 3, NO 3, P 23, AUG 1987.
DUUS, ERLING. THE TRAGIC, SACRED GROUND. DAKHIST, NO 20TH, P 587-596, 1988.
HANSEN, M.R. BRIEF HISTORY OF PUBLIC LAND SURVEYS AND HOMESTEADING IN SOUTH
DAKOTA. DAKHIST, NO 20TH, P 395-398, 1988.
JAMES, BILLIE. MISSOURI RIVER ISLAND: NO MAN'S LAND. DAKHIST, NO 20TH, P
423-437, 1988.
RINEY-KEHRBERG, PAMELA. EVALUATING THE LAND: OVERLAND EMIGRANTS REACT* TO THE
-TRANS-MISSISSIPPI WEST, 1849-1853. DAKHIST, NO 20THi. P 365-375, 1988.-
LAND - LAW AND LEGISLATION SEE ALSO INSTALLMENT LAND CONTRACTS; REAL ESTATE - LAW
HERE'S WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW (EQUALIZATION). MUNICIPAL, V 57, NO 10, P 8, APR
1991.
CONWAY, MARK F. EQUITABLE ADJUSTMENT IN REAL ESTATE CONTRACT FORECLOSURES;
VICTORY FOR THE CONTRACT VENDEE OR DEATH OF. INSTALLMENT. . . LAW, V 35, NO 3, P
402-425, 1990.
HANSON, DENNIS. WETLANDS EASEMENTS. COUNTY, V 36, NO 7, P 2, JUN 1990.
'• sHANSON, .DENNIS.; ^1991.-1EGISLATIVE WRAP-UP. COUNTY, i-V. 37. .NO 3, P 7, MAR 1991.
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KELLEY, SHANE R. LIENABILITY OF THE CONTRACT VENDOR'S INTEREST: S.D. IS READY
FOR THE DOCTRINE OF EQUITABLE CONVERSION. LAW, V 32, NO I, P 66-79, 1987.
WELTER, MARK J. HYDE V. LIEBELT: ANTI-COMPETITIVE COVENANTS - DO THEY RUN AT
^ i^<^:^>^y;«lrfkW^OR«EQUIT¥?'*v LAW;"Y 3 NO u2i>«Pw361-373, 1987.
LAND SETTLEMENT SEE SETTLERS AND SETTLEMENT
LAND THEY POSSESSED, THE (NOVEL)
SDCH SPONSORS REPRINT OF NOVEL (THE LAND THEY POSSESSED). HUMAN, V 18.> NO I-pcP
3, NOV 1989.
: : : V .,Lv..i^L£XANDER; RUTH-^^NNi *~NATURE,iSETHNICS,'.^ANDft;LAND; JTHEffMAKING;?OF?. AwSOUTHvDAKOiTA-i
NOVEL. SDHIST, V 18, NO 3, P 152-172, 1988.
• 'WILLIAMS;«EL-IZABETH/ A^ HOMECOMING (MURIEL BRENEMAN VISITS S.D.). , :
SDMAG, V 3, NO 3, P A5+, AUG 1987.
WILLIAMS, ELIZABETH. JOURNEY BRINGS AUTHOR HOME TO S.D. HUMAN, V 20, NO 1, P
7, NOV 1991.
LAND USE
ii';^(iARRELS',^¥lEfERV'^ "T'kOUDiOF THE'PRAIRIE:-AN ESSAY ON APPRECIATING THE PRAIRIE.
SDMAG, V 3, NO 3, P 9-11, AUG 1987.
POST, CHUCK. 'S;D. REPORT: RUSH- TO SELL WETLANDS COMPLICATES"TAX STRUCTURE.
FINS, V 6, NO 8, P 7, JUL 1987.
WELTER, MARK J. HYDE V. LIEBELT: ANTI-COMPETITIVE COVENANTS - DO THEY RUN AT
LAW OR EQUITY? LAW, V 32, NO 2, P 361-373, 1987.
YOST, NELLIE S. THE ORIGIN OF THE F.B.I. DAKHIST, N0.18TH, P 105-114, 1986.
LANDFILLS, SANITARY SEE REFUSE AND REFUSE DISPOSAL
LANDFORMS SEE GEOLOGY
LANDMARKS SEE HISTORIC SITES - S.D.
LANDOWNERS
COMMON GROUND (EDITORIAL). CONSDIG, V 54, NO 3, P 1, 1987.
GAMING ACCESS TO BEST HUNTING LAND IN THE DAKOTAS. DAKCOUNT, V 5, NO 10, P
18-21, OCT 1991.
WALK-IN HUNTING PROGRAM SUCCESSFUL IN SOUTH DAKOTA. DAKCOUNT, V 5, NO 7, P
34-35, JUL 1991.
' -WORKING WITH THE LANDOWNERS. DAKCOUNT, V 3, NO 3, P-44, MAR 1989.
WRAP-UP: A BRIGHT FUTURE- FOR WALK-IN AREAS. CONSDIG, V 58, NO 4, vP 28-29., ^991.
BERINGSON, DICK. LANDOWNER BENEFITS,. DAKOUT, V 6/ NO 7, P 46, JUL 1991. -
DEAN,-TONY. (LANDOWNER) GROUP'S REAL GOALS QUESTIONED. DAKCOUNT,.V 5, .NO 8, P
21, AUG 1991.
JACKSON, JIM. UNETHICAL HUNTERS. DAKCOUNT, V 4, NO 2, P 12-13, FEB 1990.
MICKELSON, GEORGE S. HUNTING AND SOUTH DAKOTA (EDITORIAL). CONSDIG, V 55, NO
5, P 1, 1988.
RILEY, STEVEN. A PLACE TO HUNT (EDITORIAL). CONSDIG, V 55, NO 4, P 1, 1988.
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LANE, ROSE WILDER C1886-1968)
ROSE WILDER LANE AND 'THE LONG WINTER.' WILDER, V 16, NO 1, P 3, SPR 1990.
LANG, ELIZABETH ALLEY
ELIZABETH ALLEY LANG. HISTNOTES, V NO 1, P 3, JUL 1988.
LANGENFELD, JOSEPH J.
LANGENFELD,.JOSEPH J. A STRESS: TEST: LAST FALL THE AUTHOR, WET AND TIRED, SPENT
SEVEN HOURS WADING THROUGH A MARSH, i-CONSDIG, V 57, NO: 5,-P
MOUM; KEN. ' IT CdULff happen: TO^ANYONE' r "CONSDIGr V 57,^ NOtSi^P; 5TT990;
LANGER, WILLIAM
HARDAWAY, ROGER. THE NEW DEAL AT THE LOCAL LEVEL. DAKHIST, V 22, P 373-396,
,il990.
LANGUAGE AND LANGUAGES
THE fiIP:=(GUN^AND HUNTING: LANGUAGE IN EVERYDAY SPEECH) .
CONSDIG, V 58, NO 2, P 28, 1991.
LANIER INDUSTRIES (HURON, S.D.)
COMBINED EFFORTS RESULT IN COMPANY FOR HURON. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 9, P 3, NOV
1989.
LARKS
TALLMAN, DAN. BANDING RECOVERIES OF SOUTH DAKOTA BIRDS, PART 2: LARKS, CORVlDS,
STARLING, AND BLACKBIRDS. BIRD, V 42, NO 2, P 29-36, JUN 1990.
LARSEN, GENE
SAMP, ARDYCE. HEMINGWAY'S SOUTH DAKOTA PHEASANT HUNT. DAKHIST, NO 22, P
785-809, 1990.
LARSON, ANDRE
HOLTZMANN, ROGER. A CALLING TO COLLECT MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS. SDMAG, V 6, NO 6,
P 21-23, MAR 1991.
LARSON, ARNE B.
HOLTZMANN, ROGER. A CALLING TO COLLECT MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS. SDMAG, V 6, NO 6,
P 21-23, MAR 1991. . "
JAMES, BILLIE; DR. ARNE B. LARSON AND THE SHRINE TO MUSIC MUSEUM: THE MAN, HIS
MUSIC AND HIS MUSEUM. DAKHIST, NO .21ST, 1989.
LARSON, FLORENCE NEWCOMB
OUR PUBLIC COLLEGES' CENTENNIAL ALUMNI - DAKOTA STATE COLLEGE. SDMAG, V 4, NO
4, P 39, NOV 1988.
LARSON, JIM (1943- )
LARSON NAMED CENTENNIAL DIRECTOR. HISTNOTES, V 3, NO 4, P 2, JAN 1988.
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LAURA INGALLS WILDER HOME ASSOCIATION AND MUSEUM
ANOTHER 'LITTLE HOUSE' TO BE RESTORED. WILDER> V 17, NO 1, P 8, SPR 1991.
garth •^WILLIAMS BUSY WITHPERSONAL'APPERANCES. WILDER, V 17, NO 2, P 6, FAL
1991.
IRENE LICHTY-LECOUNT PIONEER IN WILDER LORE TO RETIRE. WILDER, V 13, NO 2, P 9,
FAL 1987.
THE "LITTLE HOUSE" SITES: THEN AND NOW. WILDER, V 14, NO 1, P 4-5,9, SPR 1988.
wilder EXHIBIT TOURS JAPAN. WILDER, V 15, NO 2, P 7, FAL 1989. v:v;
WILDER.HOME PRESERVATION .:iNvMANSFJELD:,STARTED,.r,.WILDER;,;-V^16,,iN0::i,.^P;.2,:,.SPR»;^.:i
1990.
MYERS, JANEv VISITING LAURA'S "LITTLE HOUSE" TOWNS. WILDER, V 14, NO 1, P r
9-11, SPR 1988.
TIDWELL, CONNIE. 'PA'S' FIDDLE IS READY FOR THE PLAYING. WILDER, V 16, NO 2, P
6, FAL 1990.
TIDWELL, CONNIE. IMPRESSIONS OF A FIRST YEAR TRAINEE IN "THE LAND OF USED TO
BE". WILDER, V 14, NO 2, P 5,7, SPR 1988.
e^T®fiWEbM"€dWNr&?^^^ V 15, NO 2, P 8, FAL
1989.
- WALKER, BARBARA. MY RETURNnO THE LITTLE HOUSES. WILDER, V 16, NO 2] P 4-5,
FAL 1990.
LAURA INGALLS WILDER MEMORIAL SOCIETY
A TRIBUTE TO VERA MCCASKELL. WILDER, V 15, NO 1, P 7, SPR 1989.
DETROIT LIBRARY "LONG WINTER" COLLECTION EXHIBITED. WILDER, V 16, NO 1, P 6,
SPR 1990.
ILLUSTRATOR GARTH WILLIAMS VISITS...A MAGICAL, MEMORABLE DAY FOR DE SMET.
WILDER, V 13, NO 1, P 4, SPR 1987.
KELLY COMES BACK WHENEVER HE CAN. WILDER, V 17, NO 2, P 2, FAL 1991.
LAURA INGALLS WILDER EXHIBITION HELD IN JAPAN. WILDER, V 14, NO 2, P 6-7, SPR
1988.
Memorial society's Vivian glover nominated for 'spirit of dakota' award.
WILDER, V 15, NO 2, P 3, FAL 1989.
VERA MCCASKELL, 1905-1989. WILDER, V 15, NO 1, P 6, SPR 1989.
BLEGEN, DALE. AUTHOR-ARTIST DAYS A BIG SUCCESS IN DE SMET THIS SUMMER. WILDER,
V 16, NO 2, P 1-2, FAL 1990.
MYERS, JANE. VISITING LAURA'S "LITTLE HOUSE" TOWNS. WILDER, V 14, NO 1, P
9-11, SPR 1988.
WALKER, BARBARA; MY RETURN TO THE LITTLE HOUSES. ^ WILDER, V 16> NO Z, . P 4-5,
FAL 1990.
LAVARNWAY, CARRIE
8 ETC. (NEWS FROM THE STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY). .HISTNOTES, V,5, NO 4, P 2, SPR
1990.
.=LAW. ..SEE ..MORE SPECIFIC TERMS
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LAW ENFORCEMENT SEE ALSO SHERIFFS
; „ ,.A .DENIAL FORwAN.iINSPECTION .INITIATES.SEARCH WARRENT PROCEDURES. WATER/ V 3, NO
1, P A/ JUL 1989.
AROUND THE LEAGUE...RAPID CITY POLICE PLACED IN ELITE GROUP. MUNICIPAL, V 57,
NO A, P 9, OCT 1990.
ATTORNEY GENERAL OPINIONS OF INTEREST OT COUNTY GOVERMNENT: OFFICIAL OPINION NO.
89-30 CJOINT LAW ENFORCEMENT). COUNTY, V 36, NO 2, P 16-17, NOV 1989.
DAKOTA IMAGES: SETH BULLOCK. SDHIST, V 20, NO I, P 80+, 1990.
ASHEIM, ENID; RAPID ,CIT-Y^S .FIRST- POLICEMAN: HOOKY-JACK. ,SDMAG, .Vi-A,. .N0:;6, P
22-23, MAY 1989.
' BROWN> JIM-RIDINSHOTGUN: JESSE BROWN, BLACK HILLS SHERIFF;^ SDMAG, V 4, NO
6, P 18-19, MAY 1989.
FLYGER, STEVE. SDACC JUVENILE JUSTICE PROGRAM UPDATE. COUNTY, V 33, NO A, P
1^-15, MAR 1987.
JOHNSON, TIM. WASHINGTON REPORT: CONGRESSMAN TIM JOHNSON INTRODUCES RURAL DRUG
INITIATIVE. MUNICIPAL, V 56, NO 6, P lA, DEC 1989.
#ft>'.f#i!HIRE&>^PAULA>;5;=/«SELEGTED; CASES-OFVTHE. COURT, CLAY COUNTY, DAKOTA TERRITORY.
DAKHIST, NO 20TH, P 399-405, 1988.
R ACLUsALLEGES POOR CONDITIONS IN SOUTH DAKOTA JAILS.
COUNTY, V 36, NO 4, P 6-7, MAR 1990.
WILLARD, STEVE. LEGISLATIVE SESSION A GOOD ONE FOR SOUTH DAKOTA LAW
ENFORCEMENT. MUNICIPAL, V 56, NO 10, P 13, APR 1990.
WREDE, JOHN. ROADWAY MANNERS: CONSERVATION OFFICERS USE WILDLIFE REPLICAS TO
ENFORCE SD'S BAN ON SHOOTING BIG GAME FROM PUBLIC... CONSDIG, V 58, NO 5, P
8-11, 1991.
LAW SUITS SEE ACTIONS AND DEFENSES (LAW)
LAWRENCE COUNTY
LAWRENCE COUNTY VOTE SPURS ON MINING BOOM. TIPS, V 3, NO 7, P 8, NOV 1987.
' WANNAtBET?^fCCHANGriN^ EMPLOYMENT FOLLOWING LEG^ OF GAMBLING)? LABOR, P
1-2, FEB 1991.
45 CYANIDE SPILLS IN LAWRENCE COUNTY OVER PAST DECADE. TIPS, V 6, NO 6-7, P
9-11, JUL 1991.
LAWYERS
ATTORNEY GENERAL OPINIONS OF INTEREST TO COUNTY GOVERNMENT: OFFICIAL OPINION NO.
89-5, (INDIGENT DEFENSE REPRESENTATION) . .COUNTY, V, 35, NO 6,, P 13,, JULa989.
• ' • GEORGE T. MICKELSON (1987-HALL OF FAME HONOREE - GOVERNMENT). DAKWEST/xV. 13, NO
4, P 16, DEC 1987.
MELVIN TELFORD WOODS, JR. (1987 HALL OF FAME HONOREE - PROFESSIONAL). DAKWEST,
V 13, NO 4, P 18, DEC 1987.
PARNELL DONOHUE (1988 HALL OF FAME HONOREE - PROFESSIONAL). HERITAGE, V 14, NO
4, P 28, 1988.
SIOUX FALLS BENEFITS FROM .DELBRIDGE GENEROSITY (CARELTON DELBRIDGE, 1991 HALL OF
FAME HONOREE). HERITAGE, V 17, NO 3, P 8-9, SEP 1991.
BAHR, DOUGLAS A. THE HYPOCRISY OF SOUTH DAKOTA'S MODEL RULE 1.6: A CALL FOR
REFORM. LAW, V 35, NO 1, P 66-93, 1990.
KRUEGER,"R'.'JV(JIM) JR.MCCAHREN, LEE M?; PASHBY, "GARY J: J HAGEMANN, JOHN F. IN
MEMORIAM: THOMAS E. POE, JR. LAW, V 34, NO 2, P IX-XVII, 1989.
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LAY, DONALD P. REMARKS OF THE HONORABLE DONALD P. LAY AT THE MICHAEL PIEPLOW
LAW REVIEW OFFICE DEDICATION. LAW, V 34, NO 1, P IX-XIII, 1989.
vMACCRATE, ROBERT. THE MAKING OF THE AMERICAN LAWYER (BRIEF HISTORY OF SOUTH
5;;^'ftMm-DAK0TA^BAR rASSOC^ AND IjAWYERSO. -^EAW; ;V 34, NO 2, P 227-235, 1989.
OYOS, LYNWOOD E. GEORGE W. EGAN: THE DEMOGOGUE WHO WOULD BE GOVERNOR. DAKHIST,
NO 19TH, P III.B1+, 1987.
PIERSOL, LAWRENCE L. A COLLEAGUE'S TRIBUTE (TO MICHAEL PIEPLOW). LAW, V 34, NO
1, P XIV, 1989.
LAWYERS - FEES
OYOS, MARTIN. OFSTAD V.-S.D. .DEPT.- OFHiTRANSPORTATIONr-PRE-EMPTIONS OF ATTORNEY
FEES FOR THE FORTUITONS DEFENDANT.. LAW, V 32, NO 1, P 118-125, 1987; r?
LEAD SHOT SEE AMMUNITION
LEAD, S.D.
YES, VIRGINIA, THERE IS A CONVENTION CENTER (IN LEAD, SD). DEADMAG, V 1, NO 1,
P 6, MAR 1991.
•HUNHOFF,BERNIE. BETHEL LUTHERAN'S LUTEFISK SUPPER. SDMAG, V 4, NO 5, P
28-29+, JAN 1989.
KINSELLA, STEVEN R. COMPANY STORE: THE HEARST MERCANTILE, 1879-1942. SDHIST, V
20, NO 2, P 96-119, 1990.
LEADERSHIP - TRAINING
LEADERSHIP SKILLS ARE TOPIC OF CONFERENCE. ECONDEV, V 3, NO 1, P 5, JAN 1990.
THREE-YEAR LEADERSHIP TRAINING PROGRAM PLANNED. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 6, P 5, AUG
1989.
LEAHY, FRANK (1908-1973)
HIGBEE, PAUL, FRANK LEAHY: WINNER HIGH SCHOOL'S MOST FAMOUS SCHEMER. SDMAG, V
3, NO 4, P 31-33, OCT 1987.
LEARY, JOHN HENRY SEE HOOKY JACK
LEASE HUNTING
WALK-IN HUNTING PROGRAM SUCCESSFUL IN SOUTH DAKOTA. DAKCOUNT, V 5, NO 7, P
34-35, JUL 1991.
MARTLEY, CHUCK. FLYING, RUNNING CASH CROPS. . FINS,.V 6, NO 9, P 73-76+, SEP.
1987.
LEAST RESTRICTIVE ENVIRONMENT (EDUCATION)
BRESLOW, KEN. LRE: AN UNSATISFACTORY EDUCATIONAL PROCESS FOR DEAF- AND . ;
HARD-OF-HEARING CHILDREN. SDREP, V 5, NO 2, P 10-11, DEC 1989.
LEDYARD, JOHN (1751-1789)




THILL, GARY. KEVIN LEE'S FLY BY NIGHT OPERATION - JT FLASHES, ROLLS, TRAVELS,
- 5 y inside; V 2, NO 6, P 34-35, FAL 1991.
LEE, ROBERT H. C1920- )
ROBERT H. LEE C1987 HALL OF FAME HONOREE - COMMUNICATIONS). DAKWEST, V 13, NO
4, P 15, DEC 1987.
LEE, WARREN M. C1908-1978)
'• " r HOLTZMANN, "ROGER; MY ARTSTIVDVENTURETii^THE fBLACICfHtLLS";P:LAYH0USEr:STARRING5D0C
LEE. SDMAG, V 7, NO IV P 59-61, MAY 1991.
" LEE, JAYME." ON (BLACK HILLS PLAYHOUSE). INSIDE, V 2, NO 4, P
18-20, SPR 1991.
RAHN, ELIZABETH ANN. WARREN MARION LEE 1908-1978. DAKHIST, NO 22, P 774-784,
1990.
LEEDOM, BOYD (?-1969)
i ' MOORE, WILLIAM' HOWARD. BUREAUCRAT IN IKE'S CORPORATE COMMONWEALTH: BOYD LEEDOM
AND THE N.L.R.B. DAKHIST, NO 21ST, 1989.
LEGAL AID
CHN DEVELOPS LEGAL VIDEO. HEALTH, V 3, NO 5, P 4, SEP 1989.
LEGAL ETHICS SEE PROFESSIONAL ETHICS
LEGENDS
FARRELL, TOM. A MIND READER, A PIN HEAD, AND A FOOL; THE STORY OF "PROFESSOR
JOHNSTONE'S VISIT TO WIND CAVE. DAKHIST, NO 20TH, P 221-226, 1988.
LEWIS, WENDY. SICA HOLLOW STATE PARK: THE OTHER 'BAD' LANDS. CONSDIG, V 57, NO
3, P 2-5, 1990.
f;, V,; VLOHAN:,; BIULi^MENEMY. SWIM: THEiLEGEND,,AND THE LAKE TODAY. SDMAG, V 5, NO 4, P
9-12, NOV 1989.
RAVENTON, EDWARD. THE LEGEND OF PAWNEE HOUSE. CONSDIG, V 54, NO 1, P 2-5,
1987.
RAVENTON, EDWARD. THE LEGEND OF SWEET MEDICINE: BEAR BUTTE IN WESTERN SOUTH
DAKOTA IS A SACRED MOUNTAIN TO MANY PLAINS INDIAN PEOPLE... CONSDIG, V 54, NO
6, P 12-17, 1987.
LEGISLATION
APRIL SPOTLIGHT: THE 1990 LEGISLATIVE SESSION. COUNTY, V 36, NO 5, P 4-6, APR
1990.
\
AROUND THE LEAGUE... NEW LAWS AFFECT LIQUOR LICENSING. MUNICIPAL, V 56, NO 12, P
11, JUNI990.
CENTRAL STATES (iOMPACT HAPPENINGS. TIPS, V 3, NO 4, P 6-7, JUN 1987.
COMMERCIAL DRIVERS LICENSE ACT. COUNTY, V 36, NO 1, P 46,-SEP 1989.
COMPACTS REVISITED: LOW-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTE ISSUE RESURFACES IN SOUTH
DAKOTA. TIPS, V 4, NO 2, P 1-2, AUG 1988.
CORN PROCESSING PLANT PACKAGE APPROVED. ECONDEV, V 4, NO 4, P 1, APR 1991.
LEGISLATURE LOOKS AT MINING. TIPS, V 3, NO 2, P 3, FEB 1987.
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LEGISLATURE TAKES FINAL ACTION ON ENVIRONMENTAL BILLS. TIPS, V A, NO 6, F 7-10,
MAR 1989.
LOW INTEREST LOAN PROGRAM TO ASSIST LOCAL GOVERNMENTS (HB1252). COUNTY, V 35,
LOW INTEREST LOAN PROGRAM TO ASSIST LOCAL GOVERNMENTS. MUNICIPAL, V 55, NO II,
P 14, MAY 1989.
MICKELSON OFFERS LAWMAKERS TWO OPTIONS (1992 BUDGET). MUNICIPAL, V 57, NO 7, P
10, JAN 1991.
MICKELSON'S ACTION PLAN ON BOYD COUNTY NUCLEAR DUMP. TIPS, V-5, NO 5, P 5^6,
AUG 1990.
r MINING;:^I#LS WOULD <;iMPOSE.:STPICTiREGULATIONS:; . ;^TP8/^A^^4;i;N0;-5;^F^3^5pttN0VjJs988.
-PCB BILLSIN-LEGISLATURE. TIPS, V 3, NO 1, P.6, FEB 1987.
SAY WHAT, KAY? (RADIOACTIVE WASTE DISPOSAL). TIPS, V 5, NO 2, P 3-4, MAR 1990.
SDACC 1989-90 RESOLUTIONS (SUPPORT AND OPPOSITION TO LEGISLATION). COUNTY, V
36, NO 2, P 6-8, NOV 1989.
SEE ISSUES OF S.D. REPORT FOR REGULAR REPORTS ON STATE AND FEDERAL LEGISLATION
PERTAINING TO PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES. SDREP.
i%^:^-"i:if;5HT=SsesSTOk®YTeEi)S^^ISiMITED '^LEGISLATION AFFECTING MUNICIPALITIES. MUNICIPAL, V 57,
NO 11, P 10, MAY 1991.
SPECIAL AND. UNIQUE LANDS REGULATIONS- ADOPTED. TIPS, V 5, NO 4, P-2-4, JUN 1990.
SPECIAL ISSUE- CUMULATIVE ENVIRONMENTAL EVALUATION OF MINING IN BLACK HILLS.
TIPS, V 6, NO 3, P 1-8, MAY 1991.
STATE WIDE JUVENILE JUSTICE CONFERENCE SET FOR JUNE. COUNTY, V 35, NO 5, P 17,
MAY 1989.
WORKER'S COMPENSATION: WHO CHOOSES THE DOCTOR? LABOR, P 15, MAY 1990.
WORKER'S COMPENSATION: WHO CHOOSES THE DOCTOR? (REPRINTED FROM SD LABOR
BULLETIN, MAY 1990). COUNTY, V 36, NO 8, P 2, JUL 1990.
1989-90 SDACC STATEMENT OF POLICY. COUNTY, V 36, NO 2, P 10-11, NOV 1989.
1990 LEGISLATIVE RECAP: SDML ENJOYS SUCCESSFUL SESSION. MUNICIPAL, V 56, NO 10,
P 12-13, APR 1990.
• ' ^ '63RD SESSION OF-THE'SOUTH DAKOTA LEGISLATURE 1988: BILLS THAT PASSED THAT AFFECT
COUNTY GOVERNMENT. COUNTY, V 35, NO 5, P 6-9, MAY 1989.
CLARKE, DENNIS. WEED AND PEST BOARD LEGISLATION (PROPOSED FOR 1991 SESSION).
COUNTY, V 36, NO 12, P 3, DEC 1990.
DASCHLE, THOMAS A. WASHINGTON REPORT: NEW FEDERAL TRANSPORTATION PLAN IS A
THREAT TO THE STATE'S HIGHWAY SYSTEM. MUNICIPAL, V 56, NO II, P 10, MAY 1990.
DASCHLE, THOMAS A. WASHINGTON REPORT: THE RURAL DEVELOPMENT ACT WILL REVITALIZE
RURAL AMERICA IN THE 1990'S. MUNICIPAL, V 56, NO 8, P 14, . FEB 1990 .
i EVERSON, ROXANN.. MAJOR ENVIRONMENTAL LEGISLATION^OF 1989-1990. WATER, V 3> NO
4, P 3, FEB 1990.
HANSEN, FRANCES. SDACO TRACKS TWO MAJOR BILLS DURING SESSION. COUNTY,. V.36,. NO
4, P 7-8, MAR 1990.
HANSON, DENNIS. THE CHALLENGE OF HOUSE BILL 1139. COUNTY, V 37, NO 3., P I, MAR
1991.
HANSON, DENNIS. 1991 LEGISLATIVE SESSION AND THE COUNTIES. COUNTY, V 37, NO 2,
P 7, FEB 1991.
HANSON, DENNIS. 1991 LEGISLATIVE WRAP-UP. COUNTY; V 37, NO 3, P 7, MAR 1991.
. , . u ! JOHNSON >siTIM .-;.vWASHINGTON. R
MUNICIPAL, V 56, NO 2, P 15, AUG 1989.
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meister; bobby l. technology transfer service funding proposal, county, V 36,
NO 7, P 7, JUN 1990.
, MUNICIPAL, V 56, NO 8, P IS,
FEB 1990.
MICKELSON, GEORGE S. "INTO OUR SECOND CENTURY"; GOVERNOR REFLECTS ON 1990
LEGISLATIVE SESSION. MUNICIPAL, V 56, NO 10, P 15, APR 1990.
MICKELSON, GEORGE S. CREATING SOUTH DAKOTA'S FUTURE - TAX ISSUES AFFECT BUDGET
DECISIONS. COUNTY, V 37, NO 3, P 5, MAR 1991.
" MICKELSON,- GEORGE S.- CREATING: SOUTH DAKOTA'S FUTUREr- GOVERNOR OUTLINES.AGENDA
FOR STATE. . MUNICIPAL,. V 57, NO 8, P l^i, FEB 1991.
MICKELSON, GEORgE S . CREATING south: DAKOTA'S FUTURE: TAX ISSUES AFFECr^BUDGET
DECISIONS.. MUNICIPAL, V 57, NO 9, P 14, MAR 1991.
OSBERG, LINDA. NEW ON THE BOOKS: WRAP-UP OF 1989 LEGISLATION OF INTEREST TO
MUNICIPALITIES. MUNICIPAL, V 55, NO 10, P 8-9,15, APR 1989.
PRESSLER, LARRY. WASHINGTON REPORT: HANGING UP ON UNWANTED SALES CALLS.
MUNICIPAL, V 58, NO 4, P 10, OCT 1991.
PRESSLER, LARRY. WASHINGTON REPORT: PRESSLER EXPLAINS NATIONAL AFFORDABLE
J , CHOUSING BILL'S POTENTIAL BENEFITS TO SOUTH DAKOTA. MUNICIPAL, V 57, NO 1, P
10; JUL r990.
PRESSLER, LARRY. WASHINGTON REPORT: PRESSLER WORKS WITH MUNICIPAL LEAGUE.TO
HOLD DOWN CABLE TV PRICES. MUNICIPAL, V 56, NO 7, P14, JAN1990; •
VAN DEN HUL, RICHARD. THE COUNTIES' SHARE OF THE COSTS OF THE UNIFIED JUDICIAL
SYSTEM. COUNTY, V 36, NO 6, P 6-7, MAY 1990.
WILLARD, STEVE. LEGISLATIVE SESSION A GOOD ONE FOR SOUTH DAKOTA LAW
ENFORCEMENT. MUNICIPAL, V 56, NO 10, P 13, APR 1990.
LEGISLATORS - S.D.
COMPOSITION OF THE 1990 SOUTH DAKOTA STATE LEGISLATURE. MUNICIPAL, V 56, NO 7,
P 12-13, JAN 1990.
DAKOTA IMAGES: RICHARD F. KNEIP. SDHIST, V 19, NO 4, P 596+, 1989.
IN MEMORIAM (HAROLD SCHREIER; LYLE E. CHEEVER). HISTNOTES, V 3, NO 3, P 4, NOV
1987..
JAMES DUNN. HISTNOTES, V 4, NO 1, P 2, JUL 1988.
KEYNOTE ADDRESS: SENATOR TOM DASCHLE. COUNTY, V 36, NO 9, P 17, AUG 1990.
LELAND D. WARNE (1988 HALL OF FAME HONOREE - AGRICULTURE). HERITAGE, V 14, NO
4, P 31, 1988.
LET YOUR VOICE BE HEARD (LIST OF 1991 LEGISLATORS). MUNICIPAL, V 57, NO 7, P
12-13, JAN 1991.
MELVIN TELFORD WOODS, JR. (1987 HALL OF FAME HONOREE - PROFESSIONAL); vDAKWEST,
V 13, NO 4, P 18, DEC 1987.
NO PLACE LIKE HOME (TIM JOHNSON AND WASHINGTON, D.C. LIFE). .SDMAG, V 3, NO 3, P
22, AUG 1987.
SEE ISSUES OF S.D. REPORT FOR REGULAR REPORTS ON STATE AND FEDERAL LEGISLATION
PERTAINING TO PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES. SDREP.
STAY IN TOUCH (LIST OF 1991 STATE LEGISLATORS). MUNICIPAL, V 57, NO 8, P 12-13,
FEB 1991.
WALTER I. BONES (1988 HALL OF FAME.HONOREE - AGRICULTURE). HERITAGE,. V 14, NO
4, P 26, 1988.
, , 1989 .STATE-. LEGISLATORS .. - CO V. 35, .-NO - 3,- P ,8-10,iJAN 1989 .




1990 LEGISLATIVE LEADERSHIP. COUNTY, V 36, NO 3, P 7, JAN 1990.
1990 SENATE STANDING COMMITTEES. COUNTY, V 36, NO 3, P 8, JAN 1990.
' : 1990^ STATE "LEGISLATORS . tOUNTYT V "36r'N P 9-11, JAN 1990.
BORST, JOHN. BURKE RECORDS DONATED TO SOCIETY (SOUTH DAKOTA STATE HISTORICAL
SOCIETY). HISTNOTES, V 2, NO 5, P 3, MAR 1987.
ISENBERG, MAXINE. WHAT'S A HOADLEY? CHOADLEY DEAN, I9I8- ). DAKWEST, V 13, NO
2, P 4-11, JUN 1987.
WEINREIS, ANNA M. SENATOR PEG LAMONT. DAKHIST, NO 2IST, 1989.
WOSTER, KEVIN. A FRIEND OF -SPORTSMENT.RETIRES:-(GEORGE-MORTIMER) ." .-CONSDIG,:;i.V. 54,
NO 1, P 6-7, 1987.
LEGISLATURE
GOVERNOR MICKELSON'S PROPOSED LEGISLATION ON MINING. WATER, V 2, NO 4, P 1, JAN
1989.
HOW TO BE AN EFFECTIVE LOBBYIST. MUNICIPAL, V 53, NO 7, P 8, JAN 1987.
: MICKELSON OUTLINES PLANS FOR SOUTH DAKOTA (STATE OF THE STATE ADDRESS).
FEB. 1991.-
SENATE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION NO. 8 (COUNTY CONSOLIDATION). COUNTY, V,35, NO 5,
P 12, MAY 1989.
SUMMER STUDY TOPICS (OF INTEREST TO COUNTIES). COUNTY, V 35, NO 5, P 13, MAY
1989.
1987 LEGISLATIVE REPORT. MUNICIPAL, V 53, NO 11, P 7-9, MAY 1987.
62ND SESSION OF THE SOUTH DAKOTA LEGISLATURE 1987. COUNTY, V 33, NO 5, P 6-9,
MAY 1987.
ANDERA, LEONARD. SOUTH DAKOTA AND THE CENSUS. COUNTY, V 36, NO 7, P 1, JUN
1990.
ANDERSON, TERRY. GUEST FEATURE (ON LEGISLATIVE SESSIONS). COUNTY, V 36, NO 3,
P 5-7, JAN 1990.
DEHUECK, PETER. 1990 LEGISLATURE ADDRESSES MINIMUM WAGE AND WORKER'S
COMPENSATION ISSUES. LABOR, P.1-2, FEB 1990.
MICKELSON, GEORGE S. "INTO OUR SECOND CENTURY". MUNICIPAL, V 56, NO 7, P 15,
JAN 1990.
LEGISLATURE - HISTORY
THE FIRST LEGISLATIVE SESSION JANUARY 1890. COUNTY, V 36, NO 3, P 4, JAN 1990.
THE WILDEST LEGISLATIVE SESSION - 1987. COUNTY, V 34, NO 1, P 17, SEP 1987.
ANDERSON, GRANT. A SOCIALIST INSTITUTION: THE SOUTH DAKOTA HAIL INSURANCE.; ;
DEPARTMENT. DAKHIST, NO 20TH, P 185-200, 1988.
KLOUCEK, FRANK. REPRESENTATIVE COMMENTS ON LEGISLATIVE SESSION. -MUNICIPAL, ,V
57, NO 12, P 11, JUN 1991.
SCHULER, HAROLD H. SOUTH DAKOTA'S GOVERNMENT IS FORMED.- HERITAGE, V 15,,NO,8,
P 2-7, 1989.
LENNOX, S.D.





..ROOD, DIANNE. "RHUBARB DAY: SWEET TIMES IN LEOLA, S.D. SDMAG, V 7, NO 1, P 31,
MAY 1991.
LEPIDOPTERISTS
- ISENBERG, MAXINE. COLLECTOR OF SOUTH DAKOTA BEAUTY. HERITAGE, V 15, NO 5, P
18-19, 1989.
LETTERS, PERSONAL
:. I ; GUTCH, ELIZABETH RV^vVMlSSIONARY ,WIFE; V THEn LETTERS OFT~NiLNA FOSTER RIGGS .rr:
DAKHIST, NO 19TH, P X.A1+, 1987.
KNUTSON, ESTHER M. THE HOME FRONT, 1918: LETTERS FROM MILLIE. DAKHIST, NO
21ST, 1989.
MYERS, REX C. STEAMBOAT UP THE MISSOURI: LETTERS OF ELIZABETH CHESTER FISK,
1867. DAKHIST, NO 20TH, P 107-112, 1988.
OSLAND, AVIS. MY. LETTER FROM BADGER. SDMAG, V A, NO 5, P 19+, JAN 1989.
;#«^/jS:?TREND&>feFRED&^yRAYD RESERVATION. DAKHIST, NO 20TH, P 629-631, 1988.
WALZ,-MONA K.. A BIT OF CORN CHATTER. DAKHIST, NO 21ST, 1989.
LEWIS AND CLARK EXPEDITION (1804-1806)
DAKOTA CENTENNIAL 1889-1989, PART I: THE FRONTIER. CONSDIG, V 55, NO 6, P
18-20, 1988.
KORTJE, DONNA. THE ARTlST, THE PRINCE, AND DR. PORTER. DAKHIST, NO 21ST, 1989.
RAUSCHER, WENDY. DAKOTA NATURALIST: ALONG THE MIGHTY MISSOURI WITH LEWIS AND
CLARK. CONSDIG, V 55, NO 6, P 21-23, 1988.
ROTTLUFF, BLANCHE. LEWIS AND CLARK ACROSS DAKOTA AND WEST. DAKHIST, NO 19TH, P
VII.A1+, 1987.
LEWIS AND CLARK LAKE SEE LAKE LEWIS AND CLARK
LEWIS AND CLARK STATE RECREATION AREA
A RIVER ADVENTURE: A PADDLE-WHEELER, THE FAR WEST, ONCE AGAIN PLIES MISSOURI
RIVER WATERS. CONSDIG, V 57, NO 3, P 9, 1990.
DISCOVER OUTDOOR FUN. CONSDIG, V 56, NO 3, P 7-22, 1989.
PARK. TOPS ONE MILLION VISITORS (LEWIS AND CLARK RECREATION AREA). FINS, V 7, NO
2, P 6, MAR 1988.
BERINGSON,-DICK: MAINSTEM RESERVOIRS - THE. NEXT 10 YEARS:(EDITORIAL)..i CONSDIG,
V 57, NO 1, P 1, 1990.
NOEM, ROLLIE. MAKING THE MOST OF CUSTER STATE PARK (EDITORIAL).. CONSDIG, V 56,
NO 2, P 1, 1989.
LEWIS, DONALD W.





LEWIS, DALE. R. F. LEWIS -- "THE THINKER". HERITAGE, V 15, NO 5, P 15-16,
1989.
LEWIS, SINCLAIR C1B85-1951)
MILLER, JOHN. THE DISTANCE BETWEEN GOPHER PRAIRIE AND LAKE WOBEGON: SINCLAIR
LEWIS AND GARRISON KEILLOR ON THE SMALL TOWN EXPERIENCE. DAKHIST, NO 18TH, P
510-523, 1986.
LIABILITY (LAW)
• ' COLLINS, D. MARK. BUSINESS INVITER'S DUTY.TO PROTECT'INVITEES•FROMTTHIRD-PARTY
CRIMINAL ATTACKS ON THE PREMISES...SMALL V. MCKENNAN... LAW, V 33> NO 1, P
90-111, 1988.
HUBER, JEANNINE. BEGO V. GORDON: AN ANALYSIS OF IMMUNITY PROTECTION FOR
INTENTIONAL TORTS AND OTHER ULTRA VIRES ACTS OF A PUBLIC... LAW, V 33, NO 1,
P 131-1A5, 1988.
MOORE, JAMES E. AGRISTOR LEASING V. SPINDLER: ECONOMIC LOSS, STRICT LIABILITY
AND THE U.C.C.-WHAT A MESS. LAW, V 3^, NO 1, P 101-136, 1989.
'^POCHOPr'^tE LOUIS DREYFUS CORP. : PUNITIVE DAMAGES ON THE
BORDERLAND OF TORT AND CONTRACT. LAW, V 35, NO 1, P 118-134, 1990.
POST> CHUCK. S.D. REPORT:: LANDOWNER NOT LIABLE FOR HUNTING, FISHING ACCIDENTS.
FINS, V 6, NO 2, P 5, FEB 1987.
WELTER, MARK J. PREMISES LIABILITY: A PROPOSAL TO ABROGATE THE STATUS
DISTINCTIONS OF TRESPASSER, LICENSEE AND INVITEE... LAW, V 33, NO 1, P 66-89,
1988.
LIBRARIANS
ELIZABETH ALLEY LANG. HISTNOTES, V 4, NO 1, P 3, JUL 1988.
MORGAN, RUTH. CHALLENGES AT RED CLOUD (TAKEN FROM A LIBRARIAN'S DIARY).
DAKHIST, NO 18TH, P 359-366, 1986.
SMITH, RISE L. PRAIRIE GIRL GROWS UP: LUCILE F. FARGO. DAKHIST, NO 21ST, 1989.
LIBRARIES SEE ALSO THE-'NAMES OF "SPECIFIC LIBRARIES
AIDS LIBRARY AVAILABLE. HEALTH, V 2, NO 1, P 3, JAN 1988.
FROM THE STATE ARCHIVIST'S BOOK AND VIDEO SHELVES (ADDITIONS TO THE PROFESSIONAL
LENDING LIBRARY). HISTNOTES, V 4, NO 2, P 2, SEP 1988.
FROM THE STATE ARCHIVIST'S BOOKSHELF (ADDITIONS TO THE PROFESSIONAL LENDING
LIBRARY). HISTNOTES, V 4, NO 1, P 7, JUL 1988.
•GENERAL MOSES HONORED. INDIAN, NO 123, P 5, JUN 1990.
STATE ARCHIVES ANNOUNCES A-V LENDING LIBRARY (RECENT AQUISITIONS LISTED).
HISTNOTES, V 3, NO 2, P 3, SEP 1987.
NELSON, JIM. TIMBER LAKE LIBRARY AND MUSEUM. HISTNOTES, V 3, NO 6, P 5, MAY
1988.
RICHARDS, SUSAN L. BUILDING OF CARNEGIE LIBRARIES IN SOUTH DAKOTA. SDHIST, V
20, NO 1, P 1-16, 1990.
RICHARDS/SUSAN L. LIBRARY BUILDINGS FOR WEST RIVER: ANDREW CARNEGIE'S GIFTS TO




LIEN, CHARLES (1925- )
CHARLES LIEN (1988 HALL OF FAME HONOREE - BUSINESS AND TRADES). HERITAGE, V lA,
-NO 4, P 29, 1988.
LIEN, PETER CALMER (I898-I969)
. PETER. C. LIEN HERITAGE, V 15, NO 5, P 32-33, 1989.
LIENS
- : : KELLEYy S LIENABILITY, OF. THE CONTRACT VENDOR'S ilNTEREST; S>D.. IS READY
FOR THE DOCTRINE -OF- EQUlTABLE^ieONYERSION . c ?LAW#iViJ32-^N0T iyJ P b66-79 ,-T .
LIMITATION OF ACTIONS (LAW)
KIRBY, BRIAN K. HUGHES V. SHERIFF OF FALL RIVER COUNTY JAIL: SOUTH DAKOTA'S
STATUTORY DISCRIMINATION AGAINST FEDERAL CIVIL RIGHTS... LAW, V 33, NO 1, P
181-193, 1988.
LINDBERGH, CHARLES A. (1902-1974)
fciafc>»-^^^Vvpj|^^4J§¥UNp^RGETTABLE SUMMER. OF '27 PRESIDENT, A HERO AND A HUMAN FLY VISIT
PIERRE). SDMAG, V 3, NO 2, P 28-30, JUN 1987.
LIQUOR SEE ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES
LITERATURE SEE ALSO HUMOROUS WRITINGS; MEMOIRS; SHORT STORIES
JORGENSON, DEBORAH. PIONEER LITERATURE: REALISM OR ROMANTICISM. DAKHIST, NO
: 20TH, P 517-524, 1988.
KORTJE, DONNA. THE SIGNIFICANCE OF AVIGNON IN WILLA CATHER'S FICTION. DAKHIST,
NO 2GTH, P 525-533, 1988.
MANFRED, FREDERICK. THE SIOUXLANDER. DAKHIST, V 22, P 669-677, 1990.
MiLlER, JOHN. THE DISTANCE BETWEEN GOPHER PRAIRIE AND LAKE WOBEGON: SINCLAIR
LEWIS AND GARRISON KEILLOR ON THE SMALL TOWN EXPERIENCE. DAKHIST, NO 18TH, P
510-523, 1986.
LITTLE BIG HORN SEE BATTLE OF THE LITTLE BIGHORN
LITTLE FELLOW (1874-1888)
GRANT, H. ROGER. A RAILROAD WINS FRIENDS: THE CHICAGO AND NORTH WESTERN AND THE
LITTLE FELLOW. SDHIST, V 18, NO 3, P 117-131, 1988.
GRANT, H. ROGER. A RAILROAD WINS FRIENDS: THE CHICAGO AND NORTHWESTERN AND THE
LITTLE FELLOW. DAKHIST, NO 19TH,P A1-A6, 1987.
LITTLE THUNDER, LINAE
LINAE LITTLE THUNDER: AWARDED THE IOWA MERITOUS SERVICE, THE IOWA AIRMAN OF THE
YEAR AWARD. INDIAN, NO 125, P 14, SPR 1991.
LIVERMORE, DORIS
TWO OF THE CHARTER LIFE MEMBERS AND ... FOUNDERS OF SOUTH DAKOTA HALL OF FAME





TWO OF THE CHARTER LIFE MEMBERS AND ... FOUNDERS OF SOUTH DAKOTA HALL OF FAME
^ . A HERITAGE, V 16, NO 3, P 18-20, FAL
1990.
LIVERY STABLES
HULL, GORDON. LIVERY FOR HIRE. DAKHIST, V 22, P 397-A09, 1990.
LIVESTOCK
; V ' «bONNAR^ PENNY . ' ^HE QUEEN ^S-?OWN :AGREAT»SHAGGy-;BEftST;SiJWHO^;L:iKE"WEEDS»:eSCOTeHs^i;?
HIGHLAND CATTLE) ;. INSIDE, T 2} NO 5, R -53-54, SUM 1991.
r ^' D BULL. DAKHIST, NO ;20TH, P ;
79-80, 1988.
HUNTSINGER, JAMI. MYRON JOHN SMILEY (SHEEP INDUSTRY PIONEER). DAKHIST, NO
20TH, P 81-86, 1988.
LIVESTOCK - DISEASES
1880S).. DAKHIST, NO 19TH, P
XIX.Al, 1987.
LIVESTOCK - ECONOMIC ASPECTS
BUFFALO BULLISH (WHAT'S A BUFFALO WORTH?). SDMAG, V 2, NO 6, P 12, FEB 1987.
LIVESTOCK AUCTIONS
BUFFALO BULLISH (WHAT'S A BUFFALO WORTH?). SDMAG, V 2, NO 6, P 12, FEB 1987.
EDINGTON, DOROTHEA. BUFFALO ROUNDUP & AUCTION. INSIDE, V 1, NO 2, P 52-54, FAL
1990.
REINER, KEVIN L. FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF MINNEAPOLIS V. KEHN RANCH, INC.: AN
EXPANSION OF THE RECOGNIZED MARKET EXCEPTION OF U.C.C. LAW, V 32, NO 2, P
344-360, 1987.
s>^SOUTH'yj^MARY.> sN.THE.LITTLE-TOWN WKTH THE BIG-SHEEP SALE. SDMAG, V 3, NO 3, P 52,
AUG 1987.
LOANS
ADDITIONAL FINANCING AVAILABLE FOR AG PROCESSORS. ECONDEV, V 3, NO 7, P 1, AUG
1990.
AIRCRAFT UNLIMITED, INC. RECEIVES LOAN. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 9, P 6, NOV 1989.
BOARD (OF ECONOMIC -DEVELOPMENT) APPROVES. LOAN FORV NEW FINANCE PROGRAM; VT: ECONDEV,
V 1, NO 6, P 1, NOV 1988.
BOARD (OF ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT) APPROVES SEVEN REDI FUND LOANS. ECONDEV, V I,
NO 6, P 3, NOV 1988.
BOARD APPROVES SIX REDI FUND LOANS. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 4, P 3, APR 1989.
BOARD APPROVES TWO REDI LOANS. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 5, P 5, JUN 1989.
BOARD CHAIRMAN CITIES ACCOMPLISHMENTS. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 2, P 4, FEB 1989.
CDBG MONEY AWARDED: HUMBOLDT TO START LOCAL REVOLVING LOAN FUND. ECONDEV, V 4,
NO 5, P 8, MAY 1991.
COMPANY EXPANSIONS LEAD REDI FUND LOAN LIST. ECONDEV, V 4, NO 10, P 5, DEC
1991.
ECONOMIC BOARD APPROVES $864,000 IN LOANS. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 6, P 7, AUG 1989.
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EDFA TO RUN FMHA PROGRAM. ECONDEV, V Z, NO 4, P 6, APR 1989.
FASTRACK ISSUES FIRST TWO LOANS GUARANTEES. ECONDEV, V Z, NO Z. P 6, MAR 1989.
FASTRACK LOOKING FbRtTARD TO" SUCCESSFUL" 1989-90. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 7, P 3, SEP
1989.
FASTRACK MOVING ON WITH CORPORATE SUPPORT. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 5, P 4, JUN 1989.
LOAN PROGRAM TO BENEFIT AG PROCESSORS IN SD. ECONDEV, V 3, NO 9, P 4, OCT 1990.
LOANS MEAN SUBSTANTIAL JOB INCREASE FOR GEDDES. ECONDEV, V 3, NO 8, P 3, SEP
1990.
^ LOW interest LOAN^PROGRAM ;T^0 ASSirST.vL0CAL;i,G0VERNMENTS;^CHB1252):.^^I COUNTYiilVJ 35,
NO 5, P 13, MAY 1989.
LOW INTEREST LOAN PROGRAM TO ASSIST LOCAL GOVERNMENTS. MUNICIPAL, V 55, NO II,
P 14, MAY 1989.
NECOG SERVES NEEDS OF lO-COUNTY REGION. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 6, P 8, AUG 1989.
NEW LABORATORY WILL ALLOW FOR BETTER TESTING. ECONDEV, V 4, NO 1, P 5, JAN
1991.
NEW LOAN PROGRAM PROVIDES FINANCIAL HELP. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 2, P 3, FEB 1989.
NNC PROGRAM NOW AVAILABLE THROUGH GOED. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 7, P 7, SEP 1989.
• ' PIERRE USES DESIGN ELEMENTS. FOR IMPROVEMENTS. ECONDEV, V 1, NO 5, P 5, OCT
1988.
PLAN IT FOR THE PLANET. COUNTY, V 36, NO 11, P 6, NOVI990.
REDI FUND PROVIDES FINANCIAL INCENTIVES. ECONDEV, V 1, NO 5, P 3, OCT 1988.
REDI FUND REACHES lOOTH LOAN MILESTONE. ECONDEV, V 4, NO 2, P 8, FEB I99I.
REDI FUND STATISTICS EXCEED PROJECTIONS. ECONDEV, V 3, NO 8, P 5, SEP 1990.
REDI FUND; BOARD APPROVES $923,450 IN REDI FUND LOANS. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 1, P 3,
JAN 1989.
REDI FUNDS REACHES $25 MILLION MARK: TOTAL PROJECT INVESTMENT EXCEEDS $100
MILLION. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 9, P 8, NOV 1989.
, ,STATE;',PROGRAM SUCCEEDS CREPRINT OF PIERRE DAILY CAPITOL JOURNAL EDITORIAL).
H>'?EC0NDEVri'i?Vs^2;y ^Nd ^8, P'4, OCT 1989.
THE REDI LOAN PROGRAM AT THE HALFWAY POINT (EDITORIAL REPRINTED FROM THE
WATERTGWN PUBLIC OPINION). ECONDEV, V 2, NO 5, P 7, JUN 1989.
DEITER, JANA. AROUND THE LEAGUE... REVOLVING FUND LOAN PROGRAM AVAILABLE FOR
WASTEWATER PROJECTS. MUNICIPAL, V 56, NO 10, P 10, APR 1990.
GUNDERSON, DEXTER H. FARMER'S HOME ADMINISTRATION CFMHA): LENDING TO RURAL
COMMUNITIES. MUNICIPAL, V 54, NO 3, P 13,23, SEP 1987.
'^GUNDERSON, DEXTER H. FMHA LOANS AND "GRANTS FOR HOME REPAIRS. .MUNICIPAL:,? V 54,
NO 10, P 17, APR 1988.
LOBBYING AND LOBBYISTS
A.G. (ATTORNEY GENERAL) OPINIONS; A.G. OPINION NO! 88-44 (GOVERNMENrOFFICIALS
LOBBYING-EXPENSES). MUNICIPAL, V 55, NO 7, P 17, JAN 1989.
BILLIE SHOAN (HALL OF FAME HONOREE - UNSUNG HEROES AND GOOD HEARTS). HERITAGE,
V 15, NO 5, P 6, 1989.
HELP, WANTED; MUNICIPAL LOBBYISTS. MUNICIPAL, V 57, NO 7, P II, JAN I99I.
HOW TO BE AN EFFECTIVE LOBBYIST." MUNICIPAL, V 53, NO 7, P 8, JAN 1987.
' " ^ "LOBBYrNG^WORKS;" TEN SUGGESTIONS FOR 'COMMUNICATING-WITH LEGISLATORS. MUNICIPAL,
V 56, NO 7, P 12, JAN 1990.
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LEWIS, DALE. JEREMIAH MURPHY INFLUENCES SOUTH DAKOTA'S DIRECTION. DAKWEST, V
13, NO 2, P 17-20, JUN 1987.
fl^OCALfeGOYERNMENT
A.G. (ATTORNEY GENERAL) OPINIONS; A.G. OPINION NO. 88-A2 (LIQUOR LICENSES).
MUNICIPAL, V 55, NO 7, P 17, JAN 1989.
A.G. (ATTORNEY GENERAL) OPINIONS: A.G. OPINION NO. 88-A4 (GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS
LOBBYING-EXPENSES). MUNICIPAL, V 55, NO 7, P 17, JAN 1989.
AROUND THE LEAGUE...ATTORNEY GENERAL'S OPINION ADDRESSES OBSERVANCE OF STATE^ ^
HOLIDAYS. MUNICIPAL, V 57,. NO A, P 8, OCT 1990.
• " AROUND THE LEAGUE i J.CITIES'WITH CDBG^REVOIIVING 'LOAN'^ FUNDS^MUSTtFILE^ FORMSCWITHr
STATE. MUNICIPAL, V 56, NO 11, P'8, MAY 1990.
AROUND THE LEAGUE...EPA GRANTS LOCAL GOVERNMENTS A ONE-YEAR EXTENSION ON
COMPLIANCE FOR UNDERGROUND STORAGE TANKS. MUNICIPAL, V 56, NO 11, P 8, APR
1990.
AROUND THE LEAGUE...NEW LAWS AFFECT LIQUOR LICENSING. MUNICIPAL, V 56, NO 12, P
11, JUN 1990.
AROUND, THE LEAGUE...NOW THAT THE ELECTION IS .OVER... IT'S TIME TO GO TO WORK.
10, JUN 1990.
ATTORNEY GENERAL OPINIONS OF INTEREST OT COUNTY GOVERMNENT: OFFICIAL OPINION NO.
> 89-30 .(JOINT LAW ENFORCEMENT). COUNTY, V 36, NO 2, P 16^17,-NOV 1989. . , .
ATTORNEY GENERAL'S OPINION (A.G. 90-43). MUNICIPAL, V 57, NO 8, P 11, FEB 1991.
ATTORNEY GENERAL'S OPINIONS: A.G. OPINION 89-27 (USE OF NON-AD VALOREM SALES TAX
REVENUE). MUNICIPAL, V 56, NO 6, P 12-13, DEC 1989.
AUDITOR GENERAL'S REPORT ZEROS IN ON COMMON ERRORS (AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS).
MUNICIPAL, V 57, NO 9, P 10, MAR 1991.
BLACK HILLS COUNCIL ADDRESSES REGIONAL CONCERNS. ECONDEV, V 3, NO 1, P 4, JAN
1990.
COMMUNITIES FIND SOLUTIONS. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 4, P 6, APR 1989.
DISTRICT III SERVES 13 COUNTY AREA IN SOUTH DAKOTA. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 5, P 6,
JUN 1989.
L .K;KD0N;-FR.IESE4RET^IRES,^^i.«.MUNCICPAL, V 58, NO 2, P 9, AUG 1991.
EVERYTHING YOU EVER WANTED TO KNOW ABOUT THE VIDEO LOTTERY (BUT DIDN'T KNOW WHO
TO ASK). MUNICIPAL, V 56, NO 5, P 12-13, NOV 1989.
FIRST DISTRICT PLANS FOR NORTHEASTERN SOUTH DAKOTA. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 3, P 5,
MAR 1989.
LOCAL GOVERNMENT IN THE U.S. AND SOUTH DAKOTA (A STATISTICAL COMPARISON).
CENSUSDATA, V 3, NO 2, P 1-4, APR 1988.
LOCAL GOVERNMENT WILL SHOULDER MORE .LOAD UNDER NEW NATIONAL TRANSPORTATION,. . ,.
POLICY. COUNTY, V 36, NO 6, P 3, MAY 1990.
LOW INTEREST LOAN PROGRAM TO ASSIST LOCAL GOVERNMENTS (HB1252). COUNTY, V 35,
NO 5, P 13, MAY 1989.
LOW INTEREST LOAN PROGRAM TO ASSIST LOCAL GOVERNMENTS. MUNICIPAL, V 55,. NO 11,
P 14, MAY 1989.
MUNICIPAL COMPLIANCE REPORT. MUNICIPAL, V 55, NO 11, P 13,16+, MAY 1989.
MUNICIPAL FACTS. MUNICIPAL, V 58, NO 2, P 8, AUG 1991.
REDISTRICTING FOR MUNICIPALITIES. MUNICIPAL, V 58, NO 5, P 9, NOV 1991.
SDML WORKERS' COMPENSATION FUND DIVIDEND DISTRIBUTION. MUNICIPAL, V 55, NO 9, P
13,' MAR 1989.
SECOG'S AIM IS COOPERATION, EFFICIENCY. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 4, P 5, APR 1989.
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SESSION YIELDS LIMITED LEGISLATION AFFECTING MUNICIPALITIES. MUNICIPAL, V 57,
NO 11, P 10, MAY 1991.
SOUTH DAKOTA MUNICIPAL SALES TAX RATES - (TABLE). MUNICIPAL, V 55, NO 1, P 5, JUL
1988.
SOUTH DAKOTA TAXATION AND EXPENDITURE STRUCTURES, PART 1. MUNICIPAL, V 55, NO
7, P 8-9+, JAN 1989.
SOUTH DAKOTA TAXATION AND EXPENDITURE STRUCTURES, PART 2. MUNICIPAL, V 55, NO
8, P 8-9+, FEB 1989.
SOUTH DAKOTA TAXATION AND EXPENDITURE STRUCTURES, PART 3. MUNICIPAL, V 55, NO
9, P 8-9+, MAR 1989.
SPECTRUM USER FEES. MUNICIPAL, V 58, NO 2, P II, AUG 1991. •
1990 LEGISLATIVE RECAP: SDML ENJOYS SUCCESSFUL SESSION. MUNICIPAL, V 56, NO 10,
P 12-13, APR 1990.
BEASLEY, JAMES L. GOVERNMENTS IN PRE-TERRITORIAL DAKOTA. DAKHIST, NO 20TH, P
317-321, 1988.
BERNHARD, J.C. HAS COUNTY GOVERNMENT RUN ITS COURSE? A REAL CONCERN IN 1955
(ARTICLE REPRINTED FROM APRIL, 1955). COUNTY, V 35, NO 6, P 11, JUL 1989.
. DASCHLE-, .THOMAS. A.^ W REPORT: A VITAL LINK FOR RURAL COMMUNITIES.
MUNICIPAL, V 55, NO 9, P 15, MAR 1989.
DASCHLEi THOMAS a: WASHINGTON REPORT: BILL COULD HELP CITIES GET SURPLUS:;.
• ;:EQUIPMENT. ' MUNICIPAL, :V 58, NO 2, P 15, AUG 1991. ;r :-
HANSON, DENNIS. TAX EXEMPTS - A NATIONAL CONCERN. COUNTY, V 36, NO 8, P 1, JUL
1990.
HANSON, DENNIS. UNDERGROUND STORAGE TANK FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY. COUNTY, V
36, NO 10, P 6-7, OCT 1990.
HILL, JIM. A CHALLENGE FOR LOCAL GOVERNMENT (EDITORIAL). COUNTY, V 35, NO 6, P
,3, JUL 1989.
JOHNSON, TIM. STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT BONDS SHOULD NOT BE TAXED BY FEDERAL
GOVERNMENT. MUNICIPAL, V 55, NO 10, P 13, APR 1989.
KLOUCEK, FRANK. REPRESENTATIVE COMMENTS ON LEGISLATIVE SESSION. MUNICIPAL, V
57, NO 12, P 11, JUN 1991.
-==MlCKEL'SdNi 'GEORGE-S. "INTO OUR SECOND CENTURY": TAX FREEZE GIVES CITIES FINAL
VOTE ON LOCAL TAX INCREASES. MUNICIPAL, V 56, NO 11, P 11, MAY 1990.
MICKELSON, GEORGE S. CREATING SOUTH DAKOTA'S FUTURE: SOUTH DAKOTA WATER
DEVELOPMENT AND MUNICIPALITIES: A POWERFUL PARTNERSHIP. MUNICIPAL, V 58, NO
3, P 19, SEP 1991.
OSBERG, LINDA. DAKOTA PROPOSITION II: ARBITRARY AND CAPRICIOUS. MUNICIPAL, V
5^, NO 8, P 7, FEB 1988.
OSBERG, LINDA. DAKOTA PROPOSITION II: TWO BUDGETS THIS YEAR. MUNICIPAL,. V 54,
NO 10, P 7, APR 1988.
OSBERG, LINDA. DAKOTA PROPOSITION II: WHAT THEY ARE SAYING. MUNICIPAL, V 54,
NO 9, P 6, MAR 1988.
OSBERG, LINDA. DAKOTA PROPOSITION II: WHAT WOULD HAPPEN. MUNICIPAL, V 55, NO
3, P 8, SEP 1988.
OSBERG, LINDA. DAKOTA PROPOSITION II: WHO WILL ANSWER THE QUESTIONS?
MUNICIPAL, V 54, NO 7, P 8-9, JAN 1988.
OSBERG, LINDA. DAKOTA PROPOSITION II: WHOSE TAXES WOULD BE LOWERED? MUNICIPAL,
V 54, NO 12, P 8-9, JUN 1988.
OSBERG, LINDA. NEW ON THE BOOKS: WRAP-UP OF 1989 LEGISLATION OF INTEREST TO
MUNICIPALITIES. MUNICIPAL, V 55, NO 10, P 8-9,15, APR 1989.
•• I,
PERLMAN, ELLEN. FEDERAL MANDATES, HIGHER TAXES PACK WALLOP. COUNTY, V 36, NO
12, P 4-5, DEC 1990.
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" ' • V. PIERCE, NEAL. R." PROP 13 tEN YEARS LATER; ENTRENCHED, DIVISIVE, HAZARDOUS.
MUNICIPAL, V 55, NO 1, P 7, JUL 1988.
PRESSLER, LARRY. WASHINGTON REPORT: BILL WOULD RELIEVE PRESSURE OF EPA
! , . • REGULATIONS. ...MUNIGIPALV 58 NO -1 11, JUL 1991.
VIK, YVONNE. LOCAL GOVERNMENT IS THE BEST BET FOR THE MONEY. MUNICIPAL, V 58,
NO 5, P 4, NOV 1991.
VIK, YVONNE. MUNICIPAL FACT. MUNICIPAL, V 58, NO 3, P "i, SEP 1991.
WHEELER, JERRY. TAX TURMOIL. MUNICIPAL, V 58, NO 3, P 11, SEP 1991.
LOCAL GOVERNMENT -FINANCE SEE MUNICIPAL FINANCE
LOCKE, KEVIN (195^- )
ETC. (NEWS FROM THE STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY). HISTNOTES, V 6, NO 2, P 2, FAL
1990.
LOFTUS, DANIEL HENRY (1853-1922)
D.H. LOFTUS OBITUARY. WILDER, V 17, NO 1, P 3, SPR 1991.
> : LOFTUSV'Ai^WELL^KNOWN" 17, NO 1, P 3, SPR 1991.
-M^LOG-CABINS . SEE.vHOUSES
LOLLIPOP FACTORY (CUSTER, S.D.)
CUSTER ATTRACTS ARIZONA LOLLIPOP FACTORY. ECONDEV, V 4, NO 6, P 5,. JUL 1991.
LONE TREE (HISTORIC LANDMARK)
GROWING HEALTHY REACHES MORE SCHOOL DISTRICTS; COMPLETES VIDEO. HEALTH, V 4, NO
1, P 4, JAN 1990.
SAMP, ARDYCE. THE LONE TREE. SDMAG, V 3, NO 1, P 30, APR 1987.
LONETREE BALEFILL (EDGEMONT, S.D.)
^ ^ 'AROUNtf'THEfLEAGU TO SOUTH DAKOTA CITIES AND
TOWNS. MUNICIPAL, V 56, NO 8, P 10, FEB 1990.
ROGERS, DEB. PRO/CON: LONETREE DISPOSAL FACILITY IN EDGEMONT. INSIDE, V 1, NO
2, P 6-8, FAL 1990.
ROUNDS, MICHELLE. MUNICIPAL SOLID WASTE: SOUTH DAKOTA MAY LOOK TO EDGEMONT
SITE. COUNTY, V 36, NO 3, P 17+, JAN 1990.
LONG WOLF, TONY
TONY LONG WOLF, JR. PRESENTS POETRY ON CAMPUS. INDIAN, NO 122, P 9, MAR 1990:
LORIKS, EMIL (1895-1985)
WILLIAMS, ELIZABETH. EMIL LORIKS: AGRARIAN EXPONENT AND.A LEADER IN SOUTH
DAKOTA HISTORY. DAKHIST, NO 18TH, P 75-87, 1986.





DOME MOUNTAIN- LOST GULCH REFUGE NOMINATED. TIPS, V 6, NO 2, P 2-3, APR 1991,
LOTTERIES
ARE YOU PAVIN' THE LOTTERY? SDMAG, V 6, NO 5, P 23, JAN 1991.
EVERYTHING YOU EVER WANTED TO KNOW ABOUT THE VIDEO LOTTERY (BUT DIDN'T KNOW WHO
TO ASK). MUNICIPAL, V 56, NO 5, P 12-13, NOV 1989.
NONFARM EMPLOYMENT IN 1991: MODEST INCREASE NOT SO BAD. LABOR, P 1-3, DEC 1991.
WANNA BET? (CHANGE IN -EMRLOYMENT ,FOLLOWING..LEGALIZATION -OF. GAMBLING)? :. LABOR, P
1-2, FEB I99I.
WALKER, SUSAN. ON-SALE AND VIDEO LOTTERY LICENSING. -COUNTY, V 36, NO 6, P I,
MAY 1990.
LOUDNER, DONALD
WHO'S WHO AMONG THE SIOUX: DONALD LOUDNER. INDIAN, NO 115, P 7, JUN 1988.
f LOUISIANA PURCHASE (T803)
.>;v. < MARKLEY,- BTLL4 -LOUISIANA: THOMAS ^JEFFERSON'S BIG BARGAIN. .HERITAGE, V;15, NO
7, P 8-9, 1989.
LOWE, RICHARD BARRETT (I902-I972)
OUR PUBLIC COLLEGES' CENTENNIAL ALUMNI - DAKOTA STATE COLLEGE. SDMAG,. V A, NO
<1, P 39, NOV 1988.
LOWER BRULE/CROW CREEK VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION PROGRAM
ESTES, MARIA. VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION SERVICE PROJECTS FOR AMERICAN INDIANS
WITH HANDICAPS UNDERWAY. SDREP, V 4, NO 1, P 6, AUG 1988.
LUMBER INDUSTRY
^ . ViPGEL.,;fJOH ON THE GREAT PLAINS, 1878-1887: LAIRD, NORTON
^ VAND company: 'SDHIST,'V 21, NO A, P 362-379, 1991.
LUTEFISK
HUNHOFF, BERNIE. BETHEL LUTHERAN'S LUTEFISK SUPPER. SDMAG, V NO 5, P
28-29+, JAN 1989.
LUTHERAN CHURCH - S.D.
ARNESON, WILLIAM R. HISTORY OF TRINITY LUTHERAN CHURCH (MADISON,T^^S.D.);; 7
DAKHIST, NO 19TH, PI.D1+, 1987.
HUNHOFF, BERNIE. BETHEL LUTHERAN'S LUTEFISK SUPPER. SDMAG, V A, NO 5, P
28-29+, JAN 1989.
NOBLE, OPAL. I25TH YEAR OF LUTHERAN FAITH IS CAUSE TO CELEBRATE (ST. PAUL
i/LUTHERAN CHURCH, ELK POINT, S.D.). SDMAG, V A, NO 3, P 40, SEP 1988.
SVAREN, HELEN. MARKUS SVAREN, CIRCUIT RIDER. DAKHIST, NO 21ST, 1989.
WEILAND, MRS. DON. THE PRAIRIE PREACHER: OLE 0. SANDO (T849-I903). DAKHIST, NO
I8TH, P 30-45, 1986.
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LYLE SIGNS (DESMET, S.D.)
REDI FUND: BOARD APPROVES $923,450 IN REDI FUND LOANS. ECONDEV, V 2, NO I, P 3,
-JAN 1989.
LYMAN COUNTY
CDBG GRANTS AWARDED. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 6, P 5, AUG 1989.
GOVERNOR'S GRANT REVIVES SEGMENT OF OLD RAILWAY. ECONDEV, VI, NO 3, P 8, JUL
1988.
LYME DISEASE
DON COMPLETES LYME DISEASE STUDY. HEALTH, V 3, NO 6, P I+, NOV 1989.
LYME DISEASE IN THE DAKOTAS. DAKCOUNT, V 4, NO 6, P 37, JUN 1990.
NO NEW CASES OF LYME DISEASE IN DAKOTAS. DAKCOUNT, V 5, NO 10, P 45, OCT 1991.
MECKSTROTH, KATHLEEN. NATIONAL LYME DISEASE STUDY FINDS DISCREPANCIES IN
TESTING. HEALTH, V 5, NO 4, P 4, AUG I99I.
,.MITZEL,, BILL. LYME DISEASE: SHOULD DAKOTANS BE CONCERNED? DAKCOUNT, V 4, NO 6,
P 34-36, JUN 1990.
"M^IPvIV :(RAPID;CITY,: S.D. )
MPI FACILITY IN RAPID CITY TO OPEN IN AUGUST. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 5, P 5, JUN
1989.
MACHINE SHOPS
MACHINE SHOPS MAY GENERATE HAZARDOUS WASTE, WATER, V I, NO 4, P 3, MAR 1988.
MADISON STATE NORMAL SCHOOL SEE DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY (MADISON, S.D.)
MADISON. S.D.
REVOLVING LOAN FUND PROVES TO BE VALUABLE TOOL. ECONDEV, V 3, NO 9, PI, OCT
. 1990.
ANDERON, GRANT K. DIVISION AND STATE HOOD FROM THE LAKE COUNTY PERSPECTIVE.
DAKHIST, NO 2IST, 1989.
FAWCETT, WINIFRED. 519 N. LEE, KETCHUM N.Y.A. HOUSE, MADISON, S.D. DAKHIST, NO
21ST, 1989.
HUNHOFF, BERNIE. KELLOGG'S DOGS. SDMAG, V 6, NO 5, P 45-48, NOV 1990.
NOYES, HELEN. DAD AND I AND THE CANDY STORE. SDMAG, V 5, NO 5, P 30-31, JAN-
1990.
MAGAZINES SEE PERIODICALS
MAGNUM.DIAMOND (RAPID CITY, S.D.)
RESEARCH .IMPROVES OPHTHALMIC INSTRUMENTS. ECONDEV, V I, NO 4, P 6, AUG 1988.
MAIL ORDER CATALOGS
A TASTE OF HONEY...AND OTHER BLACK HILLS TREATS. DEADMAG, V I, NO 5, P 7-8, NOV
1991.
,l-ipiERRE^?«POPCORN:KlNG. SDMAG, V 6/ NO ^4, P ,29-30,.;SER-l-990. ,
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HUNHOFF, BERNIE. THE SALES SECRETS OF OSCAR AUSTAD. SDMAG, V 6, NO 6, P 17-19,
MAR 1991.
. JOHNSON, TIM. .^WASHINGTON REPORT;. MAIL ORDER TAX ISSUE REMAINS UNRESOLVED.
^ 'MUNICIPAL, V 56, NO 2, P 15, AUG 1989.
KAROLEVITZ, BOB. GURNEY SEED CATALOG IS AN INVIGORATING TONIC. SDMAG, V 2, NO
6, P 11, FEB 1987.
MAIN STREET PILOT PROJECT
SKELCHER, BRADLEY. MAIN STREET MID-AMERICA: HOT SPRINGS, SOUTH DAKOTA AND: THE
MAIN STREET PILOT PROJECT. DAKHIST, NO 21ST, 1989.
MAIN STREET PROGRAM
ABERDEEN LETS EMPLOYEES BUY INTO PROGRAM. ECONDEV, V 3, NO 1, P 6, JAN 1990.
ABERDEEN MAIN STREET ORGANIZES CORE AREA. ECONDEV, V 1, NO 5, P 6, OCT 1988.
CENTERVILLE MAIN STREET IS COMMUNITY SUCCESS. ECONDEV, V 4, NO 1, P 8, JAN
1991.
-COMMUNITIES IMPROVE DOWNTOWN APPEARANCES. ECONDEV, V 1, NO 1, P 6, MAY 1988.
! EMPHASIS ON SELF HELP WILL CONTINUE TO GROW. ECONDEV, V 3, NO 9, P 6, OCT 1990.
- ECONDEV, ,V .2,.-,N0 2, .;R..:11,, :,FEB;,1989.
INTERIM APPROPRIATIONS'S COMMITTEE APPROVES $217,000. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 6, P 6,
AUG 1989.
MAIN STREET COMMUNITIES EXPERIENCE RESULTS. ECONDEV, V 1, NO 5, P 4, OCT 1988.
MAIN STREET NEWS... ECONDEV, V 3, NO 6, P 7, JUL 1990.
PIERRE USES DESIGN ELEMENTS FOR IMPROVEMENTS. ECONDEV, VI, NO 5, P 5, OCT
1988.
PRESERVATION MAKES ECONOMIC CENTS FOR EVERYONE. ECONDEV, VI, NO 3, P 3, JUL
1988.
RAPID CITY FOCUSES ON STRONG PROMOTION. ECONDEV, VI, NO 5, P 4, OCT 1988.
SIOUX FALLS MAIN STREET PROGRAM PROGRESSES. ECONDEV, V 1, NO 6, P 7, NOV 1988.
SOUTH DAKOTA MAIN STREET PROGRAM EXPANDED. ECONDEV, VI, NO 2, P 5, JUN 1988.
WATERTOWN, BELLE FOURCHE JOIN MAIN STREET PROGRAM. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 1, P 7, JAN
1989.
YANKTON ESTABLISHES STRONGER ECONOMIC BASE. ECONDEV, V 1, NO 5, P 5, OCT 1988.
BUTTERWICK, DARRELL D. COMMISSIONER'S COLUMN (DEVELOPMENT OF RURAL
COMMUNITIES). ECONDEV, V 2, NO 7, P 2, SEP 1989.
BUTTERWICK, DARRELL D. COMMISSIONER'S COLUMN (1989 YEAR OF ACCOMPLISHMENTS).
ECONDEV, V 3, NO 1, P 2, JAN 1990.
MAINSTREAMING (EDUCATION) SEE LEAST RESTRICTIVE ENVIRONMENT
MALONE, THOMAS F. (1917- )
OUR PUBLIC COLLEGES' CENTENNIAL ALUMNI - S.D. SCHOOL OF MINES AND TECHNOLOGY.




.,...i.w,;CHRIS,TIANS.ON,=^GALE>, E.- LOREN EISELEY-rIN THE WHITE RIVER BADLANDS.
DAKHIST, NO 19TH, P XXIIIAl, 1987.
MOORE, DIRK. MAMMOTH SITE. INSIDE, V 2, NO 4, P 22-23, SPR 1991.
MAMMOTHS
MOORE, DIRK. MAMMOTH SITE. INSIDE, V 2, NO 4, P 22-23, SPR 1991.
MAN, PREHISTORIC SEE HUMANS-, PREHISTORIC .
MANAGEMENT
OPPEDAHL, RICHARD A. WORKING CAPITAL MANAGEMENT. BUSREV, V 49, NO 2, P 1,4-6,
DEC 1990.
MANDAN INDIANS
; i. MCLAIRD,;JAMES D. THE WELSH, THE VIKINGS, AND THE LOST TRIBES OF ISRAEL ON THE
MANDAN. SDHIST, V 18, NO 4, P
245-273, 1988.
MANFIELD,. FREDERICK
NELSON, NANCY OWEN. SWEET DAKOTA LAND: THE MANFRED LETTERS AND THE INCEPTION OF
THE GOLDEN BOWL. DAKHIST, V 22, P 710-726, 1990.
-MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES
A COMPARISION OF SOUTH DAKOTA'S MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY TO THE NATION'S. LABOR,
P 1-2, JUN 1991.
A LOOK AT NEW BUSINESS ACTIVITY IN SOUTH DAKOTA. LABOR, P 1-2, JUN 1988.
A SHIFT AWAY FROM GOODS PRODUCTION. LABOR, P 1-2, SEP 1988.
INDUSTRY STUDY OFFERS INSIGHT INTO FUTURE DIRECTION. ECONDEV, V 4, NO 10, P 3,
; DEC 1991.
IS RURAL AMERICA DYING (EMPLOYMENT CHANGE)? LABOR, P 1-2, MAY 1991.
LOOKING BACK AT '89: NONFARM EMPLOYMENT. LABOR, NO 1-3, DEC 1989.
MASS LAYOFF STATISTICS. LABOR, P 1-2, APR 1991.
SD AND US EMPLOYMENT -- AN "APPLES-TO-APPLES" COMPARISON. LABOR, P 1-6, APR
1990.
SOUTH DAKOTA'S NONFARM WAGE AND SALARIED INDUSTRIES SAW INCREASED EMPLOYMENT IN
1988. LABOR, P 1-3, DEC 1988.
STATE-WIDE MVP PROGRAM IS COMPLETED BY GOED.- ECONDEV, V 3, NO 3, P 12, MAR
1990.
BROWN, RALPH J. NEW GROSS STATE PRODUCT ESTIMATES. BUSREV, V 48, NO 3, p-
1,4-8, MAR 1989.
LEWIS, DALE. HEAVY MANUFACTURING. HERITAGE, V 14, NO 2, P 14-15, 1988.
SCHOFIELD, MATT. SCOTCHMAN INDUSTRIES - SYNONOMOUS WITH SUCCESS. HERITAGE, V
14, NO 2, P 11-13, 1988.
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MAPS AND MAP DRAWING
i „ ..GEOGRAPHIC.,INFORMATION-SYSTEM XGIS),. .. COUNTY, V 35, NO 3, P A, JAN 1989.
WILDLIFE NOTES: NEW LAKE MAPS AVAILABLE. CONSDIG, V 58, NO 1, P 27, 1991.
MOUM, KEN. AN OUTSIDE OPINION: 'THIS MAP'S NOT RIGHT'. CONSDIG, V 57, NO 4, P
29, 1990.
MOUM, KEN. GETTING THE LAY OF THE BOTTOM CLAKE MAPPING PROGRAM). CONSDIG, V
57, NO 1, P 1990.
MARBLES (GAME)
KAROLEVITZ, BOB. JIM RIVER. COUNTRY (MARBLES). SDMAG, V 3, NO-6, P 18+, MAR
1988.
MARIJUANA
WEINREIS, ANNA MARIE. MARIJUANA PLANE BUST MAKES AKASKA FAMOUS. DAKHIST, NO
22, P 1025-30, 1990.
MARKETING
• "BIG VISION" IS KEY TO INTERNATIONAL SUCCESS.. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 9,. P 1, NOV
1989.
"SOUTH DAKOTA MADE" LOGO TO BE MARKETED. ' ECONDEV, V 2, NO 2, P 9, FEB 1989.
A TASTE OF SOUTH DAKOTA. ECONDEV, V 3, NO 3, P 9, MAR 1990.
DETERMINATION PAYS OFF FOR PEOPLE OF MIDLAND. ECONDEV, V 3, NO A, P 3, APR
1990.
EARLY applications PROVE BENEFICIAL FOR COMPANIES. ECONDEV, V A, NO 4, P 7, APR
1991.
FAMILY RECIPE RESULTS IN BIG BUSINESS IN INTERIOR. ECONDEV, V 4, NO 1, P 4, JAN
1991.
FANTUS HELPS ECONOMIC GROWTH IN SOUTH DAKOTA. ECONDEV, V 1, NO 1, P 4, MAY
1988.
5 •GbED MARKETINGEFFbRt^REMAINS AGGRESSIVE. ECONDEV, V 4, NO 9, P 1, NOV 1991.
IDELMAN TELEMARKETING LOCATES IN RECORD TIME. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 6, P 4, AUG
1989.
MORGEN MANUFACTURING RECEIVES E STAR AWARD. ECONDEV, V 4, NO 7, P 5, SEP 1991.
SKUNK CREEK HONEY: CREATIVE MARKETING SPELLS SUCCESS FOR COMPANY. ECONDEV, V 4,
NO 6, P 4, JUL 1991.
SOUTH DAKOTA MADE CONTINUES TO GROW. ECONDEV, V 4, NO 5, P 4, MAY 1991.
- TRADE SHOW ASSISTANCE PILOT PROGRAM IS A SUCCESS. ECONDEV, V>3, N0,,4,..APR 1990.
TRADE SHOW ASSISTANCE PROGRAM RESULTS IN SALES. ECONDEV, V 3, NO 8, P 7, SEP
1990.
TRADE SHOW FOLLOW-UP ESSENTIAL TO SUCCESS. ECONDEV, V 3, NO 4, P 6,-APR 1990.
TRADE SHOW FUNDING AVAILABLE FOR SOUTH DAKOTA BUSINESSES. ECONDEV, V 3, NO 1, P
5,7, JAN 1990.
TRADE SHOW PROGRAM RECEIVES FUNDING FOR '91-'92. ECONDEV,,V 4, NO 1, P 3, JAN
1991.
BUTTERWICK, DARRELL D. COMMISSIONER'S COLUMN (EXPORT, TRADE AND MARKETING
'DIVISION)-.- ECONDEV, V 3-,. NO 10,..P Z, NOV 1990.
BUTTERWICK, DARRELL D. COMMISSIONER'S COLUMN (PROMOTING THE STATE THROUGH TRADE
SHOW ATTENDANCE). ECONDEV, V 3, NO 4, P 2, APR 1990.
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-DOLLY,- RGLAND L.- COMMISSIONER'S COLUMN (MARKETING SOUTH DAKOTA'S BUSINESS
CLIMATE). ECONDEV, V NO 9, P 2, NOV 1991.
JOHNSON, ROBERT L. COMPETITION, EFFICIENCY AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT: AN ESSAY.
. . . .. :;BUSREV-, -V A6 , NO 3; P T i MAR ;d988 . -
MCINTYRE, FAYE. SMALL BUSINESSES MAY PREFER ALTERNATIVES TO ADVERTISING.
BUSREV, V ^7, NO 4, P 1,4-5+, JUN 1989.
MARKETING - RESEARCH
BUSINESSES GET COMPETITIVE IN EXPORTING ARENA.: ECONDEV, V 2, NO 9, P 7, NOV
1989.
FINAL NOTES FROM JAPAN. ECONDEV, V 4, -NO 9,-P-6,- N0V..1991. . ^
MARKETING, FEASIBILITY ANALYSIS, PART OF STATE'S SMALL BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT
CENTERS; ECONDEV, V 2, NO 3, P 3, MAR 1989.
NOTES FROM JAPAN. ECONDEV, V 4, NO 7, P 6, SEP 1991.
SOUTH DAKOTA LEADS WAY IN EXCHANGE PROGRAM. ECONDEV, V 4, NO 5, P 1, MAY 1991.
TRADE LEAD SYSTEM IMPLEMENTED BY GOED. ECONDEV, V 3, NO 1, P 1, JAN 1990.
,TRADE>LEAD, S ECONDEV, V 4, NO 5, P 6, MAY 1991.
TRADE SHOW,OFFERS EXPOSURE FOR SOUTH DAKOTA. ECONDEV, V 4, NO 8, P 4, OCT 1991.
• BUTTERWICK, DARRELL D;- C COLUMN (GOED ASSISTS BUSINESSES AND-
COMMUNITIES). ECONDEV, V 4, NO 3, P 2, MAR 1991.
BUTTERWICK, DARRELL D. COMMISSIONER'S COLUMN (SOUTH DAKOTA COMPANIES EXPORTING
TO JAPAN). ECONDEV, V 4, NO 5, P 2, MAY 1991.
PHARR, STEVEN W. A MARKET RESEARCH PRIMER, PART I. BUSREV, V 47, NO 1, P 9-13,
SEP 1988.
PHARR, STEVEN W. A MARKET RESEARCH PRIMER, PART II. BUSREV, V 47, NO 2, P
1,6-8, DEC 1988.
MAROUKIS, THOMAS C.
VISITING SCHOLAR TO USE RESEARCH FACILITIES OF INSTITUTES'S ORAL HISTORY CENTER.
INDIAN, NO 126, P 3, SUM 1991.
MARQUARDT TRUCKING (YANKTON, S.D.)
BOARD APPROVES SIX REDI FUND LOANS. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 4, P 3, APR 1989.
MARR'S BEACH (LAKE MADISON)
SAMP, ARDYCE. MARR'S BEACH-A BEAR-LESS BEACH. SDMAG, V 4, NO 2, P 7-9, JUL
1988.
MARRONE, GARY
ISENBERG, MAXINE. COLLECTOR OF SOUTH DAKOTA BEAUTY. HERITAGE, V 15, NO 5, P
18-19, 1989.
MARSCHALK, PAUL (1901- )





PECHAN, BEVERLY. THE MISSOURI RIVER STEAMBOAT RACE. HERITAGE, V 16, NO P
14, WIN 1990.
MARSHALS SEE ALSO LAW ENFORCEMENT
DAKOTA IMAGES: SETH BULLOCK. SDHIST, V 20, NO 1, P 80+, 1990.
MARSHES SEE WETLANDS
MARTENS SEE PINE MARTENS
MARTINS SEE PURPLE MARTIN
MATHEWS, FRED
HUNHOFF, BERNIE. CUSTER'S BUFFALO RANCHER. SDMAG, V 6, NO 2, P 9-12, MAY 1990.
jMATHEWS; H:B. CBERT)
I CRAMER, MARIAN. BERT MATHEWS, PRAIRIE EDUCATOR - A STUDY OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF
^ ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING AT "STATE". = DAKHIST, NO 19TH, P XXIV.Cl, ,1987,. ^
MATTHEW, FLOYD
FLOYD MATTHEW NAMED SECRETARY. WATER, V 2, NO 6, P 1, MAY 1989.
MAUD AND KATE (ABERDEEN MULES)
WEINREIS, ANNA M. ABERDEEN'S MEMORIALIZED MULES ARE A TRIBUTE TO ALL BEASTS OF
BURDEN. SDMAG, V 3, NO 5, P 28-29, JAN 1988.
MAY, BILL
OUR PUBLIC COLLEGES' CENTENNIAL ALUMNI - S.D. SCHOOL OF MINES AND TECHNOLOGY.
SDMAG, V 4, NO 4, P 40, NOV 1988.
MCAULIFFE, V. JOSEPH
MCAULIFFE, JOSEPH; YOUNGER, JOHN. SOUTH DAKOTA 4-H JULY 1, 1977-OCTOBER 1,
1984. DAKHIST, NO 21ST, 1989.
MCCARTHYISM
LEE, R. ALTON. MCCARTHYISM AT THE UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH DAKOTA. SDHIST, V 19, NO
3, P 424-438, 1989.
MCCASKELL, VERA (1903-1989)
A TRIBUTE TO VERA MCCASKELL. WILDER, V 15, NO 1, P 7, SPR 1989.
MCCLELLAN, H.F. "DOC"
OPP, DAN. A 25-YEAR INVESTMENT. CONSDIG, V 56, NO 2, P 6-7, 1989.
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MCCOOK, S.D. SEE NORTH SIOUX CITY, S.D.
;:V;«MCCRORy^':GARDENSir(BROOKINGS, S.D.) ^ -
BLANK-LIBRA, JANET. THE PRETTIEST 70 ACRE PATCH IN SOUTH DAKOTA (MCCRORY
GARDENS). SDMAG, V 4, NO 2, P 12-15, JUL 1988.
MCGOVERN, GEORGE (1922- )
GRANT, PHILLIP. SENATOR GEORGE MCGOVERN AND THE WISCONSIN-PRESIDENTIAL PRIMARY
•OF 1972.^ DAKHIST, NO I8TH, P 540-549, 1986.
: STUNES, STEVE. THE ROLE OF ORGANIZED LABOR INT THE 1960 SOUTH DAKOTA -SENATORIAL
ELECTION (MUNDT VS. MCGOVERN) . ,DAKHIST, .;N0 .18TH, .P 568-577, 1986 ; .
MCINTOSH, S.D.
READER'S PHOTO--WOODROW FRITZ. SDMAG, V 7, NO 2, P 6, JUL 1991.
YOUNGER, BERYL. A TEACHER'S VIEW OF CORSON COUNTY AND THE COUNTY SEAT OF
MCINTOSH IN THE "DIRTY THIRTIES". DAKHIST, NO 19TH, P VI.A1+, 1987.
v^ -MCKENNAN HOSPITAL-;('glOUX^ FALLS^ SS.D. )
' COLLINS, d; Mark, business inviter's.duty to protect invitees from third-party
' CRIMINAL attacks ON THE .PREMISES. . .SMALL V.. MCKENNAN. . . LAW, V.-33, NO 1, P
90-111, 1988.
MCKINNIS, JERRY
MOUM, KEN. JERRY MCKINNIS: 'THE FISHIN HOLE' HOST IS KNOWN FOR HIS SIMPLE
- ANGLING PHILOSOPHY. CONSDIG, V 56, NO 1, P 2-5, 1989.
MCKINSTRY, THERESA HELENA (1864-1931)
THERESA HELENA MCKINSTRY (HALL OF FAME HONOREE - UNSUNG HEROES AND GOOD HEARTS).
HERITAGE, V 15, NO 5, P 4, 1989.
MEADE COUNTY
A DENIAL FOR'AN INSPECTION INITIATES SEARCH WARRENT PROCEDURES. WATER, V 3, NO
1, P 4, JUL 1989.
DAKOTA COUNTIES: MEADE COUNTY. CONSDIG, V 57, NO 5, P 24, 1990.
TEK-ORD TRIES DEUEL COUNTY. TIPS, V 2, NO 9-10, P 9, JAN 1987.
LETELLIER, ESTHER. GONE BUT NOT FORGOTTEN (HISTORY OF BONEITA SPRINGS, S.D.).
DAKHIST, NO 21ST, 1989.
MCBRIDE, BOB. THE COWBOY POPULISTS OF MEADE COUNTY, S.D., 1930-1988. DAKHIST,
NO 20TH, P 311-316, 1988.
MEAT
BUFFALO--THE HEALTH FOOD. DAKWEST, V 13, NO 1, P 12, MAR 1987.
COUNTRY CUPBOARD: CHUCKWAGON RECIPES; COOKING BUFFALO. DAKWEST, V 13, NO 1, P
33, MAR 1987.
WRAP-UP: CALORIE FOR CALORIE WILD GAME IS BEST. CONSDIG, V 55, NO 1, P 27,
1988.




MEAT INDUSTRY AND TRADE
. cBOARD. APPROVESvTWG NEW.REDI. FUND LOANS. ECONDEV, V Z, NO 3, P A, MAR 1989.
DAKOTA PORK PROVIDES MARKET FOR LOCAL PRODUCERS. ECONDEV, V A, NO 8, P 3, OCT
1991.
OVER $5 MILLION IN BONDS SOLD FOR DAKOTA PORK. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 2, P A, FEB
1989.
PLANTS BACK IN OPERATION DUE TO EXTRA EFFORT. ECONDEV> V 3, NO 6, P 8, JUL
19910.
RAPID CITY TO SEE NEW JOBS: AS :RESULT..OF :PURCHASE. I ECONDEV, - V .3,- ,NO .A, P-5> APR
1990.
RESEARCH HELPS COMPANY INCREASE MARKETABILITY. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 8, P 7, OCT
1989.
MEDARY, S.D.
BEATTY, JOHN. THE NOBLES TRAIL AND THE MISSION TO MOSCOW. DAKHIST, NO 22, P
110-123, 1990.
MEDARY, SAMUEL A.
V BEATTY;' John: ::THErNOBLES:-TRAIL AND THE MISSION TO MOSCOW. DAKHIST, -NO 22, P
110-123, 1990.
KVERNES, DAVID M. THE NOBLES ROAD: IGNOBLE VENTURE. DAKHIST, V 22, P 513-523,
1990.
MEDICAID,AND MEDICARE
CASE MANAGEMENT OF HIGH RISK PREGNANCIES EVALUATED. HEALTH, V 3, NO 2, P I+,
MAR 1989.
INDIGENT HEALTH CARE COSTS - WHO'S RESPONSIBLE? COUNTY, V 36, NO 2, P 21-22,
NOV 1989.
HANSON, CANDY. INDIGENT HEALTH CARE. COUNTY, V 35, NO 3, P 18-19, JAN 1989.
STUEFEN,. RANDALL M. MEDICARE'S PROSPECTIVE PAYMENTS, DIAGNOSTICALLY RELATED
: SV^sGROUPS-;AND PROF.ESSIONAL^.REVIEW ORGANIZATIONS IN SOUTH DAKOTA. BUSREV, V 45,
NO 3, P 5-8, MAR 1987.
MEDICAL CARE SEE ALSO POOR - MEDICAL CARE
A LOOK BACK: 1990 NONFARM EMPLOYMENT. LABOR, P 1-3, DEC 1990.
A NUTRITIONIST'S DREAM. HEALTH, V 5, NO 4, P 1-2, AUG 1991.
ADVISORY COUNCIL STUDIES PRIMARY CARE IN S.D. HEALTH, V-1, NO 3, P I, MAY 1987.
ALCOHOL AND DRUG BECOMES PART OF DEPT. OF HUMAN SERVICES; HEALTH, V-3j NO 4, P
4, JUL 1989.
BIRTH DEFECTS INFORMATION LINE ANSWERS 45 CALLS IN FIRST YEAR. HEALTH, V 5, NO
2, P 4, APR 1991.
CASE MANAGEMENT OF HIGH RISK PREGNANCIES EVALUATED. HEALTH, V 3, NO 2, P I+,
MAR 1989.
CHPS/NHSC PLACE THREE PHYSICIANS IN S.D. HEALTH, V 1, NO .3, P :2, MAY 1987.
DIABETES PROGRAM/INDIAN HEALTH SERVICES TEAM FOR EYE CLINIC. HEALTH, V 1, NO 5,
P 1, SEP 1987.
- DOCTOR^RECRUITED FOR.MILBANK, HOSPITAL. HEALTH, ,V,.I,. NO 6, P 3, NOV 1987.
DOH OUTLINES 5 YEAR GOALS. HEALTH, V 5, NO 1, P 1-2, FEB 1991.
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ELDERLY HEALTH AND SOCIAL NEEDS ASSESSED. HEALTH, V 2, NO 6, P 4, NOV 1988.
GOVERNOR ANNOUNCES GRANT FUNDS FOR AMBULANCE SERVICES. HEALTH, V 5, NO 3, P 2,
JUN 1991.
GOVERNOR SIGNALS SUPPORT FOR MED. SCHOOL AND RESIDENCY PROGRAM. HEALTH, V 4, NO
2, P 5, MAR 1990.
HEP OFFERS "SITTING ON THE JOB" BACK HEALTH PROGRAM. HEALTH, V 5, NO 6, P 5,
DEC 1991.
INFLUENZA GROUP RECEIVES GRANT. HEALTH, V 4, NO 6, PI, DEC 1990.
LICENSING RECOMMENDED FOR AIR AMBULANCES. HEALTH, V 2^ NO 5, P 3, SEP 1988. •;
: MATERNAL' AND CHILD HEALTH' PROGRAM: BEGINS .DIABETES CONTROL'PROJECT; ' CHEALTH, ,
NO 1, P 4, JAN 1987.
MCH RECEIVES CHLAMYDIA GRANT. HEALTH, VI, NO 6, PI, NOV 1987.
NEWBORN TESTING GOES INTO EFFECT. HEALTH, V 5, NO 4, P 5, AUG 1991.
PINE RIDGE WIC COMPLETES FIRST YEAR. HEALTH, V 3, NO 1, P 4, JAN 1989.
PRE-TERM BIRTH PREVENTION PROGRAM ADDS SIX SITES. HEALTH, V 5, NO 1, P 5, FEB
1991.
PRESCHOOL IMMUNIZATION LEVELS TO INCREASE UNDER NEW STATE PLAN. HEALTH, V 5, NO
6, P 1-2, DEC 1991.
RURAL HEALTH OFFICE ESTABLISHED. HEALTH, V 3, NO 1, P 3, JAN 1989.
SD LEADS IN REQUIRING FLU SHOTS FOR NURSING HOME RESIDENTS. HEALTH, V 2, NO 5,
P 1, SEP 1988.
SD SITE CHOSEN FOR NATIONAL IMMUNIZATION PROJECT. HEALTH, V 5, NO 4, P '4, AUG
1991.
SECOND SPECIAL NEEDS CONFERENCE SCHEDULED FOR JULY 1991. HEALTH, V 4, NO 6, P
4, DEC 1990.
SECRETARY'S SPOLIGHT: EMS, IMMUNIATION EFFORTS UNDERWAY. HEALTH, V 5, NO 4, P
3, AUG 1991.
SOUTH DAKOTA HEALTH 2000 UPDATE. HEALTH, V 4, NO 2, P 1+, MAR 1990.
SOUTH,DAKOTA HOSPITALS CONSIDER ALTERNATIVES AT RURAL HEALTH-SPONSORED
,??^:.eONFERENCE,v i>HEALTH,-:V 4^ »,N0-6, P. 5, DEC 1990. ,
SOUTH DAKOTANS SPEAK OUT AT RURAL HEALTH MEETINGS. HEALTH, V 4, NO 5, P 6, OCT
1990.
STATE RECEIVES FUNDING FOR MEASLES VACCINE. HEALTH, V 4, NO 4, P 4, SEP 1990.
STRATEGY MEETING RANKS STATE'S RURAL HEALTH ISSUES. HEALTH, V 4, NO 3, P 6, JUL
1990.
TAKE PRECAUTIONS TO AVOID SALMONELLA ENTERITIDIS INFECTION. HEALTH, V 5, NO 5,
P 4, OCT 1991.
• 1
TASK FORCE ON ELDERLY CARE MAKES RECOMMENDATIONS. HEALTH, V 4, NO 6, P 6, DEC
1990.
VAN GERPEN NAMED DEPT. MEDICAL OFFICER. HEALTH, V 4, NO 1, P 5, JAN 1990. .
WHAT DOES THE FUTURE HOLD FOR SOUTH DAKOTA INDUSTRY? LABOR, P 1-3, AUG 1989.
WORKER'S COMPENSATION: WHO CHOOSES THE DOCTOR? lABOR, P 15, MAY 1990.
WORKER'S COMPENSATION: WHO CHOOSES THE DOCTOR? (REPRINTED FROM SD LABOR
BULLETIN, MAY 1990). COUNTY, V 36, NO 8, P 2, JUL 1990.
BROWN, ADEL. CHIROPRACTIC... ADJUSTING ATTITUDES IN MEDICINE. INSIDE, V 2, NO
5, P 41, SUM 1991.
DASCHLE, THOMAS A. WASHINGTON REPORT: "INITIATIVES TO AID RURAL AMERICA ADVANCE
IN THE SENATE". MUNICIPAL, V 56, NO 5, P 14, NOV 1989.
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DASCHLE, THOMAS A. WASHINGTON REPORT: HEALTH CARE CRISIS IN OUR RURAL
HOSPITALS. MUNICIPAL, V 57, NO 2, P 10, AUG 1990.
LEWIS, DALE. EDUCATION AND HEALTH. HERITAGE, V 14, NO 2, P 24-25, 1988.
MECKSTROTH, KATHLEEN. NATIONAL LYME DISEASE STUDY FINDS DISCREPANCIES IN
TESTING. HEALTH, V 5, NO 4, P 4, AUG 1991.
MICKELSON, GEORGE S. CREATING SOUTH DAKOTA'S FUTURE: GRANTS HELP RURAL HEALTH
CARE BECOME A PRIORITY. MUNICIPAL, V 58, NO 6, P 14, DEC 1991.
MICKELSON, GEORGE S. CREATING SOUTH DAKOTA'S FUTURE: SOUTH DAKOTA TAKING LEAD
IN RURAL HEALTH ISSUES. MUNICIPAL, V 58, NO 2, P 14, AUG 1991.
MICKELSON, GEORGE S. . SOUTH DAKOTA TAKING. LEAD IN^RURAL -HEALTH ISSUES.- COUNTY,
V 37, NO 8, AUG 1991.
PETERSON, SUSAN C. ADAPTING TO FILL A NEED: THE PRESENTATION SISTERS AND HEALTH
CARE, 1901-1961. SDHIST, V 17, NO 1, P 1-22, 1987.
QUIST, JANET. MANDATORY HEALTH CARE PROPOSAL SURFACES IN SENATE. COUNTY, V 37,
NO 7, P 7, JUL 1991.
UTTER, NEETA. CARDIAC CARE - THE LIVES WE TOUCH CRAPID CITY REGIONAL HOSPITAL
AND BLACK HILLS REHABILITATION HOSPITAL). INSIDE, V 2, NO 3, P 41-43, WIN
! 1991.
MEDICAL CARE - COSTS
CATASTROPHIC COUNTY POOR^RELIEF PROGRAM EXPENSES FOR 1986 (STATISTICAL TABLE).
COUNTY, V 33, NO 4, P 13, MAR 1987.
COUNTY CATASTROPHIC FUND DRAWDOWNS AND ASSESSMENTS 1986^1988. COUNTY, V 35, NO
4, P 12, MAR 1989.
COUNTY POOR RELIEF EXPENDITURES: 1977-1986 (STATISTICAL^TABLE). COUNTY, V 33,
NO 6, P 10, JUL 1987.
SOUTH DAKOTANS SPEAK OUT AT RURAL HEALTH MEETINGS. HEALTH, V 4, NO 5, P 6, OCT
1990.
DASCHLE, THOMAS A. WASHINGTON REPORT: COMMUNITIES AND THE RURAL HEALTH CRISIS.
MUNICIPAL, V 56, NO 1, P 15,17, JUL 1989.
SMITH, BARBARA A. SECRETARY'S SPOTLIGHT: ACCESS, AFFORDABILTIY KEY ISSUES.
HEALTH, V 5, NO 3, P 3, JUN I99I.
STUEFEN, RANDALL M, MEDICARE'S PROSPECTIVE'PAYMENTS, DIAGNOSTICALLY RELATED
GROUPS AND PROFESSIONAL REVIEW ORGANIZATIONS IN SOUTH DAKOTA. BUSREV, V 45,
NO 3, P 5-8, MAR 1987.
MEDICAL CARE - HISTORY
REMEMBER WHEN...? LABOR, P 1-3, JAN 1989.
HAAS, DALE. FATHER KROEGER'S MAEBEE CLINIC OF SOUTH DAKOTA. DAKHIST, NO 21ST,
1989.
MARTEN, JAMES. A MEDICAL ENTREPRENEUR GOES WEST: FATHER WILLIAM KROEGER IN
SOUTH DAKOTA, 1893-1904. SDHIST, V 21, NO 4, P 333-361, 1991.
MEDICAL CENTERS
D.O.H. OPENS W.I.C. CLINIC AT PINE RIDGE. HEALTH, V 1, NO 6, P 1, NOV 1987.
FAMILY PLANNING TO OPEN IN SIOUX FALLS. HEALTH, V 1, NO 2," P 2, MAR 1987.
GOVERNOR SIGNALS SUPPORT FOR MED. SCHOOL AND RESIDENCY PROGRAM. HEALTH, V 4, NO
2, P 5, MAR 1990.
HEALTH LAB OPEN HOUSE WELL ATTENDED. HEALTH, V 5, NO 3, P 4, JUN 1991.
HEALTH SERVICES ADDS FIELD OPERATIONS. HEALTH, V 5, NO 3, P 4, JUN 1991.
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SOUTH DAKOTA HOSPITALS RECEIVE GRANTS TO DEVELOP RURAL HOSPITAL NETWORKS.
HEALTH, V 5, NO 5, P 1-2, OCT 1991.
MEDICAL WASTE
INFECTIOUS WASTE INCINERATORS PROPOSED FOR SIOUX FALLS. TIPS, V 4, NO 8-9, P
3-4, SEP 1989.
MED WASTE INCINERATORS NOT OUT YET. TIPS, V 5, NO 2, P 1, APR 1990.
MEDICAL WASTE INCINERATORS RISKY. TIPS, V 5, NO 3, P 4-5, MAY 1990.
- NO .CLEANUP .FOR ILLEGAL MEDICAL. WASTE DUMP. TIPS, V 6, NO.-2, P- 5-6, APR 1991. _
SOLID WASTE RULES MISS'POINT;' TIPS, V 5, "NO 3; P 3-4, MAY 1990. . ,
- STATE to;MELLETTE COUNTY: ILLEGAL MEDICAL DUMP YOURS FOREVER. TIPS, V 6, NO 5,
P 4, SEP 1991.
TRIBES HIT WITH WASTE ISSUES. TIPS, V 5, NO 5, P 1, AUG 1990.
MEDICINAL PLANTS SEE BOTANY, MEDICAL
WMEDIGINE viJ'LAW'ANDvLEGISLATI^ > ^
- CHN DEVELOPS LEGAL VIDEO. HEALTH, V 3, NO 5, P 4, SEP 1989. ,,,
MEIER, JOSEF
JOSEF MEIER (1989 HALL OF FAME HONOREE-ARTS AND HUMANITIES). HERITAGE, V 15, NO
7, P 31, 1989.
. MEYERS, COLLEEN. JOSEF MEIER: THE PASSION PLAYS ON. INSIDE, V 1, NO 1, P
18-19, SUM 1990.
MELLETTE HOUSE (WATERTOWN, S.D.)
MONTEITH, JOANITA K. MELLETTE HOUSE: READY FOR THE STATE CENTENNIAL.
HISTNOTES, V IV, NO 4, P 4, SPR 1989.
MELLETTE,-vARTHUR CALVIN (1842-1896)
MILLER, DAVID B. DAKOTA IMAGES: ARTHUR CALVIN MELLETTE. SDHIST, V 19, NO 1, P
132+, 1989.
MONTEITH, JOANITA K. MELLETTE HOUSE: READY FOR THE STATE CENTENNIAL.
HISTNOTES, V IV, NO 4, P 4, SPR 1989.
MEMOIRS
MOUSE IN MY BUTTER. SDMAG, V 7, NO 2, P 6, JUL 1991.
NEARLY A TEACHER SHORTAGE. SDMAG, V 7, NO 1, P 52, MAY 1991.
ONLY THE LIVE SUBSCRIBE. SDMAG, V 7, NO 2, P 6, JUL 1991.
THOSE DARNED REPORTERS. SDMAG, V 6, NO 6, P 28, MAR 1991.
AADLAND, GORDON. TALKIES WERE A RELIEF FOR SOME. SDMAG, V 7, NO 4, P 25, NOV
ABILD, ETHEL D. EARLY LEGISLATOR HAD MANY OCCUPATIONS. SDMAG, V 7, NO 3, P 54,
SEP 1991.
AISENBREY, WILLIAM E. SEEKING STRAYS WITH A STRENUOUS STRANGER - A PIONEER
EXPERIENCE. DAKHIST, NO 18TH, P 612-615, 1986.




BENNETT, MILDRED R. GROWING UP IN ELK POINT. DAKHIST, NO 20TH, P 65-69, 1988.
BENSON, ARNOLD. "GRANDPA'S OLD BROWN HAT" CA SEQUEL TO GRANDMA'S APRON).
. aDAKWEST ,. V-13 , N0 -4v P 23 , -DEC. 1,987.
BENSON, ARNOLD. SKY PILOT. HERITAGE, V 17, NO 1, P 17-18, MAR 1991.
BENSON, VIRGIL. MY HISTORY OF LIBERTY 38. DAKHIST, NO 20TH, P 639-6A1, 1988.
BRADFIELD, BYRON. WHEN BUFFALO ROAMED FREE. HERITAGE, V 14, NO 3, P 28, 1988.
BURCHARDT, BILL. ALL THINGS CONSIDERED, I'D RATHER BE IN SOUTH DAKOTA. SDMAG,
V 4, NO 5, P 9, JAN 1989.
COCHRANE, ROBERT. WHEN. BIKES. WHEREICTHE-RAGE. . SDMAG, V::6,- N0:-5, -:P^
COTTER, ALICE. DEATH IN A PIONEER FAMILY. SDMAG, V 6, NO 5, P 17-18, JAN 1991.
CRAIG, MARY E. LOVE CONQUERED ALL. HERITAGE, V 15, NO 6, P 14-16, 1989.
CRAMER, MARIAN. A 'POOR HOUSE' CHRISTMAS (REMEMBRANCES OF THE CHARLES MIX
COUNTY HOME FOR THE POOR). SDMAG, V 2, NO 5, P 18-19, JAN 1987.
CROOK, MRS. ALVIN. LOOKING BACK THROUGH 50 YEARS. DAKHIST, NO 18TH, P 856-866,
1986.
CROSSWATT,: HELEN: M. ^fONSILS OUT IN MURDO. SDMAG, V 6, NO 6, P 24, MAR 1991.
CZECH, JANICE NIELSEN; .:;SEED-POTATO SAVED THROUGH. WINTER. :SDMAG> V 7, NO-1, P
68, MAY 1991.
DROMEY, JOE. HIRED MEN I HAVE KNOWN OR HEARD ABOUT. DAKHIST, NO 20TH, P 45-50,
1988.
EGGLESTON, DIANE. A NIECE REMEMBERS. HERITAGE, V 16, NO 2, P 2-3, SUM 1990.
FRANK, LEO J. EARLY RECOLLECTIONS 1908-1983. DAKHIST, NO 19TH, P VI.C1+, 1987.
FRITZEL, DALE. PILOT GOT CAUGHT BUZZING DE SMET. SDMAG, V 7, NO 1, P 69-70,
MAY 1991.
GERKEN, GEORGIA SIME. ABERDEEN'S DRUM AND BUGLE CORPS. SDMAG, V 6, NO 4, P
57-58, SEP 1990.
GLOE, DIANNE. CHOKECHERRY GOLD. SDMAG, V 3, NO 2, P 56+, JUN 1987.
HAAN, CARL. 'THE GEESE. SDMAG, V 6, NO 1, P 6-7, MAR 1990.
HAIDLE, STAN. I WISH I'D THROWN A RUG TO THE DOG. SDMAG, V 7, NO 1, P 70, MAY
1991.
HALL, GEORGE A. BOTH BARRELS. HERITAGE, V 17, NO 1, P 13, MAR 1991.
HOWELL, JUANITA. FIGHTING FIRES IN MEADE COUNTY. SDMAG, V 6, NO 4, P 56-57,
SEP 1990.
HULL, GORDON. A SCARY TRIP HOME. HERITAGE, V 17, NO 2, P 24-25, JUN 1991.
INGALLS, DUANE. SAILING ON DAKOTA SEAS. SDMAG, V 7, NO 2, P 40-41, JUL 1991.
JACOBSON, EDWARD A. BLUBBER: HIS SIZE, WIT AND HUMOR WERE HIS TRADEMARKS, AND
IN THIS SMALL S.E. S.D. COMMUNITY HE WAS EVERYONE'S FRIEND... CONSDIG, V 54,
NO 6, P 8-11, 1987.
JANSSEN, JOANNE. MY CHILDHOOD MEMORIES OF LIVING IN FAITH, SOUTH DAKOTA.
DAKHIST, NO 20TH, P 71-74, 1988.
JOHNSON, MILDRED. WINTER'S FOOD TOOK SUMMER TOIL. SDMAG, V 7, NO 2, P 41, JUL
1991.
KANT,JOANITA, EDITOR; JOHNSON, ALEX C. THE DAKOTA YEARS OF ALEX C. JOHNSON: A
MEMOIR. SDHIST, V 21, NO 4, P 380-431, 1991.
KARGLEVITZ,.-BOB. - JIM,RIVER. COUNTRY.(CELEBRATING the:FOURTH OF JULY IN THE "GOOD
OLD" DAYS). SDMAG, V 3, NO 2, P 51+, JUN 1987.
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KAROLEVITZ, BOB. JIM RIVER COUNTRY CREMEMBRANCES OF THE JAMES RIVER). SDMAG, V
3, NO 1, P 45+, APR 1987.
KESSINGER, MAXINE. THE GREAT DEPRESSION AND THE DIRTY THIRTIES. DAKHIST, NO
uiZOTH, E;439-.443,-1988. . ,
KNEIFL, VERLYNN. LOCAL HISTORY, AS WRITTEN FROM THE PORCH SWING. SDMAG, V 4,
NO 1, P 18-19, MAY 1988.
KRATZ, MARILYN. 'FLOUR SACK' FOODS. SDMAG, V 7, NO 3, P 58-59, SEP 1991.
LACE, BOB. S.D. HEADWATERS; RETURNING A HUNTING FAVOR. FINS, V 6, NO 10, P 4,
WIN 1987.
' LARSON, yGEORGE E.-. ,BOYHOOD JOBS DUE. TO HOG CHOLERAHERITAGE, V, 15, NO 6, P
32-35, 1989. ^
LEE, SHEBBY; a baby boomer looks AT THE NINETEENTH CENTURY. DAKHIST, NO-20TH,
P 57-63, 1988.
LETELLIER, ESTHER. RURAL SCHOOL REMINISCENCES. DAKHIST, NO 18TH, P 321-332,
1986.
LEWIS, DALE. MEMORIAL DAY ON THE PRAIRIE. HERITAGE, V 17, NO 2, P 10-11, JUN
1991.
LIEBSCH, FERNEC. ARLINGTON'S BARBER WAS.NO-NONSENSE. SDMAG, V 7, NO 1, P 70,
MAY'1991.
LLOYD, MABEL . DAD- AND-HIS sWATCH... .THEY, SPENT-LIFE-TOGETHER., DAKHIST,,. .NO 20TH>
P 475-478, 1988.
LOVELL, DALE. ONE ROOM SCHOOLS TAUGHT MANY THINGS. SDMAG, V 7, NO 4, P 25, NOV
1991.
LYONS, T.D. THE SICK MARE. SDMAG, V 5, NO 3, P 27-28, SEP 1989.
MANGAN, GERTRUDE. MURDER ON A THRESHING CREW. SDMAG, V 7, NO 1, P 68, MAY
1991.
MARTLEY, ED. JACKRABBIT CRAZY ON A RAPID CITY RANCH. SDMAG, V 4, NO 5, P 44+,
JAN 1989.
MARTLEY, ED. 50 YEARS AS A DAKOTA KID. SDMAG, V 3, NO 6, P 22-23, MAR 1988.
MCBRIDE, BOB. GROWING UP IN THE 1930'S IN HARRISBURG, SOUTH DAKOTA. DAKHIST,
NO 19TH, P II.C1+, 1987.
MCPHERSON, RUTH. ' DEADWOOD DICK, THE SKUNK, &.I. SDMAG, V 7, NO 2, P 60,62, JUL
1991.
MEIER, CHARLES. CONFESSIONS FROM AN OUTHOUSE OUTLAW. SDMAG, V 6, NO 2, P
48-49, MAY 1990.
MILLER, LORENE. THE KADOKA TONSILS EPIDEMIC. SDMAG, V 6, NO 1, P 14, MAR 1990.
MOE, PETER. THE DAY IPSWICH, SOUTH DAKOTA WAS BOMBED. SDMAG, V 4, NO 4, P
19-21, NOV 1988.
MORGAN, RUTH. CHALLENGES AT RED CLOUD (TAKEN FROM A LIBRARIAN'S DIARY). v
DAKHIST, NO 18TH, P 359-366, 1986.
NASLUND, FRANCYS M. DON'T FORGET BRUSHIE! (BRUSHIE, S.D.)(MEMOIRS OF THE. .
AUTHOR). DAKWEST, V 13, NO 2, P 30-31, JUN 1987.
NELSON, MILTON E. BOOK LEARNIN' IN ONE ROOM. SDMAG, V 5, NO 3, P 29-30, SEP
1989.
NELSON, PAT. THE CALL OF DAKOTA: A DISPLACED DAKOTAN PONDERS HER INBORN LONGING
TO COME BACK HOME. SDMAG, V 3, NO 2, P 48-50, JUN 1987.
NOYES, HELEN. CAR THIEF AT MADISON. SDMAG, V 6, NO 5, P 16-17, JAN 1991.




PECHAN/ BEVERLY. WHATEVER HAPPENED TO OUR CHRISTMASSES PAST? HERITAGE, V 17,
NO A, P 2A-25, DEC 1991.
PETERSON, JEAN. SOUTHERN GIRL ENJOYS S.D. CHRISTMAS. SDMAG, V 6, NO 5, P
49-51, NOV 1990.
PETERSON, JIM. WE WERE BOMBED IN A DAKOTA CORNFIELD. SDMAG, V 2, NO 5, P
32-36, JAN 1987.
PETERSON, LOIS. MEMORIES OF A ONE-ROOM SCHOOL. DAKHIST, NO 20TH, P 633-634,
1988.
PETERSON, MARLYCE. A CUP FULL OF BLESSINGS. HERITAGE, V 17, NO 4, P 8-11, DEC
1991.
PETERSON, MARLYCE. BACK:STAGE 1939,: C0UNTRY :SCH00L; CHRISTMAS:.:- DAKWES.T/i;i.V 13,
NO 4, P 24-26, DEC 1987.
PETERSON; MARLYCE. CHRISTMAS AND THE GIFT OF LOVE. HERITAGE, V 14, NO 4, P
6-8, 1988.
PETERSON, MARLYCE. GRANDMA'S MAGIC ROCKER. HERITAGE, V 17, NO 4, P 7, DEC
1991.
PETERSON, MARLYCE. HANDS OF PEACE. HERITAGE, V 15, NO 6, P 25-30, 1989.
/ POLING,:.RUBY.HERITAGE, V 15, NO 6, P 9-11, 1989.
REHER, GWEN H.: .MY RURAL CAREER IN HYDE COUNTY.. DAKHIST, NO 20TH, P 635-638,
1988.
REZATTO, HELEN. THE DAY THE DROUGHT ENDED. HERITAGE, V 16, NO 4, P 6-8, WIN
1990.
RUSKOWSKY, NANCY. DISCOURSE IN DAD'S DAIRY BARN. SDMAG, V 3, NO 6,' P 39, MAR
1988.
RUSKOWSKY, NANCY. MOM'S GARDEN A GIFT OF LOVE. SDMAG, V 7, NO 2, P 40, JUL
1991.
RUSKOWSKY, NANCY. SAY 'GOOD BYE' VAL (THE STORY OF A MAN AND HIS HORSE).
SDMAG, V 2, NO 6, P 44+, FEB 1987.
SALMEN, MRS. RUSSELL. SOUTH DAKOTA COUNTRY SCHOOL DAYS. DAKHIST, NO 20TH, P
163, 1988.
SMITH, CATHERINE. MY MOM, THE HOMESTEADER. SDMAG, V 6, NO 5, P 49, NOV 1990.
STECKLER, EDNA JOHNSON. UNCLE JOHN. SDMAG, V 2, NO 6, P 13, FEB 1987.
STEIN, ROBERT L. EASY WAY TO TWO-TONE PANTS. SDMAG, V 7, NO 3, P 55, SEP 1991.
STORTVEDT, LEATTA. THE DAY OUR DADDY CRIED. SDMAG, V 6, NO 4, P 59, SEP 1990.
STRONG, D.D. A BAG OF WHEAT FOR WINTER. SDMAG, V 6, NO 5, P 51, NOV 1990.
TRUMAN, BURNIE. HUNTING SEASON A TIME FOR COMPANY. SDMAG, V 7, NO 3, P 54-55,
SEP 1991.
TWITE, DONOVAN. MUDBALLS IN A ROBERTS CO. SCHOOL. SDMAG, V 6, NO 6,, P 24-25,
MAR ,1991.
VOLLER, ESTHER L. OUR BOUNDLE FARM'S WINGED INTRUDERS. SDMAG, V 7, NO 1, P
68-69, MAY 1991.
WALDNER, COLLEEN. THE PASSING OF A GENERATION. SDMAG, V 4, NO 6, P 30-31, MAY
1989.
WALTZ, ANNA LANGHORNE. WEST RIVER PIONEER; A WOMAN'S STORY, 1911-1915,- PART
ONE. SDHIST, V 17, NO 1, P 42-77, 1987.
WALTZ, ANNA LANGHORNE. WEST RIVER PIONEER: A WOMAN'S STORY, 1911-1915, PART
TWO. SDHIST, V 17, NO 2, P 140-169, 1987.
' WALtZfLANGHORNE'WEST RIVER PI ONEER: A WOMAN'S -STORY, 1911-1915, PARTS
THREE AND FOUR. SDHIST, V 17, NO 3/4, P 241-295, 1987.
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WARD, LOFTUSj CRAMER, MARIAN;- CHATAUQUA ROMANCE: MEISTER SINGER MEETS STORYBOOK
LADY.' SDMAG, V 4, NO 2, P 20-21, JUL 1988.
WARRINER, FREMONT. THE GREAT SI HOWKER FIGHT. SDMAG, V 6, NO 5, P 28-29, JAN
19.91.
WENZEL, DUKE. THE UGLY HORSE THAT COULD. SDMAG, V 7, NO <4, P 56-7,62, NOV
1991.
WHIRLEY, JERRY. THANKS, MOM, FOR THE LEGACY. SDMAG, V 6, NO 5, P 16, JAN 1991.
WILDER, LAURA INGALLS. AN INGALLS FAMILY CHRISTMAS. SDMAG, V 6, NO 5, P 30,
NOV 1990.
WILSON, NORMA. -iROY'S STORIES (AS TOLD TO. NORMA WILSON) . .. SDMAG, V 5,. NO. 2>r P-=^^=
20-21, JUL 1989.
YOUNGER, BERYL. A TEACHER'S VIEW OF CORSON COUNTY AND THE COUNTY SEAT OF
• MCINTOSH IN THE "DIRTY THIRTIES". DAKHIST, N019TH, P VI.A1+, 1987.
MEMORIALS SEE MONUMENTS
MENKE, DENNIS
, 3 SOUTH,. MARY.; BOSTON SHOES TO BOOTS C75-YEAR OLD SHOP IN YANKTON) . SDMAG, V 3,
' NO 3, P A0-<i3, AUG1987.
MENNONITES
EVANS, JUDY. CIVILIAN PUBLIC SERVICE CAMP. DAKHIST, V 22, P 189-202, 1990.
GOERTZ, REUBEN. FOLKTALES--FACT OR FICTION? DAKHIST, V 22, P 266-279, 1990.
MENTAL. HEALTH ADVOCACY PROGRAM
MENTAL HEALTH ADVOCACY PROGRAM PRIORITIES AND GOALS FOR FISCAL YEAR 1992.
SDREP, V 7, NO 1, P 9, OCT 1991.
MENTAL HEALTH ADVOCACY PROGRAM PRIORITIES FOR FISCAL YEAR 1991. SDREP, V 6, NO
2, P 7,12, DEC 1990.
MARSHALL, DIANNA L. PAMI REAUTHORIZED (SD PROTECTION AND ADVOCACY FOR MENTALLY
ILL PROGRAM). SDREP, V NO 3, P 10,12, APR 1989.
MENTAL HEALTH PROFESSIONALS SEE ALSO PSYCHIATRISTS
HOW TO CHOOSE A THERAPIST. SDREP, V 6, NO 1, P 6-7+, AUG 1990.
WINCHESTER, ALLEN. CONSUMER CORNER: HOW TO CHOOSE A SOCIAL WORKER FOR A
THERAPIST... SDREP, V 6, NO 2, P 6, DEC 1990.
MENTAL HEALTH/ILLNESS
CAIN, LYNNE. VOLUNTARY PARTICIPATION IN MENTAL HEALTH ADVOCACY. SDREP, V 5/ NO
2, P 5j DEC 1989.
MARSHALL, DIANNA L. PAMI REAUTHORIZED (SD PROTECTION AND ADVOCACY FOR.MENTALLY
ILL PROGRAM). SDREP, V <f, NO 3, P 10,12, APR 1989.
MENTAL HEALTH/ILLNESS - JURISPRUDENCE
> CICHON, DENNIS E. THE POTENTIAL IMPACT OF HARPERrV.-WASHINGTON'ON SOUTH
DAKOTA'S STATUTORY RIGHT TO REFUSE PSYCHIATRIC TREATMENT. LAW, V 36, NO 3, P
<478-498, 1991.
I
FRY, ROBIN J. 1991 LEGISLATURE PASSES MAJOR MENTAL HEALTH BILL. SDREP, V 6, NO
3, P,6-7, APR 1991.
MARSHALL, DIANNA L.' GOVERNOR'S COMMITTEE UPHOLDS RIGHTS OF INDIVIDUALS WITH
MENTAL ILLNESS. SDREP, V 5, NO 2, P 4, DEC 1989.
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CICHGN, DENNIS E. THE POTENTIAL IMPACT OF HARPER V. WASHINGTON ON SOUTH
^ ^ ^ DAKOTA'S' STATUTORY RIGHT'TO'^REFUSE PSYCHIATRIC T LAW, V 36, NO 3, P
A78-A98, 1991.
METHODIST CHURCH - S.D.
COUNTRY CHURCH MOVED TO THE CITY CFARWELL UNITED METHODIST MOVES TO MUSEUM).
SDMAG, V 3, NO 3, P 23, AUG 1987.
' tTHE STERLING METHODIST>^ CHURCH. . . CPHOTOGRAPH) .,-^HISTNOTES,- V 5, NO P..3,,^SPR
1990.
METIS
LOWE, ROBERT A. THE OCCUPATION OF THE TURTLE INDIAN RESERVATION BY CANADIAN
METIS: A CASE OF CONFUSED IDENTITY. DAKHIST, NO 18TH, P 181-190, 1986.
MICHEAUX, OSCAR (1884-1951)
DAKOTA IMAGES: OSCAR.MICHEAUX. SDHIST, V 18, NO 3, P 192+, 1988.
'.WE6NER, MARY. THE TRIALS OF OSCAR MICHEAUX. DAKHIST, NO 18TH, P 604-611, 1986.
MICHIGAN TURKS-CAP
ODE, DAVE. DAKOTA FLORA: THE TURKS-CAP LILY. CONSDIG, V 56, NO 3, P 29, 1989.
MICKELSON, GEORGE S. (1941- )
EASY MONEY IS" GONE (MICKELSON SLOW TO ANGER ABOUT TEXAS AD DEROGATORY TO SOUTH
DAKOTA). SDMAG, V 3, NO 4, P 16, OCT 1987.
GOVERNOR MICKELSON PROMOTES STATE IN NEW YORK. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 4, PI, APR
1989.
GOVERNOR, DELEGATION TO VISIT JAPAN, TAIWAN. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 4, P 8, APR 1989.
BUTTERWICK, DARRELL D. ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT IN SOUTH DAKOTA. BUSREV, V 48, NO
4, P 1,4-5, JUN 1990.
MICKELSON, GEORGE T. (1903-1965)
DAKOTA IMAGES; GEORGE THEODORE MICKELSON. SDHIST, V 17, NO 3/4, P 340+, 1987.
GEORGE T. MICKELSON (1987 HALL OF FAME HONOREE - GOVERNMENT). DAKWEST, V 13, NO
4, P 16, DEC 1987.
MIDLAND, S.D.
DETERMINATION PAYS OFF,FOR PEOPLE OF MIDLAND. ECONDEV, V 3, NO 4, P 3, APR
1990.
MIDLAND NAMED SMALL COMMUNITY OF THE YEAR. ECONDEV, V 4, NO 3, P 4, MAR 1991.
MIDLAND.SPELLS RELIEF (STROPPEL HOTEL AND HOT MINERAL BATHS). SDMAG, V-2, NO 6,
P 16-19, FEB 1987.
MILLER, JOHN. A DIFFERENT SORT OF PLACE ON YOUR WAY TO THE BLACK HILLS.




NOVOTNY,'JEAN. CHIC FOODS OF THE MIDWEST. SDMAG, V Z, NO 6, P 20-21, FEE 1987.
MIDWEST ENERGY CO. (SIOUX CITY, lA)
UNION COUNTY IS SITE FOR DAKOTA DUNES COMPLEX. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 1, P 10, JAN
1989.
MIGRATION
POPULATION PROJECTIONS. CENSUSDATA, V A, NO 1, P l-A, JAN T989.
ARWOOD, DON. THE POPULATION ISHUFFLE IN .THErr980'S; r'CENSUSDATA; °V 67 NO -2," Pr
1-5, AUG 1991.
ARWOOD, DONj VANDENBERG, JEAN. MIGRATION IN SOUTH DAKOTA: SOME COUNTIES GAIN;
SOME LOSE. CENSUSDATA, V 5, NO A, P 1-5, AUG 1990.
LEWIS, DALE. HIGH TECH. HERITAGE, V lA, NO 2, P 16-17, 1988.
MILBANK, S.D.
^- DOGTOR-^^^^^ HEALTH, V 2, NO 5, P 3, SEP 1988.
•^MILBANK RECEIVES $65,500 IN .BLOCK GRANT FUNDS. ECONDEV, V 2, NO -2, R«2> FEB . r
1989.
WIEDRICH; BOB. GRANT, LOAN HELPFUL: DAKOTA GRANITE COMPETES WITH ITALY
(REPRINTED FROM CHICAGO TRIBUNE). ECONDEV, V 3, NO 9, P 3, OCT 1990.
MILITARY HISTORY SEE ALSO NATIVE AMERICANS - WARS AND BATTLES
MILITARY WOMEN REMEMBERED. HISTNOTES, V A, NO 3, P 3, NOV 1988.
AISENBREY, WILLIAM E. THIRTY SECONDS OVER TOKYO -- THE SOUTH DAKOTA CONNECTION.
DAKHIST, NO 20TH, P 567-572, 1988.
CRAMER, MARIAN. DAKOTA DOUGHBOYS. DAKHIST, NO 18TH, P 191-199, 1986.
FRANCIS, MARV E. THEY DIED FOR THEIR DREAMS. HERITAGE, V 16, NO 2, P 28-30,
SUM 1990.
-"HEDREN,'PAULL.' FORT LARAMIE AND THE SIOUX WAR OF 1876. SDHIST, V 17, NO 3/A,
P 223-2A0, 1987.
HUNTER, ERICK. MYTH AND MYSTERY... FACT AND FANTASY (LITTLE BIG HORN). DAKHIST,
NO 20TH, P 295-296, 1988.
KORTJE, DONNA. FORT ROBINSON 8 CAMP SHERIDAN: MILITARY FORTS OF NORTHWESTERN
NEBRASKA. DAKHIST, NO 19TH, P XVIIIDl, 1987.
LANE, JOHN M. WOUNDED KNEE, 1890: THE TACTICAL EQUATION. DAKHIST, NO 19TH, P
XVIII.B, 1987.
LAUDENSCHLAGER, DAVID. FORT THOMPSON, THE EARLY YEARS. , DAKHIST,.NO 18TH, P.
168-180, 1986.
LEE, BOB. THE COMPANIES OF THE DAMNED (358TH QUARTERMASTER GENERAL SERVICE CO.
& THE 525TH 8 620TH ENGINEER...CO...DURING WWII). DAKHIST, NO 20TH, P
6A3-647, 1988.
LEE, ROBERT. WARRIORS IN RANKS: AMERICAN INDIAN UNITS IN THE REGULAR ARMY,
1891-1897. SDHIST, V 21, NO 3, P 263-316, 1991.
LEWIS, DALE. FORT SULLY IS OUT OF WATER. HERITAGE, V 16, NO 2, P 16-19, SUM
1990.
THOMPSON, HARRY F. STEPHEN R. RIGGS AND THE SIBLEY-SULLY CAMPAIGN OF 1863.
^ DAKHIST, .N0-19TH,P XVIII.C, 1987.
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WEBB, ROBERT G. THE SPANISH-AMERICAN WAR EXPERIENCES OF PRIVATE HERMAN F.
KRUEGAR OF THE FIRST SOUTH DAKOTA INFANTRY REGIMENT. DAKHIST, NO 19TH, P
VII.CI+, 1987.
,,.<YqST..-NELLIE SV NO 20TH, P 565-566, 1988.
MILITARY PERSONNEL
HEALTH INSURANCE OBLIGATION TO ACTIVATED RESERVISTS. MUNICIPAL, V 57, NO 6, P
12, DEC 1990.
ANDERSON, ROGER. DESERT STORM IMPACTS SOUTH DAKOTA. HERITAGE, V 17, NO 2, P
14-20, JUN 1991.
MILITARY SERVICE, COMPULSORY
EVANS, JUDY. CIVILIAN PUBLIC SERVICE CAMP. DAKHIST, V 22, P 189-202, 1990.
MILLER, BOB H.
SANBORN, MICHAEL. BOB H. MILLER. INSIDE, V 2, NO 6, P 32-33, FAL 1991.
p MILLER;-^MYRA?^M0RT0N..(1882- .
HOUSEWIFE/PHOTOGRARHER/NATURALIST. . SDMAG, V 6, NO 3, P 13, JUL ,1990.. ,
MAMA'S CAMERA CAPTURES CHILDREN. HISTNOTES, V 5, NO 4, P 3, SPR 1990.
MILLS, FRANK
TRIPP, LEONARD Y. STREET RAILWAYS OF SOUTH DAKOTA. DAKHIST, NO 22, P 963-987,
1990.
MINER COUNTY
MINER COUNTY CHN BREUER RETIRES AFTER TWENTY YEARS. HEALTH, V 5, NO 2, P 5, APR
1991.
MINERS SEE PROSPECTORS AND PROSPECTING
MINERVA EXPLORATIONS LIMITED
FUTURE IMPACTS TO SPEARFISH CANYON. TIPS, V 5, NO 6, P 7-8, SEP 1990.
MINERVA UPDATE. TIPS, V 4, NO 8-9, P 6, SEP 1989.
WATER MANAGEMENT BOARD SAYS NO TO MINERVA. TIPS, V 4, NO 5, P 5-6, NOV 1988.
MINES AND MINERAL RESOURCES SEE ALSO SPECIFIC MINES; BLACK HILLS -- MINING; GOLD
MINES
A HISTORY OF TIP'S INVOLVEMENT IN ISSUES. TIPS, V 6, NO 1, P 2-4, MAR 1991.
ACTIVE EXPLORATION IN PENNINGTON COUNTY. TIPS, V 5, NO 1, P 1, MAR 1990.
AREA HOMEOWNERS FEAR DEVASTATION AROUND TERRY PEAK. TIPS, V 4, NO 4, P 1, NOV
1988.
ATTORNEY GENERAL OPINIONS OF INTEREST TO COUNTY GOVERNMENT: OFFICIAL OPINION NO.
89-15 (MINERAL RIGHTS ASSESSMENTS). COUNTY, V 36, NO 1, P 22-23, SEP 1989.
BOARD DESIGNATES SPEARFISH CANYON WATERSHED AS SPECIAL AND UNIQUE. TIPS, V 6,
NO 2, P 1-2, APR 1991.
. BOND GOLD UPDATE. TIPS, V 4, NO 8-9, P 11-^12, SEP 1989.
BROHM UPDATE. TIPS, V 4, NO 8-9, P 11, SEP 1989.
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BROHM'SSULFIDE EXPANSION PLANS CHANGE AGAIN. TIPS, V 5, NO 7, P 1-4, NOV 1990.
CEE REVIEW COMMITTEE ENDS WITHOUT COMPLETED CEE TO REVIEW. TIPS, V 6, NO 4, P
4-6, JUL 1991.
CUMULATIVE ENVIRONMENTAL EVALUATION ON MINING UNDERWAY. TIPS, V 4, NO 8-9, P
13, SEP 1989.
DEPARTMENT DRAFTING ENVIRONMENTAL REGULATIONS (MINING RECLAMATION REGULATIONS
BEING DEVELOPED). WATER, V 1, NO 1, P 1+, JUL 1987.
ECONOMIC IMPACTS (MINING). TIPS, V 6, NO 3, P 3-4, MAY 1991.
• ECONOMICS OFTSURFACE MINING FOR GOLD. IN. SOUTH DAKOTA^MINING-FACT, SHEET- #2; .
TIPS, V 4, NO 1, P 4-5, JUL 1988.
ELECTION-WRAPUP - SOUTH DAKOTA MINING INITIATIVES; TIPS, V 4, NO 4,. P 7, 'NOV r
1988.
ENVIRONMENTAL GROUPS SET PRIORITIES. TIPS, V 4, NO 7, P 7, MAY 1989.
ENVIRONMENTAL NETWORK ENCOURAGES DIALOG. TIPS, V 6, NO 8, P 2-3, DEC 1991.
EXPLORATION AND MINING IN THE BLACK HILLS AND STATEWIDE. TIPS, V 3, NO 9-10, P
10-11, MAY 1988.
:: FORESTivSERVICE OK '^SiBONDi^GOLDlS>E PROJECT ON PUBLIC LANDS. TIPS, V 4,
NO 4, P 4, NOV 1988.
vFOREST^SERVICEvSTILL?RECEIVING COMMENTS ON GALENA.DRILLING PLAN. TIPS, V 4p~N0
6, P 6-7, MAR 1989.
FUTURE IMPACTS TO SPEARFISH CANYON. TIPS, V.5, NO 6, P 7-8, SEP 1990..
FUTURE MINING SCENARIOS. TIPS, V 6, NO 3, P 2-3, MAR 1991.
GOLDEN REWARD UPDATE. TIPS, V 4, NO 8-9, P 12-13, SEP 1989.
GOLDEN REWARD WANTS FIVE PITS ON TERRY PEAK. TIPS, V 3, NO 9-10, P 1-2, MAY
1988.
GOVERNOR MICKELSON'S PROPOSED LEGISLATION ON MINING. WATER, V 2, NO 4, PI, JAN
1989.
GOVERNOR PROMOTES NEW ENVIRONMENTAL LEGISLATION. TIPS, V 6, NO 6-7, P 6-7, NOV
•' GOVERNOR/SUBMITS-STRONG ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION PROPOSALS. TIPS, V 4, NO 5, P
1-3, NOV 1988.
HOMESTAKE UPDATE. TIPS, V 4, NO 8-9, P 6, SEP 1989.
LAWRENCE COUNTY CITIZENS LAUNCH MINING MORATORIUM EFFORT. TIPS, V 3, NO 5, PI,
AUG 1987.
LAWRENCE COUNTY SURFACE MINING RIGHT ESCALATES. TIPS, V 3, NO 6, P 1-2, OCT
1987.
LAWRENCE COUNTY VOTE SPURS ON MINING-BOOM. TIPS, V 3, NO 7,• P 8, NOV 4987.
LAWSUIT THREATENED OVER MINING PERMIT MORATORIUM. TIPS, V 3, NO 4, P 5, JUN ^
1987.
LEGISLATURE LOOKS AT MINING. TIPS, V 3, NO 2, P 3, FEB 1987.
LEGISLATURE TAKES FINAL ACTION ON ENVIRONMENTAL BILLS. TIPS, V 4, NO 6,.P 7-10,
MAR 1989•
LOOKING BACK AT '89: NONFARM EMPLOYMENT. LABOR, P 1-3, DEC 1989.
" METALLIC MINERALS EXPLORATION IN THE RAPID CREEK DRAINAGE. TIPS, V'5, NO 1, P
2, MAR 1990.




MINERAL EXPLORATION IN SOUTH (20 PERMITS,ISSUED IN 1987). WATER, V 1, NO 5, P
4, MAY 1988.
MINERVA UPDATE. TIPS, V 4, NO 8-9, P 6, SEP 1989.
MINING ASSOCIATION ECONOMIC STUDY CRITIQUED. TIPS, V 4, NO 1, P 2-3, JUL 1988.
MINING BILLS WOULD IMPOSE STRICT REGULATIONS. TIPS, V 4, NO 5, P 3-5, NOV 1988.
MINING CONSULTANT DEFLATES MINING JOB ESTIMATES. TIPS, V 4, NO 3, P 2, OCT
1988.
MINING EXPANSION: WHAT ARE THE LIMITS? TIPS, V 5, NO 1, P 3-4, MAR 1990.
MINING IMPACTS TO, water . TIPS, V 6v NO 3, P :4r6.',; MAY. 1,991. . ,; r.;r
MINING REGULATION "TASK FORCECPROGRESSES SLOWLY.L iTIPS, :V:,3, NO. 5, -'P £5-6, AUG
1987.
MINING SPURS STUDY OF NORTHERN HILLS HYDROLOGY. TIPS, V 4, NO 1, P 6, JUL 1988.
MISCELLANEOUS MINING NOTES. TIPS, V 3, NO 6, P 2-3, OCT 1987.
NEW GROUP PROTECTS CREEK FORM WATER WITHDRAWAL. TIPS, V 5, NO 2, P 1-2, APR
1990.
NEW.TIP: STUDY SHOWS MINING BURDEN ON STATE REGULATORS. TIPS, V 4, NO 4i P 3-4,
NOV 1988.
PENNINGTON COUNTY rTARGETTED FOR MINING. • TIPS, V 5, NO 1, P l ,oMAR ,1990 .
PERMITTING HISTORY OF SURFACE GOLD MINES IN SOUTH DAKOTA. TIPS, V 4, N0..2, P
4-5, AUG 1988.
PROPOSED MINING REGULATIONS LACK GUTS. TIPS, V 3, NO 7, P 1-3, .NOV 1987.
PUBLIC INPUT SOUGHT ON MINING ENVIRONMENTAL STUDY. TIPS, V 5, NO 8, P 7, DEC
1990.
RECLAMATION ISSUES. TIPS, V 6, NO 3, P 6, MAY 1991.
SPECIAL AND UNIQUE LANDS NOMINATIONS FACE INDUSTRY OPPOSITION. TIPS, V 5, NO 5,
P 2-3, AUG 1990.
SPECIAL ISSUE ON BROHM'S EXPANSION. TIPS, V 4, NO 7, PI, MAY 1989.
SPECIAL ISSUE- CUMULATIVE ENVIRONMENTAL EVALUATION OF MINING IN BLACK HILLS.
TIPS, V 6, NO .3, P 1-8, MAY 1991.
ST. JOE NEXT IN LINE FOR HEAP/SURFACE MINE PERMIT. TIPS, V 3, NO 1, P 1, FEB
1987.
ST. JOE ON ROCKY ROAD. TIPS, V 3, NO 4, P 4-5, JUN 1987.
STATEWIDE ENVIRONMENTAL STRATEGY COMMITTEE FORMED. TIPS, V 6, NO 5, P 1-2, SEP
1991.
SUPREME COURT BACKS STATES' MINING REGULATIONS ON FEDERAL LANDS TIPS, V 3, NO
2, P 2, APR 1987.
SURFACE MINING: A DROP IN THE .BUCKET? TIPS, V 3, NO 6, P 3-4, OCT 1987.
TIP AND CADM CALL FOR DRILLING RESULTS. TIPS, V 5, NO 1, P 6, MAR 1990.
TIP APPEAL DENIED: WAY CLEARED FOR BIG SELL-OFF OF PUBLIC LANDS TO MINING
COMPANIES. TIPS, V 4, NO 2, P 3, AUG 1988.
TIP APPEALS BLACK HILLS LAND GIVEAWAY TO ST. JOE GOLD. TIPS, V 3, NO 9-10, P 2,
MAY 1988.
TIP SUBMITS TESTIMONY TO CONGRESS ON MINING IMPACTS. TIPS, V 5, NO.4, P 4-7,
JUN 1990.
TIP'S APPEAL OF PUBLIC LANDS SALE TO MINING COMPANY GOES NATIONAL. TIPS, V 4,
•NO 4, p. 6, .NOV .1988.
TIP'S FOCUS IN 1991. TIPS, V 6, NO 1, P 4-6, MAR 1991.
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UPDATE ON CEE REVIEW COMMITTEE. TIPS, V 6, NO 3, P 8-9, MAY 1991.
WHARF AMENDS ONCE AGAIN. TIPS, V 3, NO 6, P 2, OCT 1987.
«^«>A^:J:iWHARF.iURDATE .v..vTIBS,^ V 4y-N0 8-9, . P^^iA^SEP .1989 .
WHARF VICE-PRESIDENT DISPUTES MERRILL LYNCH ANALYST ON SURFACE MINING COSTS.
TIPS, V <4, NO 3, P 2, OCT 1988.
WHARF'S SHIP MAY BE SINKING... TIPS, V 3, NO A, P A, JUN 1987.
A5 CYANIDE SPILLS IN LAWRENCE COUNTY OVER PAST DECADE. TIPS, V 6, NO 6-7, P
9-11, JUL 1991.
"^ - JOHNSON, ' A. I." SILVER, PAST-ANDAFUTUREV:^ DAKHIST,AN0a18TH, - P a^9HA55,-aI986 . AriAA
'' Johnson, am ; there is tungsten- in the black hills, too."adakhistV-no ;2oth>- p
227-230, 1988.
MICKELSON, GEORGE S. CREATING SOUTH DAKOTA'S FUTURE: GOVERNOR TO INTRODUCE
SECOND CENTURY ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION ACT. MUNICIPAL, V 58, NO 5, P lA, NOV
1991.
MINIMUM WAGE SEE WAGES
MINK
^ DRAKEy^ EARL 0. .DAKOTA N TRACKING WILDLIFE. . CONSDIG, V 55, NO ,2,j:P,
22-23, 1988.
MINNEHAHA COUNTY
IS RURAL AMERICA DYING CEMPLOYMENT CHANGE)? LABOR, P 1-2, MAY 1991.
.HAWKEY, LES. . COUNTY JAIL PUTS HALF ITS INMATES TO WORK. COUNTY, V 37, NO 1, P
I, JAN 1991.
MINORITIES
MYERS, REX C. AN IMMIGRANT HERITAGE: SOUTH DAKOTA'S FOREIGN-BORN IN THE ERA OF
ASSIMILATION. SDHIST, V 19, NO 2, P 139-155, 1989.
iMINORITY,.BUSINESS OFFICE ^ .
GOED CONTINUES MBO SERVICES IN SOUTH DAKOTA. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 1, P 2, JAN 1989.
MBO (MINORITY BUSINESS OFFICE) EXPANDS OPPORTUNITIES. ECONDEV, V 1, NO 1, P 6,
MAY 1988.
MINTEC (CUSTER, S.D.)
FROTH FLOTATION UPGRADES QUARTZ. ECONDEV, V 1, NO 9, P 5, AUG 1988.
MISSION, S.D.
AN AGELESS DRUMBEAT (MISSION POW-WOW). SDMAG, V 3, NO 3, P 21, AUG 1987.
MISSIONARY WIVES
GUTCH, ELIZABETH R. MISSIONARY WIFE - THE LETTERS OF NINA FOSTER RIGGS.
DAKHIST, NO 19TH, P X.AI+, 1987.
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MISSIONARY WORK SEE NATIVE AMERICANS - MISSIONARY WORK
"MISSOURI RIVER
EFFECTS OF MISSOURI RIVER RESERVOIRS ON CULTURAL RESOURCES. HISTNOTES, V 5, NO
1, P 8, SUM 1989.
MISSOURI RIVER RESERVOIR RELEASES (ACCOMMODATE TWO ENDANGERED BIRD SPECIES).
WATER, V 2, NO Z, P 5, SEP 1988.
MONTHLY WATER LEVELS - SEE MISSOURI RIVER.COLUMN IN EACH-ISSUE OF DAKOTA COUNTRY
BEGINNING JAN. 1989. DAKCOUNT.
w^.rIVERBOAT^RAMBLERS eBOATS^MAKE i^COMEBACKi;ON-:THE;^MrSSOUR^I) : ^ SDMAG^riV 3,"NOjiZ, P
39, JUN 1987.
SNOWPACK SIGNIFICANTLY HIGHER THAN LAST YEAR^-STILL BELOW NORMAL. WATER, V 2,
NO A, P 2, JAN 1989.
BERTSCHINGER, HAFIS. THE MAMIMI PROJECT. HERITAGE, V 15, NO 7, P 90, 1989.
BONRUD, PAM. TRI-STATE MISSOURI RIVER WATER SUPPLY STUDY NEARS COMPLETION.
WATER, V 5, NO 1, P 8, SPR 1991.
; S«n«::wBRANSTAD;f5TERRY:<te. ^ A V^^^ FROM BELOW THE, RESERVOIRS: ANOTHER PERSPECTIVE ON THE
MISSOURI RIVER. LAW, V 36, NO 1, P 8-13, 1991.
iHOWEi FRANKS iTERN^'AND PLOVERS ON THE REC. RIVER. CONSDIGy VV59, NO- 3i" P. 18,
. 1987.
KLAPPRODT, LEE; MITZEL, BILL. CONCERNS LISTED OVER WATER LEVELS ON MISSOURI.
DAKCOUNT, V 3, NO 1, P 20-21, JAN 1989.
MICKELSON, GEORGE S. "INTO OUR SECOND CENTURY"; CORPS SHOULD CONSIDER NEEDS OF
-UPSTREAM STATES. MUNICIPAL, V 56, NO 12, P 19, JUN 1990.
MICKELSON, GEORGE S. MY VIEW OF THE MISSOURI RIVER. LAW, V 36, NO 1, P 1-7,
1991.
MICKELSON, GEORGE S. NEW ERA OF DEVELOPMENT, COOPERATION, AND MANAGEMENT OF THE
MISSOURI RIVER. WATER, V 3, NO 6, P 1+, JUN 1990.
MOUM, KEN. SPORTSMAN'S GUIDE TO MISSOURI RIVER AT LEWIS AND CLARK LAKE, BON
HOMME COUNTY. FINS, V 6, NO 3, P 79-80, MAR 1987.
V ^ NELSONr dan; - DAKOTA-ANGLERS ^SET:?MANY PATTERNS. DAKCOUNT, V 9, NO 2, P 8-9, FEB
1990.
NELSON, DAN. SOLVING MISSOURI RIVER MYSTERIES. DAKCOUNT, V 2, NO 3, P 19-16,
MAR 1988.
WICKSTROM, GERALD. HELPING SOUTH DAKOTA'S GENTLE GIANTS (PADDLEFISH). CONSDIG,
V 58, NO 1, P 16-17, 1991.
MISSOURI RIVER - HISTORY
• A RIVER ADVENTURE: A PADDLE-WHEELER, THE FAR WEST; ONCE AGAIN PLIES MISSOURI
RIVER WATERS. CONSDIG,.V 57, NO 3, P 9, 1990.
FERRELL, JOHN. DEVELOPING THE MISSOURI: SOUTH DAKOTA AND THE PICK-SLOAN PLAN.
SDHIST, V 19, NO 3, P 306-391, 1989.
HAATAJA, PAULA. STEAMBOATING ON THE MISSOURI FROM SIOUX CITY TO YANKTON.
DAKHIST, NO 21ST, 1989.
HOOVER, HERBERT T.; RAN, JOHN; BRUGUIER, LEONARD R. GORGING ICE AND FLOODING
RIVERS: SPRINGTIME DEVASTATION IN SOUTH DAKOTA. SDHIST, V 17, NO 3/9, P
181-201, 1987.
JAMES, BILLIE. MISSOURI RIVER ISLAND: NO MAN'S LAND. DAKHIST, NO 20TH, P
923-937, 1988.
KAPLER, TODD. THE ANATOMY OF THE UPPER MISSOURI FUR TRADE: 1795-1865. DAKHIST,
NO 20TH, P 297-301, 1988.
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MICKELSON, GEORGE S. MY VIEW OF THE MISSOURI RIVER. LAW, V 36, NO 1, P 1-7,
1991.
- , .MYERS,.„REX ..C.,-. .STEAMBOAT-UP THE .MISSOURI.r. LETTERS OF ELIZABETH CHESTER FISK,
•1867; DAKHIST7 NO 20TH, P 107-112, 1988.
RAUSCHER, WENDY. DAKOTA NATURALIST: ALONG THE MIGHTY MISSOURI WITH LEWIS AND
CLARK. CONSDIG, V 55, NO 6, P 21-23, 1988.
RAVENTON, EDWARD. THE LEGEND OF PAWNEE HOUSE. CONSDIG, V 5A, NO 1, P 2-5,
1987.
RAYSOR, JIM: MISSOURI RIVER: yesterday, today, AND TOMORROW. WATER, V 5, NO 3,
P 10, FAL 1991.
STONE, CLIFTON. Lake FRANCIS CASE. ' CONSDIG, V 55; 'NO 6," P 10-13, 1988.^
MISSOURI RIVER COST RECOVERY PROGRAM
MISSOURI RIVER COST RECOVERY AUTHORITY. WATER, V 1, NO 5, P 1, MAY 1988.
EDMAN, TIM. GOVERNOR MICKELSON RECEIVES SOUTH DAKOTA WATER INITIATIVE REPORT
(RECOMMENDATIONS FROM THE S.D. BOARD OF WATER AND...). WATER, V 1, NO 3, P 1,
JAN 1988.
MITCHELL MANUFACTURING
' DEAN,' TONYV ''91^ fishing: FORECASTXFOR THE DAKOTAS; DAKCOUNT, V 5^ NO P
32-39, APR 1991.
LEWIS, DALE. DAN PAGE 103 STILL RANCHING. HERITAGE, V 17, NO 1, P 20-25, MAR
1991.
MITCHELL. VOCATIONAL INSTITUTE .
DONATED EQUIPMENT HELPS FORM PARTNERSHIP. ECONDEV, V 3, NO 6, P 7, JUL 1990.
MITCHELL, CLYDE A. (1895-19?)
CLYDE A. MITCHELL (HALL OF FAME HONOREE - UNSUNG HEROES AND GOOD HEARTS).
HERITAGE, V 15, NO 5, P 5, 1989.
^MITCHELL, S;D.
BLACK MAN LEADS MITCHELL'S CITY GOVERNMENT. SDMAG, V 6, NO 5, P A4, NOV 1990.
SORENSON, BARBARA. I LIVE ON NINDE STREET. (STREET NAMES IN MITCHELL, S.D.).
DAKHIST, NO 18TH, P 262-267, 1986.
WILLIAMS, ELIZABETH. MITCHELL'S POPULIST EDITOR. SDMAG, V 4, NO 6, P 26-27+,
MAY 1989.
MOBRIDGE, S.D.
NEW^LABORATORY WILL ALLOW FOR BETTER TESTING. ECONDEV, V4, NO 1, P 5, JAN
MODERN LIVING
HASSELSTROM, LINDA. NO TIME FOR HORSES. SDMAG, V 6, NO 6, P 26-27, MAR 1991.
MOELLER, MARILYN
PRIZE-WINNING RHUBERRY PIE. SDMAG, V 4, NO 6, P 48, MAY 1989.
MOUM,. KEN., IT TAKES TIME TO ^RECOGNIZE A ! HERO'. CONSDIG, V




.. LOCAL, ARTISTS COMPETE-IN NATIONAL DUCK STAMP CONTEST. DAKCOUNT, V 5, NO 1, P
'38-40, JAN 1991.
MONUMENTS
NASLUND, FRANCYS M. HISTORICAL MARKERS KEEP A VIGIL OF FAITH. HERITAGE, V 15,
NO 7, P 6-7, 1989.
SAMP, ARDYCE. CAPITOL LAKE WAR MEMORIALS (PIERRE, S.D.). -SDMAG,.V4, NO,1, P
2«i-25, MAY 1988.
MOON
^ NATURALIST: CELESTIAL TIMEKEEPERS. - CONSDIG, V 55, NO
1, P 22-23, 1988.
MOORE, C. P. (BUCK)
"BUCK" MOORE (1989 HALL OF FAME HONOREE-BUSINESS). HERITAGE, V 15, NO 7, P 31,
1989.
MOOSE
KAYSER, MARK. MOOSE ON THE LOOSE. CONSDIG, V 55, NO 1, P 2-5, 1988. '
MORGAN COMPANY (HOT SPRINGS, S.D.)
MORGAN COMPANY EXPANSION ADDS TO LOCAL GROWTH. ECONDEV, V 4, NO 6, P 3, JUL
1991.
MORGAN MANUFACTURING (YANKTON, S.D.)
M0R6EN MANUFACTURING RECEIVES E STAR AWARD. ECONDEV, V A, NO 7, P 5, SEP 1991.
MORNING GLORIES
ODE, DAVE.' DAKOTA FLORA: THE BUSH MORNING-GLORY. CONSDIG, V 55, NO 4, P 29,
1988.
MORRELL, JOHN AND COMPANY (SIOUX FALLS)
OYOS, LYNWOOD E. LABOR'S HOUSE DIVIDED - THE MORRELL STRIKE OF 1935-1937.
DAKHIST, NO 18TH, P 150-162, 1986.
OYOS, LYNWOOD E. LABOR'S HOUSE DIVIDED: THE MORRELL STRIKE OF 1935-1937.
SDHIST, V 18, NO 1-2, P 67-88, 1988.
MORTICIANS SEE UNDERTAKERS AND UNDERTAKING
MORTIMER> GEORGE (1909- )
WOSTER, KEVIN. A FRIEND OF SPORTSMEN RETIRES (GEORGE MORTIMER).CONSDIG, V 54,
NO 1, P 6-7, 1987.
MOSES, LLOYD B.




,< , THOSE PESKY MOSQUITOES. MUNICIPAL, V 58, NO 1, P 8, JUL 1991.
MOTION PICTURES
BUILD ON SUCCESS OF DANCES WITH WOLVES. INSIDE, V 2, NO A, P 5, SPR 1991.
DAKOTA IMAGES; OSCAR MICHEAUX. SDHIST, V 18, NO 3, P 192+, 1988.
DWNR APPROVES WATER PERMIT FOR MOVIE. WATER, V 3, NO 1, P 6, JUL 1989.
FILM WINS AT FESTIVAL (LIVE AND. REMEMBER) .:,:;HUMAN, . V-IX, NO .2, -P„ 1,. MAY-,1989.
MOVIE FEATURES DAKOTANS. SDMAG, -V 6, NO 6, P 11, MAR;1991. '•
' .-;-M0VIEMAKING.AT^^^^ SDMAG, V 6, NO 6, R 7-12, MAR 1991. :
UNITY FILM WINS PRIZE IN MONTANA. HUMAN, V 16, NO 2, P 3, MAY 1988.
WHITEWOOD CREEK FILM AWARDED (THE REBIRTH OF WHITEWOOD CREEK). WATER, V 1, NO
1, P 3, JUL 1987.
WRAP-UP: WHITEWOOD CREEK FILM HONORED. CONSDIG, V 5A, NO 1, P 28, 1987.
;, =^;:;^/WRyVR-'UF€5WHITE^1^00D CREEK^ FILM fWINS'ANOTHER award; ; CONSDIG, V 5A, NO 6, P 28,
1987.
rBROWN, ADEL": SCHOCKlNG (BARBARA SCHOCK); INSIDE, V.2, NO 6, P T7-18y :F^^ 1991.
EPP, TbDDj FREITAG, TAMI; KALLSEN, MARY. HITCHCOCK FOUGHT PARK SERVICE TO FILM
"NORTH BY NORTHWEST" AT MT. RUSHMORE. HERITAGE, V 17, NO A, P 16-21,. DEC
1991.
FLOOD, RENEE S. MOVIE REVIEW - POW WOW HIGHWAY: A THIRD WORLD WESTERN. INDIAN,
. NO 122, P 10, MAR, 1990.
HUNHOFF, BERNIE. OUR POPULAR PRAIRIE. SDMAG, V 6, NO 6, P A,6, MAR 1991.
LONDON, BONNIE. HOUCK BUFFALO HIGHLIGHT FOR COSTNER MOVIE. HERITAGE, V 17, NO
1, P 8-9, MAR 1991.
LONDON, BONNIE. SOUTH DAKOTA SITE FOR "DANCES WITH WOLVES" MOVIE. HERITAGE, V
17, NO 1, P 2-7, MAR 1991.
v^:^MARKLEY,-VBILL. VAN ^INSIDE VIEW. OF MOVIE MAKING. HERITAGE, V 17, NO 1, P 10-11,
' MAR 1991.
MOTOR VEHICLE DRIVERS
COMMERCIAL DRIVERS LICENSE ACT. COUNTY, V 36, NO 1, P A6, SEP 1989.
NEW LAW IMPACTS CITY VEHICLE USE. MUNICIPAL, V 56, NO A, P 16, OCT 1989.
DAVIS, BOWEN. DANCES WITH WOLVES, DIRECTED BY KEVIN COSTNER. INDIAN, NO 125, P
12.:-1A, WIN 1990.
SATTLER, LEROY. COMMERCIAL DRIVER'S LICENSE CHANGES -WILL AFFECT COUNTY
EMPLOYEES. COUNTY, V 36, NO 5, P 3, APR 1990.
MOTORCYCLES
CLASSIC GOES WELL FOR DOH. HEALTH, V A, NO A, P .1+, SEP 1990.
DEPT. PREPARES FOR 50TH BLACK HILLS MOTOR CLASSIC. HEALTH, V A, NO 3, P 5, JUL
1990.
'STRASSELS, PAUL.' A CLASSIC CLASSIC, BUT...(BLACK HILLS MOTOR CLASSIC). INSIDE,
V 1, NO 2, P 9, FAL 1990.
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MOUNDS AND MOUND BUILDERS
M sSAVING..SPIRIT, MOUND (CLAY COUNTY CITIZENS ATTEMPT TO PRESERVE HISTORIC MOUND) .
SDMAG, V 3, NO 1/ P 31, APR 1987.
HERTZ, KELLY. THE NEW SPIRITS OF SPIRIT MOUND. SDMAG, V A, NO A, P 8-11, NOV
1988.
HOSKINS, WILLIAM J.j RAMBOW, DAVID. FREDERICK W. PETTIGREW AND EARLY AREA
ARCHAEOLOGY. DAKHIST, NO 18TH, P 703-707, 1986.
- LUECK, EDWARD J. TWO EARLY CPETTIGREW) PICTURES.OF THE SPLIT ROCK CREEK.MOUNDS
(39MH6). DAKHIST, NO 21ST, 1989.
: OYOS, LYNWObD E. ^^THIS rOLD"HOUSEriTHE^OTHER: MUSEUM 'ANDtIHE OTHER"^PETTIGREW;
DAKHIST, NO 21ST, 1989.
MOUNT RUSHMORE
FACELIFT AT RUSHMORE (FUNDRAISING EFFORT). SDMAG, V A, NO 5, P 21, JAN 1989.
MOUNT RUSHMORE, LATE 1920'S. WILDER, V 17, NO 2, P 5, SPR 1991.
RUSHMORE. SDMAG, V ;7, NO 1, P 10-13, MAY 1991.
UNFINISHED BUSINESS. SDMAG, V 7, NO 1, P lA-16, MAY 1991.
. ' DUFFYi iMARYi^ft BII:L^GR0ETHE--MASTBR-PH0T0GRAPHER' OF- MOUNT-RUSHMORE-CPHOTOGRAPHS) .
SDMAG, V 7, NO 1, P 20-26, MAY 1991.
EPP, TODD. PETER NORBECK; PARK BUILDER. CONSDIG, V 56, NO A, P 2-5, 1989.
EPP, TODD; FREITAG, TAMI; KALLSEN, MARY. HITCHCOCK FOUGHT PARK SERVICE TO FILM
"NORTH BY NORTHWEST" AT MT. RUSHMORE. HERITAGE, V 17, NO A, P 16-21, DEC
1991.
GRIFFITH, TOM. GRANDUER IN GRANITE: GUTZEN BORGLUM'S MONUMENTAL DREAM. INSIDE,
; V 2, NO 3, P 19-21, WIN 1991. ,
GRIFFITH, TOM. MT. RUSHMORE'S 50TH ANNIVERSARY: A NEW VISION FOR AMERICA'S
SHRINE OF DEMOCRACY. INSIDE, V 2, NO 5, P 20-21, SUM 1991.
HAGEN, RON. INSIDE VIEWPOINT: MT. RUSHMORE (PARKING EXPANSION). INSIDE, V 2,
NO 6, P 5, FAL 1991.
';^ :; MILHANS; BRUCE jfviMCjRE THANvA MOUNTAIN OF STONE. SDMAG, V 7, NO 1, P 17, MAY
1991.
MILLER, JOHN. HISTORY CARVED ON A MOUNTAIN. HERITAGE, V 15, NO 1, P 2-5, 1989.
SAMP, MICHAEL. MOUNT RUSHMORE AS SEEN ON STAMPS. SDMAG, V 7, NO 1, P 19, MAY
1991. • •
WENK, DAN; KOVENIG, EUGENE; BRADEMEYER, BRIAN. PRO/CON: MOUNT RUSHMORE
IMPROVEMENT PLANS. INSIDE, V 2, NO 6, P 6-9, FAL 1991.
MOUNTAIN GOATS
CARRELS, PETER. GOAT BUSTERS (GOAT HUNTING). FINS, V 6, NO 2, P 11-lA, FEB
1987.
POST, CHUCK. S.D. REPORT: NON-REFUNDABLE FEE FOR SHEEP AND GOAT DRAWINGS.
FINS, V 6, NO 8, P 7, JUL 1987.




. .W„,;»TESCH,, MARIE. ^.VMULES-ANDDEADMAG, V 1, NO A, P 7-8, SEP
1991.
WEINREIS, ANNA M. ABERDEEN'S MEMORIALIZED MULES ARE A TRIBUTE TO ALL BEASTS OF
BURDEN. SDMAG, V 3, NO 5, P 28-29, JAN 1988.
MULLER INDUSTRIES (YANKTON, S.D.)
ECONOMIC BOARD APPROVES $864,000 IN LOANS. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 6, P 7, AUG ,1989V;
MUNDT, KARL E. (1900-1974)
; ; V .BdLIN, rJAMES^^^^ W^^^^ SENATORIAL ELECTION OF- 1948: THE DETERMINATIVE
PHASE. DAKHIST, NO 19TH, P XXI.Al, 1987.
LEE, R. ALTON. MCCARTHVISM AT THE UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH DAKOTA. SDHIST, V 19, NO
3, P 424-438, 1989.
SALEM, MARK G. SENATOR KARL E. MUNDT: CITIZEN, SOUTH DAKOTAN, MAN. DAKHIST, NO
19TH, P II.D1+, 1987.
~iV;^">fSTUNES^vSTEVEr^'THE?ROLB^ OF^ ORGANIZE IN THE 1960 SOUTH DAKOTA SENATORIAL
ELECTION (MUNDT VS. MCGOVERN). DAKHIST, NO 18TH,P 568-577, 1986.
MUNICIPAL COMPLIANCE REPORT (AUDITOR GENERAL)
AUDITOR GENERAL'S REPORT ZEROS IN ON COMMON ERRORS (AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS). ,
MUNICIPAL, V 57, NO 9, P 10, MAR 1991,
MUNICIPAL COMPLIANCE REPORT. MUNICIPAL, V 55, NO 11, P 13,16+, MAY 1989.
municipal finance
ATTORNEY GENERAL OPINIONS OF INTEREST TO COUNTY GOVERNMENT: OFFICIAL OPINION NO.
88-36 (FIRE INSURANCE PREMIUM TAX). COUNTY, V 35, NO 4, P 13-14, MAR 1989.
ATTORNEY GENERAL OPINIONS: A.G. OPINION NO. 89-03 (MUNICIPAL SALES TAX).
MUNICIPAL, V 55, NO 11, P 15, MAY 1989.
X AUDITOR'GENERAL'S REPORT ZEROS.IN ON COMMON ERRORS (AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS),
sfr o^r?x^^MUNICIPALyVV 57^' NO ^9^ P lOy MAR. 1991. '
CDBG PROGRAM HELPS COMMUNITIES OF ALL SIZES. ECONDEV, V 1, NO 6, P 4, NOV 1988.
FULL AND TRUE VALUATIONS (STATISTICAL TABLE). COUNTY, V 34, NO 1, P 13, SEP
1987.
MOTOR VEHICLE 54.5% - REVENUE COLLECTED FOR LOCAL GOVERNMENTS: DECEMBER
1986-MARCH 1987 (STATISTICAL TABLE). COUNTY, V 33, NO 6, P 8, JUL 1987.
MUNICIPALITIES AND GOVERNOR MICKELSON'S WATER DEVELOPMENT INITIATIVE.
MUNICIPAL, V 54, NO 4, P 7, OCT 1987.
NEW COMMISSION TO STUDY TAXATION. MUNICIPAL, V 55, NO 10, P15, APR 1989.
PROPERTY TAX COMPARISON COMPLETED.' MUNICIPAL", V 53, NO 10, P 12-13, APR 1987.
BROWN, RALPH J.; RING, RAYMOND J. A STUDY OF THE IMPACT OF DAKOTA PROPOSITION
,11 ON PROPERTY TAX REVENUE IN SOUTH DAKOTA. BUSREV, V 47, NO 1, P 1,4-7, SEP
1988.
DASCHLE, THOMAS A. WASHINGTON REPORT: A VITAL LINK FOR RURAL COMMUNITIES.
MUNICIPAL, V 55, NO 9, P 15, MAR 1989.
GUNDERSON, DEXTER H. FARMER'S HOME ADMINISTRATION (FMHA): LENDING TO RURAL
COMMUNITIES. MUNICIPAL, V 54, NO 3, P 13,23, SEP 1987.
JOHNSON, TIM.STATE AND TOCAL GOVERNMENT BONDS SHOULD NOT BE'TAXED BY FEDERAL
GOVERNMENT. MUNICIPAL, V 55, NO 10, P 13, APR 1989.
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PETERS, JEFF M. BED, BOARD AND BOOZE TAXES IN SOUTH DAKOTA. BUSREV, V 45, NO
3, P 1,4-5, MAR 1987.
SKELCHER, BRADLEY. MAIN STREET MID-AMERICA: HOT SPRINGS, SOUTH DAKOTA AND THE
.v^MArN'STREET>vPILOT?^PROJECT; '^tDAKHIST, NO 21ST, 1989.
VIK, YVONNE. MUNICIPAL FACT. MUNICIPAL, V 58, NO 3, P 4, SEP 1991.
WHEELER, JERRY. TAX TURMOIL. MUNICIPAL, V 58, NO 3, P 11, SEP 1991.
MUNICIPALITIES SEE CITIES AND TOWNS
MURDER
- HANSEN, IRENE; SWANSON, r MAXINE H. : ,IT, WAS AV DARK lAND STORMY-NIGHTU.:.\THEMURDER
OF..HENRY.HANSEN. DAKHIST, V 22, P 347-372, 1990.
KATZ, MYER. THE RAMONA INCIDENT (AND THE WORK OF INDIAN RIGHT'S ADVOCATE HELEN
HUNT JACKSON). DAKHIST, NO I8TH, P 599-603, 1986.
SHAFER, INEZ S. MURDER OF JAMES SHEPARD. HERITAGE, V 14, NO 2, P 9-10, 1988.
MURPHY, JEREMIAH
V ^KfLEWrSV dale:? ^^JEREMI^AH^MURPHYJ INFLUENCES-SOUTH DAKOTA'S DIRECTION. DAKWEST, V
13, NO 2, P 17-20> JUN 1987.
post, "CHUCK. • SiDr REPORTr GAME AND FISH COMMISSION HEADED BY SJEREMIAH. MURPHY.
FINS, V 6/ NO 8, P 7, JUL 1987.
MURRA, DAVE
COYLE, VINCE. DEADWOOD CHARACTERS... HISTORY IN THE MAKING. DEADMAG,;V 1, NO 1,
P 15-16, MAR 1991.
MUSEUMS SEE ALSO THE NAMES OF SPECIFIC MUSEUMS
S ETC. (NEWS FROM THE STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY). HISTNOTES, V 5, NO 4, P 2, SPR
1990.
"VANISHING LAND" EXHIBIT FOCUSES ON ENVIRONMENT. HISTNOTES, V 6, NO 1, P 4, SUM
1990.
' ' A MUSEUM BUILT ON HOT AIR. ' SDMAG, ?y 61 NO 4, P 20, SEP 1990.
AG HERITAGE MUSEUM SETS ATTENDANCE RECORDS. HISTNOTES, V 6, NO 3, P 1, WIN
1991.
BALLOON MUSEUM OPENS IN TYNDALL. HISTNOTES, V 5, NO 2, P 5, FAL 1989.
CEREMONIES HELD FOR CULTURAL HERITAGE CENTER. HISTNOTES, V 2, NO 6, P 1, MAY
1987.
CHC BOASTS-ALL-NATURAL" LANDSCAPE (SOUTH DAKOTA CULTURAL HERITAGE CENTER).,
HISTNOTES, V 6, NO 1, P 4, SUM 1990.
COUNTRY CHURCH MOVED TO THE CITY ,(FARWELL UNITED METHODIST MOVES .TO MUSEUM).
SDMAG, V 3, NO 3, P 23, AUG 1987.
CULTURAL HERITAGE CENTER ALMOST COMPLETED. HISTNOTES, V 4, NO 3,.P:.1,: NPV 1988.
DEPRESSION ART, PRAIRIE DOG FRANK AT OVER MUSEUM. HISTNOTES, V 5, NO 3, P 2,
WIN 1990.
ETC. (NEWS ABOUT STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY). HISTNOTES, V 6, NO 4, P 2-3, SPR
1991.
ETC. (NEWS FROM STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY). HISTNOTES, V 7, NO 1, P 2, SUM 1991.




ETC. CSTATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY NEWS). HISTNOTES, V 1, NO 2, P Z, FAL 1991.
HERITAGE CENTER OPENS OSCAR HOWE EXHIBIT. HISTNOTES, V 6, NO 2, P 2, FAL 1990.
'^,%:«;«HERJKrAGEfCENTER«iTO!HdST'iSMiTHSCrNIANHEXHIBIT':. HISTNOTES, V 5, NO 1, P 1, SUM
1989.
HERITAGE GARDEN AT AG. HERITAGE MUSEUM. HISTNOTES, V 3, NO 1, P 2, JUL 1987.
HIGH PLAINS..WORTH THE WAIT. SDMAG, V 6, NO A, P 22, SEP 1990.
MUSEUM HONORS STELLA HODGES. HISTNOTES, V 3, NO 6, P 3, MAY 1988.
" MUSEUM STORES OFFER SOUTH DAKOTA PRODUCTS. HISTNOTES, V 7, NO 2,.P 3, FAL 1991.
NEW MUSEUMS WILL boost; DAKOTA ART. SDMAG,; V . 3, NO Bi P 17^:19, JAN 1988;;^^;^^ -^
NORSE HERITAGE COLLECTION GROWS. HISTNOTES, V 6, NO.l, P 3, -SUM 1990. ~
OVER MUSEUM FEATURES "ART OF WORK" EXHIBIT. HISTNOTES, V 6, NO 2, P 3, FAL
1990.
OVER MUSEUM GETS RARE AUTO. HISTNOTES, V 7, NO 2, P 3, FAL 1991.
PHASE II AT THE W.H. OVER STATE MUSEUM. HISTNOTES, V 3, NO 1, P 2, JUL 1987.
w NV^,tRLACES^^rOf>SEE::,^SOUTH.,DAltOTA MUSEUMS;;AND'ART GALLERIES. HERITAGE, V lA, NO 1, P
lA, 1988.
' • ^^PROGRAMS-IN PR0GRESS;3C:iNF0RMATI0N. CONCERNING,:STATE..MUSEUMS)..HISTNOTES,V v.:2,..;N0
A, P 3, JAN 1987.
SCHROEDER heads W.H. over museum. HISTNOTES, V,7, NO 1, P 1, SUM 1991.
SOCIETY RECEIVES PAPERS, ARTIFACTS. HISTNOTES, V 6, NO 3, P A, WIN 1991.
SOCIETY UNVEILS CENTENNIAL PLANS (SOUTH DAKOTA STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY).-
HISTNOTES, V 3, NO A, P 1-2, JAN 1988.
SOUTH DAKOTA CULTURAL HERITAGE CENTER. HISTNOTES, V 2, NO A, P 7, JAN 1987.
THE AMERICAN INDIAN PROGRAM (AT THE SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTE). INDIAN, NO 113, P
6, NOV 1987.
TOOLBOX IS GLIMPSE OF STATE'S HISTORY. HISTNOTES, V 7, NO 1, P A, SUM 1991.
TWO STATE MUSEUMS RECEIVE GRANTS. HISTNOTES, V 6, NO 1, P 1, SUM 1990.
^^VODICKA/HALVORSON ACCEPT NEW POSITIONS. HISTNOTES, V 5, NO A, P 3, SPR 1990.
W.H. OVER MUSEUM EXHIBITS MEMORIAL COLLECTION. HISTNOTES, V 6, NO A, P 3, SPR
1991.
W.H. OVER Museum gets $9a,8io energy grant, histnotes, v 3, no 6, p 2, may
1988.
W.H. over museum to celebrate '"THE YEAR OF.NEW SWEDEN". HISTNOTES, V 3, NO 5, P
2, MAR 1988.
W.H. OVER MUSEUM TO DEPICT SOUTH DAKOTA'S BIGGEST DINOSAUR: THEY GREW THEM BIG
IN SOUTH DAKOTA. HISTNOTES, V 3, NO 6, PI, MAY 1988.
W.H. OVER MUSUEM TO SHOW ANCIENT BADLANDS LIFE. HISTNOTES, V 3, NO A, P 5, JAN
1988.
W.H. OVER STATE MUSEUM TRAVELING EXHIBITIONS. HISTNOTES, V 3, .NO .1, -R 5, JUL,.
1987.
WWII MEMORABILIA NEEDED BY HERITAGE CENTER. HISTNOTES, V 6, NO A, P 3, SPR
1991.
1918 JOHN DEERE TRACTOR BRINGS CROWD. HISTNOTES, V 5„ NO A, PA, SPR 1990.
AWALD, JOHN C. DREAMS OF A NEW BEGINNING (STATE AGRICULTURAL HERITAGE MUSEUM
• EXHIBIT). HISTNOTES, V 3,;N0 A, P 1,4, JAN 1988.
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BURBACH, IRMA. GRANTS.GIVEN BY HISTORICAL PRESERVATION CENTER. HISTNOTES, V 3,
NO 2, P 2, SEP 1987.
, , , .CURJIS,. .TROY,.:.,. HISTORICAL .SOCIETY, SUMMER INTERNS. HISTNOTES, V A, NO 1, P 3,
JUL 1988.
EVANS, DAVE. COMMENTS FROM THE CHAIRMAN. HERITAGE, V 14, NO 3, P 4, 1988.
HOi-IEN, CAROLE S. ALL ABOARD FOR THE DEPOT. SDMAG, V 6, NO 4, P 21+, SEP 1990.
HOLTZMANN, ROGER. OLD BUT NEW MUSEUMS. SDMAG, V 6, NO 4, P 19, SEP 1990.
HUNHOFF, BERNIE. BUFFALOBURGERS AND HARVEY DUNNS (WALL .DRUG). . SDMAG, V. 3, NO
6, P 25-27+, MAR 1988,
• - HUNHOFF, BERNIE , NEW HOME. ;FOR ;RECORDS '-OF;"OURi;PAST" (-CENTENNIAL CULTURALxHERITAGE
CENTER WILL SOON HOUSE S.D. HISTORY COLLECTIONS). SDMAG, V 4, NO 2, P 16-18,
JUL.1988.
LAVARNWAY, CARRIE. COME SEE THE KITES. HISTNOTES, V 3, NO 1, P 7, JUL 1987.
LAVARNWAY, CARRIE. NEW ROOF FOR THE SMITH-ZIMMERMANN. HISTNOTES, V 3, NO 1, P
7, JUL 1987.
LAVARNWAY, CARRIE. SMITH-ZIMMERMANN STATE MUSEUM CONSTRUCTION COMPLETED.
HISTNOTES, V 3, NO 3, P 5, NOV 1987.
LAVARNWAY; CARRIE. SMITH-ZIMMERMANN STATE MUSEUM EXHIBIT A SUCCESS. HISTNOTES,
V 3, NO 3, PS,.NOV 1987.
MONTEITH, JOANITA K.. OLD M. & ST. L. DEPOT MUSEUM OPENS DURING CENTENNIAL,YEAR.
HISTNOTES, V 5, NO 2, P 3, FAL 1989.
NELSON, JIM. TIMBER LAKE LIBRARY AND MUSEUM. HISTNOTES, V 3, NO 6, P 5, MAY
1988.
RAUSCHER, WENDY. FORT SISSETON HISTORICAL PARK: SHARING THE ESSENCE OF HISTORY.
CONSDIG, V 54, NO 3, P 10-13, 1987.
RAVENTON, EDWARD. BLACK HILLS TROUT (AND D.C. BOOTH HISTORIC FISH HATCHERY).
INSIDE, V 2, NO 5, P 44-45, SUM 1991.
READ, RICHARD T. AN HISTORICAL OVERVIEW OF THE PETTIGREW MUSEUM IN SIOUX FALLS,
1930-1974. DAKHIST, NO 18TH, P 708-714, 1986.
STRAIN, DAVE. RAPID CITY SIOUX MUSEUM PRESERVES CULTURE IN ART. HERITAGE, V
. 14, NO 1,.P 18, 1988.
VODICKA, JULIA. W.H. OVER MUSEUM TO HAVE UNDERWATER EXHIBITS. HISTNOTES, V 3,
NO,2, P 4, SEP 1987.
MUSEUMS - FINANCE
BUTTER-NUT COFFEE LAUNCHES PROMOTION TO RAISE FUNDS FOR HISTORICAL SOCIETY
ENDOWMENT. HISTNOTES, V 2, NO 6, P 2, MAY 1987.
BUTTER-NUT TO HELP FUND PART OF HERITAGE.CENTER. HISTNOTES, V 3, NO I, P. 1, JUL
1987.
CAMPAIGN ENTERS FINAL PHASE. HISTNOTES, V 7, NO 1, P 1-2, SUM 1991.
CAMPAIGN ENTERS SECOND PHASE. HISTNOTES, V 6, NO 3, P 3, WIN 1991.
CENTER WINS NATIONAL GRANT (SOUTH DAKOTA CULTURAL HERITAGE CENTER). : HISTNOTES,
V 6, NO 3, P 4, WIN 1991.
LARSON JOINS MUSEUM FUND-RAISING TEAM. HISTNOTES, V 5, NO 3, P 1, WIN 1990.
MACKAY GIVES BEQUEST TO STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY. HISTNOTES, V 3, NO 3, P 1,
NOV 1987.
PHASE II AT THE W.H. OVER STATE MUSEUM. HISTNOTES, V 3, NO 1, P 2, JUL 1987.
! SDMEA CiONTRrBUTES TO DISCOVERY CENTER.' MUNICIPAL, V 58, NO 6, P 11, DEC 1991.
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'STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY SUPPORT GROUP RENAMED. HISTNOTES, V A, NO 3, P 2, NOV
1988.
• ' MtlSHROOMS^
ODE, DAVE. DAKOTA FLORA: THE MOREL MUSHROOM. CONSDIG, V 57, NO 2, P 29, 1990.
MUSIC AND MUSICIANS
CENTENNIAL FOLK FESTIVAL SUCCESSFUL. HISTNOTES, V 5, NO 1, P 1, SUM 1989.
KYLE EVANS (FAGERHAUG)(1989 HALL OF FAME HONOREE-ARTS-AND HUMANITIES). . -
HERITAGE, V 15, NO 7, P 29, 1989.
WHO VS WHO AMONG THE SIOUX: ' FLOYD'WESTERMAN (MUSICIAN) V :: INDIAN, NO 112:, p -3,-AUG
1987.
WILBUR FOSS (1989 HALL OF FAME HONOREE-ARTS AND HUMANITIES). HERITAGE, V 15, NO
7, P 29, 1989.
BLUMER, JULIE. OLD-TIME MUSIC FINDS A HOME (ANNUAL FIDDLING CONTEST IN
YANKTON). SDMAG, V A, NO 3, P 26-29, SEP 1988.
; DEWITT, MARTY. THE HILLS ARE ALIVE: THE SIOUX RIVER FOLK FESTIVAL BRINGS MUSIC
4 v:vS,.,4PQ-lji:pE,;;AT:VNEWT0N^HItLS:?STAT& PARK.V CONSDIG, :.V 5A, NO A, P lA-15, 1987.
' ' GROVER,^.,B^^ BLUEGRASS. SDMAG, V A, NO 2, P A2-AA, JUL 1988,
HOLTZMANN, ROGER. SERIOUSLY, FOLKS: UNDERSTANDING-THE COUNTRY MUSIC THREAT. , v
SDMAG, V 7, NO 1, P 58, MAY 1991.
HUNHOFF, BERNIE. THE CENTENNIAL TROUBADOUR. SDMAG, V A, NO 1, P 26-29, MAY
1988.
KRATZ> MARILYN. PLAY IT AGAIN! (OSCAR THUM AND HIS'LOVE FOR THE* ACCORDIAN).
SDMAG, V 3, NO A, P 20-22, OCT 1987.
POPP, HAROLD A. PROPOSED STUDY: MUSIC OF SIOUX NATION. INDIAN, NO 112, P 1,
AUG 1987.
RENTZ, VIVIAN. THE OLDEST ONE (LENNOX MUNICIPAL BAND). DAKHIST, NO 20TH, P
A07-A1D, 1988.
- SANBORN, MICHAEL. A FAMILY AFFAIR (BOB a MAGGIE RASCH FAMILY BAND). INSIDE, V
, 2, NO.A, P 32-35, SPR 1991.
SANBORN, MICHAEL. D.D. AND THE FAYROHS: CLASSIC FIFTIES & SIXTIES ROCK N ROLL.
INSIDE, V 2, NO 3, P 32-35, WIN 1991.
SANBORN, MICHAEL. SILVERADO (BAND). INSIDE, V 2, NO 6, P 36-37, FAL 1991.
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
HOLTZMANN, ROGER. A CALLING TO COLLECT MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS. SDMAG, V 6, NO 6,
P 21-23, MAR 1991.
JAMES, BILLIE. DR. ARNE B.. LARSON-AND THE SHRINE TO MUSIC MUSEUM: THE MAN, HIS
MUSIC AND HIS MUSEUM. DAKHIST, N021ST, 1989.
KRATZ, MARILYN. PLAY IT AGAIN! (OSCAR THUM AND HIS LOVE FOR THE ACCORDIAN):
SDMAG, V 3, NO A, P 20-22, OCT 1987.
LARSON, ANDRE P. MUSEUM PRESERVES MUSICAL HERITAGE (OF NATIVE AMERICANS).
INDIAN, NO 112, P 2, AUG 1987.




MUSKIE RECORDS.SET IN SD. DAKCOUNT, V 2, NO 6, P 16, JUN 1988.
NEW STATE RECORD MUSKIE. DAKOUT, V 6, NO 5, P 5, MAY 1991.
SD GUIDE BREAKS YEAR-OLD MUSKIE RECORD (2<» LBS.). DAKCOUNT/ V 3, NO 6, P 37,
JUN 1989.
SD MUSKIE RECORD SHATTERED (32 LBS, 9 OZ). DAKCOUNT, V 5, NO 6, P 40-4l, JUN
1991.
SD record MUSKIE. DAKCOUNT, V .1, NO. 12, P 20, DEC 1987.
: WILDLIFE NOTES: 'MUSKlE RECORD" FALLS.r '^"C0NSDlG:; ^V: 58,vN0";3; P '277 -^997^-:.^^
7 JONES, 'StEVEN. :TIGERS ON THE LOOSE (TIGER MUSKIE).* FINS, V 6, NO 8, P 8-10,
JUL 1987.
MdUM> KEN. SD ANGLER SETS MUSKIE RECORD (32-9). DAKCOUNT, V 2, NO 8, P 22-23,
AUG 1988.
THOMS, JERRALD P. 10,000 CASTS, ONE FISH -- MAYBE CFISHING FOR MUSKIE). FINS,
V 6, NO 5, P 72-7A, MAY 1987.
MYSTIC,: S.D,
'^:;!:7n6REEN;7NANCY::C;" people: OFTTHE.WESTERN ROAD. - DAKHIST, V^22, P .300-313,^1990.
NAMES - GEOGRAPHICAL
EAST DAKOTA ("DAKOTA" NEW ADVERTISING VOGUE). SDMAG, V 2, NO 5, P, lA-15, JAN
1987.
HARDING COUNTY HISTORY. COUNTY, V 36, NO 1, P A3, SEP 1989.
POTTER COUNTY COURTHOUSE. -COUNTY, V 36, NO 2, P 20, NOV 1989.
GASQUE, THOMAS J. NAMES tHEN AND NOW: A COMPREHENSIVE PLACE-NAMES PROJECT IN
SOUTH DAKOTA. DAKHIST, NO 18TH, P A27-AA5, 1986.
JENNEWEIN, FRED. HOW SOME OF THE EARLY POST OFFICES AND TOWNS WERE NAMED.
HERITAGE, V 16, NO A, P 22-23, WIN 1990.
^ ^ j . SORENSON/'^BARBARA';' 1 T (STREET NAMES IN MITCHELL, S.D.) .
DAKHIST, NO 18TH, P 262-267, 1986.
NARCELLE, NARCISSE (18A9-1909)
NARCISSE NARCELLE RAN THOUSANDS OF CATTLE AND HORSES (HALL OF FAME HONOREE -
AGRICULTURE). HERITAGE, V 16, NO 3, P 22-23, FAL 1990.
NATION, CARRIE (18A6-1911)
HAMMER, KENNETH. XARRY NATION REVISITED. DAKHIST, NO 19TH, P XVII.Air 1987.
NATIONAL COLLEGE (RAPID CITY, S.D.)
H0WELL7 CYNTHIA. WORLDS AWAY, YET RIGHT AT HOME (JAPANESE STUDENTS AT NATIONAL
COLLEGE), INSIDE, V 2, NO 5, P 22, SUM 1991.
NATIONAL ENDOWMENT FOR THE HUMANITIES (NEH)
BROOKINGS TEACHER IS READERS DIGEST SCHOLAR (JANICE SEELEY). HUMAN,. V 19, NO 2,
P 2, APR 1991.




FOR INFORMATION ABOUT^HUMANITIES GRANT AWARDS - SEE ISSUES OF HUMANITIES.
HUMAN.
. HURON VISIT HIGHLIGHTED IN REPORT. HUMAN, .V 17, NO 1, P 5, NOV 1988.
- NEH FUNDS '88-'89 CHAUTAUQUA. HUMAN, V 16, NO 1, P 3, NOV 1987.
SIOUX FALLS TO HOST JUNE CHAUTAUQUA. HUMAN, V 18, NO 2, P 1, APR 1990.
THOMPSON NAMED NEH TEACHER FOR 1990 ( WILLIAM R. THOMPSON). HUMAN, V 18, NO 2,
P 2, APR 1990.
YANKTON, STURGIS WILL HOST JULY RENAISSANCE CHAUTAUQUA. HUMAN, V 19, NO 2, P.3,
APR 1991.
NATIONAL GRASSLANDS
FAUSKEi INGEBERT G. FAUSKE'S LETTER CHISTORY NATIONAL GRASSLANDS ACQUISITIONS).
DAKWEST, V 13, NO 2, P 12-16, JUN 1987.
NATIONAL GUARD - S.D.
ANDERSON, ROGER. DESERT STORM IMPACTS SOUTH DAKOTA. HERITAGE, V 17, NO 2, P
lA-20, JUN 1991.
"KAROLEVITZ, ROBERT FV LIFE ON THE HOME FRONT: -SOUTH DAKOTA IN WORLD WAR II.
SDHIST, V 19, NO 3, P 392-423, 1989.
, WEBB, ROBERT G. A JOURNEY TO TIMOR. DAKHIST, NO 21ST, 1989.
NATIONAL LABOR RELATIONS BOARD (NLRB)
MOORE, WILLIAM HOWARD. BUREAUCRAT IN IKE'S CORPORATE COMMONWEALTH; BOYD LEEDOM
AND THE N.L.R.B. DAKHIST, NO 21ST, 1989.
NATIONAL NATURAL LANDMARKS
LEWIS, WENDY. SICA HOLLOW STATE PARK: THE OTHER 'BAD' LANDS. CONSDIG, V 57, NO
3, P 2-5, 1990.
NATIONAL PARKS AND MONUMENTS SEE ALSO THE, NAMES OF SPECIFIC PARKS
Af .r - BUFRALOviBILLiHISTORieAL: CENTER.'ANNOUNCES SUMMER INSTITUTE . INDIAN, NO 125, P
21, SPR 1991.
WRAP-UP: BADLANDS CELEBRATES TENTH ANNIVERSARY. CONSDIG, V 55, NO 6, P 27,
1988.
EPP, TODD. PETER NORBECK: PARK BUILDER. CONSDIG, V 56, NO 4, P 2-5, 1989.
FARRELL, TOM. FOLLOWING THE WIND: THE EXPLORATION OF WIND CAVE. DAKHIST, NO
18TH, P 676-696, 1986.
FARRELL, TOM. THE MCDONALD^STABLER FEUD.:. THE BIRTH OF A NATIONAL'PARK CWIND
CAVE NATIONAL PARK). DAKHIST, NO 19TH, P XIV.Dl, 1987.
ODE, KIM. BADLANDS BACKPACKING. SDMAG, V 6, NO 2, P 57-61, MAY 1990.
NATIONAL REGISTER OF HISTORIC PLACES
ETC. HISTNOTES, V 6, NO 1, P 2, SUM 1990.
HARDING SCHOOL HOUSE (PHOTOGRAPH). HISTNOTES, V 6, NO 2, P 4, FAL 1990.
NEW A^^ TO NATIONAL REGISTER OF HISTORIC PLACES. HISTNOTES, V 3, NO 3, P
2, NOV 1987.
PARK NOTES: REVEILLE,SOUNDS AT FORT SISSETON. CONSDIG, V 57, NO 3, P 26, 1990.
SOCIETY EMPLOYEE PRESERVES BRIDGE. HISTNOTES, V 7, NO 2, P 4, FAL 1991.
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SOUTH DAKOTA SITES AWARDED LANDMARK STATUS. HTSTNOTES, V 1, NO 2, P I, FAL
1991.
THE STERLING METHODIST CHURCH...(PHOTOGRAPH). HISTNOTES, V S, NO A, P 3, SPR
• : 1990.
LEWISi WENDY L. FORT SISSETON STATE HISTORICAL PARK: A LASTING LEGACY OF THE
DAKOTA FARMER. CONSDIG, V 58, NO A, P 8-11, 1991.
RAU, JOHN E. NATIONAL REGISTER OF HISTORIC PLACES: A WINDOW TO THE PAST.
HISTNOTES, V IV, NO A, P 6-7, SPR 1989.
NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
governor CLEARS WAY FOR^ $3;. 6-MILLION aRESEARCHv .;CECONDEV, V ;2^:^N0 D,MPi:8;,:.;DCT,
1989.
: ;,:,rGOVERNOR.rPLEDGES CONTINUED SUPPORT OF RESEARCH. ECONDEV, V.3, NO 6, P1,;:JUL
1990.
BUTTERWICK, DARRELL D. COMMISSIONER'S COLUMN CEPSCOR-EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM TO
STIMULATE COMPETITIVE RESEARCH). ECONDEV, V 3, NO 6, P 2, JUL 1990.
NATIONAL TRUST FOR HISTORIC PRESERVATION
t 0 ^ AGAIN!-FARM HERITAGE-s/WARDSv^ V 5, NO 2, P 3,6, FAL 1989.
V- SKELCHER, BRADLEY. MAIN -STREET MID-AMERICA: - HOT SPRINGS,- SOUTH. DAKOTA-^AND.THE
MAIN STREET PILOT PROJECT. DAKHIST, NO 21ST, 1989.
NATIONAL WILDLIFE FEDERATION
POST, CHUCK. S.D. REPORT: WILDLIFE GROUP OPENS WETLANDS RESOURCE CENTER ,
(BISMARCK, N.D.). FINS, V6, NO 4, P6, APR 1987.
NATIONAL YOUTH ADMINISTRATION CENTERS
FAWCETT, WINIFRED. 519 N. LEE, KETCHUM N.Y.A. HOUSE, MADISON, S.D. DAKHIST, NO
21ST, 1989.
NATIVE AMERICANS. SEE ALSO THE NAMES OF SPECIFIC TRIBES
: ' - FOOLS-CROW -(PHOTOGRAPH). -HERITAGE, V l^'. NO 3, P 6, 1988.
KINSHIP OF CULTURES. INDIAN, NO 116, P 2, AUG 1988.
NATIVE,AMERICAN AWARENESS WEEK-CANKU WAUNSPE (AT U.S.D.). INDIAN, NO 111, P 2,
MAY 1987.
NEW GpALS: GREAT SIOUX NATION. INDIAN, NO 110, P 4, FEB 1987.
KORTJF, donna. CHEYENNE: a HISTORY OF THE PEOPLE AND THE PLACES. DAKHIST, NO
18TH, P 289-309, 1986.
LOWE, ROBERT A. THE OCCUPATION OF THE TURTLE^INDIAN RESERVATION BYrCANADIAN
METIS: A CASE OF CONFUSED IDENTITY. DAKHIST, NO I8TH,P 181-190, 1986.
MCKENZiE, BILL. FACES OF THE SIOUX (PHOTOGRAPHIC ESSAY-AND ARTICLE). SDMAG, V
3, NO 2, P 10-15, JUN 1987.
PECHAN, BEVERLY. WHY CAN'T THE INDIAN BE MORE LIKE US. DAKHIST, NO 20TH, P
623-628, 1988.
ROSS, DONALD D. VALUES AND COMMUNICATION. INDIAN, NO 113, P I, NOV 1987.
ROTTLUFF, BLANCHE. THE HOPI SNAKE DANCE. DAKHIST, NO i8TH, P 268-276, 1986.
- SCHILZ, THOMAS F. INDIAN MIDDLEMEN AND THE MISSOURI RIVER FUR TRADE
a831-1861). DAKHIST, NO 18TH,P 592-598, 1986.




NATIVE AMERICANS - ACTORS AND ACTRESSES
MGVIE.FEATURES DAKOTANS. SDMAG, V 6, NO 6, P 11, MAR 1991.
NATIVE AMERICANS - ADVOCATES
J
ROSEBUD YELLOW ROBE HONORED. HISTNOTES, V 5, NO 1, P 2, SUM 1989.
KATZ, MYER. THE RAMONA INCIDENT CAND THE WORK OF INDIAN RIGHT'S ADVOCATE HELEN
HUNT JACKSON). DAKHIST, NO 18TH, P 599-603, 1986.
MATHES; VALERIE S. HELEN HUNT JACKSON AND THE CAMPAIGN FOR PONCA-RESTITUTION,.
1880-1881. SDHIST, V 17, NO 1,-P 23^41, 1987.
> NATIVE AMERICANS - AGRICULTURE .
gardening on the rosebud (INDIAN RELIEF COUNCIL PROVIDES GARDEN SEEDS). SDMAG,
V A, NO 6, P 6, MAY 1989.
NARCISSE NARCELLE RAN THOUSANDS OF CATTLE AND HORSES (HALL OF FAME HONOREE -
AGRICULTURE). HERITAGE, V 16, NO 3, P 22-23, FAL 1990.
S?^««vNAtlYE%AMERi(rftNs ALSOvARCHAEOLOGY;.,M0UNDS AND MOUND BUILDERS
^ • :1 HISTNOTES, V 7. NO 2, P 1,4, FAL, 1991.
HOSKINS, WILLIAM J.; RAMBOW, DAVID. FREDERICK W. PETTIGREW AND EARLY AREA
ARCHAEOLOGY. DAKHIST, NO 18TH, P 703-707, 1986.
ROSS, OPAL. TRAILS. DAKHIST, NO 18TH, P 826-830, 1986.
NATIVE AMERICANS - ARCHIVES
HISTORICAL SOCIETY SUMMER INTERNS. HISTNOTES, V 5, NO 1, P 4, SUM 1989.
MOGEN, JANET. VALUE OF THE HAROLD SHUNK COLLECTION AND HOW IT DOCUMENTS HIS
LIFE. DAKHIST, V 22, P 678-688, 1990.
NATIVE AMERICANS - ART AND ARTISTS
r : - ABOUT. THE COVER (PHOTOGRAPH OF WANBLI HO WASTE WIN, A SCULPTURE BY MARILYN
-WOUNDED HEADO.riNDlAN; NO 119, P 12y MAY-1989.
ADELBERT ZEPHIER. SDMAG, V 6, NO 3, P 30-32, JUL 1990.
AND THE WINNERS ARE (OSCAR HOWE ART CONTEST WINNERS ANNOUNCED). INDIAN, NO ll5,
P 6+, JUN 1988.
ART PRINTS THROUGHOUT ISSUE. HERITAGE, V 14, NO 3, 1988.
CONTEMPORARY NATIVE AMERICAN ART EXHIBIT. INDIAN, NO 111, P 6, MAY 1987.
JAMES EARLE ERASER. HERITAGE, V 14, NO 1, P 4-5, 1988.
OSCAR HOWE ART CONTEST HELD DURING NATIVE AMERICAN AWARENESS WEEK. INDIAN, NO
111, P 2, MAY 1987.
OSCAR HOWE SUMMER ART INSTITUE REESTABLISHED. INDIAN, NO 126, P 6, SUM 1991.
PLAINS INDIAN ART EXHIBITION ("LOST AND FOUND TRADITIONS" AT THE SMITHSONIAN
NATIONAL MUSEUM). INDIAN, NO 114, P 5, FEB 1988.
RED CLOUD SCHOOL SHOWS INDIAN ART. HERITAGE, V 14, NO 1, P 19, 1988.
• V 'S DAKOTA STATE FOLK ARTS AND FOLKLIFE PROGRAM. INDIAN, NO 125, P 18, WIN
1990.




BOSIN, F.B. VISION QUEST (PAINTING BY F. BLACKBEAR BOSIN). HERITAGE, V lA, NO
3, P 6-7, 1988.
DEAN, ROSCOE. WHO AM I? (OSCAR HOWE). HERITAGE, V lA, NO 1, P 30-Al, 1988.
• GEYERMAN, RICk; BOB PENN- PATNTER. ^SDMAG, V 7, NO 2, P 21-23, JUL 1991.
HUNHOFF, BERNIE. HOPING FOR A NEW START. SDMAG, V 6, NO 5, P 2A-29, NOV 1990.
MULLANEY, MARGUERITE. ARTIST ARTHUR AMIOTTE. INSIDE, VI, NO 2, P 28-29+, FAL
1990.
MULLANEY, MARGUERITE. MITCHELL ZEPHJER: GIFTS FROM MOTHER EARTH. INSIDE, V 2,
NO 5, P 30-31, SUM 1991.
SNEVE, SHIRLEY. ALICE NEW>HOLY::^QUrtLWORKv V;^SDMAG,c^V-^rNO~2^,rP:^I8^ZOi-AJUL
1991.
STRAINv DAVE.: RAPID CITY SIOUX MUSEUM PRESERVES CULTURE'IN ART. HERITAGE, V
lA, NO 1, P 18, 1988.
NATIVE AMERICANS - ATHLETES
UNDEFEATED THORPES (THORPES WIN STATE A TITLE). INDIAN, NO 111, P 6, MAY 1987.
.,.BARSE,\STEPHEN J. THEBOY FROM ENEMY SWIM (BILL SHELDON). DAKHIST, NO 19TH, P
•XX:B1, 1987.
NATIVE AMERICANS -BIOGRAPHY
ABOUT THE COVER (PHOTOGRAPH OF WANBLI HO WASTE WIN, A SCULPTURE BY MARILYN
WOUNDED HEAD). INDIAN, NO 119, P 12, MAY 1989.
BLUE CLOUD (1988 HALL OF FAME HONOREE - INDIAN HERITAGE). !HERITAGE; V:lA,* NO A,
P 25, 1988.
BRUGHIERE APPOINTED DIRECTOR. INDIAN, NO 119, P 9, MAY 1989.
DAKOTA IMAGES: SHORT BULL (TATANKA PTECILA). SDHIST, V 21, NO 3, P 332+, 1991.
DOANE ROBINSON SAID...(INFORMATION REPRINTED FROM ENCYCLOPEDIA OF SOUTH DAKOTA,
1925). HERITAGE, V lA, NO 3, P 36-37, 1988.
HAROLD SHUNK. HISTNOTES, V A, NO 1, P 3, JUL 1988.
' .NARCISSEvNARCELLE;RAN THOUSANDS OF CATTLE AND HORSES (HALL OF FAME HONOREE -
' AGRICULTURE). 'HERITAGE, V 16, NO 3, P,22-23, FAL 1990.
VERN ASHLEY IS INDIAN AFFAIRS LEADER (1991 HALL OF FAME HONOREE). HERITAGE, V
17, NO 3, P 10-11,^SEP 1991.
WHO'S WHO AMONG THE SIOUX: DONALD LOUDNER. INDIAN, NO 115, P 7, JUN 1988.
WHO'S :WHO AMONG THE SIOUX: DONALD RULEAUX. INDIAN, NO llA, P 3, FEB 1988.
WHO'S WHO AMONG THE SIOUX: DR. ARTHUR RAYMOND. INDIAN, NO 117:, P. A, NOV 1988.
, WHO'S WHO AMONG THE SIOUX: FLOYD WESTERMAN (MUSICIAN). INDIAN, NO .HE; P 3, AUG
1987.
WHO'S WHO AMONG THE SIOUX: GRACE RUSSELL. INDIAN, NO 116, P 5, AUG 1988.
WHO'S WHO AMONG THE SIOUX: HILDRETHVENEGAS. INDIAN, NO 116, P A, AUG..1988.
WHO'S WHO AMONG THE SIOUX: JANIS HERMAN STEENBERG. INDIAN, NO 111, P 3, MAY
1987.
WHO'S WHO AMONG THE SIOUX: JOHN ST. PIERRE. INDIAN, NO 116, P 5, AUG 1988.
WHO'S WHO AMONG THE SIOUX: LORENZO STARS. INDIAN, NO 110, P 3, FEB-1987.
WHO'S WHO AMONG THE SIOUX: STRUCK BY THE REE. INDIAN, NO 116, P A+, AUG 1988.




ANDERSON, JOAN. DAKOTA IMAGES: BENJAMIN REIFEL. SDHIST, V 20, NO A, P 3AA+,
1990.
> . .ANDERSON,. JOAN.. ^DAKOTA IMAGESr-VINE, DELORIA, SR. SDHIST, V 21, NO 1, P 12G+,
1991.
BARSE, STEPHEN J. THE BOY FROM ENEMY SWIM (BILL SHELDON). DAKHIST, NO 19TH, P
XX.Bl, 1987.
CASH, JOSEPH. CATO W. VALANDRA: JULY 30, 1921 - NOVEMBER 30, 1986. INDIAN, NO
110, P A, FEB 1987.
CASH, JOSEPH.: DAKOTA IMAGES: CATO W. VALANDRA., SDHIST, V-19, NO 3, P A52+,
-1989.1
DEAN, ROSCOE. HOW IT WAS AND WHAT WENT^WRONG CAN ^INTERVIEW' WITH EUGENE:,:BROTHER
.OF ALL). DAKHIST> NO 20TH, P 6A9-650, 1988.
DEAN, RdStiOE. HOW IT WAS AND WHAT WENT WRONG (EUGENE BROTHER OF ALL).. DAKWEST,
V 13, NO 3, P 28-29, SEP 1987.
EAGLE HORSE, DENNIS L. DENNIS EAGLE HORSE (BIOGRAPHY). HERITAGE, V 17, NO 2, P
21, JUN 1991.
FROGG, MARTY. BLACK (BUFFALO'S) BULL'S ROLE IN PORCUPINE HISTORY. DAKHIST, NO
18TH, P 775-777, 1986.
HUNHOFFi BERNIE. BEN REIFEL ON BRIDGING THE CULTURE GAP. SDMAG, V A, NO 5, P
11-13+, JAN 1989.
^JONES, SCOTT. IRON NATION, CHIEF OF THE LOWER BRULES. HERITAGE, V lA, NO 3, P
30-31, 1988.
LADEAUX, MARION. MARK CHASE ALONE - BIG ROAD, MEDICINE MAN. DAKHIST, NO 18TH,
P 773-77A, 1986.
LEWIS, DALE. CHIEF GALL. HERITAGE, V lA, NO 3, P 23, 1988.
LEWIS, DALE. FRED (FRED WHITEFACE). HERITAGE, V lA, NO 3, P 38-39, 1988.
LEWIS, DALE. SITTING BULL LED STRUGGLE FOR SURVIVAL. HERITAGE, V lA, NO 3, P
22, 1988.
LYDIC, FRANK A. THE BONES OF SITTING BULL: A NARRATIVE IN RHYMED VERSE.
DAKHIST, NO 18TH, P 115-120, 1986.
*( MULLANEY, MARGUERITE;. ARTIST ARTHUR AMIOTTE., INSIDE, VI, NO 2, P 28-29+, FAL
; 1990.
NAUMAN, H.J. RED CLOUD. HERITAGE, V lA, NO 3, P 8-10, 1988.
PECHAN, BEVERLY. CONSCIENTIOUS OBJECTOR, DRIFTING GOOSE, ESQ. (JOSEPH DRIFTING
GOOSE). HERITAGE, V lA, NO 3, P lA-16, 1988.
PECHAN, BEVERLY. DRIFTING GOOSE OF THE JAMES RIVER (JOSEPH DRIFTING GOOSE).
DAKHIST, NO 19tH, P XI.Cl, 1987.
'PECHAN, BEVERLY. VINE DELORIA, SR., HE..WILL.BE MISSED. HERITAGE, -V.16, NO 2, P
lA-15, SUM 1990.
RAYMOND> ART. WHO'S WHO AMONG THE SIOUX: VEL AND BYRON BEAUVAIS. INDIAN, NO
110, P 1-2, FEB 1987.
SIMON, BROTHER C.M. ANDREW STANDING SOLDIER. HERITAGE, V lA, NO I, P 12-lA,
1988.
SMOKE, ED. THE ROLE OF CHIEF SMOKE IN THE HISTORY OF THE OGLALA SIOUX TRIBE.
DAKHIST, NO 18TH, P 770-772, 1986.
SNEVE, VIRGINIA D.H. SPOTTED TAIL. HERITAGE, V lA, NO 3, P 18-19, 1988.
WEST, EMMA. BIG ROAD: A WARRIOR, MEDICINE MAN AND CHIEF. DAKHIST, NO 18TH, P
778-783, 1986.
• WOOLWORTH, ALAN R. 'WOWINAPE AKA THOMAS WAKEMAN T A DAKOTA INDIAN IN TWO WORLDS.
DAKHIST, NO 19TH, P XI.B1+, 1987.
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TRADITIONAL MEMORIAL PRAYER CEREMONY (CANTON INSANE ASYLUM BURIAL SITE).
.-INDIAN, NO >124, P 2, FAL 1990 . . ,
GULZOW, STEVEN. BURIAL CUSTOMS AND BELIEFS OF THE PLAINS INDIANS. DAKHIST, V
22, P 314-327, 1990.
IRON SHIELD, HAROLD. MEMORIAL SERVICE IN CANTON SUCCESSFUL. INDIAN, NO 121, P
3, NOV 1989.
KOHLMAN, MATT. SITTING BULL'S HOMECOMING. SDMAG, V 3, NO 6, P 33-35, MAR 1988.
;ZIMMERMAN, LARRY J . j- GREGG.,. JOHN B . ;THE.,IMPORTANCE-OF; THE .REBURIAL ISSUE TO
• SOUTH DAKOTA HISTORY. ;.DAKHIST., .N0,>22,, P 1078-86, .1990. :
NATIVE AMERICANS - BUSINESSES
MBO (MINORITY BUSINESS OFFICE) EXPANDS OPPORTUNITIES. ECONDEV, V 1, NO 1, P 6,
MAY 1988.
NATIVE AMERICANS - CHILDREN/YOUTH
,v>f.,.,fe^AMBASSADOR OF., EXCELLENCES (SOUTH DAKOTA -AMBASSADORS OF EXCELLENCE) . INDIAN, NO
' 124, P 8,-PAL 1990.
"SORKNES, HAROLD . THE INDIAN . EXPERIENCE. IN SOUTH .DAKOTA'S BOARDING- SCHOOLS-.
- DAKHIST, NO 22, P 888-913, 1990.
TELLINGHUISEN, ROGER. THE INDIAN CHILD WELFARE ACT OF 1978: A PRACTICAL GUIDE
WITH LIMITED COMMENTARY. LAW, V 34, NO 3, P 660-700, 1989.
WALZ, B. ELIOT. STATE EX REL. JOSEPH V. REDWING: A DICTIONARY DEFINITION
RATIONALE FOR THE INFRINGEMENT OF TRIBAL SELF-GOVERNMENT. LAW, V 34, NO 3, P
701-720, 1989.
native AMERICANS - CIVIL RIGHTS
JEFFREY, ROBERT C., JR. THE INDIAN CIVIL RIGHTS ACT AND THE MARTINEZ DECISION:
A RECONSIDERATION. LAW,: V 35, NO 3, P 355-371, 1990.
NATIVE AMERICANS - CRAFTSMEN AND CRAFTSWOMEN
' EMMA AMIOTTE(1987 HALL'OF FAME HONOREE'- INDIAN HERITAGE). DAKWEST, V 13, NO
4, P 12, DEC 1987.
HUNHOFF, BERNIE. MARTY TWO BULLS: CARTOONIST. SDMAG, V 7, NO 2, P 24-25, JUL
1991.
SNEVE, SHIRLEY. ALICE NEW HOLY: QUILLWORK. SDMAG, V 7, NO 2, P 18-20, JUL
1991.
NATIVE AMERICANS; - DANCES
AN AGELESS DRUMBEAT (MISSION POW-WOW). SDMAG, V 3, NO 3/ P 21> AUG 1987.
TIOSPAYE SPONSORS WACIPI (POW WOW). INDIAN, NO 119, P 4-5, MAY 1989.
GULZOW, STEVEN. THE GHOST-DANCE RELIGION, LAST HOPE OF THE SIOUX. , .DAKHIST, NO
20TH,P 323-338, 1988.
HUNHOFF, BERNIE. IT'S A FAMILY TRADITION (ZIEGLER FAMILY CARRY ON THE TRADITION
OF SIOUX DANCE). SDMAG, V 3, NO 6, P 9-12, MAR 1988.
.ROTTLUFF, BLANCHE. THE HOPI SNAKE DANCE. DAKHIST, NO 18TH, P 268-276, 1986.
SANBORN, MICHAEL. THE POW WOW. INSIDE, V 2, NO 5, P 6-7, SUM 1991.
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' r i-.;,.JEEF.REY,- ROBER JR.--THE INDIAN XIVIL ,RIGHTS ACT AND THE MARTINEZ DECISION:
:;'A" V'35/ NO 3, P 355-371, 1990.
KATZ; MYER. THE RAMONA INCIDENT (AND THE WORK OF INDIAN RIGHT'S ADVOCATE HELEN
HUNT JACKSON). DAKHIST, NO 18TH, P 599-603, 1986.
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LAKOTA FUND (TRYS TO BUILD FINANCIAL SELF-SUFFICIENCY). - INDIAN, NO 114, P,.8j,..
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THE END OF RESERVATIONS? ' INDIAN; N0H9, P 3+, MAY' 1989.
- CLOW> .RICHMOND L. T^^ IN TRANSITION: SIOUX RESERVATIONS AND ,
FEDERAL POLICY, 1934-1965. SDHIST, V 19, NO 3, P 362-391, 1989.
DEWING, ROLLAND. DEPRESSION ON SOUTH DAKOTA'S INDIAN RESERVATIONS: THE SDERA
SURVEY OF 1935. SDHIST, V 21, NO 1, P 84-96, 1991.
LEWIS, DALE. TOYS- GIFTS REACH SOUTH DAKOTA INDIANS BY THE TRUCKLOAD.
HERITAGE, V 17, NO 1, P 14-15, MAR 1991.
-^SMltH,V5pHlT:rP ;J. THE TAX REFORM ACT OF 1986 -
CURRENT EFFECT ON INDIAN TRIBAL ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT. LAW, V 32, NO 3, P
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VANDENBERG, JEAN; ARWOOD, DON. ADOLESCENT LIFE CHANCES. CENSUSDATA, V 5, NO 3,
P 1-3, JUN 1990.
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AMERICAN INDIAN WOMEN SCHOLARSHIP FUND ESTABLISHED AT U.S.D. AND U.N.D. : INDIAN,
NO 110, P 3, FEB 1987.
BRUGHIERE APPOINTED DIRECTOR. INDIAN, NO 119, P 9, MAY 1989.
CLAYMORE-LAHAMMER AND BORMANN RECEIVE FIRST ARMCO MENTOR AWARDS. INDIAN, NO
126, P 8, SUM 1991.
CURRICULUM FOR A MULTI-CULTURAL WORLD. INDIAN, NO 125, P 18, SPR 1991.
DEPT. :.RECEIVES FUNDING FOR-INDIAN HEALTH EDUCATION. HEALTH, V 4, NO 5, P 5, OCT
1990.
DIABETES CONTROL PROGRAM RECEIVES FUNDING FOR THREE YEARS. HEALTH, V 4, NO 5, P
5, OCT 1990.
GRADUATE SURVEY CONDUCTED AT lAIS. INDIAN, NO 123, P 5, JUN 1990.
NATIVE AMERICAN PROGRAMS AT U.S.D. TO BE STUDIED. INDIAN, NO 110, P 6, FEB
1987.
NATIVE AMERICAN STUDENT CENTER OPENS AT THE.-UNIVERSITY OF- SOUTH DAKOTA-..INDIAN,
NO 118, P 3, FEB 1989.
ST. JOSEPH'S INDIAN SCHOOL (CHAMBERLAIN, SD). HERITAGE, V 14, NO 3, P 32-33,
1988.
THE ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE STUDIES PROGRAM (U.S.D.). INDIAN, NO 115, P 5, JUN
1988.
THE AMERICAN INDIAN PROGRAM (AT THE SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTE). INDIAN, NO 113, P
6, NOV 1987.
-THE .SCHOOL ISSUE (INDIAN SCHOOLS). INDIAN, NOlll, P 1, MAY 1987.
TRIBAL COLLEGE FLOURISHES (OGLALA LAKOTA COLLEGE). INDIAN, NO 116, P 3, AUG
1988.
TRIBAL COMMUNITY COLLEGE FUNDING. INDIAN, NO 113, T77N0V 1987.
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MAY 1987.
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ALLAN, DON. THE CULLS OF ST. MARY'S. DAKHIST, NO 21ST, 1989.
BAD BOUND, ELGIN. SOUTH DAKOTA'S YEAR OF RECONCILIATION: TALK OR ACTION?
INDIAN, NO 126, P 16-20, SUM 1991.
BARTA, RICHARD. A WINNING CONCEPT IN INDIAN EDUCATION. INDIAN, NO 121, P A-5,
NOV 1989.
" DRISCOLL, ROBERT E.- "NATIVE -AMERICAN CAW"SfUDENTS-ASSOCIATION'ACTIVE AT USD.
INDIAN, NO 121, P 7, NOV 1989.
JAMES, BILLIE. PROGRAMS OF OPPORTUNITY (NATIVE AMERICAN STUDENTS AT U.S:D.).
INDIAN, NO 110, P 6, FEB 1987.
MAIERS, SR. A BRIEF HISTORY OF STEPHAN (1886-1986). DAKHIST, NO 21ST, 1989.
MORGAN, RUTH. CHALLENGES AT RED CLOUD (TAKEN FROM A LIBRARIAN'S DIARY).
DAKHIST, NO 18TH, P 359-366, 1986.
ROSS, DONALD D. VALUES AND COMMUNICATION. INDIAN, NO 113, PI, NOV 1987.
SORKNES, HAROLD. THE INDIAN EXPERIENCE IN SOUTH DAKOTA'S BOARDING SCHOOLS.
..DAKHIST, NO 22, P 888-913, 1990.
: -VANDENBERG, JEANj ARWOOD,. DON. ADOLESCENT LIFE CHANCES. CENSUSDATA, V-.5> NO 3,
P 1-3, JUN 1990.
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MBO (MINORITY BUSINESS OFFICE) EXPANDS OPPORTUNITIES. ECONDEV, V 1>"NO 1, P 6,
MAY 1988.
GANDHI, SAILA. DUAL-EARNER COUPLES IN SOUTH DAKOTA. CENSUSDATA, V 2, NO 3, P
1-A, OCT 1987.
HUNHOFF, BERNIE. HOPING FOR A NEW START. SDMAG, V 6, NO 5, P 2A-29, NOV 1990.
NATIVE AMERICANS - FAIRS AND WILD WEST SHOWS
-MOSES/' L .GV INDIANS'ON THE'MIDWAY: WILD WEST SHOW AND THE INDIAN BUREAU AT
WORLD'S FAIRS, 1893-1906. SDHIST, V 21, NO 3, P 205-229, 1991.
NATIVE AMERICANS - GAMES
TIOSPAYE SPONSORS WACIPI (POW WOW). INDIAN, NO 119, P 6-5, MAY 1989.
NATIVE AMERICANS - GOVERNMENT POLICY AND RELATIONS
. ADDENDUM TO KIKSUYA. HERITAGE, V 15, NO 8, P 31, 1989.
BLACK HILLS ISSUE (BRADLEY BILL). INDIAN, NO 116, P 5, FEB 1988.
ASHLEY, VERNON L. KIKSUYA: (REMEMBER). HERITAGE, V 15, NO 8, P 28-31, 1989.
BAD BOUND, ELGIN. SOUTH DAKOTA'S YEAR OF RECONCILIATION: TALK OR ACTION?
INDIAN, NO 126, P 16-20, SUM 1991.
BEASLEY, JAMES L. PRESBYTERIANS, CONGREGATIONALISTS,ESPISCOPALIANS AND GRANT'S
QUAKER POLICY. DAKHIST, V 22, P 80-109, 1990.
BEASLEY, JAMES L. THE QUAKER POLICY OF PRESIDENT GRANT. DAKHIST, NO 21ST,
1989.
; CABLE, KEITH. .ROSEBUD Y. SOUTH DAKOTA:HOW DOES TRIBAL SOVEREIGNTY AFFECT




CLAYTON, THOMAS W. BRENDALE V. YAKIMA NATION: DIVIDED SUPREME COURT CAN'T AGREE
OVER WHO MAY ZONE NONMEMBER FEE LANDS WITHIN RESERVATION. LAW, V 36, NO 2, P
327-357, 1991.
•CLOW'i^RICHMOND L. tribal POPULATIONS IN TRANSITION: SIOUX RESERVATIONS AND
FEDERAL POLICY, 193<»-1965. SDHIST, V 19, NO 3, P 362-391, 1989.
CONNOT, MARK J. BLUE LEGS V. UNITED STATES BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS: AN
EXPANSION OF BIA DUTIES UNDER THE SNYDER ACT. LAW, V 36, NO 2, P 382-399,
1991.
DEWING, ROLLAND. DEPRESSION ON SOUTH DAKOTA'S INDIAN RESERVATIONS: THE SDERA
SURVEY OF 1935. SDHIST, V 21, NO 1, P 84-96, 1991.
GAGNON; GREGORY . PL 93 - 638 T ANOTHER"^PARADOX :iN"INDIAN TOriCY CTNDIAN - "
SELF-DETERMINATION AND EDUCATION ASSISTANCE ACT OF 1975D. DAKHIST, -NO 18TH., P
277-288, 1986,
GENTRY, JO L. RECENT SUPREME COURT RESTRICTS TRIBAL REGULATORY POWERS. INDIAN,
NO 122, P 8-9, MAR 1990.
GOVER, STETSON; WILLIAMS, P.C. TRIBAL-STATE DISPUTE RESOLUTION: RECENT
ATTEMPTS. LAW, V 36, NO 2, P 277-298, 1991.
GROSS, CAROL J. SUPREME COURT RULES AGAINST RELIGIOUS FREEDOM? INDIAN, NO 123,
P. 3,12, JUN 1990.
HOOVER, HERBERT T.' SIOUX AGREEMENT OF 1889 AND ITS AFTERMATH. SDHIST, V 19, NO
1,P 56-94,.1989.
HUNHOFF, BERNIE. HOPING FOR A NEW START. SDMAG, V 6, NO 5, P 24-29, NOV 1990.
IRON SHIELD, HAROLD. RECONCILIATION: THE NEXT 100 YEARS. LAW, V 36, NO 2, P
IX-XI, 1991.
LAUDENSCHLAGER, DAVID. FORT THOMPSON, THE EARLY YEARS. DAKHIST, NO 18TH,.P
168-180, 1986.
LAWSON, MICHAEL L. THE FRACTIONATED ESTATE: THE PROBLEM OF AMERICAN INDIAN
HEIRSHIP. SDHIST, V 21, NO 1, P 1-42, 1991.
LEE, ROBERT. WARRIORS IN RANKS: AMERICAN INDIAN UNITS IN THE REGULAR ARMY,
1891-1897. SDHIST, V 21, NO 3, P 263-316, 1991.
MARTEN, JAMES. A VIEW FROM THE WEST: THE TERRITORIES AND FEDERAL POLICY.
SDHIST, V 18, NO 4, P 193-213, 1988.
MATHES:,'VALERIE ;S^'VhelEN>HUNT JACKSON AND^THE CAMPAIGN FOR PONCA RESTITUTION,
1880-1881. SDHIST, V 17, NO 1, P 23-41, 1987.
MCDERMOTT, JOHN D. ALLOTMENT AND THE SISSETONS: EXPERIMENTS IN CULTURAL CHANGE,
1866-1905. SDHIST, V 21, NO 1, P 43-68, 1991.
MICKELSON, GEORGE S. 'INTO OUR SECOND CENTURY': 1990 TO BE "YEAR OF
RECONCILIATION". MUNICIPAL, V 56, NO 9, P 15, MAR 1990.
PECHAN, BEVERLY. WHY CAN'T THE INDIAN BE MORE LIKE US'. DAKHIST, NO .20TH, P
623-628, 1988.
PHILLIPS, TOM. PAHA SAPA WAKAN (THE SACRED BLACK HILLS). HERITAGE, V 15, NO 7,
P 19-23, 1989.
PHILLIPS, TOM. PAHA SAPA WAKAN (THE SACRED BLACK HILLS). DAKHIST, V 22, P
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PHILLIPS, TOM. THE MURAL. HERITAGE, V 15, NO 7, P 22-23, 1989.
POMMERSHEIM, FRANK. THE RESERVATION AS A PLACE: A SOUTH DAKOTA ESSAY FOR.
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POMMERSHEIM, FRANK. TRIBAL-STATE RELATIONS: HOPE FOR THE FUTURE? LAW, V 36, NO
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AGRICULTURE). HERITAGE, V 16, NO 3, P 22-23, FAL 1990.
ASHLEY, VERNON L. KIKSUYA: (REMEMBER). HERITAGE, V 15, NO 8, P 28-31, 1989.
BEASLEY, JAMES L. THE QUAKER POLICY OF "PRESIDENT GRANT. DAKHIST, NO 21ST,
1989.
BINGEN, GERRY. SOUTH DAKOTA HISTORY. DAKHIST, NO 21ST, 1989.
CLOW, RICHMOND L. THE LAKOTA GHOST DANCE AFTER 1890. SDHIST, V 20, NO A, P
323-333, 1990.
DEAN,-ROSCOE. HOW IT WAS AND.WHAT WENT WRONG (EUGENE BROTHER OF ALL) . DAKWEST,
V 13, NO 3, P 28-29, SEP 1987.
DEAN, ROSCOE. WHO AM 1? (OSCAR HOWE) . 'HERITAGE,' V lA, NOn, P 30-Alr,';1988,; v,
-EPP,TODD. MYSTERY OF THE BUTTES. HERITAGE, V 17, NO 1, P 26-29, MAR 1991.
GAGNON, GREGORY. GENESIS OF OGLALA SURVIVAL: THE ADAPTATIONS OF 1830-1878.
DAKHIST, NO 21ST, 1989.
GASQUE, THOMAS J. HISTORY OF NAMES: RESERVATIONS. INDIAN, NO 126, P 9, SUM
1991.
rv|}.GNrRK,*i^DELlNEv «Wl;|JTE SWAN,, FORT RANDALL, DAKOTA TERRITORY 1869-1895.
heritage; V 15, i NO 7,' P 13-15,'- 1989. . >
.'GUNDERSON, JENNIFER. FISHER GROVE STATE PARK: THIS PARK ON THE JAMES RIVER IN
EASTERN SOUTH DAKOTA PRESERVES SOME OF SOUTH DAKOTA'S PAST. 'C0NSD1G,^V 57,. NO
4, P 10-13, 1990.
HOOVER, HERBERT T. SIOUX AGREEMENT OF 1889 AND ITS AFTERMATH. SDHIST, V 19, NO
1, P 56-94, 1989.
HUNHOFF, BERNIE. HOPING FOR A NEW START.•SDMAG, V 6, NO 5, P 24-29, NOV 1990.
IRON SHIELD, HAROLD. MEMORIAL SERVICE-^ IN CANTON SUCCESSFUL. INDIAN, NO 121, P
3, NOV 1989.
LAUDENSCHLAGER, DAVID. THE 1934 PLAINS INDIAN CONFERENCE. DAKHIST, NO 21ST,
1989.
LEE, BOB. A QUESTIONABLE HISTORIC BASIS FOR LACOTAH CLAIMS TO THE BLACK HILLS.
HERITAGE, V 15, NO 7, P 10-13, 1989.
tv!i;LESlNSKl; ,iJEANNE. ' ;I^ LIVE , IN SOUTH DAKOTA (OUR FRENCH AND
'INDIAN HERITAGE CONFERENCE)HERITAGE, V 14, NO 3, P 39, 1988.
LEWIS, DALE. CHIEF GALL. HERITAGE, V 14, NO 3, P 23, 1988.
LEWIS, DALE. SITTING BULL LED STRUGGLE FOR SURVIVAL. HERITAGE, V 14, NO 3, P
22, 1988.
MATHES, VALERIE S. HELEN HUNT JACKSON AND THE CAMPAIGN FOR PONCA RESTITUTION,
1880-1881. SDHIST, V 17, NO 1, P 23-41, 1987.
MCDERMOTTi JOHN D. WOUNDED KNEE: CENTENNIAL VOICES. SDHIST, V 20, NO 4, P
245-298, 1990.
NAUMAN, H.J. RED CLOUD. . HERITAGE, V 14, NO 3, P 8-10, 1988.
PECHAN, BEVERLY. CONSCIENTIOUS OBJECTOR, DRIFTING GOOSE, ESQ. (JOSEPH DRIFTING
GOOSE). HERITAGE, V 14, NO 3, P 14-16, 1988.
PECHAN, BEVERLY. DRIFTING GOOSE OF THE JAMES RIVER (JOSEPH DRIFTING GOOSE).
DAKHIST, NO 19TH, P Xl.Cl, 1987.
PECHAN, BEVERLY. NO ROOM AT THE INN: WOUNDED KNEE..WOUNDED HEARTS. HERITAGE, V
. 4, P 10-12, WIN 1990.
PECHAN, BEVERLY. WHY CAN'T THE INDIAN BE MORE LIKE US. DAKHIST, NO 20TH, P
623-628, 1988.




PHILLIPS, TOM. FREE AND EQUAL: THE IMPACT OF THE DISCOVERY OF AMERICA ON THE
BASIC CONCEPTS OF MODERN DEMOCRACY. DAKHIST, NO 22, P 735-7A6, 1990.
PHILLIPS, TOM. TAKING COUNCIL BEFORE THE HUNT. HERITAGE, V 15, NO 8, P 36-37,
1989.
RAVENTON, EDWARD. THE LEGEND OF PAWNEE HOUSE. CONSDIG, V 5A, NO 1, P 2-5,
1987.
SAMP, ARDYCE. HISTORY OF THE FLANDREAU SANTEE SIOUX TRIBE. DAKHIST, NO 20TH, P
597-622, 1988.
SCHILZ, THOMAS F. INDIAN MIDDLEMEN AND THE MISSOURI RiVER FUR TRADE
C1831-1861). DAKHIST, NO 18TH, P 592-598, 1986.
' SMOKE, ED. THE ROLE OF CHIEF SMOKE lN;:rTHE :HISTORY .OFtTHE OGLALA SIOUX.rTRTBE.
DAKHIST, NO 18TH, P 770-772, 1986.
SNEVE, VIRGINIA D.H. SPOTTED TAIL. HERITAGE, V 1^, NO 3, P 18-19, 1988.
SNEVE, VIRGINIA D.H. WOMEN OF THE CIRCLE. DAKHIST, NO 18TH, P 741-755, 1986.
THOMPSON, HARRY F. STEPHEN R. RIGGS AND THE SIBLEY-SULLY CAMPAIGN OF 1863.
DAKHIST, NO 19TH, P XVIII.C, 1987.
WEST, EMMA. BIG ROAD: A WARRIOR, MEDICINE MAN AND CHIEF. DAKHIST, NO 18TH, P
; 778-783, 1986.
WILSON, NORMA. WOUNDED KNEE IN LITERATURE. INDIAN, NO 125, P 6-10, WIN 1990.
; ^WOOLWORTHi ALAN-Ri.Si WOWINAPE AKA. THOMAS WAKEMAN: A DAKOTA INDIAN IN TWO WORLDS.
DAKHIST, NO 19TH, P XI.B1+, 1987.
YOUNG BEAR, MYRNA. HISTORY OF THE OGLALA SIOUX (WINTER COUNT). DAKHIST, NO
18TH, P 780-783, 1986.
NATIVE AMERICANS - HUMOR
HUNHOFF, BERNIE. MARTY TWO BULLS: CARTOONIST. SDMAG, V 7, NO 2, P 24-25, JUL
. ::i99i,.:.
THOMPSON, BILL. THE AMERICAN INDIAN'S ATTEMPT TO GET THE LAST LAUGH. DAKHIST,
NO 20TH, P 351-363, 1988.
NATIVE AMERICANS - LAND ALLOTMENT AND OWNERSHIP
" ' BLACKrHILLSTSSUE (BRADLEY BILL). INDIAN; NO 114, P 5, FEB 1988.
TRIBES VS. STATE. INDIAN, NO 120, P 4, AUG 1989.
ANDERSON, HARRY H. THE WALDRON-BLACK TOMAHAWK CONTROVERSY AND THE STATUS OF
MIXED BLOODS AMONG THE TETON SIOUX. SDHIST, V 21, NO 1, P 69-83, 1991.
GENTRY, JO L. RECENT SUPREME COURT RESTRICTS TRIBAL REGULATORY POWERS. INDIAN,
NO 122, P 8-9, MAR 1990.
LAUDENSCHLAGER, DAVID.^ THE 1934: PLAINS INDIAN CONFERENCE. DAKHIST, NO 21ST,
1989.
LAWSON, MICHAEL L. THE FRACTIONATED ESTATE: THE PROBLEM OF AMERICAN INDIAN
HEIRSHIP. SDHIST, V 21, NO 1, P 1-42, 1991.
MCDERMOTT, JOHN D. ALLOTMENT AND THE SISSETONS: EXPERIMENTS IN CULTURAL CHANGE,
1866-1905. SDHIST, V 21, NO 1, P 43-68, 1991.
POMMERSHEIM, FRANK. THE RESERVATION AS A PLACE: A SOUTH DAKOTA ESSAY FOR
STANLEY RED BIRD (1917-1987). LAW, V 34, NO 2, P 246-270, 1989.
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NATIVE AMERICANS - LANGUAGE
BlINGE, ;ROBERT. REFLECTIONS ON LAKOTA. INDIAN, NO 117, P 4, NOV 1988.
NATIVE AMERICANS- LAW AND LEGISLATION
TRIBES,VS. STATE. INDIAN, NO 120, P4, AUG1989.
VINE DELORIA, JR. DELIVERS KEYNOTE ADDRESS AT USD LAW SYMPOSIUM. INDIAN, NO
123, P 4, JUN 1990,
V ANDERSON, HARRY H. THE WALDRON-BLACK TOMAHAWK CONTROVERSY-^^AND THE STATUS OF ;
MIXED BLOODS AMONG THE TETON SIOUX. ' SDHIST, V :21,; NO 1, P '69-83, 1991.;
CABLE, KEITH. ROSEBUD \li SOUTH DAKOTA:HOW DOES TRIBAL SOVEREIGNTY AFFECT .
DETERMINATION^OF STATE JURISDICTION ON RESERVATION HIGHWAYS? LAW, V 36, NO 2,
P 400r418, 1991.
CLAYTON, THOMAS W. BRENDALE V. YAKIMA NATION: DIVIDED SUPREME COURT CAN'T AGREE
OVER WHO MAY ZONE NONMEMBER FEE LANDS WITHIN RESERVATION. LAW, V 36, NO 2, P
327-357, 1991.
CLOW, RICHMOND Lv TRIBAL POPULATIONS IN TRANSITION: SIOUX RESERVATIONS AND
FEDERAL POLICY, 1934rl965. SDHIST, V 19, NO 3, P 362-391, 1989.
' ^CdNNOT;,iMARK^^j; 'BLUE LtGS^. U BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS: AN
EXPANSION OF BIA DUTIES UNDER THEiSNYDER ACT. LAW, V 36, NO 2, P 382-399,
1991. - ' -
GAGNON, GREGORY. PL 93 - 638: ANOTHER PARADOX IN INDIAN POLICY (INDIAN
SELF-DETERMINATION AND EDUCATION ASSISTANCE ACT OF 1975). DAKHIST, NO 18TH, P
277-288, 1986.
GENTRY, JO L. RECENT SUPREME COURT RESTRICTS TRIBAL REGULATORY POWERS.INDIAN,
NO 122, P 8-9, MAR 1990.
GOVER, STETSON; WILLIAMS, P.C. TRIBAL-STATE DISPUTE RESOLUTION: RECENT
ATTEMPTS. LAW, V 36, NO 2, P 277-298, 1991.
GROSS, CAROL J. SUPREME COURT RULES AGAINST RELIGIOUS FREEDOM? INDIAN, NO 123^
P 3,12, JUN 1990.
JEFFREY, ROBERT C., JR. THE INDIAN CIVIL RIGHTS ACT AND THE MARTINEZ DECISION:
A RECONSIDERATION. LAW, V 35, NO 3, P 355-371, 1990.
. L/AUDENSCHLAGER,/DAVID.^ ^THE; 1934 PLAINS INDIAN CONFERENCE. DAKHIST, NO 21ST,
" • '• .•••I989.,
LAWSON, MICHAEL L. THE FRACTIONATED ESTATE: THE PROBLEM OF AMERICAN INDIAN
HElRSHIP, SDHIST, V 21, NO 1, P 1-42, 1991.
LUX, JOSEPH R. WHEN IS AN INDIAN NOT AN "INDIAN?"- STATE V. DALY. LAW, V 36,
NO 2, P 419-433, 1991.
/ MCDERMOTT, JOHN D. ALLOTMENT AND THE SISSETONS: EXPERIMENTS IN CULTURAL CHANGE,
1866-1905. SDHIST, V 21, NO 1, P 43-68, 1991.
PENDLETON, jean; IOWA MUTUAL INSURANCE CO. V. LAPLANTE AND DIVERSITY
JURISDICTION IN INDIAN COUNTRY. LAW, V 33, NO 3, P 528-545, 1988.
POMMERSHEIM, FRANK. THE RESERVATION.AS A PLACE: A-SOUTH DAKOTA ESSAY FOR , , ,
STANLEY RED BIRD (1917-1987). LAW, V 34, NO 2, P 246-270, 1989.
POMMERSHEIM, FRANK. TRIBAL-STATE RELATIONS: HOPE FOR THE FUTURE? LAW, V 36, NO
2, P 239-276, 1991.
SALISBURY, ROBERT S. WILLIAM WINDOM, THE SIOUX, AND INDIAN AFFAIRS. SDHIST, V
17, NO 3/4, P 202-222, 1987.
SMITH, PHILIP J. INDIAN SOVEREIGNTY AND SELF-DETERMINATION: IS A MORAL ECONOMY
POSSIBLE? AN ESSAY. LAW, V 36, NO 2, P 299-328, 1991.
SMITH, PHILIP J. THE TRIBAL TAX STATUS ACT AND THE ITAX^REFORM-ACT OF 1986 -




TELLiNGHUISEN, ROGER. THE INDIAN CHILD WELFARE ACT OF 1978; A PRACTICAL GUIDE
WITH LIMITED COMMENTARY. LAW, V 34, NO 3, P 660-700, 1989.
WALZ, B. ELIOT. STATE EX REL. JOSEPH V. REDWING: A DICTIONARY DEFINITION
SV -; RATJONALEsFOR THE-SELF-GOVERNMENT. LAW, V 34, NO 3, P
701-720, 1989.
NATIVE AMERICANS - LITERATURE
TONY long wolf, jr. presents poetry on campus. INDIAN, NO 122, P 9, MAR 1990.
FLOOD, RENEE S. MOVIE REVIEW - POW WOW HIGHWAY; A THIRD WORLD WESTERN. INDIAN,
No 122, P 10, MAR 1990.
- LABORWIT, MELANIE. .SIMON ORlTZ.. INDIAN, NO lZBi P 19, SPR 1991.
WILSON, NORMA. ,WOUNDED KNEE IN LITERATURE. INDIAN, NO 125, P 6-10, WIN 1990.
NATIVE AMERICANS - MEDICINE SEE NATIVE AMERICANS - HEALTH AND MEDICINE
NATIVE AMERICANS - MISSIONARY WORK
ASHLEY, INDIAN MISSIONARY DIES (E.A. ASHLEY).. HERITAGE, V 14, NO 4, P 22, 1988.
• t ^^0/^E"CHAPEL;i- 5'HERITAGE,^V W
^ ^LLAN, DON ; : JAMES W. GARVIE -. MAN OF THE WEST . DAKHIST, V 22, P;.13-32,,. L990.
ANDERSON, JOAN. DAKOTA IMAGES: VINE DELORIA, SR. SDHIST, V 21, NO I, P 120+,
I99I.
BEASLEY, JAMES L. PRESBYTERIANS, CONGREGATIONALISTS, ESPISCOPALIANS AND GRANT'S
QUAKER POLICY. DAKHIST, V 22, P 80-109, 1990.
BEASLEY, JAMES L. THE QUAKER POLICY OF PRESIDENT GRANT. DAKHIST, NO 21ST,
1989.
LEWIS, DALE. STILL IN USE TODAY; ONE OF SOUTH DAKOTA'S EARLIEST CHURCHES (ST.
JOHN'S EPISCOPAL CHURCH, CROW CREEK RESERVATION). HERITAGE, V 14, NO 4, P
19-22, 1988.
MAIERS, SR. A BRIEF HISTORY OF STEPHAN (1886-1986). DAKHIST, NO 2IST, 1989.
MEYER, LEROY N. WAKAN KIN ODE: STEPHEN RETURN RlGGS & DAKOTA WORLD VIEW.
O 'v - ;; .INDIAN, NO,iI25,. P^ 4-II, . SPR.1991.
PECHAN, BEVERLY. FATHER PETER JOHN DE SMET (I80I-I873). HERITAGE, V 14, NO 4,
P 2-4, 1988.
REZATTO, HELEN. MARY COLLINS -- MISSIONARY TO THE SIOUX. HERITAGE, V 14, NO 4,
P 36-38, 1988.
NATIVEAMERICANS- MIXED BLOODS
ANDERSON, HARRY H. THE WALDRON-BLACK TOMAHAWK CONTROVERSY AND -THE-STATUS OF
' MIXED BLOODS AMONG THE TETON SIOUX. SDHIST, V 21, NO I, P-69-83, 1991.
NATIVE AMERICANS - MUSIC
AMBASSADOR OF EXCELLENCE (SOUTH DAKOTA AMBASSADORS OF EXCELLENCE). INDIAN, NO
124, P 8, PAL 1990.
THE FEDERAL CYLINDER PROJECT (PRESERVATION OF CYLINDER RECORDINGS OF AMERICAN
INDIAN MUSIC). INDIAN, NO 112, P 5, AUG 1987.
WHO'S WHO AMONG THE SIOUX: FLOYD WESTERMAN (MUSICIAN). INDIAN, NO 112, PS, AUG
1987.
LARSON, ANDRE P. MUSEUM PRESERVES MUSICAL HERITAGE (OF NATIVE AMERICANS).
'•INDIAN, NO 112, P, 2, AUG 1987.
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POPP, HAROLD A. PROPOSED STUDY: MUSIC OF SIOUX NATION. INDIAN, NO 112, P 1,
AUG 1987.
AaNA1?IAtEi>AMERICANS -:»^0RAL TRADITION ...
EPP, TODD. MYSTERY OF THE BUTTES. HERITAGE, V 17, NO 1, P 26-29, MAR 1991.
LINDEN, G.W. RED HAIL AND THE MYSTERIOUS MOTHER-POWER (ANALYSIS OF A OHUNKAKAN
LAKOTA STORY). DAKHIST, NO 19TH, P XI.A1+, 1987.
LINDEN, G.W. THE DETHRONEMENT OF YATA. DAKHIST, V 22, P 569-677, 1990.
SNEVE, VIRGINIA D.H' WOMEN OF THE-CIRCLE.. DAKHIST, NO 18TH, P 7A1-755, 1986..
NATIVE AMERICANS - PERCEPTION OF ,
DAVIS, BOWEN. ' DAIICES WITH WOLVES, DIRECTED BY KEVIN COSTNER. INDIAN, NO 125; P
12-11, WIN 1990.
FLOOD, RENEE S. MOVIE REVIEW - POW WOW HIGHWAY: A THIRD WORLD WESTERN. INDIAN,
NO 122, P 10, MAR 1990.
HUNTZICKER, WILLIAM E. THE "SIOUX OUTBREAK" IN THE ILLUSTRATED PRESS. SDHIST,
V 20, NO 4, P 299-322, 1990.
^ ..^MICKEL^SON;'^ GEORGE"S . ' '5lNT0-^OUR-^ TO BE "YEAR OF
RECONCILIATION". MUNICIPAL, V 56, NO 9, P 15, MAR 1990.
MOSES, L .G. MNDTANS ON THE.'MIDWAY: WILD. WEST SHOW AND THE INDIAN BUREAU AT r
WORLD'S FAIRS, 1893-1901. SDHIST, V 21, NO 3, P 205-229, 1991.
WOODARD, CHUCK. A CENTURY OF RECONCILIATION BEGINS. SDMAG, V 6, NO 6, P 29-31,
MAR 1991.
NATIVE AMERICANS - PHOTOGRAPHS
DUFFY, MARY. BILL GROETHE--MASTER PHOTOGRAPHER OF MOUNT RUSHMORE (PHOTOGRAPHS).
SDMAG, V 7, NO 1, P 20-26, MAY 1991.
NATIVE AMERICANS - PLANT USAGE
DROMEY, JOE. NATURE'S FOOD I NEVER DID LIKE AND HOW IT WAS USED IN PIONEER
DAYS. DAKHIST, NO 21ST, 1989.
ODE, DAVE. "DAKOTA FLORA: BLACK SAMPSON. CONSDIG, V 51, NO 1, P 29, 1987,
ODE, DAVE. DAKOTA FLORA: THE GROUND-NUT. CONSDIG, V 57, NO 1, P 25, 1990.
THORESON, MAYWIN. BIG SIOUX BLOOMS. CONSDIG, V 51, NO 3, P 2-5, 1987.
THORESON, MAYWIN. DAKOTA NATURALIST: HERBAL HEALING. CONSDIG, V 57, NO 5, P
22-23, 1990.
NATIVE AMERICANS - PUBLISHERS AND PUBLISHING
SIOUX PUBLISHER ON THE MOVE (TIM GIAGO). INDIAN, NO 112, P 7, AUG 1987.
WHO'S WHO AMONG THE SIOUX: TIM GIAGO SPREADS THE WORD. INDIAN, NO 113, P 1; NOV
1987.
NATIVE AMERICANS - RELATIONSHIP TO EARTH
POMMERSHEIM, FRANK. THE RESERVATION AS A PLACE: A SOUTH DAKOTA ESSAY FOR
STANLEY RED BIRD (1917-1987). LAW, V 31, NO 2, P 216-270, 1989.
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NATIVE AMERICANS - RELIGION AND SPIRITUALITY
.y FILM WINS AT;FESTIVAL (LIVE AND REMEMBER). HUMAN, V 17, NO 2, P 1, MAY 1989.
RITES AND PIPES. INDIAN, NO 115, P 2, JUN 1988.
AIRO, MICHAEL. DYING, DEATH, AND THE MOURNING PROCESS. INDIAN, NO 126, P
. 12-15, SUM 1991.
ANDERSON, JOAN. DAKOTA IMAGES: VINE DELORIA, SR. SDHIST, V 21, NO 1, P 12D+,
1991.
BOSIN, F.B. : VISION QUEST (PAINTING BY.F; BLACKBEAR BOSIN) . HERITAGE, V-lA, NO
3, P 6-7, 1988.
CLOWiVRICHMOND L. THE LAKOTA GHOST DANCE'AFTER' 1890. '"SDHIST; V :20;.NO.4V P
323-333, 1990.
EPP, TODD. MYSTERY OF THE BUTTES. HERITAGE, V 17, NO 1, P 26-29, MAR 1991.
GREENBERG, CHERYL. A FAILED ATTEMPT TO REGAIN BALANCE: THE GHOST DANCE AND THE
WOUNDED KNEE MASSACRE. DAKHIST, NO 20TH, P 339-3A9, 1988.
GROSS, CAROL J. SUPREME COURT RULES AGAINST RELIGIOUS FREEDOM? INDIAN, NO 123,
P 3,12, JUN 1990.
GULZOW, STEVEN. BURIAL CUSTOMS AND BELIEFS OF THE PLAINS INDIANS. DAKHIST, V
22, P 31A-327, 1990.
GULZOW, STEVEN.' -THE GHOST DANCE RELIGION, LAST HOPE OF THE SIOUX. DAKHIST, NO
20TH, P 323-338, 1988.
LINDEN, G.W. THE DETHRONEMENT OF YATA. DAKHIST, V 22, P 569-677, 1990.
MCDERMOTT, JOHN D. WOUNDED KNEE: CENTENNIAL VOICES. -SDHIST, V 20, NO A, P
2A5-298, 1990.
MEYER, LEROY N. WAKAN KIN ODE: STEPHEN RETURN RIGGS & DAKOTA WORLD VIEW.
INDIAN, NO 125, P A-11, SPR 1991.
RAVENTON, EDWARD. THE LEGEND OF SWEET MEDICINE (BEAR BUTTE). INSIDE, V 2, NO
6, P 10-13, FAL 1991.
ROTTLUFF, BLANCHE. THE HOPI SNAKE DANCE. DAKHIST, NO 18TH, P 268-276, 1986.
SCHWARTZ, WARREN E.- THE GHOST STORIES OF WESLEY WHITEMAN (A NATIVE AMERICAN'S
ViJ, P 810-817, 1990.
ZIMEGA, ARTHUR W. ONE IN SPIRIT (WOUNDED KNEE REMEMBRANCE). INSIDE, V 2, NO
P 25, SPR 1991.
NATIVE AM^ICANS - RESERVATIONS SEE ALSO THE NAMES OF SPECIFIC RESERVATIONS
CHEYENNE RIVER HIGH-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTE REPOSITORY KILLED. TIPS, V 3, NO 5,
P 8, AUG 1987.
CHEYENNE RIVER TRIBAL COUNCIL CONSIDERING HIGH-LEVEL WASTE DUMP; TIPS,CV 3, NO
A, P 3, JUN 1987.
THE END OF RESERVATIONS? INDIAN, NO 119, P 3+, MAY 1989.
TRIBES VS. STATE. INDIAN, NO 120, PA, AUG 1989.
BEASLEY, JAMES L. THE QUAKER POLICY OF PRESIDENT GRANT. DAKHIST, NO 21ST,
1989.
GASQUE, THOMAS J; HISTORY OF NAMES: RESERVATIONS. INDIAN, NO 126, P 9, SUM
1991.
GENTRY, JO L. RECENT SUPREME COURT RESTRICTS TRIBAL REGULATORY POWERS. INDIAN,
NO 122, P 8-9, MAR 1990.
Hoover/HERBERT'and its-aftermath, sdhist, v 19> no
1, P 56-9A, 1989.
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LAUDENSCHLAGER, DAVID, THE 193A PLAINS INDIAN CONFERENCE. DAKHIST, N021ST,
1989.
LOWE, ROBERT.A. THE OCCUPATION OF THE TURTLE INDIAN RESERVATION BY CANADIAN
;,.«METTSi:,.. A CASE^^OF-^ NO 18TH, P 181-190, 1986.
POMMERSHEIM, FRANK. THE RESERVATION AS A PLACE: A SOUTH DAKOTA ESSAY FOR
STANLEY RED BIRD (1917-1987). LAW, V 3A, NO 2, P 2A6-270, 1989.
TRENDE, FRED. SISSETON-WAHPETON RESERVATION RUN. DAKHIST, NO 19TH, P XX.Al,
1987.
NATIVE AMERICANS " RITUAL AND CEREMONY
RITES AND PIPES. INDIAN, NO 115, P 2, JUN 1988. ^
TRADITIONAL MEMORIAL PRAYERr CEREMONY (CANTON INSANE ASYLUMrBURIAL :SITE). ; li'
- .INDIAN, NO 124, P 2, FAL 1990.
AIRO, MICHAEL. DYING, DEATH, AND THE MOURNING PROCESS. INDIAN, NO 126, P
12-15, SUM 1991.
BOSIN, F.B. VISION QUEST (PAINTING BY F. BLACKBEAR BOSIN). HERITAGE, V 14, NO
3, P 6-7, 1988.
, ; L. ; THE lAKOTA GHOST DANCE AFTER. 1890. SDHIST, V 20, NO 4, P
; 323-333, 1990.
-GROSS, CAROL' j. » SUPREME'COURT .RULES AGAINST. RELIGIOUS .FREEDOM?^^: -!^^
P 3,12, JUN 1990.
GULZOW, STEVEN. BURIAL CUSTOMS AND BELIEFS OF THE PLAINS INDIANS. DAKHIST, V
22, P 314-327, 1990,
GULZOW, STEVEN. .THE GHOST DANCE RELIGION, LAST.HOPE OF THE.SIOUX. DAKHIST, NO
20TH, P 323-338, 1988.
MEYER, LEROY N. WAKAN KIN ODE: STEPHEN RETURN RIGGS S DAKOTA WORLD VIEW.
INDIAN, NO 125, P 4-11, SPR 1991.
ROTTLUFF, BLANCHE. THE HOPI SNAKE DANCE. - DAKHIST, NO 18TH, P 268-276, 1986.
ZIMEGA, ARTHUR W. ONE IN SPIRIT (WOUNDED KNEE REMEMBRANCE). INSIDE, V 2, NO 4,
P 25, SPR 1991.
.NATIVE^ AMERICANSJc?; SACRED SITES ANDA LANDS
SAVING SPIRIT MOUND (CLAY COUNTY CITIZENS ATTEMPT TO PRESERVE HISTORIC MOUND).
SDMAG, V 3, NO 1, P 31, APR 1987.
TRADITIONAL MEMORIAL PRAYER CEREMONY (CANTON INSANE ASYLUM BURIAL SITE).
INDIAN, NO 124, P 2, FAL 1990.
DUUS, ERLING. THE TRAGIC, SACRED GROUND. DAKHIST, NO 20TH, P 587-596, 1988.
- HERTZ, KELLY. THE NEW SPIRITS OF SPIRIT MOUND. SDMAG, V 4, NO 4, P.8-11,.N0V
1988.
IRON SHIELD, HAROLD. SACRED PIPE RUNNERS STOP AT CULTURAL CENTER. INDIAN, NO
124, P 9, FAL 1990,
KORTJE, DONNA. CHEYENNE: A HISTORY OF THE PEOPLE AND THE PLACES.. DAKHIST, NO
18TH, P 289-309, 1986.
. LEE, BOB. A QUESTIONABLE HISTORIC BASIS FOR LACOTAH CLAIMS TO THE BLACK HILLS.
. ; heritage, 1989. .
PHILLIPS, TOM. PAHA SAPA WAKAN (THE SACRED BLACK HILLS). HERITAGE, V 15, NO 7,
P 19-23, 1989.
RAVENTON, EDWARD. THE LEGEND OF SWEET MEDICINE (BEAR BUTTE). INSIDE, V 2, NO
6, P 10-13, FAL 1991.
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RAVENTON, EDWARD. THE LEGEND OF SWEET MEDICINE: BEAR BUTTE IN WESTERN SOUTH
DAKOTA IS A SACRED MOUNTAIN TO MANY PLAINS INDIAN PEOPLE... CONSDIG, V 5A, NO
6, P 12-17, 1987.
'NATIVE AMERICANS - SOCIAL LIFE AND CUSTOMS
AMBASSADOR OF EXCELLENCE CSOUTH DAKOTA AMBASSADORS OF EXCELLENCE). INDIAN, NO
12^, P 8, FAL 1990.
EIGHTEENTH ANNUAL CULTURAL AWARENESS WEEK. INDIAN, NO.123, P 10-11, JUN.I990.
NATIVE AMERICAN STUDENT CENTER OPENS AT THE UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH DAKOTA. INDIAN,
NO 118, P 3, FEB 1989.
TIOSPAYE SPONSORS. WACIPI CPOW WOW) ; INDIAN,' NO 119, PrATS,'MAY 1989;
- BOSiN, F.B. VISION QUEST CPAINTING BY F. BLACKBEAR BOSIN). HERITAGE, V 14, NO
3, P 6-7, 1988.
GOEBEL, SALLY. PEMMICAN: FOOD STAPLE OF THE PLAINS INDIANS. CONSDIG, V 56, NO
2, P 23, 1989.
LINDEN, G.W. RED HAlL AND THE MYSTERIOUS MOTHER-POWER (ANALYSIS OF A OHUNKAKAN
LAKOTA STORY). DAKHIST, NO 19TH, P XI.A1+, 1987.
^ ;.'P DEMOCRACY CAME FROM THE INDIAN. HERITAGE, V 15, NO 8, P 33-35,
„ 1989. •
: ' • ^ equal ; THE IMPACr OF/THE DISCOVERY OF-AMERICA ONvTHE
-BASIC CONCEPTS OF MODERN DEMOCRACY. DAKHIST, NO 22, -P 735-7A6, 1990. :
PHILLIPS, TOM. TAKING COUNCIL BEFORE THE HUNT. HERITAGE, V 15, NO 8, P 36-37,
1989.
THORESON, ELLIOT H. THE PLAINS INDIANS CONCEPTION OF WORK. DAKHIST; NO 18TH, P
578-591, 1986.
NATIVE AMERICANS - SOCIAL SERVICES
V DAKOTA OUTREACH PROJECT SURVEY/CASE STUDIES LAUNCHED. SDREP, V 5, NO 3, P 6,
APR 1990.
DAKOTA OUTREACH SURVEY/CASE STUDIES PHASE CONCLUDES. SDREP, V 6, NO 1, P 5, AUG
1990.
i fi. /NATIVE'AMERICANiOUTREACH'GRANT UNDERWAY (TO.AID FAMILIES WITH DEVELOPMENTALLY
' DISABLED'CHILDREN) . SDREP, V «i, NO 3, P 7, APR 1989.
ESTES, MARIA. VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION SERVICE PROJECTS FOR AMERICAN INDIANS
WITH HANDICAPS UNDERWAY. SDREP, V NO 1, P 6, AUG 1988.
JOSEPH, FERRIS F., JR. DAKOTA OUTREACH PROJECT UPDATE. SDREP, V 5, NO 2, P
3,12, DEC 1989.
KEAN, ROBERT J. DAKOTA OUTREACH PROJECT TRAINING. SDREP, V 7, NO 1, P II, OCT
1991.
SCHADE, NANCY L. RESERVATION OUTREACH EFFORT UNDERWAY. SDREP, V «i, NO 2, P 5,
DEC 1988.
NATIVE AMERICANS - SOLDIERS/VETERANS
LEE, ROBERT. WARRIORS IN RANKS: AMERICAN INDIAN UNITS IN THE REGULAR ARMY,
1891-1897. SDHIST, V 21, NO 3, P 263-316, 1991.
NATIVE AMERICANS - SPORTS
UNDEFEATED THORPES (THORPES WIN STATE A TITLE). INDIAN, NO 111, P 6, MAY 1987.
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NATIVE AMERICANS - STORIES AND STORYTELLING
SIOUX LEGACY.(BADLANDS AND WIND CAVE LEGENDS). INDIAN, NO 117, P 5, NOV 1988.
y'-^ SIOUX LEGACY (DEVT^^^^ MYTHiS) :' INDIAN, NO 116, AUG 1988.
SIOUX LEGACY (LEGENDS). INDIAN, NO llA, P 1-2, FEB 1988.
SIOUX LEGACY (LEGENDS). INDIAN, NO 115, P 3, JUN 1988.
. TIOSPAYE SPONSORS WACIPI (POW WOW). INDIAN, NO 119, P A-5, MAY 1989.
HENNESSEY, PAUL. LEGEND OF CROW BUTTES. HERITAGE, V 15, NO 5, P 10-12, 1989.
LINDEN," Gi.W. RED HAIL AND ^THE MYSTERIOUS M0THER^P0WER;(ANALVSIS;0F A<,0HUNKAKAN
LAKOTA STORY). DAKHIST, NO 19TH, .P.XI.A1+, 1987 ~
LINDEN, G.W; THE DETHRONEMENT OF YATA. DAKHIST, V 22, P 569-677, 1990.
SCHWARTZ, WARREN E. THE GHOST STORIES OF WESLEY WHITEMAN (A NATIVE AMERICAN'S
VIEW OF THE SUPERNATURAL). DAKHIST, NO 22, P 810-817, 1990.
NATIVE AMERICANS - TELECOMMUNICATIONS
,' 4i?iSNEVE:,i:vSHIRLEY.y.TVyANDi RADIO PROGRAMMING ON RESERVATIONS; INDIAN, NO. 113, P 2,
NOV 1987.
NATIVE AMERICANS - TRADING POSTS
KAPLER, TODD. BROWN'S POST EXCAVATED. HISTNOTES, V A, NO 2, P 3, SEP 1988.
NOWAK; TIMOTHY R. HISTORY AWAKENS AT FORT RANDALL. HISTNOTES, V 3, NO 6,P. 3,
MAY 1988.
native AMERICANS - TRIBAL COURTS AND GOVERNMENT
NEW GOALS:,GREAT SIOUX NATION. INDIAN, NO IIO, P 4, FEB 1987.
TRIBES VS. STATE. INDIAN, NO 120, P 4, AUG 1989.
VERN ASHLEY IS INDIAN AFFAIRS LEADER (1991 HALL OF FAME HONOREE). HERITAGE, -V
17, NO 3, P 10-11, SEP 1991.
t ;S VINE.:DELORIA,s,JR. DELIVERS. KEYNOTE ADDRESS AT USD LAW SYMPOSIUM. INDIAN, NO
: ' 123, P 4, JUN 1990.
ANDERSON, HARRY H. THE WALDRON-BLACK TOMAHAWK CONTROVERSY AND THE STATUS OF
MIXED BLOODS AMONG THE TETON SIOUX. SDHIST, V 21, NO I, P 69-83, I99I.
CASH, JOSEPH. DAKOTA IMAGES: CATO W. VALANDRA. SDHIST, V 19, NO 3, P 452+,
1989.
PENDLETON, JEAN. IOWA MUTUAL INSURANCE CO. V. LAPLANTE AND DIVERSITY
,JURISDICTION IN INDIAN COUNTRY. LAW, V 33, NO 3, P .528-545, 1988.
• WALZ, B. ELIOT. STATE EX REL. JOSEPH,V.REDWING: A DICTIONARY DEFINITION
RATIONALE FOR THE INFRINGEMENT OF TRIBAL SELF-GOVERNMENT. LAW, V 34; NO 3, P
701-720, 1989.
NATIVE AMERICANS - WARS AND BATTLES
. WOUNDED KNEE REMEMBEREd. HISTNOTES, V 6; NO 2, P 1, FAL 1990.
BEARD, DEWEY. A SURVIVOR'S ACCOUNT OF-THE 1890 BLOODBATH. -SDMAG, V 6, .NO 5, P
20-23, NOV 1990.
yGREENBERG, CHERYL. A FAILED ATTEMPT TO REGAIN BALANCE: THE GHOST DANCE AND THE
WOUNDED KNEE MASSACRE. DAKHIST, NO 20TH, P 339-349, 1988.
fiHEDREN/. PAUL/ L.-iFORT- LARAMIE.iAND IHE-SIOUX-WAR . 0Fv.vl876:;w SDHIST, V 17, NO 3/4,
P 223-240, 1987. ? ---
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hunter/ ERICK. MYTH AND MYSTERY...FACT AND FANTASY (LITTLE BIG HORN). DAKHIST,
NO 20TH, P 295-296, 1988.
HUNTZICKERy WILLIAM E. THE "SIOUX OUTBREAK" IN THE ILLUSTRATED PRESS. SDHIST,
; .,w, V,i20, NO'299-32^
LANE, JOHN M. A CRITIQUE OF 'ANOTHER VIEW OF WOUNDED KNEE'. DAKHIST, NO 20TH,
P 97-105, 1988.
LANE, JOHN M. WOUNDED KNEE, 1890: THE TACTICAL EQUATION. DAKHIST, NO 19TH, P
XVIII.B, 1987.
MCDERMOTT, JOHN D. WOUNDED KNEE: CENTENNIAL VOICES. SDHIST, V 20„ NO 4, P
245-298, 1990.
^^ " PECHANy Beverly; ^ NO-ROOMi7\T^)T^HE5iINN:r^WOUNDEDiKNEEy'?WOUNDED:;HEARTS^;':&vHERITAGE, V
.16, NO 4, P 10-12, WIN 1990.
WAL^^^ EXTINGUISHED. SDMAG, V 6, NO 5, P 12-19, NOV 1990.
YOST, NELLIE S. THE VILLASUR BATTLE; DAKHIST, NO 20TH, P 565-566, 1988./
NATIVE AMERICANS - WOMEN SEE ALSO NATIVE AMERICANS - BIOGRAPHY
ABOUT THE COVER (PHOTOGRAPH OF WANBLI HO WASTE WIN, A SCULPTURE BY MARILYN
: leWOUNDED HEAD).^ INDIAN, NO 119, P 12, MAY 1989.
.EMMA AMIOTTE (1987 HALL OF FAME HONOREE - INDIAN HERITAGE). . DAKWEST, V 13, NO
4, P 12,.DEC 1987.
JANE ELIZABETH WALDRON (HALL OF FAME HONOREE - UNSUNG HEROES AND GOOD HEARTS).
HERITAGE, V 15, NO 5, P 6, 1989.
ROSEBUD YELLOW ROBE HONORED. HISTNOTES, V 5, NO 1, P 2, SUM 1989.
SNEVE, SHIRLEY. ALICE NEW HOLY: QUILLWORK. SDMAG, V 7, NO 2, P 18-20, JUL
1991.
SNEVE, VIRGINIA D.H. WOMEN OF THE CIRCLE. DAKHIST, NO I8TH, P 741-755, 1986.
NATURALISTS
RAVENTON, EDWARD. REMEMBERING MIKE: IT'S BEEN 15 YEARS, BUT THE LESSONS LEARNED
FROM A RETIRED NATURALIST ARE STILL REMEMBERED. CONSDIG, V 57, NO I, P 18-20,
1990.
SANBORN> MICHAEL.^ MIKE SPEISER. ' INSIDE, V 2, NO 3, P 26-29, WIN 1991.
WELLS, DARRELL. IN MEMORIAM: DAVID J. HOLDEN, 1924-1988. BIRD, V 40, NO 4, P
82, DEC 1988.
NATURE AREAS SEE ALSO THE NAMES OF SPECIFIC NATURE AREAS
CHC BOASTS ALL-NATURAL LANDSCAPE (SOUTH DAKOTA CULTURAL HERITAGE CENTER).
HISTNOTES, V 6, NO I, P 4, SUM 1990.
IDISCOVER OUTDOOR FUN. CONSDIG, V 56, NO 3, P 7-22, 1989. .
PARK NOTES: GOATS AHOY! CONSDIG, V 57, NO 5, P 26, 1990.
PARKS '88. CONSDIG, V 55, NO 3, P 12-17, 1988.
ODE, DAVE. DAKOTA FLORA: THE TURKS-CAP LILY. CONSDIG, V 56, NO 3, P 29, 1989.
NATURE PHOTOGRAPHY ;
1990 (Calendar issue (entire issue), consdig, v 56, no 6, i989.
DOWD, EILEEN. NONGAME--WHAT GOOD IS IT ? CONSDIG, V 56, NO 2, P 14-16, 1989.
• SHATT1La,^^;W scenes; (PHOTOGRAPHIC ESSAY). CONSDIG,




. .RAVENTON/ EDWARD. REMEMBERING MIKE; IT'S BEEN 15 YEARS, BUT THE LESSONiS LEARNED
^.,V^:c,v^44^.;,;>r^PR0MfA.RETIRED^-NATURilVaST ARt^'STT^ CONSDIG, V 57, NO 1, P 18-20,
1990.
SAUM, BRAD. EXPLORING NATURE AFTER THE SUN SETS! CONSDIG, V 54, NO 4, P 20-23,
1987.
SAUM, BRAD. SENSORY PERCEPTION IN THE WORLD OF DARKNESS. CONSDIG, V 58, NO 4,
P 22-23, 1991.
> NEEDLES HIGHWAY (BLACK HILLS)
EPP,TODD. PETER NORBECK: PARK BUILDER. .CONSDIG, V 56, NO - 4,-P 2-5, 1989. : - .
NEGLIGENCE
COLLINS, D. MARK. BUSINESS INVITER'S DUTY TO PROTECT INVITEES FROM THIRD-PARTY
CRIMINAL ATTACKS ON THE PREMISES... SMALL V. MCKENNAN... LAW, V 33, NO 1, P
90-111, 1988.
WELTER, MARK J. PREMISES LIABILITY: A PROPOSAL TO ABROGATE THE STATUS
r^TirSTTNCTIONS^OEnsTRESPASSER, iLICENSEE AND. INVITEE. . . LAW, V 33, NO 1, P 66-89,
1988.
NEIHARDT, JOHN G. (1881-1973)
KORTJE, DONNA. GATHER, NEIHARDT S SANDOZ WRITERS OF THE GREAT PLAINS
EXPERIENCE. DAKHIST, NO 19TH, P XXIV.Bl, 1987.
NELLIE PECK (STEAMBOAT)
PECHAN, BEVERLY. THE MISSOURI RIVER STEAMBOAT RACE. HERITAGE, V 16, NO 4, P
14, WIN 1990.
NELSON, ALVIN
ALVIN NELSON (1989 HALL OF FAME HONOREE-RODEO). HERITAGE, V 15, NO 7, P 31,
1989.
NEW HOLY, ALICE
SNEVE, SHIRLEY. ALICE NEW HOLY: QUILLWORK. SDMAG, V 7, NO 2, P 18-20, JUL
1991.
NEWCOMBE, MATTIE GOFF
MATTIE NEWCOMBE (1989 HALL OF FAME HONOREE-RODEO). HERITAGE, V 15, NO 7, P 31,
1989.
NEWELL, S.D.
SOUTH, MARY. THE LITTLE TOWN WITH THE BIG SHEER SALE. SDMAG, V 3,--N0 3,,P 52,
AUG 1987.
NEWSPAPERS SEE ALSO PUBLISHERS AND PUBLISHING
DENDINGER, ROGER. FABULOUS FOUNTAIN: FRONTIER TOWN PERCEPTIONS AND PROMOTERS.,
DAKHIST, V 22, P 174-188, 1990.
^MCBRIDE, DONALD L. FRONT PAGE NEWS COVERAGE OF THE CLERGY IN THE ARGUS LEADER
DURING 1919-1921. DAKHIST, NO 18TH, P 232-244, 1986.




NEWTON HILLS STATE PARK
DEWITT, MARTY. THE HILLS ARE ALIVE: THE SIOUX RIVER FOLK FESTIVAL BRINGS MUSIC
^ V 54, NO 4, P 14-15, 1987.
i ENKE> DAVE. FEATHERED FRIENDS OF NEWTON HILLS. CONSDIG, V 58, NO 1, P 5-6,
1991.
NICHOLSON> CLAUDIA
ETC. (NEWS FROM THE STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY). HISTNOTES, V 6, NO 2, P 2, FAL
1990.
NICOLLET, JOSEPH (1786-1843)
STILLWELL, CLEVE. JOSEPH N. NICOLLET, EXPLORER EXTRAORDINAIRE. DAKHIST, NO
18TH, P 204-216, 1986.
NIGHT
GLOE, DIANNE. WINTERNIGHT BLOSSOMS (AN ESSAY). SDMAG, V 3, NO 5, P 44+, JAN
1988.
/ ^SAU^ SETS. CONSDIG, V 54, NO 4, P 20-23,
1987.
SAUM> BRADv SENSORY PERCEPTION IN THE WORLD OF DARKNESS. CONSDIG, V 58, NO 4,
P 22-23, 1991.
NITRATES
NITRATE SPILL STILL NOT CLEANED UP. TIPS, V 2, NO 9-10, P 4, JAN 1987.
RURAL WATER DEVELOPMENT IS KEY ISSUE IN SD. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 7, P 1, SEP.1989.
NOBLES, JOHN
BEATTY, JOHN. THE NOBLES TRAIL AND THE MISSION TO MOSCOW. DAKHIST, NO 22, P
110-123, 1990.
KVERNES, DAVID M. THE NOBLES ROAD: IGNOBLE VENTURE. DAKHIST, V 22, P 513-523,
1990.
NON-PARTISAN LEAGUE (N.P.L.)
SAKARIASSEN-NASH, BETSY. THE NONPARTISAN LEAGUE IN SOUTH DAKOTA. HERITAGE, V
15, NO 8, P 21, 1989.
SAKARIASSEN, BETSY. AN EXPERIMENT IN SOCIALISM, THE NON-PARTISAN LEAGUE IN
NORTH AND SOUTH DAKOTA. DAKHIST, NO 20TH, P 200-212, 1988.
VAN DEEST,ORVAL. PRAIRIE AGITATOR: A.C.T0WNLEY:AND THE NONPARTISAN.LEAGUE
REVISITED. DAKHIST, NO 22, P 989-998, 1990.
. NONPROFIT NATIONAL CORPORATION PROGRAM
NNC PROGRAM NOW AVAILABLE THROUGH GOED. ECONDEy, V 2, NO 7, P 7, SEP 1989.
NONWAGE PAYMENTS
ATTORNEY GENERAL'S OPINION AFFECTS COMPENSATION OF ELECTION WORKERS (A.G.
OPINION 90-07). MUNICIPAL, V 56, NO 9, P 10, MAR 1990.
PERSONNEL PERSPECTIVES: FLEXIBLE BENEFITS PLAN ENROLLMENT BEGINS. HEALTH, V 5,
NO 2, P 6, APR 1991.




SOUTH DAKOTA RETIREMENT SYSTEM SUPPLEMENTAL RETIREMENT PLAN AVAILABLE TO COUNTY
EMPLOYEES. COUNTY, V 36, NO 6, P 1, MAY 1990.
.•KADI, MARK; WORKERS" COMPENSATION LAW ON SUCCESSIVE DISABILITIES: AN ARGUMENT
a . law, V 36, NO 3, P 6A0-662, 1991.
PRESSLER, LARRY. WASHINGTON REPORT: SECTION 89 SHOULD BE REPEALED. MUNICIPAL,
V 56, NO A, P 15, OCT 1989.
NORBECK, PETER (1870-1936)
WRAP-UP: FOR THE DUCKS (CREATION OF NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFUGE SYSTEM). CONSDIG,
V 58, NO 1, P 28-29, 1991.
: EPP, TODD; PETER^ NORBECK: park. BUILDER-.: CONSDIG,; V« 56, . noP 2-5, i 1989 .
. ; JOYCE, M.v ELEANOR. PETER. NORBECK AND: THE .PROGRESSIVE -MOVEMENT. DAKHIST,..V 22,,
P «i5"»-480, 1990.
MILLER, JOHN. HISTORY CARVED ON A MOUNTAIN. HERITAGE, V 15, NO 7, P 2-5, 1989.
MOUM, KEN. AN OUTSIDE OPINION: IT TAKES TIME TO RECOGNIZE A "HERO". CONSDIG, V
56, NO A, P 26, 1989.
, ,;/i-v^NORD?ICA^INTERNATipNAL CSIOU)( FALLS)
LEWIS, DALE. A STUDY IN SUCCESS AND SERVICE: SCHOCK BOYS MAKE IT BIG (AL SCHOCK
- > AND^^OZZIE SCHOCK -r HALL OFi FAME HONOREES - BUSINESS) . HERITAGE, V .16, NO. 3,, P
24-27, FAL 1990.
NORDLIE, JOHN
HUNHOFF> BERNIE. MAKER OF MUSIC: SIOUX FALLS ORGAN BUILDER JOHN-NORDLIE...
SDMAG, V 5, NO 3, P 15-18, SEP 1989.
NORRIS, S.D.
LETELLIER, ESTHER. THE PIONEER STORE. DAKHIST, V 22, P 556-568, 1990.
NORTH AMERICAN BOUNDARY SURVEY
LAUDENSCHLAGER, DAVID. MARCUS RENO, THE 7TH CAVALRY AND THE NORTH AMERICAN
is BOUNDARY SURVEY (1872-187:5^. .DAKHIST, ! NO. 20TH,;P 91-95, 1988.
NORTH AMERICAN WATERFOWL MANAGEMENT PLAN
DAKOTA WETLANDS PROJECTS BEGUN. DAKCOUNT, V 3, NO 8, P 20-21, AUG 1989.
PRAIRIE POTHOLE JOINT VENTURE (PPJV). DAKCOUNT, V 4, NO 12, P 46-47, DEC 1990.
WATER FOWL PLAN TAKING SHAPE. DAKCOUNT, V 2, NO 12, P 17, DEC 1988.
WATERFOWL PROJECTS IMPORTANT TO; DAKOTANS . c .rDAKCOUNT, V 3, NO 12, . P. 40-41 >: DEC>
1989.
WILDLIFE NOTES: LAKE THOMPSON-DEDICATION. CONSDIG, V 58,. NO 3, P 27, 1991. :
SIMPSON, GAY. SOUTH DAKOTA WETLANDS. CONSDIG, V 55, NO 1> P 10,. 1988,
WASHBURN, LOWELL. TROUBLE IN DUCK COUNTRY. CONSDIG, V 55, NO 1, P 6-9,11,
1988.
NORTH SIOUX CITY, S.D.
-'CHTCOINE, FERN. SIOUX POINT} STEVENS, MCCOOK, THE GATEWAY TO SOUTHEASTERN SOUTH
DAKOTA. DAKHIST, NdI9TH, P XIX.CI, 1987.
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NORTHERN HILLS COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT, INC.
NORTHERN HILLS PLANS FOR ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 3, P 3, MAR
1989.
NORTHERN PIKE
IT'S BEEN A GOOD SPRING FOR PIKE. DAKCOUNT, V A, NO 5, P 28-30, MAY 1990.
LAKE THOMPSON PIKE BEING STUDIED. DAKCOUNT, V 5, NO 9, P 31, SEP 1991.
LAKE THOMPSON PRODUCING PIKE. DAKCOUNT, V A, NO 1, P 23, JAN 1990.
SD-SPAWN QUOTAS IN REACH; ^^DAKCOUNTa, V.=2,?%N0V5.,WP:^1 MAY; 1988 . tu.WK
' KRUM/- BUTCH;v>MOUM, KEN. THE NORTHERN PIKE. CONSDIG,~V, 54,. NO 2, P a8-20.,i? 1987,
MITZEL, BILL. LAKE THOMPSON. DAKCOUNT, V 3, NO 4, P 60-64, APR 1989.
MOUM, KEN. QUICK-STRIKE FOR PIKE. CONSDIG, V 54, NO 2, P 20, 1987.
NELSON, STEVE. OAHE'S SPRING PIKE. DAKCOUNT, V 5, NO 4, P 74-75, APR 1991.
NORDLIE, GARY. EARLY-BIRD NORTHERNS: LAKE OAHE'S NORTHERN PIKE. FINS, V 6, NO
, 4, P 71-72, APR 1987.
POST, CHUCK. S.D. REPORT: IT'S TROPHY NORTHERN TIME ON LAKE OAHE. FINS, V 6,
NO 4, P 6, APR 1987.
northern STATE COLLEGE SEE NORTHERN STATE UNIVERSITY
NORTHERN STATE UNIVERSITY (ABERDEEN, S.D.)
ABERDEEN R & E SURVEYS SENT TO AREA BUSINESS. ECONDEV, V 3, NO 10, P 8, NOV
1990.
SAFEGUARD POWERTECH SYSTEMS IS ON CUTTING EDGE. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 1, P 4, JAN
1989.
BOONE, LOREN. OUR PUBLIC COLLEGES' CENTENNIAL ALUMNI. SDMAG, V 4, NO 4, P
35-41, NOV 1988.
BUNTIN, ART. DORM DAYS: STUDENT LIFE AND PERCEPTIONS AT NORTHERN NORMAL
s , v! 1^904^1940. DAKHIST,, NO 20TH, P 549-560, 1988.
RAHJA, JEAN. SISTER ANNA MARIE WEINREIS. DAKHIST, NO 22, P 762-773, 1990.
NORTON, WILLIAM H. (1871-1956)
BRYAN, FAYE N. TRIBUTE TO A BLACKSMITH: WILLIAM H. NORTON. HERITAGE, V 14, NO
2, P 2, 1988.
Norwegian SLOUGH (BEADLE COUNTY)
MOUM, KEN. SPORTSMAN'S GUIDE TO NORWEGIAN SLOUGH-BORDENGPA, BEADLE.;COUNTY.
FINS, V 6, NO 9, P 67, SEP 1987.
NORWEIGAN CULTURE - S.D.
HUNHOFF, BERNIE. BETHEL LUTHERAN'S LUTEFISK SUPPER. SDMAG, V 4, NO 5, P
28-29+, JAN 1989.
JORDAN, IREANC. WOMEN OF THE PRAIRIE. DAKHIST, V 22, P 410-435, 1990.
VJORGENSON, DEBORAH. DREAMS TO DUST, ONE IMMIGRANTS EXPERIENCE. DAKHIST, NO
21ST, 1989.




KAROLEVITZ, BOB. JIM RIVER COUNTRY (LUTEFISK AND OTHER QUESTIONABLE CHRISTMAS
DELICACIES). SDMAG, V 5; NO 4, P 7, NOV 1989.
. SDCH SPONSORS REPRINT OF NOVEL CTHE LAND THEY POSSESSED). HUMAN, V 18, NO 1, P
3, NOV 1989.
KORTJE, DONNA. CATHER, NEIHARDT & SANDOZ WRITERS OF THE GREAT PLAINS
EXPERIENCE. DAKHIST, NO 19TH, P XXIV.Bl, 1987.
WEGNER, MARY. THE TRIALS OF OSCAR MICHEAUX.. DAKHIST, NO 18TH, P 654-611, 1986.
WILLIAMS, ELIZABETH. AN AUTHOR"S HOMECOMING.(MURIEL-BRENEMAN VISITS S.D.).
SDMAG, V 3, NO 3, P 45+, AUG1987.
r:wiLLIAMS;^ELIZABETH.'^ :jOURNEY> BRINGS AUTHOR HOME ;TO S;D. r HUMAN,V 20, .'NO
7, NOV 1991.
NOWAK, TIMOTHY R.
TIM NOWAK LEAVES THE BOARD. HISTNOTES, V IV, NO 4, P 10, SPR 1989.
TIMOTHY R. NOWAK. HISTNOTES, V 4, NO 1, P 4, JUL 1988.
NUCLEAR ENERGY AND NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS
NSP PATHFINDER. DECOMMISSIONING"DOCUMENTS WITHHELD FROM TIP. TIPS, V 4, :N0 3,' P
3, OCT 1988.
PATHFIDER NUCLEAR PLANT TO BE DECOMMISSIONED. TIPS, V 4, NO I, P 6, JUL 1988.
PATHFINDER ,REACTOR CONTROVERSY HEATS UP. TIPS, V 5, NO 3, P 1-3, MAY 1990.
PAY, DON. : PATHFINDER DECOMMISSIONING HEARING REQUESTED. TIPS, V 4, NO 8-9, P
4-5, SEP 1989.
NUNS
JOYCE, MARY E. PRESENTATION-SISTERS: 100 YEARS IN DAKOTA, 1886-1986. DAKHIST,
NO 18TH, P 756-769, 1986.
vPETERSON, SUSAN C. ADAPTING TO FILL A NEED: THE PRESENTATION SISTERS AND HEALTH
tr ivi V CARE, 11901-1961. H SDHISTt, Vvl7, NO .il, P 1-22, 1987.
RAHJA, JEAN. SISTER ANNA MARIE WEINREIS. DAKHIST, NO 22, P 762-773, 1990.
NURSE AIDES
INTERAGENCY EFFORT RESULTS IN NEW NURSE AIDE STANDARDS. HEALTH, V 3, NO 1, P 1,
JAN 1989.
NURSERIES (HORTICULTURE)
KAROLEVITZ, BOB. GURNEY SEED CATALOG IS "AN INVIGORATING TONIC; - SDMAG, V-^ Zy: NO
6, P 11, FEB 1987.
KYLER, VADA. GURNEY'S SEED AND NURSERY: GROWING AND GROWING. SDMAG, V 2, NO 6,
P 9-10, FEB 1987.
NURSES ; >
CHN DEVELOPS LEGAL VIDEO. HEALTH, V 3, NO 5, P 4, SEP 1989.
•rr^GOVERNOR'S NURSING STUDY FINDS NO SHORTAGE IN SOUTH DAKOTA. HEALTH, V 2, NO 5,
PI, SEP 1988.
::vLoeAL-GOVERNMENT..IN':THE-^..U. S.. iAND .SOUTH-iDAKOTA (A .STATISIICALi COMPARISON) .
CENSUSDATA, V 3, NO 2, P 1-4, APR 1988.
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OCCUPATIONS THROUGH 2000: GROWERS AND DECLINERS. LABOR, P 1-3, SEP 1989.
SOUTH DAKOTANS SPEAK OUT AT RURAL HEALTH MEETINGS. HEALTH, V 4, NO 5, P 6, OCT
1990.
PETERSON, SUSAN C. ADAPTING TO FILL A NEED: THE PRESENTATION SISTERS AND HEALTH
CARE, 1901-1961. SDHIST, V 17, NO 1, P 1-22, 1987.
NURSING HOMES
INTERAGENCY EFFORT RESULTS IN NEW NURSE AIDE STANDARDS. HEALTH, V 3, NO 1, P 1,
JAN 1989. .
SD LEADS IN REQUIRING FLU SHOTS FOR NURSING HOME RESIDENTS. HEALTH, V 2;"N0 5,
P 1, SEP 1988.
O'NEILL,,JOHN
KEMP, DAVID. FENIAN ACTIVITY IN DAKOTA TERRITORY. DAKHIST, V 22, P 481-500,
1991.
OAHE DAM
LOW LAKE LEVELS THREATEN WATER SYSTEM'S SERVICE. WATER, V 2, NO 5, P 3, MAR
• 1989.
' BUTCH, ELIZABETH R. THE STONE HOUSE AT OAHE. DAKHIST, Y 22, P 328-347,-X990.
FEENEY, JIM. HYDRO UPGRADING. WATER, V 5, NO 1, P 9, SPR 1991.
MCPHILLIPS, KELLY. TAILRACE FISHING: SOME OF THE STATE'S MORE EXCITING AND MOST
CONSISTENT FISHING CAN BE FOUND BELOW THE MISSOURI RIVER'S. . CONSDIG, V 58, NO
4, P 16-19, 1991.
STRAND, MARK. WINKELMAN FILMS OAHE RESERVOIR. DAKCOUNT, V I, NO'4V~P 18-19,
APR 1987.
OAK TREES
ODE, DAVE. DAKOTA FLORA: THE BUR OAK. CONSDIG, V 55, NO 1, P 29, 1988.
OAKWOOD LAKiES STATE PARK SEE ALSO LAKE OAKWOOD
« •SPORTSMAN'S'GUIDE-TO OAKWbOD LAKES, BROOKINGS COUNTY. FINS, V 6, NO 2, P 93,
FEB 1987.
HUEBNER, DAVE. WINTER RENDEZVOUS AT OAKWOOD LAKES. SDMAG, V 2, NO 5, P 7, JAN
1987.
OBITUARIES
IN MEMORIAM (HAROLD SCHREIERj LYLE E. CHEEVER). HISTNOTES, V 3, NO 3, P 4, NOV
1987.
IN MEMORIAM IROBERT A.:-ALEX) . HISTNOTES, "V 3; NO 6/ P 2,' MAY" 1988. ^
JOSEPH HARPER CASH 1927-1991 (OBITURARY). SDHIST, V 21, NO 2, P 203, 1991.
ROBERT ARTHUR ALEX (OBITUARY). SDHIST, V 18, NO 1-2, P 114, 1988.
STEPHEN RALPH WARD 1938-1991 (OBITURARY). SDHIST, V 21, NO 2, P 203, 1991.
CASH, JOSEPH. CATO W. VALANDRA: JULY 30,: 1921 - NOVEMBER 30, 1986. INDIAN, NO
110, P 4, FEB 1987.
FOWLER, RON. IN MEMORIAM: SUSAN GAY SIMPSON, 1948-1988. BIRD, V 41, NO 1, P
3-4, MAR 1989.




OCCUPATIONAL TRAINING AND RETRAINING
RAPID RESPONSE TEAM FORMED IN SOUTH DAKOTA. ECONDEV, V Z, NO 6, P 3, AUG 1989.
MAR 1987.
THE HIGH PERFORMANCE WORKPLACE. LABOR, P 1-2, AUG 1991.
THE SOUTH DAKOTA DEPARTMENT OF LABOR WAS CREATED TO SERVE SOUTH DAKOTANS.
LABOR, P 1-2, MAR 1991.
OCCUPATIONS
~A DAY IN THE LIFE OF A SAMPLER. WATER,: V:3., NO 2, P .3, SEP;i989.
A LOOK AT THE DIVERSITY OF OCCUPATIONS AND INDUSTRIES. LABOR, P 1-2/ APR 1987.
CHOOSING A CAREER A BIG DECISION. LABOR, P 1-2, AUG 1987.
OCCUPATIONAL PROJECTIONS: WHAT'S HOT, WHAT'S NOT TO THE YEAR 2000. LABOR, P
1-3, OCT 1991.
SOUTH DAKOTA 'BEST' OCCUPATIONS. LABOR, P 1-3, JUN 1990.
. , J?S0UTH: DAKOTA'S-FEMALE POPULATION CONTINUES TO ENTER LABOR FORCE. LABOR, P 1-2,
• MAY 1990.
OFFICE BUILDINGS/FACILITIES
BONNAR, PENNY. EXECUTIVE SUITES - A SWEET SUCCESS. INSIDE, V 2, NO 3, P 16,
WIN 1991.
OFFICE OF RURAL HEALTH CSOUTH DAKOTA)
MAKING THE NEWS: OFFICE OF RURAL HEALTH A REALITY IN SOUTH DAKOTA. COUNTY, V
36, NO 8, P 7, JUL 1990.
OGLALA LAKOTA COLLEGE (PINE RIDGE RESERVATION)
GRANT FUNDS NATIVE AMERICAN HEALTH EDUCATION. HEALTH, V 3, NO 6, P 2, NOV 1989.
TRIBAL COLLEGE FLOURISHES (OGLALA LAKOTA COLLEGE). INDIAN, NO 116, P 3, AUG
1988.
OLD BIZ (DOG)
SARVIEL, EDWARD. OLD BIZ (ELLSWORTH'S TOP DOG). SDMAG, V <k, NO 5, P 32-33, JAN
1989.
OLD M. 8 ST. L. DEPOT MUSEUM (WATERTOWN, S.D.)
HOLTEN, CAROLE S. ALL ABOARD FOR THE DEPOT. . SDMAG, V 6, NO A, P 21+/.SEP-1990.
MONTEITH, -JOANITA K. OLD M. 8 ST.- L/"DEPOT MUSEUM OPENS DURING CENTENNIAL-fYEAR.
HISTNOTES, V 5, NO 2, P 3, FAL 1989.
OLD SETTLER'S ASSOCIATION (MINNESOTA)
TRENDE, FRED. GENERAL GEORGE L. BECKER (AND THE FIRST RAILROAD EXCURSION WITH





PETERSON, MELINDA OLSON. ELISABETH OLSON FJELLPLASS: OCTOGENARIAN ON THE
1987.
OMNIBUS BILL (1889)
LAMAR, HOWARD R. PERSPECTIVES ON STATEHOOD: SOUTH DAKOTA'S FIRST QUARTER
CENTURY, 1889-191A. SDHIST, V 19, NO 1, P 2-25, 1989.
ONE ROOM SCHOOLS SEE SCHOOLS, RURAL
OPERA HOUSES SEE THEATER AND THEATERS
OPHTHALMIC INSTRUMENTS
RESEARCH IMPROVES OPHTHALMIC INSTRUMENTS. ECONDEV, V 1, NO 4, P 6, AUG 1988.
ORAL HISTORY
/-V:: CASH, JOSEPH. SOUTH DAKOTANS REMEMBER THE GREAT DEPRESSION.
"SDHIST,-V'19r NO'2
•ORDWAY PRAIRIE
CARRELS, PETER. PROUD OF THE PRAIRIE: AN ESSAY ON APPRECIATING THE PRAIRIE.
SDMAG, V 3, NO 3, P 9-11, AUG 1987.
ORGANS (MUSICAL INSTRUMENT)
HUNHOFF, BERNIE. MAKER OF MUSIC: SIOUX FALLS ORGAN BUILDER JOHN NORDLIE.
SDMAG, V 5, NO 3, P 15-18, SEP 1989.
SVAREN, HELEN. PARLOR ORGANS. DAkHIST, NO 19TH, P II.B1+, 1987.
ORPHAN TRAIN
ISENBERG, MAXINE. AN ORPHAN TRAIN CHILD. HERITAGE, V 16, NO 2, P 10-13, SUM
1990.
ORPHANS
ISENBERG, MAXINE. AN ORPHAN TRAIN CHILD. HERITAGE, V 16, NO 2, P 10-13, SUM
1990.
ORTIZ, SIMON J.
LABORWIT,MELANIE. Simon:ORITZ; INDIAN, NO 125, P 19, SPR 1991. 5 ;
OTTO SCHOOL (ROBERTS COUNTY)
: JOHNSON, NORMA. EARLY COUNTY SCHOOL IN SOUTH DAKOTA: OTTO SCHOOL (ROBERTS
COUNTY). HERITAGE, V 14, NO 4, P 23, 1988.
OUTDOOR RECREATION SEE ALSO PARKS AND RECREATION AREAS;- THE NAMES OF SPECIFIC.
ACTIVITIES
DAKOTA BOAT RAMP UPDATE. DAKCOUNT, V 3, NO 6, P 22-24, JUN 1989.
DISCOVER OUTDOOR FUN. CONSDIG, V 56, NO 3, P 7-22, 1989.
COME.-(FALL AND WINTERi OUTDOOR RECREATION)!
CONSDIG, V 58, NO 5, P 26, 1991.
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SUBJECT INDEX
PARKS '88, CONSDIG, V 55, NO 3, P 12-17, 1988.
SD ANGLER SURVEY. DAKCQUNT, V 3, NO A, P 25-28, APR 1989.
?• ^i?HiL9aZ4GALENDAR.KlSSUE CENTtRE lSSUE)i;j^;..fCONSDlG, V 58, NO 6, 1990.
BEAVER, JIMMY. WINTER OUTDOORS. SDMAG, V 6, NO 5, P 37-AO, JAN 1991.
DOWD, EILEEN. NONGAME--WHAT GOOD IS IT ? CONSDIG, V 56, NO 2, P lA-16, 1989.
EPP, TODD. GROWING UP SOUTH DAKOTAN MEANS GROWING UP CLOSE TO NATURE. CONSDIG,
V 58, NO 1, P 2-3, 1991.
FISCHER, DAVE. THE 'NEW' PALISADES STATE PARK: THE PARK HAS•BEEN AROUND FOR AO
YEARS, BUT NEW FACILITIES- ADD A NEW- FLAVOR. CONSDIG, V .58, NO -3, P 2-5/. 1991,
HIPPLE, KEVIN. 1991 (READER) rSURVEY RESULTS. DAKOUT, V. 6/-NO 3,^ P 35; MAR 'vr
1991.
HOFER, DOUGLAS. OUTDOOR RECREATION PLAN (EDITORIAL). CONSDIG, V 5A, NO A, P 1,
1987.
HOLTZMANN, ROGER. PLEASANT VALLEY: A NEW USE FOR AN EAST RIVER FARM. SDMAG, V
6, NO 5, P AA-A5, JAN 1991.
JACKSON, JIM. RFC AREAS MAY CLOSE. DAKCOUNT, V 3, NO 7, P lA-15, JUL 1989.
v- iijjQNEIjr^ifB^ljeE^-^MbUNTAIN ^BIKING': A SPORT FOR THE 90'S. INSIDE, V 1, NO 1, P
25-26+, SUM 1990.
' JUNEK,. BRUCE.- -;SKT1NG:- Y0URVGUARANTEE OF AN ENJOYABLE BLACK HILLS WINTER. - r-
INSIDE, V 1, NO 2, P AO-Al, FAL 1990.
KEiNTZ, BRIAN. THE CENTENNIAL TRAIL. CONSDIG, V 55, NO A, P 2-5, 1988.
KIRSH, CRAIG. SPORTS CYCLISTS. INSIDE, V 2, NO 5, P A6-A9, SUM 1991.
LEWIS, DALE. RECREATION. HERITAGE, V lA, NO 2, P 26-27, 1988.
LINN, GEORGIA. ARE YOU GAME...FOR THE GREAT SOUTH DAKOTA HUNT? INSIDE, V 1, NO
2, P 36,38, FAL 1990.
MITCHELL, PAUL, MAN AND HIS MACHINE (SNOWMOBILES). INSIDE, V 2, NO 3, P A6-A7,
WIN 1991.
MOUM, KEN. AN OUTSIDE OPINION: GETTING OUT. CONSDIG, V 55, NO 3, P 26, 1988.
.:MOUM,;KEN, ANi OUTSIDE 'OPINION: HISTORY OF SOUTH DAKOTA TIED TO THE OUTDOORS.
CONSDIG, V 56, NO 1,P 26,;1989. *
MOUM, KEN. S.D. HEADWATERS: THE TEMPTATIONS OF SPRING. FINS, V 6, NO A, P A,
APR 1987.
ROSBY, DOROTHY MILLER. AS FREE AS THE WIND (HOT AIR BALLOONS). INSIDE, V 2, NO
5, P A2-A3, SUM 1991.
THILL, GARY. FALL HIKING. INSIDE, V 2, NO 6, P A6-A9, FAL 1991.
' VTHOMPSON, nancy. ;-RE()REAT10NXAND ;BEAUTY .in the center OF THE black-HILLS:. CUSTER
STATE PARK. INSIDE, V 1, NO 1, P 28-30+, SUM 1990.
THORESON, MAYWIN. WHAT'S SO 'SPECIAL' ABOUT PARKS? CONSDIG, V 57, NO 2, P
18-20, 1990.
OUTLAWS SEE ROBBERS AND OUTLAWS
OWLS i
^ EILEEN. RAPTORS. CONSDIG, V 55, NO 5, P 10-13, 1988.
SAUM, BRAD. TIGER OF THE NIGHT: THE GREAT HORNED OWL IS A POWERFUL PREDATOR
THAT SILENTLY HUNTS IN DARKNESS. CONSDIG, V 58, NO 1, P 7-9, 1991.





RANDASH, JIM. BIG BROWNS OF PACTOLA. DAKCOUNT, V 1, NO ti, P A6-A8, APR 1987.
RANDASH, JIM. PACTOLA RESERVOIR TROUT EXPERTS. DAKCOUNT, V 1, NO 12, P 29-31,
. DEC 1987.
PADDLEFISH
CHARGING, DAWN. DAKOTA'S PREHISTORIC PADDLERS. DAKCOUNT, V A, NO 8, P 3A-36,
AUG 1990.
WICKSTROM, GERALD. HELPING SOUTH DAKOTA'S GENTLE GIANTS (PADDLEFISH).r'CONSDIG,
V 58, NO 1, P 16-17, 1991.
PAINTERS SEE ARTISTS
PALISADES STATE PARK
FISCHER, DAVE. the 'NEW' PALISADES STATE PARK: THE PARK HAS BEEN AROUND FOR 40
YEARS, BUT NEW FACILITIES ADD A NEW FLAVOR. CONSDIG, V 58, NO 3, P 2-5, 1991,
i;;jn',|> s^pfti;,Iv'r^EE"'p¥^btE(:TrON'^ ND^ ADVOCACY FOR ^MENTALLY ILL PROGRAM
^' i PARAMourTECHNICAL/INDUSTRIES, INC. - >
CDBG STIMULATES ECONOMIES. ECONDEV, V 1, NO 1, P 6, MAY 1988.
REDI FUND HELPS INDUSTRY SAVE MONEY. ECONDEV, V 1, NO 3, P 5, JUL 1988.
PARASITES
BRINKMAN, MARK. ANCHORS AWEIGH: THIS FISH PARASITE IS ACTUALLY A CRUSTACEAN.
CONSDIG, V 57, NO 2, P 16-17, 1990.
PARENT AND CHILD (LAW)
EVERIST, BARBARA. MAJOR CHANGES IN SOUTH DAKOTA CHILD SUPPORT: THE 1989
REVISIONS. LAW, V 34, NO 3, P 573-599, 1989.
•^ ^ V. ^hAMILTON '^JOHN 'a: "INSPECTION^OF EDUCATIONAL RECORDS. SDREP, V 4, NO 2, P 2,10,
DEC 1988.
HAMILTON, JOHN A. PARENTS' RIGHTS IN SPECIAL EDUCATION: ARE YOU GETTING YOURS?
(PART ONE). SDREP, V 5, NO 2, P 2,5,12, DEC 1989.
HAMILTON, JOHN A. PARENTS' RIGHTS IN SPECIAL EDUCATION: ARE YOU GETTING YOURS?
(PART TWO). SDREP, V 5, NO 3, P 2-3+, APR 1990.
LAFAVE, LEANN LARSON. ORIGINS AND EVOLUTION OF THE "BEST INTERESTS OF THE
CHILD" STANDARD. LAW, V 34> NO 3, P 459r-533, 1989. .
TELLINGHUISEN, ROGER. THE INDIAN CHILD WELFARE ACT OF 1978: A-PRACTICALGUIDE
WITH LIMITED COMMENTARY. LAW, V 34, NO 3, P 660-700, 1989.
THOMPSON, MICHAEL B. CHILD-CUSTODY DISPUTES BETWEEN PARENTS AND NON-PARENTS: A
PLEA FOR THE ABROGATION OF THE PARENTAL-RIGHT DOCTRINE IN SD. LAW, V 34, NO
3, P 534-572, 1989.
WALZ, B. ELIOT. state EX REL. JOSEPH V. REDWING: A DICTIONARY DEFINITION





, EPF, TODD. GROWING UP SOUTH DAKOTAN MEANS GROWING UP CLOSE TO NATURE. CONSDIG,
v.. . i58,kN0 1,; ,P.2r3, 1991.
PARK COLLEGE (MISSOURI)
SMITH, HAROLD F. A MIDWEST ADVENTURE IN EDUCATION: BUILDING PARK COLLEGE,
1890-1920. DAKHIST, NO 18TH, P A65-472, 1986.
PARK HOTEL CMADISON, S.D.)
' KING, IRMA. IN THE EYE OF THE INFERNO (A TRUE EXPERIENCE)-(PARK HOTEL .FIRE, -
MADISON). HERITAGE, V 16, NO 2, P A-8, SUM 1990.
PARKER ENTERPRISES (GREGORY, S.D.) ,
BOARD (OF ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT) APPROVES SEVEN REDI FUND LOANS. ECONDEV, V 1,
NO 6, P 3, NOV 1988.
PARKS AND RECREATION AREAS .SEE ALSO NATIONAL PARKS.AND MONUMENTS; THE NAMES OF
.V :. ;SPECIFIG;-P.ARKS and . RECREATION AREAS
DAKOTA COUNTIES: MEADE COUNTY. CONSDIG, V 57, NO 5, P 2A, 1990. ,
.DISCOVER OUTDOOR FUN. CONSDIG,V 56, NO 3, P7-22, 1989.
FORT NEEDS SUPPLIES (FORT SISSETON STATE PARK SEEKING 1800S ITEMS FOR DISPLAY).
SDMAG, V 2, NO 6, P 12, FEB 1987.
FORT SISSETON RESTORATION.. HISTNOTES, V IV, NO 4, P 5, SPR 1989.
LAKE VERMILLION HAS CAMPGROUND IMPROVEMENTS. FINS, V 7, NO 5, P 6-7, 1988.
MAKING A difference IN PARKS. COUNTY, V 36, NO 8, P 6, JUL 1990.
PARK NOTES; A NEW CAMPING TWIST. CONSDIG, V 57, NO 5, P 26, 1990.
PARK NOTES: BE IN STYLE IN.SOUTH DAKOTA'S STATE PARKS. CONSDIG, V 57, NO 3, P
26, 1990.
PARK NOTES: CUSTER STATE PARK EMPLOYEES HONORED. CONSDIG, V 58, NO 2, P 26,
1991.
- PARK NOTES: FOR THE OUTDOOR DO-IT-YOURSELFER. CONSDIG, V 57, NO 3, P,26, 1990.
• PARK NOTES: HELP STOP PARK VANDALISM. CONSDIG, V 58, NO 3, P 26, 1991.
PARK NOTES: NEW CUSTER PARK BROCHURE AVAILABLE. CONSDIG, V 58, NO 1, P 26,
1991.
PARK NOTESi PARK VISITORS SPEAK OUT. CONSDIG, V 57, NO 5, P 26, 1990.
PARK NOTES: -PRAIRIE MANAGEMENT. YIELDS POSITIVE RESULTS. -CONSDIG, V 57,. NO'A,, P
26, 1990.
PARK NOTES: REVEILLE SOUNDS AT FORT SISSETON. CONSDIG, V 57, NO 3, P 26, 1990.
PARK NOTES: WEST BEND RECEIVES GIFT. CONSDIG, V 58, NO 5, P 26, 1991.
. PARK TOPS ONE MILLION VISITORS (LEWIS AND CLARK RECREATION AREA).: FINS, V 7, NO
2, P 6, MAR 1988.
PARKS '88. CONSDIG, V 55, NO 3, P 12-17, 1988.
--... i, BARKS CATALOG NEEDS FOR POTENTIAL DONORS . CONSDIG, V 55, NO 3, P 26-27, 1988.
S.D. REPORT: LAKE VERMILLION HAS CAMPGROUND IMPROVEMENTS. "FINS, V 6, NO 5, P
80, MAY 1987.




SPORTSMAN'S GUIDE TO SHERIDAN LAKE, OUSTER COUNTY. FINS, V 6, NO 2, P 95, FEE
1987.
WRAP UP: PARK USERS CAN NOW RESERVE CAMPSITES. CONSDIG, V 56, NO 2, P 26-27,
1989.
WRAP-UP: 'OUTDOOR' WEEKEND TO BE MAY 20-21. CONSDIG, V 55, NO 6, P 27, 1988.
WRAP-UP: A LITTLE HELP FROM YOUR FRIENDS (NEW PARK IN HURON). CONSDIG, V 5A, NO
4, P 26, 1987.
WRAPrUP: OUSTER PARK OPENS WILDLIFE STATION. CONSDIG, V 56, NO 3, P 26-27,
1989.
WRAP-UP: PARK VISITOR APPRECIATION MAY 15-17.? CONSDIG,^ V 54, NO 2,: P 27,'4987.
WRAP-UP: PARKS ARE DESIGNED FOR DISABLED USERS.CONSDIG, V 56, NO 3,:P 27,
1989.
WRAP-UP: RESTORATION BEGINS AT FORT SISSETON. CONSDIG, V 57, NO 1, P 26, 1990.
1991 CALENDAR ISSUE (ENTIRE ISSUE). CONSDIG, V 57, NO 6, 1990.
1992 CALENDAR ISSUE (ENTIRE ISSUE). CONSDIG, V 58, NO 6, 1990.
BERINGSON, DICK. MAINSTEM RESERVOIRS - THE NEXT 10 YEARS (EDITORIAL). CONSDIG,
V 57, NO 1, P 1, 1990.
BEYERHELM; carl. forestry management in CUSTER state park. CONSDIG, V 54, NO
1, P 16-19, 1987.
DEWITT, MARTY. CELEBRATE THE CENTURY IN SOUTH DAKOTA'S STATE PARKS. CONSDIG, V
56, NO 3, P 6, 1989.
DEWITT, MARTY. EDITORIAL: CAMP SOUTH DAKOTA. CONSDIG, V 58, N0<2, P 1, 1991.
DEWITT, MARTY. THE HILLS ARE ALIVE: THE SIOUX RIVER'FOLK FESTIVAL'-BRINGS MUSIC
TO LIFE AT NEWTON HILLS,STATE PARK. CONSDIG, V 54, NO 4, P 14-15, 1987.
ENKE, DAVE. FEATHERED FRIENDS OF NEWTON HILLS. CONSDIG, V 58, NO 1, P 5-6,
1991.
FISCHER, DAVE. THE 'NEW' PALISADES STATE PARK: THE PARK HAS BEEN AROUND FOR 40
YEARS, BUT NEW FACILITIES ADD A NEW FLAVOR. CONSDIG, V 58, NO 3,. P 2-5, 1991.
FLANERY, GEORGE. LAKE VERMILLION RECREATION AREA. CONSDIG, V 55, NO 3, P 8-11,
1988.
GRIFFITH, ;tOM. *"MT. RUSHMORE'S 50TH ANNIVERSARY: A NEW VISION FOR AMERICA'S
SHRINE OF DEMOCRACY. INSIDE, V 2, NO 5, P 20-21, SUM 1991.
GUNDERSON, JENNIFER. FISHER GROVE STATE PARK: THIS PARK ON THE JAMES RIVER IN
EASTERN SOUTH DAKOTA PRESERVES SOME OF SOUTH DAKOTA'S PAST. CONSDIG, V 57, NO
4, P 10-13, 1990.
HINZMAN, LEAH. DAKOTA NATURALIST: THE SEASONS OF CUSTER STATE PARK. CONSDIG, V
55, NO 5, P 22-23, 1988.
HOFER, DOUGLAS. A YEAR TO REMEMBER" IN-SOUTH Dakota STATE :PARKS-4EDIT0R1AL).
CONSDIG, V 56, NO 3, P 1, 1989.
HOFER, DOUGLAS. RAILS to TRAILS (EDITORIAL). CONSDIG, V 57, NO 4, P 1, 1990.
JACKSON, JIM. REC AREAS MAY CLOSE.. • DAKCOUNT, V 3, NO 7, P. 14-15, JUL 1989.
"LEWIS, WENDY. RICHMOND LAKE: OUTDOOR FUN FOR ALL SEASONS. CONSDIG, V 58, NO 3,
P 8-9, 1991.
LEWIS," WENDY. SICA HOLLOW STATE PARK: THE OTHER 'BAD' LANDS. CONSDIG, V 57, NO
3, P 2-5, 1990.
LEWIS, WENDY. WOULD YOU CARE TO JOIN ME? (VISUALIZE THE DAILY LIFE IN AN 1860'S.
FRONTIER MILITARY FORT). CONSDIG, V 58, NO 2, P 18-19, 1991.
MCPHAIL," JOfANNE.; ^MIRACLES OF NATURE; AN ADVENTUROUS DAY IN CUSTER STATE PARK




MOORE, DIRK. OUSTER STATE PARK ... A GOOD THING JUST GOT BETTER. INSIDE, V 2>
NO 5, P 17-19, SUM 1991.
MOUM, KEN. AN OUTSIDE OPINION; GETTING OUT. CONSDIG, V 55, NO 3, P 26, 1988.
^ "M0UM;~KEN. JULY 5-10, 1988: FIVE DAYS IN JULY THAT CHANGED OUSTER STATE PARK.
CONSDIG, V 55, NO 6, P 8-9, 1988.
MOUM, KEN. SPORTSMAN'S GUIDE TO LAKE FRANCIS CASE. FINS, V 6, NO 1, P 79-80,
JAN 1987.
MOUM, KEN. SPORTSMAN'S GUIDE TO LAKE POINSETT, HAMLIN COUNTY. FINS, V 6, NO J,
P 79-80, APR 1987.
MOUM, KEN. SPORTSMAN'S GUIDE:T0 PICKEREL LAKE, DAYi COUNTY:® FINS,-
96-97, FEB 1987.
NIELSON, JOHN. SPORTSMAN'S GUIDE TO LAKE CARTHAGE (MINER COUNTY). FINS, V 6,
NO 10, P 6^-65, WIN 1987.
NODSLE, JEFF. FALL FUN IN PARKS. CONSDIG, V 56, NO 5, P 12-15, 1989.
ODE, KIM. BADLANDS BACKPACKING. SDMAG, V 6, NO 2, P 57-61, MAY 1990.
POST, CHUCK. S.D. REPORT: CUSTER STATE PARK FEE STRUCTURE CHANGED. FINS, V 6,
NO 8, P 6, JUL 1987.
i nmost/; DftUCr;V ?;SlI):!i:5REP0RT.: GAME:'AND FISH ?SETS APPRECIATION WEEKENDS. FINS, V 6,
NO 3, P 6, MAR 1987.
'RAUSCHER, -WENDY.^ DAKOTAmTURALIST: ^ALONG THE-MIGHTY MISSOURI WITH7LEWIS AND®^
CLARK. CONSDIG, V 55, NO 6, P 21-23, 1988.
RAUSCHER, WENDY. FORT SISSETON HISTORICAL PARK: SHARING THE ESSENCE OF HISTORY.
CONSDIG, V 5^, NO 3, P 10-13, 1987.
RAVENTON, EDWARD. THE LEGEND OF SWEET MEDICINE: BEAR BUTTE IN WESTERN SOUTH
, . DAKOTA IS A SACRED MOUNTAIN TO MANY PLAINS INDIAN PEOPLE... CONSDIG, V 5A, NO
6, P 12-17, 1987.
SKADSEN, DENNIS. CHECKLIST OF BIRDS OBSERVED AT THE PLATTE CREEK STATE
RECREATION AREA, CHARLES MIX COUNTY, 198<i-1986. BIRD, V 'iO, NO P 84-93,
DEC 1988.
THILL, GARY. FALL HIKING. INSIDE, V 2, NO 6, P 46-49, FAL I99I.
THOMPSON, NANCY. RECREATION AND BEAUTY IN THE CENTER OF THE BLACK HILLS: CUSTER
„ \ ..STATEiPARK. i INSIDE, .V .1, NO I, P .28-30+, SUM 1990.
THORESON, MAYWIN. BIG SIOUX BLOOMS. CONSDIG, V 54, NO 3, P 2-5, 1987.
THORESON, MAYWIN. DAKOTA NATURALIST: COMMON ANIMALS OF SOUTH DAKOTA PARKS.
CONSDIG, V 56, NO 4, P 22-24, 1989.
THORESON, MAYWIN. GREAT FACES, GREAT PLACES - PUT YOUR BEST FOOT FORWARD AND
JOIN THE 1990 VOLKSMARCH SERIES. CONSDIG, V 57, NO 3, P 6-8, 1990.
THORESON, MAYWIN. WHAT'S SO 'SPECIAL' ABOUT PARKS? CONSDIG, V 57, NO 2, P
18-20, 1990.
WEBSTER, SHERI. THE '88 GALENA FIRE. CONSDIG, V 55, NO 6, P 6-9, 1988.
WHIPPLE, FRANK W. CAMPGROUND HOSTS: WHAT'S IT LIKE TO BE A VOLUNTEER IN ONE OF
SOUTH DAKOTA'S STATE PARKS? CONSDIG, V 57, NO 3, P 10-12, 1990.
PARKS AND RECREATION AREAS - ECONOMIC ASPECTS
PARK NOTES: PARKS HAVE IMPACT. CONSDIG; V 58, NO 4, P 26, 1991.
368 -
SUBJECT INDEX
PARKS AND RECREATION AREAS - FEES, LICENSES, AND REGULATIONS
PARK NOTES: NEW PARK LICENSE GOES ON SALE. CONSDIG, V 58, NO 5, P 26, 1991.
PARK NOTES: STATE PARKS GO TO YEAR-ROUND SEASON. CONSDIG, V 58, NO 2, P 26,
1991.
PARK NOTES: THE BEST IS VET TO COME (FALL AND WINTER OUTDOOR RECREATION)!
CONSDIG, V 58, NO 5, P 26, I99I.
PARKS AND RECREATION AREAS - HISTORY
THE BADLANDS. CONSDIG, V 56, NO 3, P 2-5, 1989. ...
EPP, TODD. PETER' NORBECKT PARK. BUILDER . CONSDIG, -V 56, NO : A,rP 2-5, :I989-.
EAUSKE; INGEBERT G;'^-F^^ LETTER CHISTORYNATIONAL GRASSLANDS ACQUISITIONS).
DAKWEST, V 13, NO 2, P 12-16, JUN 1987.
RAVENTON, EDWARD. THE LEGEND OF SWEET MEDICINE (BEAR BUTTE). INSIDE, V 2, NO
6, P 10-13, FAL 1991.
PARKS AND RECREATION AREAS - MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR
i ^.ii^:-pftRI(V?NoTEsVwHELF?STbP'PARK VANDALISM. CONSDIG, V 57, NO <♦, P 26, 1990.
PARK NOTES: NEW FISHING DOCK CONSTRUCTED. CONSDIG, V 57,-NO 5/ P.26,-1990.
PARK NOTES: RIBBON CUTTING AT SYLVAN LAKE LODGE. CONSDIG, V 58, NO 4, P 26,
I99I.
DELANGE, JAY. BEHIND THE SCENES: IT TAKES A VARIETY OF SEASONAL PARK EMPLOYEES
AND VOLUNTEERS TO MAKE YOUR PARK VISIT ENJOYABLE. CONSDIG, V 58, NO. 2, P 6-8,
1991.
HAGEN, RON. INSIDE VIEWPOINT: MT. RUSHMORE (PARKING EXPANSION). INSIDE, V 2,
NO 6, P 5, FAL 1991.
LEWIS, WENDY L. FORT SISSETON STATE HISTORICAL PARK: A LASTING LEGACY OF THE
DAKOTA FARMER. CONSDIG, V 58, NO 4, P 8-11, 1991.
MOUM, KEN. WHO TENDS THE PARK? CONSDIG, V 55, NO 6, P 27, 1988.
NOEM, ROLLIE. MAKING THE MOST OF CUSTER STATE PARK (EDITORIAL). CONSDIG, V 56,
- , NO 2, PI, 1989.
STINGLEY, JEFF. GAME, FISH AND PARKS FUNDING (EDITORIAL). CONSDIG, V 54, NO I,
P 1, 1987.
WENK, DAN; KOVENIG, EUGENE; BRADEMEYER, BRIAN. PRO/CON: MOUNT RUSHMORE
IMPROVEMENT PLANS. INSIDE, V 2, NO 6, P 6-9, FAL I99I.
PART-TIME EMPLOYMENT
INC0ME: -M0RE-THAN A^NUMBER AND ..A ,DOLLAR ;SIGN . LABOR, P 1-2, MAY.; 1987. ,r
NOT'ALL 9:00 TO 5:00. LABORTP 1-2, NOV 1990.
SANTACLAUS GOOD TO SOUTH DAKOTA RETAILERS LABOR, P 1-2, NOV 1988.
WHO ARE SOUTH DAKOTA'S PART-TIME WORKERS? LABOR, P 1, NOV 1989.
DELANGE, JAY. BEHIND THE SCENES: IT TAKES A VARIETY OF SEASONAL PARK EMPLOYEES





. DAKOTA CENTENNIAL 1889-1989, PART 5: THE HOPEFUL TWENTIES AND THE DIRTY
4 !XHIRTIES. ..CONSD V"<56, NO A, P 19^21, 1989.
FISH & WILDLIFE SERVICE. THE SHARPTAIL- A TRUE DAKOTAN. DAKCOUNT, V 3, NO 3, P
W1, MAR 1989.
PASQUE FLOWER
ODE, DAVE. DAKOTA FLORA: THE PASQUE FLOWER. CONSDIG, V 56, NO 2, P .29, 1989. ;.
PASQUE PETALS (PUBLICATION)
LESINSKI, JEANNE. SOUTH DAKOTA'S POETIC HERITAGE. HERITAGE, V lA, N0u4, P.5,
1988.
PASSION PLAY (SPEARFISH, S.D.)
JOSEF MEIER (1989 HALL OF FAME HONOREE-ARTS AND HUMANITIES). HERITAGE, V 15, NO
7, P 31, 1989.
;r!lEYERSi;:COLLEEN; . JOSEF MEIER: ?THE PASSION PLAYS ON. INSIDE, V 1, NO 1, P
:;-::v^l8-^r9^''''SUM'T99D-: •
PATIENT ABUSE
CAIN) LYNNE. PATIENT ADVOCATES INVESTIGATE PATIENT ABUSE AT HSC. SDREP, V 5,
NO 3, P 6, APR 1990.
PATIENT ADVOCACY PROGRAM
CAIN, LYNNE. ELDER ADVOCACY. SDREP, V 6, NO 1, P 6, AUG 1990.
CAIN, LYNNE. PATIENT ADVOCACY; PROGRAM (PAP) KEEPS BUSY AT HSC. SDREP, V 5, NO
1, P 8, AUG 1989.
CAIN, LYNNE. PATIENT ADVOCATES INVESTIGATE PATIENT ABUSE AT HSC. SDREP, V 5,
NO 3, P 6, APR 1990.
v .PATIENTi^iRIGHTS
CAIN, LYNNE. ELDER ADVOCACY. SDREP, V 6, NO 1, P 6, AUG 1990.
CAIN, LYNNE. PATIENT ADVOCACY PROGRAM (PAP) KEEPS BUSY AT HSC. SDREP, V 5, NO
1, P 8, AUG 1989.
CICHON, DENNIS E. THE POTENTIAL IMPACT OF HARPER V. WASHINGTON ON SOUTH
DAKOTA'S STATUTORY RIGHT TO REFUSE PSYCHIATRIC TREATMENT. LAW, V 36, NO 3, P
'i78-498, 1991.
MARSHALL, DIANNAL. GOVERNOR'S COMMITTEE UPHOLDS RIGHTS OF INDIVIDUALS WITH •
MENTAL ILLNESS. SDREP, V 5, NO 2, P DEC. 1989.
PATTERSON, ROBERT F.
ANDERSON, KAREN. A HISTORY OF THE DEANSHlP OF THE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS, THE
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH DAKOTA. BUSREV, V A9, NO 1, P 7-9, SEP 1990.




OUR PUBLIC COLLEGES' CENTENNIAL ALUMNI - BLACK HILLS STATE COLLEGE. SDMAG, V
,,N0 4, P 41, .NOV 1988.
PEDDLARS
CRAMER, MARIAN. 'PACK ON HIS BACK* ABE DYER, CLARK COUNTY PEDDLER. DAKHIST, NO
ZISTi 1989.
PEMMICAN
- GOEBEL, SALLY. PEMMICAN: FOOD STAPLE OF.JTHE.PLAINS"INDIANS.C CONSDIG, V.56, NO
2, P 23, 1989.
PENN, ROBERT (1946- )
GEYERMAN, RICK. BOB PENN: PAINTER. SDMAG, V 7, NO 2, P 21-23, JUL 1991.
PENNINGTON COUNTY
S : .ACTIVE E^^ COUNTY. TIPS, V 5, NO 1, P 1, MAR 1990.
IS RURAL AMERICA"DYING (EMPLOYMENT CHANGE)? LABOR, P 1-2, MAY 1991.
" ^ P V 3 , :N0 1, ;Pz 2, FEB
1987.
PENNINGTON COUNTY TARGETTED FOR MINING. TIPS, V 5, NO I, P 1, MAR 1990.
ROGERS, TIM. PENNINGTON COUNTY AQ ORDINANCE. WATER, V ;5, NO 2, P 9, SUM 1991.
PENNINGTON, ELLA STURGIS LAWLER (1858-1922)
LEE, ROBERT. ELLA, THE BELLE OF THE SEVENTH CAVALRY. DAKHIST, N021ST, 1989.
PERCEPTION, GEOGRAPHICAL - S.D.
EAST DAKOTA ("DAKOTA" NEW ADVERTISING VOGUE). SDMAG, V 2, NO 5, P 14-15, JAN
1987.
• EASY MONEY is GONE (MlCkELSON'SLOW TO ANGER ABOUT TEXAS AD DEROGATORY TO SOUTH
DAKOTA). SDMAG, V 3, NO 4, P 16, OCT 1987.
HOLIEN, CAROLE ST SHH...DON'T MENTION THE SUNSETS! SDMAG, V 4, NO 4, P 42, NOV
1988.
HUNHOFF, BERNIE. ABANDON SOUTH DAKOTA!?! , SDMAG, V 4, NO 5, P 4-5, JAN 1989.
MCLAIRb, JAMES D. FROM BIB OVERALLS TO COWBOY BOOTS: EAST RIVER/WEST RIVER
DIFFERENCES IN SOUTH DAKOTA. SDHIST, V 19, NO 4, P 454-491, 1989.
NELSON, PAT. THE CALL OF DAKOTA: A DISPLACED DAKOTAN PONDERS HER INBORN"LONGING
TO COME ,BACK HOME. SDMAG, V 3,.-NO 2, P 48-50, JUN 1987. V
RINEY-KEHRBERG, PAMELA. EVALUATING THE LAND: OVERLAND EMIGRANTS REACT TO THE
TRANS-MISSISSIPPI WEST, 1849-1853. DAKHIST, NO 2GTH, P 365-375, 1988.
PERCH
BEST perch LAKES IN THE DAKOTAS. DAKCOUNT, V 1, NO 12, P 6-11, DEC 1987.
GUY, CHRISTOPHER; WILLIS/DAVID.' MANAGING PONDS FOR LARGE PANFISH: HOW IT'S
DONE. CONSDIG, V 58, NO 1, P 13-15, 1991.




PERFORMANCE ENGINEERING AND MANUFACTURING CABERDEEN, S.D.)
PEM HAS RIBBON CUTTING CEREMONY IN ABERDEEN. ECONDEV, V A, NO 5, P 5, MAY 1991.
PERIODICALS - S.D.
LABOR bulletin ENHANCED. LABOR, P 1-2, JAN 1987.
NEW INFORMATION ADDED TO LABOR BULLETIN. LABOR, P l-Z, JAN. 1988.
PERSECUTION
- ^ 'ANDERSON, LAWRENCE G. JTHE-EXODUS OF ,:THEiHUTTERIT-ESbFROM SOUTH DAKOTA.^-i DAKHIST,
NO 19TH, P XIV.BI, 1987.
PERSIAN GULF WAR, 1991
ANDERSON, ROGER. DESERT STORM IMPACTS SOUTH DAKOTA. HERITAGE, V 17, NO 2, P
lA-20, JUN 1991.
PERSONAL INJURIES
^ ™'«'"KTRByF^^^ sheriff of FALL RIVER county JAIL: south DAKOTA'S
STATUTORY DISCRIMINATION AGAINST FEDERAL CIVIL RIGHTS... LAW, V 33, NO 1, P
-181-:193, 1988.
WELTER, MARK J. PREMISES LIABILITY: A PROPOSAL TO ABROGATE THE STATUS
DISTINCTIONS OF TRESPASSER, LICENSEE AND•INVITEE.... LAW, V 33, NO 1, P 66-89,
1988.
PESTICIDES
GRANT AWARDED CTO SOUTH DAKOTA GUIDE TO OPPORTUNITIES FOR LOCAL DEVELOPMENT
PROGRAM). ECONDEV, V 2, NO 5, P 6, JUN 1989.
PIRNER, STEVEN M. UPDATE ON THE CENTENNIAL ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION ACT OF
1989. WATER, V 3, NO 3, P 1+, NOV 1989.
PIRNER, STEVEN M. UPDATE ON THE CENTENNIAL ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION ACT OF
1989; WATER, V A, NO 3, P 1+, NOV 1990.
'•••-•^•PESTS
THOSE PESKY MOSQUITOES. MUNICIPAL, V 58, NO 1, P 8, JUL 1991.
PETERSON, EDITH
VOTE OF APPRECIATION (EDITH PETERSON MARKS 65TH YEAR OF VOTING). SDMAG, V A, NO
A, P AA, NOV 1988.
PETERSON, RAYMOND
OUR PUBLIC COLLEGES' CENTENNIAL ALUMNI,- DAKOTA STATE COLLEGE. SDMAG, V A, NO
A, P 39, NOV 1988.
PETERSON, WILLIAM P. (189A-19?)
WILLIAM P. PETERSON (1987 HALL OF FAME HONOREE -AGRICULTURE). DAKWEST,; V 13,




BONNAR, PENNY. PETROGLYPHS, A MYSTERY OF MAN. INSIDE, V 1, NO 2, P 16-17, FAL
1990.
PETROLEUM
OIL AND GAS DEVELOPMENTS IN SOUTH DAKOTA-1989. WATER, V 3, NO 6, P 4, JUN 1990.
HANSON, DENNIS. UNDERGROUND STORAGE TANK FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY. COUNTY, V
36, NO 10, P 6-7, OCT 1990.
PETROLEUM SPILLS AND CONTAMINATION
CONTAMINATED SITES FOUND, AT .ELLSWORTH AIR FORCE 3ASE. .T1PS, ,V 2, .;N0 _9-10, P
5-6, JAN 1987. ^
OIL & GAS SPILLS A STATEWIDE PROBLEM. TIPS, V 3, NO 2, P 5, APR 1987.
RELEASE REPORTING AND RESPONSE (OF SPILL INCIDENTS). WATER, V 2, NO 2, P 1+,
SEP 1988.
. SIOUX FALLS WILLIAMS PIPE LINE PETROLEUM RELEASES. WATER, V 2, NO 2, P .4, SEP
1988.




THOMAS A.^ WASHINGTON REPORT: NEW BILL TIGHTENS LAW TO PREVENT LEAKS
ABOVE GROUND STORAGE TANKS. MUNICIPAL, V 58, NO 5, P 15, NOV 1991.
LIGHTFIELD, KEITH. PETROLEUM RELEASE COMPENSATION FUND - PART 11. COUNTY, V
37, NO 2, P 1, FEB 1991.
LliBHTFlELD, KEITH. SOUTH DAKOTA PETROLEUM RELEASE COMPENSATION FUND - PART 1.
COUNTY, V 37, NO 1, P 6, JAN 1991.
PETTIGREW HOUSE AND MUSEUM (SIOUX FALLS, S.D.)
OYOS, LYNWOOD E. THIS OLD HOUSE: THE OTHER MUSEUM AND THE OTHER PETTIGREW.
DAKHIST, NO 21ST, 1989.
READ, RICHARD T. AN HISTORICAL OVERVIEW OF THE PETTIGREW MUSEUM IN SlOUX FALLS,
NO I8TH, P 708-714, 1986.
PETTIGREW, ANDREW (?-1866)
OYOS, LYNWOOD E. THIS OLD HOUSE: THE OTHER MUSEUM AND THE OTHER PETTIGREW.
DAKHIST, NO 2IST, 1989.
PETTIGREW, FREDERICK W. (1850-1901)
\ HOSKlNS, WILLIAM J.; RAMBOW, DAVID. FREDERICK W. PETTIGREW AND EARLY AREA
.ARCHAEOLOGY. DAKHIST, NO .I8TH, P .703^707, 1986. , ; , .
LUECK, EDWARD J. TWO EARLY (PETTIGREW) PICTURES OF THE SPLIT ROCK CREEK MOUNDS
(39MH6). DAKHIST, NO 21ST, 1989.
OYOS, LYNWOOD E. this old HOUSE: the OTHER MUSEUM AND THE OTHER PETTIGREW.
DAKHIST, NO 21ST, 1989.
- READ, RICHARD T. AN HISTORICAL OVERVIEW OF- THE. PETTIGREW MUSEUM IN. SIOUX FALLS,
1930-1974. DAKHIST, NO 18TH, P 708-714, 1986.
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PETTIGREW, RICHARD F. (18A8-1926)
, HOSKINS, WILLIAM J. R.F. PETTIGREW AND THE FIRST SOUTH DAKOTA VOLUNTEER
. -DAKHIST, NO ,21ST, .1989.
ISEMINGER, GORDON. A MOST PERFECT BOUNDARY. SDMAG, V 6, NO 5, P 7-11, JAN
1991.
LUECK; EDWARD J. TWO EARLY CPETTIGREW) PICTURES OF THE SPLIT ROCK CREEK MOUNDS
(39MH6). DAKHIST, NO 21ST, 1989.
OYOS, LYNWOOD E. this old HOUSE: the other MUSEUM AND THE OTHER PETTIGREW. •
DAKHIST, NO 21ST, 1989.
READ, RICHARD T. AN HIST0RICAV.0VERV1EW OF^lTHE' PETT-IGREWpMUSEUM. IN' SIOUX FALL^,
1930-197A. DAKHIST, NO 18TH, P 708-71A, 1986.
PG TECHNOLOGY (SPEARFISH, S.D.)
PG TECHNOLOGY OPENS DOORS IN SPEARFISH. ECONDEV, V 3, NO ID, P 6, NOV 1990.
PG TECHNOLOGY TO OPEN IN OCTOBER: CONTRACT WITH JAPANESE COMPANY ALREADY
SECURED. ECONDEV, V 3, NO 9, P 7, OCT 1990.
,.D.! COMMISSIONER'S COLUMN CSOUTH DAKOTA COMPANIES EXPORTING
S-A.^^ sv:TO^JAPAND? '^^ECONDEV;^V A, NO 5, P 2, MAY 1991.
PHEASANTS^ :SEE ,.ALSO .HUNTING '
AN OUTSIDE OPINION: PHEASANT CONNECTIONS. CONSDIG, V 57, NO 5, P 29, 1990.
DAKOTA CENTENNIAL 1889-1989, PART 3: EARLY STATEHOOD. CONSDIG, V 56, NO 2, P
20-22, 1989.
DAKOTA CENTENNIAL 1889-1989, PART A: REBUILDING WILDLIFE POPULATIONS. CONSDIG,
V 56, NO 3, P 23-25, 1989.
DAKOTA CENTENNIAL 1889-1989, PART 5: THE HOPEFUL TWENTIES AND THE DIRTY
THIRTIES. CONSDIG, V 56, NO A, P 19-^21, 1989.
DAKOTA CENTENNIAL 1889-1989, PART 6: PROSPERITY RETURNS TO THE PRAIRIE.
CONSDIG, V 56, NO 5, P 19-21, 1989.
DAKOTA HUNTERS FACE EXCELLENT PHEASANT SEASON: BROOD COUNTS SHOW INCREASES...
- ..L. 1991.
FALL PHEASANT OUTLOOK IMPROVED. DAKCOUNT, V 4, NO 7, P 29, JUL 1990.
, PHEASANT HARVEST DOWN IN DAKOTAS. DAKCOUNT, V 3, NO 8, P 35, AUG 1989.
PHEASANT HUNTING OPPORTUNITIES IN SOUTH DAKOTA. DAKCOUNT, V 5, NO 10, P 31, OCT
1991,
PHEASANT HUNTING RATED TOPS. DAKCOUNT, V 1, NO 10, P 9-10, OCT 1987.
PHEASANT HUNTING SHOULD BE. GOOD. DAKCOUNT, V 3, NO 10, P 17, OCT 1989...
PHEASANT NUMBERS SHOW INCREASE. DAKCOUNT, V 1, NO 10, P 6^-7, OCT 1987. \
PHEASANT OUTLOOK IMPROVED. DAKCOUNT, ,V 2, NO 10, P:6-7, OCT 1988.
PHEASANTS: CAN THEY BE OVERHARVESTED? DAKCOUNT, V 3, NO 1, P 35, JAN 1989.
SD HUNTERS WELCOME LONGER PHEASANT SEASON. DAKCOUNT, V 5, NO 6, P 26-28, JUN
1991.
; SD PHEASANT OUTLOOK. DAKCOUNT, V 1, NO 8, P 24-25, AUG 1987.
; SD PHEASANT PROGRAM BEGINS. DAKCOUNT, V 2, NO 1, P 27, JAN 1988.
'SOUTH DAKOTA PHEASANT RESTORATION. DAKCOUNT, V 1, NO 3, P 42, MAR 1987.
SOUTH DAKOTA PHEASANTS: SHOULD THERE BE A CLOSED SEASON? DAKCOUNT, V 5, NO 9, P
24, SEP 1991. .
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SUBJECT INDEX
STATE'S PROPOSED PHEASANT PLAN. FINS', V 7, NO 2, P 6, MAR 1988.
WILDLIFE NOTES: PHEASANT OUTLOOK PROMISING. CONSDIG, V 58, NO 5, P 27, 1991.
-,^,,WILDLIFE NOTES^^^^^^^ SURVEYS-GOMPXETED. CONSDIG, V 57, NO 5, P 27, 1990.
WRAP-UP: GO OUT AND WITNESS THE CYCLE OF LIFE (BROODS OF PHEASANTS). CONSDIG, V
5/i> NO A, P 27, 1987.
BARE, LLOYD. IT'S TIME FOR A COVER-UP (PHEASANTS). FINS, V 6, NO 2, P 87.-89,
FED 1987.
BERINGSON, DICK. EDITORIAL: PHEASANTS THRIVE^ IN THE '90S. CONSDIG, V 58, NO 5,
P I, 1991.
BERINGSON, DICK TIME XS-RIGHT XFOR XMPROVINGCPHEASANTiHABITATl^i^CONSDIG^ V
58, NO I, P I, X99I.
BERINGSON, DICK. WHO'S THE USER (EDITORIAL). CONSDIG, V 55, NO 2, P 1, 1988.
BROWN, LARRY. CREEK-BOTTOM ROOSTERS (PHEASANTS). FINS, V 6, NO 10, P 55-58+,
WIN 1987.
CARLSON, ED. PHEASANT NOSTALGIA: A TRIP BACK TO THE FARMLANDS OF HIS YOUTH TO
HUNT PHEASANTS CONFIRMS THAT RURAL S.D. CONTINUES TO... CONSDIG, V 58, NO 1,
P lO-II, 1991.
? ' VcoONRODrB^ EVERYONE (EDITORIAL). CONSDIG, V 5A, NO 6, P I,
1987.
HUNHOFF/ BERNIE.' ' OPENING DAY IN REDFIELD, 'PHEASANT CAPITAL OF THE WORLD!'.
SDMAG, V 3, NO 4, P 7-11+, OCT 1987.
JACKSON, JIM. A LONGER SEASON. DAKCOUNT, V 3, NO 10, P 11, OCT 1989.
JACKSON, JIM. A PROMISING SEASON FOR PHEASANT HUNTERS. DAKCOUNT, V 4, NO 10, P
10-12, OCT 1990.
JACKSON, JIM. EARLY PHEASANT YEARS. DAKCOUNT, V 3, NO I, P 12-13, JAN 1989.
JACKSON, JIM., LONGER PHEASANT SEASON NEEDED IN SD. DAKCOUNT, V 5, NO 4, P
24-25, APR 1991.
LEIF, TONY. DAKOTA WILDLIFE: NESTING PHEASANTS. CONSDIG, V 57, NO 2, P 22-23,
1990.
LINDSAY, LARRY. S.D. REPORT: WHY AREN'T THERE PHEASANTS EVERYWHERE? FINS, V 6,
V f vi^lNO aO,/:.,R,6, WIN 1987.
MOIJM, KEN. AN OUTSIDE OPINION: OH, THOSE WONDERFUL ROADSIDES. CONSDIG, V 58,
NO 2, P 29, 1991.
MOUM, KEN. S.D. HEADWATERS: THINK HARD ABOUT HABITAT. FINS, V 6, NO 2, P 6,
FEB 1987.
MOUM, KEN. SOUTH DAKOTA'S UPLAND GAME FORECAST. FINS, V 6, NO 9, P 10-12+, SEP
1987.
. ; MOUM, KEN. THE NEW BASICS OF PHEASANT HUNTING. CONSDIG, V 58,..NO 5,, P>2-5,
1991.
OAKS, BARBARA. REDFIELD'S,PHEASANT GUIDE. SDMAG, V 5, NO 4, P 44-45, NOV 1989.
RAASCH, CHUCK. WINGED LEGENDS. SDMAG, V 7, NO 3, P 60,62, SEP I99I
RILEY, STEVEN. DAKOTA WILDLIFE: COUNTING PHEASANTS. CONSDIG, V 58, N04, P
20-21, 1991.
RILEY, STEVEN. DAKOTA WILDLIFE: THE RING-NECKED PHEASANT. CONSDIG, V 57, NO 1,
P 22-23, 1990.
RILEY, TERRYj RILEY, STEVEN. DAKOTA WILDLIFE - PHEASANTS IN IOWA AND SOUTH
DAKOTA: HISTORIES REVISITED AND COMPARED. CONSDIG, V 58, NO 5, P 20-21, 1991.




SOLOMON, KEN. DAKOTA WILDLIFE: PHEASANTS AND PRIVATE CITIZENS GROUPS. CONSDIG,
V 57, NO 4, P 20-21, 1990;
TALSMA, ART. DAKOTA WILDLIFE: WHY DID MICHIGAN CHOOSE SICHUAN PHEASANTS?
" : ;M.,.?A:eONSDIG^V .57,~«N0'5, vP
VAA, SPENCER. WINTER FOOD PLOTS. CONSDIG, V 55, NO 2, P IOtII, 1988.
PHEASANTS FOR EVERYONE PROGRAM
AN OUTSIDE OPINION: REMEMBERING THE GOOD TIMES;(PHEASANT HUNTING).7CONSDIG;^V
^ 58, NO I, P 29, I99I.
FARMING.AND UPLAND GAME BIRDS. > CONSDIG^ ^V::57,i;.N0/3,' P; 21, T990.
: LENGTH-ONLY RULE APPLIES TO CATCH-AND-RELEASE . FINS, V 7, NO 5; P,.7;,r:I988.. v
; NEW pheasant: PROGRAM MAY INCREASE HUNTING SPOTS. FINS, V 7, NO 5, P 7, 1988.
WILDLIFE NOTES: WINTER COVER ESSENTIAL. CONSDIG, V 58, NO 5, P 27, I99I.
COONROD, BRUCE. PHEASANTS, COMMISSIONERS AND '38 (EDITORIAL). CONSDIG, V 56,
NO 1, P 1, 1989.
SOLOMON, KEN. DAKOTA WILDLIFE: PHEASANTS AND PRIVATE CITIZENS GROUPS. CONSDIG,
; \l .51, m 1990.
PHILANTHROPISTS
HAUGO HAD GOLDEN TOUCH IN SOUTH DAKOTA BANKING (ERLING HAUGO - HALL OF FAME
HONOREE - BUSINESS). HERITAGE, V 16, NO 3, P 8-9, FAL 1990.
PAUL BATCHELLER (1991 HALL OF FAME HONOREE). HERITAGE, V 17, NO 3, P 7, SEP
1991.
SIOUX FALLS BENEFITS FROM DELBRIDGE GENEROSITY (CARELTON DELBRIDGE, 1991 HALL OF
FAME HONOREE). HERITAGE, V 17, NO 3, P 8-9, SEP 1991.
WALTER CUNNINGHAM (HALL OF FAME HONOREE - UNSUNG HEROES AND GOOD HEARTS).
HERITAGE, V 15, NO 5, P 2, 1989.
LEWIS, DALE. R. F. LEWIS -- "THE THINKER". HERITAGE, V 15, NO 5, P 15-16,
1989,
lewis; DALE. TOYS- GIFTS REACH SOUTH DAKOTA INDIANS BY THE TRUCKLOAD.
;v^vs/.-v^ ,; .;r;;:HERrTAGE; fVi^l77,;f.NO-l, P I4t15, MAR I99I.
LONDON, BONNIE. HE STOOD A MAN OF STATURE GRAND (PATRICK COWAN - HALL OF FAME
HONOREE - AGRICULTURE). HERITAGE, V 16, NO 3, P 2-3, FAL 1990.
OLSEN, VERNA. BROKERS' FUND DRIVE HELPS DISABLED CHILDREN. HEALTH, V 3, NO 2,
P 5, MAR 1989.
PHILIP, JAMES "SCOTTY" (I86G?-I9I1)
LYDIC, FRANK A. HE SAVED THE BUFFALO -A NARRATIVE IN RHYMED VERSE,.DAKHIST,.
NO I9TH, P V.BI+, 1987.
PHILLIPS, HARRIET C. (1841-1933)
MASHEK, CAROL M. THESE WOMEN MADE A DIFFERENCE. DAKHIST, NO 21ST, 1989; -
; PHILLIPS, TOM :




MAMA'S CAMERA CAPTURES CHILDREN. HISTNOTES, V 5, NO A, P 3, SPR 1990.
BADE, BRIAN. DAKOTA EXPEDITIONARY PHOTOGRAPHERS. DAKHIST, V 22, P 69-79, 1990.
DUFFY, MARY. BILL GROETHE--MASTER PHOTOGRAPHER OF MOUNT RUSHMORE (PHOTOGRAPHS).
SDMAG, V 7, NO 1, P 20-26, MAY 1991.
HUNHOFF, BERNIE. PHOTOGRAPHING SOUTH DAKOTA: JOEL STRASSER. SDMAG,.V.2,-N0 5,
P 20-25, JAN 1987.
HUNHOFF, BERNIE. PHOTOS BY DON. POLOVICH.' .SDMAG, V 5, NO'S, P 8^15, :JAN 1990.
•; kolbe; robertj bade, brian. dakotammage;-photographers-of Dakota-territory,
NORTH DAKOTA AND SOUTH DAKOTA, 1860-1920 (A PROPOSAL FOR A BOOK)DAKHIST, NO
19TH, P VIII.Bl, 1987.
MCKENZIE, BILL. FACES OF THE SIOUX (PHOTOGRAPHIC ESSAY AND ARTICLE). SDMAG, V
3, NO 2, P 10-15, JUN 1987.
MITCHEL, LYNN MARIE. WILLIAM RICHARD CROSS, PHOTOGRAPHER ON THE NEBRASKA -
SOUTH DAKOTA FRONTIER. SDHIST, V 20, NO 2, P 81-95, 1990.
SHATTIL, WENDY; ROZINSKI, ROBERT. DAKOTA SCENES (PHOTOGRAPHIC ESSAY). CONSDIG,
-V 55, NO 2, P 12-17, 1988.
PHOTOGRAPHIC ESSAYS
HARVEY DUNN (PHOTGRAPHIC ESSAY). HERITAGE, V 14, NO 1, P 24-29, 1988.
KORCZAK ZIOLKOWSKI (PHOTOGRAPHIC ESSAY). HERITAGE, V 14, NO 1, P 6-9, 1988.
NEW CENTENNIAL CULTURAL HERITAGE CENTER IS GROWING. HISTNOTES, V 3, NO 4, P 3,
JAN 1988.
MCKENZIE, BILL. FACES OF THE SIOUX (PHOTOGRAPHIC ESSAY AND ARTICLE). SDMAG, V
3, NO 2, P 10-15, JUN 1987.
ODE, JEANNE KILEN. SOUTH DAKOTA THEN AND NOW: A PHOTOGRAPHIC ESSAY. SDHIST, V
19, NO 4, P 492-537, 1989.
REVELL, BOB. THE GOOD OLD GUYS. SDMAG, V 6, NO 5, P 24-27, JAN 1991.
SHATTIL, WENDY; ROZINSKI, ROBERT. DAKOTA SCENES (PHOTOGRAPHIC ESSAY). CONSDIG,
V. 55, 'NO ,2, P. 12-17^ 1988.
STEWART, JOE. CHARLES T. GREENER. HERITAGE, V 14, NO 1, P 15-17, 1988.
TORMA, CAROLYN. BUILDING DIVERSITY: A PHOTOGRAPHIC SURVEY OF SOUTH DAKOTA
ARCHITECTURE, 1913-1940. SDHIST, V 19, NO 2, P 156-193, 1989.
PHOTOGRAPHS - COLLECTIONS
HARVEST SCENES (PHOTOGRAPHS). SDMAG, V 7, NO 3, P 28-29, SEP 1991.
MAMA'S CAMERA CAPTURES CHILDREN. HISTNOTES, V 5, NO 4, P 3, SPR 1990. / "
DUFFY, MARY.' BILL GROETHE--MASTER-PHOTOGRAPHER OF MOUNT RUSHMORE (PHOTOGRAPHS).
SDMAG, V 7, NO 1, P 20-26, MAY 1991.
MOGEN, JANET. VALUE OF THE HAROLD SHUNK COLLECTION AND HOW IT DOCUMENTS HIS
LIFE. DAKHIST, V 22, P 678-688, 1990.
PHYSICAL THERAPY
HAMILTON, JOHN A. ^ SDAP CLIENTS SUCCESSFUL IN SPECIAL EDUCATION DUE PROCESS




PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED SEE HANDICAPPED
APHYSIC.IAN-PATIENL. PRIVILEGE vjSEE-CONFIDENTIAL
PHYSICIANS
CHPS/NHSC PLACE THREE PHYSICIANS IN S.D. HEALTH, V 1, NO 3, P 2, MAY 1987. ,
DOCTOR/PLACED IN MILBANK (MICHAEL P. COYLE). HEALTH, V 2, NO 5, P 3, SEP 1988.
- >. . DOCTOR RECRUITED'for: MILBANK HOSPIIAL::i ^HEALTH, V, 1, NO :6, iPv/3, VNOV ,1987 .
V:/ DR,^ WILLlD0NAHdE/ t l988"HALL/ OF'FAME-HONOREE-=:sPR0FESSI0NAL0^->HERIIAGE5i;l/- I47/rN0
4, P 27, 1988.
. FIRST PHYSICIAN OPPORTUNITY AWARENESS EXPO HELD IN SIOUX FALLS. HEALTH, V ^i, NO
5, P 5, OCT 1990.
GOVERNOR SIGNALS SUPPORT FOR MED. SCHOOL AND RESIDENCY PROGRAM. HEALTH, V NO
2, P 5, MAR 1990.
KARL WEGNER, MD (1988 HALL OF FAME HONOREE - PROFESSIONAL). HERITAGE, V lA, NO
4, P 32, 1988.
^;^^^p^UE-H(^HM^%^D^^ HONOREE - PROFESSIONAL). DAKWEST, V 13, NO
4, P 15, DEC 1987.
PHYSICIAN EXPO HELD. HEALTH, V 5, NO 5, P 5, OCT 1991.
.REIMBURSEMENT PROGRAM SIGNS FIRST DOCTOR. HEALTH, V 4, NO 4, P 4, JUL 1990.
ROBERT H. HAYES, M.D. (1987 HALL OF FAME HONOREE - PROFESSIONAL). DAKWEST, V
13, NO 4, P 14, DEC 1987.
Rural health plans 2nd physician opportunity expo, health, v b, no 3, p 5, jun
1991.
,SD TUTITION REIMBURSEMENT PROGRAM SIGNS THIRD DOC. HEALTH, V 5, NO 6, P 4, DEC
1991. •,
SOUTH DAKOTANS SPEAK OUT AT RURAL HEALTH MEETINGS. HEALTH, V 4, NO 5, P 6, OCT
1990.
WORKER'S COMPENSATION: WHO CHOOSES THE DOCTOR? LABOR, P 15, MAY 1990.
: WORKER:'S COMPENSATION : W^^^^ SD LABOR
BULLETIN, MAY 1990). COUNTY, V 36, NO 8, P 2, JUL 1990.
CORDTS, IRENE. ABBIE ANN JARVIS, M.D.-- SMALL TOWN DOCTOR ON THE SOUTH DAKOTA
PRAIRIE. DAKHIST, NO 18TH, P 217-223, 1986.
MARTEN, JAMES. A MEDICAL ENTREPRENEUR GOES WEST: FATHER WILLIAM KROEGER IN
SOUTH DAKOTA, 1893-1904. SDHIST, V 21, NO 4, P 333-361, 199i;
SAMP, ARDYCE. FREDERICK A. SPAFFORD, M.D. (1855-1922). DAKHIST, NO 18TH, P
715-733, 1986.
PHYTOPLANKTON
GUY, CHRISTOPHER. -ZOOPLANKTON: SOUTH DAKOTA ANIMALS MANY PEOPLE.NEVER SEE.
CONSDIG, V 56, NO 4, P 12-13, 1989.
PICK-SLOAN PLAN
MISSOURI RIVER COST RECOVERY AUTHORITY. WATER, V T, NO 5, PI, MAY 1988.
MUNICIPALITIES AND GOVERNOR MICKELSON'S WATER DEVELOPMENT INITIATIVE.
MUNICIPAL, V 54, NO 4, P 7, OCT 1987.
eDMAN:;;^TIM.:;:'-'GOV£ DAKOTA/WATER-INITIATIVE REPORT




^ FERRELL; JOHN. DEVELOPING THE MISSOURI; SOUTH DAKOTA AND THE PICK-SLOAN PLAN.
SDHIST, V 19, NO 3, P 306-3A1, 1989.
MICKELSON, GEORGE S. MY VIEW OF THE MISSOURI RIVER. LAW, V 36, NO 1, P 1-7,
1991.
POLLOCK, JIM. REBIRTH OF A SOUTH DAKOTA TOWN. SDHIST, V 19, NO 3, P 3A2-361,
1989.
PICKEREL LAKE SEE LAKE PICKEREL
PICKLER, JOHN And ALICE
' > THE ^GUY WHO LEFT A RINK-^CASTLE• HERE";WOULl)?yLIKE' n"ODAY'SSFOrKS-^ nSDMAG;=^AA>^;^ NO 1,
P <i7-51, MAY 1991.
MORITZ, JODY. JOHN AND ALICE PICKLER, FAULKTON PIONEERS, AND-THEIR HOME.
DAKHIST, NO 20TH, P 543-548, 1988.
PICNICS
HUNHOFF, BERNIE. SOUTH DAKOTA'S CACTUS PICNIC (ANNUAL S.D. PICNIC IN MESA,
ARIZONA). SDMAG, V 3, NO 1, P 18-20, APR 1987.
PICTURES
MILLER, JOHN. THE WAY THEY SAW USV DAKOTA TERRITORY IN THE ILLUSTRATED NEWS.
; SDHIST, V 18, NO 4, P 214-244, 1988.
PIEPLOW, MICHAEL F. (1945-1987)
LAY, DONALD P. REMARKS OF THE HONORABLE DONALD P. LAY AT THE MICHAEL PIEPLOW
LAW REVIEW OFFICE DEDICATION. LAW, V 34, NO 1, P IX-XIII, 1989.
PIERSOL, LAWRENCE L. A COLLEAGUE'S TRIBUTE (TO MICHAEL PIEPLOW). LAW, V 34> NO
1, P XIV, 1989.
PIERRE, S.D. SEE ALSO STATE CAPITOL
AROUND THE LEAGUE...THREE CITIES AWARDED FUNDS FOR SOLID WASTE PROJECTS.
MUNICIPAL, V 57, NO 3, P ID, SEP 1990.
' ' PIERRE - A CAPltAL CITVr MUNICIPAL, V ^5 NO 4, P 8, OCT 1989.
PIERRE STRUCTURE RENOVATED FOR OFFICE BUILDING. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 6, P 6, AUG
1989.
PIERRE USES DESIGN ELEMENTS FOR IMPROVEMENTS. ECONDEV, V 1, NO 5, P 5, OCT
1988.
PIERRE'S PETUNIAS. SDMAG, V 3, NO 3, P 22, AUG 1987.
PIERRE'S POPCORN KING. SDMAG, V 6i NO 4, P 29-30, SEP 1990.
PIERRE'S UNFORGETTABLE SUMMER OF '27 (A PRESIDENT, A HERO AND A HUMAN FLY VISIT
PIERRE). SDMAG, V 3, NO 2, P 28-30, JUN 1987.
REVISITING THE D & E CAFE. SDMAG, V 6, NO 2, P 16-18, MAY 1990.
UNCLE MATT'S 9,000 BUTTONS. SDMAG, V 6, NO 3, P 41-42, JUL 1990.
DREWES, GARY. - RECYCLING PROGRAM CITY OF PIERRE, SOUTH DAKOTA. , WATER, V 5, NO
3, P 5, FAL 1991.
EPF, TODD. UNOFFICIAL, UNAUTHORIZED, UNDERGROUND TOUR OF THE GREATER PEIRRE
AREA! HERITAGE, V 17, NO 2, P 26-28, JUN 1991.
HUNHOFF, BERNIE. POLITICS AND PASTA ARE RESTORED FOR PIERRE (ST. CHARLES




NATIONAL FARMS STINKS UP RURAL NEBRASKA COUNTY. TIPS, V 3, NO 5, P 7, AUG 1987.
NATIONAL FARMS, INC. WANTS HUGE HOG CONFINEMENT OPERATION IN HUGHES COUNTY.
TIPS, V 3, NO 5, P 6-7, AUG 1987.
PIGS - DISEASES
LARSON, GEORGE E. BOYHOOD JOBS DUE TO HOG CHOLERA. HERITAGE, V 15, NO 6,'B
32-35, 1989.
STALHEIM, OLE. THE HOG CHOLERA. BATTLE .(IN..THE .I880S)-.;..,DAKHIST, NO. 19TH, .B.;r.v
XIX.Al, 1987.
PILLAR, EDWARD CHARLES (1905-1987)
EDWARD CHARLES PILLAR (HALL OF FAME HONOREE - UNSUNG HEROES AND GOOD HEARTS).
HERITAGE, V 15, NO 5, P 5, 1989.
PILOTS SEE AIR PILOTS
s-:; ..tf^pTNr'RIDGE'^
- GRANT FUNDS NATIVE AMERICAN HEALTH EDUCATION. HEALTH,. V 3, NO 6,. P 2, NOV 19,89.
MNI WICONI RURAL WATER SYSTEM. WATER, V 3, NO I, P 3, JUL 1989.
NATIONAL GARBAGE DUMP PROPOSED FOR PINE RIDGE. TIPS, V 5, NO 5, P 1-2, AUG
1990.
PINE RIDGE WIC COMPLETES FIRST YEAR. HEALTH, V 3, NO 1, P A, JAN 1989.
PINE RIDGE WIC PROVIDES FAMILY PLANNING. HEALTH, V 3, NO 3, P 1+, MAY 1989.
STATE/TRIBAL group targets needs of pine ridge. HEALTH, V NO 5, P 1+, OCT
1990.
TRIBES HIT WITH WASTE ISSUES. TIPS, V 5, NO 5, PI, AUG 1990.
GAGNON, GREGORY. GENESIS OF OGLALA SURVIVAL: THE ADAPTATIONS OF 1830-1878.
. . DAKHISTi NO 21ST, 1989.
• ^ INDIAN, NO 126, P 9, SUM
1991.
- HUNHOFF, BERNIE. HOPING FOR A NEW START. SDMAG, V 6, NO 5, P 2A-29, NOV 1990.
PIONEER DAUGHTERS COLLECTION, S.D. FEDERATION OF WOMEN'S CLUBS (STATE HISTORICAL
SOCIETY)
WAGNER, SALLY ROESCH. DAKOTA RESOURCES: THE PIONEER DAUGHTERS COLLECTION OF THE
SOUTH DAKOTA FEDERATION OF WOMEN'S CLUBS. SDHIST, V19, NOl, P 95-I09i 1589.
WAGNER, SALLY ROESCH. DAUGHTERS OF DAKOTA: PIONEER WOMEN'S STORIES. DAKHIST,
NO 21ST, 1989.
PIONEER STORE (NORRIS, S.D.)
LETELLIER> ESTHER. THE PIONEER STORE. DAKHIST, V 22, P 556-568, 1990.




i RITES AND PIPES. INDIAN, NO 115,. P 2, JUN1988.
PIPESTONE
RAVENTON, EDWARD. THE SIOUX RIDGE: A BILLION-YEAR OLD ROCK FORMATION—SIOUX
' QUARTZITE--LIES BENEATH THE GLACIAL TILL IN SOUTHEASTERN S.D. .CONSDIG,. V 54,
NO 2, P 2-5, 1987.
PLACE NAMES SEE NAMES -GEOGRAPHICAL
PLANNED PARENTHOOD
BOWLBY, PAT; SCHWIESOW, ELLI; KELLY, GAIL. PRO/CON - PLANNED PARENTHOOD.
INSIDE, V 2, NO 5, P 8-10, SUM 1991.
PLANNING DISTRICTS
BLACK HILLS COUNCIL ADDRESSES REGIONAL CONCERNS. ECONDEV, V 3, NO 1, P 4, JAN
1990.
DISTRICT III SERVES 13 COUNTY AREA IN SOUTH DAKOTA. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 5, P 6,
JUN 1989.
FIRST DISTRICT PLANS FOR NORTHEASTERN SOUTH DAKOTA. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 3, P 5,
MAR 1989.
NECOG SERVES NEEDS OF lO-COUNTY REGION. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 6, P 8, AUG 1989.
NEW GRANTEE WORKSHOP HELD FOR CDBG RECIPIENTS. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 7, P 8, SEP
1989.
SECOG'S AIM IS COOPERATION, EFFICIENCY. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 4, P 5, APR 1989.
SOUTH DAKOTA DISTRICTS ORGANIZE FOR DEVELOPMENT. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 3, P 4, MAR
1989.
BUTTERWICK, DARRELL D. COMMISSIONER'S COLUMN (PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT
ASSISTANCE). ECONDEV, V 2, NO 3, P 2, MAR 1989.
;RLANTS :rSE.E--ALSO^MORr}SPECIF,IC SUBJECTS RELATING TO PLANTS
ODE, DAVE. DAKOTA FLORA: THE VALUE OF PLANTS. CONSDIG, V 58, NO 4^ P 25, 1991.
PLATTE CREEK RECREATION AREA
SKADSEN, DENNIS. CHECKLIST OF BIRDS OBSERVED AT THE PLATTE CREEK STATE
RECREATION AREA, CHARLES MIX COUNTY, 1984-1986. BIRD, V 40, NO 4, P 84-93,
DEC 1988.
PLOOF, DAVE
HiJNHOFF, BERNIE. COACH PLOOF: DISCIPLINE WITH A CURVE (POST 22, RAPID CITY).
SDMAG, V 4, NO 3, P 19-21, SEP 1988.
PLOVERS
HOWE, FRANK. TERNS AND PLOVERS ON THE REC. RIVER. CONSDIG, V 54, NO 3, P 18, .
1987.
SCHWALBACH, MONICA J.; HIGGINS, KENNETH F.; VANDEL, GEORGE III. TERNS 8 .
-PLOVERS: TWO SPECIES THAT NEED HELP TO REMAIN PART OF SOUTH DAKOTA'S FAUNA




SOUTH DAKOTA HEALTH 2000 UPDATE. HEALTH, V 3, NO 6, P 1+, NOV 1989.
POACHING - WILDLIFE
LAKE FRANCIS CASE. DAKCOUNT, V 3, NO 7, P 28-30, JUL 1989.
SD POACHERS WATCH THE SKY. DAKCOUNT, V .1, NO II, P 15, NOV 1987.
' WILDLIFE NOTES: OPERATION FAIR-SHARE SUCCESS. XONSDIG, V 58, NO A, P,, 27, .1.991.
' ^EARN:;CASHv : iCONSDIG, vV:.5<i., NO-1, , P.J28., 1987.
WRAP-UP: TIPS STILL effective. CONSDIG, V 58, NO 5, P 28, 1991.
KEVSER, EMMETT. OPERATION FAIR SHARE - 1990: A MISSOURI RIVER FISHERY
REGULATIONS ENFORCEMENT INSTITUTE (EDITORIAL). CONSDIG, V 57, NO 2, P 1,
1990.
MCCREA, DAVE. GIVE WILDLIFE A TIP. CONSDIG, V 56, NO 5, P 2-5, 1989.
MITZEL, BILL. LOCAL AGENT REVIEWS POACHING PROBLEM IN SOUTH. DAKCOUNT, V 2, NO
5, P 26-28, JUN 1988.
^r#'^ NELSON,'^ !MN;® ^UCK^¥OAeHING RAMPANT IN SOUTH. : DAKCOUNT, V 2, NO 5, P 12-16, MAY
1988.
PbE, THOMAS E. JR.
KRUEGER, R.J.(JIM) JR.j MCCAHREN, LEE M.; PASHBY, GARY J.; HAGEMANN, JOHN F. IN
\ . MEMORIAM: THOMAS E. POE, JR. LAW, V 34, NO 2, P IX-XVII, 1989.
POEMS
AL SAYS: MA'S OLD GALVANIZED WASHTUB (POEM). HERITAGE, V 16, NO 4, P 23, WIN
1990.- -
LILY OF THE WEST. SDMAG, V 7, NO 3, P 55, SEP I99I.
ODE TO THE FIRST EARTH HOMES (POEM). SDMAG, V 4, NO 6, P II, MAY 1989.
WRAP-UP: PRIZE WINNING POEM FEATURES FERRET (I WISH I COULD SAY THERE ARE TWO)
, vvi W '(POEM),.' .CONSDIG, V 54, NO 2, ,P., 26, 1987. ;
ALLAN, DON. BADGER CLARK IS STILL A-RIDIN' (POEM). SDMAG, V 3, NO I, P 39, APR
1987.
AMAN, CATHY. SOUTH DAKOTA MEMORY. SDMAG, V 6, NO 5, P 42, JAN 1991.
-Anderson, SANDRA, south windows (poem). sdmag, v 2, no 5, p 41, jan i987.
ANNA MARIE, SISTER. GOD SMILED ON SOUTH DAKOTA (POEM). DAKWEST, V 13, NO 1, P
I, MAR 1987.
; ^RTEMAN, MAYME;" B CLARK (POEM). SDMAG, V 4, NO 5, P 18, JAN. 1989.- t
: ARTEMAN> .MAYME. LET US NOT FORGET (POEM) . . SDMAG, V 4,^ NO 6, ..P 13, MAY 1989. . .
ASHEIM, ENID. THE OLD NIGHT WATCHMAN OF LONG, LONG AGO.(POEM). HERITAGE,. V 15,
NO 8, P 20, 1989.
AVERY, TOM. RECOLLECTIONS (POEM). SDMAG, V 3, NO 4, P 19, OCT 1987.
BARNES, DAN. HEGHETU WETO.^^^^S^^ V 7,' NO 4, P 55, NOV 1991.
:BARNES, DAN; MIKESELL, JANICE H.; KILIAN, -SUSAN; CRAMER, MARIAN; HEARD., VERA.
OUR DAKOTA POETS. SDMAG, V 5, NO 5, P 45, JAN 1990.




'BERBERICH, SARA.' BEAVER CREEK DISTRICT^NUMBER TEN (POEM). SDMAG, V 3, NO 4, P
19, OCT 1987.
BERBERICH, SARA. BINGO. SDMAG, V 6, NO 5, P 42, JAN 1991.
BERBERICH, SARA. GOING-GOING-"GOT:iT"(POEM). SDMAG, V 5, NO 2, P 55, JUL 1989.
BERBERICH, SARA. THE OLD NEIGHBORHOOD. SDMAG, V 7, NO 1, P 56, MAY 1991.
BERNIE, CLIFFORD JR. KEEPER OF THE EARTH (POEM). SDMAG, V 4, NO 3, P 34, SEP
1988.
BERNIE^ CLIFFORD JR. TRIBUTE TO WHITE-TAILED DEER (POEM). SDMAG, V 4, NO 4, P
45, NOV 1988.
'; . .BERTSCHINGER, HAFIS;-.-SOURCE,;(POEM):.Z f;HERITAGE, .Y.;i5, :N0 7., P.-40,,V1989..
BEST> EUGENE E. ROOTS IN SOUTH DAKOTA. SDMAG, V 7, NO 1, P 56, MAY 1991.-
BLANTON, DEBRA. THE LIVING PAST. SDMAG, V 6, NO 6, P 47, MAR 1991.
BOGUE, LOIS. CLIFF SWALLOWS (POEM). SDMAG, V 3, NO 1, P 32, APR 1987.
BOGUE, LOIS. SOUTH DAKOTA - A STATE UNIQUE (POEM). SDMAG, V 5, NO 4, P 43, NOV
1989.
j i BRADFIELDii BYRON, , BLIZZARD'S SONG (POEM). HERITAGE, V 14, NO 4, P 0, 1988.
BRYAN, CANDICE MITCHELL. THE GOD OF THE WILD (POEM). SDMAG, V 3, NO 6, P 36,
MAR 1988.
BURK, NANCY NOELL. BUTTERFLY. SDMAG, V 7, NO 1, P 56, MAY 1991.
BURTZ, BEVERLY. SNOWBOUND WITH GRANDPA (POEM). SDMAG, V 4, NO 5, P 34, JAN
1989.
CALLAHAN, DOROTHY. THE CHRISTMAS SONG (POEM). SDMAG, V 2, NO 5, P 41, JAN
1987.
COOLEY, SYLVIA. NOSTALGIA (POEM). SDMAG, V 4, NO 6, P 12, MAY 1989.
CROSSWAlt, HELEN M. DEADWOOD REINCARNATE. SDMAG, V 6, NO 6, P 47, MAR 1991.
DAVIi), GARY. SOUTH DAKOTA: THE DUST YEARS (POEM). SDMAG, V 3, NO 3, P 33, AUG
1987.
DUSEK, LAWRENCE R. DAKOTA SUNSET (POEM). SDMAG, V 4, NO 6, P 13, MAY 1989.
DUS'EKV LAWRENCE R. ; MRr FIREFLY (POEM); SDMAG, V 5, NO 2, P 55, JUL 1989.
DYKE, VERSA. WALK SOFTLY (POEM). SDMAG, V 3, NO 1, P 33, APR 1987.
EASTMAN, RENA ROBERTS. IT'S SEPTEMBER (AS I REMEMBER IT IN 1910 OR SO). SDMAG,
V 7, NO 3, P 56, SEP 1991.
EIKAMP, HELEN. THE RESTORATION OF FORT SISSETON. SDMAG, V 6, NO 5, P 42, JAN
1991.
EIKAMP, HELEN; HOLIEN, CAROLE S.; BUTTERBRODT, ROBERT D.; YOST, LIZ;' SVAREN,
HELEN. OUR DAKOTA POETS. SDMAG, V 6, NO 2, P 13, MAY 1990; , :
' EIKAMP, HELEN; HOLIEN, CAROLE S.; DUDWILL, ELLEN; SVAREN, HELEN. OUR DAKOTA
POETS. SDMAG, V 6, NO 3, P 40, JUL 1990.
ELLINGSON, ANNLEE. SPRING PLAYTIME (POEM). SDMAG, V 3, NO 1, P>32, APR 1987.
ELLISON, 'DOUGLAS W. THE WHITE DEATH. SDMAG, V 5, NO 5, P-21, JAN 1990.
ERICKSON, LESLIE GROSS. ONE EVENING. SDMAG, V 7, NO 1, P 56, MAY-1991.
-EVANS,-KYLE. SOUTH DAKOTA, YOU'VE: BEEN GOOD TO ME,(POEM/SONG). SDMAG, V 4, NO
1, P 30, MAY 1988.
FLYNN, SEAN. THE CIRCLE. SDMAG, V 7, NO 3, P 56, SEP 1991.
FORELLE, HELEN. HOMESICK (POEM). SDMAG, V 3, NO 4, P 19, OCT 1987.
- 383 -
SUBJECT INDEX
FORELLEi HELEN. MIGRATION CPOEM). SDMAG, V-A, NO 6, P 13/ MAY 1989.
' > .. . •
GANNON, TOM.. GUITAR PLAYER AT THE STATE FAIR CPOEM). SDMAG, V A, NO 3, P 3A,
SEP 1988.
,' 'GARRITY,^TOM. MY HEART IS IN DAKOTA" CPOEM). SDMAG, V 4, NO 4, P 43, NOV 1988.
GOULD, BEN, TRAGEDY IN THE BLACK HILLS (POEM). SDMAG, V 5, NO 3, P 43, SEP
1989.
GREEN, VINCENT S. CORN: $2. 05 A BUSHEL (POEM) . SDMAG,. V-5,- NO 4, .P 43,. NOV.--,v
1989.
-GUTHMILLER,/bRENDA. EAGLE (POEM). ; SDMAG, V;.3, NO 3, P 32, AUG 1987. r .
HARPER, SUSAN. "I COULD' VE TOLD HER ABOUT. : .'V1(:P0EM:):.:- -SDMAG, V 5, NO, 4,r P 743.
NOV 1989.
HARPER, SUSAN. BLIZZARD (POEM). SDMAG, V 3, NO 6, P 36, MAR 1988.
HEINS, POLLY. CANNING SHELVES (POEM). DAKWEST, V 13, NO 1, P 33, MAR 1987.
HENNESSEY, PAUL. ROCKERVILLE GOLD (POEM). HERITAGE, V 15, NO 7, P 23, 1989.
HILL, ORDELLE G. THE CHILDREN OF PETER WIERENGA. SDMAG, V 6, NO 5, P 43, JAN
1991. ,
<;^"'HdLlEN^rtCSR0LE ;SV; 7^^M0THER'D LULLABY (P^ SDMAG, V 3, NO 1, P 33, APR 1987.
HOLIEN, CAROLE S. NIVEOUS NATURE (POEM). SDMAG, V 4, NO 5, P 34, JAN 1989. !
HOLIEN, CAROLE S. SOUTH DAKOTA FRIENDLY (POEM). SDMAG, V 3, NO 4, P 19, OCT
1987.
HOLIEN, CAROLE S. SPRINGTIME. SDMAG, V 7, NO 1, P 56, MAY 1991.
; HOLIEN, CAROLE S.; YOUNGER, BERYL; SCHULZ, BILL; STUPNIK, CINDY. OUR DAKOTA
POETS. SDMAG, V 6, NO 5, P 61, NOV 1990.
HUNHOFF, MARGARET. FIRST HOME (POEM). SDMAG, V 4, NO 3, P 34, SEP 1988.
HUNHOFF, MARGARET. THE ELEVENTH HOUR (ON READING MATTHEW'S GOSPEL CHAPTER 20)
(POEM). SDMAG, V 2, NO 5, P 41, JAN 1987.
HURLEY, JANET. WHERE THE WATERFALL DIVIDES (POEM). SDMAG, V 3, NO 1, P 33, APR
1987.
, , , HYDE,,.KENT.; A PEACE DESCENDED (POEM^ SDMAG, V 4, NO 6, P 13, MAY 1989.
HYDE, KENT. PLAIN GEOMETRY (POEM). SDMAG, V 2, NO 6, P 5, FEB 1987.
JORDON, HAROLD. A PINK HOUSE IN SPINK (POEM). ^ SDMAG, V 2, NO 5, P 41, JAN
1987.
KILIAN, SUSAN. A LETTER TO GRANDMA (ON HER 90TH BIRTHDAY) (POEM). SDMAG, V 4,
NO 6, P 12, MAY 1989.
KILIAN, SUSAN. ALL THE LONG LONG DAYS (POEM). SDMAG, V 3, NO 4, P 19, OCT .
1987.
KILIAN, SUSAN. SONG OF THE CARPATHIANS (POEM). SDMAG, V 3, NO 5, P 31, JAN
1988. -
KILIAN, SUSAN. THIS PLACE (POEM). SDMAG, V 4, NO 4, P 45, NOV 1988.
KING, IRMA. CHRISTMAS MAIL (POEM). HERITAGE, V 16, NO 4, P 24, WIN 1990.
KING, IRMA. company is COMING (POEM). HERITAGE, V 16, NO 4, P 24, WIN 1990.
KING, IRMA. south DAKOTA (POEM). HERITAGE, V 15, NO 8, P 24, 1989.
KING, IRMA.< SPARKY SAYS: (PHOtOGRAPHS AND POEM). HERITAGE, V, 16, N0.2, P 8,'
SUM 1990.
> KING>^'IRMA.:>i^:TODAY.i.IS,:THE.DAY v(POEM) . HERITAGE; V. 16.,.^N0,v4,.,P 24, WIN 1990.
- 384 -
SUBJECT INDEX
KNEIFL, VERLYNN. A TALE OF' TWO FARM SALES (POEM). SDMAG, V 3, NO A, P 3A, OCT
1987.
KNEIFL, VERLYNN. JARGON (POEM). SDMAG, V 3, NO 1, P 32, APR 1987.
: KNEIFL, VERLYNN. MAYHEM (POEM)/' SDMAG, V A, NO ^i, P A5, NOV 1988.
KNEIFL, VERLYNN. THE OLD CHAPEL AT FORT RANDALL (POEM). SDMAG, V 4, NO 5, P
35, JAN 1989.
KOCH, PAMELA PETERSON. BADLANDS MAJESTY. SDMAG, V 7, NO A, P 55, NOV 1991.
kOLETZKY> HELEN: RAIN (POEM). SDMAG, V 3, NO P 32, APR 1987.
KdRTJE,r DONNA . /CHEYENNE:,: :0H.-CHEYENNE :(P0EM) . : DAKHIST^/ NO .18TH/?P.:3,08, ;:1586.
"KORTJE, donna: - CHEYENNEr OH^CHEYENNE CITY (POEM) Vi DAKHIST, NO .18TH, P-309,
1986.
KYDE, KENT. JAMES BUTLER HICKOK (POEM). SDMAG, V 4, NO 1, P 11, MAY 1988.
LAREVA, LEO H. FIRST FALL FLIGHT. SDMAG, V 7, NO 4, P 55, NOV 1991.
LEARING, DELPHA. THE DANDELION (POEM). SDMAG, V 5, NO 3, P 43, SEP 1989.
LEPP, NATHAN. GEESE (POEM). SDMAG, V 3, NO 6, P 36, MAR 1988.
•%IEB5eHf FERNE-t; 'vHAIKU.^ ::sDMAG; V 6, NO 5, P 42, JAN 1991.
LIEBSCH,FERNEC. HALLOWEEN SHENANIGANS (POEM). SDMAG, V 5,.NO 3,. P 6, SEP
1989.
LIEBSCH, FERNE C. WINTER ARTISTRY (POEM). SDMAG, V 3, NO 6, P 36, MAR 1988.
: LIGTENBERG, NORM. SUMMER DAZE (POEM). SDMAG, V 3, NO 2, P 43, JUN 1987.
LIGTENBERG, NORM. WINTERY WISPS (POEM). SDMAG, V 4, NO 5, P 34, JAN 1989.
LORTSCHER, DON. DAKOTA LAND (POEM). SDMAG, V 4, NO 6, P 13, MAY 1989.
LYBARGER, NADINE B. CHRISTMAS MAGIC (POEM). HERITAGE, V 16, NO 4, P 25, WIN
1990.
LYDIC, FRANK A. HE SAVED THE BUFFALO - A NARRATIVE IN RHYMED VERSE. DAKHIST,
NO 19TH, P V.B1+, 1987.
LYDIC, FRANK A. THE BONES OF SITTING BULL: A NARRATIVE IN RHYMED VERSE.
:,= D P'115-120, 1986.
MARTIN, JOHN T. APPRECIATING INFINITE VARIETY (POEM). SDMAG, V 5, NO 2, P 55,
JUL 1989.
MCNEIL, MARIANNE M. MOUNTAIN NOSTALGIA (POEM). SDMAG, V 3, NO 3, P 32, AUG
1987.
MCNEIL, MARIANNE M. SKIPPING STONES (POEM). SDMAG, V 3, NO 1, P 32, APR 1987.
MEHRMAN, JENNY. SPRING (POEM). SDMAG, V 3, NO 6, P_36, MAR 1988.
MEIER, CHARLES. IN SOUTH DAKOTA (POEM). SDMAG, V 3, NO 3, P 33, AUG 1987.
MEIER, CHARLES. WINDMILLS (POEM). SDMAG, V 4, NO 3, P 34, SEP 1988.
MIKESELL, JANICE H. SUNSET FOR A FLAT EARTH SOCIETY (POEM). -SDMAG, V 5,.NO 2,
P 55, JUL 1989.
MITCHELL, BILL. FOR MY MOTHER - "THE PRAIRIE AND HOME". SDMAG, V 4, NO 6, P
12, MAY 1989.
MOE, PETER. BETTER DAYS (POEM). SDMAG, V 3, NO 5, P 31, JAN 1988.
MOE, PETER. FALL, SNOWFLAKE (POEM). SDMAG, V 4, NO 5, P .34, JAN 1989.




''MUTSCHELKNAUS,rDAWN. BIRTH AT CHRISTMAS.(POEM). SDMAG, V 5, NO A, P 43, NGV
1989.
MUTSCHELKNAUS, DAWN. BIRTH AT CHRISTMAS. SDMAG, V 7, NO 4, P 55, NOV 1991.
MUTSCHELKNAUS, DAWN. COMMEMORATION OF CORN (POEM). SDMAG, V 5, NO 3, P 43, SEP
1989.
O'NEAL, ELDRAB. DAKOTA SUNSET (POEM). HERITAGE, V 14, NO 2, P 40, 1988.
oaks; BARBARA. AUTUMN'S PALATTE (POEM). SDMAG, V 3, NO 4, P 19, 0CT1987. : _
OAKS, BARBARA. DR. MR; AUDUBON (POEM). SDMAG, V 3, NO 2, P 43, JUN 1987.
OHM, :JUNEV A DAY IN HIS LIFE (POEM):. riSDMAG,:: V 4> "NO 3, PV34v SEP 1588^
OHM/ JUNE. MORNING. (POEM). . SDMAG, V 3, NO 2, P 43,'JUN 1987. ,
OLSON, CALLIE ANN. GARY'S VISION (POEM). SDMAG, V 3, NO 2, P 43, JUN 1987.
OSBORNE, JOHN. THE WIND. SDMAG, V 6, NO 6, P 47, MAR 1991.
OSBORNE, JOHN. THE WIND. SDMAG, V 7, NO 1, P 56, MAY 1991.
PEDERSON, HELEN. SUCCESS (POEM). HERITAGE, V 16, NO 4, P 8, WIN 1990.
..PERKINS, GRETCHEN. FARMER'S HEART (POEM). SDMAG, V 4, NO 1/ P 47, MAY 1988.
PETERSON, MARLYCE. CHILD OF THE PRAIRIE (POEM). DAKWEST, V 13, NO 4, P 11, DEC
1987.
PETERSON, MARLYCE. REFLECTION (POEM). DAKWEST, V 13, NO 3, P 10, SEP 1987.
PETERSON, MARY C. CENTRALLY ZONED (POEM). SDMAG, V 4, NO 4, P 45, NOV 1988.
POPOWSKl, HARRIET SEYMOUR. ABERDEEN, U.S.A. SDMAG, V 6, NO 5, P 42, JAN 1991.
REILLY, PAIGE. WENDY (POEM). SDMAG, V 3, NO 6, P 36, MAR 1988.
REVELL, BOB. THE GOOD OLD GUYS. SDMAG, V 6, NO 5, P .24-27, JAN 1991.
RHODEN; VAL. MY VALENTINE (POEM). SDMAG, V 2, NO 6, P 5, FEB 1987.
RHODEN, VAL. SUMMER DOLL (POEM). SDMAG, V 3, NO 2, P 43, JUN 1987.
RHODEN, VAL. THE TRAIL (POEM). SDMAG, V 3, NO 6, P 36, MAR 1988.
;fRURODE;:.aOUISE.;w.BLACK.;HILLS -OF. DAKOTA (POEM). . SDMAG, V 4, NO 4, P 45, NOV
1988.
SAMPLE, MARION A. MAKE MINE DAKOTA (POEM). SDMAG, V 2, NO 6, P 5, FEB 1987.
SAMPSON, ISABELLE. TREASURES OF SOUTH DAKOTA (POEM). SDMAG, V 4, NO 6, P 13,
MAY 1989.
SANDVICK, CLEO A. LOVE SONG TO A PRAIRIE TOWN (POEM). SDMAG, V 5, NO 3, P 43,
SEP 1989.
SCHOCK, AL. WINDMILL WISDOM, FROM:. CENTENNIAL TOAST TO SOUTH DAKOTA rCPOEM):--
HERITAGE, V 16, NO 4, P 24, WIN 1990.
SCHOENEWE, NANCY PARLIMAN. SWITHGRASS (POEM). SDMAG, V 7, NO 3, P 56, SEP >
1991.
SCHOLTZ, MARY ELIZABETH. DAKOTA SUNSETS (POEM). SDMAG, V 2, NO 5, P 41, JAN
. 1987.
SCHOLTZ, MARY ELIZABETH. THE BLIZZARD (POEM). SDMAG, V 4, NO 5, P 34, JAN
1989.
SHAPIRO, MICHAEL. OLD HIGHWAY 50 (POEM). SDMAG, V 3, NO 3, P 32, AUG 1987. --
SMITH, GLORIA; RAO, JUDY; RURODE, LOUISE; LARSON, MICHAEL. OUR DAKOTA POETS.
SDMAG, V 6, NO 4, P 64, SEP 1990.




: STs JOHN/ BRENDA.^ IMAGE ( POEM). SDMAG, V 3, NO 6, P 56, MAR 1988.
ST. JOHN, BRENDA. SOUTH DAKOTA SUMMER SCENE (POEM). SDMAG, V 3, NO 3, P 32>
AUG 1987.
ST; JOHN, BRENDA. SPRING WALK (POEM). SDMAG, V 3, NO 1, P 33, APR 1987.
STANTON, frank L. a wild prairie rose. SDMAG, V 7, NO I, P 80, MAY I99I.
STERNHAGEN, ROSALEE. SUMMER STORM. SDMAG, V 7, NO 4, P 57, MAY 1991.
STOLZE, H.K. SAGA OF THE. FORT SULLY BOTTLES,(POEM). SDMAG, V 2, NO 5, P„31,
JAN 1987.
STdNEy SYLVIA D. LITTLE RED ^SCHOOL HOUSE -/RECYCLED! (POEM) -IHERITAGE/^miA, NO
4, P 14-15, 1988.
STONE, SYLVIA D.' PRAIRIE BREEZE (POEM). SDMAG, V 4, NO 6, P 12, MAY 1989;
STONE, SYLVIA D. SAGA OF CHIEF BIG FOOT (POEM). HERITAGE, V 14, NO 3, P 26-27,
; 1988.
STORTVEDT, LEATTA. AUTUMN'S END. SDMAG, V 7, NO 4, P 55, NOV 1991.
STRANDELL, AL. I LIKE KITCHEN COMPANY...(POEM). HERITAGE, V 16, NO 4, P 24,
WIN 1990.
STRANDELL,:AL:; 'JUST To say: HELLO (POEM). HERITAGE, V 16, NO 4i P 24, WIN 1990.
STUCKER, GEORGE J. OLD JIM (POEM). SDMAG, V 5, NO 2, P 55, JUL 1989. r
STUEFEN, FERN E. ALMOST A TOWN - ALWAYS A MEMORY (POEM). SDMAG, V 3, NO 3, P
32, AUG 1987.
STUEFEN, FERN E. PHEASANT SATURDAY (POEM). SDMAG, V 3, NO 4, P 19, OCT 1987.
STUPNIK, CINDY. THE BARN. SDMAG, V 7, NO 4, P 55, NOV I99I.
STUPNIK, CINDY. THE NEWLYWED GAME. SDMAG, V 7, NO I, P 56, MAY 1991.
SVAREN, HELEN. BAD LANDS VISTA. SDMAG, V 7, NO 3, P 56, SEP 1991.
SVAREN, HELEN. WINTER ON THE FARMSTEAD (POEM). SDMAG, V 3, NO 5, P 31, JAN
1988.
SWANN, SY. YOU HAVE TO HAVE LIVED THERE (POEM). SDMAG, V 4, NO 6, P 12, MAY
1989.
;TARNqFF,SHERWIN.; THE SECRET CHANGE (POEM). INSIDE, V 2, NO 6, P 28, FAL 1991.
TORTORELLI, LAURA. DID LAURA KNOW? WILDER, V 17, NO 2, P 7, FAL 1991.
TWOMEY, KATHERINE. DAKOTA ARTISTS (POEM). HERITAGE, V 14, NO 1, P 19, 1988.
TWOMEY, KATHERINE. OLD CHURCH BELL. HERITAGE, V 14, NO 4, P 23, 1988.
TWOMEY, KATHERINE. OLD VAN HUIZEN (POEM). DAKWEST, V 13, NO 3, P 31, SEP 198?.
TWOMEY, KATHERINE. THE PURSUIT OF CLOVER BILL (POEM). DAKWEST, V 13, NO 4, P
27, DEC 1987.
TWOMEY, KATHERINE. THE RIVERBOAT'S WHISTLE (POEM). ,DAKWEST, V 13, NO 2, P 27,
JUN 1987.
TWOMEY, KATHERINE. I898(P0EM). HERITAGE, V 15, NO 8, P 38, 1989.
VISSER, AUDRAE. BISON IN THE SKY. SDMAG, V 7, NO 1, P 57, MAY 1991.
VOLLER, ESTHER L. PIGS, HOGS, SWINE (POEM). SDMAG, V 4, NO 1, P 52, MAY 1988.
VOILER, ESTHER L. SUCH IS LIFE (POEM). SDMAG, V 2, NO 5, P 41, JAN 1987.
WAGNER, ALICIA. DAKOTA MOON (POEM). SDMAG, V 3, NO 2, P 43, JUN 1987.
WALSH>k;.JANE./.^MOTHER ..EARTH. IMAGE (POEM) . SDMAG, ,V..5.,.,!N0.>3, P 43, SEP 1989.
WEBSTER, SHERI. LAMBING BARN DILEMMA (POEM). SDMAG, V 3, NO 2, P 43, JUN 1987.
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• ' WEBSTER/ SHERI; MATERNAL CONVERSION (POEM).; SDMAG, V 3, NO 1, P 33, APR 1987.
WEBSTER, SHERI. SHIFT IN SEASON (POEM). SDMAG, V 2, NO 5, P <il, JAN 1987.
:^ ^i^^^^^WBLeHERT;i^ MARY^ A^^^wCAPITOr LAkE"CPOEM) M; ,SDMAG, V A, NO 3, P 34, SEP 1988.
WELCHERT, MARY A; THE SNOW DAY WE ALL WORKED (POEM). SDMAG, V 5, NO 4, P 43,
NOV 1989.
' WHlfcOMB, JOYCE S. CHRISTMAS, IN THE BLACK HILLS (POEM). DAKWEST, V 13, NO .4, P
3, DEC 1987.
WILDER, LAURA INGALLS. DAKOTA PRAIRIES (POEM). SDMAG, V 5, NO 2, P63,,JUL,:
• • 1989.
^ WIlISON,-JERRY. SOUTH DAKOTA WINTER:; /SDMAG, /V :6, NO 5, P 42,/JAN -1991.1,
; 'WILSON, NORMA. AWAKE WITH THE WILDFLOWERS; (POEM). SDMAG,.V 3, NO,'3, P 32, AUG
1987.
WILSON, NORMA. THREE EAGLES (POEM). SDMAG, V 3, NO 6, P 36, MAR 1988.
YOST, ELIZABETH. MORNING. SDMAG, V 7, NO 3, P 56, SEP 1991.
YOUNGER, BERYL. CHARACTERS OF THE BLACK HILLS. DAKHIST, NO 21ST, 1989.
POETRY '
//O 13, FEB 1987.
: JARRATT, DAVID C. FALL RIVER COUNTRY. SDMAG, V 7, NO 2, P 58, JUL 1991.
LESINSKI, JEANNE. SOUTH DAKOTA'S POETIC HERITAGE. HERITAGE, V 14, NO 4, P 5,
1988.
MOORMAN, M. DISTANT ECHOES. SDMAG, V 7, NO 2, P 58, JUL 1991.
MORGAN/WALT. WHERE THE BUFFALO ROAM. SDMAG, V 7, NO 2, P 58, JUL 1991.
P'LAUGHLIN, MARJEAN. VIGIL. SDMAG, V 7, NO 2, P 58, JUL 1991.
SWANN, (iARLEE. WILD BOXCAR HEADING EAST. SDMAG, V 7, NO 2, P 58, JUL 1991.
POETS - S.D. SEE ALSO THE NAMES OF SPECIFIC POETS
WINIFRED'^REUTTER ;i(1987 ,HALL OF FAME i"WRlTER: OF THE; YEAR") . DAKWEST, V 13, NO 4,
• ' P" 19, DEC 1987.
AISENBREY, WILLIAM E. CAL JAY, SOUTH DAKOTA SOLDIER-POET. DAKHIST, V 22, P
1-12, 1990.
ALLAN, DON. BADGER CLARK iS STILL A-RIDIN'. SDMAG, V 3, NO 1, P 34-39, APR
1987.
LONDON, BONNIE. IRMA KING WRITES ABOUT SOUTH DAKOTA (HALL OF FAME HONOREE -
ARTS AND/HUMANITIES). - HERITAGE, V 16, NO 3, P 10-11, FAL 1990.
OSLAND, AVIS. MY LETTER FROM BADGER. SDMAG, V 4, NO 5, P 19+, JAN 1989. -r
- SUNDSTROM, JESSIE. POET'S LEGACY CONTINUES AT THE BADGER HOLE. SDMAG, V .4) NO
5, P 16-17, JAN 1989.
POISONOUS PLANTS
DROMEY, JOE. NATURE'S FOOD 1 NEVER DID,LIKE AND HOW IT WAS USED IN PIONEER.-
DAYS. DAKHIST, NO 21ST, 1989.





CALAMITY & POKER ALICE "COME HOME" TO DEADWOOD. DEADMAG, V 1, NO Z, P 12-13,
MAY,1991.
THI "GiRLS" , OF THE GULCH / DEADMAG, V 1, NO 3, P 11, JUL 1991.
HUNT, CHARLES E. THE HOUSE BY THE SIDE OF THE ROAD (POKER ALICE HOUSE).
DAKWEST, V 13, NO 3, P 24-27, SEP 1987.
POLAND - COMMERCE
' tONFERENCE (ON •iNTERNATrONAL^TRADEO-CONNECTStEDUCATION
ECONDEV, V 3, NO ID, P. 1, NOV 1990. - , ,
POLICE
ASHEIM, ENID. HOOKEY JACK: BELOVED BLACK HILLS CHARACTER. HERITAGE, V 15, NO
8, P 18-19, 1989.
ASHEIM, ENID. RAPID CITY'S FIRST POLICEMAN: HOOKY JACK. SDMAG, V 4, NO 6, P
22-23, MAY 1989.
/ , . WILLAR^^^^ A GOOD ONE FOR SOUTH DAKOTA LAW
r ^";'M/ENFORCEMENTi:^?'MUNICIPAi;j''V 56, >N0 10,,R 1,3, APR 1990.
POLING, HOWARD
EGGLESTON, DIANE. A NIECE REMEMBERS. HERITAGE, V 16, NO 2, P 2-3, SUM 1990.
POLING, RUBY SOUGSTAD
i EGGLESTdN, DIANE. A NIECE REMEMBERS. HERITAGE, V 16, NO 2, P 2-3, SUM 1990.
POLITICAL CORRUPTION AND CRIMES SEE CORRUPTION - POLITICAL
POLITICAL IeTHICS
attorney general opinions of interest to county GOVERNMENT: OFFICIAL OPINION NO.
89-11 (CONFLICT OF INTERESTS). COUNTY, V 36, NO 1, P 23-24, SEP 1989.
POLITICS AND POLITICIANS (NON-SOUTH DAKOTAN)
HUBERT HUMPHREY (1989 HALL OF FAME HONOREE-GOVERNMENTAL AFFAIRS). HERITAGE, V
15, NO 7, P 30, 1989.
/ BRILEY, RONALD. THE ARTIST AS PATRON: GUTZON BORGLUM AND NORTH DAKOTA POLITICS,
1922. SDHIST, V 20, NO 2, P 120-145, 1990.
GRANT, PHILLIP. SENATORS GEORGE MCGOVERN AND THE WISCONSIN PRESIDENTIAL PRIMARY
OF 1972. DAKHIST, NO 18TH,P 540-549, 1986.
PRATTi WILLIAM C: SOCIALISM ON THE NORTHERN PLAINS, 1900-1924: SDHIST, V 18,
NO 1-2, P 1-35, 1988.
SALISBURY, ROBERT S. WILLIAM WINDOM;, THE SIOUX, AND INDIAN. AFFAIRS. SDHIST, V
17, NO 3/4, P 202-222, 1987.
SEVERSON, LYNN. FROM SUFFRAGE TO THE STATEHOUSE (NORTH DAKOTA WOMEN). DAKHIST,
NO 18TH,P 550-567, 1986.
TiNGLEY, RALPH. FENCE-MENDING IN SOUTH DAKOTA: TAFTi 1911. DAKHIST, NO 18TH, P
524-539, 1986.
VAN DEEST, ORVAL. PRAIRIE AGITATOR: A.C; TOWNLEY AND THE NONPARTISAN LEAGUE
REVISITED. DAKHIST, NO 22, P 989-998, 1990.
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POLITICS AND POLITICIANS - S.D. SEE ALSO GOVERNORS; LEGISLATORS
; ALICE IS EVERYWHERE CALICE KUNDERT - HALL OF FAME HONOREE - GOVERNMENT),
--:....,,,^,.;oHERITAGE, V.I6,.i;N0 3, P'l4-16, .FAL..19^ft^
ALVIN A. BUECHLER (1989 HALL OF FAME HONOREE-PROFESSIONAL). HERITAGE, V 15, NO
7, P 28, 1989.
ATTORNEY GENERAL OPINIONS OF INTEREST TO COUNTY GOVERNMENT: OFFICIAL OPINION NO.
88-33 (NOMINATING PETITIONS). COUNTY, V 35, NO A, P 13-14, MAR 1989.
COMMISSIONERS (LIST OF CURRENT SOUTH DAKOTA COUNTY COMMISSIONERS). COUNTY, ;.V ,
36, NO. 1, P 19-21, SEP 1989.
;r i '^DAKOTA IMAGES: GEORGE -THEODORE. MICKELSON.-^JSDHIST-,^ V-: 17^ NO; S/4y;:R^:340t^al9,8Z;.^
' DAKOTA-IMAGES: GLADYS PYLE.SDHIST, V 19, NO 2, P 276+, 1989. '
DAKOTA IMAGES: JOHN BLAIR SMiTH TODD. SDHIST, V 18, NO 4, P 288+, 1988.
DAKOTA IMAGES: RICHARD F. KNEIP. SDHIST, V 19, NO 4, P 596+, 1989.
DAKOTA IMAGES: SETH BULLOCK. SDHIST, V 20, NO 1, P 80+, 1990.
DEDICATION TO PUBLIC MARKS PEG LAMONT^'S CAREER (1991 HALL OF FAME HONOREE).
EASY MONEY Is GONE (MICKELSON SLOW TO ANGER ABOUT TEXAS AD DEROGATORY TO SOUTH
DAKOTA). ^SDMAG, V 3, NO 4, P 16, OCT 1987. -
GEORGE T. MICKELSON (1987 HALL OF FAME HONOREE - GOVERNMENT). DAKWEST, V 13, NO
4, P 16, DEC 1987.
HAROLD H. SCHULER. HISTNOTES, V 4, NO 1, P 1, JUL 1988.
. HISTORIC MARKER FOR TOM BERRY. DAKWEST, V 13, NO 2, P 3, JUN 1987.
HOW TO BE AN EFFECTIVE LOBBYIST. MUNICIPAL, V 53, NO 7, P 8, JAN 1987.
JAMES DUNN. HISTNOTES, V 4, NOl, P 2, JUL 1988.
KEYNOTE ADDRESS: SENATOR TOM DASCHLE. COUNTY, V 36, NO 9, P 17, AUG 1990.
LEADERSHIP CHANGES.HANDS. COUNTY, V 36, NO 1, P 4-5, SEP 1989.
LELAND D. WARNE (1988 HALL OF FAME HONOREE - AGRICULTURE). HERITAGE, V 14, NO
; 4> Pi3i:, 1988.
MARCH SPOTLIGHT: DONNA KUHFELD OF BROWN COUNTY. COUNTY, V 36, NO 4, P 4,8, MAR
1990. ,
PARNELL DONOHUE (1988 HALL OF FAME HONOREE - PROFESSIONAL). HERITAGE, V 14, NO
4, P 28, 1988.
PIERRE-STYLE POLITICKING. SDMAG, V 6, NO 5, P 21, JAN 1991.
SOUTH DAKOTA COUNTY officials: (LIST) . - COUNTY, V 36, NO 1, P 33-35, SEP 1989.:.,
: . THE WILDEST LEGISLATIVE SESSION - 1987. COUNTY, V 34, NO 1, P 17, SEP. 1987%
1987.LEGISLATIVE REPORT. MUNICIPAL, V 53, NO II, P.7-9, MAY 1987.
62ND SESSION OF THE SOUTH DAKOTA LEGISLATURE 1987. COUNTY, V 33, NO 5, P 6-9,
MAY 1987.
ANDERSON, GRANT. A SOCIALIST INSTITUTION: THE SOUTH DAKOTA HAIL INSURANCE
DEPARTMENT. DAKHIST, NO ,20TH, P 185r200, 1988.
ANDERSON, JOAN. DAKOTA IMAGES: BENJAMIN REIFELJ. SDHIST, V 20, NO-4, P 344+,
1990. .
BOLIN, JAMES W. THE SOUTH DAKOTA SENATORIAL ELECTION OF 1948: THE DETERMINATIVE
PHASE; DAKHIST, NO 19TH, P XXI.Al, 1987.
BORST, JOHn; burke RECORDS donated TO SOCIETY (SOUTH DAKOTA STATE HISTORICAL
SOCIETY). HISTNOTES, V 2, NO 5, P 3, MAR 1987.
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?EPP>TODD/ PETER NORBECK: PARK BUILDER.. CONSDIG, V 56, NO A, P 2-5, 1989.
GARRETTSON, CHARLES L.III. HOME OF THE POLITICS OF JOY: HUBERT H. HUMPHREY IN
SOUTH DAKOTA. SDHIST, V 20, NO 3, P 165-184, 1990.
GRANT, PHILIP. PRESIDENTIAL PRIMARIES IN SOUTH DAKOTA, 1952-1980. DAKHIST, V
22, P 280-299, 1990.
GRANT, PHILLIP. SENATOR GEORGE MCGOVERN AND THE WISCONSIN PRESIDENTIAL PRIMARY
OF 1972. DAKHIST, NO 18TH,P 540-549, 1986.
HUNHOFF, BERNIE. BEN REIFEL ON BRIDGING :THE CULTURE GAP. SDMAG; V-4,- NO 5, P
11-13+, JAN 1989.
HUNHOFF, BERNIE. HOMER ;'AYRES: :COWBOY ACTIVIST. SDMAG; 'V 5> NO 5,"Pa7f20, JAN
1990.
HUNHOFF; "BERNIE. THE JUDGE (SIGURD ANDERSON). SDMAG, V 4, NO 1, T 20-23+:> MAY
1988.
ISENBERG, MAXINE. WHAT'S A HOADLEY? (HOADLEY DEAN, I9I8- ). DAKWEST, V 13, NO
2, P 4-11, JUN 1987.
JOYCE, MARY E. SOUTH DAKOTA PROGRESSIVISM (1889-1926). DAKHIST, NO 19TH, P
VIII.Bl, 1987.
LAMAR, ^HOWARD R., PERSPECTIVES ON STATEHOOD: SOUTH DAKOTA'S FIRST QUARTER
'M/ rCENTURYtrri889-19T4>HuSDHIST,^;V19, NO;l, P 2-25, 1989.
MCBRIDE, BOB. THE COWBOY POPULISTS OF MEADE COUNTY, S.D., 1930-1988. DAKHIST,
NO 20TH, P.311-316, 1988.
MILLER, DAVID B. DAKOTA IMAGES: ARTHUR CALVIN MELLETTE. SDHIST, V 19, NO 1, P
132+, 1989.
OYOS, LYNWOOD E. A COMMUNIST ATTEMPT TO CREATE AN AGRARIAN POPULAR
FRONT...FARMER'S EMERGENCY RELIEF CONFERENCE, SIOUX FALLS, MARCH,1935.
^DAKHIST, NO 20TH,P 213-219, 1988.
OYOS, LYNWOOD E. GEORGE W. EGAN: THE DEMOGOGUE WHO WOULD BE GOVERNOR. DAKHIST,
NO 19TH, P III.B1+, 1987.
PRATT, WILLIAM C. SOCIALISM ON THE NORTHERN PLAINS, 1900-1924. SDHIST, V 18,
NO 1-2, P 1-35, 1988.
RINGSRUD, RONALD H. AMUND 0. RINGSRUD. HERITAGE, V 15, NO 8, P 16-17, 1989.
.SAKARIASSEN-NASHi BETSY. -THE NONPARTISAN LEAGUE IN SOUTH DAKOTA. HERITAGE, V
•15, NO' O, P 21, 1989.
SAKARIAiSSEN, BETSY. AN EXPERIMENT IN SOCIALISM, THE NON-PARTISAN LEAGUE IN
NORTH AND SOUTH DAKOTA. DAKHIST, NO 20TH, P 200-212, 1988.
SALEM, MARK G. SENATOR KARL E. MUNDT: CITIZEN, SOUTH DAKOTAN, MAN. DAKHIST, NO
19TH, P II.D1+, 1987.
SAMP, ARDYCE. GOVERNOR WILLIAM A. JAYNE: THE ROOTS OF STATEHOOD FOR SOUTH
DAKOTA. DAKHIST, NO 19TH, P XXI.B1+, 1987.
SCHULER, HAROLD H". IN PURSUIT OF PERMANENCE:^ A PHOTOGRAPHIC'ESSAY. ON THE"
CAPITAL OF SOUTH DAKOTA. SDHIST, V 19, NO 1,,P 26-55, 1989.
STUNES, STEVE. THE ROLE OF ORGANIZED LABOR IN THE 1960 SOUTH. DAKOTA SENATORIAL
ELECTION (MUNDT VS. MCGOVERN), DAKHIST, NO 18TH, P 568-577, 1986.
"VAN^DEEST, ORVAL. PRAIRIE AGITATOR: A.C. TOWNLEY AND THE NONPARTISAN LEAGUE
REVISITED, DAKHIST, NO 22, P 989-998, 1990.
WBINREIS, ANNA M. - DAKOTA .IMAGES : . REVEREND ROBERT .,W. HAIRE . SDHIST,> V- IO, NO
1-2, P 116+, 1988.
WILLIAMS, ELIZABEtH. EMILLORIKS: AGRARIAN EXPONENT AND A LEADER IN SOUTH
DAKOTA HISTORY. DAKHISTi N018TH, P 75-87, 1986. ,
WOSTER^, KEVIN. . A FRIEND, OFvSPORTSMENiRETIRES .(GEORGE. MORTIMER) . CONSDIG, V 54,




POLLOCK, JIM. AN ARTIST IN VIETNAM. HERITAGE, V 17, NO 2, P 2-5, JUN 1991.
' ; "POLLOCK, JIM. JIM POLLOCK SKETCHES HIS HOME STATE. SDMAG, V 5, NO 2, P 1A-.19,
JUL 1989.
POLLOCK, JIM. ONE DAY IN VIETNAM. HERITAGE, V 17, NO 2, P 6-9, JUN 1991.
POLLOCK, S.D.
POLLOCK,'JIM. REBIRTH OF A SOUTH DAKOTA TOWN. SDHIST, - V 19, NO 3, P 3A2-36,L,.
1989.
POLLUTION "SEE AIR -•POLLUTION; WATER - POLLUTION; GOLD MINES AND MINING -:POLLUTION;
' GROUNDWATER CONTAMINATION
POLO
ANDERSON, SALLY. POLO: NOT JUST FOR RALPH LAUREN. INSIDE, V 1, NO 1, P Al-<»3,
SUM 1990.
81, STILL PLAYING. C1991 HALL OF FAME HONOREE) .
w ^'HERiq-AGE^' VvI77-^NO^.
POLOVICH, DON
HUNHOFF, BERNIE. PHOTOS BY DON POLOVICH. SDMAG, V 5, NO 5, P 8-15, JAN 1990.
POLYCHLORINATED BIPHENYLS
<rA HISTORY OF TIP'S INVOLVEMENT IN ISSUES. TIPS, V 6, NO 1, P 2-A, MAR 1991.
BOTH STATE AND EPA WORKING ON PCB REGULATIONS. TIPS, V 3, NO 2, P 5, APR 1987.
FEDERAL STUDY FINDS NO PCB'S IN FISH FROM A MADISON SLOUGH. TIPS, V 3> NO 9-10,
P 8, MAY 1988.
HOODED WITNESS FINGERS PCB, iNC. FOR ILLEGAL PCB DUMPING IN MISSOURI. TIPS, V
3, NO 3, P 1, MAR 1987.
^;> ^NEW;EPA POLICY ONi PCB ifSPILL CLEANUP. TIPS, V 3, NO 3, P 5, MAY 1987.
PCB BILLS IN LEGISLATURE. TIPS, V 3, NO 1, P 6, FEB 1987.
PCB PLOT THICKENS. TIPS, V 3, NO 5, P 3, AUG 1987.
PROPOSED PCB REGULATIONS NEED STRENGTHENING. TIPS, V 3, NO 9-10, P 2-3, MAY
1988.
STATE CEMENT PLANT CITED FOR PCB VIOLATIONS. TIPS, V 3, NO 2, P 8, APR 1987.
SURVEY OF PCB FACILITIES UNDERWAY. TIPS, V 2, NO 9-10, P 8, JAN 1987.
THOSE PESKY LOW-LEVEL PCB'S. TIPS, V 3, NO 1, P 2, FEB 1987.
TWO STATE RESEARCHERS DOCUMENTED PCB CONTAMINATION IN 1977. TIPS, V 3, NO 3, P
A, MAY 1987.
PONCA INDIANS
MATHES; VALERIE S. HELEN HUNT JACKSON AND THE CAMPAIGN FORIPONCA RESTITUTION;
1880-1881. SDHIST, V 17, NO !1, P-23-41, 1987.
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PONDEROSA PINE : .
BEYERHELM, CARL. FORESTRY MANAGEMENT IN OUSTER STATE PARK. CGNSDIG, V 54, NO
... 1,,P 16-19, 1987.
PONDS
GUY, CHRlSTOPHERj WILLIS, DAVID. MANAGING PONDS FOR LARGE.PANFISH: HOW IT'S
DONE. CONSDIG, V 58, NO 1, P 13-15, 1991.
VINT, TOM. ICE HARVEST. FINS, V 6, NO 1, P 71-74, JAN 1987.
. ZWIENER, WADE. HARVESTING FARM PONDS. : .FINS,tV: 8, NO,. 1-, P 13^14,+:, 1,989 .:t::
POOR -LEGAL ASSISTANCE
ATTORNEY GENERAL OPINIONS OF INTEREST TO COUNTY GOVERNMENT: OFFICIAL OPINION NO.
89-5 (INDIGENT DEFENSE REPRESENTATION). COUNTY, V 35, NO 6, P 13, JUL 1989.
POOR - MEDICAL CARE
INDIGENT HEALTH CARE COSTS - WHO'S RESPONSIBLE? COUNTY, V 36, NO 2, P 21-22,
. i . NOV 1989.
HANSON/CANDY. INDIGENT HEALTH CARE. COUNTY, V 35, NO 3, P 18-19, JAN 1989.
HANSON, DENNIS. THE CHALLENGE OF HOUSE BILL 11391 COUNTY, V 37i NO 3, P 1, MAR
1991.
HANSON, DENNIS. 1991 LEGISLATIVE WRAP-UP. COUNTY, V 37, NO 3, P 7, MAR 1991.
POPULAR CULTURE SEE ALSO CULTURAL EVENTS
FOFl INFORMATION AND NEWS ABOUT SOUTH DAKOTA HUMANITIES COUNCIL - SEE ISSUES OF
HUMANITIES. HUMAN.
- FOR sfATEWiDE LISTINGS OF EVENTS - SEE EACH ISSUE OF HUMANITIES. HUMAN. -
HURON VISIT HIGHLIGHTED IN REPORT! HUMAN, V 17, NO 1, P 5, NOV 1988.
NEH FUNDS '88-'89 CHAUTAUQUA. HUMAN, V 16, NO 1, P 3, NOV 1987.
. ; /SIOUX FALLS TO HOST JUNE«^ HUMAN, V 18, NO 2, P 1, APR 1990.
YANKTON, STURGIS WILL HOST JULY RENAISSANCE CHAUTAUQUA. HUMAN, V 19, NO 2, P 3,
APR 1991.
population
ANOTHER LOOK AT SOUTH DAKOTA'S ELDERLY. CENSUSDATA, VI, NO ID, P 1-4, MAY
1987.
CENSUS '90...CONTINUES. COUNTY, V 37, NO 10, P 5, DEC 1991. .
CENTENNIAL SPECIAL: DEMOGRAPHIC HISTORY OF SOUTH DAKOTA: MIGRATION/-CENSUSDATA,
V 3, NO 7, P 1-5, OCT 1988.
CENTENNIAL SPECIAL: POPULATION HIStORY OF SOUTH DAKOTA'S MUNICIPALITIES
(1890-1980); CENSUSDATA, V 3, NO 9, P 1-5, DEC 1988.
DEMOGRAPHIC HISTORY OF SOUTH DAKOTA COUNTIES. CENSUSDATA, V 3, NO 8, P 1-4, NOV
1988.
EMPLOYMENT INCREASES FASTER-THAN POPULATION. LABOR, P 1-2, OCT..1988.
EXODUS AGAIN? (MIGRATION STATISTICS INTO AND OUT OF SOUTH DAKOTA). CENSUSDATA,
V 1, NO 9, P 1-4, APR 1987.
< P^ PROJECTIONS....; CENSUSDATA, V'4, NO 1/ P. ;l-4, JAN 1989.
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^1990 CENSUS FIGURES CSOUTH DAKOTA CITIES).-MUNICIPAL, V 57, NO 9, P 13, MAR
1991.
1990 COUNTY POPULATION (TABLE). COUNTY, V 37, NO 5, P 6, MAY 1991.
" ' ANDERSON,' LAWRENCE C. , DEMOGRAPHIC PATTERNS OF THE HUTTERITES: 187<i-1986.
DAKHIST, NO 18TH, P 22^-231, 1986.
ARWOOD, DON. COMMERCIAL AND NON-COMMERCIAL FARMS IN SOUTH DAKOTA AND THE U.S.
CENSUSDATA, V 5, NO 5, P 1-4, SEP I99Q. '
.ARWOOD, DON. THE POPULATION SHUFFLE iN THE: 198D.'S. . CENSUSDATA, V ,6, NO 2, P.,
1-5, AUG 1991.
ARWOOD, - DON; SATTERLEE, JIM. THE -199a CENSUS ;-UPS AND. rDOWNS OF-COUNTY i^^.^^ >
- . POPULATIONS. CENSUSDATA,-V.6, NO. 1,"P 1-3, APR 1991. r . •% ; 1-
• ^ ARWOOD,-5D0N;: Y MIGRATION IN SOUTH DAKOTA: SOME COUNTIES.GAINi.i
SOME LOSE. CENSUSDATA, V 5, NO 4, P 1-5, AUG 1990.
NELSON, NANCY. PROJECTED TRENDS TO THE YEAR 2GGG. BUSREV, V 49, NO 2, P 7-8,
DEC 199G.
TOMAN, JANELLE KRAUSE. COUNTING NOSES. SDMAG, V 7, NO 4, P 26-28, NOV 1991.
VANDENBERG,. JEAN. THE 199G CENSUS IS COMING! CENSUSDATA, V 5, NO 2, P 1-2, MAR
199G.
POPULATION -AGE DISTRIBUTION
ANOTHER LOOK AT SOUTH DAKOTA'S ELDERLY. CENSUSDATA, V 1, NO IG, P l-4> MAY
1987.
EDUCATION IN SOUTH DAKOTA: PLANNING FOR THE FUTURE. CENSUSDATA, V I, NO 8, P
1-4, MAR 1987.
' ; • IN RETROSPECT: THE 'OOS LABOR MARKET.. LABOR, P 1-3, JAN 199G.
SOUTH DAKOTA "THE SUNSHINE STATE". BUSREV, V 47, NO 2, P 8, DEC 1988.
SOUTH DAKOTA'S CHANGING LABOR MARKET. LABOR, P 1-2, NOV 1987.
THE AGING OF THE LABOR FORCE. LABOR, P 1-2, AUG 1988.
1986 ESTIMATES OF THE ELDERLY POPULATION CAGE 65+). CENSUSDATA, V 2, NO 2, P
1-3, SEP 1987.
POPULATION GROWTH - S.D.
CORRELATIONS BETWEEN INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS AND ECONOMIC GROWTH. LABOR, P 1-3, AUG
199G.
COUNTY POPULATION ESTIMATES: 1988. CENSUSDATA, V 4, NO 8, P 1-4, NOV 1989.
IN RETROSPECT: THE 'OGS LABOR MARKET. LABOR, P 1-3, JAN 199G.
1984 POPULATION ESTIMATES FOR,SOUTH DAKOTA MUNICIPALITIES. MUNICIPAL,.V, 53; NO
8, P 8-9, FEB 1987.
• ANDERSON,GRANT. TRANSPLANTED IN DAKOTA: EXPERIENCES OF THE GREAT .DAKOTA BOOM.
DAKHIST, NO I8TH, P 367-404, 1986.
ANDERSON, LAWRENCE Ci DEMOGRAPHIC PATTERNS OF THE HUTTERITES: 1874-1986.
DAKHIST, NO 18TH, P 224-231, 1986.
DYKSTRA>DEVEE. LIVING ARRANGEMENTS- SOUTH DAKOTA IN 198G AND 199G. BUSREV, V
5G,:N0 1, P 1,4-5, SEP 1991.
HOGAN EDWARD P. RESIDENTIAL CHANGE IN BROOKINGS, SOUTH DAKOTA, 1961-1985.
DAKHIST, NO 2GTH, P 377-385, 1988.





JOYCE, M. ELEANOR. PETER NORBECK AND THE PROGRESSIVE MOVEMENT. DAKHIST, V 22,
vP; A5A-A80,:199p. ,
JOYCE, MARY E. SOUTH DAKOTA PROGRESSIVISM (1889-1926). DAKHIST, NO 19TH, P
yill.Bl, 1987.
. MCBRIDE, BOB. THE COWBOY POPULISTS OF MEADE COUNTY, S.D., I930-I988. DAKHIST,
NO 20TH, P 311-316, 1988.
POST OFFICES
-r JENNEWEIN, FRED. HOW-5bME^ 0F-n^HE7EARLYaR0ST;i0FEICES.: AND^TOWNS^^WEREtNAMED.^?
HERITAGE, V ,16, NO 4, . P. 22-23,. WIN 1990. / :
PRESSLER, LARRY. WASHINGTON REPORT: THE FUTURE OF RURAL MAIL SERVICE.
MUNICIPAL, V 56,NO 10, P lA, APR 1990.
POST-CONVICTION PROCEDURES
NELSON, ROBERT R. CORAM NOBIS AS A POST-CONVICTION REMEDY: FLIGHT OF THE
PHOENIX? LAW, V 32, NO 2, P 300-321, 1987.
POSTAGE STAMPS
' t LOCAL'ARTISTS"COMPETE'IN NATIONAL DUCK STAMP CONTEST. DAKCOUNT, V 5,-NO 1, P
38-40, JAN 1991.
STAMP WINNER. DAKCOUNT, V 5, NO 2, P 6, FEB 1991.
STATEHOOD STAMPS (COMMEMORATIVE STAMP ISSUED). SDMAG, V 4, NO 6, P 7, MAY 1989.
SAMP, MICHAEL. MOUNT- RUSHMORE AS SEEN ON STAMPS, SDMAG, V 7, NO 1, P 19, MAY
1991.
POSTAGE STAMPS - COLLECTORS AND COLLECTING
CENTENNIAL DESIGNS (COUNTIES COMMEMORATE CENTENNIAL WITH SPECIAL CANCELLATION
DESIGNS). SDMAG, V 5, NO 3, P 26, SEP 1989.
»«POSTAGEVSTAMPS.f-TiNOMINATIONS> ;
CORDTS, IRENE. ABBIE ANN JARVIS, M.D. -- SMALL TOWN DOCTOR ON THE SOUTH DAKOTA
PRAIRIE. DAKHIST, NO 18TH, P 217-223, 1986.
POSTAL SERVICE
PRESSLER, LARRY. WASHINGTON REPORT: THE FUTURE OF RURAL MAIL SERVICE.
MUNICIPAL, V 56, NO 10, P lA, APR 1990.
POTTER COUNTY
DAKOTA COUNTY: POTTER COUNTY; ;CONSDIG, V 57, NO 1, P 2l, 1990. . , .
; POTTER COUNTY COURTHOUSE. COUNTY, V 36, NO 2, P 20, NOV. 1989..
FAWCETT, WINIFRED. FOREST CITY: A FRONTIER OMAHA ERASED BY OAHE WATERS.
DAKHIST, V 22, P 21A-230, 1990.
POTTER, HENRY A. (1918- )
AISENBREY, WILLIAM E. THIRTY SECONDS OVER TOKYO -- THE SOUTH DAKOTA CONNECTION.





GGOSEMGBILE SEASON IN S.D. SDMAG, V 5, NO A, P 13-16+, NOV 1989.
POVERTY
ARWOOD, DON, POVERTY IN THE UNITED STATES AND SOUTH DAKOTA. CENSUSDATA, V 5,
NO 1, P 1-A, FEB 1990.
JOHNSON, DENNIS. ECONOMICS OF THE MINIMUM WAGE. BUSREV, V A8, NO 1, P 1,4-7,
SEP 1989.
VANDENBERG, JEAN; ARWOOD, DON.: ADOLESCENT, LIFE CHANCES. XENSUSDATA,; V '5,:.N0v.3,
P 1-3, JUN 1990.
POW-WOWS SEE ALSO NATIVE AMERICANS - DANCES
AN AGELESS DRUMBEAT CMISSION POW-WOW). SDMAG, V 3, NO 3, P 21, AUG 1987.
SANBORN, MICHAEL. THE POW WOW. INSIDE, V 2, NO 5, P 6-7, SUM 1991.
POWER PLANTS
/ ANDERS; PAUL) berry;' CHARLES i^R.^ P ELECTRICITY AND FISH: STUDIES
CONDUCTED AT THE BIG STONE POWER PLANT MAY MEAN YOU'LL CATCH MORE FISH.
CONSDIG, V 54, NO 3, P 20-21, 1987.
BETTROSS, EDWARD; WILLIS, DAVID. FASTER GROWING FISH. CONSDIG, V 56, NO 1, P
16-18, 1989.
PPD (U.S.A.) INC. (MADISON, S.D.)
: REDIFUND: BOARD APPROVES $923,450 IN REDI FUND LOANS. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 1, P 3,
JAN 1989.
PRAIRIE DOGS
S.D. REPORT: KEEP YOUR RIFLE HANDY; THERE'S PRAIRIE DOG HUNTING. FINS, V 6, NO
5, P 80, MAY 1987.
DOWD, EILEEN. BLACK-FOOTED FERRET. CONSDIG, V 55, NO 4, P 6-7,9+, 1988.
PRAIRIE EDGE GAMING (DEADWOOD, S.D.)
SANBORN, MICHAEL. PRARIE EDGE: THE MUSIC SHOW. INSIDE, V 2, NO 5, P 39, SUM
1991.
PRAIRIE FIRES
BRADFIELD, B.D. EARLY PRAIRIE FIRES BURNED UNCHECKED ON OPEN RANGE. DAKWEST, V
.13, NO 2, P 21, JUN 1987.
JORDAN, IREAN C. EARLY FIRES OF NORTHWESTERN SOUTH DAKOTA. DAKHIST, NO 18TH, P
656-662, 1986.
TENNANT, BRAD. RED HORIZONS:- SOUTH DAKOTA PRAIRIE FIRES. DAKHIST, NO 18TH, P
646-655, 1986.
PRAIRIE POTHOLES SEE ALSO WETLANDS
ADOPT-A-POTHOLE PROGRAM MAY REACH THE DAKOTAS.DAKCOUNT, V 5, NO I, P 44-45,
JAN 1991.
POTHOLE REPORT. DAKCOUNT, V 3, NO 5, P 18-19, MAY 1989.
'PRAIRIE- POTHOLE. JOINT venture (PPJV) ... DAKCOUNT, . V ,4,..N0a2,...P 46-47, DEC 1990.
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BERRY/ CHARLES JRr A DUCK FARMER BLEW THE WHISTLE ON WETLANDS. SDMAG, V 5, NO
2, P 42-A5, JUL 1989.
HAWORTH, MARCV. NESTING SITES FOR DUCKS AND GEESE. CONSDIG, V 54, NO 6, P 2-7,
1987.
HOFER, STEWART L. FEDERAL REGULATION OF AGRICULTURAL DRAINAGE ACTIVITY IN
PRAIRIE POTHOLES. LAW, V 33, NO 3, P 511-527, 1988.
SIMPSON, GAY. SOUTH DAKOTA WETLANDS. CONSDIG, V 55, NO I, P 10, 1988.
WASHBURN, LOWELL. TROUBLE IN DUCK COUNTRY. CONSDIG, V 55, NO 1, P 6-9,11,
. . :1988.
PRAIRIE repertory THEATRE \
• Johnson, JAMES Lv- prairie? rep theatre /plans final season in historic opera
' HOUSE. SDMAG,; V 3, NO 1, P 42-44, APR 1987.
PRAIRIE RESOURCE CENTER (BISMARCK, N.D.)
POST, CHUCK. S.D. REPORT; WILDLIFE GROUP OPENS WETLANDS RESOURCE CENTER
(BISMARCK, N.D.). FINS, V 6, NO 4, P 6, APR 1987.
f^RAlRlE 'i^ENDSV'iNC/tHURONv
• - BOARD iCOF ECONOMID DEVELOPMENT! .APPROV REDI FUND LOANS ECONDEV, V I,
NO 6, P 3, NOV 1988. '
PRAIRIE W.A.V.E.S.
MILITARY WOMEN REMEMBERED. HISTNOTES, V 4, NO 3, P 3, NOV 1988.
PRAIRIES .
PARK NOTES: PRAIRIE MANAGEMENT YIELDS POSITIVE RESULTS. CONSDIG, V 57, NO 4, P
26, 1990.
CARRELS, PETER. PROUD OF THE PRAIRIE: AN ESSAY ON APPRECIATING THE PRAIRIE.
SDMAG, V 3, NO 3, P 9-11, AUG 1987.
HUNHOFF, BERNIE. OUR POPULAR PRAIRIE. SDMAG, V 6, NO 6, P 4,6, MAR 1991.
/m^MELIUSvMICHAEL/^/^^ OF^A prairie. SDMAG, V 7, NO 3, P 36-37, SEP 1991.
MOUM, KEN. AN OUTSIDE OPINION: A PRAIRIE TO REMEMBER. CONSDIG, V 58, NO 4, P
29, 1991.
ODE, DAVE. DAKOTA FLORA: BIG BLUESTEM. CONSDIG, V 57, NO 5, P 25, 1990.
PRATT, JAMES HERVEY
NOWAK, TIMOTHY R.V/HISTORY-AWAKENS AT' FORT. RANDALL. HISTNOTES, V 3, NO 6, P 3,
MAY 1988.
PRECIPITATION
AVG TEMP AND PRECIP FOR SELECTED CITIES - SEE MISSOURI RIVER COLUMN IN EACH
ISSUE OF DAKOTA COUNTRY, JAN 1989+. DAKCOUNT.
LEWIS, WENDY L. DAKOTA NATURALIST: WINTER WEATHER PUZZLES. CONSDIG,.V 58, NO




FOX MAJOR PROBLEM FOR DUCKS. DAKCOUNT, V 3, NO 11, P 30-31, NOV 1989.
'GOATS KILLED BY BOBCAT. SDMAG, V 6, NO 5, P 23, JAN 1991.
BERINGSON, DICK. EDITORIAL: PHEASANTS THRIVE IN THE '90S. CONSDIG, V 58, NO 5,
P 1, 1991.
•DOWD, EILEEN. RAPTORS. CONSDIG, V 55, NO 5, P 10-13, 1988.
•MILLER, AL. PREDATOR CONTROL. -COUNTY, V 36, -NO 3, ,P 14, JAN 1990
r ' MITZEL; BILL .' ^ coyote problems STILL' goingvsn^R0NG;v"DAKC0UNT, V 4y no
28-30, MAR 1990.
' MITZEL, BILL-; PREDATORS STILL GAINING'. DAKCOUNT, V 4, NO 5, P 66-67, MAY 1990.
PREDICTIONS SEE FORECASTING
PREGNANCY
A NUTRITIONIST'S DREAM. HEALTH, V 5, NO 4, P 1-2, AUG 1991.
' ^?ftV'BIRTHtEf^CTS4NFORMAfrON LiNE;rANSWERS f45'.CALLS IN-FIRST YEAR. HEALTH, V 5, NO
2, P 4, APR 1991.
CASE MANAGEMENT OF HIGH RISK"PREGNANCIES EVALUATED.HEALTH, V 3, NO 2, P 1+,^
MAR 1989.
PRE-TERM BIRTH PREVENTION PROGRAM ADDS SIX SITES. HEALTH, V 5, NO 1, P 5, FEB
1991.
\ : SOUTH DAKOTA HEALTH 2000 UPDATE. HEALTH, V 4, NO 2, P 1+, MAR 1990.
PREGNANCY, ADOLESCENT
^^ 'ONE-STOP. SHOPPING' HEALTH CARE BECOMES REALITY IN ABERDEEN. HEALTH, V 5, NO 4,
P 5, AUG 1991.
FAMILIES COMBAT TEEN PREGNANCIES (ADOLESCENT FAMILY LIFE PROJECT). HEALTH, VI,
NO 1, P 2, JAN 1987.
i ; 4-iBAMILIES ,WORK;TO;fPREVENT-^rEEN PREGNANCY.v,CHEALTH DEPT. PROGRAM). HEALTH, V 2,
NO 4; P;3, JUL 198)B.
RAPID CITY P.E.P. targets TEENAGE PREGNANCY AND HEALTH. HEALTH, V 1, NO 3, P 2,
MAY 1987.
SOUTH DAKOTA HEALTH 2000 UPDATE. HEALTH, V 4, NO 2, P 1+, MAR 1990.
PREHISTORIC ANIMALS
' 'W: H. OVER MUSEUM^ to DEPICT SOUTH^DAKOTA'S BIGGEST-DINOSAURr'STHEYJGREW THEM; BIG
IN SOUTH DAKOTA. HISTNOTES, V 3, NO 6, P 1, MAY 1988.
W:H. OVER MUSUEM TO SHOW ANCIENT BADLANDS LIFE. HISTNOTES, V 3, NO 4, P 5, JAN
1988.
BENSON, RICHARD D. THE ACCIPITRID VULTURES OF NORTH AMERICA. BIRD, V 39,:N0 4,
P 80-88, DEC 1987.
CHRISTIANSON, GALE E. LOREN EISELEY; A POET IN THE WHITE RIVER BADLANDS.
; DAKHIST, NO 19TH, P XXlllAl, 1987.
:;V0blCKA, JULIA. W.H. OVER MUSEUM TO HAVE UNDERWATER,EXHIBITS. HISTNOTES, V 3,
NO 2, P 4, SEP 1987.
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PREJUDGMENT INTEREST SEE DAMAGES CLAW)
jSBRESENTATION SISTERS; ' ^ . ^
JOYCE, MARY E. PRESENTATION SISTERS; 100 YEARS IN DAKOTA, 1886-1986. DAKHIST,
NO 18TH, P 1986,
PETERSON, SUSAN C. ADAPTING TO FILL A NEED: THE PRESENTATION SISTERS AND HEALTH
CARE, 1901-1961. SDHIST, V 17i NO 1, P 1-22, 1987.
rPRESERVATipN: SEE ARCHITECTURE rLCONSERVATION ANDiRESTORATION; HIS,TORIC,;PRESERVATION
'PRESIDENT'S HOUSE (VERMILLION, S.D.)
SOUTH, MARY. THE PRESIDENT'S HOUSE (USD PRESIDENT'S HOUSE, VERMILLION, S.D.).
SDMAG, V 3, NO 5, P 6-8; JAN 1988.
PRESIDENTS - UNITED STATES
GRANT, PHILIP. PRESIDENTIAL PRIMARIES IN SOUTH DAKOTA, 1952-1980. DAKHIST, V
22, P 280-299, 1990.
VTINPLEY^^ RALPH^ '^ FENCE-MENDING'IN SOUTH DAKOTA: TAFT, 1911. DAKHIST, NO 18TH, P
; 524-539, 1986.
PRESS SEE FREEDOM OF THE PRESS; CRIME AND THE PRESS
PRICKLY PEAR
ODE, DAVE. DAKOTA FLORA: PLAINS PRICKLY PEAR. CONSDIG, V 58, NO 1, P 25, 1991.
: PRIESTS SEE CLERGY
PRIMARIES ; , ^
GRANT, PHILLIP. SENATOR GEORGE MCGOVERN AND THE WISCONSIN PRESIDENTIAL PRIMARY
OF 1972. DAKHIST, NO 18TH, P 540-549, 1986.
PRISON iSENTENCES V
HURD, JEFFREY G. AN OVERVIEW OF SENTENCING ALTERNATIVES WITHIN THE CONTEXT OF
THE REP. OF THE SD CORRECTIONS COM. ON PRISON OVERCROWDING. LAW, V 34, NO 2,
P 337-358, 1989.
PRISONS AND PRISONERS
FLYGER, STEVE. SDACC JUVENILE JUSTICE PROGRAM UPDATE. COUNTY, V;33, NO 4, P
14-15, MAR 1987.
HAWKEY, LES. COUNTY JAIL; PUTS HALF ITS INMATES TO WORK. COUNTY, V 37, NO 1, P
; 1, JAN 1991.
HURD, JEFFREY G. AN OVERVIEW OF SENTENCING ALTERNATIVES WITHIN THE CONTEXT OF
: THE REP. OF THE SD CORRECTIONS COM. ON PRISON OVERCROWDING. LAW, V 34, NO 2,
P 337-358, 1989. : ,
KIRBY, BRIAN K. HUGHES V. SHERIFF OF FALL RIVER COUNTY JAIL: SOUTH DAKOTA'S
STATUTORY DISCRIMINATION AGAINST FEDERAL CIVIL RIGHTS... LAW, V 33, NO 1, P
- 181-193, 1988.
MICKELSON, GEORGE S. "INTO OUR SECOND CENTURY": GOVERNOR REFLECTS ON 1990
LEGISLATIVE SESSION. MUNICIPAL, V 56, NO 10, P 15, APR 1990.
' PRESSLER>-'LARRY; : W ,REPORT: -ALTERNATIVE ^^SOLUTIONS . NEEDED TO SOLVE
PRISON PROBLEM. MUNICIPAL, V 57, NO 7, P 15, JAN 1991.
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•^ ' - • ROWENHORST;,, JAMES A. ACLU ALLEGES POOR CONDITIONS IN SOUTH DAKOTA JAILS.
COUNTY, V 36, NO A, P 6-7, MAR 1990.
TIESZEN, RICHARD. JUVENILE JUSTICE PROJECT - YESTERDAY AND TODAY. COUNTY, V
'v;. : .,.36, N0.7., P .6, vJUN 19 .
PROBATE (LAW)
HAMMER, DEAN A. IN RE ESTATE OF TILL: LITIGATING UNDUE INFLUENCE IN SOUTH
DAKOTA. LAW, V 36, NO 1, P 211-225, 1991.
• , ;.T" KNESS, BRUCE N.^ TULSA PROFESSIONAtCOLLECTION SERVICES V. ;POPE:"NEW DUE PROCESS
^rl,:^vREQU^REMENTS' FOR DECEDENT'S •CREDITORS.-ADLOS;.PUBLIGATION.: : .LAW,:
.359-380, 1989.
PROBATION (LAW)
: HURD, JEFFREY G. AN OVERVIEW OF SENTENCING ALTERNATIVES WITHIN THE CONTEXT OF
THE REP. OF THE SD CORRECTIONS COM. ON PRISON OVERCROWDING. LAW, V 3A, NO 2,
P 337-358, 1989.
PROCUREMENT SEE GOVERNMENT PURCHASING
pRofesSidnalkethics ' y
V •• BAHR, DOUGLAS A. *T^^^ SOUTH DAKOTA'S MODEL RULE 1.6: A CALL, FOR .
REFORM. LAW, V 35, NO 1,P 66-93, 1990.
PROFESSIONS SEE OCCUPATIONS
PROCESSORS SEE TEACHERS; EDUCATORS
PROGRESSIViSM (UNITED STATES POLltlCS)
- IjOYCE, Mi ELINOR. FRANK PROGRESSIVE STATESMAN. DAKHIST, NO 21 ST,
1989.
JOYCE, MARY E. SOUTH DAKOTA PROGRESSIVISM (1889-1926). DAKHIST, NO 19TH, P
VIII. Bl, 1987.
"V PRbM()TTCiN<^^^^^ ' : ' ' -
PARK NOTES: BE IN STYLE IN SOUTH DAKOTA'S STATE PARKS. CONSDIG, V 57, NO 3, P
26, 1990. .
MCINTYRE, FAYE. SMALL BUSINESSES MAY PREFER ALTERNATIVES TO ADVERTISING.
; ^ ^ , BUSREV, V A7, NO A,.P 1,4-5+, JUN 1989.
-PROMqtlON-/S.D. SEE ALSO TOURISM -S.D.
"SOUTH DAKOTA MADE" LOGO TO BE MARKETED . ECONDEV, V Z,- NO 2, P 9, FEB ,1989.
ARTS HAVE AN ANGEL (CHERYL LADD PROMOTES SOUTH DAKOTA ARTS). SDMAG, V,3,,NO 2,
P 39, JUN 1987.
BUILD ON SUCCESS OF DANCES WITH WOLVES. INSIDE, V 2, NO 4, P 5, SPR 1991., ,
BUTTER-NUT coffee launches promotion to RAISE FUNDS FOR HISTORICAL SOCIETY
s V 2, NO 6, P 2, MAY 1987.
> DISCOVERING HOMEMADE (MADE IN DAKOTA PRODUCTS COME OF AGE)! SDMAG, V 3, NO 1, P
. 29, APR 1987.
. DOCTOR'S KIT SPURS INTEREST. ECONDEV, V;3, NO 7, P 4, AUG 1990.
-^^EXPORT^vNEWS'T vCHINESEiiNEWSPAPERi FEATURES,.SOUTHyDAKOTA.v,y.ECONDEV,,.V 2, NO 2, P 9,
.••• FEB 1989.
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• ^ REMAINS AGGRESSIVE. ECONDEV, V A, NO 9, P 1, NOV 1991.
GOVERNOR MICKELSON PROMOTES STATE IN NEW YORK. ECONDEV, V 2, NO A, P 1, APR
1989.
; GOVERNOR^ DELEGATION TO VISIT JAPAN, TAIWAN. ECONDEV, V 2, NO A, PS, APR 1989.
GOVERNOR'S WIFE UNVEILS NEW LOGO FOR DAKOTA-MADE PRODUCTS. SDMAG, V 3, NO 2, P
39, JUN 1987.
LOGO OF THE CENTURY (SOUTH DAKOTA CENTENNIAL LOGO AND SOUTH DAKOTA BISON COIN).
SDMAG, V 2, NO 6, P 12, FEB 1987.
• ; " ' NATlONAl: TRADE SHOW^ JOINT::EFFORT-. /ECONDEV, VV 2,: NO 8, P; 3i;rO(CTiI989.
PARK NOTES: NEW CUSTER PARK. BROCHURE available; ;CONSDIG,~V 58,, NO 1,-'P;26,
. . 1991.
':S ' s:d. ART CONTEST (FOR KIDS - DESIGNED TO PROMOTE GLACIAL LAKES REGION). SDMAG,
V 2, NO 5,; P 16, JAN 1987.
SOUTH DAKOTA TO APPLY FOR FOREIGN TRADE ZONE. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 5, P 1, JUN
• • 1989 . •
TRADE SHOW PROMOTES SOUTH DAKOTA PRODUCTS. ECONDEV, V 1, NO 1, P 7, MAY 1988.
v; . BUTTERWICK, DARRELL^D. COMMISSIONER'S COLUMN (PROMOTING THE STATE THROUGH TRADE
V ,s-v,^vSHOW')ATTENPANeE)\ '^'ECONDEVv'V^3^ NOt.A>. P, 2, APR 1990.
^ POST, CHUCK. S.D. REPORT: GAME AND FISH SETS APPRECIATION WEEKENDS.. . FINS, V 6,
NO 3, P 6, MAR 1987.
PROPERTY _
FULL AND TRUE VALUATIONS (STATISTICAL TABLE). COUNTY, V 3A, NO 1, P 13, SEP
. 1987. •
PROPERTY TAX
ATTORNEY GENERAL OPINIONS OF INTEREST TO COUNTY GOV'T: OFFICIAL OPINION NO 89-25
(TAXABILITY OF HOME USED BY HOS. ADM.). COUNTY, V 36, NO 2, P 17-18, NOV
•• 1989. •
ATTORNEY GENERAL OPINIONS OF INTEREST TO COUNTY GOVERNMENT: OFFICIAL OPINION NO.
; 89t15 (MINERAL RIGHTS ASSESSMENTS). COUNTY, V 36, NO 1, P 22-23, SEP 1989.
DAKOTA PROPOSITION II (TEXT). MUNICIPAL, V 5A, NO 10, P 16, APR 1988.
DAKOTA PROPOSITION II UNANSWERED QUESTIONS. COUNTY, V 3A, NO 5, P 12-13, MAY
1988.
, HERE'S WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW (EQUALIZATION). MUNICIPAL, V 57, NO 10, P 8, APR
•\ ;- v • ; 1991. ,
NEW COMMISSION TO STUDY TAXATION. MUNICIPAL, V 55, NO 10, P 15, APR 1989.
PERSONAL PROPERTY TAX REPLACEMENT DISTRIBUTION - FY '89. COUNTY, V 3A, NO 5, P
9, MAY 1988.
PROPERTY TAX COMPARISON COMPLETED. MUNICIPAL, V 53, NO 10, P 12-13, APR 1987.
= SENATE BILL 121 - THE TAX LIMITATION BILL. COUNTY, V 35, NO 5, P 5, MAY 1989.
, SOUTH DAKOTA TAXATION AND EXPENDITURE STRUCTURES, PART 1. MUNICIPAL, V 55, NO
: 7, P 8-9+> JAN 1989.
1988 VALUATIONS (TABLE OF VALUATIONS BY COUNTY), iCOUNTY, V 35, NO 2, P 18, NOY
1988. •
BERTSCH, DALE. SOUTH DAKOTA'S AID TO EDUCATION FORMULA. BUSREV, V A6, NO 1, P
l,A-6, SEP 1987.
•^ ?'^ -«RbWN5^^RALPH«J;^; =RINGy:'RAYMOND ^J.^ftAHSTUDY: OR,THE jIMRACT,OF ^DAKOTA PROPOSITION




> recent EDUCATION FUNDING DECISIONS IN THE NATION AND
THEIR EFFECT ON SOUTH DAKOTA. LAW, V 36, NO 3, P 663-69A, 1991.
HAGEN, RON. OUR TAX SITUATION (PROPERTY TAXES). INSIDE, V 2, NO 6, P 5, FAL
.199r.;-..^ . • • -
^ V H^^^^ TAXING SITUATION. COUNTY, V 37, NO 8, AUG 1991.
HANSON, DENNIS. REAL PROPERTY - CAN A SUMMER STUDY DEFINE IT? COUNTY, V 37, NO
A, P 7, APR 1991.
HANSON, DENNIS. TAX EXEMPTS - A. NATIONAL CONCERN. COUNTY, V 36, NO 8, P I, JUL
.1.990,. ,
HANSON, DENNIS. UNDERSTANDING EQUALIZATION. 'COUNTY, :V 37> • NO 7, P 1.-2, -JUL--
.1991; : •
' - V- H .SCHOOL FINANCE POLICY: ' A LEGAL PERSPECTIVE. BUSREV, V 49} NO'
A, P 1,4-7, JUN 1991.
HOLCOMB, JEFF. DAKOTA PROPOSITION II. COUNTY, V 34, NO 3, P 12-13, JAN 1988.
MADDEN, MICHAEL K.; STUBBLEFIELD, CYNTHIA C. THE ECONOMICS OF LONG RUN AVERAGE
COSTS IN SOUTH DAKOTA PUBLIC SCHOOLS. BUSREV, V 46, NO 1, P 7-9, SEP 1987.
; MICKELSON,.GEORGE S. "INTO OUR SECOND CENTURY": TAX FREEZE GIVES CITIES FINAL
^VOTE vON LOCAL^/TAXilNCREASESi ' MUNICIPAL, ,V.56, NO 11, P 11, MAY 1990..
bSBERG, LINDA. DAKOTA PROPOSITION 11- WHAT DOES IT DO? MUNICIPAL, V 54, NO 6,
P 8-9, DEC 1987.
PSBERG, LINDA. DAKOT/Ji PROPOSITION II: ARBITRARY AND CAPRICIOUS. MUNICIPAL/ V
54, NO 8, P 7, FEB 1988.
OSBERG, LINDA. DAKOTA PROPOSITION II: TWO BUDGETS THIS YEAR. MUNICIPAL, V 54,
NO 10, P 7, APR 1988.
OSBERG, LINDA. DAKOTA PROPOSITION II: WHAT THEY ARE SAYING. MUNICIPAL, V 54,
NO 9, P 6, MAR 1988.
OSBERG, LINDA. DAKOTA PROPOSITION II: WHAT WOULD HAPPEN. MUNICIPAL, V 55, NO
3, P 8, SEP 1988.
OSBERG, LINDA. DAKOTA PROPOSITION II: WHO WILL ANSWER THE QUESTIONS?
MUNICIPAL, V 54, NO 7, P 8-9, JAN 1988.
OSBERG, LINDA. DAKOTA PROPOSITION II: WHOSE TAXES WOULD BE LOWERED? MUNICIPAL,
: . v V 54, NO 12> P 8-9, JUN 1988.
OSBERG, LINDA. TAXATION -- VEXATIOU. MUNICIPAL, V 56, NO 1, P 12-13, JUL 1989.
PIERCE, NEAL R. PROP 13 TEN YEARS LATER: ENTRENCHED, DIVISIVE, HAZARDOUS.
7 V MUNICIPAL, V 55, NO 1, P 7, JUL 1988.
RING, RAYMOND J. EDUCATION FINANCE IN SOUTH DAKOTA. BUSREV, V 46, NO 1, P
1,4-7, SEP 1987.
RING, RAYMOND J. TAXES, SPENDING, AND DAKOTA PROPOSITION II. BUSREV, V 47, NO
: 1, P 1,7-8, SEP 1988.
VIK, YVONNE. LOCAL GOVERNMENT IS THE BEST BET FOR THE MONEY. MUNICIPAL, V 58,
NO 5, P 4, NOV 1991.
PROPST, BOB
: FOCUS: BOB PROPST- WHAT YOU SEE IS WHAT YOU GET. DAKCOUNT, V 4, NO 7, P 22-25,
JUL 1990.
-PROSPECTORS AND PROSPECTING
LUST FOR GOLD BROUGHT FIRST 'GAMBLERS' TO HILLS. DEADMAG, V 1, NO 1, P 4, MAR
•• 1991. ^ -7 .
ASHEIM, ENID. HOOKEY JACK: BELOVED BLACK HILLS CHARACTER.HERITAGE, V 15, NO
8, P 18-19, 1989.
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• - ^ JOHNSdNi^ MINING IN^THE: BLACK HILLS. DAKHIST, NO 2ist, 1989^
PROSTITUTES AND PROSTITUTION
V SEE '^THE, HGIRLS'V OF THE GULCH' IN E^^ ISSUE OF DEADWOOD MAGAZINE. . DEADMAG,
GROSS, REGINAS. - PROSTITUTES ON THE RIVER: TURN-OF-THE-CENTURY PROSTITUTION IN
SIOUX CITY. IOWA. DAKHIST, NO 20TH, P 509-515, 1988.
PROTECTION AND ADVOCACY FOR MENTALLY ILL PROGRAM (PAMIO SEE ALSO MENTAL HEALTH.
ADVOCACY PROGRAM
MARSHALL; DIANNA L. PAMr REAUTHORIZED :.(SD;;PR0TECTI0N< AND" ADVOCACY/?FOR MENTALLY
ILL PROGRAM) . SDREP, V ,A, NO .3, P. 10,12, APR 1989.
= NEYHART, TIM. A MULTI-ADVOCACY"OFFICE APPROACH IN RAPID CITY.' SDREP, V 6, NO
; 1, P 9, AUG 1990.
PRUITT, TROY (1963?-)
THREE SOUTH DAKOTA COWBOYS WIN 1991 WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS (tROY PRUITT, ROBERT
ETBAUER, OTE BERRY). HERITAGE, V 17, NO 3, P 26-27, SEP 1991.
;INSOUTH DAKOTA HALL OF FAME (TROY PRUITT, 1991 HALL OF
^PAM&HONOREE).> HERITAGE/Vr 17, :N0: 3, P 26-27, SEP 1991.
"PSYCHIATRISTS SEE ALSO MENTAL HEALTH PROFESSIONALS
/ HOW TO CHOOSE A THERAPIST. SDREP, V 6, NO 1, P 6-7+, AUG 1990.
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
ATTORNEY GENERAL OPINIONS: A.G. OPINION NO. 89-04 (PURCHASE OF EQUIPMENT SUBJECT
TO REFERENDUM). MUNICIPAL, V 55, NO 11, P 15,17, MAY 1989.
ATTORNEY GENERAL'S OPINIONS: A.G. OPINION NO. 89-11 (CONFLICT OF INTERESTS).
MUNICIPAL, V 56, NO 3, P 8-9, SEP 1989.
CONFRONTING NEW ISSUES OF EMPLOYMENT LIABILITY. COUNTY, V 37, NO 5, P 3-5, MAY
1991.
CONSTRUCTION BIDDING (CLARIFICATION OF TERM CONSTRUCTION). COUNTY, V 36, NO 1,
. ;P 55,. SEP 1989.
MUNICIPAL COMPLIANCE REPORT. MUNICIPAL, V 55, NO 11, P l3,16+, MAY 1989.
NOW THAT THE ELECTION IS OVER...IT'S TIME TO GO TO WORK. MUNICIPAL, V 57, NO
12, P 10, JUN 1991.
KANDARAS, CHERYL. PENNINGTON COUNTY CONSIDERS COMBINING THREE COUNTY OFFICES.
COUNTY, V 36, NO 4, P 3, MAR 1990.
PUBLIC BUILDINGS
ATTORNEY GENERAL RULES ON*USE OF SECOND CENT OF SALES TAX. MUNICIPAL,-V. 56, NO
Z, P 9, AUG 1989.
CONSTRUCTION BIDDING (CLARIFICATION OF TERM CONSTRUCTION). . COUNTY, V.36, NO 1,
P 35, SEP 1989.
PUBLK) HEALTH ,
;; GOVERNOR ANNOUNCES UNIFORM. SMOKING! POLICY, HEALTH, -V. Z, NO 2, P 3, MAR 1988.
100 YEARS OF PUBLIC HEALTH IN SOUTH DAKOTA (SMALLPOX EPIDEMIC HISTORY). HEALTH,
V 2, NO 1, P 1, JAN 1988.
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PUBLIC HEALTH - ADVOCATES
DR. WILL DGNAHOE C1988 HALL OF FAME HONOREE - PROFESSIONAL). HERITAGE, V 14, NO
. <t, P :27,. 1988.
PAUL HOHM, M.D. (1987 HALL OF FAME HONOREE -PROFESSIONAL). DAKWEST, V 13, NO
4, P 15, DEC 1987.
ROBERT H. HAYES, M.D. (1987 HALL OF FAME HONOREE - PROFESSIONAL). DAKWEST, V
13, NO 4, P 14, DEC 1987.
• PUBLIC LANDS
; •- ^ROHM'SIGNS ELS AGREEMENT WITH' FOREST: SERVICE..: TIPS, W 4, -NO-5, P^. 5,:.;N0V. J988;
BROHM'S GILT EDGE SULFIDE PROJECT. TIPS, V 4, NO 7, P 2-4, MAY 1989. -
BROHM'S SULFIDE EXPANSION PLANS CHANGE AGAIN. TIPS, V 5, NO 7, P 1-4, NOV 1990.
buffalo bill historical center announces summer institute. INDIAN, NO 125, P
21, SPR 1991.
FOREST SERVICE OK'S BOND GOLD'S EXPLORATION PROJECT ON PUBLIC LANDS. TIPS, V 4,
NO 4, P 4, NOV 1988.
.#4ff^#FQRjEST^%ERVlCfe^WITHlWtDS bOCiUMENTS TIPS, V 4, NO 6, P 1-2,
MAR 1989.
HOMESTAKE TO TRADE AND SELL-SPEARFISH CANYON LANDS. TIPS, V 5, NO 6, P 6-7, SEP
1990.
, IT'S THE LAW.(TRAINING DOGS ON PUBLIC LAND). CONSDIG, V 58, NO 4, P 27, 1991.
RED LAKE, BRULE COUNTY ORDINARY HIGH AND ORDINARY LOW WATER MARKS. WATER, V 4,
NO 2; P 3, SEP 1990.
SPECIAL ISSUE ON BROHM'S EXPANSION. TIPS, V 4, NO 7, P 1, MAY 1989.
, ' -Tip APPEAL DENIED; WAY CLEARED FOR BIG SELL-OFF OF PUBLIC LANDS TO MINING
COMPANIES. TIPS, V 4, NO 2i P 3, AUG 1988.
TIP'S APPEAL OF PUBLIC LANDS SALE TO MINING COMPANY GOES NATIONAL. TIPS, V 4,
NO 4, P 6, NOV 1988.
; MOUM, KEN. PITTMAN-ROBERTSON AND THE LAND. CONSDIG, V 54, NO 2, P 17, 1987.
^ 'R V 55, NO 4, P I,: 1988.
PUBLIC MEETINGS
TELLINGHUISEN, ROGER. DOING THE PUBLIC'S BUSINESS IN PUBLIC (ANALYSIS OF SOUTH
DAKOTA'S open MEETINGS LAW). MUNICIPAL, V 55, NO 1, P 8-9, JUL 1988.
PUBLIC OPINION
NIPPLE, KEVIN. 1991 (READER) SURVEY RESULTS. DAKOUT, V 6, NO 3, P 35,'MAR- -
1991.
MARTEN, JAMES. A VIEW FROM THE WEST: THE TERRITORIES AND FEDERAL POLICY.
SDHIST, V,18, NO 4, P 193-213, 1988.
V1K> YVONNE. FEDERAL. MANDATES UNPOPULAR WITH EVERYONE. MUNICIPAL, V 58, NO 6,
P 4, DEC 1991.
PUBLIC RELATIONS
•GOT A CRISIS? NACO AFFILIATE OFFERS PUBLIC AFFAIRS ASSISTANCE PROGRAM. COUNTY,
V 37, NO 4, P 1, APR 1991.
GRANT, H. ROGER.- A RAILROAD WINS FRIENDS: THE CHICAGO^AND .NORTH WESTERN AND THE
LITTLE FELLOW. SDHIST, V 18, NO 3, P 117-131, 1988.
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GRANT, H. ROGERV A RAILROAD W THE CHICAGO AND NORTHWESTERN AND THE
LITTLE FELLOW, DAKHIST, NO 19TH, P A1-A6, 1987.
•iiipUBLICiOiRANSPORTiATaON SEE TRANSPORTATION.,:...;^
PUBLIC UTILITIES
PUC ENCOURAGES ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT BY UTILITIES. ECONDEV, V A, NO 1, P 3, JAN
/ ... 1991.-- •••-:•
PUBLIC WELFARE
/ ^ ATTORNEY: GENERAL OPINIONS' OF INTEREST TOriCOUNTYnGOVERNMENTrrOFFIC-IAt-OPINIGN NO.
89-5CINDIGENT DEFENSE REPRESENTATION). -COUNTY, VSS, NO 6> P 13, JUL 1989.
CATASTROPHIC COUNTY POOR RELIEF PROGRAM EXPENSES FOR 1986 (STATISTICAL TABLE).
COUNTY, V 33, NO A, P 13, MAR 1987.
COUNTY CATASTROPHIC FUND DRAWDOWNS AND ASSESSMENTS 1986-1988. COUNTY, V 35, NO
A, P 12, MAR 1989.
SELECTED LABOR DEPARTMENT ACTIVITIES - TABLE IN ISSUES OF SOUTH DAKOTA LABOR
: , BULLETIN. LABOR.
r r CHAMBERLAiNi FERN L.^SOUTH DAKOTA STYLE. DAKHIST, NO
18TH, P. 121-133, 1986.
DASCHLE, THOMAS'A. WASHINGTON REPORT : CUTS . IN LIHEAP MUST BE STOPPED. ^
MUNICIPAL, V 57, NO 8, P 15, FEB 1991.
, HANSON, CANDY. INDIGENT HEALTH CARE. COUNTY, V 35, NO 3, P 18-19, JAN 1989.
PUBLICITY
, A LITTLE Press GOES A LONG WAY (ARTICLE ON DAKOTA LEAN MEATS APPEARS IN U.S.A.
TODAY). ECONDEVi V "i, NO 7, P 5, SEP 1991.
AUSTAD'S FEATURED ON ESPN. ECONDEV, V 4, NO 8, P 5, OCT 1991.
CANADA TRIP RESULTS IN PUBLICITY FOR. SOUTH DAKOTA. ECONDEV, Y NO 10, P 6,
DEC 1991.
V ; MCINTYRE, FAYE. SMALL BUSINESSES MAY PREFER ALTERNATIVES TO ADVERTISING,
a BUSREV,.V ^7:, NO A, . P 1,4-5+, JUN 1989 .
PUBLISHERS AND PUBLISHING SEE ALSO NEWSPAPERS
SIOUX PUBLISHER ON THE MOVE (TIM GIAGO). INDIAN, NO 112, P 7, AUG 1987.
WHO'S WHO AMONG THE SIOUX: TIM GIAGO SPREADS THE WORD. INDIAN, NO 113, P 4, NOV
•• .1987 •; ••
WILLIAMS, ELIZABETH: MITCHELL'S POPULIST EDITOR. SDMAG, V 4, NO 6, P 26-27+,
MAY 1989.
PUKWANA, S.D:
HIGBEE, PAUL. DRIVING 1-90. SDMAG, V 7, NO 1,P 54-55, MAY 1991.
PUNITIVE DAMAGES (LAW) SEE EXEMPLARY DAMAGES
PURPLE CONEFLOWERS ^




ODE, DAVE; DAKOTA FLORA: PURPLE LOOSESTRIFE. CONSDIG, V 58, NO 5, P 25, 1991.
PUTNAM, WARNER C1885-I963D,
"EVERLASTINGLYATIT PUT" WARNER PUTNAM (HALL OF FAME HONOREE - UNSUNG HEROES AND
? GOOD HEARTS). HERITAGE, V 15, NO 5, P 5, 1989.
SAMP, ARDYCE. SOUTH DAKOTA'S PIONEER AMBASSADOR: •EVERLASTINGLYATIT-PUT'. .
; DAKHIST> NO 2IST, 1989.
PYLE, GLADYS (1890-1989)
. PAKOTA IMAGES: GLADYS PYLE. SDHIST, V -19, NO 2, P 276+, 1989.
.MOXON, MARGARET. SIGHTS TO SEE IN HURON. SDMAG, V 7, NO 2, P 56-57, JUL 1991.
QUALITY CONTROL
IVERSON, GENE B. THE QUALITY CHALLENGE. BUSREV, V 48, NO 1, P 7-9,12, SEP
1989.
QUARRIES AND QUARRYING
HOTZE, JULIE. DAKOTA GRANITE. SDMAG, V .6, NO 5, P 12-14, JAN 1991.
QUARTZ -
FROTH FLOTATION UPGRADES QUARTZ. ECONDEV, V 1, NO 4, P 5, AUG 1988.
QUILTS AND QUILTING
HUNHOFF, BERNIE. DAWN AMOS: QUiLTER. SDMAGi V 7, NO 2, P 14-16, JUL 1991.
KNEIFL, VERLYNN. . THE CRAZY QUILT. SDMAG, V 6, NO 4, P 24-25, SEP 1990.
NYHUS, VIOLA. THE QUILT OF LIFE. SDMAG, V 5, NO 4, P 8, NOV 1989.
R . E;. A ^SEE^.RURAL ELECTRIFICATION: ASSOCIATION
R.O.T.C.
NUMEROUS WILDLIFE-RELATED MEASURES SEEN IN DAKOTA LEGISLATURES. DAKCOUNT, V 5,
I NO 6, P 56-59, JUN I99I.
RACCOONS
- WRAP-UP:^KENTUCKY SPORTSMEN WANT MORE RACCOONS. CONSDIG, V 54,- NO,2, P 26-27,
1987.
RACE RELATIONS ,
LOWE, ROBERT A. THE OCCUPATION OF THE TURTLE INDIAN RESERVATION BY CANADIAN
METIS: A CASE OF CONFUSED IDENTITY. DAKHIST, NO 18TH,P 181-190, 1986.
MICKELSON, GEORGE S. 'INTO OUR SECOND CENTURY': 1990 TO BE ''YEAR OF .
RECONCILIATION". MUNICIPAL, V 56, NO 9, P 15, MAR 1990.





OVER-THE-HORIZON RADAR PROPOSED. TIPS, V 2, NO 9-10, P 7-8, JAN 1987.
" ^^:KINZLER, DAPHNE. RADAR SITE DAKCOUNT, V A, NO A, P
82-8A, APR 1990.
RADIO AND RADIO ANNOUNCERS
" , HUNHOFF, BERNIE. THE DAKOTA CALL. SDMAG, V 7, NO A, P 53-5A, NOV 1991.
: PECHAN, Beverly; verne sheppard ,is voice of western south Dakota-chall of fame
HONOREE -. COMMUNICATIONS) ." .HERITAGE, V 16, NO. 3, P::28-29; ,FAL.:i;990. . ,
y , - - SNEVE, SHIRLEY; TV AND RADIO PROGRAMMING .ON RESERVATIONSINDIAN^ -NO 113, P 2,
NOV 1987.
RADIOACTIVE WASTES
A HISTORY OF TIP'S INVOLVEMENT IN ISSUES. TIPS, V 6, NO 1, P 2-A, MAR 1991.
A NUCLEAR DUMP ON SOUTH DAKOTA'S SOUTHERN BORDER? TIPS, V A, NO A, P 5, NOV
:•1988.
TIPS^ V 3^ NO 1, P A, FEB
1987.
v" V 3, NO A, P 6-7, JUN 1987 .. ^ :
CliEYENNE RIVER HIGH-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTE REPOSITORY KILLED. TIPS, V 3, NO 5,
P 8, AUG 1987.
CHEYENNE RIVER TRIBAL COUNCIL CONSIDERING HIGH-LEVEL WASTE DUMP. TIPS,-V 3, NO
A, P 3, JUN 1987.
COMPACTS REVISITED: LOW-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTE ISSUE RESURFACES IN SOUTH
DAKOTA. TIPS, V A, NO 2, P 1-2, AUG 1988.
CONTAMINATED SITES FOUND AT ELLSWORTH AIR FORCE BASE. TIPS, V 2, NO 9-10, P
5-6, JAN 1987.
ELECTION WRAPUP - NEBRASKA DOES NOT WITHDRAW FROM NUKE COMPACT. TIPS, V A, NO
A, P 7, NOV 1988.
: i, LOW-LEVEL.^RADIOACTIVE WASTE IN AND-AROUND SOUTH DAKOTA. WATER, V 2, NO A, P 3,
JAN 1989.
MICKELSON'S ACTION PLAN ON BOYD COUNTY NUCLEAR DUMP. TIPS, V 5, NO 5, P 5-6,
AUG 1990.
MIDWEST COMPACT "BEAUTY PAGEANT" TO CHOOSE HOST STATE -- MINNESOTA AND IOWA
POSSIBLY (RADIOACTIVE WASTE FACILITY). TIPS, V 3, NO 1, P A, FEB 1987.
MIDWEST COMPACT COMMISSION SELECTS FOUR SEMI-FINAL HOST STATES (RADIOACTIVE
WASTE FACILITY). TIPS, V 3, NO 3, P 6, MAY 1987.
y •^ NEBRASKA CONTINUES NUCLEAR WASTE BATTLE. TIPS, V 5, NO 2, P 3, APR 1990.,
NEBRASKA LOW-LEVEL WASTE FIGHT UNDERWAY. TIPS, V 3, NO 1, P 5-6, FEB 1987.
NEBRASKA NUCLEAR DUMP CONTROVERSY EXPLODES. TIPS, V A, NO 5, P 7, ,NOV 1988.
y NEBRASKA NUCLEAR WASTE UPDATE. TIPS, V 3, NO 3, P 5, MAY 1987. ; ^
- : NEBRASKANS TO VOTE ON LOW LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTE ISSUE. TIPS, V A, NO 2-, P 8,
AUG 1988.
NEBRASKANS TO VOTE ON WITHDRAWAL FROM CENTRAL STATES COMPACT. TIPS, V A, NO 3,
P 3-A, OCT 1988.
NSP PATHFINDER DECOMMISSIONING DO(:UMENTS WITHHELD FROM TIP. TIPS, V A, NO 3, P
3, OCT 1988.
' NUCLEAR WASTE OPTIONS AND SUPER COLLIDER. TIPS, V 3, NO 3, P 5, MAY 1987.
, " • : - A07 - .
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^ Tips, V ND I, P 6, JUL 1988.
PATHFINDER REACTOR CONTROVERSY HEATS UP. TIPS, V 5, NO 3, P 1-3, MAY 1990.
' . .,v:.^;:RE/SPEC ;CHOSEN, TOi STUDY. BOYD COUNTY -NUCLEAR SITE. TIPS, V 5, NO 4, P 1-2, JUN
1990.
SAY WHAT, KAY? (RADIOACTIVE WASTE DISPOSAL). TIPS, V 5, NO 2, P 3-4, MAR 1990.
SD-AZ NUCLEAR WASJE SOLUTION UNCERTAIN. TIPS, V 2, NO 9-10, P 1-2,.JAN 1987.
y sludge ash cleanup PLANS SPARK CONTROVERSY- TIPS, V 4, NO T, P 7, JUL -1988.•
y^suPER COLLIDER AND Radioactive WASTE, tips, v 3, no 4, p 7, jun 1987.-
- ! . r>.supER^COLLIDER'S RADIOACTIVE fWASTE: ESTIMATES^:SHARPLYslNCREASEDy^-^5rTPS7j V.''3,^«N0v
4, P 2-3, AUG 1987.
SUPERCONDUCTING SUPER COLLIDER. TIPS, V 3, NO 2, P 6-7, APR 1987.
WILL HIGH-LEVEL (RADIOACTIVE) WASTE BECOME LOW-LEVEL WASTE BY CHANGING THE
DEFINITIONS? TIPS, V 3, NO 4, P 5, JUN 1987.
PAY, DON. BOYb COUNTY NUCLEAR WASTE SITE. TIPS, V 4, NO 6, P 5, NOV 1989.
; PAY, DON. PATHFINDER DECOMMISSIONING HEARING REQUESTED. TIPS, V 4, NO 8-9, P
4-5, SEP 1989.
RADON
- HEALTH LAB PARTICIPATES IN RADON ACTION WEEK. HEALTH, V 5, NO 5, P 5, OCT 1991.;
RADON INFORMATION AVAILABLE. WATER, V 2, NO 2, P I+, SEP 1988.
BUSCH, DAMON. RADON IN DRINKING WATER. WATER, V 5, NO 3, P 11, FAL 1991.
RAILROAD DEPOTS
, MONTEITH, JOANITA K. OLD M. & ST. L. DEPOT MUSEUM OPENS DURING CENTENNIAL YEAR!
HISTNOTES, V 5, NO 2, P 3, FAL 1989,
RAILROAD RIGHT-OF-WAY SEE RIGHT OF WAY
RAILROADS
PARK NOTES: RAIL TRAIL STUDY COMPLETED. CONSDIG, V 58, NO 1, P 26, 1991.
EDWARDS,,GUY; LINDE, MARY. PRO/CON (OWNERSHIP OF RAILROAD RIGHT-OF-WAY).
INSIDE, V 2, NO 4, P 6-8, SPR 1991.
FAWCETT, WINIFRjED. FOREST CITY: A FRONTIER OMAHA ERASED BY OAHE WATERS.
DAKHIST, V 22, P 214-230, 1990.
GRANT> H. ROGER. A RAILROAD WINS FRIENDS: THE CHICAGO AND NORTH WESTERN AND THE
LITTLE FELLOW. SDHIST, V 18, NO 3, P 117-131, 1988.
' yGRANT, H. ROGER. 'A RAILROAD WINS FRIENDS: THE CHICAGO AND NORTHWESTERNiAND'THE
LITTLE FELLOW. DAKHIST, NO 19TH, P A1-A6, 1987.
GREEN, NANCY C. PEOPLE OF THE;WESTERN ROAD. DAKHIST, V 22, P 300-313, 1990.
HOFER, DOUGLAS. RAILS TO TRAILS (EDITORIAL). CONSDIG, V 57, NO 4, P 1,1990.
• : ^ DAKOTA BOOM YEAR, 1883: THE JOURNAL OF THOMAS SADLER ROBERTS
^ EXAMINER). DAKHIST, NO I8TH, P 90-104, 1986.
RAY, KERRI. THE HISTORY OF-RAILROADS IN BROWN CO. DAKHIST, NO I9TH, P XIII.Al,
-• 1987.
TRENDE, FRED. GENERAL GEORGE L. BECKER (AND THE FIRST RAILROAD EXCURSION WITH




TRIPP, LEONARD Y. STREET RAILWAYS OF SOUTH DAKOTA. DAKHIST, NO 22, P 963-987,
1990.
WOOLWORTH, ALAN R. THE GENESIS 8 CONSTRUCTION OF THE WINONA AND ST. PETER
. i.-RAILROAD. .VMISSISSIPPI RIVER.-:TO:THE, BIG SIOUX RIVER, 1858-1878. DAKHIST, NO
2GTH, P 113-119, 1988.
RAILROADS - FINANCE
GOVERNOR'S GRANT REVIVES SEGMENT OF OLD RAILWAY. ECONDEV, V 1, NO 3, P 8, JUL
1988.
RAILS TO TRAILS
EDWARDS, GUY; LINDE, MARY. PRO/CON"COWNERSHIP- OF RAILROAD RIGHT-OFItWAY) .C.
, INSIDE, V 2, NO 4, P 6-8, SPR 1991.
RAINFALL SEE PRECIPITATION
RAMONA, S.D.
MUSIC BOXES RING UP SALES. SDMAG, V 6, NO 3, P 42, JUL 1990.
. ; RAMOfiA RECEIVES' CDBG GRANT. ECONDEV, V 1, NO 5, P 8, OCT 1988.
RAMYNKE, MILDRED D. 11917- )
MILDRED D. RAMYNKE (1987 HALL OF FAME - PROFESSIONAL). DAKWEST, V 13, NO 4, P
17, DEC 1987.
RANCHERS AND RANCH LIFE
ANNA VALLERY WRIGHT (HALL OF FAME HONOREE - UNSUNG HEROES AND GOOD HEARTS).
HERITAGE, V 15, NO 5, P 7, 1989.
BILLIE SHOAN (HALL OF FAME HONOREE - UNSUNG HEROES AND GOOD HEARTS). HERITAGE,
V 15, NO 5, P 6, 1989.
GEORGE BRIDGE (1991 HALL OF FAME HONOREE). HERITAGE, V 17, NO 3, P 17, SEP
1991.
; HERITAGE PROFILE: JOE AND HIS GOVERNMENT STALLION RENO LUSTY (JOE SCHOMER).
'HERITAGE, V 16, NO 4,' P 9, WIN 1990.
HOMER AYRES (1989 HALL OF FAME HONOREE-AGRICULTURE). HERITAGE, V 15, NO 7, P
28, 1989.
JOHN EARL CARR (1987 HALL OF FAME HONOREE - AGRICULTURE). DAKWEST, V 13, NO 4,
P 13, DEC 1987.
JORGENSON RECOGNIZED FOR HIS AG CONTRIBUTIONS. ECONDEV, V 4, NO 1, P 7, JAN
1991.
JOY HAUK (1989 HALL OF FAME HONOREE-UNSUNG HERO). HERITAGE, V 15, NO 7,. P 30,
1989,
LELAND D. WARNE (1988 HALL OF FAME HONOREE -AGRICULTURE). HERITAGE, V 14, NO
4, P 31, 1988.
LINDA HASSELSTROM (1989 WRITER OF THE YEAR). HERITAGE, V 15, NO 7, P 32, 1989.
LYNDALL BERRY (1989 HALL OF FAME HONOREE-AGRICULTURE). HERITAGE, V 15, NO 7, P
28, 1989.
NARCISSE NARCELLE RAN THOUSANDS OF CATTLE AND HORSES (HALL OF FAME. HONOREE -
AGRICULTURE). HERITAGE, V 16, NO 3, P 22-23, FAL 1990.
NELLIE HOUCK (HALL OF FAME HONOREE - UNSUNG HEROES AND GOOD HEARTS). HERITAGE,
' V 15, NO-5, ,P,..3, 1.989 .
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REECE EVAN BLTGH (HALL OF FAME HONOREE - UNSUNG HEROES AND GOOD HEARTS).
HERITAGE, V 15, NO 5, P 2, 1989.
SOUTH DAKOTA FARMS: CHANGES SINCE 1910. CENSUSDATA, V 4, NO 5, P 1-4, JUN 1989.
: TWO OF THE charter LIFE MEMBERS AND ... FOUNDERS OF SOUTH DAKOTA HALL OF FAME
(DORIS LIVERMORE AND RAYMOND LIVERMORE). HERITAGE, V 16, NO 3, P 18-20, FAL
1990.
WALTER CUNNINGHAM (HALL OF FAME HONOREE - UNSUNG HEROES AND GOOD HEARTS).
HERITAGE, V 15, NO 5, P 2, 1989.
WALTER I. BONES (1988 HALL OF FAME HONOREE - AGRICULTURE). HERITAGE, V 14, -NO
4, P 26, 1988.
''BRADFIELD, B.D. " EARLY -PRAIRIE-FIRESiBURNEDeUNCHECKED; ON OPEN-RANGE. iTDAKWESTy V
13, NO 2, P 21. JUN 1987.
CARUTHERS,'SUNNY. TWO RIVERS -- A COWBOY'S DREAM. HERITAGE, V 15, NO 6, P .
20-21, 1989.
DEAN, ROSCOE. GEORGE BRIDGE MADE SCOTCH HIGHLAND INTO PULLING OXEN. HERITAGE,
V 17, NO 2, P 22-23, JUN 1991.
HASSELSTROM, LINDA. WHO CARES FOR THE LAND? RANCHERS, FARMERS AND
V : . ENVIRONMENTALISTS, WHO ARE SOMETIMES CONSIDERED ADVERSARIES, HAVE MUCH...
vSDMAG, V 7, NO 3,, P 33-35, SEP 1991.
HUNTSINGER, JAMI. MYRON JOHN SMILEY (SHEEP INDUSTRY PIONEER). DAKHIST, NO
20TH, P 81-86, 1988.
JOHNSON, NORMA. WHIPPLE RANCH AND WHIPPLE RODEO. DAKHIST, NO 20TH, P 121-126,
1988.
' KAROLEVITZ, M. JILL.- RANCHERS CONTINUE BRANDING TRADITION. SDMAG, V 3, NO 2, P
24-26, JUN 1987.
LEWIS, DALE. COURAGE TO DREAM AND STAMINA TO MAKE IT COME TRUE. DAKWEST, V 13,
NO I, P 4-11, MAR 1987.
LEWIS, DALE. DAN PAGE 103 STILL RANCHING. HERITAGE, V 17, NO 1, P 20-25, MAR
•• 1991.
LONDON, BONNIE. HE STOOD A MAN OF STATURE GRAND (PATRICK COWAN - HALL OF FAME
HONOREE - AGRICULTURE). HERITAGE, V 16, NO 3, P 2-3, FAL 1990.
.LONDON, BONNIE. JOHN SUTTON WAS A LEADER IN LIVESTOCK (1991 HALL OF FAME
- a ^ <>H0N0REE) . .>^!HERITAGE, V17,^ NO r3, p,> 22-23, -SEP 1991.
PECHAN, BEVERLY. DUANE REICHERT ENJOYS CLOWNING AROUND (1991 HALL OF FAME
. HONOREE). HERITAGE, V 17, NO 3, P 24-25, SEP 1991.
WILTZ, ROGER. THE RAILS RAN WEST. HERITAGE, V 15, NO 8, P 22-24, 1989.
RAPE
TELLINGHUISEN, ROGER. GOVERNOR'S TASK FORCE ON CHILDREN'S JUSTICE. COUNTY> V
: 35, NO .3, P 12-13, JAN 1989.
RAPID CITY REGIONAL HOSPITAL
UTTER, NEETA. CARDIAC CARE - THE LIVES WE TOUCH (RAPID CITY REGIONAL HOSPITAL
AND BLACK HILLS REHABILITATION HOSPITAL). INSIDE, V 2, NO 3, P 41-43, WIN
1991.
RAPID CITY SCHOOLS
i HAMILTON, JOHN Al; FEDERAL JUDGE HOLDS FOR PARENTS- IN EHA DISPUTE WITH RAPID
CITY SCHOOL DISTRICT. SDREP, V 5, NO 3, P 1,7, APR 1990.
HAMILTON, JOHN A. SDAP CLIENTS SUCCESSFUL IN SPECIAL EDUCATION DUE PROCESS






AIR POLLUTANT LEVELS MONITORED. WATER, V 2, NO 5, P I+, MAR 1989.
AROUND THE league.;.RAPID CITY"POLICE"PLACED IN ELITE GROUP. MUNICIPAL, V 57,
NO 4, P 9, OCT 1990.
AROUND THE LEAGUE...THREE CITIES AWARDED FUNDS FOR SOLID WASTE PROJECTS.
MUNICIPAL, V 57, NO 3, P 10, SEP 1990.
H-S PRECISION HAS GRAND OPENING IN RAPID CITY. ECONDEV, V 3, NO 8, P 7, SEP
1990.
;^ -.. ..MPI .FACILITY IN RAPID CITY Xd^OREN-JN;.AUGUST.^...,ECONDEV,;..V ,2, NO. 5,.;R:;5,.-JUN
1989.
V RAPID CITY;fOCUSES:ON STRONG PROMOTION. ECONDEV, V 1, NO 5, P 4, OCT 1988.
RAPID CITY MSA NONFARM WAGE AND SALARY EMPLOYMENT - IN ISSUES OF S.D. LABOR
BULLETIN. LABOR.
RAPID CITY TO SEE NEW JOBS AS RESULT OF PURCHASE. ECONDEV, V 3, NO 4, P 5, APR
1990.
- WORKRITE TO EXPAnD TO RAPID CITY. ECONDEV, V 3, NO 6, P 5, JUL 1990.
' • ::^ASHEIM/ ENID; -HbokW J^^ HILLS CHARACTER. HERITAGE, V 15, NO
8, P 18-19, 1989.
ASHEIM, ENID; RAPID CITY'S FIRST POLICEMAN; HOOKY JACK. . SDMAG, V 4, NO 6, P
; 22-23, MAY 1989.
GLOVER, RON. HOME IMPROVEMENT FOR BLACK HILLS TROUT. CONSDIG, V 54, NO 1, P
8-11, 1987.
HUNHOFF, BERNIE. A LADY CALLED ALEX (THE ALEX JOHNSON HOTEL IN RAPID CITY).
SDMAG, V 3, NO I, P 24-28, APR 1987.
HUNHOFFj BERNIE. RAPID CITY'S RESTAURANT WITH A HISTORY. SDMAG, V 4, NO 5, P
26-27, JAN 1989. ,, •
RICHARDS, SUSAN L. LIBRARY BUILDINGS FOR WEST RIVER: ANDREW CARNEGIE'S GIFTS TO
( DEADWOOD, DALLAS, HOT SPRINGS, AND RAPID CITY, S.D. DAKHIST, NO 20TH, P
231-236, 1988.
RAPID CREEK
METALLIC MINERALS EXPLORATION IN THE RAPID CREEK DRAINAGE. TIPS, V 5, NO 1, P
2, MAR 1990.
PROJECTS APPROVED FOR DEVELOPMENT FUNDS. WATER, V 3, NO 2, P 1, SEP 1989.
GLOVER, RON. HOME IMPROVEMENT FOR BLACK HILLS TROUT. CONSDIG, V 54, NO I, P
8-11, 1987.
RAPTORS SEE BIRDS OF PREY
RARE PLANTS
ODE, DAVE. DAKOTA FLORA: BARR'S MILKVETCH. CONSDIG, V 57, NO 3, P:24, 1990.
RATTLESNAKES :
RATTLERS PROVIDE FOOD AND CRAFTS MATERIAL. SDMAG, V 4, NO 3, P 15, SEP 1988.
; BLUMER, JULIE. THE RATTLER BATTLER. ' SDMAG, V 4, NO 3, P 13-15+:, SEP 1988.





WHO'S WHO AMONG THE SIOUX: DR. ARTHUR-RAYMOND. INDIAN, NO 117, P 4, NOV 1988.
REAL COVENANTS SEE LAND - LAW AND LEGISLATION
REAL,ESTATE
A NEW LAND RUSH'CSQUARE FOOT SECTIONS OF GEOGRAPHIC CENTER OF S.D. SOLD-TO^: :
BENEFIT CENTENNIAL).. SDMAG, V 3,.NO 3, P 23, AUG 1987. i
- r -^BRICIC PERMANENCE IN DEADWOODi CHISTORXC-.HOUSE^.FOR,-SALE) . ^ SDMAG,;^V.:A^-.NO :3,;-:RiA8,
SEP 1988.
- - FULL AND TRUE VALUATIONS (STATISTICAL TABLE). COUNTY, V 3A, NO 1, P 13.„ SEP -
1987.
IS RURAL AMERICA DYING (EMPLOYMENT CHANGE)? LABOR, P 1-2, MAY 1991.
property tax comparison completed, municipal, V 53, NO 10, P 12-13, APR 1987.
SD AND US EMPLOYMENT -- AN "APPLES TO APPLES" COMPARISON. LABOR, P 1-6, APR
1990. .
^vjV?1^4HANSdNf D§NNTS; ^:iONDER'StANblNG'EQUALIZATION;. vCOUNTY, V 37, NO 7, P 1-2, JUL
1991.
REAL ESTATE - LAW SEE ALSO LAND- LAW AND LEGISLATION
HERE'S?WHAT YOU NEED^TO KNOW (EQUALIZATION). MUNICIPAL, V 57, NO 10, P 8, APR
1991.
CONWAYi MARK F. EQUITABLE ADJUSTMENT IN REAL ESTATE CONTRACT FORECLOSURES:.
VICTORY FOR THE CONTRACT VENDEE OR DEATH OF INSTALLMENT... LAW, V 35, NO 3, P
^02-^25, 1990.
HANSON/DENNIS. REAL PROPERTY - CAN A SUMMER STUDY DEFINE IT? COUNTY, V 37, NO
4, P 7, APR 1991. .
KELLEY, SHANE R. LIENABILITY OF THE CONTRACT VENDOR'S INTEREST: S.D. IS READY
FOR THE DOCTRINE OF EQUITABLE CONVERSION. LAW, V 32, NO 1, P 66-79, 1987.
REGIPESv SEE COOKERY = ?
RECONCILIATION
IRON SHIELD, HAROLD. RECONCILIATION: THE NEXT 100 YEARS. LAW, V 36, NO 2, P
IX-XI, 1991.
WOODARD, CHUCK. ACENTURY OF RECONCILiATION BEGINS. SDMAG, V 6, NO 6, P 29-31,
MAR 1991.
RECREATION 'SEE"AMUSEMENTS; OUTDOOR RECREATION; PARKS; NAMES OF SPECIFIC ACTIVITIES
RECYCLING .
'WASTE HANDLING FOR THE 90'S'--SOLID WASTE-AND RECYCLING CONFERENCE. .WATER, V
5, NO 2, P 12, SUM 1991.
AROUND THE LEAGUE...SOLID WASTE: WHAT DO WE DO AND WHAT ARE WE DOING?
MUNICIPAL, V 57, NO 4, P 8, OCT 1990.
%-BERKLEY-RECYCLING PROGRAM. . DA^^^ V 6, NO 5, P 58, MAY 1991. .
CINAGRO RIDES AGAIN? TIPS, V 4, NO 2, P 7, AUG 1988.
- CONSUL IDATED MANAGEMENT. HANGS /1N THERE. TIPS, V 4NO .8-9.^ V-P 5, SEP 1989.
FIVE RECYCLING MYTHS. MUNICIPAL, V 58, NO 2, P 9, AUG 1991.
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SUBJECT INDEX
^ ? GRANT MONIES A FOR IRECVCLING PROJECTS. COUNTY, V 36, NO 7, P 5, JUN
.• 1990.
/ LET EPA HELP YOU FIND ANSWERS. MUNICIPAL, V 57, NO 6, P 12, DEC 1990.
; " MAKING ADIFFEi?ENCE IN P^^^ NO 8, P 6, JUL 1990.
PIERRE STATE EMPLOYEES BEGIN RECYCLING PROGRAM. WATER, V 5, NO A, P 10, WIN
- ••1991. ;
RECYCL1NG--A SOLUTION TO OUR SOLID WASTE PROBLEM.< WATER, V 2, NO 6,.P 3, MAY
; -;-.198?.:
REUSE IT! COUNTY, V 37,,N0 1, P 7, JAN 1991. -
; , ' i solid; WASTE FACTS. MUNCICPAL,: V 58, NO 5,, P 9, NOV 1.991.. ,
- ; v :STATE-GOVERNMENT RECYCLING underway; HEALTH,v V.-5, NO 6, P- 3, DEC 1991. ^
STUDENTS MAKE IT HAPPEN!! WATER, V 5, NO 2, P 5, SUM 1991.
TONER CARTRIDGES RECYCLABLE--ENVIRONMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS BENEFIT. WATER, V 5,
NO 1, P 12, SPR 1991.
USED OIL INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE; COMING FULL CIRCLE. WATER, V 3> NO 2, P ^+,
\ •.-SEP; 1989. • .
56, NO 5, P 28, 1989.
COMER,;SUSAN. MISSION^1990: RECYCLE. COUNTY, V 36, NO 9, P 11, AUG 1990.
DREWES, EA^^^ CITY OF PIERRE, SOUTH DAKOTA. WATER, V 5, NO
3, P 5, FAL 1991.
HANSON, DENNIS. SPACE FOR,WASTE? COUNTY, V 36, NO 11, P 1, NOV 1990.
KALLEMEYN, VONNI. TOXIC CLEANUP DAY SUCCESS. WATER, V 5, NO,2, P 4/ SUM 1991.
KELLER, TORY. SOUTH DAKOTA RECYCLING 1991. WATER, V 5, NO 3, P4, FAL 1991.
, LEWIS, : WENDY. DAKOTA NATURALIST: RECYCLING IS FOR THE BIRDS. CONSDIG,. V 57, NO
r 3, P 22-23, 1990.
MICKELSON, GEORGE S. "INTO OUR SECOND CENTURY": SOLID WASTE REGULATIONS CAN BE
MET, MUNICIPAL, V 57, NO 5, P 15, NOV 1990.
MOUM, KEN. OUTSIDE OPINION: EARTH DAY: A PERSONAL PERSPECTIVE. CONSDIG, V 57,
: 4 ^ . NO 2, P 26, 1990.
PIRNER, STEVEN M. TITLE III: TO REDUCE AND RECYCLE, OR TO THROW? WATER, V 5,
NO A, P 6, WIN 1991.
ROBERTS> ROBERT E. CREATING SOUTH DAKOTA'S FUTURE: COOPERATION NEEDED FOR
RECYCLING EFFORTS. MUNICIPAL, V 58, NO P 11, OCT 1991.
THORESONi MAYWIN. DAKOTA NATURALIST: HEALING THE EARTH. CONSDIG, V 58, NO 3, P
22-23, 1991.
: : VIK, YVONNE. TIPS ON STARTING A RECYCLING PROGRAM IN YOUR -MUNICIPAL BUILDINGS.
. MUNICIPAL/ V 58, NO 4, P 4, OCT 1991.
RED CLOUD (1822-1909)
BINGEN; GERRY. SOUTH DAKOTA HISTORY. DAKHIST, NO 21ST, 1989. •
NAUMAN, H.J. RED CLOUD. HERITAGE, V lA, NO 3, P 8-10, 1988.
PHILLIPS, TOM. PAHA SAPAWAKAN (THE SACRED BLACK HILLS). DAKHIST, V 22, P




WALSH, RICHARD. JEWELS OF THE JAMES: FISH SPECIES ADD A LITTLE COLOR TO THE
; RIVER. CONSDIG, V 58, NO 3, P 6-7,
•; - !^1991:--•
REDFIELD, S.D.
PREPARING FOR DEVELOPMENT IS LONG TERM PROCESS. ECONDEV, V 4, NO 5, P 7, MAYr:-
199T.,
HUNHOFF,-BERNIE. OPENING DAY IN REDFIELD, 'RHEASANT CAPITAL OF THE. WORLD!.' .a?
} ' SDMAG, V 3, NO 4, P 7-11+, OCT 1987.
•REDI-FUND .see;REVOLVING ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AND INITIATIVE (REDD , : A hi
REDISTRICTING, LEGISLATIVE
REDISTRICTING FOR MUNICIPALITIES. MUNICIPAL, V 58, NO 5, P 9, NOV 1991.
ANDERA, LEONARD. SOUTH DAKOTA AND THE CENSUS. COUNTY, V 36, NO 7, P I, JUN
, 1990. •
REE, TERRY
-" .ELSHERE, MERLE ANN. IVERS TOURS NASHVILLE WITH WILLIAMS AND REE. •. DAKWEST, V.r
13, NO 3, P 20-22, SEP 1987.
REED, RON R.
GOED COMMISSIONER RESIGNS. ECONDEV, VI, NO 5, P 2, OCT 1988.
REED, WALTER D. (1924- )
• STUDENTS' TRIBUTE (TO DEAN WALTER D. REED). LAW, V 33, NO 2, P V-VI, 1988.
HAGEMANN, -JOHN F. FACULTY'S TRIBUTE (TO DEAN WALTER D. REED). LAW, V 33, NO 2,
P III-IV, 1988.
; REES. INDIANS,i;iSEEvARIKARA INDIANS .
REESE, LISLE "
ABILD, ETHEL D. LISLE REESE, DIRECTOR FOR SOUTH DAKOTA WRITERS' PROJECT.
V DAKHIST, NO 20TH,P 535-537, 1988,
REESE, SHELDON F. (1902-)
- . MOXON,- MARGARET. MAN OF VISio REESE). - HERITAGE, V 17> NO 1, P..;.,
12-13, MAR 1991.
REFERENDUM SEE ALSO DAKOTA PROPOSDION II
COURT IMPOSES INJUNCTION ON STATE AND CMC. TIPS, V 3, NO 5, P 7-8, AUGa987.
ELECTION WRAPUP - NEBRASKA DOES NOT WITHDRAW FROM NUKE COMPACT. TIPS, V 4, NO
4, P,7, NOV 1988. ,
ELECTION WRAPUP - SOUTH DAKOTTA MINING INITIATIVES. TIPS, V 4, NO 4, P 7, NOV
1988. • •
Lawrence COUNTY CITIZENS LAUNCH mining moratorium effort, tips, v 3, no 5, p 1,
AUG 1987.
LAWRENCE COUNTY SURFACE MINING Right ESCALATES. TIPS, V 3, NO 6, P 1-2, OCT
1987.
- 414, - • ; • •• •
SUBJECT INDEX
. NEW CiTIZENS COMMITTEE INVESTIGATES ASH PLANT. TIPS, V 3, NO 8, P 7-8, JAN
1988.
SDDS IN LEGAL LIMBO. TIPS, V 5, NO 2, P 5, APR 1990.
S*7'S^^ strategy COMMITTEE FORMED. TIPS, V 6, NO 5, P 1-2, SEP
1991.
BABCOCK, GLADYS. LIQUOR TAX PETITION DRIVE COMPLETED. COUNTY, V 3A,. NO 1, P
.15, SEP 1987.
OSBERG, LINDA. DAKOTA PROPOSITION II - WHAT DOES IT DO? : MUNICIPAL, V-5A, NO 6,
- P 8-9, DEC 1987. .
7: ' • STRASSELSV PiAULV WHERE YES^MEANS NO AND NO MEANS YES 7" ^INSIDE, V Zi NO =^3^" P 36,
WIN 1991.
:;:tV V TENNANT, B 'THE ROLE OF THE-INITIATIVE IN SOUTH DAKOTA LAWMAKING.LDAKHIST,
NO 21ST, 1989.
REFUSE AND REFUSE DISPOSAL .
AROUND THE LEAGUE...DESIGN AND OPERATING STANDARDS SET: NEW STATE SOLID WASTE
RULES ANNOUNCED. MUNICIPAL, V 57, NO 1, P 8, JUL 1990.
7 : . , .ARQUND:THE LEAGUEvv. .LON TO SOUTH DAKOTA CITIES AND
, ^ . . ,. « f-pQWNs;7'MUNieiPALV V; 56;''N0v8> P 10> FEB 1990.
AROUND THE LEAGUE... SOLID WASTE: WHAT DO WE DO AND WHAT ARE WE DOING?
MUNICIPAL, V 57, NO A, P 8, OCT 1990.
AROUND THE LEAGUE...THE STORY OF YANKTON'S SUCCESS. MUNICIPAL, V 57, NO .6, P
11, DEC 1990,
AROUND THE LEAGUE...THREE CITIES AWARDED FUNDS FOR SOLID WASTE PROJECTS.
MUNICIPAL, V 57, NO 3, P 10, SEP 1990.
BALED GARBAGE DUMP PLANS TAKING SHAPE. TIPS, V A, NO 3, P 5, OCT 1988.
BELLE FOURCHE GARBAGE DUMP PULLS OUT. TIPS, V A, NO 8-9, P 1-3, SEP 1989.
BOARD EXTENDS WASTE PERMIT REVIEW PERIOD. TIPS, V A, NO 6, P A, MAR 1989.
CINAGRO RIDES AGAIN? TIPS, V A, NO 2, P 7, AUG 1988.
DENR HOLDS PUBLIC MEETINGS ON NEW LANDFILL REGULATIONS. WATER, V 5, NO A, P ll,
WIN 1991.
- DWNR RECOMMENDS APPROVAL OF SDDS RENEWAL PERMIT. TIPS, V 5, NO 5, P 5, AUG
• 1990.
EDGEMONT PUSHING ANOTHER 'GARBAGE INDUSTRY'. TIPS, V A, NO 1, P 7, JUL 1988.
environmental groups set priorities, tips, V A, NO 7, P 7, MAY 1989.
• EPA LANDFILL REGULATIONS ANNOUNCED. MUNICIPAL, V 58, NO A, P 8, OCT 1991.
EPA LANDFILL7 REGULATI0NS. . .THE CONTINUING STORY. MUNICIPAL, V 58, ,NO. 5,^ P. 8,
NOV 1991.
FALL RIVER COUNTY DISCUSSES WASTE PROPOSALS. TIPS, V A, NO 6, P 3-A, MAR 1989.
FIVE RECYCLING MYTHS. MUNICIPAL, V 58, NO 2, P 9, AUG 1991.
GOVERNOR PROMOTES NEW ENVIRONMENTAL LEGISLATION. TIPS, V 6, NO 6-7, P 6-7, NOV
1991. • •
GOVERNOR SUBMITS STRONG ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION PROPOSALS. TIPS, V A, NO 5, P
1-3, NOV 1988.
GRANT MONIES AVAILABLE FOR RECYCLING PROJECTS. COUNTY, V 36, NO 7, P 5, JUN
1990.
« ^v.IMPgkTED-WASTE STRATEGY^MEETING TO BE HELD. rT:iRS,> V..5, -NO A, P 8, JUN 1990.
LANDFILLS: COMMUNITIES STILL NEED THEM. COUNTY, V 37, NO 2, P 1, FEB 1991.
- A15 -
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. Legislature takes final action on environmental bills, tips/v 4, no f>, ? 7-10,
MAR 1989.
LET EPA HELP YOU FIND ANSWERS. MUNICIPAL, V 57, NO 6, P 12, DEC 1990.
%tLONETREE COURT'BATTLES ROLL ON.' TIPS7 V 6, NO 6-7, P 7-8, NOV 1991.
MAKING A DIFFERENCE IN PARKS. COUNTY, V 36, NO 8, P 6, JUL 1990.
MEDICAL WASTES DUMPED ILLEGALLY AT ROSEBUD. TIPS, V 5, NO 5, P 1, JUN 1990.
MeLlETTE COUNTY TARGET OF ROSEBUD SIOUX DUMP PROPOSAL. TIPS, V 5, NO 8, P <iV;6,
DEC 1990.
NATIONAL^ GARBAGE DUMP' PROPOSED FOR -PINE-RIDGE. TIPS7 V 5V: NO 5y iP-17:2,'/AUG ;7v.
1990.
PENNINGTON COUNTY CITIZENS OPPOSE CEMENT PLANT PLAN. TIPS, V 5, NO 3v P 5-6> -
MAY 1990.
/ POSSIBLE SOLUTION TO YOUR CITY'S LANDFILL NEEDS. MUNICIPAL, V 55, NO 10, P 12,
APR 1989.
RAPID CITY REJECTS WASTE MANAGEMENT, INC. TIPS, V <i, NO 3, P 3, OCT 1988.
- 7 REUSE IT! COUNTY, V 37, NO 1, P 7, JAN 1991.
/•ifi57'Sfips'"D0#/p^ERMlTVebNbmON?5NbT^iSATISFIED. f TIPS,'V 6, NO 2, P 7-8, APR 1991.
-SDDS GARBAGE DUMP PERMIT UPHELD BY COURT. TIPS, V 5, NO 3, P 6, MAY 1990.
SDDS GARBAGE PERMIT APPEALED BY TIP. TIPS, V A, NO 8-9, P 1, SEP 1989.
SDDS IN LEGAL LIMBO. TIPS, V 5, NO 2, P 5, APR 1990.
SDDS LEGAL STATUS UPDATE. TIPS, V 6, NO 2, P 7, APR 1991.
SDDS'S '$100 MILLION' CASE DISMISSED. TIPS, V 6, NO 6-7, P 8, JUL 1991.
SDDS'S 'SKIP THE VOTE' CASE. TIPS, V 6, NO 6-7, P 8, JUL 1991.
SODS IMPORTED GARBAGE^F DEAD SERIOUS. TIPS, V 5, NO 8, P 1-3, DEC 1990.
SOLID WASTE DISPOSAL FACILITY RULES ADOPTED. WATER, V 3, NO 6, P 3, JUN 1990.
SOLID WASTE FACTS. MUNCICPAL, V 58, NO 5, P 9, NOV 1991.
7 / SOLID iWASTE <PLAN.:TASl(i FORCE BEGINS WORK.. WATER, V 3, NO 6, P 3, JUN 1990.
SOLID WASTE REGULATIONS OUT FOR REVIEW. TIPS, V 5, NO 2, P 2, APR 1990.
SOLID WASTE RULES MISS POINT. TIPS, V 5, NO 3, P 3-<i, MAY 1990.
SOUTH DAKOTA - TRASH CAN OF THE NATION? TIPS, V *!, NO 4, P 3, NOV 1988.
STATE SUPREME COURT UPHOLDS TIPS, REVERSES SDDS PERMIT. TIPS, V 6, NO 4, P 1-2,
JUL 1991.
" V STATE TO MELLETTE COUNTY: ILLEGAL MEDICAL DUMP YOURS FOREVER. TIPS, V"6;vN0 5,
P 4, SEP 1991.
TIP'S CASE AGAINST SDDS PERMIT. TIPS, V 6, NO 6-7, P 8, JUL 1991.
TIP'S FOCUS IN 1991. TIPS, V 6, NO 1, P 4-6, MAR 1991.
TIPS SEEKS POSITIVE, REALISTIC SOLID WASTE SOLUTIONS. TIPS, V 5, NO 8, P 6-7,
DEC 1990,
TRIBES HIT WITH WASTE ISSUES. TIPS, V 5, NO 5, PI, AUG 1990.
WASTE MANAGEMENT CEO BUYS 30;000 ACRES NEAR PIERRE. TIPS, V 5, NO 4, P 1, JUN
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' Vr ' IMPROPER ON-SITE'^ WASTEWATER CSySFEM^ CONSTRUCTIONS . WATER, V" 2, NO ~6v 3V:MAY« '^^
1989.
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1988.
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SRF CONSTRUCTION GRANTS UPDATE (GRANTS FOR WASTEWATER PROJECTS). WATER, V 2, NO
3, P 3, NOV 1988.
«!¥^^c-iK.;vf;i>S..STATEiESvTABl5l*SHE^;eOMPLIANCE?.GOAL FORi;WATER:.AND WASTEWATER SYSTEMS. WATER, V 2,
/ NO A, P 3, JAN 1989.
STATE REVOLVING FUND (TO HELP FUND WASTEWATER AND NONPOINT POLLUTION CONTROL
PROJECTS). WATER, V 1, NO 5, P A, MAY 1988.
STATE WAKES UP AND SMELLS CMC. TIPS, V 3, NO 8, P 2-A, JAN 1088.
TAXPAYERS MIGHT FOOT SEWAGE ASH CLEANUP BILL. TIPS, V 3, NO 8, P 5, JAN 1988.
THE SEWAGE ASH DISASTER: A CHRONOLOGY. TIPS, V 3, NO 9-10, P 5-8, MAY 1988. =
THEY'RE BACK!!!!!! CMC SEWAGE ASH SCAM RETURNS. TIPS, V 6, NO A, P A, JUL ,1991.
: TiPS^SEEKS^INJUNCTION AGAINST CONSOLIDATED MANAGEMENT. TIPS, V3, NO A, P2,
TIPS, V 3, NO 8, P 5-7, JAN 1988.
V BAER, bill, certification of WASTEWATER iSYSTEM installers. WATER, V 5, NO 2, P
, 11' SUM 1991. • •* •
DECKER, RICHARD. TEN MILLION DOLLAR GRANT FROM EPA MAKES WASTEWATER FACILTTIES
LOANS AVAILABLE. WATER, V 5, NO 1, P 8, SPR 1991.
DEITER, JANA. AROUND THE LEAGUE...REVOLVING FUND LOAN PROGRAM AVAILABLE FOR
WASTEWATER PROJECTS. MUNICIPAL, V 56, NO 10, P 10, APR 1990.
PIRNER, STEVEN M. UPDATE ON THE CENTENNIAL ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION ACT OF
1989. WATER, V 3, NO 3, P 1+, NOV 1989.
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STRUCK, CURT. EPA GRANTS TO END FOR WASTEWATER FACILITIES CONSTRUCTION. WATER,
V 5, NO 2, P 10, SUM 1991.
1&&SEXUAL'ABUSE
TELLINGHUISEN, ROGER. GOVERNOR'S TASK FORCE ON CHILDREN'S JUSTICE. COUNTY, V
35, NO 3, P 12-13, JAN 1989.
SHEEP
HUNTSINGER, <JAMI . MYRON JOHN SMI LEV ( SHEEP INDUSTRY PIONEER) . DAKHIST, NO
2DTH,P 81-86, 1988.
C^ ^^•ROEGIERS,>tCHARLESj WEELDREYERv-SANDY?:.;';SOUTHiDAKOTA^SHEEP:-A^PERSPECTIVE'S^
BUSREV, V A7, NO 2, P 1,4-6, DEC 1988.
SOUTH, MARY. : THE Little TOWN WITH THE BIG SHEEP SALE. SDMAG, V 3, NO 3, P 52,
AUG 1987. :
SHEEP MOUNTAIN TABLE (PENNINGTON AND WASHINGTON COUNTIES)
PECHAN, BEVERLY. ONE WOMAN OF COURAGE (MARY HYNES). HERITAGE, V 15, NO 7, P
25-27, 1989.
SHEEP, BIGHORN
; POST, CHUCK. S.D. REPORT: HIGH BIDDER PAYS $11,077 FOR BIGHORN LICENSE (TOM
CARMODY). FINS, V 6, NO 2, P 5, FEB 1987.
POST, CHUCK. S.D. REPORT: NON-REFUNDABLE FEE FOR SHEEP AND GOAT DRAWINGS.
FINS, V 6, NO 8, P 7, JUL 1987.
POST, CHUCK. S.D. REPORT: TOM CARMODY GRAND SLAM MADE BID WORTHWHILE (BIGHORN
SHEEP). FINS, V 6, NO 3, P 6, MAR 1987.
SHELDON, BILL ,
BARSE, STEPHEN J. THE BOY FROM ENEMY SWIM (BILL SHELDON). DAKHIST, NO 19TH, P
XX.Bl, 1987.
SHELTERBELTS SEE WINDBREAKS
SHEPARD, JAMES F. (1850-1908)
SHAFER, INEZ S. MURDER OF JAMES SHEPARD. HERITAGE, V 14, NO 2, P 9-10, 1988.
SHEPPARD, VERNE
PECHAN, BEVERLY. VERNE SHEPPARD IS VOICE OF WESTERN SOUTH DAKOTA (HALL OF FAME
HONOREE -.COMMUNICATIONS). HERITAGE, V 16, NO 3, P 28-29, FAL 1990.
SHERIFFS
DAKOTA IMAGES: SETH BULLOCK. SDHIST, V 20, NO 1, P 80+, 1990.
improper: ONtSITE WASTEWATER SYSTEM CONSTRUCTION.- WATER,-; V .2, NO 6,. P 3, MAY
1989. .
BROWN, JIM. RIDIN' SHOTGUN: JESSE BROWN, BLACK HILLS SHERIFF. SDMAG, V 4, NO
6, P 18-19, MAY 1989. ,
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SHERMAN, JEANIE K. C1909- )
K. SHERMAN CHALL OF FAME HONOREE - UNSUNG HEROES AND GOOD HEARTS).
SHERWOOD, AUBREY
AUBREY SHERWOOD DIES AT 93. WILDER, V lA, NO 1, P 6-7, SPR 1988.
AUBREY'S was :A RICH, PRODUCTIVE LIFE: WILDER, . V ;i:A, NO..I, F:;7-8v SPR :1988.
; : U : •EMPLOYEE' RECAH^S :SHERWOOD:'S FINAL^YEARS ;AS;-EDrTOR., MILDER, iV lAv NO I, :p.;6-ZV;;
SPR 1988.
• ILEGEN,-DALE.. CURRENT "NEWS" EDITOR RECALLS FIRST MEETING AUBREY. WILDER, V-;
lAi NO 1, P 7, SPR 1987.
Myers, JANE. no one in the west... wilder, V 1A, no l, P 8, SPR 1988.
SHOES
HOLTZMANN, ROGER. BOOT & SADDLES. SDMAG, V 7, NO A, P 12-15, NOV 1991.
iNSpUTHyj^^ (75-YEAR OLD SHOP IN YANKTON) : SDMAG, V 3,
NO 3," P AOrAS, VAUG 1987.
SHOOTING. SEE also FIREARMS
IT'S THE LAW (TARGET SHOOTING). CONSDIG, V 57, NO 3, P 27, 1990.
SHOOTING WITH STEEL SHOT. DAKCOUNT, V 3, NO ID, P 18-19, OCT 1989.
SEABERRY, HACK. CHANGING TO STEEL SHOT. DAKCOUNT, VI, NO 9, P 13, SEP 1987.
SHOOTING PRESERVES
MARTLEY, ()HUCK. FLYING, RUNNING CASH CROPS. FINS, V 6, NO 9, P 73-76+, SEP
1987. '
SCHRANCK, BOB. HUNT AT NOON, DINNER AT SIX (SHOOTING PRESERVES). FINS, V 6, NO
3, P 16-17+, MAR 1987.
SHORT BULL (TATANKA PTECILA) (18A?-I923)
DAKOTA IMAGES: SHORT BULL (TATANKA PTECILA). SDHIST, V 21, NO 3, P 332+, 1991.
SHORT:STORIES SEE ALSO CHRISTMAS STORIES; MEMOIRS- S.D.
ALLAN, BILL. the warming EFFECT. SDMAG, V 3, NO 6, P AA+, MAR 1988.
BENSON, ARNOLD.. DREAM ON, OLD.SOLDIER (FICTION). HERITAGE, V 17, NO 1, .P-19,
: MAR 1991.
CARLSONi ED. TRAPLINE. SDMAG, V 3, NO 6, P 28^31, MAR 1988.
DEUTER, DEANNE. INDIAN SKULL. HERITAGE, VIA, NO 3, P13, 1988.
EVANSV ROD: THE DOG AND I. SDMAG, V A, NO 3, P 52, SEP 1988.
sdmag, v 3, no 2, p 56+, jun 1987.
GLOE, blANNE. WINTERNIGHT BLOSSOMS (AN- ESSAY). ;SDMAG, V 3, NO 5,. P AA+, JAN
1988...
^ /HORSES IN THE HOUSE (A TRUE STORY). SDMAG, V A, NO 2, P A8+, JUL
1988 • ' ,
/ • ^OAKS; BARBARiiy.: V REDFIELD, :s.D. SDMAG, "V :a;/N0 2, P 23, JUL
1'988'.7
SUBJECT INDEX
OLSON, NED. MARRY ME, MR. TREE. SDMAG, V 6, NO 6, P 37-38+, MAR 1991.
PETERS, MARIAN. TALK OF MURDER IN MITCHELL. SDMAG, V 2, NO 5, P A2, JAN 1987.
• ^^RILEY,- STEVEN; - theV 55, NO 5,.P 8-9, 1988.
RUSKOWSKY, NANCY. SAY 'GOOD BYE' VAL (THE STORY OF A MAN AND HIS HORSE).
SDMAG, V 2, NO 6, P ^4+, FEB 1987.
SAMPSON, EARL; BLACK HILLS JUSTICE (MALLERY VSI CONNORS CONVENED IN THE .
COURTROOM AND CONCLUDED WITH A*BANG IN THE SUDDEN DEATH...): " SDMAG,rV A, NO
A, P 12-13, NOV 1988.
SLOAN, Brendan ^G:^>^turK v ^sdmag^xia^s^vno oct
1987.
THURMAN,- STEPHEN. iTHE ANNIVERSARY.; SDMAG,. V 2, NO .5, P ,A4+, JAN T987 .r
TOBIN, ELLEN. THE FAST LEARNER (REPRINTED FROM THE YANKTON DAILY PRESS AND
DAKOTAN). SDMAG, V 2, NO 6, P lA-15, FEB 1987.
WARRINER, FREMONT. THE GREAT SI HOWKER FIGHT. SDMAG, V 6, NO 5, P 28-29, JAN
1991.
WILSON, JERRY. BUILDING ON VICTOR YOUNG'S FOUNDATION. SDMAG, V A, NO A, P
.A7-A9, NOV, 1988.
SHOUN, BILLIEi . (1885-19.77)
BILLIE SHOAN'CHALL OF FAME HONOREE - UNSUNG HEROES AND GOOD HEARTS). HERITAGE,
V 15, NO 5, P 6, 1989.
SHRIKES
, TALLMAN, DAN. BANDING RECOVERIES OF SOUTH DAKOTA BIRDS, PART A: SWALLOWS,
WAXWINGS, SHRIKES, VIREOS, AND WARBLERS. BIRD, V A2, NO A, P 76-80, DEC 1990,
SHRINE TO MUSIC MUSEUM (VERMILLION, S.D.)
SCULPTURE UNVEILED IN MUSEUM COURTYARD. SDMAG, V 3, NO A, P 16, OCT 1987.
HOLTZMANN, ROGER. A CALLING TO COLLECT MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS. SDMAG, V 6, NO 6,
P 21-23, MAR 1991.
? ^ JAtlES; ^BILLlElr f DR: ARNE ,B^ LARSON AND THE SHRINE TO MUSIC MUSEUM: THE MAN, HIS
MUSIC AND HIS MUSEUM. DAKHIST, NO 21ST, 1989.
SHUNK, HAROLD (1907- )
HAROLD SHUNK. HISTNOTES, V A, NO 1, P 3, JUL 1988.
MOGEN, JANET. VALUE OF THE HAROLD SHUNK COLLECTION AND HOW IT DOCUMENTS HIS
LIFE. DAKHIST, V 22, P 678-688, 1990.
SICA HOLLOW STATE PARK
LEWIS, WENDY. SICA HOLLOW STATE PARK: THE OTHER 'BAD' LANDS. CONSDIG, V 57, NO
3, P 2-5, 1990.
SICK LEAVE
HOLLAND, DEBRA. ; COUNTY EMPLOYEES'DONATE SICK LEAVE TO.HELP CO-WORKER. COUNTY,




-,4?AVi,HAGEN,;iR0N,..= -INSIDE-VIEWBOINT:^;^^^ (WILDERNESS AREA IN THE BLACK
HILLS). INSIDE, V 2, NO 6, P 5, FAL'1991.
SIGNS AND SIGNBOARDS
-SIGNS OF THE TIMES (DAKTRONICS DESIGNS LARGEST ELECTRONIC DISPLAY IN WESTERN -
HEMISPHERE). SDMAG, V 2, NO 6, P 12, FEB 1987.
SILVER "MINING
G'RIES, JOHN PAUL . FACTORS-AFFECTING THE DEVEtOPMENT^OF GOLD AND SILVER" HINING-
IN THE .BLACK HILLS, 1875-1919. DAKHIST, N0 19TH, P IV.A1+, 1987.
JOHNSON, A.I. SILVER, PAST AND FUTURE. DAKHIST, NO I8TH, P 4^9-A55, 1986.
SIMPSON, SUSAN GAY (19A8-1988)
WILDLIFE NOTES: SIMPSON ASSISTANT WORKS ON MALLARDS. CONSDIG, V 57, NO 5, P 27,
1990.
^WRAP-OP:-^tSti^TO^ CONSDIG, V 55, NO 6, P
26-27, 1988.
WRAP-UP : WATERFOWL: SEASON. IS-DEDICATED TO GAY SIMPSON.- CONSDIG, V. 56, ,N0 5, P
27, 1989.
FOWLER, RON. IN MEMORIAM: SUSAN GAY SIMPSON, 1948-1988. BIRD, V 41, NO 1, P
3-4, MAR 1989.
SINAI, S.D.
SVAREN, HELEN. MARKUS SVAREN, CIRCUIT RIDER. DAKHIST, NO 21ST, 1989.
SINGLE PARENT FAMILY
SOUTH DAKOTA'S FEMALE POPULATION CONTINUES TO ENTER LABOR FORCE. LABOR, P 1-2,
MAY 1990.
i .,,V.-.D.YKSTRA,, DEVEE. ,-.LIVING ARR^ SOUTH DAKOTA IN 19iB0 AND 1990. BUSREV, V
• - " 50>"=^NO Iv P"1^4-5; :S
SINTE GLESKA (1833-1882)
PHILLIPS, TOM. PAHA SAPA WAKAN (THE SACRED BLACK HILLS). DAKHIST, V 22, P
727-734, 1990.
SNEVE, VIRGINIA D.H. SPOTTED TAIL. HERITAGE, V 14, NO 3, P 18-19, 1988.
SIOUX CITY, JOWA
GROSS, REGINA' S: -PROSTITUTES ON THE RIVER: TURN-OF-THE-CENTURY'PROSTITUTION IN
SIOUX CITY, IOWA. DAKHIST, NO 20TH, P 509-515, 1988.
SIOUX FALLS ARGUS LEADER
MCBRIDE, DONALD L. FRONT PAGE•NEWS COVERAGE OF THE CLERGY IN THE ARGUS.LEADER
DURING 1919-1921. DAKHIST, NO 18TH,P 232-244, 1986.
HOEFER, BRUCE. RELATIONSHIP OF THE HEART. SDREP, V 5, NO 1, P 4, AUG 1989.
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SIOUX FALLS college (SIOUX FALLS, S.D.)
j 1 ..i:.;.tMASHEK., CAROLS^INSTITUTE" (SIOUX FALLS COLLEGE
1881-1885). DAKHIST, NO 18TH, P 483-509, 1986.
MASHEK, CAROL M. SCANDAL, FIRE AND RUSTLERS - SIOUX FALLS COLLEGE 1885-1890.
DAKHIST, NO 19TH, P XII.Bl, 1987.
MASHEK, CAROL M. / SIOUX FALLS UNIVERSITY CELEBRATED THE GAY NINETY'S: NERVDUS
BREAKDOWNS; SUICIDE AND STRIKES. DAKHIST, .NO-20TH, P 165-18A.r :l9p. .
STAGGERS, KERMIT L. ' SIOUX FALLS COLLEGE AND THE GREAT /DEPRESSION .1930-1937.
DAKHIST, ;N0l8TH, P 473-482; 1986.
SIOUX FALLS, S.D.
AN HISTORIAN'S CLOCKS AND CARDS. SDMAG, V 6, NO 3, P 43, JUL 1990.
FAMILY PLANNING TO OPEN IN SIOUX FALLS. HEALTH, V 1, NO 2, P 2,, MAR 1987.
FIRST INTERSTATE BANK TO ADD JOBS. ECONDEV, V 4, NO 9, P 3, NOV 1991.
X SIOUX FALLS MAIN STREET PROGRAM PROGRESSES. ECONDEV, V 1, NO 6, P 7, NOV 1988.
'^ft^^r^bUX#^liLS«MS^®NONFARM-'WAGE ?AND SALARY' EMPLOYMENT - IN ISSUES OF SOUTH DAKOTA
LABOR BULLETIN.. LABOR.
SIOUX FALLS NAMED lARGE .COMMUNITY OF. THE YEAR. ECONDEV, V. 4,. NO 3,: P 5, MAR
1991.
TIGER CORP. EXPANDS FACILITY THROUGH REDI FUND. ECONDEV, VI, NO 1, P 4, MAY
1988.
LYNN, PATRICK; NELSON, DONALD D.; LYNN, MICHAEL, ED. THE FAWICK FLYER.
DAKHIST, NO 21ST, 1989.
MASEK, FRED. FLOOD. SDMAG, V 6, NO 1, P 34-36, MAR 1990.
MCLAIRD, LEE N. FOREMOTHERS OF SIOUX FALLS. DAKHIST, NO 19TH, P X.C1+, 1987.
READ, RICHARD T. AN HISTORICAL OVERVIEW OF THE PETTIGREW MUSEUM IN SIOUX FALLS,
1930-1974. DAKHIST, NO 18TH, P 708-714, 1986.
RYAN, THEA. SIOUX FALLS - VARIETY IN THE 90S. COUNTY, V 36, NO 9, P 7, AUG
1990.
SCHAFFER, CONNIE DEVELDER. MONEY VERSUS MORALITY: THE DIVORCE INDUSTRY OF SIOUX
FALLS. SDHIST, V 20, NO 3, P 207-227, 1990.
TRIPP, LEONARD Y. STREET RAILWAYS OF SOUTH DAKOTA. DAKHIST, NO 22, P 963-987,
1990.
WARNE, PATTY R.S. EARLY INDUSTRY ALONG THE BIG SIOUX: SIOUX FALLS - 1857 TO
1900. DAKHIST, NO 18TH, P 10-18, 1986.
SIOUX GAME PRODUCTION vAREA .(HAMLIN COUNTY)
• POST,' CHUCK; S.D. REPORT- 'LAND ACQUISITION BENEFITS WATERFOWL. FINS, V 6, NO
4, P 6, APR 1987.
SIOUX INDIAN MUSEUM AND CRAFT CENTER (RAPID CITY, S.D.)
- STRAIN, DAVE. RAPID CITY SIOUX-MUSEUM .PRESERVES CULTURE IN ART. HERITAGE, V
14, NO 1, P 18, 1988.
SIOUXINDIANS SEE ALSO NATIVE AMERICANS
DOANE ROBINSON SAID...(INFORMATION REPRINTED FROM ENCYCLOPEDIA OF SOUTH DAKOTA,
V ^ --1925) . ...vHERIJAGE.,: V 4 1988 . ,
FOOLS CROW (PHOTOGRAPH). HERITAGE, V 14, NO 3, P 6, 1988.
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LAKOTA MUSEUM, CRAFTS, AND TRAVELING ACTIVITIES. INDIAN, NO 118, P 6, FEE 1989.
NEW GOALS; GREAT SIOUX NATION. INDIAN, NO 110, P 4, FEE 1987.
f-SAMTEE SIOUX SAY NO. TIPS, V 5, NO 5, P 2, AUG 1990.
ALLAN, don: JAMES W.GARVIE - MAN OF THE WEST. DAKHIST, V 22, P 13-32, 1990.
BEASLEY, JAMES L. PRESBYTERIANS, CONGREGATIONALISTS, ESPISCOPALIANS AND GRANT'S
QUAKER POLICY. DAKHIST, V 22, P 80-109,.1990.
CLOW, RICHMOND L. THE LAKOTA GHOST DANCE AFTER 1890. SDHIST, V 20,'NO 4, P.
323-333, 1990.
" CLOW, RICHMOND Lr tRIBAL^.POPULATIONSrlN; :TRANSiTLONrrSIOUX rRESERVATIONS: AND 5^: -;
^ FEDERAL PgLICY> i934-191S5.; :SDHIST, -^^ 3i P 362-391, 1989. - ^ --u/:
DEAN, ROSCOE. WHO AM I? (OSCAR HOWE). HERITAGE, V 14, NO 1, P 30-41, 1988.
EAGLE HORSE, DENNIS L. DENNIS EAGLE HORSE (BIOGRAPHY). HERITAGE, V 17, NO 2, P
21, JUN 1991.
GAGNON, GREGORY. GENESIS OF OGLALA SURVIVAL: THE ADAPTATIONS OF 1830-1878.
DAKHIST, NO 21ST, 1989.
GREENBERG,. CHERYL. A FAILED ATTEMPT TO REGAIN BALANCE: THE GHOST DANCE AND THE
WOUNDfel)'fKNEE??MASSAGRE.'t;DAKHIST,- NO 20THi P 339-349, 1988.
GULZOW, STEVEN. 'THE GHOST DANCE RELIGION,- LAST HOPE OF THE SIOUX. DAKHIST,.NO
'20TH, P 323-338> 1988.
HEDREN, PAUL L. . FORT LARAMIE AND THE SIOUX WAR OF 1876. SDHIST, V 17, NO 3/4,
P 223-240, 1987.
HOOVER, HERBERT T. SIOUX AGREEMENT OF 1889 AND ITS AFTERMATH. SDHIST, V 19, NO
1, P 56-94, 1989.
HUNTZICKER, WILLIAM E. THE "SIOUX OUTBREAK" IN THE ILLUSTRATED PRESS. SDHIST,
V 20, NO 4, P 299-322, 1990.
JONES, SCOTT. IRON NATION, CHiEF OF THE LOWER BRULES. HERITAGE, V. 14, NO 3, P
30-31, 1988.
LAUDENSCHLAGER, DAVID. FORT THOMPSON, THE EARLY YEARS. DAKHIST, NO 18TH, P
168-180, 1986.
..XEEvt BOBi^W.A^^^^^ HISTORIC BASIS. FOR LACOTAH CLAIMS TO THE BLACK HILLS.
W'5>.T^HERItAGE,'^^V^15^ 'H0^> P 10-
LEWIS, DALE. SITTING BULL LED STRUGGLE FOR SURVIVAL. HERITAGE, V 14, NO 3, P
22, 1988,
LINDEN, G.W. RED HAIL AND THE MYSTERIOUS MOTHER-POWER (ANALYSIS OF A OHUNKAKAN
LAKOTA STORY). DAKHIST, NO 19TH, P XI.A1+, 1987.
LINDEN, G.W. THE DETHRONEMENT OF YATA. DAKHIST, V 22, P 569-677, 1990,
:MCKENZIE, BILL. : XACES OF THE SIOUX (PHOTOGRAPHIC-XSSAY AND ARTICLE). ,SDMAG> V
3, NO 2, P 10-15, JUN 1987.
' NAUMAN, H,J. -RED CLOUD. HERITAGE, V 14, NO 3, F- 8-10, 1988.-
PECHAN, BEVERLY. DRIFTING GOOSE OF THE JAMES RIVER (JOSEPH DRIFTING GOOSE).
DAKHIST, NO 19TH, P XI.Cl, 1987.
SALISBURY, ROBERT S. WILLIAM WINDOM, THE SIOUX, AND INDIAN AFFAIRS. SDHIST, V
17, NO 3/4, P 202-222, 1987.
SAMP, ARDYCE. HISTORY OF THE FLANDREAU SANTEE SIOUX TRIBE. DAKHIST, NO 20TH, P
597-622, 1988.
SMOKE, ED. THE ROLE OF CHIEF SMOKE IN THE HISTORY OF THE OGLALA SIOUX TRIBE.
DAKHIST, NO 18TH,P 770-772, 1986.
SNEVE, VIRGINIA D. H. 'WOMEN OF THE CIRCLE. DAKHIST; NO X8TH,;-P 741-755, 1986.
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THOMPSON, HARRY F. STEPHEN R. RIGGS AND THE SIBLEY-SULLV CAMPAIGN OF 1863.
DAKHIST, NO 19TH, P XVIII.C, 1987.
, .. .T-RENDE; FRED;=,^W^^^^^^^ THE RESERVATION. DAKHIST, NO ZOTH, P 629-631, 1988.
WOOLWORTH, ALAN R. WOWINAPE AKA THOMAS WAKEMAN: A DAKOTA INDIAN IN TWO WORLDS.
DAKHIST, NO 19TH, P XI.B1+, 1987.
YOUNG bear, MYRNA. HISTORY OF THE OGLALA SIOUX (WINTER COUNT). DAKHIST, NO
18TH, P 780-783, 1986.
SIOUX INDIANS - ART
ART PRINTS THR0UGH0UT.ISSUE. HERITAGE.,^V..1A, NO 3, 1988. ,
LAKOTA MUSEUM, CRAFTS, AND TRAVELING ACTIVITIES. INDIAN, NO 118, P 6, FEB 1989.
RED CLOUD SCHOOL SHOWS INDIAN ART. HERITAGE, V 14, NO 1, P 19, 1988.
STRAIN, DAVE. RAPID CITY SIOUX MUSEUM PRESERVES CULTURE IN ART. HERITAGE, V
14, NO 1, P 18, 1988.
SIOUX POINT, S.D. SEE NORTH SIOUX CITY, S.D.
SIOUX QUARTZITE
RAVENTON; EDWARD. -THE SIOUX RIDGE: A*BILLTON-YEAR OLD ROCK FORMATION--SIOUX
QUARTZITE--LIES BENEATH THE GLACIAL TILL IN SOUTHEASTERN S.D. CONSDIG, V 54,
NO 2, P 2-5, 1987.
SISSETON-WAHPETON RESERVATION
MCDERMOTT, JOHN D. ALLOTMENT AND THE SISSETONS: EXPERIMENTS IN CULTURAL CHANGE,
1866-1905. SDHIST, V 21, NO 1, P 43-68, 1991.
TRENDE, FRED. SISSETON-WAHPETON RESERVATION RUN. DAKHIST, NO 19TH, P XX.Al,
1987.
SISSETON-WAHPETON SIOUX
ALLAN, DON. JAMES W. GARVIE - MAN OF THE WEST. DAKHIST, V 22, P 13-32, 1990.
' ' ' 'MCDERMbTT, EXPERIMENTS IN CULTURAL CHANGE,
1866-1905. SDHIST, V 21, NO 1, P 43-68, 1991.
TRENDE, FRED. PAYDAY ON THE RESERVATION. DAKHIST, NO 20TH, P 629-631, 1988.
SITTING BULL (18347-1890)
KOHLMAN, MATT. SITTING BULL'S HOMECOMING. SDMAG, V 3, NO 6, P 33-35, MAR 1988.
LEWIS, DALE. SITTING BULL LED STRUGGLE FOR SURVIVAL. HERITAGE, V,14, NO 3, P
.22, 1988.
LYDIC> FRANK A. THE BONES OF SITTING BULL: A NARRATIVE IN"RHYMED VERSE.
DAKHIST, NO 18TH, P 115-120, 1986.
MERKEL, JASON LEE. SITTING BULL AND THE DAKOTAS. DAKHIST, NO 2IST,. 1989..
SIX MILE LAKE SEE LAKE SIX MILE
SKIS AND SKIING
ED KEENE: UNOFFICIAL KING OF THE SKI SLOPES ON THE MOUNTAINS OF SOUTH DAKOTA.
SDMAG, V 6, NO 5, P 34-36, JAN 1991.




THINK WHITE AND HEAD FOR THE HILLS. DEADMAG, V 1, NO 5, P 5, NOV 1991.
BEAVER, JIMMY. WINTER OUTDOORS. SDMAG, V 6, NO 5, P 37-40, JAN 1991.
' B WEDGIES: AN IDEA BORN IN THE BLACK HILLS OF WYOMING.
INSIDE, VI, NO 2, P 11-12, FAL 1990.
HOLTZMANN, ROGER. PLEASANT VALLEY: A NEW USE FOR AN EAST RIVER FARM. SDMAG, V
6, NO 5, P 44-45, JAN 1991.
JUNEK, BRUCE.: SKIING- YOUR GUARANTEE OF AN ENJOYABLE BLACK HILLS WINTER.
INSIDE, V 1, NO 2, P 40-41, FAL 1990.
SKUNK CREEK HONEY (HARTFORD,iS.D.)
SKUNK CREEK HONEY: CREATIVE MARKETING SPELLS SUCCESS FOR COMPANY. ECONDEV, V 4,
NO 6, P 4, JUL 1991.
SKUTT, VESTOR JOSEPH (1902- )
VESTOR JOSEPH SKUTT (1987 HALL OF FAME HONOREE - BUSINESS). DAKWEST, V 13, NO
4, P 17, DEC 1987,
&a4 |^i¥SLEEPVi"H0LLbW'^ rLLW0RKj»(;MM^ , >
MILBANK RECEIVES $65,500 IN BLOCK GRANT.FUNDS. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 2-, P 2,,FEB
1989.
SLOCUM, LOREN E, (1870-1950)
HIPPS, LINDA. LOREN E. SLOCUM: FAITH'S UNFORGETTABLE CHARACTER. DAKHIST, NO
18TH, P 200-203, 1986.
SLOUGHS SEE WETLANDS
SMALL BUSINESS
HANDMADE POTATO CHIPS A BIG HIT IN YANKTON AREA. SDMAG, V 7, NO 1, P 65, MAY
1991.
. v^.' POWELL, JOHN E. SMALL BUSINESS: A STUDY OF
^' V 1990.
HOLTZMANN, ROGER. BOOT & SADDLES. SDMAG, V 7, NO 4, P 12-15, NOV 1991.
HOLTZMANN, ROGER. FREEMAN'S CANDLEMAKERS ARE BUSY MAKING CENTS AND SCENTS.
SDMAG, V 7, NO 3, P 44-45, SEP 1991.
HOLTZMANN, ROGER. MADE IN VEBLEN. SDMAG, V 7, NO 2, P 48-50, JUL 1991.
HOLTZMANN, ROGER. THEIR CROP IS IN THE.BAG. SDMAG, V 7, NO 1, P 64-66, MAY
1991.
HUNHOFF, BERNIE. SPRINGFIELD'S PRAIRIE NATURALIST. . SDMAG, V 7, NO 4, P - ,,
16-7,19, NOV 1991.
MCINTYRE, FAYE. SMALL BUSINESSES MAY PREFER ALTERNATIVES TO ADVERTISING.
. BUSREV, V 47, NO >4, P 1,4-5+, JUN 1989.
TRACY, STEPHEN L. BUSINESS RESEARCH BUREAU FIFTY YEARS 1937 TO 1987. BUSREV., V
45, NO 4, P 1,4-8, JUN 1987.
SMALLBUSINESS DEVELOPMENT CENTERS
MARKETING, FEASIBILITY ANALYSIS, PART OF STATE'S SMALL BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT
CENTERS. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 3, P 3, MAR 1989.
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SMALL-TOWN LIFE SEE ALSO CITIES AND TOWNS; NAMES OF SPECIFIC TOWNS
, GARRETTSON, CHARLES L . III. HOME OF THE POLITICS OF JOY; HUBERT H. HUMPHREY IN
•;:SOUTH DAKOTA. SDHIST, VZO, NO 3/ P 165-18A, 1990.
HOLTZMANN, ROGER. SERIOUSLY, FOLKS: PUDDLE TALK AND RADIO REPORTS DON'T COUNT
IN SO. DAKOTA. SDMAG, V 7, NO 2, P A2, JUL 1991.
- JOHNSON, TIM.; WASHINGTON REPORT: SMALL TOWN ENVIRONMENTAL PLANNING ACT
PROPOSED. MUNICIPAL, V 58, NO 6, P 15, DEC 1991.
LETELLIER; ESTHER. THE PIONEER"STORE. DAKHIST, V 22, P 556^568, 1.990,. . ;
^ MCBRIDE, BOB. : GROWING UP,-IN THE,%-1930VS..'IN.;HARRISBURG,vSOUTH:>DAKOTAi-„-VDAKHIST,
N0-19TH, P Ii;Cl+, 1987.
MILLER, JOHN. ; END OF AN ERA: DESMET HIGH SCHOOL CLASS OF 1912. SDHIST, V 20,
NO 3, P 185-206, 1990.
MILLER, JOHN. THE DISTANCE BETWEEN GOPHER PRAIRIE AND LAKE WOBEGON: SINCLAIR
LEWIS AND GARRISON KEILLOR ON THE SMALL TOWN EXPERIENCE. DAKHIST, NO 18TH, P
510-523, 1986.
. TAPIA, JOHN EDWARD. THE VIRTUES OF"MOTHER, HOME AND HEAVEN" CIRCUIT CHAUTAUQUA
. IN SOUTH DAKOTA. DAKHIST, NO 22, P 932-945, 1990.
SMALL, TERESA (? -.1982) ,
COLLINS, D. MARK. BUSINESS INVITER'S DUTY TO PROTECT INVITEES FROM THIRD-PARTY
CRIMINAL ATTACKS ON THE PREMISES...SMALL V. MCKENNAN... LAW, V 33, NO 1, P
90-Tll, 1988.
SMALLMOUTH BASS SEE BASS
SMALLPOX
100 YEARS OF public HEALTH IN SOUTH DAKOTA (SMALLPOX EPIDEMIC HISTORY). HEALTH,
V 2, NO 1, P 1, JAN 1988.
SMILEY, MYRON JOHN (1872-1929)
-. /;,..I;JUNTSINGER, :JAMI. MYRON JOHN SMILEY (SHEEP INDUSTRY PIONEER). DAKHIST, NO
' • '^ZOTHi "P^I'^86v>;'1988 .
SMITH-ZIMMERMANN state museum (MADISON, S.D.)
LAVARNWAY, CARRIE. COME SEE THE KITES. HISTNOTES, V 3, NO 1, P 7, JUL 1987.
LAVARNWAY, CARRIE. NEW ROOF FOR THE SMITH-ZIMMERMANN. HISTNOTES, V 3, NO 1, P
7, JUL 1987.
i LAVARNWAY, CARRIE. SMITH-ZIMMERMANN .STATE MUSEUM CONSTRUCTION -COMPLETED. „
HISTNOTES, V 3, NO 3, P 5, NOV 1987.
LAVARNWAY, CARRIE. SMITH-ZIMMERMANN STATE MUSEUM EXHIBIT A SUCCESS. HISTNOTES,
V 3, NO 3, P 5, NOV 1987.
SAMP, ARDYCE. SOUTH DAKOTA'S PIONEER PHILANTHROPISTS: THE ZIMMERMAN SISTERS OF
LAKE COUNTY. DAKHIST, NO 21ST, 1989.
SMITH, DONALD G. (1918-1942)
AISENBREY, WILLIAM E. THIRTY SECONDS OVER TOKYO --THE SOUTH DAKOTA CONNECTION.




;t^fV;k^YGUN6ER,> .BERYLVv vJEDEDIAH-SMITH a DAKHIST> NO IBTH, P 73^-740,
1986.
SMITH, REX ALAN (1921- )
REX ALAN SMITH (1987^HALL OF" FAME HGNGREE .- ARTS &. HUMANITIES) , DAKWEST, V--13,
NG 4, P 18, DEC 1987.
- SMOKE SEE CHIEF. SMOKE
SMOKING
GOVERNOR ANNOUNCES UNIFORM SMOKING POLICY. HEALTH, V 2, NO 2, P 3, MAR 1988.
'I
GOVERNOR OBJECTS TO DAKOTA CIGARETTE. HEALTH, V 4, NO 2, P 1+, MAR 1990.
SD STUDENTS PROTEST DAKOTA CIGARETTE. HEALTH, V 4, NO 3, P 6, JUL 1990.
SD WINS AWARD FORTOBACCOtFREE EFFORTS. HEALTH, V 4, NO 6, P 2, DEC 1990.
ffeim-i'SOUTHslMtJW^PRBijECT^s^PARTlClPATE IN-ROCKY MOUNTAIN TOBACCO FREE CHALLENGE.
HEALTH, V 4, NO 5, P 4, OCT 1990.
ADAM, JOAN. -HEP OBSERVES GREAT AMERICAN^ SMOKEOUT. HEALTH, V 5, NO 6, P-4, DEC
1991.
SNAKES
RATTLERS PROVIDE FOOD AND CRAFTS MATERIAL. SDMAG, V 4, NO 3, P 15, SEP 1988.
BLUMER, JULIE. THE RATTLER BATTLER. SDMAG, V 4, NO 3, P I3-15+, SEP 1988.
CARRELS, PETER. A NATURAL ACT. CONSDIG, V 55, NO 3, P 6-7, 1988.
SNEESBY, ANN ROBINSON (1831-1928)
HALL, GEORGE A. ANN SNEESBY, AGE 51: HOMESTEADED IN DAKOTA. HERITAGE, V 15, NO
6, P 35, 1989.
SNOW REMOVAL
SNOW DISPOSAL CAN THREATEN WATER RESOURCES. MUNICIPAL, V 57, NO 8, P 12, FEB
1991.
SNOW TRILLlUMS SEE Tf?ILLIUMS
SNOWBOARDING
OLNEY, CHARLI. 'BOARDING' IS "BIG" ON BLACK HILLS SLOPES. DEADMAG, V 1, NO 5,




HILLS SNOWMOBILING BEST IN NATION. DAKOUT, V 6, NO 1, P 38, JAN 1991.
'PARK NOTES: BLACK HILLS SNOWMOBILING: THE BEST IN THE NATION. CONSDIG, V 58, NO




-- 4 .,. HILLS.SNOWMOBILING BEST IN. NATION...-.DAKOUT, V 6, NO 1, P 38, JAN 1991.
OH, THE WHIMSY OF A DAKOTA WINTER! (WINTER RECREATION). SDMAG, V 2, NO 5, P 12,
JAN 1987.
PARK NOTES: BLACK HILLS SNOWMOBILING: THE BEST IN THE NATION. CONSDIG, V; 58, NO
1, P 26, 1991.
PARK NOTES: THE BEST IS YET TO COME (FALL AND WINTER
CONSDIG, V 58,.NO 5, P 26, I99I.
beaver:, JIMMYV ^ WiNTER«OUTDOORS ;;;;.;SDMAGo: v^V: ;6., :?N0...5., -p
UTDOOR RECREATION)!
37^<tO.,..vJAN il9ai.:uvr.;:
HIPPLE> KEVIN; ; snowmobile SOUTH. DAKOTA. ^. DAKOUt, V 6, NO 2, P I^-18i FEB .1991.
MITCHELL, PAUL. MAN AND HIS MACHINE (SNOWMOBILES). INSIDE, V 2, NO 3, P A6-A7,
WIN 1991.
SOCCER .
DEMERSSEMAN, KRISTIE. RUSHMORE SOCCER CLUB. INSIDE, VI, NO 1, P 24, SUM 1990.
^ " SOCIAL ACTION SEE ALSO^ADVOCACY
" - ^ • ;J0HNS0N,'PAT.: "THE "ACTIVIST DECADE": ITS INFLUENCE ON BRIAR CLIFF-COLLEGE.
DAKHIST, NO 19TH, PXII.Al, 1987.
WEINREIS, ANNA M. DAKOTA IMAGES: REVEREND ROBERT W. HAIRE. SDHIST, V 18, NO
1-2, P 116+, 1988.
SOCIAL POLICY
CHAMBERLAIN, FERN L. ' HELPING YOUR NEIGHBOR: SOUTH DAKOTA STYLE. DAKHIST, NO
,18TH, P 121-133, 1986,
SOCIAL WORK/SOCIAL WORKERS
HOW TO CHOOSE.A THERAPIST. SDREP, V 6, NO 1, P 6-7+, AUG 1990.
. ^. ^.Ty vL^^rftiWINCHESTER, JaLLEN,. CONSUMER ^CORNER: HOW TO CHOOSE A SOCIAL WORKER FOR A
^ ^ 2,4P 6, DEC 1990..
SOpIALISM - U.S.
ANDERSON, GRANT. A SOCIALIST INSTITUTION: THE SOUTH DAKOTA HAIL INSURANCE
DEPARTMENT. DAKHIST, NO 20TH, P 185-200, 1988.
PRATT, WILLIAM C. SOCIALISM ON THE NORTHERN PLAINS, 1900-1924. SDHlST, V 18,
NO 1-2, P 1-35, 1988.
SAKARIASSEN, BETSY. AN'EXPERIMENT'^IN:SOCIALISM, THE NON-PARTISAN' LEAGUE: IN
NORTH AND SOUTH DAKOTA. DAKHIST, NO 20TH, P.200-212, 1988.
VAN DEEST, ORVAL. PRAIRIE AGITATOR:: A.C. TOWNLEY AND THE NONPARTISAN LEAGUE
REVISITED. DAKHIST,. NO 22, P 989-998, 1990.
SOCIALIST PARTY OF AMERICA (S.P.A.)
PRATT, WILLIAM C;; SOCIALiSM ON THE NORTHERN PLAINS, 1900-1924. SDHIST, V 18,
NO 1-2, P 1-35/ 1988.
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SOCIOLOGY, RURAL SEE :ALS0 COUNTRY LIFE
vlSOCIAL WELL-BEING: RURAL-URBAN DIFFERENCES.. CENSUSDATA, V 1, NO 12, P 1-5, JUL
•• /. ^ •• ;
SOD HOUSES SEE HOUSES - SOD
SOIL CONSERVATION ;
, SOIL PATROL GROUP WILL MONITOR EROSION. :TIPS, V A, NO 3, P A, OCT 1988^ J
HARNER> KEITH.^ ^SOIL: EROSION-"" D0;^dU^KN0W4rHE;^.LAW?^,;^C0UNTV;MA-36 >" N0,;8;,3p-3^ Jv
; JUL 1990. ^ ^
.HINNERS, JOHN. TEMPER THE WIND, CONSDIG, V 55, NO 2, P 18-21, 1988.
MELIUS, MICHAEL. DEATH OF A PRAIRIE, SDMAG, V 7, NO 3, P 36-37, SEP 1991.
SOIL CONSERVATION SERVICE - S.D.
. THOFFMAN, KEN. PLOtTING FOR WILDLIFE. CONSDIG, V 56, NO 1, P 12-13, 1989.
i«to$^MURPHEV#DUANE^fJliEErLLOXSi'AND iWATER POLLUTION; WATER, V 5, NO 3, P 9, FAL 1991.
i^SOlI: CONTAMINATION
• ^ IN FISH FROM A MADISON SLOUGH. TIPS, V 3, NO 9-10,
P 8, MAY 1988. ..
RELEASE REPORTING And RESPONSE (OF SPILL INCIDENTS). WATER, V 2, NO 2, P 1+,
• • SEP 1988. .
SOIL EROSION
SOIL PATROL GROUP WILL MONITOR EROSION TIPS, V A, NO 3, PA, OCT 1988.
HARNER, KEITH. SOIL EROSION - DO YOU KNOW THE LAW? COUNTY, V 36, NO 8, P 3,
JUL 1990.
HINNERS, JOHN. TEMPER THE WIND. CONSDIG, V 55, NO 2, P 18-21, 1988.
SOILS "
CARRELS, PETER. BROWN COUNTY'S FARM EXPERIMENTER: HARDY CAMPBELL (CAMPBELL' S
DRY^LAND FARMING TECHNIQUES). SDMAG, V 2, NO 6, P 3A-38, FEB 1987.
SOLDIERS - S.D. SEE ALSO MILITARY HISTORY; VETERANS - S.D. VETERANS
DAKOTA IMAGES: JOHN BLAIR SMITH TODD. SDHIST, V 18, NO A, P 288+, 1988.
CRAMER, MARIAN. DAKOTA DOUGHBOYS. . DAKHIST, NO 18TH, P 191-199, 1986.
LEE, ROBERT. WARRIORS IN RANKS: AMERICAN INDIAN UNITS IN THE REGULAR ARMY, •
1891-1897. SDHIST, V 21, NO 3, P 263-316, 1991.
SOLID WASTE DISPOSAL SEE REFUSE AND REFUSE DISPOSAL
SONGS SEE ALSO STATE SONGS
EVANS, KYLE. SOUTH DAKOTA, YOU'VE BEEN GOOD TO ME (POEM/SONG). SDMAG, V A, NO
1, P 30, MAY 1988.
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SOUKUP AND THOMAS BALLOON MUSEUM (TYNDALL, S.D.)
MUSEUM BUILT PN HOT-AIR. .SDMAG, V,:6^ NO A, P 20, SEP 1990.
BALLOON MUSEUM OPENS IN TYNDALL. HISTNOTES, V 5, NO 2, P 5, FAL 1989.
SOUTH DAKOTA - HISTORY SEE ALSO MORE SPECIFIC TOPICS
HARVEST SCENES (PHOTOGRAPHS). SDMAG, V 7, NO 3,:P 28-29, SEP 1991, :
KITTIE IS BACK IN S.D. SDMAG, V 6, NO 6, P 28, MAR 1991.
- NEARLY A TEACHER SHORTAGE. SDMAGV V 7, N0V1, P 52; MAY 1991.
RUSHMORE. SDMAG, V 7, NOl, P 10-13, MAY 1991.
ABRAHAM, VIVIAN F. SOUTH DAKOTANS: A HISTORY OF THE EARLY SETTLERS. HERITAGE,
V 15, NO 6, P 24, 1989.
ANDERON, GRANT K. DIVISION AND STATE HOOD FROM THE LAKE COUNTY PERSPECTIVE.
DAKHIST, NO 21ST, 1989.
ANDERSON, GRANT K. DESPERATE DAKOTANS. DAKHIST, V 22, P 33-68, 1990.
&-%^-HBEAsrEVi5^^AME5^L: :G^ DAKOTA. DAKHIST, NO 20TH, P
317-321, 1988.
BURR, WESLEY H. THE REAL SUNSHINE STATE. SDMAG, V 7, NO 3, P 39,41, SEP 1991.
EVANS, DAVE. CENTENNIAL. HERITAGE, V 14, NO 1, P 10, 1988.
GNIRK, ADELINE. SOUTH DAKOTA, LAND OF SUNSHINE. (HISTORY OF SOUTH DAKOTA
CONTEST WINNER). HERITAGE, V 14, NO 3, P 25-26, 1988.
GROGAN, KELLY S. SIXTH GRADE SOUTH DAKOTA HISTORY CURRICULUM. DAKHIST, NO
21ST, 1989.
HIGBEE, PAUL. SPEARFISH: MORE THAN JUST A PRETTY PLACE. SDMAG, V 7, NO 4, P
39-46, NOV 1991.
HOLTZMANN, ROGER. MY ARTS ADVENTURE: THE BLACK HILLS PLAYHOUSE STARRING DOC
LEE. SDMAG, V 7, NO 1, P 59-61, MAY 1991.
HOTZE, JULIE. DAKOTA GRANITE. SDMAG, V 6, NO 5, P 12-14, JAN 1991.
- ^ isemingEr;-Gordon;- ^ A-"M v 6, no 5, p 7-11, jan
1991.
KLINE, RICHARD. ABERDEEN HOSPITALITY IN WWII. SDMAG, V 7, NO 1, P 62-63, MAY
1991.
LYONS, T.D. FLESH AND GRASS: ONE PIONEER'S RECALL OF THE NATIVE GRASSLANDS AND
THEIR. DEMISE. SDMAG, V 7, NO 3, P 13-15, SEP 1991.
MlCKELSON, GEORGE S. SOUTH DAKOTA'S FIRST CENTURY: LEGACIES PAST AND FUTURE.
SDHIST, V 19, NO 4, P 556-578, 1989.
ODE, JEANNE KILEN. SOUTH DAKOTA THEN AND NOW: A PHOTOGRAPHIC ESSAY. SDHIST, V
19, NO 4, P 492-537, 1989.
SCHREIER, JIM. ONE PIONEER'S STORY: HOW WE BROKE THE PRAIRIE. SDMAG, V 7, NO
3, P 10-12, SEP 1991.
SMITH, BRAD. THE GUNFIGHT THAT KILLED A TOWN. SDMAG, V 7, NO 3, P 51-53; SEP
1991.
SMITH, JAMES R. PIONEER OCCUPANCY OF EASTERN'SOUTH DAKOTA. DAKHIST, NO 22, P
859-887, 1990.
SVAREN, HELEN. SOUTH DAKOTA HISTORY CURRICULUM ELEMENTARY - NINE WEEKS.
DAKHIST, NO 21ST, 1989.
TOMAN, JANELLE KRAUSE. COUNTING NOSES. SDMAG, V 7, NO 4, P 26-i28, NOV 1991.
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SOUTH DAKOTA - OFFICIALS AND EMPLOYEES
:;. e;WJBbNAlUTO NAMED DECA Head, HISTNOTES, V P I, SUM 1990.
.DENR PARTICIPATES IN MENTORSHIP PROGRAM. WATER, V 5, NO 1, P 9, SPR I99I.
HEALTH DEPT. RELOCATES. HEALTH, V A, NO I, P I, JAN 1990.
^ K^^^ TOM DASCHLE. COUNTY, V 36, NO 9, P 17, AUG 1990.
LEADERSHiP CHANGES HANDS. COUNTY, V 36> NO 1, P 4-5, SEP 1989.
oMANY?CHANGES^MADEvIN SECRETARY;OF;;STATE«;OFFlC&. : HERITAGE,15,
-1989.^ .
J RAYSOR NAMED DIVISION D^ NO 2, P' 3, SUM 1991. *T:,
-SOCIETY STAFF CHANGES. HISTNOTES, V 5, NO 3, P 2, WIN 1990.
V0DICKA,HALV0RS0N; ACCEPT NEW POSITIONS. HISTNOTES, V 5, NO A, P 3, SPR 1990.
HABERMAN, CLARK.^^^ P PROFILE: NORTHEAST LAKES REGIONAL OFFICE. WATER, V 5,
NO 1, P 7, SPR 1991, ,
HEARD, PHYLLIS. FROGRAM PROFILE: SEASONAL EMPLOYEES. WATER, V 5, NO 3, P 7,
- ^FAL?'il991.." :
^ vR^^^ H. -AMUND 0. RINGSRUD. HERITAGE, V 15, NO 8, P 16-17, 1989.
sbufH DAKOTA -RANKINGS
A POSITIVE LOOK AT THE PROFILE OF SOUTH DAKOTA. LABOR, Pl-2, MAY 1988.
abstracting SOUTH DAKOTA. CENSUSDATA, V 3, NO A, P 1-A, JUL 1988.
SDMANUFAtfURING CLIMATE RANKS HIGH AGAIN: ECONDEV, V 3, NO 8, P A, SEP 1990.
SOUTH DAKOTA RANKS HIGH IN TOP GROWTH STATES IN U.S. ECONDEV, V 3, NO 10, P 7.,
vV^^j^^rNOV'1998;
BUTTERWICKiDARRELLb. COMMISSIONER'S COLUMN (GAUGING THE SUCCESS OF SOUTH
- DAKOTA'S ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT.EFFORTS). ECONDEV, V 4, NO; 4, P 2, APR 1991.
:SpUTH DAKOTA.ADVOCACY PROJECT SEE SOUTH DAKOTA ADVOCACY SERVICES
SOUTH DAKOTAADVOCACiY SERVICES. SEE ALSO PROTECTION AND ADVOCACY FOR MENTALLY ILL;
CLIENT ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
CITIZEN ADVOCACY PROGRAM REORGANIZATION. SDREP, V 7, NO 1, P 3, OCT 1991.
CONSUMER CORNER: south DAKOTA ADVOCACY SERVICES DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES
; PROGRAM INFO. SHEET FOR PARENTS. SDREP, V 7, NO I, P 8, OCT 1991.
MENTAL HEALTH ADVOCACY PROGRAM PRIORITIES AND GOALS FOR FISCAL YEAR 1992.
SDREP, V 7, NO 1, P 9,vOCT 1991.
, - KEAN, ROBERT J. DEVELOPMENTAL- DISABILITIES ADVOCACY PROGRAM PRIORITIES, FY
;1992r SDREP,:V 7, :N0 1, P 4,9, OCT 1991.
KEAN, ROBERT,J. DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES PROGRAM PRIORITIES. SDREP, V 6, NO
V 2, P 4, DEC 1990.
KEAN, ROBERT J. SDAP CHANGES NAME. SDREP, V 5, NO 2, P 1,11, DEC 1989.
NEYHART,- TIM. A MULTI-ADVOCACY OFFICE APPROACH IN RAPID CITY.. SDREP, V<6, NO
: 1, P 9, AUG 1990.
"\;NEYHARTi TIM; partners IN THE V 6, NO 2, P 9, DEC 1990.




' '• SCriADET NANCY STATISTICAL REPORT. SDREP, V
6, NO 2, P 8,12, DEC 1990.
'SOUTH:' DAKOTA*'ASSOClATioN 'bF'^ CQ0NTY'COMM^^^ (SDACC)
LEADERSHIP CHANGES HANDS.. - COUNTY, V 36, NO 1, P 4-5, SEP 1989.
- SDACC 1989-90 RESOLUTIONS (SUPPORT AND OPPOSITION TO LEGISLATION). COUNTY, V
36, NO 2, P 6-:8, NOV 1989.
1989-90 SDACC STATEMENT OF.POLICY.' COUNTY, V 36, NO 2,:p 10-11, NOV 1989.
; FLygeR:^" STEVE.- '^KIDS IN JAIL7"-SDAGGi.JUVENILE^JUSTIC&iRR0JECT;>UPDATEr!b^C0UNTY,
V 36, NO 1, P 14-15, SEP 1989.
SOUTH DAKOTA centennial COMMISSION SEE STATE CENTENNIAL COMMISSION - S.D.
SOUTH DAKOTA COMMITTEE ON THE HUMANITIES SEE SOUTH DAKOTA HUMANTIES COUNCIL
SOUTH DAKOTA COMMUNITY FOUNDATION
FUNDING GIVEN (TO SD COMMUNITY FOUNDATION). ECONDEV, V 1, NO 1, P 4, MAY 1988.
SOUTH DAKOTA CULTURAL HERITAGE CENTER (PIERRE, S.D.)
BUTfER-NUT TO HELP-FUND' PART OF HERITAGE CENTER. HISTNOTES, V 3, NO 1, P 1, JUL
•. . 1987.
CAMPAIGN ENTERS final PHASE. HISTNOTES, V 7, NO 1, P 1-2, SUM 1991.
- CAMPAIGN ENTERS SECOND phase. HISTNOTES, V 6, NO 3, P 3, WIN 1991.
CENTER' WINS NATIONAL GRANT (SOUTH DAKOTA CULTURAL HERITAGE CENTER) . '^HISTNOTES,
V 6, NO 3, P 4, WIN 1991.
CEREMONIES HELD FOR CULTURAL HERITAGE CENTER. HISTNOTES, V 2, NO 6, P 1, MAY
1987.
V • '"C DAKOTA CULTURAL HERITAGE CENTER).
HISTNOTES, V 6, NO 1, P 4, SUM 1990.
CULTURAL.HERITAGE CENTER ALMOST C HISTNOTES, V 4, NO 3, P 1, NOV 1988.
EAST, WEST DIFFERENCES. SDMAG, V 7, NO 2, P 6, JUL 1991.
ETC. CNEWS FROM THE STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY). HISTNOTES, V 6, NO 2, P 2, FAL
1990.
HERITAGE, CENTER OPENS OSCAR HOWE EXHIBIT. HISTNOTES, V 6, NO 2, P 2, FAL 1990.
HERITAGE CENTER TO HOST SMITHSONIAN EXHIBIT. HISTNOTES, V 5, NO 1, P 1, SUM
"1989. •• ^
•LARSON JOINS MUSEUM FUND-RAISING.TEAM. HISTNOTES, V 5, NO 3,; P 1, WIN;1990. ,
MAMA'S CAMERA CAPTURES CHILDREN. HISTNOTES, V 5, NO 4, P 3, SPR 1990.
NEW CENTENNIAL CULTURAL HERITAGE CENTER IS GROWING. ^HISTNOTES, V 3, NO 4, P 3,
JAN 1988.
SOCIETY UNVeILS CENTENNIAL PLANS (SOUTH DAKOTA STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY).
HISTNOTES, V 3, NO 4, P 1-2, JAN 1988.
SOUTH DAKOTA CULTURAL HERITAGE CENTER. HISTNOTES, V 2, NO 4, P 7, JAN 1987.
; TWO state museums receive grants.; HISTN0TES,V 6, NO 1, PI, SUM 1990.
WE'RE MOVING TO THE CULTURAL HERITAGE CENTER! HISTNOTES, V IV, NO 4, P 1-2, SPR
•,,1989;....;






EVANS/ DAVE. COMMENTS FROM THE CHAIRMAN. HERITAGE, V 14, NO 3, P 4, 1988.
. HUNHOFF, BERNIE. NEW HOME FOR RECORDS OF OUR PAST (CENTENNIAL CULTURAL HERITAGE
^V si^UCENTER; WILE SOON "HOUSE<yS^D.^HISTOR\^.,COLLECTIONS). SDMAG, V 4, NO 2, P 16-18,
JUL 1988.
VOGT, JAY'D. BURIED BUt NOT FORGOTTEN; THE CULTURAL HERITAGE CENTER A LIVING
TIME CAPSULE. DAKHIST, NO 22, P 1006-15, 1990.
SOUfH\pAKOTA EMERGENCY RELIEF ADMINISTRATION CSDERA)
DEWING,THE.SDERAv,
; )• SURVEY OF 1935/ SDHIST, Vr21, ;N0 I;/P 84-96, 19:91/ ; / //
J / A^SOUTTH DAKOTA hail INSURANCE/DEPARTMENT ,
ANDERSON/ GRANT. A SOCIALIST INSTITUTION: THE SOUTH DAKOTA HAIL INSURANCE
: DEPARTMENT. DAKHIST, NO 20TH, P 185-200, 1988.
SOUTH DAKOTA HALL OF FAME (FORT PIERRE, S.D.)
,, HONOR'S BANQUET WAS BIG CELEBRATION (1987 HALL OF FAME INDUCTION). DAKWEST, V
, .13, NO 4, P 30-31, DEC 1987.
HONOR'S BANQUET WAS BIG CELEBRATION (1989 HALL OF FAME'S HONORS WEEKEND).
HERITAGE/ VlB/iNO 7,/P 33-34,1989.
r " lYNDALL BERRY (1989 HALL OF FAME HONOREE-AGRICULTURE). HERITAGE, V 15, NO 7, P
•; ^28,-1989.//-;' •• \
. SOUTH DAKOTA HALL OF FAME HONOR'S DAY WAS HELD THIS YEAR IN ABERDEEN. HERITAGE,
V 17, NO 4, P 27-29, DEC 1991.
! SOUTH DAKOTA hALL OF FAME HONOREES (ALPHABETICAL^ LIST OF ALL HALL OF FAME^
INDUCTEES). HERITAGE, V 17, NO 3, P 4-6, SEP 1991.
T \^y/»;SOUTH DAKOTA HALL-OE 1974-1986., DAKWEST, V 13, NO 1, P 29-31, MAR
1987. ^V
5 SOUTH DAKOTA HALL OF FAME HONOREES 1974-1988 (ALPHABETICAL LIST). HERITAGE, V
15, NO 5, P 34-36, 1989.
•SOUTH DAKOTANS SHINE AT ANNUAL BANQUET. HERITAGE, V 16, NO 4, P 15-17, WIN
TWO OF THE CHARTER LIFE MEMBERS AND ... FOUNDERS OF SOUTH DAKOTA HALL OF FAME
. (DORIS LIVERMORE AND RAYMOND LIVERMORE). HERITAGE, V 16, NO 3, P 18-20, FAL
./ /I99q./ :v/^- ^ .
UNSUNG HEROES AND GOOD HEARTS (CURRENT LIST IN HALL OF FAME). HERITAGE, V 15,
NO 5, P 2-7, 1989.
1987 HALL OF FAME HONOREES. DAKWEST, V 13, NO 4, P 12-22, DEC 1987.
1988 HONOREES: SOUTH DAKOTA HALL OF FAME. HERITAGE, V 14, NO 4, P 25-35, 198.8.
1989 HONOREES-SOUTH DAKOTA HALL OF FAME. HERITAGE, V 15, NO 7, P 28-32, 1989.
' 1990 HONOREES (SOUTH DAKOTA HALL OF FAME). HERITAGE, V 16, NO 3, P 21, FAL
1990. • ,
EVANS, DAVE. COMMENTS FROM THE CHAIRMAN. HERITAGE, V 14, NO 3, P 4, 1988.
LEWIS, DALE. SCRATCH PAD. HERITAGE, V 17, NO 2, P 1, JUN 1991.
/PECHAN, BEVERLY. WHAT IS THE HALL OF FAME? WHAT DO WE TELLOTHERS? (EDITORIAL).
. /, HERITAGE, V 16, NO 4, P 1, WIN 1990.
SAMP, ARDYCE. SOUTH DAKOTA'S PIONEER AMBASSADOR: ,'EVERLASTINGLYATIT-PUT'.
DAKHIST, NO 21ST, 1989. .
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SOUTH DAKOTA HERITAGE FUND
•;V5, NO 1, P 9, SUM 1989.
STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY SUPPORT GROUP RENAMED. HISTNOTES, V A, NO 3, P 2, NOV
... . ^ ; .• 1988.
iSOUTH DAKOTA HISTORICAL COLLECTIONS SERIES
HISTORICAL COLLECTIONS INDEX COMPLETED. HISTNOTES, V 5, NO 3, P 2/ WIN 1990.
- " ^ » "- ANDERSONV\jOAN ;: i^HISXORICAL ;;COLLECT:IONS:-INDEX T PUBLISHED IN •1989 .r
HISTNOTES, V 3, NO A,:iP/4, JAN 1988. ^
; SOUTH DAKOTA HUMANITIES COUNCIL ,
FOR INFORMATION ABOUT HUMANITIES GRANT AWARDS - SEE ISSUES OF HUMANITIES.
HUMAN.: - :
FOR INFORMATION AND NEWS ABOUT SOUTH DAKOTA HUMANITIES COUNCIL - SEE ISSUES OF
HUMANITIES. : HUMAN.
V,/:. f-FOR STATEWIDE LISTINGS OF EVENTS - SEE EACH ISSUE OF HUMANITIES. HUMAN.
Y FOUNDER And FORMERVcHAIR, JEAN WALZ, DIES. HUMAN, V 20, NO 1, P 3, NOV 1991.
NEH-i=UNDS^88^l89: C^^ HUMAN, V 16, NO 1, P 3, NOV 1987. :
SDCH SPONSORS R^^^ (THE LAND THEY POSSESSED). HUMAN, V 18, NO 1, P
3, NOV 1989.
WILLIAMS, ELIZABETH. JOURNEY BRINGS AUTHOR HOME TO S.D. HUMAN, V 20, NO 1, P
; 7, NOV 1991.
SOUTH DAKOTA HUMANITIES FOUNDATION
/FOR INFORMATlok A^^^ SOUTH DAKOTA HUMANITIES COUNCIL - SEE ISSUES OF
HUMANITIES. HUMAN..
SOUTH DAKOTA MUNICIPAL LEAGUE :
V-/:fc>;LARSON;NAMEDy!NEW/TRUSTEE;/^ 57, NO 8, P 11, FEB 1991.
Y MILLER-RECEIVES LEADERSHIP AWARD. MUNICIPAL, V 58, NO 2, P 9, AUG 1991.
VIK NEW DIRECTOR OF RESEARCH. MUNICIPAL, V 58, NO 1, P 8, JUL 1991.
SOUTH DAKOTA SCHOOL FOR THE VISUALLY HANDICAPPED (ABERDEEN, S.D.)
POST, CHUCK. S.D. REPORT:. SEND IN YoUR OLD LICENSES (HUNTING 8 FISHING). FINS,
V 6, NO 2, P 5, FEB 1987..
SOUTH DAKOTA SCHOOL OF MINES AND TECHNOLOGY (RAPID CITY, S.D.)
; BELLE FOURCHE STUDIES WATER. ECONDEV; V 1, NO A, P 6, AUG 1988.
.COMPUTER.TECHNOLOGY COULD Help HARVESTING. ECONDEV, V 1, NO A, P 5, AUG 1988.
CORE PR0CESSIN(3 PLANT PRODUCTION IN START-UP. ECONDEV, V 1, NO 4, P 5, AUG
1.988, -
•Y DAKOTA? RESEARCH CREATES COMPUTER PA^TS. /ECONDEV, V Z, NO?1, P 5,^ JAN 1989.
• .EXPERIMENTAL BRIDGE INVITES FUTUREYGROWTH. ECONDEV, V A, NO 7, P.3,. SEP 1991.
FROTH FLOTATION UPGRADES QUARTZ. ECONDEV, V 1, NO A, P 5, AUG 1988.
n/;FUND"^PROJECTS:^RESULT IN PRODUCTSr JOBS. ' EC0NDEV7 V 2, NO A, P 7, APR
? 1989. Y „ .;/;••? ^ V .
. • /; -• • A55" '
SUBJECT INDEX
" ' GOLD ^CHLORiNATION PROCESS PROVES TO BE SUCCESSFUL. ECONDEV, V 1, NO 6, P 6, NOV
•V -:• ; ••1988. -• ^ • _
/ ftHOMESTAKE GENETIC .MODEL.PROVIDES ^ALTERNATIVES. ECONDEV, V 1, NO a/ P 9, AUG
.'v -•:-;I988.'' ^ : ••' / ' v .
IYER NAMED FIRST RECIPIENT OF BUCKLEY AWARD. ECONDEV, V A, NO 3, P 3, MAR 1991.
OUR PUBLIC COLLEGES' CENTENNIAL ALUMNI - S.D. SCHOOL OF MINES AND TECHNOLOGY.-
SDMAG, V 9, NO 9>P 90, NOV 1988.
' RESEARCH IMPROVES OPHTHALMIC INSTRUMENTS. ECONDEV,. V I, NO ,9, P 6, AUG -l?88v '
*• ^ ^-" ^SAFEGUARD=^P0WERTECH:=SYSTEMS,:.IS%0N cutting:EDGE. ; ECONDEV, Y ;2, NO 1, ,P:^,A:JAN;i£
•_ ;i989. .
; SCHOOL ECONDEV, V 1, NO 9, P 6,-AUG 1988;.
' SDSM&T EVALUATES ALUMINUM MATERIALS. ECONDEV, V 1, NO 9, P 5, AUG 1988.
SDSM&T IS AN ACTIVE PARTICIPANT. ECONDEV, V 1, NO 9, P 9, AUG 1988.
DIRKSON, LARRY. A UNIVERSITY THAT ALMOST NEVER WAS! (SOUTH DAKOTA SCHOOL OF
MINES AND TECHNOLOGY). INSIDE, V 2, NO 6, P 19-15, FAL 1991.
fcS?:%M^jS0UTHl^DAK0fA^?STATNCARiT0i4j-SiEEfSTATE CAPITOL (PIERRE, S.D.)
^- viSOUtH DAKOTA.STATE COLLEGE VSEE iSOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY SEE STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY - S.D.
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE POETRY SOCIETY
' VLESlNSkl;. J^^^ DAkOTA'S POETIC HERITAGE. HERITAGE, V 19, NO 9, P 5,
•• . , • -1988.
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY (BROOKINGS, S.D.)
DAKOTA LEAN meat; WEBSTER SCALE, INC. INVOLVED WITH GOVERNOR'S FUTURE FUND
GRANTS. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 7, P 5, SEP 1989.
i;. -i-'W/SDSUiAPPOlNTS NEW CITE DI^ ECONDEV, V I, NO 6, P 7, NOV 1988.
' B00NE,:L0REN. OUR PUBLIC COLLEGES' CENTENNIAL ALUMNI. SDMAG, V 9, NO 9, P
35-91, NOV 1988.
FISH, GENEVIEVE. SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY'S 'SINGING SILO' OR THE
: CAMPANILE. DAKHIST, NO 21ST, 1989.
GASQUE, THOMAS J.; CHOICES AND CHANGES: NAMES OF SOUTH DAKOTA'S COLLEGES AND
UNIVERSITIES, DAKHIST, V 22, P 231-292, 1990.
"i SOUTH. DAkUtA state ,UNI\/ERS1TY - ATHLETES AND-ATHLETICS :,
WILLIAMSON GAVE WRESTLING,ITS SOUTH DAKOTA BAPTISM (WARREN WILLIAMSON - HALL OF
: FAME HONOREE -ATHLETICS): .HERITAGE, y 16, NO 3, P 30-31, FAL 1990.
, south;DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY - COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE AND BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
; \FUTURE; FUND RESEARCH PROJECTS. : ECOND[EV,. U 1, NO 2, P 3, JUN 1988.
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY.- COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE AND BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES -
• •^' •:\-i;RESEARCH:.
^RESEARCH^HELPSCOMPANY increase MARKETABILITY. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 8, P 7, OCT
..V• ^1989.;.,;;;
RESEARCH PROJECT TURNS INTO REALITY. ECONDEV, V 9, NO 9, P 3, NOV 1991.
V • . - 956"- ' ^
SUBJECT INDEX
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY - COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
_.SOUTH DAKOTA TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER center ESTABLISHED. COUNTY, V 35, NO 3, P 3,
JAN 1989.
CRAMER, MARIAN. BERT MATHEWS, PRAIRIE EDUCATOR - A STUDY OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING AT "STATE". DAKHIST, NO 19TH, P XXIV.Cl, 1987.
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY - FACULTY
DAKOTA IMAGES : NIELS EBBESEN HANSEN., SDHIST, V 17., NO I , P 92+, .1987.. ; /
ERNEST L;"BUCKLEY AWARD-ESTABEISHEDrBY^GOVERNOR:;ENCOURAGES^RESEAReHHEURS^
STRENGTHEN BONDS WITH INDUSTRY. "ECONDEV, V 3, NO ;<i, P 1, APR 1990. r,
- CRAMER, MARIAN. BERT MATHEWS, PRAIRlE EDUCATOR - A STUDY OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF
electrical ENGINEERING AT "STATE". DAKHIST, NO 19TH, P XXIV.Cl, 1987.
SOUTH, MARY. DODGING BULLETS FOR SEEDLINGS CNIELS HANSEN, PLANT EXPLORER, AND
THE WORK OF THE S.D. EXPERIMENT STATION). SDMAG, V 3, NO 3, P 37-38, AUG
1987.
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY ^ HORTICULTURE, FORESTRY, LANDSCAPE AND PARKS DEPT.
'BLANK-LIBRA, JANET. THE PRETTIEST 70 ACRE PATCH IN SOUTH DAKOTA (MCCRORY
GARDENS). SDMAG, V 4, NO 2, P 12-15, JUL 1988.
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY - WILDLIFE AND FISHERIES SCIENCES
WILDLIFE NOTES: SIMPSON ASSISTANT WORKS ON MALLARDS. CONSDIG, V 57, NO 5, P 27,
1990.
v> WILDLIFE NOTES: STATEWIDE CRAPPIE PROJECT. CONSDIG, V 58, NO 3, P ,27, 1991.
ANDERS, PAULy BERRY, CHARLES JR. PRODUCING ELECTRICITY AND FISH: STUDIES
CONDUCTED AT THE BIG STONE POWER PLANT MAY MEAN YOU'LL CATCH MORE FISH.
CONSDIG, V 54/ NO 3, P;20-2I, 1987.
BERRY, CHARLES JR.; WALTNER, CHANTEL; WOLTERS, JAMES D. STUDYING GLACIAL LAKE
WALLEYES. CONSDIG, V 56, NO 2, P 17-19, 1989.
BETTROSS, EDWARD; WILLIS, DAVID. FASTER GROWING FISH. CONSDIG, V 56, NO 1, P
• 16-18, 1989.
'"DIETER, CHARLES D.: BEAVER IN SOUTH DAKOTA. CONSDIG, V 56, NO 1, P 6-11, 1989.
SMITH, RANDY L.; HOME-GROWN WOODIES. CONSDIG, V 54, NO 2, P 12-16, 1987.
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY CAMPANILE
FISH, GENEViEVE. SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY'S 'SINGING SILO' OR THE
CAMPANILE. DAKHIST,, NO 21ST, 1989.
SOUTH DAkOTA TRANSPORTATION TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER SERVICE (SDSU, BROOKINGS,- S.D.)
. SOUTH DAKOTA TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER CENTER ESTABLISHED. COUNTY, V 35, NO 3, P 3,
JAN 1989.
TRANSPORTATION SERVICE RECEIVES FEDERAL GRANT. COUNTY, V 37, NO 1, P 3, JAN
1991.
T3S RECEIVES FEDERAL GRANT CTRANSPORTATION TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER SERVICE).
MUNICIPAL, V 57, NO 8, P 10, FEB 1991.
- MEISTER, BOBBY L. technology TRANSFER SERVICE FUNDING PROPOSAL. COUNTY/rV 36,




v;~;,;iAvTASTE ;OF<SQUtH,DAKOTA. -ECONDEV, V 3, NO 3, P 9, MAR 19^^
BEEFY OPPORTUNITIES (S.D. PR0PUC^^^^ SDMAG, V 4, NO 4, P 42+, NOV 1988.
r DAKOTA BREAD RISES foVTHE OCCASION. SDMAG, V 3, NO 3, P 14+, AUG 1987.
"discovering HOMEMADE CMADE IN DAKOTA PRODUCTS COME OF AGE). SDMAG, V 3, NO 1, P
29, APR 1987. ;
i KIDDIN' AROUND CCHIEDREN'S CLOTHING. BUSINESS)-IS NO JOKE for ; HAVTI..WOMAN
ECONDEV,VV 3, NO Si P 3y MAY 1990.
/: MUSEUM STbRES OFFER^jSOUTH DAKOTA; PRODUCTS . HISTNOTES, V 7, NO 2," P 3, -FAL 1991.
ECONDEV, V 2, NO 7, P 6, SEP 1989.
SKUNKCREEK HONEY; CREATIVE MARKETING SPELLS SUCCESS FOR COMPANY. ECONDEV, V 4,
NO 6, P 4, JUL 1991. ; /
SOUTH DAKOTA MADE CONTINUES TO GROW. ECONDEV, V 4, NO 5, P 4, MAY 1991.
TRADE SHOW PROMOTES SOUTH DAKOTA PRODUCTS. ECONDEV, V 1, NO 1, P 7, MAY 1988.
SOUTH DAKOTA, STATE 0E;; S - SID.; DAKOTA TERRITORY
•• : ;?centennial':spegial': -d^ographic HISTORY OF south:DAKOTA: migration; CENSUSDATA,
. V 3, NO 7, P. 1-5, OCT 1988. ,
r EAST DAKOTA ("DAKOTA" NEW ADVERTISING VOGUE). SDMAG, V 2, NO 5, P 14-15, JAN
v.- •1987.-;
EASY MONEY IS GONE (MICKELSON SLOW TO ANGER ABOUT TEXAS AD DEROGATORY TO.SOUTH
^ : .V OCT 1987.
GASQUE, THOMAS J. THE ROLE OF JOSEPH WARD IN THE FOUNDING OF SOUTH DAKOTA.
DAKHIST, NO 19TH, P XXI.Cl, 1987.
HOLIEN, (iAROLES.SHH...DON'T MENTION THE SUNSETS! SDMAG, V 4, NO 4, P 42, NOV
; . .1988.; : •
: sdUTH DAKOTA!?! SDMAG, V 4, NO 5, P 4-5, JAN 1989.
- VlHUNHOFF,f BEIRNIE. ;:SOUTH DAKOTA^S CACTUS PICNIC (ANNUAL S.D. PICNIC IN MESA,
^ : < ft vARIZbNA) .vi^SDMA6, iiV 3^ N0; lV
V^ SDMAG, V 4, NO 2, P 40+, JUL 1988.
LAMAR, HOWARD R. PERSPECTIVES ON STATEHOOD: SOUTH DAKOTA'S FIRST QUARTER
^ CENTURY; 1889-1914. SDHlST, V 19/ NO 1, P 2-25, 1989.
MCBRIDE, BOB." SOUTH DAKOTA TRENDS: 1970-1985 - THOUGHTS ON A TRIP THROUGH
SOUTHERN S.p.:,AUGUST 1985. DAKHIST, NO 18TH, P 163-167, 1986.
S RAASCH, CHUCK. 'COLD, mGHTX: .FIGHTING MISCONCEPTIONS. -SDMAG,. V 6,, NO 4, .P ,
31-33, SEP 1990.
r vSAMP, ARDYCE. GOVERNbR WiLLIAM A. JAYNE: THE ROOTS OF STATEHOOD FOR SOUTH-
DAKOTA. DAKHIST, NO 19TH,P XXI.B1+, 1987.
WILLIAMS, ELIZABETH; VAN HEUKELOM, CAROLA; PETERSEN, KRISTINE; KAROLEVITZ, BOB.
OUR STATE OF MIND. SDMAG, V 5, NO 5, P 24-28> JAN 1990;
"sbUTH:>PAsb^RoAb••;\V••'•"
V • ^bEATTY; JOHN. THE NOBLES TRAIL AND THE MISSION TO MOSCOW. DAKHIST, NO 22, P
110-123, 1990.
KVERNES, DAVID M. THE NOBLES ROAD: IGNOBLE VENTURE. DAKHIST, V 22, P 513-523,
.1990. V-
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SbVEREIGN IMMUNITY SEE GOVERNMENT LIABILITY
^^sovereignty
CABLE, KEIThI ROSEBUD V. SOUTH DAKOTAiHOW DOES TRIBAL SOVEREIGNTY AFFECT
-DETERMINATION OF STATE JURISDICTION ON RESERVATION HIGHWAYS? LAW, V 36, NO 2,
P fiOO-418>ri991.
CLAYTON, THOMAS W. BRENDALEV. YAKIMA NATION: DIVIDED SUPREME COURT CAN'T AGREE
' OVER WHO MAY ZONE NONMEMBER FEE LANDS WITHIN RESERVATION. LAW, V. 36, NO 2, P
327-357, 1991.
• \ GOVER; STEisON; iWILLIAMSy: PVC.; 5TRIBAL>STATE DTSPUTE^iRESOLUTION :; RECENT^^v -
ATTEMPTS. LAW, V 36, NO 2, P 277-298, 1991.
• 'r poMMERSHEIMi FRANK: TRIBAL-STATE RELATIONS: HOPE TOR THE FUTURE? vLAW, 'V-36, NO
2, P 239-276, 1991.
SMITH, PHILIP J. INDIAN SOVEREIGNTY AND SELF-DETERMINATION: IS A MORAL ECONOMY
POSSIBLE? AN ESSAY. LAW, V 36, NO 2, P 299-328, 1991.
SPAFFORD, FREDERICK A. (1855-1922)
« ^SAMP^^ARDYCE.MFREDERICK' Av SPAFFORD, M.D. (1855-1922). DAKHIST, NO 18TH, P
715-733, 1986.
SPANISH-AMERICAN WAR SEE WAR OF 1898
SPARKS, EARL S.
• ANDERSON, KAREN. \A HISTORY OF THE DEANSHIP OF THE SCHOOL OF, BUSINESS, THE
.tUNIVERSITY OF SOUTH DAKOTA. BUSREV, V A9, NO I, P 7-9, SEP 1990.,-
SPARROWS •
• ' TALLMAN, DAN. BANDING RECOVERIES OF SOUTH DAKOTA BIRDS, PART 3: SPARROWS AND
FINCHES. BIRD) V 42, NO 3, P 55-59, SEP 1990.
WEEKES; KEN.. BIRD TALKT THE SAVANNAH SPARROW. CONSDIG,-V 56, NO 5, P 24-25,
••• 1989.
SPEARFISH CANYON
BOARD DESIGNATES SPEARFISH CANYON WATERSHED AS SPECIAL AND UNIQUE. TIPS, V 6,
NO 2, P 1-2, APR 1991.
FUTURE IMPACTS TO SPEARFISH CANYON. TIPS, V 5, NO 6, P 7-8, SEP 1990.
HOMESTAKE TO TRADE AND SELL SPEARFISH CANYON LANDS. TIPS, V 5, NO 6, P 6-7, SEP
1990.
SPEARFISH CONAYON NOMINATED AS SPECIAL AND UNIQUE AREA. TIPS, V 5, NO 6y P 5-6,
•. SEP 1990. '
SPEARFISH CREEK: HALF A STREAM. TIPS, V 5, NO 6, P 1-5, SEP 1990.
SPECIAL AND UNIQUE-LANDS REGS FINALLY ADOPTED : HEARING SET. TIPS, V 5, NO 8, P
7-8, DEC 1990.
SPECIAL ISSUE: SPEARFISH CANYON. TIPS, V 5, NO 6, PI, SEP 1990.
SPEARFISH CREEK
FUTURE IMPACTS TO SPEARFISH CANYON. TIPS, V 5, NO 6, P 7-8, SEP 1990.
GROUPS LAUNCH EFFORT TO PROTECT SPEARFISH CREEK. TIPS, V 5, NO 8, P 3-4, DECV,;. 1990. V'
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^0MESTAKE:T0 TI?AfiE ^ND:^SEL^^ tips, V 5, NO 6, P 6-7, SEP
1990.
>SPEARFISH CGNAYGN NOMINATED AS- SPECIAL AND UNIQUE AREA. TIPS, V 5, NO 6, P 5-6,
• ,;;>;^;-H^iSEP-T99G...-^^.
! ; 5 SPEARFISH C^EEKl'HALR A^^ 5, NO 6, P 1-5, SEP 1990.
; rSPECIAL ISSUEV ;SPEAR^ CANYON. TIPS; V 5, NO 6, P I, SEP 1990.
HlGBEE, PAUL. -THERE'S LOTS TO SEE AND DO IN 'THE QUEEN CITY.' SDMAGi V 7, NO
A, P 43, NOV 1991.
.. TOWNSEND, ROBERT . BOARD :^APl?ROVES NOMINATION OF- SPEARFJSH CANYON WATERSHED TO.
C 'r SPECIAL AND unique LIST;^ WATER, V 5i,::N0 1, P TO, SPR 1991.
^PEARFISH NATIONAL FISH, HATCHERY CSPEARFISH, S.D.)
D.C. BOOTH (1988 HALL OF FAME HONOREE - PROFESSIONAL). HERITAGE, V 14, NO 4, P
.. 26, 1988.
SPEARFISH, S.D.
(:DBG STIM^ 1, NO 1, P 6, MAY 1988.
' ^ :fe ,HIGH^ PLAINS:"rWbRTHWHE« WAT^^^^^
-ECONDEV, V 1, no 3, P 5, JUL.1988. , :
, )^SPEARFISHrCREEK: HALF A STREAM. TIPS, V 5, NO 6, P 1-5, SEP 1990.
GLOVER, RON. HOME IMPROVEMENT FOR BLACK HlLLS TROUT. CONSDIG, V 54, NO 1, P
. 8-11, 1987. .
iK HlGBEE, PAUL. - SPEARFISH: MORE THAN JUST A PRETTY PLACE. SDMAG, V' 7, NO 4, P
39-46, NOV 1991.
HIGBEE, PAUL. THERE'S LOTS TO SEE AND DO IN 'THE QUEEN CITY.' SDMAG, V 7, NO
4, P 43, NOV 1991. \
SPECIAL AND UNIQUE lANDS
-BOARD DEiSlGNATES SPEARFISH canyon WATERSHED AS SPECIAL AND UNIQUE. TIPS, V 6,
NO 2, P 1-2, APR 1991.
' :''-^GRAVEN'CANVOH NQMINAtiOR; SUBMITTEDr TIPS; V 6,^^ 4, APR 1991.
DANBY PARK BUGTOWN GULCH NOMINATION SUBMITTED. TIPS, V 6, NO 2, P 3-4, APR
1991.
V DOME MOUNTAIN- Lost GULCH REFUGE NOMINATED. TIPS, V 6, NO 2, P 2-3, APR 1991.
SPEARFISH CdNAYON nominated AS SPECIAL AND UNIQUE AREA. TIPS, V 5, NO 6, P 5-6,
SEP 1990. ;-..
special AND UNIQUE LANDS NOMINATIONS FACETNDUSTRY OPPOSITION. TIPS, V 5, NO 5,
; ; P 2-3, AUG 1990. , V
SPECIAL AND UNIQUE LANDS REGS, FINALLY ADOPTED : HEARING SET. TIPS, V 5, NO 8, P
7-8, DEC 1990.
SPECIAL AND UNIQUE LANDS REGULATIONS ADOPTED. TIPS, V 5, NO 4, P 2-4, JUN 1990.
WHITEWOOD CREEK SUPERFUND SITE NOMINATED AS SPECIAL AND UNIQUE. TIPS, V 6, NO
; 5, P 4-5, SEP 1991. • •
SPECIAL EDUCATION
BRESLOW, KEN. LRE: AN UNSATISFACTORY EDUCATIONAL PROCESS FOR DEAF AND
HARD-OF-HEARING CHILDREN. SDREP, V 5, NO 2, P 10-11, DEC 1989.
HAMILTON, JOHN A. EIGHTH CIRCUIT COURT OF APPEALS AFFIRMS SPECIAL EDUCATION
DECISION. SDREP, V 6, NO 3, P 1-2,12, APR 1991.
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HAMILTON, JOHN A. EVERYTHING? YOU EVER WANTED TO KNOW ABOUT SPECIAL EDUCATION
DUE PROCESS HEARINGS. SDREP, V A, NO 2, P 6,11, DEC 1988.
...HAMILTON,^ PARENTS IN EHA DISPUTE WITH RAPID
' V CITY SCHOOL DISTRICT.• SDREP; V 5>;^N0 3, P 1,7^
HAMILTON, JOHN A. IS YOUR SPECIAL EDUCATION CHILD HEARING GRADUATION? SDREP, V
: 6, NO 1, P to;; AUG 1990.
HAMILTON,i JOHN A., PARENTS' RIGHTS IN SPECIAL EDUCATION: ARE YOU GETTING YOURS?
: (PART ONE). SDREP, V 5, NO 2, P 2,5,12, DEC 1989.
HAMILTON, JOHN A. -PARENTS' RIGHTSTN SPECIAL EDUCATION: ARE YOU GETTING YOURS?
. ; (PART TWO) . ' SDREP, V 5, NO 3;. P, 2-3+,, APR 1990.
HAMILTON^ JOHN A. QUESTIONS ANSWERED ABOUT ESY (EXTENDED SCHOOL YEAR). SDREP,
V^, NO 1, P 2,12, AUGa990. ,
HAMILTON, JOHN A., SDAP CLIENTS SUCCESSFUL IN SPECIAL EDUCATION DUE PROCESS
PROCEEDINGS AGAINST RAPID CITY SCHOOL DISTRICT. SDREP, V 4, NO 3, P 1, APR
1989.
HAMILTON, JOHN A. SPECIAL EDUCATION TRANSPORTATION REINBURSEMENT IS NOT INCOME
FOR TAX PURPOSES. SDREP, V 3, NO 3, P 2, APR 1988.
HAMILTON, JOHN a; SPECIAL EDUCATION TRANSPORTATION REVISITED. SDREP, V6, NO
2, :P 2-3, DEC 1990,
H^^ THINGS YOU NEED TO KNOW ABOUT TRANSPORTATION AS A-RELATED
SERVICE.^ SDREP, V 5, NO-
- KEAN, ROBERT J. "^INSURANCE PAYMENTS FOR SPECIAL EDUCATION EXPENSES. SDREP, V 3,
NO 3> P 1,8, APR 1988.
SCHADE, NANCY L;i HAMILTON, JOHN A. CONSUMER CORNER: TRANSITIONING TO THE
. REHABILITATION SERVICE DELIVERY SYSTEM. SDREP, V 6, NO .3,,.P .5,7, APR 1991.
5PECIAL 9|^ MPICS ;
MOUM, KEN. JERRY MCKINNIS: 'THE FISHIN HOLE' HOST IS KNOWN FOR HIS SIMPLE
ANGLING PHILOSOPHY. CONSDIG, V;56, NO 1, P 2-5, 1989.
special RESOURCES MANAGEMENT
jwSPECIAL RESOURCES MANAGEMENT OPENS SDvOFFICE. TIPS, V 3, NO 7, P 5-6, NOV 1987.
SPECIALTY MILLS INCORPORATED (ARLINGTON, S.D.)
BOARD APPROVES SIX REDI FUND LOANS. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 4, P 3, APR 1989.
NeDI LOAN BUSINESSES SERVE AS CATALYST. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 6, P 1, AUG 1989.
SPECIES
V WRAP-UP: WHAJIS; A SPE^ CONSDIG, V 54, NO 6, P 26^27, 1987
SPEECH RECOGNITION (COMPUTER) -
: FERGUSdN,tHOMASV CONSUMER CORNER: ADVOCACY: A POSITIVE APPROACH TO*
REHABILITATION SERVICES AND TECHNOLOGY. SDREP> V 5, NO 1, P 3,12, AUG 1989.
SPEECH, language AND HEARING DISORDERS
ROEGiERs, Charles; THE ist commandment of business communications: being
AUDIBLE. BUSREV, V 45, NO 3, P 8,12, MAR 1987.
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ISPEECHES, ADDRESSES, ETC.
15, NO 8, P 31, 1969.
V M DELIVERS STATE OF STATE MESSAGE - SAYS "NO" TO
INCOME TAX. MUNICIPAL, V 56, NO 8, P 10, FEE 1990.
r EIG^^ AWARENESS WEEK. INDIAN, NO 123, P 10-11, JUN 1990.
r ;MICKELS0N OUTLINES PLANS FOR SOUTH DAKOTA CSTATE OF THE STATE ADDRESS).
MUNICIPAL, V 57, NO 8, P 10, FEE 1991.
>-V VIN JR. DELIVERS KEYNOTE.ADDRESS AT USD LAW SYMPOSIUM...INDIAN, NO .
123, P 4, JUN 1990.
ASHLEY, VERNON L. KiksUYAr^^^^ V 15, NO 8, P 28^31, 1989.'
: EAER, LINDA. A CENTENNIAL SALUTE: THE PEOPLE AND PLACES OF SOUTH DAKOTA.
CENSUSDATA, V 4, NO 3, P 1-3, APR 1989.
KlLlAN, THOMAS. PASSING IT ON (SPEECH TO S.D. STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY).
DAKWEST, V 13, NO 3, P 32,vSEP 1987.
i'Si^EDY; TRIAL "v,/:;- ';
\ MOORE, UaMES E. state'V. HOFFMAN: THE 180-DAY RULE AND A LACK OF BALANCE. LAW,
^ : V 33,;,-N0 1, P 165-180, a988.
•SPfel3ER,;-"MiKR '^'
SANEORN, MICHAEL. MIKE SPEISER. INSIDE, V 2, NO 3, P 26-29, WIN 1991.
SPILLS .SEE CHEMICAL SPlUSji PETROLEUM SPILLS >
.^INK, AL'-;;-;;: ... -
/ kEMP, DAVlbC J EASEEALL PIONEERS AND DAKOTA PIONEERS.
DAKHIST, NO 19TH, P XXIV.Al, 1987.
SPINK, CHARLES (1863-191A)
'/^^KEMMDAVlbv^^JOEPlannerH;ANDVTHE"SPINKSi?E PIONEERS AND DAKOTA PIONEERS.
, DAKHIST, NO 19TH,P XXIV.Al, 1987. :
Spirit MOUND (CLA^
SAVING SPIRIT MOUND (cLaY COUNTY CITIZENS ATTEMPT TO PRESERVE HISTORIC MOUND).
, SRMAG, :V 3, NO L,^ P 31^
HERTZ, KELLY. THE NEW SPIRITS OF SPIRIT MOUND. SDMAG, V A, NO A, P 8-11, NOV
SPIRY, JOHN ^ •
STALHEIM, OLE. EARLY VETERINARIANS OF DAKOTA TERRITORY. DAKHIST, NO 22,..P
914-921, 1990.
WEINREIS, ANNA MARIE. MARIJUANA PLANE BUST MAKES AKASKA FAMOUS. DAKHIST, NO
22, P 1025-30, 1990. - •
SPLIT CREEK MOUNDS (BRANDON, S.D.)
LUECK, EDWARDJ. TWO EARLY (PETTIGREW) PICTURES:OF THE SPLIT:ROCK CREEK MOUNDS .
(39MH6). DAKHIST, NO 21ST, 1989.
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SPLIT ROCK CREEK AQUIFER
f;. ; , :SPLIJ,ROCK, CREEK AQUIFER STUDY. WATER, V 2, NO 3, P 5, NOV 1988.
SPORTS SEE ALSO THE NAMES OF SPECIFIC SPORTS
„ ED KEENE: unofficial KING OF THE SKI SLOPES ON THE MOUNTAINS OF SOUTH DAKOTA.
SDMAG, V 6, NO 5, P 34-36, JAN 1991.
ANDERSON, SALLY. POLO: NOT JUST FOR RALPH LAUREN. INSIDE, V 1, NO 1,.P 41-43,
SUM 1990.
ANDERSONi i SALLY; ' RODEOS - PART -OF!fBLACK HILLS ^HERITAGE. ;. INSID&,.;Y.ac NO 1, P
3Z-33+, SUM 1990.
BONNARV PENNY.;^^-P INSIDE, V 2, NO 4, P 48-49, SPR 1991.
DEMERSSEMAN, KRIStlE. RUSHMORE SOCCER CLUB. INSIDE, V I, NO 1, P 24, SUM 1990.
JUNEK, BRUCE. MOUNTAIN BIKING: A SPORT FOR THE 9D'S. INSIDE, VI, NO 1, P
25-26+, SUM 1990.
KAPITAN, COLIN. WORLD'S FASTEST HUMAN. SDMAG, V 6, NO 3, P 38-39, JUL 1990.
As%W:MlTeHELif> P DAKOTA BASKETBALL. : INSIDE, V 2, NO 3, P 48-49, WIN 1991.
SPORTSCASTERS
PECHA^, BEVE^RLY. VERNE SHEPPARD IS VOICE OF WESTERN SOUTH DAKOTA CHALL OF FAME
HONOREE - COMMUNICATIONS). HERITAGE, V 16, NO 3, P 28-29, FAL 1990.
SPOTTED tAIL;C1833-1882) SEE SINTE GLESKA Ci833-1882)
SPRING CSEASON)
:: . MOUM, KEN. S.Dr HEADWAtERS: THE TEMP^^ OF SPRING. FINS, V 6, NO 4, P 4,
. APR 1987.
MOUM, ken: seasons DON'T follow calendar. CONSDIG, V 56, no 6, P 1, 1989.
SPRINGFIELD, S.D.
CDBG GRANTS AWARDED. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 6, P 5, AUG 1989.
SPRUCE TREES
ODE, DAVE. DAKOTA FLORA: BLACK HILLS SPRUCE. CONSDIG, V 56, NO 5, P 29, 1989.
SQUIRRELS
SVENSON, sally; DAKOTA NATURALIST:-A LONG WINTER NAP. .CONSDIG,:V ,58,^NO,.5, P
22-23, 1991.
ST..JOE MINERALS CORPORATION
: L^ Threatened over mining permit moratorium, tips, v 3, no 4,,p 5, jun
" ••• 1987.
MINE PERMIT AND AMENDMENT ONSLAUGHT CONTINUES. TIPS, V 3, NO 9-10, P 3-4, MAY
. 1988.
ST. JOE HEAP LEACH APPLICATION IN. TIPS, V 3, NO 2, P 2, APR 1987.
ST. JOE NEXT IN LINE FOR HEAP/SURFACE MINE PERMIT. TIPS, V 3, NO 1, P I> FEB
; 1987.
; ST. JOE ON ROCKY ROAD. TIPS, V 3, NO 4, P 4-5, JUN 1987.
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TIP APPEAL DENIED: WAY CLEARED FOR BIG SELL-OFF OF PUBLIC LANDS TO MINING
COMPANIES. TIPS, V A, NO 2, P 3, AUG 1988.
LA;.MR.APPEALS-BLACK'vHILLS-^LAND GIVEAWAY..T:0.:ST. JOE GOLD. TIPS, V 3, NO 9-10, P 2,
MAY 1988.
r ^ ST. PIERRE, JOHN (1902-1977)
WHO'S WHO AMONG THE SIOUX: JOHN ST. PIERRE. INDIAN, NO 116, P 5, AUG 1988.
stagecoach ROBBERIE^^
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;;;sTE'pHANvys:.Dv^T;:Vy:- •
;MAIERS,:^R, A BRIEF HISTORY GF STEPHAN (1886-1986). DAKHIST, NO 21ST, 1989.
STEPHENS, JAMES
DAVID. FENIAN ACTIVITY IN DAKOTA TERRITORY. DAKHlST, V 22, P 481-500,
^tEVENS; tALBERT-W.
DAKHIST, NO 22, P 999+, 1990.
STEVENS, S.D. SEE NORTH SIOUX CITY, S.D.
STOCK DAMS
BASS PONDS. DAKCOUNT, V 2, NO 4, P 28-32, APR: 1988.
; yMOUM, KENr stock DAMS. FINS, V 6, NO 5, P
79, MAY 1987.
STOECKER, MARTHA . SEE^^^N MARTHA STOECKER
: '^'STONEtuTTlNiG;^ :^^ .H'-V-.
OLSON, MARY K. FATHER'S WORK IS SET IN STONE. SDMAG, V 3, NO 4, P 45-46> OCT
•7;:, 71987.,; '77 \
STORAGE TANKS " : 7
HANSONi DENNIS. 7 UNDERGROUND STORAGE TANK FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY. COUNTY, V
36, Nq :l0, P 6-7v OCT 1990.
STORIES SEE CHILDREN'S STORIES; CHRISTMAS STORIES; SHORT STORIES; MEM0lRS;7HUM0R0US
/ WRITINGS
"^•••••STbRMs;^ 7'- 'yV7'• V.V,
H0FFER^:;MARV,: PRAIW^^ THUNDERSTORM. SDMAG, V 6, NO 2, P 14-15, MAY 1990.




TALES. ON^JrHE,.FRONTIERt..^.^^^^^ NO 6, P 28, MAR 1991.
STRAND, NEAL
LEADERSHIP CHANGES HANDS. COUNTY,,V 36, NO 1, P 4-5, SEP 1989.
STRASSER, JOEL
: - HUNHOFF;' BERNIE z PHOTOGRAPHING SOUTH DAKOTAi' ^JOEL; STRASSER ?" SDMA&, :V :2v ^NO 5,
P 20-25, JAN 1987.
" STRATOSPHERE EXPEDITIONS - U.S.
VAUGHAN, RUTH. STATOSPHERE BALLOON. DAKHIST, NO 22, P 999+, 1990.
STREETS
SORENSON, BARBARA. 1 LIVE ON NINDE STREET. (STREET NAMES IN MITCHELL, S.D.).
'DAKHIST, NO 18TH, P 262-267, 1986.
.STRIKES AND LOCKOUTS -SEE-LABOR DISPUTES
STROPPEL HOTEL (MIDLAND, S.D.)
MIDLAND SPELLS RELIEF (STROPPEL HOTEL AND HOT MINERAL BATHS). SDMAG, V 2, NO 6,
P 16-19, FEB 1987.
MILLER, JOHN. A DIFFERENT SORT OF PLACE ON YOUR WAY TO THE BLAtiK.HILLS.
DAKWEST, V 13, NO 1, P 13-15, MAR 1987.
STRUCK BY THE REE (1804-1888)
. WHO'S WHO AMONG THE SIOUX:. STRUCK BY THE REE. INDIAN, NO 116, P 4+, AUG 1988.
STUDENT LIFE
-p " '^BUNflf;'%RTV")^DORM-^DAY^:: STuDeNT LIFE AND PERCEPTIONS AT NORTHERN NORMAL
1904-1940. DAKHIST, NO 20TH, P 549-560, 1988.
' MASHEK, CAROL M. SIOUX FALLS UNIVERSITY CELEBRATED THE GAY NINETY'S: NERVOUS
BREAKDOWNS, SUICIDE AND STRIKES. DAKHIST, NO 20TH, P 165-184, 1988.
MILLER, JOHN. END OF AN ERA: DESMET HIGH SCHOOL CLASS OF 1912. SDHIST, V 20,
NO 3, P 185-206, 1990.
STUDENT RECORDS SEE EDUCATIONAL RECORDS
STUDENTS
BELLE FOURCHE STUDENTS COOKING UP A STORM. ECONDEV, V 4, NO 4, P 5, APR 1991.
BELLE FOURCHE STUDENTS HELP iN GOLD DESIGNATION. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 9, P 4, NOV
1989.
chamberlain STUDENTS FORM YOUTH ADVISORY BOARDv ECONDEV, V 4, NO 4, P 4,,APR
„• -i??!; : • •-••I ;
HOWELL, (iYNTHlA; WORLDS AWAY, YET RIGHT AT HOME (JAPANESE.STUDENTS AT NATIONAL
COLLEGE). INSIDE, V 2; NO 5, P 22, SUM 1991.
7. ; . f , ,,milLER, ,<JOHN . .r-END OF AN ,ERA: -D SDHIST, V 20,
NO 3, P'185:206; 1990. ;
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STURGEON ;
^^0.ANGLER;LANDS RECORD STURGEON (^0 POUNDS). DAKCOUNT, V 5, NO 1, P 27. JAN
7 ^^WILDLIFE NbTES: UNUS (LARGEST STURGEON IN SOUTH DAKOTA), CONSDIG,
V 58, NO 1, P 27, 1991.
STURGiS RALLY SEE black HILLS MOTOR CLASSIC
.^.^STURGP,\S.D:,•
^ . DWNR APPROVES WATER; PERMIT FORJMOVIE. jiWATER, V 3> NO 1, P,6, JUL 1989. " K :
v>: 7> STURGIs7 WILDLIFE ( NO A, P 16, OCT 1987. \
HUNT, CHARLES E. THE HOUSE BY THE SIDE OF THE ROAD (POKER ALICE HOUSE).
DAKWEST, V. 13, NO 3, P 2A-27, SEP 1987.
LEE, ROBERT. ELLA, THE BELLE OF THE SEVENTH CAVALRY. DAKHIST, NO 2IST, 1989.
STURGIS, SAMUEL DAVIS (I822-I889)
i k>77lEE, ROB^Tv ?ELLA;EtHE BELLE OF THE SEVENTH CAVALRY. DAKHIST, N0 21ST, 1989.
suffrage: see; WOMEH ^ :SUFFRAGE ,
SUITS (LAW) SEE ACTIONS AND DEFENSES 7
,<i SULFiDE^;..;-;-\7.;-;Vr''''--v
BROHM SULFIDE EXPANSION MOVES FORWARD. TIPS, V NO 6, PI, MAR 1989.
7 AI V^BROHM'S GIL^f TIPS, V A, NO 7, P2-4, MAY 1989.
7 BROHMVS 3ULFIDE EXPANSION PLANS CHANGE AGAIN. TIPS, V 5, NO 7, P I-A, NOV 1990.
MAJOR NEW MINE PLAN KEPT QUIET. TIPS, V A, NO 3, P 1, OCT 1988.
;77 7s ONTBROHM'S expansion, tips, V 4, NO 7, P 1, MAY 1989.
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
; 7 7mORE THAN FUN IN tHE^;sUN (SUMMER YOUTH EMPLOYMENT). LABOR, P 1-2, MAR 1990.
7 SOUTH DAkqTA SUPE LABOR, P I, MAR 1987.
SUMMER INTERNS. HISTNOTES, V 3, NO 2, P 2, SEP 1987.
SUN
RAVENTON, EDWARD.- DAKOTA NATURALIST:. CELESTIAL TIMEKEEPERS. ^CONSDIG, V 55, NO
1, P 22-23, 1988^;
;SIJNDAL, JACOB (1867-1932)
:;J0RGENS0N, DEBORAH. D ONE IMMIGRANTS EXPERIENCE. DAKHIST, NO
3UNFISH,-0RANGE:SP0tfED7 7
7 WALSH, Richard. JEWELS of the james: fish species add a little color to the
MURKY WATERS OF THIS EASTERN SOUTH DAKOTA RIVER. , CONSDIG, V 58, NO 3, P 6-7,




bAVE; VDAKOTA^ FL0RA:?>THE!^G0MMQN»?SUNFL0WER. CGNSDIG, V 5A, NO 6, P 29,
V:-1987y-:
SUPERCONDUCTING SUPER COLLIDER
A SUPERCONDUCTING SUPERCOLLIDER- HERE?. TIPS, V 2, NO 9-10, P 3-4, JAN 1987.
DEPARTMENT OF WATER AND NATURAL RESOURCES PREPARES SUPER COLLIDER PROPOSAL.
. s WATER,. V 1, ;N0 1, P ly JUL 1987. ,
\ • NUCLfeAR WASTE options: AND SUPER COLLIDER.: tips;; ¥v3V NO 3,; P':5,:vMAY :1987y
.SUPER COLLIDER AND RADIOACTIVE WASTE. TIPS, V 3, NO 4, P 7, JUN 1987. ^
SUPER COLLIDER'S RADIOACTIVE WASTE ESTIMATES SHARPLY INCREASED. TIPS, V 3, NO
4, P 2-3, AUG 1987.
SUPERCONDUCTING SUPER COLLIDER. TIPS, V 3, NO 2, P 6-7, APR 1987.
SUPREME COURT - CASES SEE COURT CASES
SUPREME COURT - S.D.
HOADLEY, DIANE.V-SCHOOL:FINANCE POLICY: A LEGAL PERSPECTIVE. BUSREV,..V: 49, NO
. .4, P 1,4-7,;JUN 1991.:
SURBECK, L. HOMER (1902- )
OUR PUBLIC COLLEGES' CENTENNIAL ALUMNI - S.D. SCHOOL OF MINES AND TECHNOLOGY.
SDMAG, V 4; NO 4, P 40, NOV 1988.
^SURFACE MIKING SEE GOLd MINES AND MINING
SURVEYING
HANSEN, M.R. BRIEF HISTORY OF PUBLIC LAND SURVEYS AND HOMESTEADING IN SOUTH
DAKOTA, : DAKHIST, NO 20TH, P 395-398, 1988.
' ' LAUD 7TH CAVALRY AND THE NORTH AMERICAN
BOUNDARY SURVEY C1872-1875). DAKHIST, NO 20TH, P 91-95, 1988.
SUTTON, JOHN ERWIN (1898-1972)
LONDON, BONNIE. JOHN SUTTON WAS A LEADER IN LIVESTOCK (1991 HALL OF FAME
HONOREE). HERITAGE, V 17, NO 3, P 22-23, SEP 1991.
SVAREN, MARCUS (?-1918)
SVAREN, HELEN. MARKUS SVAREN, CIRCUIT RIDER. DAKHIST, NO 21ST, 1989.
SWALLOWS
TALLMAN, DAN.- BANDING RECOVERIES OF SOUTH DAKOTA BIRDS, PART 4; SWALLOWS,
WAXWINGS, SHRIKES, VIREOS, AND WARBLERS. BIRD, V 42, NO 4, P 76-80, DEC 1990.
SWANS
DHAEMERS, PAUL: THANKS FOR WILDFOWL.AND WETLANDS (HUNTING SWANS). CONSDIG, V
58, NO 4, P 13-14, 1991.
gunner; LARRY, rSAVORING THE MOMENTS: FIRST-TIME SWAN HUNTER WANTED A HUNT TO
REMEMBER—AND HE GOT IT. CONSDIG, V 58, NO 4, P 15, 1991.




r; w SVENSSON; .EVENSON, LILLIAN. SWANSON. ORPHAN, IMMIGRANT, PRAIRIE
-PIONEER:;: DAKHIST,^^^
SWEDISH CULTURE AND HERITAGE - S.D.
W.H. OVER MUSEUM TO CELEBRATE "THE YEAR OF NEW SWEDEN". HISTNOTES, V 3, NO 5, P
- 2, MAR ,1988.
SWANS0N>: ANNA SVENSSON; EVENSON, LILLIAN SWANSON. ORPHAN,"IMMIGRANT, PRAIRIEv-
: . V : PIONEER: - DAKHIST, V 22, P 203-213,v-1990. ,
.Sweet, GEORGE ,B.
/ THE SMALL-TOWN WESTERN IOWA
OPERA HOUSE - 1870-1915. DAKHIST, NO 22, P 747-761, 1990.
SWIFTS
TALLMAN, DAN. BANDING RECOVERIES OF SOUTH DAKOTA BIRDS, PART 1: WOODPECKERS,
SWIFTS, FLYCATCHERS. BIRD, V 42, NO 1, P 4-6, MAR 1990.
: SWIMMING
BROER, WES. , WATER USE CONFLICT SEEN ON LAKE OAHE. DAKCOUNT, V 2, NO 11, P 27,
NOV 1988.
SWITZERLAND - COMMERCE
/EXPORT NEWS:- TRAIL!. KING INDUSTRIES SHIPS LARGEST SWISS TRAILER ORDER. V ECONDEV,
V 1, NO 6, P 2, NOV 1988.
•PYMBib'siP..\!'.';v;
- 0 FLORA: THE BUSH MORNING-GLORY. CONSDIG, V 55, NO 4, P 29,
1988.
i.ui,TA9DR^ELIZ7yBETH BONDUEL MCCOURT DOP (D,1935)
i CALAMITY/& POKER ALICE "COME HOME" TO DEADWOOD. DEADMAG, V 1, NO 2, P 12-13,
MAY 1991.
TABOR, S.D. V
; KEAN; ROBERT J. bAKOTA OUTREACH PROJECT TRAINING. SDREP, V 7, NO 1, P 11, OCT
-, 1991.
: TAFT HOTEL CCHAMBERLAIN, S.D.)
, V-TAFT to MOVE AGAIN^^ NO 3, P 26, SEP 1989.
.TAFT/ WILLIAM HOWARD (1857-1930)
tlNGLEY, RALPH. FENCE-MENDING IN SOUTH DAKOTA: TAFT, 1911. DAKHIST, NO 18TH, P
. 5^2^^^
:TAIWAN - COMMERCE
EXPORT NEWS: TAIWANESE BUY SOUTH DAKOTA BEEF. ECONDEV, V 1, NO 6, P 2, NOV
1988.
• / •'GOVERNOPv/D ECONDEVr V 2, ' NO 4, P 8, APR 1989.r
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- ^ : SUBJECT INDEX
y : \,S EGONDEV, V 2, NO 5, P 1, JUN
1989,
; BUTTERWICKV DARRELL D,. COMMISSIONER'S COLUMN (TRADE RELATIONS WITH FAR EASTERN
^ V ^GOUNTRIESr. « EGONDEV 'NO-5y 2., JUN 1989.
TALLENT, ANNIE ERASER (1827-1901)
, MCCABE, ALLISON. ANNIE TALLENT, A LADY, A TEACHER, A PIONEER. HERITA8E, V I'f,
NO A, P 9, 1988.
, .v :4. ^<T^XATiON y SEE ADSO^AGRICULTURE r STAXATIONij; -AUTOMOBILES ,- .TAXATXON;^^INCOME TAXj >lOTHER
SPECIFIC TYPES OF TAXES
V; ^ ^ ATTORNEY'GENERAL OPINIONS OF INTEREST TO COUNTY GOV'T: OFFICIAL OPINION NO 89-25
' (TAXABILITY OF HOME USED BY HOS. ADM.). COUNTY, V 36, NO 2, P 17-18, NOV
1989.
ATTORNEY.GENERAL OPINIONS OF INTEREST TO COUNTY GOVERNMENT; OFFICIAL OPINION NO.
88-36 (FIRE INSURANCE PREMIUM TAX). COUNTY, V 35, NO A, P 13-14, MAR 1989.
ATTORNEY GENERAL OPINIONS OF INTEREST TO COUNTY GOVERNMENT: OFFICIAL OPINION NO.




i JS; ^#ATTORNEY GENERALs/OPINIONSr OPINION NO.Ji 89-03 (MUNICIPAL SALES TAX).
' • i ^ P 15, MAY 1989.
DAKOTA PROPOSITION II (TEXTJ. ^ 54, NO 10, P 16, APR 1988.
EXECUTIVErORDER 89-6 TA)( FAIRNESS AND GOVERNMENT COST EFFECTIVENESS COMMISSION.
COUNTY, V 35, NO 5, P 15, MAY 1989.
. MICKELSON OFFERS LAWMAKERS TWO OPTIONS (1992 BUDGET). MUNICIPAL, V 57, NO 7, P
10, JAN 1991.
motor VEHICLE LICENSE PRORATE. COUNTY, V 37, NO 6, P 4, JUN 1991.
NEW COMMISSION TO STUDY TAXATION. MUNICIPAL, V 55, NO 10, P 15, APR 1989.
SENATE BILL 121 - THE TAX LIMITATION BILL. COUNTY, V 35, NO 5, P 5, MAY 1989.
SOUTH DAKOTA MUNICIPAL.SALES TAX RATES (TABLE). MUNICIPAL, V 55, NO 1, P 5, JUL
1988.
V SOUTH DAKOTA TAXATION AND EXPENDITURE STRUCTURES, PART 1. MUNICIPAL, V 55, NO
• . V- , 7; P 8-9+, JAN. 1989.
SOUTH DAKOTA TAXATION AND EXPENDITURE STRUCTURES, PART 2. MUNICIPAL, V 55, NO
8, P 8-9+, FEB 1989.
SOUTH DAKOTA TAXATION AND EXPENDITURE STRUCTURES, PART 3. MUNICIPAL, V 55, NO
9, P 8-9+, MAR 1989.
TAX SAVINGS IS GOAL OF SHARED FOREIGN SALES CORP. ECONDEV, V 3, NO 8, P 4, SEP
• 1990. •
TAXABLE SALES COUNTIES.AND SELECTED CITIES IN SOUTH DAKOTA., BUSREV, V 45, NO 4,
P 9, JUN 1987.
TAXABLE SALES: COUNTIES :8 SELECTED CITIES IN SOUTH DAKOTA - BEG. WITH VOL. 46,
NO. 3 ; CHART IN EACH ISSUE OF SD BUS REV BUSREV.
TAXABLE SALES: COUNTIES AND SELECTED CITIES IN SOUTH DAKOTA. BUSREV, V 46, NO
1, P INSERT, SEP 1987.
THIS ENTIRE ISSUE OF SOUTH DAKOTA LAW REVIEW FOCUSES ON-THE TAX REFORM ACT OF
1986. LAW, V 32, NO 3, P 381-615, 1987.
: : - BABCOCK, GLADYS. LIQUOR TAX PETITION DRIVE COMPLETED. COUNTY, V 34, NO 1, P
: 15, SEP 1987.
, , - BROWN, RALPH J. SUPPORT FOR PUBLIC HIGHER EDUCATION IN SOUTH DAKOTA: A
t 2, P l;6-9, DEC 1987.
.V . / • ••• - 477 -
{ SUBJECT INDEX
'HAGEN:,: RONi bURsTAX'-SITUATION (PROPERTYATAXESO . - INSIDE, V 2, NO 6, P 5, FAL
HANSON, DENNIS. TAX EXEMPTS - A NATIONAL CONCERN. COUNTY, V 36, NO 8, P 1, JUL
;.r:Uvi.99D.:. ;r ; . ;;V:; : ^
HANSON,"DENNIS. UNDERSTANDING EQ COUNTY, V 37, NO 7, P 1-2, JUL
^;---\1991/;'r ;,<.--v .
HILL, JIM. A CHALLENGE FOR LOCAL GOVERNMENT CEDITORIAL). COUNTY, V 35, NO 6„ P
3, JUL 1989.
JOHNSON,TIM. STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT BONDS SHOULD-NOT, BE TAXED BY FEDERAL
: GOVERNMENT ?municipal, : VX55 10, P, 13, APR 1989. . T v
\JOHNSON^ TIM. WASHINGTON REPORT trMAIL jORDER TAXi ISSUE -REMAINS UNRESOLVED
;T MUNICIPAL> V 56/ NO 2, P 15, AUG 1989.
MlCKELSdN, GEORGE S.i "INTO OUR SECOND CENTURY": GOVERNOR REFLECTS ON 1990
: LEGISLATIVE SESSION. MUNICIPAL, V 56, NO 10, P 15, APR 1990.
MICKELSON, GEORGE S. "INTO OUR SECOND CENTURY": TAX FREEZE GIVES CITIES FINAL
T VOTE ON LOCAL TAX INGREASES. MUNICIPAL, V 56, NO 11, P 11, MAY 1990.
MICKELSON, GEORGE S.;CREATING SOUTH DAKOTA'S FUTURE: BUDGET AUSTERE, BUT
: V 57, NO 7, P lA, JAN 1991.
Mickeiso^fvG '^cREKtiNG South sDakota's future : tax i ssues affect budget
DECISIONS. MUNICIPAL, V 57, NO 9, P 14, MAR 1991.
MICKELSON; GEORGE S. V CREATING^SOUTH DAKOTA'S- FUTURE: VISION, IMAGINATION^NDti
.yCOMMONlSENSE NEEDED. MUNICIPAL, V 57, NO 10, P 10, APR 1991.
CMlCKELSbN; .GEORGE S. TAX COMMISSION SEARCHES FOR FAIR, HIGH-QUALITY-REVENUE
: SYSTEM. COUNTY; V 36, NO 7, P 3, JUN 1990.
iMbUMv KEN. FIFTY VEARS OF PITTMAN-ROBERTSON. CONSDIG, V 54, NO 1, P 23, 1987.
'nelson, NANCY. SOUTH DAKOTA PERSONAL INCOME UPDATE. BUSREV, V 49, NO,4, P
1,7-12, JUN 1991.
NlEsii LESTERESTATE OF PEARSON: . . .CONTEMPLATION OF DEATH FOR THE
S.D. INHERITANCE TAX UNDER S.D.C.L. 10-40-1(71. LAW, V 34, NO 1, P 137-157,
1989..,,•;,:/.. • , ' • '
OSBERG, LINDA. DAKbfA PROPOSITION II: ARBITRARY AND CAPRICIOUS. MUNICIPAL, V
; 54; NO 8, P 7, FEB:1988. ,
OSBERGi flNDA; '^ SAkbTA PROPOSITION II: TWO'BUDGETS THIS YEAR . MUNICIPAL, V 54, ,
NO 10, P 7, APR 1988. .
OSBERG, LINDA. DAKOTA PROPOSITION II: WHAT THEY ARE SAYING. MUNICIPAL, V 54,
, NO 9; Pf, MAR 1988.
OSBERG, Linda; DAKOTA proposition ii: what wouLd happen, municipal, V 55, NO
3, P 8, SEP 1988.
OSBERG, LiNbA;.bAkOTA PROPOSITION II: WHO WILL ANSWER THE QUESTIONS?
; MUNICIF^AL/vV 54; No 7, P 8-9, JAN 1988. ;
OSBERG, LINDA. .DAKOTA PROPOSITION ll: WHOSE TAXES WOULD BE LOWERED? MUNICIPAL,
V 54, N0;-12, P 8-9, JUN 1988.
OSBERG, LINDA. NEW ON THE BOOKS: WRAP-UP OF 1989 LEGISLATION OF INTEREST TO
MUNICIPALITIES.; :MUNICIPAL,^V 55, NO 10, P 8-9,15, APR 1989.
OSBERG,^^^- V,VEXATION. .MUNICIPAL, V 56, NO 1, P 12-13, JUL 1989.
PETERSV JEFF M. -jBED; BOaRD AND BOOZE TAXES IN SOUTH DAkOTA. BUSREV, V 45, NO
3, PI,4-5, MAR 1987.
PIERCE, NEAL R. ;PROP 13 TEN YEARS LATER:! ENTRENCHED, DIVISIVE, HAZARDOUS,
r- MUNICIPAL, V 55, NO 1, P 7,JJUL 1988.
•POS'P? '^eHOCK»A'^ ;SisO^;RERORTV:^COUNTIES RkcEIVE;TAX '^MONEY^FROM .SPORTSMEN, r FINS, V
. 6, NO 8, P 6, JUL 1987.
SUBJECT INDEX
V^ ii .: PRESSIiER; LARRy: ?^WASHiNGTON REPORT:/^SECTION 89 SHOULD BE REPEALED. MUNICIPALV
V ;56, NO A, P 15/ 0CT ;I989,
/RING/ RAYMOND JV SOUTH DAKOTA'S TAX BURDEN; AN UPDATE. BUSREV, V A6, NO 3, P
, 1,5-7, MAR 1988. •
RING/ RAYMOND J. TAXES, SPENDING/AND DAKOTA PROPOSITION II. BUSREV, V A7, NO
1, P 1,7-8, SEP 1988.
SMITH, PHILIP J.r THE TRlbAL TAX STATUS ACT AND THE TAX REFORM ACT OF 1986
CURRENT EFFECT ON INDIAN TRIBAL ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT. LAW, V 32,. NO 3, P s
602-615, 1987.
/ STEELE/ SUSAN N/v AGRICULTURAL^PROY
, 32, NO 3, Pv A^^^
' VIK, YVONNE. LOCAL GOVERNMENT IS THE BEST BET FOR THE MONEY."MUNICIPAL, V 58,
NO 5, PA, NOV 1991.
TAXATION -LAW AND LEiSISLATlbN SEE ALSO AGRICULTURE - TAXATION; AUTOMOBILES -
TAXATION; SPECIFIC TYPES OF TAXES
HERE'S WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW (EQUALIZATION). MUNICIPAL, V 57, NO 10, P 8, APR
.1991,.
DEBELTUS-ENEMARK/ BARBARA. RECENT EDUCATION FUNDING DECISIONS IN THE NATION AND
, '^^/THETR/EFF P 663-69A, 1991.
^ HAMILTON, JOHN A. SPECIAL .EDUCATION TRANSPORTATION- REIMBURSEMENT IS -NOT INCOME
; FOR TAX PURPOSES. ;SpREP,^^^Y NO 3, P 2, APR 1988.
MICKELSON, GEORGE S. CREATING SOUTH DAKOTA'S FUTURE - TAX ISSUES AFFECT BUDGET
DECISIONS/ COUNTY, V 37, NO 3, P 5, MAR 1991.
/tEA,"S.D; V
/ /NEW ROADS IN PERESFORD AND TM MUNICIPAL, V 58, NO 2, P 9, AUG 1991.
teachers /SEE also;ED^
. A teacher WHO^ M^^^ DIFFERENCE (RUTH HALLIGAN - HALL OF FAME HONOREE -
EDUCATION), heritage, V 16, NO 3, P 6-7, FAL 1990.
,r BROOKINGS TEACHER IS READERS DIGEST SCHOLAR (JANICE SEELEY). HUMAN, V 19, NO 2,
,-L?;,f/2;y/ABR
BRiOOKINGS teacher RECEIVES NEH AWARD (MARY FIEDLER). HUMAN, V 17, NO 2, P 2,
V/ MAY 1989.
THOMPSON NAMED NEH TEACHER FOR 1990 (WILLIAM R. THOMPSON). HUMAN, V 18, NO 2,
;// P 2, APR 1990.
WHAT DOES the FUTURE HOLD FOR SOUTH DAKOTA INDUSTRY? LABOR, P 1t3, AUG 1989.
CRAMER/ MARIAN. VBERTMATHEWS, PRAIRIE EDUCATOR - A STUDY OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING DAKHIST, NO-19TH, ,P XXIV.C1, 1987
DROMEY, JOE; /THE MAN WHO TAUGHT ABRAHAM LINCOLN AND THE TOWN IN WHICH. HE DIED.
DAKHIST, NO 19TH, P XII.El, 1987.
HALVERSON, MARY A. YANKTON PUBLIC SCHOOLS. DAKHIST, NO 18TH, P 310-320, 1986.
LEWIS, DALE. DAN CRONIN CHALLENGES STUDENTS AND PARENTS. HERITAGE, V 14, NO 4,
P 24, 1988. •
LEWIS/DALE. FRED (FRED WHITEFACE). HERITAGE, V 14, NO 3, P 38-39, 1988.
: LONDON, BONNIE. FROM ONE ROOM SCHOOL TO UNIVERSITY PRESIDENT (GILBERT FITE -
HALL OF FAME HONOREE - EDUCATION). HERITAGE, V 16, NOS, P 4-5, FAL 1990.
REHERi GWEN H. MY RURAL CAREER IN HYDE COUNTY. DAKHIST, NO 20TH, P 635-638,
1988. . :/ '
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TORMA/ CARb^LYNl t tiACHING'south DAKOTA HISTORY FROM HISTORIC SITE SURVEY.
HISTNpTES, V 5, NO 1, P 2, SUM 1989.
YOUNGER;-BERYL. \A TEACHER'S VIEW OF CORSON COUNTY AND THE COUNTY SEAT OF
MCINTpSH'IN THET''piRTY THIRTIES NO 19TH, P VI.A1+, 1987.
TEACHERS -COLLECTIVE,BARGAINING
-; ^ ^>KAUFMAN^GERRV/- '^S^ OF NEGiPTIATIONS AND TEACHER/SCHOOL;DIST. CONTRACTS AFTER
- : RAPID'CITY EDUC. ASS. V. RAPID CITY AREA SCH. DIST... LAW, V 32, NO I, P
126-1A5, 1987. ,
Tt^cHiNG'-^'
X. ^teaching' SOUTH DAKOTA history: from historic site survey. — '
: HISTNpTES, V 5, N P2; SUM 1989.
TEAMSTERS UNION
SANNES, ERLING N. UNION MAKES STRENGTH: ORGANIZING TEAMSTERS IN SOUTH DAKOTA IN
V THE 19303. SDHIST, V 18, NO 1-2, P 36-66, 1988.
:;tEchnical«;informat-ion;project; ! , .
^ ^A ^HISTORY-OF TIP'-S. I TIPS, V 6, NO- L, P 2-'i, MAR >1991..„
; : VS^ENVIRONMENTTVL' GRPURSrSE^ V A, ; NO 7, P 7, MAY 1989.
• ; HPW, DID TIP V 6, NO 1, P 1-2, MAR 1991,
^ i -JiNPEPEND^EHCE; AND,AUTONOMY. TIPS, V 6, NO 1, P 6, MAR 1991.
SPECIAL ISSUE ON TIP. TIPS, V 6, NP 1, P 1-12, MAR 1991.
> PTATEMENT^PFMISSION. TIPS, V-6, NO 5, P 6, SEP 1991.
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HUNHOFF, BERNIE. PLANT TREES! SDMAG, V 4, NO 6, P 4-5, MAY 1989.
THURMAN, STEPHEN. FOREST BUILDING ON THE PRAIRIE. SDMAG, V 3, NO 1, P 48+, APR
1987.
WRIGHT, TERRY. FABRIC FACTS AND MYTHS. CONSDIG, V 57, NO 4, P 4, 1990.
; ,,r . : -.WRIGHT,,JTERRY.: , NEW. TREE^PLANTING TECHNOLOGY FOR THE PRAIRIE. CONSDIG, V 57, NO
:rREE; RINGS
, WRAP-UP: LEARNING THE PAST FROM TREE RINGS. CONSDIG, V 54, NO 6, P 27, 1987.
TREES SEE ALSO THE NAMES OF SPECIFIC TREES
- DAKOTA TREE FACTS. SDMAG, V 6, NO 5, P 21, JAN 1991.
FORT SISSETON RESTORATION. HISTNOTES, V IV, NO 4, P 5, SPR 1989.
BEYERHELM, CARL. FORESTRY MANAGEMENT IN CUSTER STATE PARK. CONSDIG, V 54, NO
.1, P 16-19, 1987.
ODE, DAVE. DAKOTA FLORA: BLACK HILLS SPRUCE. CONSDIG, V 56, NO 5, P 29, 1989.
ODE, DAVE. DAKOTA FLORA: CEDAR TREES. CONSDIG, V 57, NO 1, P 29, 1990.
V :ode,?;daVE. 'DAK^ 55, NO 1, P 29, 1988.
ODE,:DAVE. DAKOTA FLORA: THE CHOKECHERRY. CONSDIG, V 54, NO 5, P 29, 1987.
RAVENTONi EDWARD. DAKOTA NATURALIST: THE PLAINS COTTONWOOD. CONSDIG, V 54, NO
3, P 24-25, 1987.
^ RILEY, STEVEN. STIMULATiNG ASPEN. CONSDIG, V 54, NO 1, P 20-22, 1987.
SOUGStAD, EDGAR W. - THE COTTONWOOD: SENTINEL OF THE PRAIRIE. SDMAG, V 4, NO 6,
P 5, MAY 1989.
THATCHER, ELAINE; DAKOTA DIAMONDS: DIAMOND WILLOW CANE WHITTLING IN-SOUTH
DAKOTA. DAKHIST, NO lOTH, P 405-410, 1986.
-THORESON, MAYWlN. -DAKOTA NATURALIST: LEAFY WONDERS. CONSDIG., V.56, NO 1, P
22-23, 1989.
THURMAN, STEPHEN. FOREST BUILDING ON THE PRAIRIE. SDMAG, V 3, NO 1, P 48+, APR
v; .1987.




ODE, DAVE. DAKOTA FLORA: SNOW TRILLIUM. CONSDIG, V 54, NO 2, P 29, 1987.
TRIPLE U ENTERPRISES - STANDING BUTTE RANCH (STANLEY COUNTY!
! : BUFFALO"^ FOOD. DAKWEST, V 13, NO 1, P 12, MAR 1987.
moviemaking AT MINNECONJOU CREEK. SDMAG, V 6, NO 6, P 7-12, MAR 1991.
; : V HUNHOFF, BERNIE^ U RANCH. SDMAG, V 6, NO 6, P 13-15, MAR
1991. ]
; LONDON, BONNIE." HOUCK; BUFFALO HIGHLIGHTitFOR COSTNER MOVIE. v-HERITAGE,.>V,:: 17, :;N0
1, P 8-9, MAR 1991.
TRIPP COUNTY
DAKOTA COUNTY: TRIPP COUNTY. CONSDIG, V 58, NO 3, P 24, 1991.
TRIVIA - SOUTH DAKOTA
.;i^}|SOUTH :rDAKOTAi.TRIMIA. ,;^C0UNTY,rVs34, NO 3, P 11, JAN 1988.
TROPHY FISH; ;:SEE ALSO FISHINGi
^ A;SUMMER OF SPECIAL FISHING. DAKCOUNT, V 2, NO 9, P 25, SEP 1988.
ESTABLISHING A STATE RECORD FISH. DAKCOUNT, V 5, NO 4, P.104, APR 1991.
HOW to LAND A NEAR7RECORD CATFISH. DAKCOUNT, V 2, NO 8, P 11, AUG 1988.
IT'S BEEN A GOOD SPRING FOR PIKE. DAKCOUNT, V 4, NO 5, P 28-30, MAY 1990.
Lake FRANCIS CASE YIELDS MONSTER WALLEYE. DAKCOUNT, V 4, NO 7, P 38, JUL 1990.
MORE TROUT RECORDS IN SD. DAKCOIINT, V 4, NO 7, P 36-37, JUL 1990.
NEW STATE RECORD MUSKIE. DAKOUT, V 6, NO 5, P 5, MAY 1991.
: d THE ICE (13-8 WALLEYE). DAKCOUNT, V 5, NO 4, P 67, APR
^ •/ 1991".- • ^ /
^'^ 'RECOiRd*BdEFAl!d PULLED"''FROMai\kE MITCH 4, NO 8, P 32-33, AUG
1990.
SD ANGLER LANDS B-I-G CATFISH (52 LB. 8 OZ.). DAKCOUNT, V 4, NO 10, P 27, OCT
1990,
SD ANGLER LANDS RECORD STURGEON (40 POUNDS). DAKCOUNT, V 5, NO 1, P 27, JAN
1991:
SD GUIDE BREAKS YEAR-OLD MUSKIE RECORD (24 LBS.). DAKCOUNT, V 3, NO 6, P 37,
JUN 1989.
" ; SD MUSKIE RECORD SHATTERED (32 LBS, 9 OZ). DAKCOUNT, V 5, NO 6, P 40-41, JUN
. 1991..• :•
• - SD RECORD LAKE TROUT (16 LBS.-l OZ.). .DAKCOUNT, V 4; NO 6, P 39,' JUN.1990. ,
SD'RECORD MUSKIE.L DAKCOUNT; V 1, NO 12, P 20, DEC 1987.
;W lSD WALLEYE WHOPPERSrSHOW BIG GAIN. DAKCOUNT, V 4i NO 2, P 28-31, FEB 1990. ;
SID WHOPPERS CONTINUE RISE. DAKCOUNT, V 3, NO 2, P 16-17, FEB 1989.
SIOUX FALLS ANGLER NABS SD RECORD SMALLMOUTH BASS (5 LBS.- 9 OZ.). DAKCOUNT, V
5, NO 11, P 33, NOV 1991.
A 'Aft^OyTH-qAKOTALREGORDn.FISH .i; « DAKCOUNT/ '^^ ^^ 4, P 105/;vARRcl;951.
SOUTH DAKOTAN WORKS B,A. CIRCUIT. DAKCOUNT, V 3, NO 3, P 30-32, MAR 1989.
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^ : TROPHY FISH STATISTICS i S EACH ISSUE OF DAKOTA COUNTRY
MAGAZINE. DAKCOUNT.
; ( TROUT RECORD SET. DAKOUT, V 6, NO 2, P A8, FEE 1991.
; y ' WILDLIFE NOTES: MUSKIE RECORD FALLS. CONSDIG, V 58, NO 3, P 27, 1991.
WILDLIFE NOTES: UNUSUAL RECORD SET (LARGEST STURGEON IN SOUTH DAKOTA). CONSDiG,
V 58, NO 1, P 27, 1991.
YOUNG, SD angler NABS BIG BLUE (CATFISH) . DAKCOUNT, V 5, NO-8, P 37-,,. AUG 1991.
, 1990 .;?bUTH DAKOTA WHOPPER REPORT. DAKCOUNT, V" 5, NO 2, P 33, FEE 1991.
- : ' > rnUETHER:, WILFRED. how t; CAUGHT: the- state RECORD-BROWN^TROUT. / CONSDIG^iV^'rSB, NO
; 3, P 16, 1991.
;; MOUM, KEN. SD ANGLER SETS MUSKIE RECORD (32-9). DAKCOUNT, V 2, NO 8, P 22-23,
AUG 1988.
NELSON, StEVE. SD YOUTH NETS BIG TROUT. DAKCOUNT, V 1, NO 8, P 31, AUG 1987.
TROUT
: BLACK HILLS TROUT PLAN ANNOUNCED. DAKCOUNT, V 5, NO 7, P A6, JUL 1991.
NO 7, P 36-37, JUL 1990.
" ^:,;v ^ new SD STATE «R LBS. .4 OZ.). DAKCOUNT, V 5, NO. 2, P 46-47,
. fee 1991.
•SD RECORD LAKE TROUT (16 LBS.-l OZ.). DAKCOUNT, V 4, NO 6, P 39, JUN 1990.
TROUT RECORD SET. DAKOUT, V 6, NO 2, P 48, FEE 1991.
WILDLIFE NOTES: BLACK HILLS TROUT PLAN REVIEW. CONSDIG, V 58, NO 4, P 2^ 1991.
WILDLIFE NOTES: NOT ALL BIG FISH GET CAUGHT. CONSDIG, V 57, NO 4, P 27, 1990.
^ FIELDER, DAVID. A NEW SCIENTIFIC NAME FOR RAINBOW TROUT. CONSDIG, V 57, NO 4,
•• • P 9, 1990.
FIELDER, DAVID. SKAMANIA: GAME, FISH AND PARKS HAS PROVIDED ANGLERS ONE MORE
EXCITING COLD-WATER SPECIES TO FISH FOR IN LAKE OAHE. CONSDIG, V 54, NO 4, P
10-13, 1987.
i- ^/..^^>v^^iFIELDER.,:DAVIDv^.WHEN^ IS .A RAINBOW. TROUT A STEELHEAD? CONSDIG, V 57, NO 4, P
" 8-9, 1990.
GLOVER, RON. HOME IMPROVEMENT FOR BLACK HILLS TROUT. CONSDIG, V 54, NO 1, P
8-11, 1987. :
HANTEN, ROBERT. EDITORIAL: OAHE COLDWATER PLANS. CONSDIG, V 58, NO 3, P 1,
.-V.,-,-. ^ . 1991. /• .
HUETHER, WILFRED. HOW I CAUGHT THE STATE RECORD BROWN TROUT. CONSDIG, V 58, NO
3, P 16, 1991.
NELSON, iSTEVE . SD YOUTH NETS BIG TROUT. DAKCOUNT, V 1, NO 8, P 31, ,AUG.;i987.
NISKANEN, CHRIS. LAKERS: THE BIGGEST OF THEM ALL (LAKE TROUT). FINS, V 7, NO
2, P 54-56+, MAR 1988.
PEHANIdH, MIKE. SOUTH DAKOTA'S PUT-AND-TAKE WATERS (TROUT). FINS, V 6, NO 4, P
77, APR 1987.
PETERSON, LEE. FACTS ABOUT FISH STOCKING. CONSDIG, V 57, NO 3, P 13-15, 1990.
POST, CHUCK. S.D. REPORT: STATE RECORD CUTTHROAT FROM BENNETT COUNTY. FINS, V
V , 6, NO 8, P 6, JUL 1987.
r: ; ' RANDASH, JIM. big browns of PACTOLA. DAKCOUNT, V l, no 4, P 46-48, APR 1987.
^^^- .^^ : ;..i^^.^r^RANDASH, 5-J^IMv.-,.,.RACT0LA RESERVOIR TROUT-EXPERTSri '^DAKCOUNT-,. V 1, NO 12, P 29-31,
DEC 1987.
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;• T'! RAVENTONVEDWARDi"" BLACK BOOTH HISTOR16 FISH HATCHERY);
INSIDE, V 2, NO 5, P AA-45, SUM 1991.
STEELHEAD. ;) CONSDIG, V 54, NO 4, P 12-13, 1987.
- TRUCKS .
•KAROLEVITi, BOBV RIVER COUNTRY (MUSINGS ON PICKUP TRUCKS)., SDMAG, V 4, NO
2, P 19+, JUL 1988.
TRubEAU, JEAN BAPTISTE (1748-1827)
> vrAVENTON ,niEDWARD; -xtHE? LEGENDl^OFiPAWNEE IHOUSE r^i^CONSDTGv^ V^:;;54^?cN02l^,;fe^^^
; H;' 1987. ^ ,
TRUJILLO, LEWIS
LEWIS, DALE. TOYS- GIFTS REACH SOUTH DAKOTA INDIANS BY THE TRUCKLOAD.
. HERITAGE, V 17i NO 1, P 14-15, MAR 1991.
TRUSTS AND TRUSTEES
=w^HAjEK '^JANNE;^C?:?^/iW;lLb;iSUBSTITUTES, iJOI TENTATIVE (TOTTEN) TRUSTS:
; f. UNCERTAINTY after estate.OF BOL. LAW, V 34, NO 2, P 381-391, 1989.
/y iKEAN, -ROBERT: J.i rHAM^^ SDREP, V 4, NO 2, P I, DEC 1988. r
TSUE, WONG WING :
^ y N gReG. OEADlifbOD'S WONG. SDMAG, V 5, NO 4, P 49-51, NOY 1989. .
TULAREy '^, S.D.^,,V
M^EITING, baseball. SDMAG, V 4, NO 6, P 29, MAY
TUMA, MICHAEL
VlVSCULPtUREoMvEILED IN MUSEUM COURTYARD. SDMAG, V 3, NO 4, P 16, OCT 1987.
TUNGSTEN
JOHNSON, A. THERE IS TUNGSTEN IN THE BLACK HILLS, TOO. DAKHIST, NO 20TH, P
227-230, 1988.
TURKEYS, WILD • y, _
y WAK(jTA CENtENNrAL 1889-1989, Pm RETURNS TO THE PRAIRIE.
^ 7 : y c P 19-21, 1989. V
{ OPRIMG WlLbyTURI^V CHANGES^ FINS, V 7 r u
WILDLIFE NOTES: THE TURKEY-HUNTER'S DILEMMA - CHOOSING WEAPONS. CONSDIG, V 57,
NO 4, P 27, 1990,
ABDALLAH, GREG. BLACK HILLS GOBBLERS. DAKOUT, V 6, NO 3, P 11-12, MAR 1991.
bLANCY, GARY. STOUT-HEARTED MAN (TURKEY HUNTING). FINS, V 6, NO 3, P 71-74,
•y.': MAR 1987.
JACKSON, JIM. TURKEY HUNTING. DAKCOUNT, V 3, NO 3, P 14, MAR 1989.
ZASTROW, BERDETTE. THE LADY GETS HER BIRD: THE CHALLENGES AND REWARDS OF A
BLACK HILLS TURKEY HUNT. CONSDIG, V 58, NO 2, P 9-13, 1991.
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TURNER, FREDERICK JACKSON (1866-1932)
^s^- ir:;v:A^4i^2«r;^t¥^iEVENS0N/ ELEANOR Kv~5^FREDERICICiUACKSGN: TURNER AND THE THEORY OF THE FRONTIER.
DAKHIST, NO 18TH, P 88-89, 1986.
TURTLE BUTTE
\ DAKOTA COUNTY: TRIPP COUNTY. CONSDIG, V 58, NO 3, P 2^, 1991.
TURTLE CREEK
SPINK COUNTY SPORTSMEN PAY: FOR TURTLE CREEK . CLEANUP. . FINS, V-?,• NO, 5, P .;6,
1988.
TWIN CITY DIE CASTING (WATERTOWN, S.D.)
INDUSTRY BENEFITS FROM VOCATIONAL TRAINING. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 8, P 1, OCT 1989.
TWO RIVERS RANCH (MEADE COUNTY)
A , V^^-Jx GARUTHER RIVERS -- A COWBOY'S DREAM. HERITAGE, V 15, NO 6, P
20r21,- 1989.:
TYLER,;A.B. "BUD" (1910-)
LEWIS, DALE. BUD TYLER, 81, STILL PLAYING (1991 HALL OF FAME HONOREE).
HERITAGE, V 17, NO 3, P 20-21, SEP 1991.
TYNDALL, S.D.
A MUSEUM BUILT ON HOT AIR. SDMAG, V 6, NO A, P 20, SEP 1990.
U.S. STRATOSPHERE EXPEDITIONS SEE STRATOSPHERE EXPEDITIONS - U.S.
UNDERTAKERS AND UNDERTAKING
J.b. KESLING (1988 HALL OF FAME HONOREE - BUSINESS AND TRADES). HERITAGE, V 14,
: NO-4, P-29, 1988. •
UNDUE INFLUENCE (LAW)
HAMMER, DEAN A. IN RE ESTATE OF TILL: LITIGATING UNDUE INFLUENCE IN SOUTH
DAKOTA. LAW, V 36, NO 1, P 211-225, 1991.
UNEMPLOYMENT SEE ALSO EMPLOYMENT
A COMPARISON OF SOUTH DAKOTA'S LABOR FORCE FROM 1988 TO 1989'. LABOR, P-lf2, JUL
1990.
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE INSURED UNEMPLOYED - TABLE IN ISSUES OF SOUTH DAKOTA
LABOR BULLETIN. LABOR.
DEMOGRAPHICS OF SOUTH DAKOTA'S LABOR FORCE. LABOR, P 1-2, MAY 1988.
ECONOMIC INDICATORS - CHARTS AND GRAPHS IN EACH ISSUE OF SOUTH DAKOTA BUSINESS
REVIEW. BUSREV.
LABOR FORCE/EMPLdYMENT/UNEMPLOYMENT - Table IN ISSUES OF SOUTH DAKOTA LABOR
BULLETIN UNTIL MARCH 1987. LABOR.
MASS Layoff statistics, labor, p 1-2, apr 1991.
month-to-month EMP DAKOTA LABOR BULLETIN,
y, LABOR.
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;7- • 'PERSONS !^ - TABLE IN ISSUES OF SOUTH
; . ; LABOR.
' TO AREAS OF SUBSTANIAL UNEMPLOYMENT. LABOR, P
^ IN SpUTH DAKOTA. ECONDEV, V2, NO 6, P 3, AUG 1989.
^ ^ ^ ISSUES OF SOUTH DAKOTA LABOR
BULLETIN. LABOR.
'SOUTH DAKOTAVHAS REASONS T LABOR DAY. LABOR, P 1-2, JUL 1991. y:
• SOUTH- DAKOTA HAS REASONS TOyCELEBRATEi LABOR DAY. ' LABOR, P 1^2, JUL 1991. ;
' ; ;! f; ySOUTH DAKpT^ PABOR MARKET' ^
V t^ ^ RATES BY OCCUPATION GROUP 1986 ANNUAL AVERAGE CTABLEO1
LABOR; P 12, OCT 1987.
^ P 1-2, NOV 1987.
y V^fEST YpUR UNDERStANDiNG OF LABOR FORCE DATA. LABOR, P 1-2, FEB 1989.
- ;T^ of: business - regular column in SOUTH DAKOTA BUSINESS REVIEW. BUSREV.
feyyjyytiyyfesiUNEMPLOpENTlANpyjqBL^^
• LABOR FORCE.This LABOR DAY? LABOR, P, 1-2, JUL .1989./
. . WHO'S REALLY,COUNTED AS,UNEMPLOYED? LABOR, P 1-3, SEP 1990.
J OF THE MINIMUM WAGE. BUSREV, V A8, NO 1, P l,A-7,
SEP.,i?89-. -
WAGNER, ANDREA. CHANGES IN WORK FORCE. PREDICTED. MUNICIPAL, V 58, NO 1, P 4,
yv' y • y, y ^ JUL-1991.- ' - -yy:- -
: y •v ; ^pNEMFi^^ - HISTORY
;tfTjeMEMBER,WHEN.;.? L
y V- UNLMPLOYMENT INSURANCE^^^S INSURANCE, UNEMPLOYMENT
MOORE, JAMES E. AGRISTOR LEASING V. SPINDLER: ECONOMIC LOSS, STRICT LIABILITY
: y AND THE U.C.C.-WHAT A MESS. LAW, V 34, NO 1, P 101-136, 1989.
UNIFORM CONTRIBUTION AMONG TORTFEASORS ACT
• . KELLEY, Sf^^ UNIFORM CONTRIBUTION AMONG TORTFEASORS ACT:UNSETTLING
y v \ ISSUES REGARDING; SETTLEMENT AND RELEASE OF JOINT TORTFEASO. LAW, V 36, NO 3,
•ryy-'y-y,yyL vp 6oo-639,yi99iyvy'-•
UNION COUNfY, S.D.
• yUNION COUNTV is SITEvFOR DAKOTA DUNES COMPLEX. . ECONDEV, . V 2, NO 1, P 10, JAN
<y y— y''y-1989..L-'V • - : .
CHICOINE, FERN. SIOUX POINT, STEVENS, MCCOOK, THE GATEWAY TO SOUTHEASTERN SOUTH
DAKOTA. D^HIST, NO 19TH, P XIX.Cl, 1987.
yy UNIONS SEE LABOR UNIONS '
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' UNITED STATES AIR FORCE
OVER-THE-HGRIZON RADAR PROPOSED. TIPS, V 2, NO 9-10, P 7-8, JAN 1987.
kinzler; daphne, radar site threatens local refuge. DAKCOUNT, V 4, NO 4, P
^ 82-84, APR 1990.
UNITED STATES FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE
POST, -CHUCK. S.D. REPORT: RUSH TO SELL WETLANDS COMPLICATES TAX STRUCTURE.
: - FINS, V 6, NO 8, P 7, JUL 1987. .
UNITED STATES FOREST SERVICE
. - BR^ FORWARD. - TIPS, V 4, NO 6, P 1, MAR 1989.
forest service WITHHOLDS DOCUMENTS ON BROHM EXPANSION. TIPS, V 4, NO 6, P 1-2,
MAR 1989.
UNITED STATES. CONGRESS
House passes water project, municipal, v 58, no 2, p 11, aug 1991.
-i >5f;r,;:-SPfeetR^^ NO 2, P II, AUG 1991.
^ . BOLIN, JAMES W. THE SOUTH-DAKOTA SENATORIAL.ELECTION OF 1948: THE DETERMINATIVE
PHASEv DAKHIST, NO I9TH, P XXI.AI, 1987.
JOHNSON,- TIM. ' WASHINGTON REPORT: ANTI-CRIME LEGISLATION UNDER CONSIDERATION.
MUNICIPAL, V 57, NO 12, P 15, JUN 1991.
: JOHNSON, TIM. WASHINGTON REPORT: BILL TO FIGHT CRIME AND DRUGS IN RURAL AREAS.
; V MUNICIPAL, V 58, NO 3i P 18, SEP1991.
MICKELSON, GEORGE'S. CREATING SOUTH DAKOTA'S FUTURE: SOUTH DAKOTA WATER
DEVELOPMENT AND MUNICIPALITIES: A POWERFUL PARTNERSHIP. MUNICIPAL, V 58, NO
= ;3.:-;P.,19,,SEP 1991.., - • ,
UNITY PRODUCTIONS (ABERDEEN, S.D.)
UNITY FILM WINS PRIZE IN MONTANA. HUMAN, V 16, NO 2, P 3, MAY 1988.
\ r ; 'UNIVERSAL SYSTEMS,^INC.VITEAy S.D.)
HUNHOFF, BERNIE. ED YOST FLIES SOUTH DAKOTA: SDMAG, V 3, NO 1, P 6-11, APR
1987.
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH DAKOTA (VERMILLION, S.D.)
AMERICAN INDIAN WOMEN SCHOLARSHIP FUND ESTABLISHED AT U.S.D. AND U.N.D. INDIAN,
NO 110, P 3, FEB 1987.
BEFRIENDING ARTISTS (UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH DAKOTA BOOK STORE). SDMAG, V 4,-NO 5,
P 20, JAN 1989.
GENERAL MOSES HONORED. INDIAN, NO 123, P 5, JUN 1990.
NATIVE AMERICAN AWARENESS WEEK-CANKU WAUNSPE (AT U.S.D.). INDIAN, NO 111, P 2,
MAY 1987.
NATIVE AMERICAN PROGRAMS AT U.S.D. TO BE STUDIED. INDIAN, NO 110, P 6, FEB
• :ia87.
NEW IDEAS FOR OLD MAIN. SDMAG, V 7, NO 1, P 52, MAY 1991.
THE ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE STUDIES PROGRAM (U.S.D.). INDIAN, NO 115, P 5, JUN
1988.
THE FREEMAN CHAIR IN ENTREPRENEURIAL STUDIES. BUSREV, V 50, NO 1, P 6, SEP
. . 1991. •
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•^ ^ SBftLDARESi MANUEL. COSTA RICA:' A CENTENNIAL DEMOCRACY. BUSREV, V 48, NO 3, P
8-10, MAR 1990.
, BOONE, LdREN. OUR PUBLIC COLLEGES' CENTENNIAL ALUMNI. SDMAG, V 4, NO 4, P
M 35-41, NOV 1988.
GASQUE, iTHOMAS CHOICES AND rCHANGESi NAMES OF SOUTH DAKOTA'S COLLEGES AND
UNIVERSITIES. PAKHIST, V 22, P 231-242, 1990.
JAMEi,BILLIE. PROGRAMS OF OPPORTUNITY (NATIVE AMERICAN STUDENTS AT U.S.D.).,
INDIAN; NO 110, P 6, FEB 1987.
VV^V/R^^ ANN. WARREN MARION LEE 1908-1978.. DAKHIST, NO 22; P 774-784,
1990.;:-,. ; •
>- ;; ^ RAHN; ELIZABETH ANN. iViWARRlENiMARIONV LEE?.1508-rl978. ::-DAKHIST;;:: NO .22^ :P;Tr.74-784;
, ^" rf^R0KUS^?^CEelL;r-THE S0UTH:DAK0TA UNIVERSITY AFFILIATED PROGRAMV(SD university;'
AFFILIATED PROGRAM CENTER FOR DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES). INDIAN, NO 125, P
, II, WIN 1990. ;
^ South, MARY. THE P CUSD president's house, VERMILLION, S.D.).
y SDMAG, V 3, NO 5; P 6-8, JAN 1988.
- 9%INGLEY,; RALPH.- E^ MEN/^HEM EPSTEIN, EDUCATOR, PASTOR, PHYSICIAN AND
4i;:«3URGEqN^i^KDAKHISI^^
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH DAKOTA - BUSINESS RESEARCH BUREAU
^ ^tiBUSINESS;^^ CHANGES (DIRECTOR LEAVES). BUSREV, V 50, NO 1, P 6,
•• SEP 1991.
? BUSINESS RESEARCH BUREAU FIFTY YEARS 1937 TO 1987. BUSREV, V
: V ^ 45, NO ;4> P 1,4-^8, JUN 1987.
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH DAKOTA - FACULTY
Vv,;" ^JAMES, BiLLlE:. :; DR;^ARNE B. LARSON. AND THE SHRINE TO MUSIC MUSEUM: THE MAN, HIS
MUSIC AND HIS MUSEUM. DAKHIST, NO 21ST, 1989.
X ^ riKJ?EBS, SALLYv^ A bENTURY AND A OF .DEDICATION (FOUR MATHEMATICS PROFESSORS
K : at UStt).- DAKHISTX,.NO 19TH, p XII.Cl, 1987.
-XyiKR^ lee M.; PASHBY, GARY J.; HAGEMANN, JOHN F. IN
IX-XVII, 1989.
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH DAKOTA - INSTITUTE OF INDIAN STUDIES
X GRADUATE SURVEY INDIAN, NO 123, P 5, JUN 1990.
V / JOSEPH :HARPER CASH. .TNDIAN, NO 126, P 10, SUM 1991.
LEONARD ,R.:BRUGGUIER NEW DIRECTOR OF INSTITUTE OF AMERICAN INDIAN STUDIES.
INDIAN//
. .XX/OSCAR HpWE^:SUMMER/\PT^T NSTITUE^REESTABLISHED. > INDI AN, NO 126, :>P 6,r: SUMH99T!;^; :
X' fONYXL :JR. PRESENTS POETRY ON CAMPUS. INDIAN, NO 122/ P 9, MAR 1990.
XX> XvISITINgXSCHOLAR foxu^ research facilities of INSTITUTES^S oral history CENTER.,
I SUM 1991.
'XB LEONARD R.X SOME WORDS ABOUT A FRIEND. INDIAN, NO 126, P 11, S/F
1991 • .v- - , - ,: . ' - •
c^^ JOSEPH. DAKOtA IMAGES: CATO W. VALANDRA. 'SDHIST., V 19, NO 3, P 452+,
XX-.,4989..-::-.••X- . • ••
XX PAULSON, T.'EHOGENE./ EVER CHANGING TIMES (OF THE INSTITUTE OF INDIAN STUDIES




; };^.;'R0KUSEK/^CECIL," !THE SOUTH D CSD UNIVERSITY
AFFILIATED.PROGRAM CENTER FOR DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES). INDIAN, NO 125, P
11, WIN 1990.
- .'^TTNGLEV,,-RALPHEDUCATOR, PASTOR, PHYSICIAN AND
SURGEON. DAKHIST, NO 21ST, 1989.
- UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH DAKOTA - PROCUREMENT TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE CENTER CPTAC)
BURDICK BROTHERS RECEIVE GOVERNMENT CONTRACT. ECONDEV, V 2, NO A, P 3, APR
_ . ••• 198?-.;, •.
; : PTAC^iHE^^^ P 7,rAPR,;i9G9^^;;,,
•^ A? BUTTERWICk ,i^?DARRELL D^v GOMMTSSIONERASs COLUMN^^CT^HIRD-ANNUAbr SOUTH-T)AkOTA«RTA(:
V NO 3, P 2, MAR 1990. v
^ - SCHOOL OF BUSINESS SEE ALSO UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH DAKOTA
/ ;flU^
aKders^^^^ history of the deanship of the school of business, the
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH DAKOTA. BUSREV, V A9, NO 1, P 7-9, SEP 1990.
THE 150 HOUR REQUIREMENT FOR ACCOUNTING STUDENTS. BUSREV, V
AG, NO,2, P 1,6-7, DEC 1989. ,
- ; DUNN^VjacQUELIN R.; MOEN, DAVID H.; POWELL, JOHN E. SMALL BUSINESS; A STUDY OF
> iiTECH V A8, NO 3, P I,A-6, MAR 1990.
IVERSON, GENEB. SCHOOL OF BUSINESS INTERNSHIP PROGRAM AND EMPLOYMENT FOR
SCHOOL YEAR ENDING MAY 15, 1987. BUSREV, V A5, NO.A, P 8,12, JUN 1987.
IVERSON, GENE Bi. j KNUTSON, DENISE. THE UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH DAKOTA. BUSINESS
i F'LACEMENT BUREAU 1989-90 SUMMARY. BUSREV, V A9, NO 2, P I,6-7, DEC ,1990.
SAGE, LLOYD'G. j SAGE, JUDITH A. SURVEY RESULTS REGARDING RECRUITERS' VIEWS OF
THE 150 CREDIT HOUR ACCOUNTING CURRICULUM. BUSREV, V A9, NO 1, PI,A,6, SEP
1990. • :v \ -
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH DAKOTA - SCHOOL OF LAW
-STUDENTS' TRIBUTE CTO DEAN WALTER D. REED). LAW, V 33, NO 2, P V-VI,, 1988.
. HAGEMANN, JOHN Fi; FACULTY'S.TRIBUTE (TO DEAN WALTER D. REED). LAW, V 33, NO 2,
iUNlVERSITY'DF SOUTH DAKOTA -SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
; A MILLION GRANT (USD SCHOOL OF MEDICINE). INDIAN, NO 126, P 7, SUM
•"'.1991,,: , .V r:,-
PATTY WELLS NAMED INMED DIRECTOR. INDIAN, NO 125, P 15, SPR 1991.
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH DAKOTA -SOUTH.DAKOTA UNIVERSITY AFFILIATED PROGRAM CENTER FOR
DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES V;
-r AWARDED $2.08 Million GRANT (USD SCHOOL OF MEDICINE). INDIAN, NO 126, P 7, SUM
- 1991.\
. SCHOOL. OF MEDICINE: THE ROSEBUD PROJECT. INDIAN, NO 125, P 17-18, SPR 1991.
ROKUSEK, CECIL. THE SOUTH DAKOTA UNIVERSITY AFFILIATED PROGRAM (SD UNIVERSITY
v .v. AFFILIATED PROGRAM CENTER FOR DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES) . , INDIAN, NO 125, P
11, WIN 1990.
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UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH DAKOTA-SPRINGFIELD
AISENBREY, WILLIAM E. CAL JAY, SOUTH DAKOTA SOLDIER-POET. DAKHIST, V22, P
v,H-vv.jwV.iIrl2., 1990. .
UPWARD BOUND
UPWARD BOUND CELEBR^^ ITS 25TH ANNIVERSARY THIS SUMMER. INDIAN, NO 125, P
12-13, SPR 1991.
VACCINATION
; : 'SD "^LEADS: IN ^^REQUIRINa FLU^SHOTSjf^FOR^ NURSINGv;HOMEKRESIDENTSnfe«HEALT;H; iVi^2^s,N0^%5y
r P 1, SEP 1988.
' LARSONr GEORGE EV { BOYHOOD JOBSVDUE TO
32-35, 1989. -
VALANDRA, CATOW. (1921-1986)
HOG CHOLERA. HERITAGE, V 15, NO 6, P
; CASH, JOSEPH. CATO W. VALANDRA: JULY 30, 1921 - NOVEMBER 30, 1986. INDIAN, NO
110, P <♦, FEB 1987.
v?:''t5:i{?rCASH^^^ SDHIST, V 19, NO 3, P 452+,
' VALUEI-' ^ '
KILIAN, THOMAS. PRESIDENT'S COLUMN: AN HISTORIC OVERVIEW (WHY WE LIVE IN SOUTH
DAKOTA). HISTNOTES, V 3, NO 4, P 2, JAN 1988.
r VAN ^ROCKLIN, NORM (1^
: H SOUTH DAKOTA {ROOTS (NORM VAN BROCKLIN). HERITAGE, V 17, NO
3, P 18, SEP 1991,
LEWIS, DALE. PRO-FOOTBALL STAR BORN IN SOUTH DAKOTA (NORM VAN BROCKLIN, 1991
HALL OF FAME HONOREE). HERITAGE, V 17, NO 3, P 18-19, SEP 1991.
, VAN EPS, INEZ CLARENTINE ; .
• ' MASHEK, (iAROL M.' THESE WOMEN MADE A DIFFERENCE. DAKHIST, NO 21ST, 1989.
VAN GERPEN, SANDRA %
VAN GERPEN NAMED DEPT. MEDICAL OFFICER. HEALTH, V 4, NO 1, P 5, JAN 1990.
VAN ZANTE, HELEN JOHNSON
OUR PUBLIC COLLEGESiiCENTENNIAL 'ALUMNI/ > SOUTH DAKOTA STATE^ UNIVERSITY.-^ SDMAG,
V 4, NO 4, P 38,; NOV 1988. „
- VANDALISM
PARK NOTES: HELP STOP PARK VANDALISM. CONSDIG, V 57, NO 4, P 26, 1990.
park NOTES: HELP STOP PARK VANDALISM. CONSDIG, V 58, NO 3, P 26, 1991.
VANISHING TRAILS EXPEDITION (WALL, S.D)
•JENSEN, LEONEL. VANISHING TRAILS EXPEDITIONS 1960-1979. DAKHIST, NO 2GTH, P
25-31, 1988. .•\'
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VEBLEN CHEESE (VEBLEN, S.D.) "
>R BUSINESSES SERVE AS CATALYST. ECONDEV, V Z, NO 6, P 1, AUG 1989,
VEBLEN, S.D.
\ HpLTZMANN, ROGER. MADE IN VEBLEN. SDMAG, V 7, NO 2, P A8-50, JUL 1991,
^ VENEGAS, HILP^ ,
^ ^ AMONG THE^ SIOUX: : HlLDRETH VENEGAS. .^INDIAN,:;^NO 116, P. A, AUG. lSl88.
VENEREAL DISEASES
' : MCH RECEIVES^ GRANT. HEALTH, V 1, NO 6, P 1, NOV 1987.
VENTURE CAPITAL
TOSTERUD, ROBERT J. VENTURE CAPITAL AND SOUTH DAKOTA ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT.
BUSREV, V 50, NO 2, P 1,7-16, DEC 1991.
' ' V PLATE- (PIERRE, S. D. )
V•- S DAKOTAvSITES AWARDED LANDMARK STATUS. HISTNOTES,! V 7, NO 2, P 1,4.FAL
.... 1991,;.
AROUND THE LEAGUE...THREE CITIES AWARDED FUNDS FOR SOLID WASTE PROJECTS.
MUNICIPAL, V 57, NO 3, P 10, SEP 1990.
JAMES, BILLIE. MISSOURI RIVER ISLAND: NO MAN'S LAND. DAKHIST, NO 20TH, P
: 423-437, 1988.
VETERANS - S.D.
; CLYDE A. MITCHELL CHALL OF FAME HONOREE -UNSUNG HEROES AND GOOD HEARTS).
HERITAGE, V 15, NO 5, P 5, 1989.
^>4 : \ V. ^ CRAMER, MARIAN. vDAKOTA DOUGHBOYS. DAKHIST, NO 18TH, P 191-199, 1986.
SAMP, ARDYCE. CAPITOL LAKE WAR MEMORIALS (PIERRE, S.D.). SDMAG, V 4, NO 1, P
24-25, MAY 1988.
VETERINARY MEDICINE
STALHEIM, OLE. HORSE DOCTORS, LIVESTOCKMEN, AND QUACKS: VETERINARY SERVICES IN
SOUTHEASTERN DAKOTA, 1880-1950. SDHIST, V17, NO 2, P 93-117, 1987.
: r VICTIMS OF CRIME
UECKER, EDNA L. KIDNAPPING IN PERKINS COUNTY. SDMAG, V 5, NO 2, P 56+, JUL
1989. . • 4
VIDEO LOTTERY SEE LOTTERIES
VIETNAM WAR, 1961-1975
POLLOCK, JIM. AN ARTIST IN VIETNAM. HERITAGE, V 17, NO 2, P 2-5, JUN 1991.




. TALLMANr DAN/vifBANDiNG REGOVERIES/OF.SOUTH. DAKOTA BIRDS, PART SWALLOWS,
; - : : : V v trn WAXWI^^ BIRD, V A2, NO 4, P 76-80, DEC 1990 .
VISION THERAPY
; S^^ L. CIRCUIT COURT HEARS CAP APPEAL (VISION THERAPY). SDREP, V 5,
; NO 1, P 1, AU6 1989.
VISSER, ANDRAE • • . • •
. SDMAG,^vJ6;, NO TV= P 20t2A, MAR
"
VITAL STATISTICS
J STATE". BUSREV, V 47, NO 2, P 8, DEC 1988,
; 4 ;vbcATiqNAL EDU
s#?feWii#>js|H#SpiDNATED^EQbrPMENTfeHELP5^^ V 3, NO 6, P 7, JUL 1990.
TRAINING. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 8, P 1^ ECT-.1989,.:
^ > :i 5-PRESSLER^3LARRY,^:t SENATOR PRESSLER SUPPORTS VOCATIONAL
;y ; : EPUCATION BILL. MUNICIPAL^ V 57, NO 4, P 10, OCT 1990.
; 44 CORNER. SDREP, V 5, NO 2, P 7,11, DEC 1989. .
- ESTES, MARIA.- VOCiATIONAL REHABILITATION SERVICE PROJECTS FOR AMERICAN INDIANS
y y i - 1, P 6, AUG 1988.
SCHADE, NANCY L. CONSUMER CORNER: SO YOU ARE A VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION (VR)
CLIENT! SDREP, V 4, NO 3, P 3,11, APR: 1989.
4 SCHADE^ NANCY L. VRAP CHANGES NAME TO CLIENT ASSISTANCE PROGRAM. SDREP, V 4,
: y y NO 2, P 4, DEC. I
44 - '4 yvisQHftljE;! (VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION ASSISTANCE
: : : v) PROGRAM) .- SDREPi V 3, NO: ;1, P 5, AUG 1987.
ySCHADE, NANCY L.; HAMILTON, JOHN A. CONSUMER CORNER: TRANSITIONiNG TO THE
4; > : REHABILITATION SERVICE DELIVERY SYSTEM. SDREP, V 6, NO 3, P 5,7, APR 1991.
4;;4^ 4,VOLUNTEERS 4:4;;4. 4. '
4 4 4 44 4?^SCOVEi??OUTDOOR FUN; CONS^ 1989.
4 4 • 4wRAP-UP:- T^KE PRIDE4tN AMERI(:A^^^ WORK^ of safety instructors. CONSDIGy
V 56, NO 4, P 26, 1989.
DELANGE, JAY. BEHIND THE SCENES: IT TAKES A VARIETY OF SEASONAL PARK EMPLOYEES
AND VOLUNTEERS TO MAKE YOUR PARK VISIT ENJOYABLE. CONSDIG, V 58, NO 2, P 6-8,
4"'4-44'yy44;':i?9i,::;:,^/4 ,4:44 ••••'4^ ••• '
4 ' NOWAK, TIM^^ HISTORY AWAKENS AT FORT RANDALL. HISTNOTES, V 3, NO 6, P 3,
MAY.:l;98p4,.
WHIPPLE, FRANK W. CAMPGROUND HOSTS: WHAT'S IT LIKE TO BE A VOLUNTEER IN ONE OF
4 SOUTH DAKOTA'S STATE PARKS? CONSDIG, V 57,.NO 3, P 10-12, 1990.
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NELSON, CHRIS/ MAY SPOTLIGHT: VOTER REGISTRATION: IF IT AIN'T BROKE, DON'T FIX
' IT. COUNTY, V 36," NO 6, P A, MAY 1990.
j WOTING SEE; ELECTIONS;^ WOMEN SUF^FRAGE
/VOYAGES AND travel
>/ BADE, BRIAN.- DAKOTA EXPEDITIONARY PHOTOGRAPHERS. DAKHIST, V 22, P .65-/9, 1990.
/ - BUNTIN, ART. 2GfH-^ENTURY';PI;0NEERING: ;THE; AUT0iAND R0Ad:^FR0N/IER-;;EN;5N0R^HERN
V > ; ' > ; SOUTH DAKOTA. DAKHIST, NO. 18TH, P 134-1A9, 1986. - r-' ;/:v/
^/ THE INTERSTATE SYSTEM REALLY HAS' NO SOUL (USE OF "SOUTH DAKOTA: A
' r GUIDE TO THE STATE"). DAKWEST, V 13, NO A, P 8-11, DEC 1987.
- KROSCH/ PENELOPE. DAKOTA BOOM YEAR, 1883: THE JOURNAL OF THOMAS SADLER ROBERTS
^ ( DAKHIST, NO 18TH, P 90-104, 1986.
MCBRIDE, BOB. SOUTH DAKOTA TRENDS: 1970-1985 - THOUGHTS ON A TRIP THROUGH
SOUTHERN S.D.: AUGUST 1985. DAKHIST, NO 18TH, P 163-167, 1986.
^ iST'ILLWELL, CLEVE>';?iJOSEPH.iN.: NICOLLET, EXPLORER EXTRAORDINAIRE. DAKHIST, NO
18TH, P 204-216, 1986.
V/ / TREND BECKER (AND THE FIRST RAILROAD EXCURSION WITH
. THE OLD=SETTLERS TO THE MINNESOTA RED RIVER OF THE... DAKHIST, NO 18TH, P
••.;-456-464, .•;1986;V
: , ; YOUNGER) BERYL. JEDEDIAH SMITH IN SOUTH DAKOTA. DAKHIST, NO 18TH, iP 734-740,
/;. 1986.'
VULTURES
BENSON, RICHARD D. THE ACCIPITRID VULTURES OF NORTH AMERICA. BIRD, V 39, NO 4,
P 80-88, DEC 1987.
W.H. OVER.STATE MUSEUM (VERMILLION, S.D.)
/ } "VANISHING LAND" EXHIBIT FOCUSES ON ENVIRONMENT. HISTNOTES, V 6, NO 1, P 4, SUM
•v.-:,:/.;, 1990. • • •
DEPRESSION ART, PRAIRIE DOG FRANK AT OVER MUSEUM. HISTNOTES, V 5, NO 3, P 2,
WIN 1990.
' OVER W HISTNOTES, V 6, NO 2, P 3, FAL
.;V,;• • 1990. •- .
t OVER MUSEUM GETS RARE AUTO. HISTNOTES, V 7, NO 2, P 3, FAL 1991.
PHASE II AT THE W.H. OVER STATE MUSEUM. HISTNOTES, V 3, NO 1, P 2, JUL 1987.
/« / SCHROEDER HEADS W.H. OVER MUSEUM. HISTNOTES, V 7, NO 1, P I, SUM 199r, ; ! ;,
SOCIETY UNVEILS CENTENNIAL PLANS (SOUTH DAKOTA STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY).
HISTNOTES, V 3, NO 4, P 1-2, JAN 1988.
TWO STATE MUSEUMS RECEIVE GRANTS. HISTNOTES, V 6, NO 1, PI, SUM 1990,
/ W.H. OVER MUSEUM EXHIBITS MEMORIAL COLLECTION. HISTNOTES, V 6, NO 4, P 3, SPR
1991. /y.'/,; \ '
W.H. OVER MUiSEUM GETS $94,810 ENERGY GRANT. HISTNOTES, V 3, NO 6, P 2, MAY
1988. • ' •
W.H. OVER museum TO CELEBRATE "THE YEAR OF NEW SWEDEN". HISTNOTES, V 3, NO 5, P
2, MAR 1988.
r ' W'. H. ' OVER MUSEUM TO' .DEPICT SOUTH DAKOTA'Sa BIGGEST":DINOSAUR: THEY GREW THEM BIG
IN SOUTH DAKOTA. HISTNOTES, V 3, NO 6, P 1, MAY 1988.
SUBJECT INDEX
' '"W.Hv OVER V 3, NO P 5, JAN
1988.
OVER STATE MUSEUM TRAVELING EXHIBITIONS. HISTNOTES, V 3, NO 1, P 5, JUL
-'1987;; y.;, •
VODICKA/JULIA. W.H. OVER MUSEUM TO HAVE UNDERWATER EXHIBITS. HISTNOTES, V 3,
NO 2, P 4, SEP 1987.
W.P.A. SEE WORK PROJECTS ADMINISTRATION
WAGES
^ • I10URS AND EARNINGS OF^PRODUCTION RELATED ;WORKERSw:'^XIN,TSSUES;-OF -SOUIHiDAKOTAv.
LABOR BULLETIN. LABOR.
' INCOME IN SOUTH DAKOTA: WHAT DATA IS AVAILABLE? WHERE CAN YOU GET IT?
; , CENSUSIDATA, V 4, NO 4, P 1-3/ MAY 1989.
MINIMUM WAGE REMINDER. LABOR, P 2-3, MAR 1990.
: PERSONNEL PERSPECTIVES: FY"93 SALARY POLICY. HEALTH, V 5, NO 6, P 6, DEC 1991.
REDI FUND STATISTICS EXCEED PROJECTIONS. ECONDEV, V 3, NO 8, P 5, SEP 1990.
^^^#SSD^MANLjFAC^ AGAIN. ECONDEV, V 3, NO 8, P 4, SEP 1990.
-/ SOUTH-DAKOTA 'DEST' .OCCUPATIONS; ;; LABOR, P 1-3, JUN 1990.
•SOUTH DAKOTA'S MINIMUM WAGE INCREASES. COUNTY, V 36, NO 5, P 1, APR 1990.
• state MINIMUM, WAGE INCREASES APRIL 1. COUNTY, V 37, NO 4, P 2r3, APR 1991.
/STATE program SUCCEEDS (REPRINT OF PIERRE DAILY CAPITOL JOURNAL EDITORIAL).
ECONDEV, V 2, NO 8, P 4, OCT 1989.
THE REDI LOAN PROGRAM AT THE HALFWAY POINT (EDITORIAL REPRINTED FROM THE
WATERTOWN PUBLIC OPINION). ECONDEV, V 2, NO 5, P, 7, JUN 1989.
' ARWOOD, DON. POVERTY IN THE UNITED StATES AND SOUTH DAKOTA. CENSUSDATA, V 5,
NO.l, P 1-4, FEB 1990.
BROWN/DOUG. PERSONNEL PERSPECTIVES: NEW SALARY POLICY TO GO INTO EFFECT.
/ HEALTH, V 5, NO 3, P 6, JUN 1991.
s/fi;*^ii/BUTTERWlCKtoDARRELL;!,D/;.;: COMMISSIONER'S; COLUMN (REDI FUND IS WORKING FOR SOUTH ^
, DEHUECK, PETER. 1990 LEGISLATURE ADDRESSES MINIMUM WAGE AND WORKER'S
COMPENSATION ISSUES. LABOR, P 1-2, FEB 1990.
HANSEN, FRANCES. SDACO TRACKS TWO MAJOR BILLS DURING SESSION. COUNTY, V 36, NO
4, P 7-8, MAR 1990.
; JOHNSON, DENNIS. ECONOMICS OF THE MINIMUM WAGE. BUSREV, V 48, NO I, P 1,4-7,
SEP 1989.
JONES, LARRY. SUPREME COURT LETS OVERTIME RULING STAND. -COUNTY, V 37, NO 4, P
4, APR 1991.
STRASSELS, PAUL. WAGES, WAGES/WHO PAYS HIGH WAGES? INSIDE, V 2, NO 6, P
20-21, FAL 1991.
WAGON TRAINS .
- FORWARD, HO! (WAGON TRAINS TO BE PART OF, 1989 CENTENNIAL). SDMAG, V 3, NO 1>.P
29, APR 1987.
• /governor: master (CENTENNIAL wagon TRAIN). DAKWEST, V 13, NO 3, P 2,
SEP 1987.
" RIDE WITH THE CENTENNI^ TRAIN/ •HISTNOTES, V 5, NOrl ,; .P 3, SUM 1989.
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^ LIFE MEMBERS AND . . . iPOUNDERS OF SOUTH DAKOTA HALL OF FAME
"(DORIS LIVERMORE AND RAYMOND LIVERMORE). HERITAGE, V 16, NO 3, P 18-20, FAL
1990.
; ; (ENTIRE ISSUE DEVOTED TO CENTENNIAL
WAGON TRAIN). HERITAGE, V 16, NO 1, P 2-30, SPR 1990.
DEAN, ROSCOE. REGARDING THE SOUTH DAKOTA WAGON TRAIN EVENT. HERITAGE, V 15, NO
8, P 25, 1989. ,
bUSTIN, J. R. CENTENNIAL TRAIL DRIVE. HERITAGE, V 15, NO 5, P 26-27, 1989..
GARON, GREG. .PIONEER WOMEN. HERITAGE, V15, NO 7, P 16-18, 1989.,
• r KUTZLER, DARLENE. -^WAG6NSiWH0A!.^CENTENNIAL^0URNEVG:ENDSV-;:iSDMAG>.;V;.:5;;J:N0;^^*, P
18-22, NOV 1989.
- LEWIS, DALE. CENTENNIAL WAGON TRAIN WILL BE LONGEST PARADE IN STATE'S HISTORY.
HERITAGE, V 15, NO 5, P 22-25, 1989.
MARTIN, DAVID. CENTENNIAL UPDATE (LOCAL CELEBRATIONS, WAGON TRAINS, JOINT
PROPOSALS WITH N.D.). HISTNOTES, V 2, NO 5, P 5, MAR 1987.
MARTIN, DAVID. CENTENNIAL UPDATE (MAJOR EVENTS PLANNED). HISTNOTES, V 2, NO 6,
P 7, MAY 1987.
^ V/ ;,';.SHONLEY>; TOM.f ,,WE^^ A ViEW OF FRONTIER TRAVEL WITH SPECIAL
WAGON TRAINS AND. . . DAKHIST, NO 21ST, 1989.
A-SMITHyeCLAYTON iFi":: L CHARLIE ZABEL: FEARLESS F0R1\:;PIERRE/DEADW00D
'OX-TRAIN FREIGHTER, 1877-1886. DAKHIST, NO 22, P 832-858, 1990.
WAHL, LAWRENCE (1883?-196?)
CRAIG, MARY E. LOVE CONQUERED ALL. HERITAGE, V 15, NO 6, P 14-16, 1989.
; ; - WAKEMAN, TH0MA5 (1846^1886)
WObLWORTH, ALAN R; WOWINAPE AKA THOMAS WAKEMAN; A DAKOTA INDIAN IN TWO WORLDS.
DAKHIST, NO 19TH, P XI.B1+, 1987.
WALDRON, JANE ELIZABETH VAN METRE (1861-1941)
JANExELIZABETH WALDRON (HALL OF FAME HONOREE - UNSUNG HEROES AND GOOD HEARTS).
- • f. ^m^HERIiTAGE; i^;Jl5;,^ NO: 5, R 6, 1989 .
WALDRON, TRISHA
DRAINE, CATHIE. TRISHA WALDROW. INSIDE, V 2, NO 5, P 33-34, SUM 1991.
WALKS-IN-RED-CLOTHING SEE GALL, CHIEF
WALL DRUG store (WALL, S.D.) . , ,
HUNHOFF, BERNIE. BUFFALOBURGERS AND HARVEY DUNNS (WALL DRUG).- SDMAG, Vi3, NO
6, P 25-27+, MAR 1988.
WALLEYES
BEEPER WALLEYES REVEAL SURPRISES--STUDIES SHOW ABOUT 20X OF WALLEYES ARE
; ^ELL-TRAVELED, DAKCOUNT, V 2, NO 7, P 32-34, JUL 1988.
•: BIG LAKES GET RECORD WALLEYE STOCKINGS. DAKCOUNT, V 4, NO 9, P 46-47, SEP 1990:
BIG STONE LAKE FISHING CONnNUES TO IMPROVE. DAKCOUNT, V 2, NO 5, P 34-36, MAY
1988.
v^^BIOLOGISTSiRAtSINGkLARGE.jii/ALLEYE ^INGERLINGS;>4;DAKC0UNT,;iV.5, NO 1, P 30-31, JAN
, 1991.
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teATCHrNG AUGUST WALLEYES ON DAKOTA RESERVOIRS. DAKCOUNT, V 5, NO 8, P 26-27,
AUG 1991.
i>DAKOTA ANGLERS. DO. HAVE AN IMPACT. CON PISHING INDUSTRY). DAKCOUNT, V 1, NO 2, P
A7, FEE 1987.
^DAKOTA WiLbLiFE:. ARE NEW WAlLeYE REGULATIONS WORKING? CONSDIG, V 58, NO 3,
P 20-21, 1991.
; is there enoughiFORAGE? DAKCOUNT, V 3, NO 11, P 26-27, NOV-1989.
LAKE FRANCIS CASE WALLEYES. CONSDIG, V55, NO 6, P 12, 1988.
;T LAKE=FRANCIS CASE' yields ^MONSTER iWALLEYE^ DAKCOUNT /-V NO ' 7 > -Pr 38 ,^?JUL
LAKE FRANCIS CASE. DAKCOUNT, V 3, NO 7, P 28-30, JUL 1989. : - i-
LAKE f'RANCIS CASE. . :HAS THE 1.4-INCH LENGTH REQUIREMENT HELPED? DAKCOUNT, V 4v
; NO 7,iP 39, JUL 1990.
;MWC TOUR TO CONCLUDE IN SD. DAKCOUNT, V 1, NO 8, P 29, AUG 1987.
OAHE WALLeYE LIM CHANGE. DAKCOUNT, V 3, NO 9, P 32-33, SEP 1989.
OAHE WALLEYE REGULATIONS—ONE YEAR LATER. DAKCOUNT, V 5, NO 3, P 52-53, MAR
1991.
ONE LAST TROPriV Through the ice (13-8 walleye). DAKCOUNT, V 5, no 4> P 67, APR
•:,;-,::t99i.--_ ,•
'RECORD NUMB^ OF WALLEYES STOCKED INTO LAKE OAHE. DAKCOUNT, V 5, NO 8,;P 32-33/
;,-:V; AUG: 1991 '
RELEASED Walleye count from oahe tournament listed. DAKCOUNT, V 4, no 7, P 26,
: JUL 1990.
;SAVING the FISHERY. DAKCOUNT, V 4, NO 3, P 20-21, MAR 1990.
SD FISH NEGS REMAIN AS IS. DAKCOUNT, V 4, NO 1/ P 19, JAN 1990.
5 SD SPAW^jQUflTAS IN REACH.- DAKCOUNT, V 2, NO 5, P 21, MAY 1988.
:SD WALLEYE SPAWN SUCCESSFUL. DAKCOUNT, V 1, NO 7, P 12, JUL 1987.
:SD WALLEYE WHOPPERS SHOW BlG GAIN. DAKCOUNT, V 4, NO 2, P 28-31, FEB 1990.
%WALLEYE.SKIN ^DISEASE NOT'HARMFUL. DAKCOUNT,; V 4, NO 3, P 47, MAR 1990 .
WALLEYE STOCKING ON OAHE TO INCREASE. DAKCOUNT, V 3, NO 9, P 22-23, SEP 1989.
WALLEYE TAGGING STUDY ON OAHE CONTINUES. DAKCOUNT, V 2, NO 6, P 12-13, JUN
r...-. •1988,,
WALLEYE tagging Stupy. DAKCOUNT, V 3, NO 4, P 66-67, APR 1989.
BERINGSON, DICK. REACTION TO NEW SD WALLEYE REGS. DAKCOUNT, V 4, NO 2, P 21,
; FEB 1990. .
BERRY, CHARLES JR.; WALTNER; CHANTELVWOLTERS, JAMES D. STUDYING GLACIAL:LAKE
; -WALLEYES. CONSDIG, V 56, NO 2, P 17-19, 1989.
COOPER, JOHN. MISSOURI RIVER WALLEYES; PART TWO. DAKOUT, V 6, NO 3, P 5-7, MAR
1991.;
'FIELDER, DAVID. WALLEYE OTOLITHS: TINY CALCIFIED TISSUES IN HEADS OF WALLEYES
REVEALTHE FISHES' AGE TO BIOLOGISTS. CONSDIG, V 57, NO 1, P 8-9, 1990.
• bLITTS/VCHARLIE. ; the ELUSIVE;SUMMER WALLEYE. FINS, V 7, NO 5, P 12-13, +, 1988.
HANSEN, DOUG. STOCKING WALLEYES: IS IT MAGIC? CONSDIG, V 54, NO 3/ P 6-9,
„ 7 987.
HOYME, NEAL. FISHING AT CHAMBERLAIN. DAKOUT, V 6, NO 3, P 8-10, MAR 1991.
^•^H0YM^;7 NBKL;"PALMER/rDENNiSt '; OAHE'Sf BEST'^ SPFINGTIMP BITEw ^DAKOUT, V iS, NO 5, P
9-14, MAY 1991.
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^ GOOD. DAKCOUNT, V 5, NO 2, P
5A-55, FEE 1991.
A MITZEL, BILL. WALLEYE WHOPPERS STRONG LAST YEAR. DAKCOUNT, V 2, NO 2, P 22-23,
FEE 1988.
MdUM, KEN. AN OUTSIDE OPINION: HOW BIG IS BIG ENOUGH? CONSDIG, V 57, NO 3, P
• : 29, 1990. . •:
NELSON, DAN. '87 WALLEYES: IT WAS A VERY GOOD YEAR. DAKCOUNT, V 2, NO 1, P
21-23, JAN 1988.
NISKANEN, CHRIS. THE ZANDER: FRIEND OR FOE? FINS, V 7, NO 5, P lA-16, 1988.
;^r ^ ^ ^ RANDASiH, ; JIM; '<-dRMAN-DAM^-A G00DVBET sF0R 5HAWG: WALLEYES.A^DAKCOUNiaV; 2,;iN0. 8, P
19-21, AUG 1988. ,
: R^^ SPECIAL TECHNIQUES DEVELOPED BYDAKOTANS.
DAKCOUNT, V 2, NO 5, P 38-42, MAY 1988.
RIIS, JIM. LAKE SHARPE: THIS MISSOURI RIVER MAIN-STEM RESERVOIR HAS GAINED A
REPUTATION AS A CONSISTENT PRODUCER OF WALLEYES AND... CONSDIG, V 54, NO 4, P
16-19, 1987.
SODERSTROM, RYAN. SPORTSMAN'S GUIDE TO BOWMAN-HALEY RESERVOIR, HARDING COUNTY.
FINS, V 7, NO 5, P 63-64, 1988.
STONET^C^^^ V 55, NO 6, P 10-13, 1988.
• •%. v.. -'•e
-STONE, CLTETONr ON THE BRINK: THE WALLEYES IN LAKE FRANCIS CASE HAVE GOTTEN
V 56, NO 2, P 8-11, 1989.
' STONE, CLIFTON. WHAT IS IT? CONSDIG, V 57, NO 4, P 7, 1990.
THOMS, JERRALD P. WALLEYES ARE UP FOR SPRING. FINS, V 6, NO 3, P 11-14, MAR
1987.- •
THOMS, JERRY. TOP CHOICES FOR SOUTH DAKOTA WALLEYE. DAKCOUNT, V 1, NO 5, P
20-22, MAY 1987.
WALSH, BILL
. MULLANEY, MARGUERITE. BILL WALSH: DEDICATED TO DEADWOOD. INSIDE, V 1, NO 2, P
22-23, FAL 1990.
.i(;vfer#iWALTZ-y.d\NNAi;;LANGHORNE^^^ - . . .
WALTZ, ANNA LANGHORNE. WEST RIVER PIONEER: A WOMAN'S STORY, 1911-1915, PART
ONE. SDHIST, V 17, NO 1, P 42-77, 1987.
WALTZ, ANNA LANGHORNE. WEST RIVER PIONEER: A WOMAN'S STORY, 1911-1915, PART
TWO. SDHIST, V 17, NO 2, P 140-169, 1987.
WALTZ, ANNA LANGHORNE. WEST RIVER PIONEER: A WOMAN'S STORY, 1911-1915, PARTS
' THREE AND FOUR. SDHIST, V 17, NO 3/4, P 241-295, 1987.
; WALZ, JEAN (?-1991)
FOUNDER AND FORMER CHAIR, JEAN WALZ, DIES. HUMAN, V 20, NO 1, P 3, NOV 1991.
WAR - ECONOMIC ASPECTS
PECHAN, BEVERLY. THE HIGH COST OF WAGING WAR... OR...HOW DID THE U.S. INCOME TAX
START? HERITAGE, V 17, NO 2, P 12, JUN 1991.
WAR AND SOCIETY
KAROLEVITZ, ROBERT F. LIFE ON THE HOME FRONT: SOUTH DAKOTA IN WORLD WAR II.
SDHIST, V 19, NO 3, P 392-423, 1989.
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WAR EAGLE (STEAIMBOATT ^
:^,.',^ t;;.i&;>LACCROSSE?SrSUNICEN TREASURE,'THE. NQ21ST, 1989.
; WAR MEMORIALS ; SEE MONUMENTS
j; WAR OF 1898 ; >=
HOSKINS, WILLIAM J. R.F. PETTIGREW AND THE FIRST SOUTH DAKOTA VOLUNTEER
INFANTRY 1898-1899. DAKHIST, .NO 21ST, 1989. 4;-
: ; > WEBB; ROBERT &. '^tHE"SPANISH^AMERICAN' war-experiences OF" PRIVATE'HERMAN F^ ""V
' KRUEGAR OF THE FIRST SOUTH DAKOTA INFANTRY. REGlMENT.. DAKHIST4 NO 19THV-P ;
VII.C1+, 1987. , ' •
^v4 J WARbleEs'; 4'
TALLMAN, DAN. BANDING RECOVERIES OF SOUTH DAKOTA BIRDS, PART A: SWALLOWS,
WAXWINGS, SHRIKES, VIREOS, AND WARBLERS. BIRD, V A2, NO A, P 76-80, DEC 1990.
; 4 4 WARD IFAMILY (JOHN & MARY) (REDFIELD, S.D.)
KURE, HELEN. PIONEER STORIES OF THE JOHN WARD FAMILY. DAKHIST, NO 18TH, P
82A-825, 1986.
WARD HOTEL (ABERDEEN, S.b;^
WEINREIS, ANNA M. ' THE WARD HOTEL, ON NATIONAL.REGISTER. DAKHIST, NO 18TH, P
697-702, 1986.
V •
Ir (^SQUE> JHOMAS j. THE ROLE OF JOSEPH WARD IN THE FOUNDING OF SOUTH DAKOTA.
;;4 ;warp4:loftus (???
WARD, LOFTUS; CRAMER, MARIAN. CHATAUQUA ROMANCE: MEISTER SINGER MEETS STORYBOOK
4;44>4 vi;#444aLADY4^SDMAG,uV..A4 NO 2, ^Pi:20-21, JUL 19
WARD, STEPHEN RALPH (1938-1991) .
STEPHEN F5ALPH WARD 1938-1991 (OBITURARY). SDHIST, V 21, NO 2, P 203, 1991.
WARNE,LELAND D,(1922- )
" LELAND D4 WARNE (1980 HALof fame HONOREEv - AGRICULTURE) . HERITAGE, : V^ l«i,_ NO;
4:,. 4^,.'F-31," 1988.-4 . ;
4jtfARRANTY'. ' / v" •/-S ; 4: >
•PETERSON, JAMES M. WARRANTY: AN EFFECTIVE DISCLAIMER? BUSREV, V A8, NO 3, P
10-11, MAR 1990.
WASTE MANAGEMENT, INC.
V ;4 WASTE MANAGEMENT CEO BUYS 30,000 ACRES NEAR PIERRE.. TIPS, V 5, NO A, PI, JUN
4199o:';-4'
WASTE MANAGEMENT Ot BRING HAZARDOUS WASTES TO STATE CEMENT PLANT. TIPS, V 5, NO





LAWLER/ JAMES L. THE FAMILY WATCH. SDMAG, V 5, NO 3, P 31+, SEP 1989.
LLOYD, MABEL. DAD AND HIS WATCH...THEY SPENT LIFE TOGETHER. DAKHIST, NO 20TH,
F A75-A78, 1988.
; Wi!\TER SEE ALSO AQUIFERS
vi; - -^AUDlb-VISUAb MATERIALS-AVAILABLE THROUGH 'DWNR ; (I^EPT;;;OF®WATEFtANDKNATURAL:;::
RESOURCES). WATER> V 2, NO 3, P 4, NOV 1988.
; BIG .SIOUX HYDROLOGIC STUDY NEARS COMPLETION. WATER, V 1, NO 2, P 3, SEP. 1987.
BLUNT FLOWING WELL PLUGGED. WATER, V 3, NO 2, P 2, SEP 1989.
, BROHM'S SULFIDE EXPANSION PLANS CHANGE AGAIN. TIPS, V 5, NO 7, P 1-A, NOV 1990.
BROHM'S water USE MAY EXCEED THAT OF LOCAL TOWNS. TIPS, V A, NO 7, P 4-5, MAY
1989.
fi'5i; ^.:vieONSERVE WATER;LIFE. : WATER, V 5, NO 1, P 5, SPR 1991.
DROUGHT DISASTERVWATER SUPPLY ASSISTANCE PROGRAM. WATER, V 2, NO 6, P I, MAY
1989.
ETSI AWARD OVERTURNED. WATER, V 3, NO 1, P 2, JUL 1989.
FOREST SERVICE StiLL RECEIVING COMMENTS ON GALENA DRILLING PLAN. TIPS, V 4, NO
6, P 6-7, MAR 1989.
GRANT TO help PROVIDE SAFE WATER IN BRUCE. ECONDEV, V 4, NO 1, P 7> JAN 1991.
GRANTS AWARDED FOR GROUNDWATER RESEARCH AND EDUCATION. WATER, V 4, NO 1, P 3,
AUG 1990.
GROUPS LAUNCH EFFORT TO PROTECT SPEARFISH CREEK. TIPS, V 5, NO 8, P 3-4, DEC
1990.
MINING IMPACTS TO WATER. TIPS, V 6, NO 3, P 4-6, MAY 1991.
MINING SPURS STUDY OF NORTHERN HILLS HYDROLOGY. TIPS, V 4, NO 1, P 6, JUL 1988.
GROUP protects CREEK FORM WATER'WITHDRAWAL. TIPS, <V 5, NO 2, P 1-2, APR
1990.
NEW.WATER QUALITY REGULATIONS PROPOSED. TIPS, V 3, NO 6, P 6-8, OCT 1987.
NONPOINT source task force. water, V 2, NO 6, P 5, MAY 1989.
PROVO WATER USERS MOVE FORWARD. TIPS, V 4, NO 3, P 5, OCT 1988.
SNOWPACK SIGNIFICANTLY.;HIGHER -THAN LAST YEAR--STILL BELOW NORMAL. WATER, V 2,
NO 4, P 2, JAN 1989.
STATE WAtER RIGHTS REGULATIONS TO CHANGE. TIPS,.V 5, NO 5, P 3, AUG-1990.
TIP'S FOCUS IN 1991. TIPS, V 6, NO 1, P 4-6, MAR 1991.
UPDATE ON CEE REVIEW COMMITTEE. TIPS, V 6, NO 3, P 8-9, MAY 1991.
WATER CONSERVATION ESSENTIAL. WATER, V 2, NO 6, P 4> MAY 1989.
WATER DEMAND BY CITIES and: MINES IN FOUR BLACK. HILLS^WATERSHEDS. TIPS, V 4, NO
8-9, P 7-8, SEP 1989.
WATER IN THE kACK HILLS: iSHRINKING RESOURCE, GROWING DEMAND. TIPS, V 4, NO
'8-9, P 6, SEP 1989.
WATER fMANAGEMENT^BOARD SAYS NO TO MINERVA. ~TIPS> ,Vk4,:.NP 5, P 5-6, NOV 1988.
WATER PROJECTS RECEIVE FUNDING. WATER, V 3, NO 1, P 4, JUL 1989.
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" BHATT, KAILASH P. WELLHEAD PROtECTION STRATEGIES FOR PUBLIC WATER WELLS.
WATER, V 5, NO 2, P 8, SUM 1991.
< V HEDGES, LYNN S. BLACK HILLS WATER STUDIES UPDATE. WATER, V 5, NO 3, P 8, PAL
^ • r-?; .V.V1991. ^ -
JOHNSTON, TOM; MCGOWAN, JIM. WILDLIFE WATER DEVELOPMENTS: PROVIDING WATER
SOURCES CAN HELP MANY SPECIES OF WILDLIFE IN THE BLACK HILS. CONSDIG, V 57,
NO 1, P 16-17, 1990.
LINDHOLM, BRUCE. GROUND WATER QUALITY CONFERENCE. WATER, V 5, NO 2, P 8, SUM
• •: 1991. ;
; ; ;:^ ,TOLLEFSRUD, TIM. STORM WATER CONTROLS. WATER, V 5, NO I, ^ 12, SPR 1991.
WATER - LAW/LEGISLATION/RIGHTS
::ATT0RNEY general^S"OPINION CA.G. 90-A3). MUNICIPAL, V 57, NO 8, P 11, FEB 1991.
drought ASSISTANCE PROGRAM CONCLUDES. WATER, V 3, NO 3, P <», NOV 1989.
DROUGHT disaster WATER SUPPLY ASSISTANCE PROGRAM UPDATE. WATER, V 3, NO 1, P 2,
JUL 1989.
DROUGHT DISASTER WATER SUPPLY ASSISTANCE PROGRAM. WATER, V 2, NO 6, P 1, MAY
••.;1989..
'ETSi AWARD OVERTURNED. WATER, V 3, NO I, P 2, JUL 1989.
GOVERNOR PROMOTES NEW ENVIRONMENTAL LEGISLATION.' TIPS, V 6, NO 6-7, P 6-7,, NOV
1991.
• MID DAKOTA RURAL WATER SYSTEM TO RECEIVE PREFERENCE POWER. WATER, V.3, NO 1, P
1, JUL 1989.
STATE WATER MANAGEMENT BOARD TO CONSIDER WATER RIGHT CANCELLATIONS.:WATER, V 1,
NO 3, P 5, JAN 1988.
STATE WATER RIGHTS REGULATIONS TO CHANGE. TIPS, V 5, NO 5, P 3, AUG 1990.
BRANSTAD, TERRY E. A VIEW FROM BELOW THE RESERVOIRS: ANOTHER PERSPECTIVE ON THE
MISSOURI RIVER. LAW, V 36, NO 1, P 8-13, 1991.
• "cooper, JOHN. BATTLE ON THE BIG MUDDY (PART ONE). DAKOUT, V 6, NO 6, P 5-6,
. JUN 1991.
^i.>r%Aii^^fciMG00PERv'rMOHN.;j '^v,;BAT^LE«0Nr.THE BIG MUDDYvCPART TWOl. , DAKOUT, V 6, NO 7, P 7-8,
' , JUL 1991.
DAVIDSON, JOHN H. SOUTH DAKOTA'S SPECIAL WATER DISTRICTS- AN INTRODUCTION.
LAW, V 36, NO 3, P 499-550, 1991.
MICKELSON, GEORGE S. MY VIEW OF THE MISSOURI RIVER. LAW, V 36, NO 1, P 1-7,
, 1991.
RAYSOR, JIM. MISSOURI RIVER: YESTERDAY, TODAY, AND TOMORROW. WATER, V 5, NO 3,
P lOi FAL 1991.
WATER - POLLUTION SEE ALSO CHEMICAL SPILLS; PETROLEUM SPILLS;, GROUNDWATER . > ,
/CONTAMINATION; HAZARDOUS WASTES
A DAY IN THE LIFE OF A SAMPLER. WATER, V 3, NO 2, P 3, SEP 1989.
ANNIE CREEK CONTAMINATION CHARGED. TIPS, V 2,.NO 9-10, P 2, JAN 1987.
V, ^APPLYING CHEMICALS THROUGH IRRIGATION WATER, V 2, NO 3, P 5, NOV 1988.
BROHM'S GILT EDGE SULFIDE PROJECT. TIPS, V 4, NO 7, P 2-^4, MAY 1989.
V BROOKINGS MOVES TO PROTECT THE BIG SIOUX AQUIFER. TIPS, V 2, NO 9-10, P 5, JAN
1987.:
r ::'^ :>"CENTENNl^l?;ENVIRONMENTAU protection ACT; vWATER;W 2;+!N0'4^;^ JAN 1989.
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' > D THE SIOUX FALLS WELL FIELD BY THE USE
OF DYE TRACING. WATER, V 3, NO 6, P 2+, JUN 1990.
DOCUMENTS SHOW SDDS GROUNDWATER MONITORING PLAN INADEQUATE. TIPS, V 6, NO 5, P
; SEP 1991.
ENVIRONMENTAL GROUPS SET PRIORITIES. TIPS, V A, NO 7, P 7, MAY 1989.
: ENVIRONMENTAL NETWORK ENCOURAGES DIALOG. TIPS, V 6, NO 8, P 2-3, DEC 1991.
GOLDSTAKE TARGETS WHITEWOOD CREEK. TIPS, V 6, NO 7, P A, NOV 1987.
MAJOR NEW MINE PLAN KEPT QUIET. TIPS, V A, NO 3, P 1, OCT 1988.
W - MORE EVIDENCE IN ON LEAKS :AT.iBROHM.>;;^IIPS, ;V; 6;,.;-N0. 6:^7Vi;P A-6i^vN0Va591,.Hf;i;
MORE GROUNDWATER "STANDARDS WAIVED FOR BROHM. TIPS, V A, NO A,.P;5-6, MAY 1989.
REGULATIONS). WATER, V 1, NO A, P 2, MAR 1988.
NEW ENVIRONMENTAL ASSURANCE BONDS TO BE IMPLEMENTED. TIPS, V 5, NO 5, P A-5,
AUG 1990.
NEW RULES LEGALIZE WATER POLLUTION. TIPS, V 6, NO 8, P 3-A, DEC 1991.
, NITRATE /SPILL STILL, NO^^ TIPS, V 2, NO 9-10, P A, JAN 1987.
NONPbiNT SOURCE'CONTROL PROGRAM. WATER, V 3, NO 5, P 3, APR 1990.
, • " ' ' NONPOINT SOURCEPOLLUTIONTOUR: water, V a, no:1,P I, AUG 1990..
NONPOINT SOURCE TASK FORCE. WATER, V 2, NO 6, P 5, MAY 1989.
NPS POLLUTION IMPACTS OF AGRICULTURAL CHEMICALS. WATER, V 3, NO 2, P 1+, SEP
1989.
RELEASE REPORTING AND RESPONSE (OF SPILL INCIDENTS). WATER, V 2, NO 2, P 1+,
SEP 1988.
SIOUX FALLS WILLIAMS PIPE LINE PETROLEUM RELEASES. WATER, V. 2, NO 2, P A, SEP
•- 1988.
SNOW DISPOSAL CAN THREATEN WAtER RESOURCES. MUNICIPAL, V 57, NO 8, P 12, FEB
1991. .
- SOUTH DAKOTA GROUNDWATER PROTECTION STRATEGY. WATER, V 1, NO 2, P I, SEP 1987.
' ^ SOUTH'DAKOTA HEALTH 2000 UPDATE. HEALTH, V A, NO 1, P I, JAN 1990.
STATE ESTABLISHES COMPLIANCE GOAL FOR WATER AND WASTEWATER SYSTEMS. WATER, V 2i
NO A, P 3, JAN 1989.
STATE REVOLVING FUND (TO HELP FUND WASTEWATER AND NONPOINT POLLUTION CONTROL
PROJECTS). WATER, V 1, NO 5, P A, MAY 1988.
STATE TAXPAYERS UNPROTECTED FROM WATER POLLUTION CLEANUP BILLS. TIPS, V 6, NO
6-7, P 1-A, NOV 1991.
STATE TO ALTER GROUNDWATER QUALITY REGULATIONS . TIPS, ^V ^6,^ NO, 6-7, .P;>6,- N
1991.
TIP COMPILING EVIDENCE AGAINST BROHM. TIPS, V 6, NO A, P2, JUL 1991.
TIP MOVES ON BROHM WATER POLLUTION. TIPS, V 6, NO 8, P 1-2, DEC 1991.
TIP SUBMITS TESTIMONY TO CONGRESS ON MINING IMPACTS. TIPS, V 5, NO A, P A-7,
JUN 1990.
WATER AND WASTEWATER: COMPLIANCE IN GOAL. WATER, V A, NO 1, P 3, AUG 1990.
V WATER QUALITY IMPACTS AND ECONOMICS MAY DOOM CENDAK IRRIGATION PROJECT. TIPS, V
3, NO 3, P 6, MAY 1987.
^ -V^?WATER-QUALITY:?RROTECTr^ A, P 1+, MAR 1988.
WELLHEAD PROTECTION IN SOUTH DAKOTA. WATER, V 2, NO 2, P 1+, SEP 1988.
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!<r'?:.WELLHEAD;PROTECTION. WATER^-V 1, NO 2,sP:3, SEP 1987.
WHARF'S LEAK BLOWS LID OFF HEAPLEACH ISSUE. TIPS, V 3, NO A, P 1, JUN 1987.
^Wlv'sWHARF^S, SHIP may: BE .SINKING. . . VTIPS,..V 3, NO 4, P 4, JUN 1987.
BUSCH, DAMON. RADON IN DRINKING WATER. WATER, V 5, NO 3, P 11, FAL 1991.
DAVIDSON, JOHN H. THINKING ABOUT NONPOINT SOURCES OF WATER POLLUTION AND SOUTH
DAKOTA AGRICULTURE, LAW, V 34, NO 1, P 20-62, 1989.
, MARKLEV, BILL. GROUND-WATER QUALITY PROGRAM HELPS TRACK, CLEAN-UP SPILLS.
WATER, V 5, NO 4, P II, WIN 1991.
: V' MURPHEY/^lUANEv^ -FEEDLOTS AND WATER POLEUTTON, WATER, aV: 5.,5T10. 3y »9i^:.?FAL:s1991.
PIRNER, STEVEN M. UPBATE ON THE CENTENNIAL' ENVIRONMENTAL ^PROTECTION"ACT OF
: 1989. WATER, V 4, NO 3, P 1+, NOV 1990.
SEEFELDT, RODGER. OWNER OF MAJOR FEEDLOT SHOWS OFF POLLUTION CONTROL
FACILITIES. WATER, V 4, NO 3, P 2, NOV 1990.
WOOD MANSEY, KENT. FEEDLOT COMMITTEE STARTS MEETING. WATER, V 5, NO 4, P 9,
WIN 199,1.
,WATER^-;b RURIFICAIION , „y., ^
" drinking WATER STAND^^^ ENFORCEMENT AND ASSISTANCE. WATER, V 3, NO 5, P 2, APR
^ 1990.
national.DRINKING WATER WEEK - MAY 6-12, 1990. WATER, V 3, NO 5, P 3, APR 1990.
NEW DRINKING WATER REGULATIONS. MUNICIPAL, V 54, NO 11, P ,12, MAY 1988.
.state ESTABLISHES COMPLIANCE GOAL FOR WATER AND WASTEWATER SYSTEMS. WATER, V 2,
NO 4, P 3, JAN 1989.
waTer birds see also the names of specific water birds
y DA^ 1889-1989, part 6: prosperity RETURNS TO THE PRAIRIE.
CONSDIG, V 56, NO 5, P 19-21, 1989.
DAKOTA WETLANDS PROJECTS BEGUN. DAKCOUNT, V 3, NO 8, P 20-21, AUG 1989.
V DUCK FORECAST '89. DAKCOUNT, V 3, NO 9, P 14-17, SEP 1989.
^y^^WATEr FbWiyi PLAN 'TAKING^SHAPEV •^DAKCOUNTy' V 2, NO 12, P^ 17, DEC 1988.
WATERFOWL OUTLOOK '91. DAKCOUNT, V 5, NO 9, P 44-46, SEP 1991.
WATERFOWL PROJECTS IMPORTANT TO DAKOTANS. DAKCOUNT, V 3, NO 12, P 40-41, DEC
1989.
WATERFOWL...FALL FLIGHT FORECAST. DAKCOUNT, V 1, NO 9, P 7-9, SEP 1987.
WRAP-UP: IS ACID RAIN HARMING WATERFOWL? CONSDIG, V .54, NO 3, P 27,.1987.
1989 BANDING'CREW CAPTURES RECORD NUMBER OF GEESE. CONSDIG, V 56,. NO 4,: P 18,
1989. ,
BERRY, CHARLES JR. A DUCK FARMER BLEW THE WHISTLE ON WETLANDS. SDMAG, V 5, NO
2, P 42-45, JUL 1989.
.COOPER, JOHN. WATER FOWL FORECAST. DAKOUT, V 6, NO 9, P 7-8, SEP 1991.
- DHAEMERS, PAUL. THANKS FOR WILDFOWL AND WETLANDS (HUNTING SWANS). CONSDIG, V
58, NO 4, P 13-14, 1991.
FREIDEL, JACK. A HOME FOR WOODIE. CONSDIG, V 57, NO 1, P 14, 1990.
GUNNER, LARRY. SAVORING THE MOMENTS: FIRST-TIME SWAN HUNTER WANTED A HUNT TO
REMEMBER--AND HE GOT IT. CONSDIG, V 58, NO 4, P 15, 1991.
HART, WILLIAM P. 'SAGA OF THEWOOD DUCKS. CONSDIG, V 57, NO 1, P 12-13+, 1990.
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HAWORTH, MARCY. , NESTING SITES FOR DUCKS AND GEESE. CONSDIG, V 54, NO 6, P 2-7,
1987.
HOWE, FRANK... HEADS UP, HERONS!- CONSDIG, V 55, NO 3, P 2-5, 1988.
KIRK, VERNON M. THE SPRING FLIGHT. CONSDIG, V 58, NO 2, P 2-5, 1991.
LINDSAY, LARRY. TROUBLES BY THE SCORE CCANVASBACK). FINS,-V 6, NO 3, P 8-9+,
MAR 1987.
MADSON, CHRIS. THE STABILIZED REGS. CONSDIG, V 55, NO I, P 12-17, 1988.
MAMMENGA, PAUL.- INSTALLING CULVERTS IN WETLANDS. CONSDIG, V 5A, NO 6, P A-5,
1987.
MITZEL, BILL. DUCKS; DROUGHT ONLY PART OF THE PROBLEM.v DAKCOUNT,.W 2,i^^NO 9, P
14-17, SEP 1988.
MITZEL, BILL. WATERFOWL OUTLOOK FOR THE FALL SEASON. DAKCOUNT, V 4, NO 9, P
48-51, SEP 1990.
MITZEL, BILL. WILDLIFE PROBLEMS CREATED BY THE DROUGHT. DAKCOUNT, V 2, NO 8, P
6-10, AUG 1988.
MOUM, KEN. AN OUTSIDE OPINION: WHOSE PROBLEM ARE DUCKS? CONSDIG, V 55, NO 1, P
26, 1988.
— : SIMPSON, GAY. SOUTH DAKOTA WETLANDS. CONSDIG, V 55, NO 1, P 10, 1988.
• : SMITH,' RANDY CONSDIG, V 54, NO 2, P 12-16, 1987;
TRAUTMANN, MICHAEL. SAND LAKE REFUGE. CONSDIG, V 55, NO 5, P 14-17, 1988.
VAA, SPENCER. BITTER LAKE: A SUCCESS STORY FOR WATERFOWL. CONSDIG, V 58, NO 4,
P 6-7, 1991.
VAA, SPENCER. THE '90 SWAN HUNT. CONSDIG, V 58, NO 4, P 12, 1991.
WASHBURN, LOWELL. TROUBLE IN DUCK COUNTRY. CONSDIG, V 55, NO 1, P 6-9,11,
• :.-..1988 .
ZASTROW, BERDETTE. wild goose CHASE: A GOOSE-BANDING ROUNDUP ON PIYAS LAKE NETS
275 GIANT CANADA GEESE. ;CONSDIG, V 56, NO 4, P 16-18, 1989.
WATER DEVELOPMENT DISTRICTS
>;''^ ^^4;^^Ufe?i:4|:GQNGRES&lONALrHEARING:iHELD !F0R-MAJOR WATERv DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS. WATER, V 3, NO
6, P 1, JUN 1990.
IGLOO-PROVO WATER PROJECT--LOCAL EFFORT PRODUCES RESULTS. WATER, V 3, NO 1, P
4, JUL 1989.
MID DAKOTA RURAL WATER SYSTEM TO RECEIVE PREFERENCE POWER. WATER, V 3, NO 1, P
1, JUL 1989.
MNI WICONI RURAL WATER SYSTEM. WATER, V 3, NO 1, P 3, JUL 1989
PROVO WATER USERS MOVE FORWARD. TIPS, V 4, NO 3, P 5, OCT 1988. - -
WATER PROJECTS RECEIVE FUNDING. WATER, V 3, NO 1, P 4, JUL 1989.
DAVIDSON, JOHN H. SOUTH DAKOTA'S SPECIAL WATER DISTRICTS- AN INTRODUCTION.
LAW, V 36> NO 3, P 499-550, 1991.
GATES, LAURIE. MID-DAKOTA AND LAKE ANDES-WAGNER/MARTY II AUTHORIZED BY
U.S.HOUSE. WATER, V 5, NO 2, P 7, SUM 1991.
WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT
FEDERAL FUNDING FOR SD WATER PROJECTS. WATER, V 4, NO 1, P 2, AUG 1990.
...GOVERNOR .ADVANCES.-WATER DEVELOPMENT, INI^ V 1, NO 2, PI, SEP
1987.
GOVERNOR OUTLINES WATER PRIORITIES. WATER, V 1, NO 1, P 2, JUL 1987.
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IGLOO-PROVO WATER PROJECT--LOCAL EFFORT PRODUCES RESULTS. WATER, V 3, NO 1, P
A, JUL;1989.
^;i:^ i^>:aLOW..LAKE-^LEVELS"THREATEN-WATER-SYSTEM•S-..SERVICE. WATER, V 2, NO 5, P 3, MAR
1989.
MID DAKOTA RURAL WATER SYSTEM TO RECEIVE PREFERENCE POWER. WATER, V 3, NO 1, P
1, JUL 1989.
MNI WICONI RURAL WATER SYSTEM. WATER, V 3, NO 1, P 3, JUL 1989.
MUNICIPALITIES AND GOVERNOR MICKELSON'S WATER DEVELOPMENT INITIATIVE.
MUNICIPAL, V 5A, NO A, P7, OCT 1987.
• • NATIONAL RURAL CLEAN WATER=^ PROGRAM .WORKSHOP.;-HOSTED--BY SOUTH .DAKOTA.1 WATER, X..A,
NO 2, P 3, SEP 1990.
NONPOINT-SOURCE CONTROL PROGRAM. WATER, V 3, NO 5, P 3, APR 1990.
SOUTHEASTERN SOUTH DAKOTA WATER SUPPLY SYSTEM. WATER, V 4, NO 2, P 2+, SEP
1990.
SPLIT ROCK CREEK AQUIFER STUDY. WATER, V 2, NO 3, P 5, NOV 1988.
STATE WATER RIGHTS REGULATIONS TO CHANGE. TIPS, V 5, NO 5, P 3, AUG 1990.
V ,3, NO 1, P 4, JUL 1989.
1990 DROUGHT ,DISASTER LIVESTOCK WATER SUPPLY ASSISTANCE PROGRAM; WATER, V 4, NO
2, P 2, SEP 1990.
1990 IRRIGATION QUESTIONAIRES. WATER, V 4, NO 2, P 4, SEP 1990.
DAVIDSON, JOHN H. SOUTH DAKOTA'S SPECIAL WATER DISTRICTS- AN INTRODUCTION.
LAW, V 36, NO 3, P 499-550, 1991.
DEAN, TONY. TRI-STATES TAKE CORPS TO COURT. DAKCOUNT, V 4, NO 6, P 18-20, JUN
1990.
; EDMAN, TIM. GOVERNOR MICKELSON RECEIVES SOUTH DAKOTA WATER/INITIATIVE REPORT
; (RECOMMENDATIONS FROM THE S.D. BOARD OF WATER AND...). WATER, V 1, NO 3, P 1,
JAN 1988.
FERRELL, JOHN. DEVELOPING THE MISSOURI: SOUTH DAKOTA AND THE PICK-SLOAN PLAN.
SDHIST, V 19, NO 3, P 306-341, 1989.
CENTURY":; CORPS SHOULD CONSIDER NEEDS OF
UPSTREAM states. 'MUNICIPAL, V 56, NO 12, P 19, JUN 1990.
MICKELSON, GEORGE S. CORPS MANAGEMENT POLICIES ON MISSOURI RIVER MUST CHANGE
(EDITORIAL). DAKCOUNT, V 4> NO 7, P 8-9, JUL 1990.
MITZEL, BILL. LAWSUlT UPDATE - OAHE LEVELS UNCERTAIN. DAKCOUNT, V 4, NO 6, P
22-23, JUN 1990.
MITZEL, BILL. LOCAL BATTLE WITH CORPS WILL LIKELY CONTINUE DURING THE 90'S.
DAKCOUNT, V 4, NO 12, P 21, DEC 1990.
RAYSOR, jiM. MISSOURI- RIVER :" YESTERDAY, TODAY,"AND TOMORROW. WATER, .V 5,: NO 3,
P 10, FAL 1991.
STEICHEN, MARK. SOUTH DAKOTA WATER DEVELOPMENT FUNDING OPPORTUNITIES. WATER, V
4, NO 3, P 1, NOV 1990.
WATER SUPPLY
HOUSE PASSES WATER PROJECT. MUNICIPAL, V 58, NO 2, P 11, AUG 1991.
BICE, SAMUEL J. WET AND WILD ... THE SEARCH FOR WATER! (WATER SUPPLY). INSIDE,
V 2, NO 4, P 10-11, SPR 1991.
MICKELSON, GEORGE S. CREATING SOUTH DAKOTA'S FUTURE: GOVERNOR TO INTRODUCE




, : r . MICKELSON^ SOUTH DAKOTA'S FUTURE: SOUTH DAKOTA WATER
' DEVELOPMENT AND MUNICIPALITIES: A POWERFUL PARTNERSHIP. MUNICIPAL, V 58, NO
3, P 19, SEP 1991.
?: waterfowl .SEE WATER BIRDS
WATERTOWN, S.D.
A MATTER OF TIME (WATERTOWN'S CITY HALL CLOCK). SDMAG, V 3, NO 2, P 38, JUN
1987.
IOWA CORPORATION MOVES BUSINESS TO; WATERTOWN. ECONDEVi- V I, NO 1, P. 8, MAY
1988.
WATERTOWN IS GOVERNOR•S:i"COMMUNITY of: THE YEAR" .- ECONDEVr V'2, NO 2, P" l ; FEB
1989.
WATERTOWN, BELLE FOURCHE JOIN MAIN STREET PROGRAM. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 1, P 7, JAN
1989.
HOLIEN, CAROLE S. ALL ABOARD FOR THE DEPOT. SDMAG, V 6, NO A, P 21+, SEP 1990.
WATERWAYS
SECOND CENTURY": CORPS SHOULD CONSIDER NEEDS OF
.UPSTREAM STATES. MUNICIPAL, V 56, NO 12, P 19, JUN 1990.
WAUBAY national WILDLIFE REFUGE
RECORDS OF RARE AND UNCOMMON BIRDS FROM THE EARLY YEARS OF THE WAUBAY NATIONAL
WILDLIFE REFUGE 1936-1960. BIRD, V A3, NO A, P 69-75, DEC..1991.
LANNING, SHAWNA. WAUBAY WILDLIFE REFUGE NOT JUST FOR WATERFOWL: PEOPLE.ARE
WELCOME, TOO. SDMAG, V 5, NO 2, P A5, JUL 1989.
SKADSEN, DENNIS. WAUBAY BLUEBIRD TRAIL: 1987 BREEDING SEASON. BIRD, V AO, NO
3, P 70-72, SEP 1988.
WAXWINGS
TALLMAN, DAN. BANDING RECOVERIES OF SOUTH DAKOTA BIRDS, PART A: SWALLOWS,
WAXWINGS, SHRIKES, VIREOS, AND WARBLERS. BIRD, V A2, NO A, P 76-80, DEC 1990.
WEATHER SEE Also BLIZZARDSj DROUGHTS; FLOODS; TORNADOES; STORMS
AVG TEMP AND PRECIP FOR SELECTED CITIES - SEE MISSOURI RIVER COLUMN IN EACH
ISSUE OF DAKOTA COUNTRY, JAN 1989+. DAKCOUNT.
DROUGHTS PAST AND PRESENT. CENSUSDATA, V 3, NO 5, P 1-3, AUG 1988.
WATER MANAGEMENT BOARD GRANTS WEATHER MODIFICATION PERMIT. WATER, V 2, NO 5, P
1+, MAR 1989.
. . ... r ANDERSON, :GRANTv: THE-DROUGHT DILEMMA' OF THE EARLY 1890JS . : DAKHIST, N0:p19TH, P
IX.A1+, 1987.
BERINGSON, dick. EDITORIAL: PHEASANTS THRIVE IN THE '90S. CONSDIG, V 58., NO 5,
P 1, 1991.
BEYER, BETTY. SOUTH DAKOTA: LAND OF INFINITE WEATHER. DAKHIST, NO 20TH, P
87-90, 1988.
, BURR, WESLEY H. THE REAL SUNSHINE STATE. SDMAG, V7, NO 3, P 39,Al, SEP 1991/
.. LEWIS, WENDYL. DAKOTA NATURALIST: WINTER.WEATHER PUZZLES. CONSDIG, V 58, NO
1, P 22-23, 1991.
MOUM, KEN. OUTSIDE OPINION: FAHRENHEIT FOLLIES. CONSDIG, V 57, NO 1, P 26,
1990.
MOUM, KEN. SEASONS DON'T FOLLOW CALENDAR. CONSDIG, V 56, NO 6, PI, 1989.
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• ^^ t OF'DESTRUCTION. HERITAGE, V 15, NO 6, P 9-11, 1989.
VOTRUBA; STANLEY E. THE MERCILESS DAY - 1880-81 OF SNOW, ICE, FLOODS. DAKHIST,
NO 19TH, P IX.C1+, 1987.
WEEDS -
PARK NOTES: GOATS AHOY! CONSDIG, V 57, NO 5, P 26, 1990.
DROMEY, JOE. NATURE'S FOOD I NEVER DID LIKE AND HOW IT WAS USED IN PIONEER
days: DAKHIST, no 21ST, 1989.
: v/: ,: ,^.jj(^P0LEVltZ,' BOB." : DANDELIONS: AN ALTERNATIVEVCROP? ;;SDMAG,- V 5,"NO F,;:,P AI; ;JUL
• 1989'.
ODE, DAVE. DAKOTA-FLORA: PURPLE LOOSESTRIFEv V CONSDIG, V 58, NO 5, P.,25,-1991.
WEGNER, KARL (1930- )
KARL WEGNER, MD (1988 HALL OF FAME HONOREE - PROFESSIONAL). HERITAGE, V lA, NO
A, P 32, 1988.
weight control
• ^'''"'''^-"^'^IMMIE'®Fi 5, NO 1, P 5, FEB
1991,
. , : KAROLEVITZ, BOB. \;JIM RIVER COUNTRY: PASS THE FRICASSE OF HARNESS, PLEASE (A
: HUMOROUS LOOK AT DIETING). SDMAG, V A, NO A, P 22, NOV 1988. .
WEINREIS, ANNA MARIE (1905- )
^ RAHJA, JEAN. SISTER ANNA MARIE WEINREIS. DAKHIST, NO 22, P 762-773, 1990.
WEISEL, ELBERT W. (1897- )
E.W. WEISEL (HALL OF FAME HONOREE - UNSUNG HEROES AND-GOOD HEARTS). HERITAGE, V
15, NO 5, P 6-7, 1989.
WELFARE SEE.PUBLIC WELFARE
- • WELLS
ARTESIAN WELLS: WILD FLOWING WELLS MUST BE CONTROLLED. WATER, V 1, NO 5, P 5,
MAY 1988.
RAMONA RECEIVES CDBG GRANT. ECONDEV, V 1, NO 5, P 8, OCT 1988.
WELLHEAD PROTECTION IN SOUTH DAKOTA. WATER, V 2, NO 2, P 1+, SEP 1988.
^WELLHEAD PROTECTION. WATER, V 1, NO 2, P.3, SEP 1987.
WELLS, PATTY V
'patty wells named INMED director. INDIAN, NO 125, P 15, SPR 1991.
WENTWORTH, S.D.
VfWENTWORTH INCINERATOR UPDATE. TIPS, V 2, NO 9-l0, P 6, JAN 1987.
WEST BEND RECREATION AREA
•^PARK NOTES: WEST BEND RECEIVES GIFT. CONSDIG, V 58, NO 5, P 26, 1991.
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WEST RIVER SEE EAST RIVER/WEST RIVER
WEST WHITLOCK RECREATION AREA
WHIPPLE, FRANK W. CAMPGROUND HOSTS: WHAT'S IT LIKE TO BE A VOLUNTEER IN ONE OF
SOUTH DAKOTA'S STATE PARKS? CONSDIG, V 57, NO 3, P 10-12, 1990.
WESTERMAN, FLOYD RED CROW
MOVIE .FEATURES^^^^ 6i, N0=.6, P 11, MAR 1991.
WESTERN PRINTING CABERDEEN, S.D.)
BOARD (OF ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT) APPROVES SEVEN REDI FUND LOANS. ECONDEV, V 1,
, , NO 6, P 3, NOV 1988.
WESTERN WHEATGRASS SEE GRASSES
. WETLANDS SEE ALSO PRAIRIE POTHOLES
w:%^fe^?m^DAKb '^*GOUNT\^:iiDAV^^GOUNTY.^
• > DAKOTA HUNTERS DEVELOP NEW•TECHNIQUES (FOR SLOUGHS). DAKCOUNT, V A, NO .12, P
: 30-31, DEC 1990.
DAKOTA WETLANDS PROJECTS BEGUN. DAKCOUNT, V 3, NO 8, P 20-21, AUG 1989.
FEDERAL STUDY FINDS NO PCB'S IN FISH FROM A MADISON SLOUGH. TIPS, V 3, NO 9-10,
P 8, MAY 1988.
IS DROUGHT ALL BAD? DAKCOUNT, V 3, NO 6, P 38, JUN 1989.
JAMES RIVER ENVIRONMENTAL INITIATIVE RECONNAISSANCE STUDY. WATER, V=4, N02, P
. 1, SEP 1990. ,•
MORE REASONS FOR DECLINING DUCK NUMBERS. DAKCOUNT, V 2, NO 5, P 16, MAY 1988.
WATER FOWL PLAN TAKING SHAPE. DAKCOUNT, V 2, NO 12, P 17, DEC 1988.
• : WATERFOWL PROJECTS IMPORTANT: TO DAKOTANS. DAKCOUNT, V 3, NO 12, P 40-41, DEC
•; , , ; •
WILDLIFE NOTES: LAKE THOMPSON DEDICATION. CONSDIG, V 58, NO 3, P 27, 1991.
WRAP-UP: IS ACID RAIN HARMING WATERFOWL? CONSDIG, V 54, NO 3, P 27, 1987.
WRAP-UP: SLOUGHS ARE VALUABLE, SAYS WETLANDS GROUP. CONSDIG, V 54, NO 5, P 28,
1987.
WRAP-UP: WHAT'S A WETLAND? CONSDIG, V 55, NO 4, P 26, 1988.
BERINGSON, DICK. TIME IS .RIGHT (FOR IMPROVING. PHEASANT HABITAT) ., CONSDIG, V
58, NO 1, P 1, 1991.
BERRY, CHARLES JR. A DUCK FARMER BLEW THE WHISTLE ON WETLANDS. SDMAG, V 5, NO
2, P 42-45, JUL 1989.
CARRELS, PETER. SPORTSMAN'S GUIDE TO LACREEK NWR, BENNETT COUNTY. FINS, V 6,
NO 8, P 95-96, JUL 1987.
FISH & WILDLIFE SERVICE. DUCKS OF, THE DAKOTAS. DAKCOUNT, V 4, NO 3, P ,52-53,
MAR 1990.
HANSON, DENNIS. WETLANDS EASEMENTS. COUNTY, V 36, NO 7, P 2, JUN 1990..
HAWORTH, MARCY. NESTING SITES FOR.DUCKS AND GEESE. CONSDIG, V 54, NO 6, P 2-7,
1987.
: J LANGENFELD, JOSEPH j; A STRESS TEST: LAST FALL THE AUTHOR, WET AND TIRED, SPENT
SEVEN HOURS WADING THROUGH A MARSH. CONSDIG, V 57, NO 5, P 2-5, 1990.
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MADSON, CHRIS. THE STABILIZED REGS. CONSDIG/ V 55, NO 1, P 12-17, 1988.
MAMMENGA, PAUL. INSTALLING CULVERTS IN WETLANDS. CGNSDIG, V 5<i, NO 6, P ^-5,
: 1987.
MITZEL, BILL; DUCKS: DROUGHT ONLY PART OF THE PROBLEM. DAKCOUNT, V 2, NO 9, P
1A-T7, SEP 1988.
MITZEL, BILL. LOCAL AGENT REVIEWS POACHING PROBLEM IN SOUTH. DAKCOUNT, V 2, NO
5, P 26-28, JUN 1988.
MOUM, KEN. 'IT COULD HAPPEN TP ANYONE' . CONSDIG, V, 57, NO 5, P 5., 1990.
' Ho KEN. S:D; HEADWATERS:: WATER IS "EVERYTHING^ FINS, V 6,; NO 5;: P MAYL:^/-
1987.
ODE, DAVE. DAKOTA FLORA: PURPLE LOOSESTRIFE. CONSDIG, Y 58, NO 5, P ;25,. 1991.
PAY, DON. BOYD COUNTY NUCLEAR WASTE SITE. TIPS, V NO 6, P 5, NOV 1989.
POST, CHUCK. S.D. REPORT: RUSH TO SELL WETLANDS COMPLICATES TAX STRUCTURE.
FINS, V 6, NO 8, P 7, JUL 1987.
POST, CHUCK. S.D. REPORT: WILDLIFE GROUP OPENS WETLANDS RESOURCE CENTER
CBISMARCK, N.D.). FINS, V 6, NO 9, P 6, APR 1987.
WETLANDS,: MORE THAN WEEDS AND WATER.
CONSDIG, V 58, NO 2, P 22-23, 1991.
SOLBERG,KENTjHlGGINS, KENNETH-F. CHEMICALS, CATTAILS AND DUCKS.' CONSDIG> V
55, NO 6, P 19-17, 1988.
STEINBERG, ROGER. PAUL ERRINGTON: SOUTH DAKOTA'S PREMIER CONSERVATIONIST.
CONSDIG, V 55, NO 6, P 2-5, 1988.
^TRAUTMANN, MICHAEL. SAND LAKE REFUGE. CONSDIG, V 55, NO 5, P 14-17, 1988.
WASHBURN, LOWELL. TROUBLE IN DUCK COUNTRY. CONSDIG, V 55, NOl, P 6-9,11,
1988,
WHARF RESOURCES
ANNIE CREEK CONTAMINATION CHARGED. TIPS, V 2, NO 9-10, P 2, JAN 1987.
. AREA HOMEOWNERS FEAR DEVASTATION AROUND TERRY PEAK. TIPS, V 4, NO 4, P 1, NOV
. ,.,-,.1988. ;
CABIN OWNERS CONCERNED ABOUT WHARF EXPANSION. TIPS, V 4, NO 2, P 3, AUG 1988.
MINE PERMIT AND AMENDMENT ONSLAUGHT CONTINUES. TIPS, V 3, NO 9-10, P 3-4, MAY
1988.
MISCELLANEOUS MINING NOTES. TIPS, V 3, NO 6, P 2-3, OCT 1987.
WHARF AMENDS ONCE AGAIN. TIPS, V 3, NO 6, P 2, OCT 1987.
'W REQUESTS. . TIPS, V 3, NO 3, ,P<3, MAY. 1987..
WHARF PLANS TO ALTER TAILINGS DISPOSAL METHOD. TIPS, V 3, NO 2, P 7, APR 1987.
WHARF UPDATE. TIPS, V 4, NO 8-9, P 5, SEP 1989.
WHARF VICE-PRESIDENT DISPUTES MERRILL LYNCH ANALYST ON SURFACE MINING COSTS.
TIPS, V 4, NO 3, P 2, OCT 1988.
WHARF'S LEAK BLOWS LID OFF HEAPLEACH ISSUE. TIPS, V 3, NO 4, P 1, JUN 1987.
WHARF'S SHIP MAY BE SINKING... TIPS,, V 3, NO 4, P 4, JUN 1987.




ROOD, DIANNE. EUREKA: A TOWN RAISED ON WHEAT. SDMAG, V 7, NO 3, P 20-22, SEP
1991.
WHEAT COMMISSION - S.D.
DAKOTA BREAD RISES TO THE OCCASION. SDMAG, V 3, NO 3, P 1A+, AUG 1987.
WHEELER MANUFACTURING CLEMMON, S.D.)
BOARD OF ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT"APPROVES 'LOANS. ECONDEV,: V 2i "NO 2, P.. 3,-iREB
1989.
WHEELER, S.D.
GNIRK, AiDELINE. WHEELER, THE CRADLE OF CHARLES MIX COUNTY. DAKHIST, NO 2IST,
1989.
WHEELWRIGHTS
... .HUNHOFF,BERNIE.- WHERE THERE'S HORSES HITCHED TO WHEELS, THERE'S NEED FOR A
. NO ,5, ^P 13-15, JAN 1988.
WHIPPLE, FRANK WALTER (1877-1951)
JOHNSON, NORMA. WHIPPLE RANCH AND WHIPPLE RODEO. DAKHlST, NO 20TH, P 121-126,
1988.
JOHNSON, norma; WHIPPLE rodeo drew record crowds in sisseton's corner of south
DAKOTA. DAKWEST, V 13, NO 3, P lA-19, SEP 1987.
WHITE BASS SEE BASS
WHITE RIVER
HOOVER, HERBERT T.-; RAN, JOHN; BRUGUIER, LEONARD R. GORGING ICE AND FLOODING
RIVERS: SPRINGTIME DEVASTATION IN SOUTH DAKOTA. SDHIST, V 17, NO 3/A, P
181-201, 1987.
WHITE SWAN, S.D.
GNIRK, ADELINE. WHITE SWAN, FORT RANDALL, DAKOTA TERRITORY 1869-1895. DAKHIST,
NO 2PTH, P 291-293, 1988.
GNIRK, ADELINE. WHITE SWAN, FORT RANDALL, DAKOTA TERRITORY 1869-1895.
HERITAGE, V 15, NO 7, P 13-15, 1989.
V WHITE, "BABE" (HUMAN FLY)
PIERRE'S UNFORGETTABLE SUMMER OF '27 (A PRESIDENT, A HERO AND A HUMAN FLY VISIT
PIERRE). SDMAG, V 3, NO 2, P 28-30, JUN 1987.
WHITEFACE, FRED
LEWIS, DALE. FRED (FRED WHITEFACE). HERITAGE, V 14, NO 3, P 38-39, 1988.
WHITEMAN, WESLEY (BLACK BEAR)
SCHWARTZ, WARREN E. THE GHOST STORIES OF WESLEY WHITEMAN (A NATIVE AMERICAN'S




GOLDSTAKE TARGETS WHITEWOOD CREEK. TIPS, V 6, NO 7, P A, NOV 1987.
RESEARCH COULD LEAD TO LAND RESTORATION JOBS. ECONDEV, V 2, NO 1, P A, JAN
1989.
WHITEWOOD CREEK SUPERFUND CLEANUP: MINING COMPANIES AND STATE AGENCY PLAYING
POLITICS. TIPS, V A, NO 2, P 5-6, AUG 1988.
WHITEWOOD CREEK SUPERFUND SITE NOMINATED AS SPECIAL AND UNIQUE. TIPS, V 6, NO
• 5, P A-5, SEP 1991.
"' WRAP-UP: WHITEWOOD CREEK FILM WINS ANOTHER^AWARD. CONSDIG; 5 6:y\:P"28?~~
. 1987.
- LAWRENSEN, MARK. WHITEWOOD CREEK SUPERFUND SITE. WATER, V 5, NO 2, P 9, SUM;
1991.
WHITLOck BAY SALMON SPAWNING STATION CPOTTER COUNTY)
SOUTH DAKOTA REPORT: WHiTLOCKS SALMON STATION OPEN. FINS, V 8, NO 1, P 6, 1989.
WILDLIFE NOTES; SALMON RUN IS SUCCESSFUL. CONSDIG, V 58, NO 1, P 27, 1991.
#r'FIELDfERS '^i^^ A'RAINBOW TROUT.A STEELHEAD? CONSDIG, V 57, NO A, P
8-9, 1990.
' POST, CHUCK. S.D. REPORT: MORE SALMON AT WHITLOCK, BUT FEWER EGGS COLLECTED.
FINS, V 6, NO A, P 6> APR 1987.
WHITTLING SEE WOOD CARVING
WHOLESALE TRADE
IS RURAL AMERICA DYING (EMPLOYMENT CHANGE)? LABOR, P 1-2, MAY 1991.
LOOKING BACK At '89: NONFARM EMPLOYMENT. LABOR, NO 1-3, DEC 1989.
Wip EDIBLES
DROMEY,?JOE. NATURE'S FOOD I NEVER DID LIKE AND HOW IT WAS USED IN PIONEER
\.ipAYSc4;?DAKHIST,,,,N0,i21ST>: 1^
HASSELSTROM, LINDA. BUFFALO BERRIES. SDMAG, V 7, NO 2, P A6-A7, JUL 1991.
KAROLEVITZ, bob. DANDELIONS: an alternative crop? SDMAG, V 5, NO 2, P Al, JUL
1989.
; LEWIS, WENDY. DAKOTA NATURALIST: NATURE'S SUPERMARKET. CONSDIG, V 56, NO 5, P
22-23, 1989.
ODE, DAVE. DAKOTA FLORA: BUFFALO BEAN (ASTRAGALUS CRASSICARPUS). CONSDIG, V
58, NO 2, P 25, 1991.
ODE, DAVE. DAKOTA FLORA: PLAINS PRICKLY PEAR. CONSDIG, V 58, NO 1, P 25, 1991.
ODE, DAVE. DAKOTA FLORA: THE CATTAIL. CONSDIG, V 55, NO 5, P 29, 1988.
ODE, DAVE. DAKOTA FLORA: THE CHOKECHERRY. CONSDIG, V 54, NO 5, P 29, 1987.
ODE, DAVE. DAKOTA FLORA: THE GROUND-NUT. CONSDIG, V 57, NO A, P 25, 1990.




ODE, DAVE. DAKOTA FLORA: BLACK SAMPSON. CONSDIG, V 5A, NO A, P 29, 1987.
ODE, DAVE. DAKOTA FLORA: SNOW TRILLIUM. CONSDIG, V 5<i, NO 2, P 29, 1987.
ODE, DAVE. DAKOTA FLORA: THE BUSH MORNING-GLORY. CONSDIG, V 55, NO A, P 29,
1988.
ODE, DAVE. DAKOTA FLORA: THE COMMON SUNFLOWER. CONSDIG, V 5A, NO 6, P 29,
1987.
' ODE>- DAVE.- DAKOTA FLORA.: THE, EASTEEvDAISY. i;,-CONSDIG,j.:V,-55, ^N0:.2,;;P-.29^ ,vl;988.
ODE, DAVE . DAKOTA FLORA: ;THE ;RASQUEr: FLOWER . ^CONSDIG, ^V 56, ;N0 2,..P .29,...a989 .
ODE, DAVE.' DAKOTA FLORA: THE TURKS-CAP LILY. CONSDIG, V 56, NO 3, P 29, 1989.
THORESON, MAYWIN. BIG SIOUX BLOOMS. CONSDIG, V 54, NO 3, P 2-5, 1987.
THORESON, MAYWIN. DAKOTA NATURALIST: HERBAL HEALING. CONSDIG, V 57, NO 5, P
22-23, 1990.
WILD WEST SHOWS
' MERkEL, JASON LEE. SltTlNG BULL AND THE DAKOTAS. DAKHIST, NO 21ST, 1989.
r MILLER, DARLISA;^ CRAWFORD: A WESTERN MILITARY SCOUT ON THE
CHAUTAUQUA CIRCUIT. SDHIST, V 21, NO 3, P 230-246, 1991.
MOSES, L.G. INDIANS ON THE MIDWAY: WILD WEST SHOW AND THE INDIAN BUREAU AT
WORLD'S FAIRS, 1893-1904. SDHIST, V 21, NO 3, P 205t229, 1991.
WILDER SOCIETY
"FARMER BOY" HOME TO BE RESTORED IN NEW YORK. WILDER, V 13, NO 1, P 3, SPR
1987.
VERA MCCASKELL, 1905-1989. WILDER, V 15, NO 1, P 6, SPR 1989.
SMITH, DOROTHY. PROGRESS AT THE "FARMER BOY HOME." WILDER, V 14, NO 1, P II,
APR 1988.
SMITH, DOROTHY/B. EXCITING BEGINNINGS FOR THE FARMER BOY HOUSE RESTORATION.
/Sf^'pWrLDER/fA/^T^^ivNO; 2> P 3,8, FAL 1987.
WILDER, ALMANZO J. '
REMEMBERING DOROTHY SMITH. WILDER, V 14, NO 2, P 5, SPR 1988.
WILDER,,LAURA INGALLS (1867-1957)
•SISTER CARRIE HAS THE CHINA SHEPHERDESS.' WILDER, V 16, NO 2, P 8, FAL 1990.
ACTRESS PORTRAYS LAURA. WILDER, V 15, NO 2,. P 3,. FAL 1989. / , .
ALVILDA SORENSON: STRONG VOICE FOR LAURA INGALLS WILDER. WILDER, V 14, NO 2, P
1,3, FAL 1988.
; DRIVING MRS. WILDER. WILDER, V 17, NO 1, P 1-2, SPR 1991.
NPR PRODUCES LAURA INGALLS WILDER DOCUMENTARY. WILDER, V 14, NO 1, P 11, SPR
. •• ^1988 . .
CRAMER, MARIAN. THE INGALLS AND WILDERS 0F:DESMET. .DAKHIST, NO 20TH, P
539-542, 1988.
CRAMER, MARIAN; STEECE, LAURIE. PRAIRIE VOGUE/ DAKHIST, V 22, P 152-173, 1990.
' '' LilCHTY/ TRENE'V. i CHILDREN'S BOOK WEEK, n952"'^SHEiWAS ADORED THAT DAY."
WILDER, V 13, NO 2, P 10, FAL 1987.
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" " FECHANy BEVERLY. • DE SMET AND LAURA'S LONG. WINTER. HERITAGE, V 16, NO 4, P
20-21, WIN 1990.
WILDER, LAURA INGALLS. ANINGALLS FAMILY CHRISTMAS. SDMAG, V 6, NO 5, P 3D,
,my 1990.
WILDERNESS AREAS
HAGEN, RON. INSIDE VIEWPOINT: THE SIERRA CLUB (WILDERNESS AREA IN THE BLACK .
HILLS). INSIDE, V 2, NO 6, P 5, FAL 1991.
WILDLIFE SEE ALSO THE NAMES OF SPECIFIC ANIMALS
DAKOTA CENTENNIAL 1889-1989; PART L:. THE FRONTIER. CONSDIG,vVv^ P.
18-20, 1988.
DAKOTA'CENTENNIAL 1889-1989, PART 4: REBUILDING WILDLIFE POPULATIONS. CONSDIG,
V 56, NO 3, P 23-25, 1989.
GOATS KILLED BY BOBCAT. SDMAG, V 6, NO 5, P 23, JAN 1991.
THE RISE AND FALL OF OUR PRAlRIE WILDLIFE. SDMAG, V 5, NO 5, P 35-40, JAN 1990.
WRAP-UP: DEMONSTRATION FARMS PRODUCE WILDLIFE AND PROFITS. CONSDIG, V 54, NO 2,
P 26, 1987.
WRAP-UP: THE HIDDEN VALUE OF WILDLIFE. CONSDIG, V 54, NO 6, P 28, 1987.
1991 CALENDAR ISSUE (ENTIRE ISSUE). CONSDIG, V 57, NO 6, 1990.
1992 CALENDAR ISSUE (ENTIRE ISSUE). CONSDIG, V 58, NO 6, 1990.
BERINGSON, DICK. WILDLIFE THEN AND NOW. DAKOUT, V 6, NO 11, P 21, NOV 1991.
:b0WD, EILEEN. NONGAME--WHAT GOOD IS IT ? CONSDIG, V 56, NO 2, P 14-16, 1989.
HINZMAN, LEAH. DAKOTA NATURALIST: THE SEASONS OF CUSTER STATE PARK. CONSDIG, V
55, NO,5, P 22-23, 1988.
JOHNSTON, TOM; MCGOWAN, JIM. WILDLIFE WATER DEVELOPMENTS: PROVIDING WATER
SOURCES CAN HELP MANY SPECIES OF WILDLIFE IN THE BLACK HILS. CONSDIG, V 57,
NO 1, P 16-17, 1990.
LINDSAY, LARRY. S.D. REPORT: HOW DANGEROUS ARE BLACK BEARS? FINS, V 6, NO 10,
P 6, WIN 1987.
f , "MtiPHAIL/'JO'^NilE? DAY IN CUSTER STATE PARK
' IS A REMINDER OF THE BEAUTY AND PEACE THAT SURROUNDS US. CONSDIG, V 58, NO 4,
P 2-5, 1991.
MITZEL, BILL. WILDLIFE PROBLEMS CREATED BY THE DROUGHT. DAKCOUNT, V 2, NO 8, P
6-10, AUG 1988.
riOUM, KEN. AN OUTSIDE OPINION: HISTORY OF SOUTH DAKOTA TIED TO THE OUTDOORS.
CONSDIG, V 56, NO 1, P 26, 1989.
MOUM, KEN . AN OUTSIDE OPINION : OH, THOSE 1WONDERFUL ROADSIDES. CONSDIG,; V 58,.
NO 2, P 29, 1991.
MOUM, KEN. S.D. HEADWATERS: WATER IS EVERYTHING. FINS, V 6, NO 5, P 4, MAY
1987.
RILEY, STEVEN. DAKOTA WILDLIFE: THE HATCH AND THE BROOD. CONSDIG, V 57, NO .3,
P 20-21, 1990.
SAUM, BRAD. EXPLORING NATURE AFTER THE SUN SETS. CONSDIG, V 54, NO 4, P 20-23,
1987.
SHATTIL, WENDY; ROZINSKI, ROBERT. DAKOTA SCENES (PHOTOGRAPHIC ESSAY). CONSDIG,
V 55, NO 2, P 12-17, 1988.
SVENSONy SALLY. DAKOTA NATURALIST: A LONG WINTER NAP. CONSDIG, V 58, NO 5, P
;22-23, 1991.
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THORESON, MAYWIN. DAKOTA NATURALIST: COMMON ANIMALS OF SOUTH DAKOTA PARKS.
CONSDIG, V 56, NO A, P 22-2A, 1989.
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DOWD, EILEEN. BLACK-FOOTED FERRET. CONSDIG, V 55, NO A, P 6-7,9+, 1988.
DOWD,;EILEEN. SYBILLE WILDLIFE RESEARCH UNIT. CONSDIG, V 55, NO A, P 8, 1988.
WILDLIFE - SURVEYS
' BEEPER WALLEYES REVEAL ;SURPRISES-;-S^TUDIES?SHOW^ABOUr!20X OF:wALLEYES -ARE5r?
WELL-TRAVELED. - DAKCOUNT-, V 2, NO .7, .P-32n3A, JUL 1988. ^ -
; DAKOTA COUNTRY SURVEY RESULTS. DAKCOUNT, V 2, NO A, P 14-20, APR 1988.
DEER POPULATIONS LOOKING GOOD. DAKCOUNT, V 4, NO II, P 19, NOV 1990.
FALL FLIGHT FOR GEESE FAVORABLE. DAKCOUNT, V 3, NO 10, P 21, OCT 1989.
FALL PHEASANT OUTLOOK IMPROVED. DAKCOUNT, V 4, NO 7, P 29, JUL 1990.
: PHEASANT HUNTING SHOULD BE GOOD. DAKCOUNT, V 3, NO 10, P 17, OCT 1989.
T ^ -pH^S^NTSrCANWHEY BE '^bVERHARVE^^ DAKCOUNT, V 3, NO I, P 35, JAN 1989.
r'r released walleye: COUNT FROM OAHE TOURNAMENT LISTED. DAKCOUNT, V 4, NO 7, P 26,
JUL 1990.
SALMON ACTIVITY ON THE UPSWING. DAKCOUNT, V 4, NO 8, P 20-22, AUG 1990./
SALMON SPAWN WINDS DOWN- EGG COUNT DOWN FROM LAST YEAR. DAKCOUNT, V 3, NO 12, P
31, DEC 1989.
WALLEYE TAGGING STUDY ON OAHE CONTINUES. DAKCOUNT, V 2, NO 6, P 12-13, JUN
1988.
WALLEYE JAGGING STUDY. DAKCOUNT, V 3, NO 4, P 66-67, APR 1989.
1987 SALMON SURVEY: REPORT CARD SURVEY TELLS ALL. DAKCOUNT, V 2, NO 4, P 22-27,
APR 1988.
1991 HUNTING FORECAST: 'ONE OF THE BEST YEARS IN MEMORY". DAKOUT, V 6, NO 9, P
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COOPER, JOHN. WATER FOWL FORECAST. DAKOUT, V 6, NO 9, P 7-8, SEP 1991.
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1988.
• SIMPSON, GAY. LOSS OF HABITAT STILL BOTTOM "LINE (LETTER). -DAKCOUNT, V 3; NO 2,
P, 32-35, FEB 1989.
WILDLIFE CONSERVATION SEE ALSO BIRDS - PROTECTION; ENDANGERED SPECIES; THREATENED
SPECIES
BLACK HILLS TROUT PLAN ANNOUNCED. DAKCOUNT, V 5, NO 7, P 46, JUL 1991.
COMMON GROUND (EDITORIAL). CONSDiG, V 54, NO 3, P 1, 1987.
DAKOTA WILDLIFE: IMPROVING HABITAT. CONSDIG, V 58, NO I, P 20-21, 1991.
LENGTH-ONLY RULE APPLIES TO CATCH-AND-RELEASE. FINS, V 7, NO 5, P 7, 1988.
/ WATER FOWL PLAN TAKING SHAPE. DAKCOUNT, V 2, NO 12, P 17, DEC 1988.
• BERINGSON, DICK. TIME IS RIGHT (FOR IMPROVING PHEASANT HABITAT). CONSDIG, V
58, NO 1, P 1, 1991.
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HANSEN, DOUG: WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT - ACONSDIG, ,V-.56,, NO.,.5., .,P„ 1,
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KROGER, DICK. WINTERKILL: SCOURGE OF THE DAKOTAS. DAKCOUNT, V 5, NO 11, P
34-35, NOV 1991.
LINDSAY, LARRY. S.D. REPORT: FOOD PLOTS PERMITTED. FINS, V 6, NO 10, P 6, WIN
1987.
MOUM, ken. an outside OPINION: IS HELPING WILDLIFE IMMORAL? CONSDIG, V 55, NO
2, P 26, 1988.
..MOUM, .KEN.CONSDIG, V 54, NO 1, P 23, 1987.
MOUM, KEN. S.D. HEADWATERS: THINK HARD ABOUT HABITAT. FINS, V 6, NO 2, P 6,
FEB 1987.
MUELLER, MICHAEL F. - WAPITI AND THE ROCKY MOUNTAIN ELK FOUNDATION. CONSDIG, V
58, NO 3, P 12-15, 1991.
POST, CHUCK. S.D. REPORT: FEDERAL WILDLIFE AID TO STATE SETS RECORD.: FINS, V
6, NO 3, P 6, MAR 1987.
SIMPSON, GAY. LOSS OF HABITAT STILL BOTTOM LINE (LETTER). DAKCOUNT^ V 3, NO 2,
P 32-35, FEB 1989.
SIMPSON, GAY. SOUTH DAKOTA WETLANDS. CONSDIG, V 55, NO 1, P 10, 1988.
-WILDLIFE CONSERVATION - LAW AND LEGISLATION
NUMEROUS WILDLIFE-RELATED MEASURES SEEN IN DAKOTA LEGISLATURES. ' DAKCOUNT, V 5,
NO 6, P 56-59, JUN 1991.
/ ^ ADOPTS'StlFFtR~TISHlNG REGULATIONS. -DAKCOUNT, V 3, NO 12, P 16-20, DEC 1989.
SD LEGISLATURE WINDS DOWN. DAKCOUNT, V 4, NO 3, P 35, MAR 1990.
THE RISE AND FALL OF OUR PRAIRIE WILDLIFE. SDMAG, V 5, NO 5, P 35-40, JAN 1990.
WILDLIFE LEGISLATION ON TAP. DAKCOUNT, V 3, NO 2, P 22, FEB 1989.
. MOUM, KEN. PITTMAN-ROBERTSON AND THE LAND. CONSDIG, V 54, NO 2, P 17, 1987.
WILDLIFE DEPREDATION
DAKOTA WILDLIFE: PREVENTING" BIG GAME DEPREDATION. CONSDIG, V 58, NO 2, P 20-21,
1991.
WILDLIFE HABITAT iSEE HABITAT
WILDLIFE REFUGES
fcARRELS, PETER. SPORTSMAN'S GUIDE TO LACREEKNWR, BENNETT COUNTY." FINS, V 6,
NO 8, P 95-96, JUL 1987.
Manning, SHAWNA. waubay wildlife refuge not just for waterfowl: people are
: ,: ; „, :WELG0MEM00. i SDMAG, V 5, NO 2, P:^ 45, JUL 1989. . ., .
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WILLERT, MEREDITH
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WILLHITE, NELLIE ZABEL
SMITH, CLAYTON F., THE UNFLINCHING NELLIEvZABELWILLHITE: SOUTH,DAKOTA'SiEJRST
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FAME HONOREE - ATHLETICS). HERITAGE, V 16, NO 3, P 30-31, FAL 1990,
WILLOW TREES
THATCHER, ELAINE. DAKOTA DIAMONDS: DIAMOND WILLOW CANE WHITTLING IN SOUTH
DAKOTA. DAKHIST, NO 18TH, P A05-410, 1986.
WILLS SEE ESTATES (LAW)
WILSON, JOHN S.




\SIOUX LEGACY (BADLANDS AND WIND CAVE LEGENDS). INDIAN, NO 117, P 5, NOV 1988.
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1, P 22-23, 1991.
PECHAN,. BEVERLY. DE SMET AND LAURA'S LONG WINTER. HERITAGE, V 16, NO 4, P
20-21, WIN 1990.
WINTER COUNTS (NATIVE AMERICAN CUSTOM)
YOUNG BEAR, MYRNA. HISTORY OF THE OGLALA SIOUX (WINTER COUNT). DAKHIST, NO
18TH, P 780-783, 1986.





WINTER SPORTS SEE ALSO NAMES OF SPECIFIC ACTIVITIES
DISCOVER OUTDOOR FUN. CONSDIG, V 56, NO 3, P 7-22, 1989.
OH, THE WHIMSY OF A DAKOTA WINTER! (WINTER RECREATION). SDMAG, V 2, NO 5, P 12,
JAN 1987.
PARK NOTES: THE BEST IS VET TO COME (FALL AND WINTER OUTDOOR RECREATION)!
CONSDIG, V 58, NO 5, P 26, 1991.
THINK WHITE AND HEAD FOR THE HILLS. DEADMAG-, V 1,-NO 5,. P 5, NOV 1991..
BEAVER, JIMMY. WINTER OUTDOORS. SDMAG, -V 6, NO- 5., .P 37-40,. JAN 1991.: , <
^ r HOLTZMANN, ROGER.:j^%RLEASANT>:iVALLEY:::yAs NEW^cUSEsFORj^N<-EASfcRTAAERiFARM^^^iSDMAG, V
6, NO 5, P 44-45, JAN 1991.
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WIN 1991.
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P 4, NOV 1991.
WINTERKILL
ti'-^^^'tlj^ER^lfiZEiy^lisHING.^ ^SAKCOUNT, V 1, NO 3, P 26, MAR 1987.
-' :^"^ '::WINTERKiLk-SEEN''IN NDj-.SITUATION MUCH BETTER; IN SD.. DAKCOUNT, V 5,, NO 5„ .,P 33,
MAY 1991.
•. HANTEN, ROBERT. LIBERALIZED FISHING (EDITORIAL). . CONSDIG, V 55, ;N0 6, P I,
1988.
KROGER, DICK. WINTERKILL: SCOURGE OF THE DAKOTAS. DAKCOUNT, V, 5> NO 11, P
34-35, NOV 1991.
WIST, S.D.
cbRDtS, IRENE. GOVERNOR ANDREW J. FAULK AND HIS NAMESAKES: COUNTY OF FAULK AND
CITY OF FAULKTON. DAKHIST, V 22, P 134-151, 1990.
WITNESSES
-- .i.. -.:^;.rvWAbZ;^sB.? .EL:^ OF POST-HYPNOTIC TESTIMONY: A PROPOSED
ADDITION to'THE RULE'OF STATE V. ADAMS. LAW, V 34, NO 1, P 190-205, 1989.
YOUNG, MARSHALL P.; MCDONALD, SHEILA E. THE AFTERMATH OF COY V. IOWA: ARE SOUTH
DAKOTA'S CHILD WITNESS STATUTES IN JEPARDY? LAW, V 34, NO 3, P 627-648, 1989.
WOLLMAN, ROGER (1934- )
OUR PUBLIC COLLEGES' CENTENNIAL ALUMNI - UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH DAKOTA. SDMAG, V
4, NO 4, P 37, NOV 1988.
WOLVES
HUNTING THE KILLER CUSTER WOLF. SDMAG, V 6, NO 4, P 39-41, SEP 1990. -
GILFILLAN, ARCHER B. THE HUNT FOR THREE TOES. SDMAG, V 6, NO l-„ P 29-33, MAR
1990. -
JORDAN, IREAN C. MATT THE WOLFER. DAKHIST, NO 20TH, P 281-290, 1988.
TEIXEIRA, LUELLA A. MY FATHER'S ORDEAL WITHTHE GRAY WOLVES (EXCERPT FROM




MILDRED SANDAL (1988 HALL OF FAME HONOREE - UNSUNG HEROES AND GOOD HEARTS).
, .r.-vHERITAGE, V..1A/>N0 4, P-3I, 1988.. . .v ,
RUTH ZIOLKOWSKI (1988 HALL OF FAME HONOREE - ARTS AND HUMANITIES). HERITAGE, V
14, NO 4, P 33, 1988.
WOMEN IN SOUTH DAKOTA. CENSUSDATA, V 1, NO 7, P 1-5, FEB 1987.
' ALEXANDER, RUTH ANN. SOUTH DAKOTA WOMEN STAKE A CLAIM: A FEMINIST MEMOIR,
1964-1989. SDHIST, V 19, NO 4, P 538-555, 1989.
, • PRESENTATION" SISTERS : -100':YEARS-IN DAKOTA, 1886-1986 . ..fDAKHIST'i
NO 18TH, P 756-769, 1986.
- MOOSE, NANCY G. :OLE E. ROLVAAG: WOMEN AND RELIGION. DAKHISTi 'V 22, P 689,-709.,
1990.
SNEVE, VIRGINIA D.H. WOMEN OF THE CIRCLE. DAKHIST, NO 18TH, P 741-755, 1986.
WOMEN - EDUCATION
SOUTH DAKOTA'S FEMALE POPULATION CONTINUES TO ENTER LABOR FORCE. LABOR, P 1-2,
MAY 1990.
•WOMEN-;EMPLOYMENT .
A COMPARISON OF SOUTH DAKOTA'S LABOR FORCE FROM 1988 TO 1989. LABOR, P 1-2, JUL
1990.
CHANGING LABOR FORCE CAUSES TRENDS IN SERVICE INDUSTRY. LABOR, P 2, ;'JUL 1987.
EMPLOYMENT OF WOMEN IN-SERVICES AND TRADE. LABOR, P 2,.FEB 1987. , ,,
FEMALE EMPLOYMENT TIED TO LIFESTYLES. LABOR, P 1-2, FEB 1987.
, IN RETROSPECT: THE '80S LABOR MARKET. LABOR, P 1-3, JAN 1990.
SOUTH DAKOTA HAS REASONS TO.CELEBRATE LABOR DAY. LABOR, P 1-2, JUL 1991.
•SOUTH DAKOTA'S FEMALE POPULATION CONTINUES TO ENTER LABOR FORCE. LAB0R,„.P:.l,r2,
MAY 1990.
WOMEN'^IN•;iS0UTHvD:AKO7Y\,CENSUSDATA,, V I,. NO 7, P 1-5, FEB 1987.
WOMEN IN WORK FORCE CONTINUES TO GROW. ECONDEV, V 3, NO 4, P 5, APR 1990.
GANDHI, SAILAi DUAL-EARNER COUPLES IN SOUTH DAKOTA.. CENSUSDATA, V 2, NO 3, P
1-4, OCT 1987.
WOMEN - FARM LIFE SEE ALSO FARM LIFE; COUNTRY LIFE
CHEGIN, RITA K. KATE--PIONEER WOMAN. DAKHIST, NO 21ST, 1989.
JORDAN, IREAN C, WOMEN OF THE PRAIRIE. DAKHIST, V 22, P 410-435, 1990. ..
- SVAREN, HELEN. MA, THE THRESHERSTARE. COMING. DAKHIST, NO 22, . P .922-931 ,.1,990.
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; GOVERNOR OBJECTS TO DAKOTA CIGARETTE. HEALTH, V 4, NO 2, P I•^, MAR 1990.
SOUTH DAKOTA HEALTH 2000 UPDATE. HEALTH, V 3, NO 5, P 1+, SEP 1989.
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FELDHAUS, ROSEMARY. HOWARD WOMEN'S CIVIC LEAGUE: 75 YEARS. DAKHIST, NO ZIST,
1989.
LETELLIER, ESTHER. HISTORY OF THE WOMEN'S CHRISTIAN TEMPERANCE UNION OF SOUTH
DAKOTA. DAKHIST, NO 20TH, P 19-24, 1988.
WOMEN - SUFFRAGE
": . VOTEXOF-APPRECIATIONXCEDITHXPETERSONXMARKS 65TH fYEAR OF^^VOTING) . xxsDMAGSTsa^ 4, NO
4, P 44, NOV 1988.
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' LONDON, BONNIE; IRMA KING WRITES ABOUT SOUTH DAKOTA (HALL OF FAME. HONOREE -
. . ARTSrAND HUMANITIES). . HERITAGE, tV. 16, NO 3, P 10-11, FAL 1990; : X (
WOMEN HOMESTEADERS AND PIONEERS
CHEGIN, RITA";K.KATE--PI0NEER WOMAN. DAKHIST, N021ST, 1989.
X • GARON, GREG; -' PIONEER'WOMEN heritage, V 15i NO 7, P 16-18,- 1989; -
HALL, GEORGE A. ANN SNEESBY, AGE 51: HOMESTEADED IN DAKOTA. HERITAGE, V 15, NO
X:..,-x,..;6;i'.-^P.'-35.,,vl989.
MCCABE, ALLISON. ANNIE TALLENT, A LADY, A TEACHER, A PIONEER. HERITAGE, V 14,
NO 4, P 9, 1988.
MCLAiRD, LEE N. FOREMOTHERS OF SIOUX FALLS. DAKHIST, NO 19TH, P X.C1+, 1987.
PETERS, MARILYN. ROSE OF THE PRAIRIE: BRITTON'S TOUGH AND INDEPENDENT
HOMESTEADER (ROSE OTTO SAYER). SDMAG, V 4, NO 6, P 20-21, MAY 1989.
, SHONLEY, TOM.- WE TRAVELED WITHOUT ROADS: A VIEW OF FRONTIER TRAVEL.WITH SPECIAL
• . EMPHASIS ON THE ROLE OF WOMEN IN .WAGON TRAINS AND. . DAKHIST,« N0.,21S.T:, 1989.
WAGNER, SALLY ROESCH. DAKOTA RESOURCES: THE TIONEER DAUGHTERS COLLECTION' OF THE
SOUTH-DAKOTA FEDERATION OF WOMEN'S CLUBS. SDHIST; V;19, NO 1,- P 95-109, 1989.
WAGNER, SALLY ROESCH. DAUGHTERS-OF DAKOTA: PIONEER WOMEN'S STORIES. DAKHIST,
NO 21ST, 1989.
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MILDRED D. RAMYNKE (1987 HALL OF FAME - PROFESSIONAL). DAKWEST, V 13, NO A, P
, H7, DEC 1987.
WOMEN PHYSICIANS
Alice IS EVERYWHERE (ALICE KUNDERT - hall of fame HONOREE -GOVERNMENT).
HERITAGE, V 16, NO 3, P lA-16, FAL 1990.
f CORDTS, IRENE. ABBIE ANN JARVIS, M.D. .rr SMALL-TOWN .DOCTOR .ON THE-.SOUTH DAKOTA
PRAIRIE. DAKHIST, .NO 18TH, P ..21.7-223, 1986. . :
WOMEN PILOTS
.smith; CLAYTON F.THE UNFLINCHING NELLIE ZABEL WILLHITE: SOUTH DAKOTA'S FIRST
AVIATRIX. DAKHIST, NO 2GTH, P 2A1-280, 1988.
WOMEN POLITICIANS
DAKOTA IMAGES: GLADYS PYLE. SDHIST, V 19, NO 2, P 276+, 1989.
a-i;^^;^,;i47ii^3r;«;i;DEDiGA1^0N:¥T0iftRUBLI^ LAMONT^S. CAREER (1991 HALL OF FAME HONOREE).
; ; " HERITAGE, V 17; NO 3, P 14-15, SEP 1991.
^ ^ 8,.AUG 1991.
: : SEVERSliNV LYNNV^ TO THE STATEHOUSE (NORTH DAKOTA WOMEN) . DAKHIST,
NO 18TH, P 550-567, 1986.
WOMEN'S CHRISTIAN TEMPERANCE UNION
> ' LETELLIER/^^E HISTORY OF: THE WOMEN'S CHRISTIAN TEMPERANCE UNION OF SOUTH
DAKOTA. DAKHIST, NO 20TH, P 19-24, 1988.
WOMEN'S: CLUBS SEE WOMEN - SOCIETIES
WOMEN'S MOVEMENT
; .ALEXANDER, RUTH ANN. SOUTH-DAKOTA WOMEN STAKE A CLAIM: A FEMINIST MEMOIR,
^SDHISTfi V-192, >?N0 4>' P,i538-555, 1989.
WONG FAMILY (DEADWOOD, S.D.)
NEDVED, GREG. DEADWOOD'S WONG. SDMAG, V 5, NO 4, P 49-51, NOV 1989.
WOOD CARVING
- THATCHER, ELAINE. DAK0TA; DIAM0NDS: .DIAMOND WILLOW CANE WHITTLING IN: SOUTH v.--
DAKOTA. DAKHIST, NO 18TH,P 405-410, 1986.
WOOD DUCKS
FREIDEL, JACK. A HOME FOR WOODIE. CONSDIG, V 57, NO 1,,P 14, 1990. .
: HART, WILLIAM P. SAGA OF THE WOOD DUCKS. CONSDIG, V 57, NO 1,P 12-13+, 1990.
WOOD PRODUCTS
EblNGTON, DOROTHEA. KUSTOM KRAFT (KUSTOM KRAFT HARDWOODS, INC.). INSIDE, V.l,
NO 1, P 9-10, SUM 1990.
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-FAMILY RECIPE RESULTS IN BIG BUSINESS IN INTERIOR. ECONDEV, V A, NO 1, P.A, JAN
1991.
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; - WRAPUP (LETTER ^ABOUT^WOODPECKERS:) ...^ CONSDIG, • V -SA ANO 1,- P 28, 1987.:,"
PARRISH, BARRY. KNOCK ON WOOD (WOODPECKERS). CONSDIG, V "54; NO I, P "^12-15,
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TALLMAN, DAN. BANDING RECOVERIES OF SOUTH DAKOTA BIRDS, PART I: WOODPECKERS,
SWIFTS, FLYCATCHERS. BIRD, V 42, NO I, P 4-6, MAR 1990.
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